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FOREWORD 

During the symposium reported i ; these Proceedings the themes of STOL and 
VTOL Aerodynamics were studied under headings of High-Lift Systems (Powered and 
Mechanical), Jet Lift, Ground Effect, and Aerodynamic Prediction Methods and 
Simulation Requirements.  The symposium concluded with a general Round Table 
Discussion. 

The symposium was held at the Technische Hogeschool, Delft, at the invitation of 
the Netherlands National Delegates to AGARD. 
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V/STOL AERODYNAMICS:    A REVIEW OF THE TECHNOLOGY 

David H. Hlckey 
Ames Research Center, NASA 

Moffett Field. California 94035 

SUMMARY 

After 20 years of research, the western world has one operational V/STOL aircraft and that Is a military 
aircraft.   An examination of the technical reasons for this failure to convert research results to hardware 
Indicates that the penalties for V/STOL capability are still too large for most applications.    This cost 
may be reduced by Improved efficiency of the propulsive lift components and use of the newly emerging aug- 
mentor technology.    Payload-welght ratios of V/STOL aircraft are 10 to 201; thus the productivity of the 
aircraft is very sensitive to small deficiencies or Improvements In the various component efficiencies.    The 
state of the art of some of these critical technological areas Is reviewed.    In particular, STOL augmentors, 
ground effects, and prediction methods are reviewed briefly.    For VTOL, Induced aerodynamics, vectoring 
devices, and modeling problems are reviewed.    Research In these areas may significantly reduce the cost of 
V/STOL performance. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A augmentation ratio 
AL lifting element area, m2 (ft2) 
Ay wind-tunnel cross-sectional area, m2 (ft2) 
« aspect ratio, b2/S 
b wing span, m (ft) 
c wing chord, m (ft) 
Cj jet momentum coefficient, T/qS 
CL lift coefficient, L/qS 
Cm pitching moment coefficient, M/qSc 
Cn normal force coefficient, N/qS 
Cp pressure coefficient, AP/q 
D diameter, m (ft) 
DOC direct operating cost 
Fx horizontal force, N (lb) 
h height from reference point to ground, 

m (ft) 
t length from fan centerllne to exhaust of 

hooded deflector, m (ft) 
L 11ft, N (lb) 
ms augmentor secondary mass flow, 

kg/sec (lb/sec) 
M pitching moment, m-N (ft-lb) 
MOn <:'ra9 divergence Mach number 
N force normal to the wing chord, N (lb) 
P pressure, N/m2 (lb/ft2) 
PNdB perceived noise level In decibels 
q dynamic pressure, N/m2 (lb/ft2) 
r distance from tne engine axis, m (ft) 
R radius of hooded exhaust deflector cen- 

terllne or jet exhaust, m (ft) 
Ro radius of engine exhaust, m (ft) 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

free 

deg 

S wing area, m2 (ft2) 
t time, see 
T Thrust, N (lb) 
u velocity In jet exhaust, m/sec (ft/sec) 
V free-stream velocity, m/sec (ft/sec) 
Vi Inlet velocity, m/sec (ft/sec) 
Vj jet velocity, m/sec (ft/sec) 
U gross weight, N (lb) 
X distance in the horizontal direction, 

m (ft) 
a angle of attack with respect to the 

stream, deg 
Bv angle with respect to the fan axis, 
if flap deflection, deg 
«t augmentor turning angle, deg 
Ap pressure difference, N/m2 (lb/ft2) 
nt turning efficiency, % 
»v hooded deflector turning,angle, deg 
A wing taper ratio 
♦ augmentation ratio, T/T^ 
A wing sweep-back angle, deg 

Subscripts 

e effective 
max maximum 
N nozzle 
s static 
t total pressure 
TO takeoff 
i ejector throat 
2 ejector exit 

Research In V/STOL aerodynamics has spanned a period of at least 20 years, but only one production air- 
craft, the Hawker Harrier, has resulted.    This paper discusses technology-oriented reasons for this failure 
to convert research Into production hardware, and means to remedy that situation.    While the discussion 
focuses on problems with civil applications, many of the corments also apply for military applications. 
First, the performance domain of V/STOL (powered lift) aircraft Is defined by deriving the maximum field 
performance that can be expected from conventional aircraft.    Then the causes for the poor economics of 
V/STOL aircraft based on present-day technology are reviewed and technological areas that may yield signif- 
icant benefits are suggested.    Finally, pertinent selected topics In STOL and VTOL aerodynamics are reviewed. 
These topics Include prediction techniques, augmentor technology. Induced aerodynamics, and ground effect. 

2.    PROBLEMS IN THE APPLICATION OF V/STOL TECHNOLOGY 

The concepts considered here are. In most cases, those which have aerodynamic lift augmented by the 
propulsion system. However, before proceeding with a discussion of propulsive lift. It Is advisable to 
define the Performance requirements that lead to the utilization of powered lift. 

2.1    Operational limits of conventional aircraft 

Figure 1 shows the historical trend of maximum lift.    Plain wing, tralllng-edge flaps, and tralllng- 
and leading-edge flap trends are shown.    Progression In high 11ft capability was steady until the late 
1960's.    If the progression In this capability Is to continue, either more complex conventional high lift 
systems or lift augmentation with the propulsion system must occur.    If the former course 1s taken, the 
maximum lift coefficient capability In the near future could be about 3.5, and the lift coefficient In 
approach would be 2.1.    The lift capability as a function of airspeed for these conditions and with a wing 
loading of 3.83 kN/m2 (80 psf) Is shown 1n Fig. 2.   Also Included In the figure Is landing distance as a 
function of approach speed.    With no lift augmentation, the landing distance Is about 1160 m (3800 ft). 
For a field 610 m long (2000 ft), propulsive lift Is required; Including factors for engine out and thrust 
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lapse, the thrust/weight ratio for an unaugmented system Is approximately 0.7.    In Fig. 3, typical takeoff 
aerodynamics are assumed.    For a wing loading of 3.83 IcN/m2 (80 psf). a thrust/weight ratio of 0.36 Is 
required to equal the landing field length capability of 1160 m (3800 ft).    For a takeoff field 610 m long 
(2000 ft), the required thrust/weight ratio for an unaugmented system Is C 6.    Figure 4 compares an air- 
plane planform for a 610 and 1220 m long (2000 and 4000 ft) field.    The nacelles were sized to approximate 
the dimensions of a low noise engine.    The 610 m (2000-ft) field length airplane may suffer In both low- 
speed and high-speed performance because of the large nacelle size.    This, coupled with the high thrust/ 
weight ratios required, makes this approach to short field lengths questionable.    However, for field 
lengths 1n the 1220 m (4000 ft) category, this approach seems appropriate.    It is realized, of cou»-se, that 
wing loading can be bartered for field length at the expense of complicated gust alleviation systems.    This 
approach, however, compllcatis the aircraft and compromises cruise efficiency. 

It Is apparent that unpowered lift systems can provide a field length capability as low as 1200 m 
(4000 ft) Kith a reasonable wing loading, but for field lengths less than that, powered lift systems are 
required.    This shorter field length capability offers a considerable advantage to a transportation system 
and deserves serious consideration.    The remainder of this section deals with the penalties associated with 
the use of powered lift systems for VTOL or STOl performance. 

2.2 Economic penalties of propulsive lift 

Figure 5 (ref. 1) shows the direct operating cost associated with fields shorter than 1220 m (4000 ft). 
Designing an aircraft to operate with a 610 m long field (20')0 ft) rather than 1220 m (4000 ft) Increases 
the direct operating cost 20%.    Figure 6 also shows the penilty to direct operating cost of noise reduction 
treatment as a function of field length,    ht all field lengths, the penalty for 95 PNdB at 152 m (500 ft) 
Is large, and the penalty for a field length of 610 m (2000 ft) compared to 1220 m (4000 ft) Is 20'* higher. 
This would Indicate that the Increase In DOC as field length Is shortened Is caused by the additional noise 
treatment required by the larger powerplants.    Removal of this effect would produce agreement with earlier 
studies. In which acoustics were Ignored (ref. 2), which show DOC 1s not highly sensitive to field lengths 
above 610 m (2000 ft).    Nevertheless, noise restrictions may become more severe rather than less severe. 
Therefore, propulsive lift technology must be examined to Isolate areas where Improvements can be made so 
that shorter field aircraft are more attractive 1n comparison with conventional aircraft. 

The arguments thus far have been for STOL aircraft.    For VTOL aircraft, the problem Is much more 
severe.    Figure 7 (ref. 3) shows the direct operating cost (In dollars) per aircraft mile as a function of 
stage length.    Data from conventional two-, three-, and four-engine transport aircraft are shown along with 
the estimated operating cost of a 4a5-kN (109,000 lb), 100-passenger 11ft fan V/STOL transport aircraft. 
The operating cost of the V/STOL transport Is comparable to the four-engine large aircraft and 1s approxi- 
mately 60S higher than the two-engine aircraft with similar payload-range characteristics.    Clearly, If 
V/STOL transport aircraft are to be made economldUly competitive, the number of engines must be reduced, 
the systems must be simplified, and the components must operate at top efficiency. 

While the preceding arguments have concentrated on commercial applications of V/STOL technology, 
similar arguments hold for military applications.    There maintenance costs, low payload to weight ratio, 
and restricted range and endurance have combined to handicap the ut llty of V/STOL aircraft for military 
missions,     he result, of course, has been that only one military aircraft Is In production. 

2.3 Impacl of a fuel shortage 

The Intuitive reaction to a shortage of aircraft fuel Is that V/STOL aircraft would have a severe 
disadvantage because of the relatively large amount of propulsion required which Increases aircraft weight 
and may product lower propulsive efficiency In cruise.    These factors, however, may be mitigated by other 
factors Inherent 1n V/STOL operations.    Reference 4 contains preliminary design Information on several 
V/STOL aircraft and a conventional aircraft designed for a range of 556 km (300 n.m.) and a 120-passenger 
payload.    These studies differ from more recent studies In that no effort was made to evaluate the 
penalties due to design for low noise. 

The fuel load from some of these aircraft are tabulated below. 

33 
28.5 
28.8 
29.9 

Aircraft Fuel load, kjj 

Conventional 
STOL 
VTOL Jet lift 
VTOL tilt wing 

All V/STOL aircraft In the study required less fuel than conventional aircraft.    These surprising results 
stem from at least three factors.    First, the short design range minimizes the effect of reduced cruise 
propulsive efficiency.   Second, the calculations assume different maneuver times for the different aircraft 
(6 m1n for CTOL, 2.5 mln for STOL, and 2 m1n for VTOL).    Lastly, no penalty was Included for quieting 
techniques.   The first two Items are valid for aircraft specifically designed for a mass short-haul trans- 
portation system, and the effect of the second Item could be considerably larger because reduction of air 
congestion around airports could yield even larger differences in maneuver time and reductions 1n fuel for 
V/STOL aircraft.    On the other hand, the study did not include penalties in operating efficiency from 
noise reduction hardware.   As already pointed out, this penalty could reverse the trend. 

The importance of minimizing fuel requirements further emphasizes the need to improve the lifting 
efficiency of V/STOL aircraft to Improve the competitive position with all forms of transportation. 

2.4   Advantages of propulsive lift 

In spite of the economic penalties associated with powered lift aircraft, the ability to land and 
take off in field lengths under 1220 m (4000 ft) is very important in that it offers relief from air and 
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ground congestion    It minimizes the Impact of aircraft and ground equipment on the envlronwcnt. It Improves 
the »itrvlce to tl.e passenger, and It provides maximum flexibility In route structure.    Bec< jse of these 
and c'a.T factors. V/STOL aircraft may require less fuel than other forms of transportation.   For military 
applications, V/STOL aircraft offer dispersal of forces to Minimize the effect of surprise attack, more 
direct supply and support of field forces, and freedom from large prepared airfields.   With all these 
Important advantages, every effort should be made to improve V/STOL technology so that practical and eco- 
nomical aircraft can fulfill these comnerdal and military needs. 

3.    POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENTS IN V/STOL AIRCRAFT 

This section deals with V/STOL T 
Improvement and thus can enhance the 
system needs. 

rodynainlc areas that appear to of'er an opportunity for significant 
•>ss1b111ty of the application of V/STOL technology to transportation 

Figure «5 (ref. 1) shows the Installed thrust/weight ratio required for 610 m (2000 ft) field length 
performance.    Even the augmentor wing, the most efficient concept, requires substantially more thrust than 
a ccn-entlonal aircraft; *or VTOL aircraft, approximately four times more thrust 1s required.   One obvious 
way to make the alrcrafl triore    lable economically 1s to Increase the efficiency of the lifting system. 

3.1    STOL 

Static turning efficiency Is one Inolcator of propulsive lift system efficiency.    Figure 9 shows 
static turning efficiency In terms of lift vs. thrust referenced to the noizle thrust for the externally 
blown flap (EBF). augmentor wing, and over-the-wlng blowing concepts.    For the externally blown flap (EBF) 
concept, the efficiency between deflections of 30* and 70° Is about 80X (ref. 5).    In view of the exhaus- 
tive research conducted on this concept, It Is unlikely that this efficiency will be Improved signifi- 
cantly.    It may be that the concept Is limited by the orientation of the flap with respect to the wing. 
Data from reference 6, with a canted variable camber exit louver cascade, are Included to show what can be 
done by reorienting the flaps In cascade fashion.    With this relatively efficient turning device, the 
efficiency was above 90% for angles from 0° to 90°.   Turning for the over-the-wlng STOL concept Is sub- 
stantially more efficient than for the EBF. at least between deflection angles of 30* to 50°. 

For comparison, augmentor wing data are Included In Fig. 9.    Because of the augmentation ratio, 
efficiency referenced to nozzle thrust Is greater than 100X.    For these results, the lobe nozzle was 
canted 30° (fig. 10). so that the augmentation ratio Is high over most of the usable flap angle range, 
but falls off iomewhat above a flap deflection of 70°. 

If It Is assumed that static turning efficiency Is not affected by airspeed (since these results give 
good agreement when Incorporated In the theoratlcal prediction of the variation of C^ with Cj, this Is a 
reasonable assumption), these results can be related to system performance.    The effective Cj Is that 
which provld« the circulation, CL ■ f(Cj ), and 

ntA 

where   nt   Is the turning efficiency and   A   Is the augmentation ratio.    From two-dimensional theory such 
as that of reference 8, CL    IS proportional to ^J 

'L(ntA = 1) 

K/CjntA and for a given   Cj 

Figure 11 shows the dlmenslonless    Cj and Ci    as a function of   nt^t with the data from Fig. 9 spotted 
on the relative   CL   curve.    Over-the-wlng Blowing should be 7% more efficient 1n producing lift than the 
EBF, and the augmentor wing will be 315! more efficient.    In addition, the augmentation ratio of the 
augmentor wing will provide more thrust at low flap deflection during takeoff. 

For augmentor wing or other internally blown flap concepts, volume for ducting and nozzles 1n the 
wing Is a very Important parameter, and   n^A   bears directly on the duct area required.    Figure 12 shows 
the relative duct area required for the same effective    Cj    as a function of   n^.    The augmentor wing 
requires 68X of the duct area required by an Internally brown flap.    Increasing augmentation ratio from 
the presently achievable 1.4 to 2.0 would lower the duct area required to 69% of that presently required. 
Installed thrust/weight ratio is also a function of   n+A   and this Increase would reduce the thrust/weight 
-atlo to 0.28 - 0.35. nearly that of conventional aircraft.    Development of the ejector technology as 
described In reference 9 may provide such an Increase In augmentation ratio. 

Figure 13 (ref. 9) defines the Ideal augmentation ratio as a function of augmentor geometry.    In 
practice, losses occur and available Installation volume Is limited so that these values are not achieved. 
The Inlet area ratio currently used tails between 10 and 15. and the exit diffuser area ravlo falls 
between 1.5 and 2.0.   The actual augmentation ratio realized Is of the order of 1.5 compared to the value 
of greater than 2 for the Ideal augmentor.    To realize the theoretical potential, nozzles with rapid mixing 
rates must be developed so that mixing occurs within the aujmentor.    Further, separation on the augmentor 
diffuser must be avoided.    Figure 14 shows conceptually how such an augmentor could be mechanized. 
Boundary-layer control Is supplied on the diffuser walls to control airflow separation,   dearly, the 
additional capability would be achieved at the price of additional complexity. 

3.2   VTOL 

The means for Improving the economics of VTOL aircraft ana thus enhancing the acceptance of these 
concepts for short haul transportation Is not as clear as for STOL aircraft. Concepts studied have used 
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lightweight lift engines, or rMOUly driven fans or thrust augaanting ejectors to augwnt the thrust from 
the cruise propulsion systaa.    In cither case, the cost of the total propulsion sytteai Is about the saae 
as that of a turtwfan engine providing the same thrust.    In addition, the Installed thrust Is 15 to 40t 
greater than takeoff Might to provide control forces, acceleration during hover, and survival of an 
engine failure.    As a result, the propulsion system weight fraction Is about double that for a 610 m 
(2000 ft) fTOL aircraft.    While It Is unlikely that a thrust au^aentlng ejector would be significantly 
lighter thar. « lift fan or lift engine, it nay be less costly.    To avoid Mich oversized cruise engines, 
an augaentation ratio greater than 2 Is required.   With low-pressure au^aentors, reference 10 has reported 
values approaching this magnitude with a reasonably canpact augaentor.    However, for a reasonable duct 
area, a high-pressure air supply will probably be required.    As shown In Fig.  15 (ref.  11) the augmenta- 
tion ratio will drop significantly as pressure ratio Is Increased.    With current technology, this Means 
that a longer (and less compact) augmentor Is required.    While there may be some promise in this approach, 
a great deal of effort Is required on Installation problems In order to provide a viable system.    The 
previous discussion was slanted toward commercial applications.    For aircraft that have high Installed 
cruise thrust, the required augmentation Is low and the augmentor can be more compact, thus Installation 
problem are eased.    Required ducting volume will, however, be relatively Urge (one such application is 
the Rockwell International XFV-12). 

A weight breakdown for a typical V/ST0L transport Is shown below. 

Component Gross weight. X 

Structure 23 
Propulsion system 26 
Subsystans 12 
Usable Load 

Fuel load 20 
Payload 19 

The payload is 19X of the takeoff gross weight.    A 51 improvement in vectoring efficiencies, ground 
effects, etc., will yield a 25X increase In payload capability.    This high sensitivity of productivity to 
small losses in efficiency makes It Imperative that the VTOL propulsion system components be optimized to 
a high degree.    Furthermore, care must be taken to avoid adverse grcjnd effects, relngestlon, or other 
thrust-reducing effects.    Clearly, research In these areas Is Important In establishing the competitiveness 
of VTOL systems. 

*.    STATUS OF V/ST0L TECHNOLOGY 

In this section, the state of the art of some areas of particular Interest In V/ST0L aerodynamics 
are discussed. 

4.1    ST0L 

In the ST0L aircraft area, the discussion Includes recent advances In augmentor wing aerodynamics, 
coaments on ground effects, and the state of the art of predictive techniques. 

4.1.1    Augmentor wing technology.    Figure 10 shows a perspective of one of the augmentors under considera- 
tion.    Figure 16 shows conceptually the STOL augmentors currently being considered.    The lobe augmentor 
was developed at Ames (ref. 11) and Is characterized by a slot combined with the lob« nozzle.    The cruise 
augmentor was developed by Boeing (ref.  12) under contract to Ames.    In this example, the augmentor nozzle 
was moved to the upper surface of the wing and functions also as a cruise nozzle.    This approach leaves 
more room in the wing for ducting and eliminates valves from the system.    These two augmentor geometries 
are being examined for high wing flow (to reduce noise, 70 to 80* of the engine thrust appears at the 
augmentor nozzle so that the augmentor can be used to suppre«' noise).    The cruciform augmentor nozzle Is 
being developed by DeHavlHand under contract to Ames.    Thi. nozzle Is another answer to the problem of 
providing Improved mixing, and the augmentor geometry Is designed for a 40t wing flow.    The "advanced 
augmentor" Is to use the techniques described In reference 10 to obtain the highest augmentation ratio 
possible within the geometric confines of a large wing blowing augmentation system. 

Although static augmentation ratio is a convenient measurement for comparing augmentors, consideration 
of this parameter only can lead to erroneous conclusions.    An example of this Is shown In Fig. 17 
(ref.  11).    Aerodynamic performance with a 60s flap Is shown.    The normal configuration has been optimized 
for static augmentation ratio.    Lowering the shroud (moving it aft) Improves the variation of lift with 
Cj    at the expense of static augmentation ratio, and closing the lower flap gap further Increases lift at 
a given   Cj   while reducing static augmentation ratio further.    This Improvement results from attaching 
the external flow on tho shroud with better augmentor geometry and strengthening the boundary-layer control 
provided by the augmentor Inlet.    These results Indicate that, for STOL applications, the augmentor should 
be optimized at forward speed. 

This contention 1s further supported by the data in Fig. 18.    Horizontal force, normalized by nozzle 
thrust, and augmentation ratio are presented as a function of velocity for a primary pressure ratio of 2.3. 
The horizontal force drops off with forward speed above 26 n/sec (50 knots).    Also shown Is the static 
augmentation ratio less the secondary ram drag for the same primary pressure ratio.    The slope and magni- 
tude of the two curves Is approximately the same above 20 m/sec (50 knots). Indicating that the secondary 
ram drag should be subtracted from the static augmentation ratio and, with 30° flap deflection, thrust 
recovery occurs above 50 knots.    The thrust lapse for nozzle pressure ratios of 1.5 and 3.5, calculated In 
the same way as for the 2.3 pressure ratio case, are also shown in figure 18.    Statically, the augmentation 
ratio at 3.5 nozzle pressure ratio Is lowest.    However, the thrust lapse with forward speed Is less with 
the result that, above 40 knots, the augmentation ratio is higher than for the lower nozzle pressure ratios. 
It thus appears that, in optimizing the augmentor for takeoff, the augmentation ratio must be traded with 
mass-flow ratio to obtain the maximum thrust for best takeoff performance. 
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Slallar results for th* cm   e lupwiitor »re not available; however, %cm data at cruise Kach NMbars 
«re avallablt (rtf. 13).    TliMf results Mr« obtaimd with a MX thick quasi-two-dlanslonal Ming irlth 
propulsion noxzl« as In the ei  Is« auyntor.    Figure 19 shorn norwl force coefficient as a function of 
drag divergence Nach nuttier fu- several values of Cj.   At cruise lift coefficients, the blowing Increased 
the d-ag divergence Hach nuaber slightly, and the actual v.lue Is sufficiently high to permit application 
to high subsonic cruise aircraft. 

4.1.2   Cnmnd effect.    Ground effects are one of the least understood, yet potentially most leportant, 
leas In V/STQL aercdynaalcs.    Special  techniques such as the aovlng belt and Jet blowing (ref. 14) 

have been developed to Measure this effect at high lift. While these approaches «ay yield correct steady- 
state results, the question of dynamic effects still rexilns before the importance of ground effect can be 
accurately assessed. 

Reference 15 describes these probleaK both aerodynaalcally and operationally and presents nonaallzed 
curves of lift loss In ground effect for sever»1 concepts.    Figure 20 contains data fro« reference IS, and 
data fit» a large-scale :   «pt augwntor wing model  (ref. 16).    The large-scale results did not have the 
benefit of a aovlrvi ground plane; thus they should be considered conservative.    Au^entor wing lift loss 
In ground effect Is much less than represented by reference IS.    In fact, for both flap deflections arl 
over the major portion of the height range, ground effect Is positive rather than negative.    The reason for 
this discrepancy Is not clear; however, the results Illustrate that ground effects «ay differ between the 
various STOL concepts. 

In tens of riyiualc effects,  little data with powered lift are available.    One report (ref. 17) 
shows results using a moving model technique.    The Jet flap model was run at constant height over « 
ground plane to Measure 'steady-state" ground effect.    To simulate the landing approach, a portion of the 
board was angled so that an approach at a constant angle was  .Imulated.    Data fro« reference 17 are shown 
In figure 21 for a 10* approach angle.    Coaparlson of the dynawlc and steady-state data shows that the 
dynamic lift loss lagged the steady-s^ate lift loss by about four 'hard lengths. 

'peculation about the scale factor that should be applied to these dynamic results can load to sur- 
prising possibilities.    For a given flight path, the tine required to form the flow that produces the lift 
loss should be a function of the absolute distance from the ground, the true Jet velocity, and the true 
airspeed.    With these factors relative to the model In reference 17, for a low pressure blowing or aug- 
nentor wing aircraft, one obtains 

1/10 mdel scale 
Low Jet velocity 
Low nodel velocity 

Scale factor 

10 
4 
2 

If these factors are multiplicative, this leads to a tine lag scale factor of 80.    Figure 22 presents the 
derivative of the data In Fig. 21 with time, with 0 time corresponding to the onset of ground effect 
fro« the steady-state data In Fig.  23.    The maxlman change In lift with time occurred at 0.1? sec after 
entering steady-state ground effect.    If the scale factor is applied for a full-scale, lev-pressure jet 
flap model  (or augmentor wing), the maximum change would occur 9.6 sec from the entry Into ground effect. 
This would, of course, completely mask steady-state effects so far as aircraft operating problems are 
concerned.    Although this scale factor Is merely speculative. It Illustrates that with dynamic effects 
Included, ground effect may be substantially less severe than represented by steady state data.    Further 
research on these effects Is required. 

4.1.3    Prediction of STOL aerodynamics.    Recent developments in finite element, nonplanar lifting surface 
theory have led to the accurate prediction of lift from jet-flapped wings  (refs.  18 and 19) and ground 
effect of conventional wings (ref. 20).    These methods have also been applied to the externally blown flap 
STOL concept (ref. 21).    The wing and flap are represented by a vortex-lattice arrangement (fig. 23), and 
the turbofan wake Is represented by a series of ring vortices as shown in Fig.  24.    The problem Is solved 
Iteratlvely ly first calculating the upwash from the wing without the engine wake.    The engine wake is then 
displaced according to the upwash from the power-off calculation, and the system of equations Is solved 
with no flow allowed through the wing-flap control points.    Figure 25 shows the results tfter one itera- 
tion.    Agreement is good when the wake displacement 1s Included in the calculation.    These results may, 
however, be fortuitous because the theoretical    Cj    was not corrected for turning efficiency (see fig. 9). 

4.2   VIOL aerodynamics 

In the VT0L aerodynamics area, the discussion covers recent results on forces 'nduced on the aircraft 
by propulsive flows, fan scale effects, and flow vectoring for thrust or lift. 

4.2.1    Induced effects.    Induced forces and 
free strean Is of Interest from the standpol 
power management.    Reference 22 discussed 11 
studied were of the fan-ln-wlng variety.    SI 
external to th» wing In order to keep the wl 
two such designs from references 3 and 23. 
and cruise functions are mounted on the aft 
fuselage.    These various locations offer the 
Induced by the flow from the fans. 

moments from the Interaction of the propulsive flow with the 
nt of trim moments required, STOL overload capability, and 
ft, drag, and moment on VT0L lift-fan aircraft.    Most designs 
nee that time, design practice has been to place the fans 
ng loading high for cruise efficiency.    Figure 26 Illustrates 
In general, fans with vectoring devices to provide both lift 
1 iselage and lift fans are mounted In wing pods or In the 
opportunity for both positive and negative lift to be 

Figure 27 presents the lift Induced by fan flow as a function of forward speed for several forward- 
mounted fan locations (refs. 6 and 24).    It Is apparent that an outboard location of forward-mounted fans 
minimizes the down lead on the alrframe Induced by the operation of forward-mounted fan:. 

MU 
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Slallar results (rtfs. 6 and 24) for aft-mounted fans are presented In Fig.  28.    Even fans mounted 
aft on the fuselage provide some 11ft, but the largest lift Is generated by fans  Inboard near the wing 
trilling edge.    Figure 29 sho« the Induced lift for complete configurations.    The configuration with out- 
board forward  fans and Inboard aft fans has as Much induced 11ft as a fan-in-wlng arrangement. 

These rcvults are for no thrust vectoring, which corresponds to a decelerating or descending transi- 
tion.    Mien the exit louvers are deflected to trim drag,  the Induced 11ft 1s sharply reduced.    Figure 30 
ihon data fro* the Model with outboard forward fans. Inboard rear fans, and tralllng-edge flaps up and 
down.    For these data, drag Is trimned.    The lift at 80 knots is approximately \SX greater than the lift 
at zero forward speed.    The Importance of this capability can be assessed by relating the overload 
capability to the Increase In usable load.    As mentioned before, the payload-welght fraction for a lift- 
fan transport design is 19t.    The 1SX overload capability with flaps down amounts to a 79% increase In 
payload capability when operating as a STOL aircraft; with flaps up,  the corresponding value is 42Y.    If 
overload capability is Important, this effect is well worth designlrg for. 

The role of wall effects in producing  induced lift is sometimes thought to be significant.    Recent 
tests with a small-scale model  have Indicated that only a small amount of the total  lift can be attributed 
to wall effects.    A small-scale, fan-ln-wing model  (fig.  31) was tested both in the 7- by 10-Foot and the 
40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnels at Awes.    The results are shown in 'ig.  32.    The lifting element area to 
tunnel  cross-sectional area of the model  in the 7- by 10-Foot ,<ind  funnel was the same as that for the 
data In Figs.  29 and 30.    Discrepancy in lift/static thrust ritio was at most 0.06 - substantially less 
than that produced by many of the configurations  in Fig.  29.    At 8(   knots, a critical  point in the transi- 
tion «aneuver,  the discrepancy is approximately 0.03.    These results were obtained with the model untrimned 
in drag, which  Is comparable to the results presented in Fig.  29.    When drag 1s trimmed, the discrepency 
would be even smaller.    The approximate magnitude of induced lift has also been verified by comparing data 
fro« small-scale models (that approximate the large-scale mooels) tested in a large wind tunnel.    Figure 33 
(reproduced from ref. 25) shws a comparison of such results.    The differences between the models are 
sufficient to account for the difference in induced lift 

While the operation of lift fans Induces lift, it also induces pitching moment.    Figure 34 shows the 
normalized moment variation witn airspeed.    For tht fan-in-wing arrangement, the moment rapidly Increases 
1n a nose-up direction as airspeed is Increased.    This characteristic defined the longitudinal  control 
power required for a fan-in-wing aircraft.    On the other hand, the moment variation with airspeed for the 
podded configurations is much smaller than for the  fan-in-wing crnfiquration and,  for the outboard for- 
ward fan and Inboard aft fan, the induced lift is nearly the same. 

Prediction of Educed effects, especially moment,  is desirable but difficult because separated flow 
1s involved.    Figure 35 Illustrates the problem.    The cause of the induced lift is the separated flow 
downstream from the fan.    Reference 22 suggests a simplified semiempirical method for this caluclcv.ion 
which at least describes trends in induced effects for fan-in-wing configurations accurately.    However, 
this method Is not accurate with podded configurations because of overpredlctlng forces on the surface aft 
of forxard-mounted fans.    A method has been developed recently for predicting the characteristics of two- 
dimensional  lift-fan sections Including separated flow  (ref. 26).    In this method, the airfoil  and jet are 
represented by source or sink distributions.    The static pressure In the sepa-ated area, the jet shape, 
and the free streamline shape are assumed.    The solution is then developeu through an Iteration procedure 
that changes the shape of the jet sheet to balance pressure and centrifugal  forces.    Figure 36 describes 
the flow model  and presents a sample of the data.    Although limited to a thin jet.  It Is the only known 
solution to the Induced effect problem that includes Inlet flow, the separated flow area, and calculated 
Jet sheet shape.    This approach holds considerable promise for improving the calculation of induced 
effects. 

4.2.2    Flow vectoring devices.    The effectiveness of flow vectoring devices is critically important to the 
performance and Installed thrust (and hence operating cost) of VT0L airplanes.    The effect of vectoring 
efficiency on payload Is as dramatic as the effect of induced lift.    When deflectors are used to provide 
lift from lift/cruise fans, the deflectors tend to be both voluminous and heavy.     It 1s thus necessary to 
develop deflectors that are both small  (and lightweight) and efficient.    Figure 37  (using deta from ref. 6) 
illustrates the problem.    A compact hooded flow vectoring device, with a radius/diameter ratio of 0.54 
provides only 70? of the fan thrust for VTOL, while a similar device with a radius/diameter ratio of 0.78 
provides greater than 90? of the fan thrust for VTOL.    Although Ks performance is satisfactory, th!;, 
latter device is quite large, and when scaled to aircraft size, it nearly inpacts the ground in the VTQL 
operational mode.    Clearly, this solution to the thrust vectoring problems for lift-cruise fans will not 
suffice.    Figure 37 also shows the performance of a canted variable camber cascade.    This device is more 
compact and turning is »s efficient as fur the large hooded device.    However,   if turning angles greater 
than 90° are required, another set of cascade vanes would probably be required.    This approach would also 
suffer from thrust losses caused by the cascade remaining in the jet during cruise flight.    None of the 
solutions shown in F1g.  37 is acceptable;  research is icquired to produce a lift-cruise fan thrust 
vector1n5 device that will not seriously penalize an aircraft.    This device will  probably also be called 
on to provide hover control  forces as well; thus the problem is a difficult and challerging one. 

Lift fan vec .orlng effectl/eness is shown in Fig.  30.    The vectoring cascade at angles above 35° 
has both large losses and restricts the fan area, which causes a rapid loss In turning efficiency.    Differ- 
ent vane aspect ratios, venting the fan hub (chevron-shaped louvers), and flapped louvers were studied to 
delay the rapid loss In efficiency.    None of these approaches provided a significant increase in vectoring 
efficiency, although the flapped louvers could provide more negative vectoring capability.    Where space Is 
available, the combination of precambered louvers, canted cascade, and a rot?ting cascade may improve the 
turning efficiency while providing the capability of producing a side force.    One approach using all these 
techniques was developed for the aircraft described in reference 3.    Data for this arrangement (ref. 24) 
is also presented 1n Fig.  38.    Referenced to the vertical  lift, the vectoring to produce thrust increased 
efficiency with up to 40° turning.    This, of course,  indicates losses while vectoring for lift only were 
excessive.    However, the results indicate that an improved lift-fan vectoring system of this type may be 
possible. 
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4.2.3   ModeUng lift fans.   The lift-fan aerodynamic results presented thus far were obtained with large- 
scale fans.    Tnls section discusses problems encountered when studying the aerodynamics of lift fan air- 
craft with nonscaled fans or small-scale fans. 

Flgura 39 shows the variation of fan thrust with forward speed for 0.91 m (3 ft) diameter fans with 
pressure ratios of 1.1 and 1.3 (ref. 6).    The fans were tested In the same wing (ref. 27); however, Inlets 
and Internal  flow paths as well as fan solidity, tip speed, and Internal flow paths were different.    Even 
so, the variation of fan ttirust with forward speed was very slmlla".    However, as shown In Fig. 40, the 
Induced lift varied significantly.    rurthennore, as shown In F1g. i>\ the variation of moment with air- 
speed Is different.    The causes for these differences are unknown   but the results indicate that testing 
at full-scale size but subscale pressure r»t1os may not be sufficient:    actual modeling of the flow path 
or absolute modeling of Reynolds number may be required. 

Figure 42 shows the variation of fan thrust with forward speed for a 0.91-m (3 ft) diameter fan and a 
0.38-m (IF In.) diameter fan.    The data for the larger fan are the same as that In Fig. 41, while the 
data for the smaller fan are presented In reference 28.    The larger fan was a tip-turbine-driven fan 1n a 
fairly thin Installation.    Thf smaller fan was a hub-driven fan 1n a thicker Installation.    Both fans were 
designed for the same pressure rise, but the aspect ratio of the bladlng was significantly different, the 
smaller fan having the lower aspect ratio.    Considering these differences, the variation of thrust with 
airspeed for the two fans 1s remarkably similar     Hgure 43 shows a different result.    Small-scale fan 
data from reference 25 are compared with large-scale fan data from reference 6.    Both fans were mounted In 
a fan-1n-w1ng model.    The large difference shown Is opposUe from what would be expected from Reynolds 
number effects. 

The effects of Reynolds number on the turning effectiveness of cascades Is shown In Fig. 44.    The 
poor performance of the smaller cascade indicates that considerable care must be taken with vectoring 
devices to assure realistic performance data. 

The foregoing results indicate that a great deal of care must be taken 11 small-scale testing is to 
yield accurate aerodynamic results.    Extreme care must be taken with such details as Inlets, fan flow 
paths, and vectoring devices.    It may be tha>., rather than exact duplication of full-scale devices, 
Reynolds number sensitive devices must be designed to relieve that sensitivity.    Finally, the performance 
of these devices must be measured so that, if the performance 1s substandard, the data can be corrected. 

5.    CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The failure to use V/STOL technology in sho; t-haul transportation system is disappointing, but not 
surprising because of the existing economic climate and poor operating economics of quiet V/STOL systems. 
However, the promise of V/STOL technology remains unblemished.    This approach to short-haul transportation 
systems offers relief from airoort congestion, minimum Impact on the environment, maximum service to the 
passenger, maximum flexibility in route structure, and possibly a reduction in fuel usage compared to con- 
ventional aircraft operating in a congested environment. 

Research must be di.ecteu to improve the operating economics by reducing thrust requirements and 
simplifying the aircraft systems     For STOL aircraft, these goals may be approached through Improved lift 
system turning efficiency and Improved augmentation systems.    For VTOL aircraft, the goals may be 
approached through the development of snail-volume, high augmentation ratio ejector systems and the inven- 
tion of small, lightweight, thrust vectoring devices.    V.'hl^ research in these areas is necessary for the 
economic acceptance of V/STOL aircraft, other research 1s needed to provide a technologically acceptable 
aircraft.    Some of the more promising technological  research areas are prediction methods, including 
V.'STOL aerodynamics and augmentor characteristics, and ground effects, including dynamic characteristics. 
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RESEARCH INTO POWERED HIGH LIFT SYSTEMS 

FOR AIRCRAFT WITH TURBOFAN PROPULSION 

by 

B.   Egg lea ton 
Advanced Projects Manager 

The de Havilland Aircraft of Canada,   Limited 
Downsview,   Ontario,   Canada 

SUMMARY 

In the first part of the paper the characteristics and applications of powered high lift systems 
suitable for turbofan powered aircraft are reviewed. 

The second part of the paper deals with aerodynamic research at de Havilland Aircraft of 
Canada upon high lift systems for use with high bypass ratio turbofan engines.    The systems discussed 
include mechanical flaps,   internally blown flaps,  externally blown flaps and vectored thrust.    Tests on 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional models are reviewed and the aerodynamics applied to design 
studies of a turbofan powered STOL transport aircraft. 

The application of a computerized three-dimensional potential flow method to lift prediction for 
a wing with internally blown flaps is described. 

INTRODUCTION 

The objectives of this paper are twofold.    The first is to provide an introduction to this session 
on research into the aerodynamics of powered high lift systems.    This will be fulfilled by a general 
review of the characteristics and applications of those high lift concepts under study in NATO countries 
for application to transport aircraft. 

The second and major objective of this paper is to describe sonne of the research at de Havilland 
Canada into the aerodynamics of STOL transport aircraft powered by turbofan engines.   Our aerodynamic 
research is divided into two broad categories.    One is the Augmentor-Wing while the other includes sev- 
eral high lift systems suitable for use with higher bypass ratio turbofan engines.    It is the intention in 
this paper to concentrate on our research in the second category as Augmentor-Wing research has been 
well documented in recent papers by D. C.  Whittley,  references 1 and Z.    Other research to be described 
includes parametric aircraft design studies using the alternative high lift systems and theoretical flow 
prediction methods for arbitrary configurations. 

REVIEW OF POWERED HIGH LIFT SYSTEMS 

Background 

Research into the aerodynamics of powered high lift systems has been intensified in recent years. 
This has occurred in response to near-term civil and military requirements for quiet,   turbofan powered 
transport aircraft having either STOL performance or steep-gradient,  RTOL capabilities.    In the context 
of military operations the benefits of STOL which arise from increased mobility and reduced airfield 
construction time and costs,   seem to be readily appreciated.    In contrast there is still considerable 
debate about the merits,  or otherwise,  of powered lift STOL versus steep-gradient RTOL aircraft in 
civil applications.    It is beyond the scope of this paper to become involved in such debates.    Therefore, 
suffice it to say that beyond the immediate STOL application of aerodynamic research into powered high 
lift systems,  a much wider variety of less exotic aircraft should eventually benefit from technological 
advances made in support of aircraft using powered high lift systems. 

Before entering a more detailed review of the various powered high lift systems,  mention should 
be made of the main factors influencing the designer's choice of a preferred system.    These are summar- 
ized below and shown in Figure 1. 

(a) design mission (field size,  payload,  cruise speed) 

(b) wing loading (via comfort or cruise requirements) 

(c) noise 

(d) airworthiness requirements (safety margins,  time delays,  etc) 
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(e) powerplant requirement! (new engine! or modified exliting engines) 

(f) total lyetem economic! (coit penalties for STOL and noise,   reduced airfield costs) 

Of the abov* factors,  field size has the greatest Influence on the layout,  choice of powerplant« 
and selection of a high lift system.   The influence of field size is illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 which 
show the trends of field size with installed thrust/weight ratio, wing loading and maximum lift coeffi- 
cient for civil aircraft.  The extent to which powered lift needs exploiting is seen to be strongly depend- 
ent on both wing loading and field sis«.   For example operation from 2000 ft STOLports is feasible using 
advanced mechanical flap systems provided wing loadings about 55 lb/ftz are tolerable. Although the 
simplicity of this is appealing,  considerations of comfort and cruise efficiency probably preclude such 
a solution for all but small,   short-range aircraft. 

Future turbofan powered transport will cruise at speeds in excess of 0.7 Mach number in which 
case the lowest wing loadings acceptable vary from 70 - 75 lb/ft^ for small,   short-range aircraft to 
90 - 100 lb/ftz for large, long-range aircraft.  In either case for STOL operation some form of powered 
lift is needed to supplement the power-off lift,  however the degree of assistance required varies mark- 
edly,  increasing rapidly with wing loading.  This can have a strong influence on the severity of problems 
related directly to the magnitude of the powered lift increment such as noise,   and control after an engine 
failure. 

There are basically six powered high lift systems suitable for use with turbofan propulsion,  plus 
various hybrids.  The six basic concepts are illustrated in Figures 4a and 4b and listed below: 

1) Internally blown flap (IBF) 

2) Jet flap 

3) Externally blown flap ( EBF) 

4) Upper surface blown flap (USB) 

5) Augmentor-Wing 

6) Mechanical flaps with vectored thrust (MF/VT) 

Fach of the above systems has different attributes in relation to the factors mentioned previously 
and no onu system is likely to be pre-eminent in all applications.  The following sections describe the 
characteristics and known applications of the above high lift systems. 

Aircraft Requirements,  Flight Research Vehicles and Prototypes   (Figure 5) 

In terms of volume of research activity the United   States is in a strong position relative to all 
the aforementioned powered high lift systems.   This situation is not surprising as NASA funded research 
was intensified when pressure was felt from congestion and noise in civil operations. Simultaneously 
military funded research increased when a USAF requirement emerged for a turbofan powered STOL 
transport to replace the aging C-130 Hercules. 

The military program for the C-130 replacement (designated AMST for Advanced Military STOL 
Transport) was at one time secure but recently it has been threatened by budget cuts,  reference 3.  The 
AMST research program is very broadly based.  Extensive wind tunnel testing and comparative studies 
lead to the selection of two powered lift systems to be incorporated in separate flying prototypes. These 
will be matched in a competitive fly-off to establish the preferred high lift system for a production air- 
craft.  The YC14 prototvpe and«r construction by the Boeing Company uses upper-surface-blowing, 
mechanical flaps and a blown cambered Kruger le iding edge device.  The YC15 under construction by the 
McDonnell Douglas Company uses externally blown flaps and part span,  leading edge slats. Both aircraft 
are due to fly in 1975.  NASA will be involved in this program to obtain information on operational 
requirements pertaining to civil STOL aircrart. 

NASA has been active in research into Quiet Propulsive Lift Technology (QPLT) for civil appli- 
cations since the early 1960's.  The Augmentor-Wing concept is furthest advanced and a flight research 
vehicle has been developed in a joint U. S. /Canadian program.  During 197 2 NASA was planning to follow 
up with a new flight research vehicle designated QUESTOL (Quiet Experimental STOL) which was to be 
an EBF aircraft capable of subsequent modification to Augmentor-Wing.  This project was to have swept 
wings,  high wing loadings and it was to demonstrate noise levels compatible with civil STOL operations. 
The program became defunct due to budgetary problems and overlap with the military AMST program. 
NASA is now considering yet another flight research vehicle,  possibly based on the C-8 (Buffalo) air- 
frame,  using swept Augmentor-Wings or a hybrid upper-surface-blown,  internally blown flap,  reference 
4. 

In Canada our large aircraft requirements generally run parallel with U.S. developments.  Due 
to the smaller size of the Canadian aircraft industry and our geographic situation there is also additional 
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emphmaii on smaller aircraft with STOL capabilities.  This has lead to the recent development oi the 
DHC-7 QSTGL civil airliner and the demonstrator STOL service between Ottawa and Montreal duo to 
■tart in 1974.  In the field of turbofan powered aircraft it was original Canadian research into thz 
Augmentor-Wing concept which provided the basis for joint Canadian/U. S.  development of a flight 
research vehicle.  This aircraft is based on a modified de Havilland Buffalo airframe and Rolls- 
Royje Spey turbofan engines. 

In Europe and the U.K.  no definite requirements have emerged for STOL transport aircraft in 
either civil or military applications.  No flight research vehicles of powered high lift systems are con- 
templated. Instead the emphasis is on quiet,   steep gradient civil aircraft without powered lift and using 
purely mechanical flap systems.   Examples of this are the Hawker Siddeley HS 146 and the Fokker F28 
Series 5000 aircraft. 

Internally Blown Flap 

The internally blown flap (IBF),   also known as the BLC flap,  has been widely used on various 
military aircraft.   The IBF has tangential slots in the aerofoil upper surface from which blowing air 
issues to re-energise the boundary layer and prevent flow separation.  The amount of blow used 
(.02 < Q* * .08) slightly exceeds the values needed for flow attachment to the trailing edge so that lift 
performance is insensitive to minor speed or attitude changes.   With this level of blow, lift performance 
can be readily predicted using potential flow methods.  The extension to finite aspect ratios can bo made 
using span loading calculation methods such as Multhopp's. 

In the early applications of IBF's,   blowing air was tapped from the high pressure compressor 
stages and the high temperature? required the use of steel or titanium duct systems.  As the engines 
were pure jets or low bypass ratio turbofans the losses in take-off thrust for IBF levels of bleed were 
large but tolerable.   With modern high bypass ratio engines the situation is much worse as bleed flows 
represent larger proportions of core flows and typically the losses in take-off thrust can be 6  - 7 times 
the bleed thrust extracted for engines  about six-to-one bypass ratio. 

Simpler,  lighter blowing  systems become possible if lower blowing pressures are used and at 
pressure ratios about 2. 5 aluminum systems become feasible.   However the reduced specific thrust of 
low pressure bleed requires increased bleed flow which preclude it    use on high bypass ratio turbofan 
engines.  Alternative solutions rvailable include the use of a separate blowing engine( s) or three-stream 
bleed/propulsion engines of the type in Figure 6. It seems that both the services and airlines are tradi- 
tionally against mixed powerplartt arrangements due to problems with spares logistics. As a consequence 
the separate blowing engine solution is not favoured despite its ability to use existing propulsion engines 
without modifications.  The three-stream engine uses a conventional turbofan engine with an oversized 
intermediate compressor to provide permanent bleed and a variable pitch fan or thrust deflector is re- 
quired to maintain high bleed at low net thrusts on the landing approach.  An alternative arrangement 
used in a recent AMST study,   reference 5,  used turbofans of low bypass ratio ( 2. 5) to give fan pressure 
ratios high enough to allow bleed extraction directly from the fan bypass flow.   It was found in this study 
that relative to an EBF the weight savings of the simplified blowing system and smaller engines were 
entirely offset by the penalties in cruise fuel consumption due to the low bypass  ratio of the powerplants. 

The influence of permanent bleed extraction on take-off thrust and cruise s. f. c.  is shown in 
Figure 7 for three-stream engines of constant core size and a fan pressure ratio about 1.3:1. An IBF 
typically requires about 8% of the total thrust as bleed and the corresponding penalties in take-off 
thrust and cruise s.f. c.  are 6% and 3% respectively assuming bleed thrust recovery in both cases.  The 
influence of bleed extraction on bypass ratio and uninstalled cruise s.f. c.   is given in greater detail in 
Figure 6.    Note that for IBF levels of bleed,   high bypaas ratios can be maintained with consequent bene- 
fits in fuel consumption at both cruise and off design conditions. 

The IBF is a comparitively simple high lift sydtem.  Typically a single piece flap is used with a 
fixed offset hinge to give small chord extensions,  Figure 9.    As blowing quantities are low duct systems 
can be readily accommodated in the wing shroud region.  However, unless the IBF is allied with a three- 
stream engine it loses much of its attraction and even then the penalties in cruise s. f. c.  may be unac - 
ceptable for aircraft requiring long range operation. 

Jet Flap 

The jet flap was conceived at NOTE in the U.K.  in the early i950's and subsequently developed 
into a flight research vehicle by Hunting Percival (H 126).  The jet flap is similar to the IBF physically 
but uses much larger blowing thrust coefficients to increase   lift above attachment levels by entering 
the supercirculation regime.  The two-dimensional performance of the Jet Flap was formulated by 
Spence,   reference 6 and extended 'o three dimensions by Maskell and Spence,   reference 7, using linear- 
ized theory in both cases.  More recently singularity methods have been used to study the influence of 
large deflections and finite thickness in the jet sheet,   references 8 and 9. 

The H 126 used the hot efflux of a pure jet engine to blow the jet flap.   The lift performance of 
the aircraft proved inferior to small scale model tests and erratic,  uncontrollable wing dropping at 
stall curtailed testing at high lift and blowing thrust coefficients.  Subsequent model tests with leading 
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edge ilati showed improvementB In stall behaviour,  reference 10, but unfortunately these were never 
incorporated In the aircraft.  The Jet Flap has difficulty generating steep approaches due to the good 
thrust recovery characteristics and further work was considered but not executed using in-flight thrust 
reversing for steep gradient studies.   Following the generally bad experiences with the H 126 this 
concept has remained dormant until recently. 

A new variant of the Jet Flrp has been proposed by the Lockheed Company,   reference 11.  In thii 
scheme deflection of the flap causes its cross-section to expand to form a spanwise duct of large pro- 
portions.    The large cross-section of the duct permits low pressure fan air to be used for blowing, 
which allows conventional turbofan engines to be used for both blowing and propulsion.    This concept 
has been combined with upper-surtace-blowing in a hybrid system in recent NASA funded studies as a 
means of increasing lift and reducing noise,   references 12 and 13.    In this application a twin engined 
layout with a fan pressure ratio of 1. 35 was used and the blowing system carried about  15% of the fan 
mass flow.  The lateral/directional asymmetries after engine failure were compensated for by cross- 
ducting the bleed flows across the aircraft to maintain flap blowing after engine failure. 

Externally Blown Flap ( EBF> 

This concept was first explored by NASA in the mid 1950's.  It did not find applications at that 
time as the only engines available were pure jets which would have required prohibitively heavy flap 
systems fabricated from steel.  The development of the high bypass ratio turbofan engine with its com- 
paritively cool and low velocity fan and core engine exhausts has rejuvenated this concept. It has been 
selected for the McDonnell Douglas YC15 prototype for the AMST fly-off competition.  In addition It Is 
under active consideration for civil STOL, applications,  figuring prominently in NASA aerodynamics 
and propulsive studies. 

The externally blown flap uses direct Impingement of the fan and core effluxes on a mechanical 
flap system to create lift by a combination of direct jet deflection and superclrculatlon effects as shown 
In Figure 10.  The amount of lift generated can be directly controlled by the degree of flap Immersion In 
the jets,   reference 18,   so that lift can be varied using either jet or flap deflection,  thrust modulation or 
spoilers.   It Is an Inherent characteristic of the EBF that engine failure causes large losses In lift and 
large lateral/directional moments.   However,   adequate lateral controls have been demonstrated for 
operation at very high lift coefficients (CL 9S 8),   reference 14.  Longitudinal stability and control con- 
siderations require this c mcept to use horizontal tails with large volume coefficients,   set well forward 
to operate In regions of favourable downwash. 

The comparative simplicity of the EBF combined with Its ability to use conventional turbofan 
engines make It very attractive for military applications.  The application to large civil aircraft Is not 
so straightforward due to noise considerations.  The EBF generates additional noise due to jet Impinge- 
ment on the flaps and to achieve the noise goals for civil STOL (95 PNdB at 500 ft) requires compensa- 
tion using lower jet velocities.  This may be obtained using very high bypass ratios («a 17; 1), or with 
mixer nozzles on lower bypass ratio engines to promote rapid decay of the exhaust velocity prior to 
impingement on the flaps.  Both solutions can lead to large losses In cruise thrust due to excessive 
cowl drag In the former case and low nozzle efficiency Ir. the latter,   reference 15.  Recent work using 
flaps with blowing and flaps with porous edges,   reference 13,   has shown substantial reductions In Im- 
pingement noise but their Integrated effect on performance and complexity has yet to be demonstrated. 

The sheer compexity of the processes whereby the EBF generates lift Is likely to defy analytic 
methods of performance prediction for some time yet.  A procedure for a  simplified    two-dimensional 
inviscld case wan presented In reference lb,  while several researchers have developed semi-empirical 
methods for predicting EBF performance In three dimension-.; based on developments of jet-flap theory, 
references 17 and 18.  The basic inputs to the semi-empirical methods are the static turning angle and 
thrust efficiency of the engine flap system.  Hence predictions can only be made for engine/flap 
arrangements which have already been tested and as a result such methods will only be useful for 
minor perturbations about known geometries.   The Quasi-ZD technique discussed later may provide a 
simple,   low-cost means of obtaining the additional data needed for new arrangements. 

Upper Surface Blown Flap 

The upper surface blown flap (USB) was first tested by NASA about the same time as the external- 
ly blown flap and for similar reasons it found no applications at that time.  The early tests established 
that its high lift and turning performance were similar to the EBF provided the jets were spread into 
thin sheets on the wing upper surface using flattened nozzles.  It was also found that compared to the 
EBF there were large reductions In noise levels below the wing due to shielding effects.  This latter 
characteristic has assumed particular significance for large,  civil STOL aircraft as it will enable 
USB aircraft to use lower bypass ratios engines than EBF's with consequent Improvements In propulsive 
efficiency,   reference 4.  The USB has been selected as the high lift system for the twin engined YC14 
AMST prototype under construction by the Boeing Company. 

There is little published data on USB research as Interest In It Is very recent and most of the 
work has been outside the public domain.  Some recent Boeing data,   reference 19,  and NASA tests, 
references 20 and 21,   show that good flow turning and high lift performance can be obtained even with 
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large nossles correcponding to high bypais ratio engines provided the nozslea are flattened to ipread 
the flow.  The Boeing work auggeata that the exhauat nozzle geometric» giving good high lift behaviour 
are in conflict with high apeed requirement» and difficult compromiaea may be involved.  Baaed on 
theae data USB aircraft may have difficulty generating iteep deacent gradient» due to the good thruat 
recovery characteriatica briaing from jet flap effecta. Shillow approachea at high incidence maybe 
needed to obtain high lift coefficient» which will degrade STOL performance and tend to increaa<j the 
noiae footprint area on the app.-oach. 

The USB la one of the few powered high lift ayatema which can be uaed on twin   engine» layout*. 
The lateral/directional momenta due to engine failure can be made tolerable by mounting the engine» 
well inboard and uaing two segment flaps which open up to form slots on the engine failed side to mini- 
mize lift loaa.  However, the thrust/weight ratio» needed for twin-engined STOI< are extremely high 
(«».60/ introducing significant mismatch between STOL and cruise thruat requirement a with consequent 
weight and coat penalties.    The USB has the advantage that existing high bypaaa ratio turbofan engines 
can be uaed in military applications but like the EBF new, very high bypaaa ratio engines will be needed 
for large civil STOL aircraft application». 

Augmentor -Wing 

The principle of the Augmentor-Wing waa conceived Independently in Canada and   France.  Thia 
high lift system is a derivative of the Jet Flap in which air bleed from the engines exhausts into a »pan- 
wise channel formed between upper and lower flap elements as shown schematically in Figure 4a.  The 
inlet to the channel la on the wing upper surface which allows flow to be induced to mix with the jet flow 
and augment the thruat by ejector action.  The Augmentor-Wing is used on the Buffalo/Spey flight 
reaearch vehicle and the concept ia prominent in NASA funded studies on aerodynamics, noise and pro- 
pulsion,   references 14 and 20.  The blowing air is cross-ducted in the Augmentor-Wing which minimizes 
the lateral/directional moments after engine failure. As a result it is one of the few powered lift sys- 
tems Ukable with safety on twin-engined layouts. 

Recent research on the Augmentor-Wing has concerned improvements in thruct augmentation 
ratio using multi-lobe nozzles,  evaluation of forward speed effects,  a study of the noise reduction 
potential of lobe nozzles and lined flaps and development of layouts to reduce the complexity of blowing 
ayatema auch as the "valveless" augmentor,   reference 23.  Other research includes studies of high 
apeed cruise performance with the Augmentor open,  with a view to improving cruise fuel consumption 
by airframe drag reduction and/or thruat augmentation. In addition,  further tests have been undertaken 
at NASA Ames using a large swept wing model to explore noise, performance and stability and control 
characteristics. 

The powerplant situation for the Augmentor-Wing is similar to the IBF.  Comparisons of sepa- 
rate blowing compressors with two-stream or three-stream bleed/oropulslon turbofan engines show the 
superiority of the bleed/propulsion arrangements.  The two-stream engine is favoured for large civil 
aircraft with a thruat split of cold/hot flows of 30/20.  The entire cold flow is ducted to the wing to 
maximize thrurt augmentation and noise reduction potential. Very low bypass ratios {< 3:1) are needed 
to give fan pressu/e ratios high enough for compact blowing systems and this results in penalties to 
cruise specific fuel consumption about 30% relative to high bypass ratio turbofans as shown in Figure 8. 
On smaller civil aircraft, or large military aircraft where noise constraints will be less severe, three- 
stream bleed/propulsion engines of the kind shown in Figure 6 become feasible. It is considered that 
thrust splits of fan/blow/core flows of 40/40/20 are suitable which increase bypass ratios to approxi- 
mately 5:1 and reduce the fuel consumption penalty to about Z0%.  The three-stream arrangement reduc- 
ea the quantity of air to be ducted within the wing,   simplifying the blowing system and problems of 
structural integration.  The three-stream engines will require variable pitch fans or thrust deflectors 
to maintain bleed capability at approach conditions when thrust is low.  The low bypass ratio engines 
uaed by the Augmentor-Wing have a low lapse rate of thrust with speed and altitude.  As a result these 
aircraft will be capable of higher maximum cruise speeds than aircraft using the other powered high 
lift ayatema. 

The Augmentor-Wing has been thoroughly investigated in both model and flight research pro- 
grams,  giving a high degree of confidence in its application to future aircraft.  Us noise reduction 
potential is probably g;eater than any other powered lift system,  so it is particularly competitive for 
lar0e civil aircraft where noise goals are sufficiently stringent.  The blowing system and double flap 
arrangement make it more complex and highly integrated than MF/VT or EBF. Combined with the re- 
quirement for a specialized bleed/propulsion engine having high fuel consumption this may defer the 
practical application of the concept until such time as advances in noise regulations preclude the use 
of other powered lift systems.   Figure II and reference 14. 

Mechanical Flaps and Vectored Thrust 

The Augmentor-Wing STOL flight research vehicle has very effectively demonstrated the use of 
propulsive thrust vectoring as a source ci direct powered lift increments.   Furthermore it has shown 
that varying the vector angle about the Approach setting provides a powerful means of modulating drag 
and hence controlling flight path angle. 

mm* 
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A combination of thru it vectoring and an efficient mechanicil flap ■yatem (MF/VT) providea a 
c onvparitivcly almple powered Ugh lift ayatem.   Reeearch hat shown that when a deflected jet operates in 
cloae proximity to a flap «yatem beneficial lift interference occur».  The resulting rate of growth of lift 
with thrust is about half EBF values and the resulting increases in pitching moments are approximately 
equal to the moment of the gross thrust vector about the refe-ence centre.   Obviously this high lift con- 
cept requires higher thrust/weight ratio, ti-xn an EBF to achieve a given lift coefficient and at very 
high values of lift the sise of the pitching moments may preclude the use of aft nozzle locations with 
consequent loss of the induced lift compontn'. 

An MF/VT aircraft with high bypass ratio turbofan engines will use quite low deflection angles on 
the approach (60° - 70°) due to a combination of the large inlet momentum drag component and the large 
profile drag of mechanical flaps.  This offers scope for the design of thrust deflectors which are simpler 
and lighter than the Pegasus type of nozzle used in the Augmentor-Wing application.   Engine failure on 
the MF/VT introduces both large lateral/directional moments and lift losses which ultimately limit the 
usable vertical component of thrust on the approach.  However, as the MF/VT has thrust deflection in- 
dependent of flap deflection,  unlike thf> EBF,  it offers more scop«, for control procedures. 

Recent military aircraft studies for the AMST have shown insignificant differences between the 
weights and wing loadings of aircraft with MF/VT and EBF powered high lift systems,   reference 5. In 
contrast, in recent NASA civil STOL studies the MF/VT does not look attractive,  reference 14,  parti- 
ally because the civil CLmax requirements are higher than the military case but also because the power- 
off aerodynamics used in these studies seem poor. 

RESEARCH INTO THE AERODYNAMICS OF POWERED HIGH LIFT SYSTEMS 

Background 

Throughout this section of the paper it will be evident that our research goals relate to future 
products which »ill be STOL,   of relative'    small capacity and designed for  short haul operations.   These 
aircraft could teplace the Buffalo In military tactical supply roles or the DHC.7 in civil STOL roles. 
Such aircraft can tolerate lower wing loadings than the large, long range aircraft under consideration 
elsewhere and as a result lower maximum lift coefficients are needed.   For cruise comfort it appears 
minimum wing loadings in the range of 70 - 75 Ib/ft^ are acceptable which correspond to maximum lift 
coefficients at landing of 4. S -5.0,   as shown in Figure 3.  These values are only slightly above levels 
obtainable from efficient mechanical flap systems on unswept wings,  so that the lift increments requir- 
ed from power effects are quite small.   It has been a primary objective of our research to achieve the 
highest power-off lift performance to minimize the additional lift needed from power effects as illustrat- 
ed in Figure IE.  This less extreme approach to powered lift STOL aircraft promises to alleviate the 
severe problems of noise,   stability and control particularly evident with STOL aircraft using very high 
wing loadings. 

High cruise speeds are not important  for short range civil or military operations as their effects 
on block time are minimal as shown in Figure 13.   In fact at short ranges the major time savings of 
STOL relative to CTOL arise from improved dispatch and ATC procedures.   Cost studies  show that 
once cruise speeds increase much beyond Mach 0. 72 direct operating costs of STOL aircraft begin to 
rise rapidly as indicated in Figure 14.   With these two considerations In mind it seems that cruise Mach 
numbers of 0.72 - 0.75 are most appropriate for the missions in view.  At such cruise speeds the newly 
developed supercritical aerofoils will allow reasonably thick wings (about  1 tt t/c  ratio) to be used with 
unswept wings.   Furthermore the use of an unswept wing provides higher maximum lift coefficients as 
the lift penalties for sweep which follow a cos^ AH (where 1< N < 2 and A H i» hinge line sweep angle) 
are avoided. 

At the time this work commenced noise research was at an Infant  stage and the only sure way of 
reducing noise was by reduction of jet velocity.  It appeared that fan pressure ratios about  1. 25 (Vj   < 
700 ft/sec) would be acceptable provided fans with low tip speed were used in conjunction with absorbers 
in the inlet and exit ducting.   This order of fan pressure ratio corresponds to bypass ratios of 8 - 15 
depending on the core engine cycle.   These parameters were used in conjunction with an installed thrust/ 
weight ratio of 0. 45 and a wing loading of 75 lb/ft'- to g've the proportions of the research models used 
in our aerodynamic research programs. 

As noted in the Introduction this review will be limited to those high lift systems which can use 
high bypass engines. The systems to be described include the Internally Blown Flap, Externally Blown 
Flap and Mechanical Flap combined with Thrust Vectoring. 

Two-Dimensional Testing 

Our two-dimensional testing uses wings of two foot chord which completely span the six feet 
height of the NAE 6' x 9' low speed wind tunnel.  The models are cantilevered from the tunnel balanc» at 
one end with end plates at the extremities.  No form of wall treatment Is used.  The lift coefficients a "e 
based on the balance data which provides conservative estimates of sectional performance.  Before 
using in spanwise loading calculations the drag is usually corrected for finite aspect ratio effects and 
end plate drag using corrections derived from previous drag measurements   vlth wake traverse tech- 
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nique«.  Thii procedure hat provided eetlmatei of wing lift and drag which agroa cloiely with large- 
scale, complete model testa. 

Recent work on the IHF itudied blown,  slotted flaps as a .neans of reducing the bleed levels 
required for a given lift coefficient. As noted 'n the REVIEW OF POWERED HIGH LIFT SYSTEMS 
under 'Internally Blown Flap',  this can be very Important when conventional engines are used as the 
source of blowing air for their thrust loss due to bleed is high.  Typical slat,  wing section, blowing 
nozzle locations and flap systems tested are shown in Figure IS.  The model was blown from either a 
single slot or any two slots as desired. 

Some results of tests without a slat are shown In Figure 16 which gives the variation of maximum 
lift coefficient with blowing coefficient and nozzle location.  The flap deflection angle shown was beyond 
the value giving maximum lift with blowlng-off,  however, in the event of BLC failure sufficient lift re- 
mains for acceptable aircraft characteristics.  The lift performance \*as found most responsive to 
blowing from the shroud tip or slightly ahead and at tYc levels of blow appropriate to conventional en- 
gines (.02 <■ C/«. < .04) there was little to choose between nozzles B and D.  The performance of a 
sealed flap is Included for comparison and it is seen to be inferior at these low blowing coefficients.  At 
the blowing coefficients achievable with high bypass ratio three-stream engines (.08 -t C^u* . 12) the 
blown,  sealed,  plain flap was found clearly superior. 

Some results of tests on the same wing and flap system with slats are shown in Figure 17 which 
shows the variation of maximum lift with blowing coefficient.  The figure also includes comparative data 
for blown single-slotted flaps, blown sealed flaps and a double-slotted flap with a moving vane which 
allowed very large flap deflections.  At zero blowing the multi-slotted "'ps were the most effective,  with 
the moving vane type giving highest values (CLmax ~ 5.6).  To put these values in perspective we find 
aircraft maximum lift coefficients in lg stall are usually at least 80% of the two-dimensional value,  so 
that trimmed aircraft values of C'[_ITn3L7l =»4.0 should be achievable with such flap systems on unswept 
wings.  Once blowing cleared up minor flow separations on the multi-slotted flaps their rate of growth of 
lift with thrust was quite low in comparison with the sealed and single-slotted flaps.   Thus we found the 
blown slotted flaps were superior for ,02  <■  Cu*. 04,  while once blowing exceeded about C/» = ,08 the 
sealed flaps again had the highest performance. 

Clearly the engine technology available will decide the preferred flap system. If only convention- 
al engines are available for blowing,   a highly developed mechanical flap system without any blowing could 
be preferable to a blown but simpler flap.  If three-stream turbofan engines are available than the blown, 
sealed flap could be competitive. 

Quasi Two-Dimensional Testing 

Quasi two-dimensional testing of powered lift configurations can provide a simple,  low cost 
means of evaluating alternative nozzle locations,  nozzle geometries and flap systems. It has been 
particularly popular in Canada and two other papers at this meeting will discuss Quasi-2D results ob- 
tained by other Canadian organizations.   Furthermore if reliable methods can be developed for predicting 
aircraft aerodynamics from the Quasi -20 results,   considerable savings in time and c-st could be 
achieved as preliminary work could use Quasi-2D models. 

The Quasi-ZD model used in our tests comprised a two-dimensional wing and flap system with a 
single,  centrally mounted fan jet nacelle.   Figure 18.  Th^ vertical and chordwise location of the   nozzle 
exit could be varied using offset and extension pieces.  Th^ nace'le could be fitted with plain circular 
nozzles or bifurcated Pegasus-type vectoring nozzles for ivve-Ugations of EBF and MF/VT respectively. 
The highest nozzle locations tested placed the jet far enough below the wing to avoid scrubbing on the 
lower wing surface at cruise and also gave negligible Impingement on the flaps at take-off deflections. 
Although this reduced the lift increments available from FBF e'fects it was felt acceptable due to the 
high power-off lift performance. 

Typical lift results for the EBF with i    ible-slotted flaps and a leading edge slat are summarized 
in Figure 19 for a representative landing configuration.  All the high nozzle layouts tested had roughly 
similar lift performance,  although the high/forward location was marginally better in t^rms of maximurr 
lift coefficient.  The lift wich twin nozzles was not found significantly better than single njzzlss which wat 
unexpected as they impinged upon a greater spanwise extent of flap. 

Typical Quasi-2D lift and pitching moment values for an MF/Vl using vane double-slotted flaps 
and leading edge slat are shown in   Figure 20.  This figure shows the effect of vector angle on maximum 
lift coefficient and pitching moment at zero incidence for three noz Je locations at approximately equal 
gross thrust coefficients.  At zero and negative jet deflections the model experienced strong EbF effects 
due to jet impingement of the flaps.    As jet deflection was increased there was a minimum in lift and pit- 
ching moments at about thirty degrees deflection.    Beyond this deflection angle l.ft increased due to bene- 
ficial interference and at about 90° deflection achieved a maximum value.    At this point the lift incre- 
ment due to vectored thrust was about 80*0 of the increment for an EBF at the same gross thrust. 
Typical deflection angles for an MF/VT STOL aircraft are about 60° - 70° and at these deflections the 
lift increment was from 50 - 70% of the EBF values,  with the high-aft locations most effective. 
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AB jet deflection« were increased further lift collapsed suddenly at about 110° deflection.  Flow 
visual!eation Indicated that the Jet had penetrated the stagnation streamline at the nose of the aerofoil at 
which point the jet began to break up intermittently with some chunks passing over the wing.  Although 
'hese deflection angles were beyond STOL requirements,  this problem could be of Importance for VTOL 
aircraft using reversed jets for in-flight braking.  In all cases tested the pitching moments of the 
MF/VT were close to the moment of the vector of the gross thrust about the moment centre.  The pitch, 
ing moment« of the MF/VT with aft deflector locations were found no greater than the EBF for deflec- 
tion angles suitable for STOL (600<S«<-700) and if critical they could be reduced using more forward de- 
flector locations, 

A simple procedure was developed for predicting three-dimensional wing performance from the 
Quasi-2D aerodynamics.  The  Quasi-ZD values were treated as sectional data and input into a spanwise 
loading calculation based on Multhopp's method.  Although reservations were held about the theoretical 
grounds for such a method,  it was simple to apply and capable of further elaboration if the general 
trends were found to be correct.  Results of such calculations are shown In Figure 21 which compares 
the performance of EBF and MF/VT with a power-off case.  It is of interest to note that when both high 
lift systems are constrained to the same approach angle and gross thrust coefficient the approach lift 
coefficients are almost identical.  However the EBF has greater incidence and 'g' margins due to its 
increased maximum lift coefficient and higher stalling angle. 

Three-Dimensional Tests of IBF Models 

Research into the aerodynamics of IBF aircraft used the model shown In Figure 22.  This had an 
unswept wing of aspect ratio eight with full span blowing and a re.ractable leading edge slat.  The wing 
was instrumented for measurements of spanwise and chcrdwise pressure distributions and the flap/ 
aileron break could be placed at any of three spanwise locations. 

During the course of flaps up tests it was found that 93% of the measured static thrust of the BLC 
was recovered while in addition,  blowing Landed to reduce the induced drag factor slightly,   Figure 23. 
This appears to offer scope for blowinf, systt.ns which are left on at cruise rather than exhausting 
through separate cruise propulsion no2zle8.   The resulting simplifications in valving and ducting could 
be a worthwhile trade for the slight loss in cruise thrust which is involved. 

Typical lift data at normal IBF levels of blow {Cyu. =» . 08) and at a highly overblown condition 
(C/ic »s .40) are shown in Figure 24.   The stall of the model at both levels of blov/ was characterized by a 
gentle lift break without large lift losses or indication of wing dropping.   Tests on large scale models of 
the Augmentor-Wing with a leading edge slat have also shown similar stall behaviour to the IBF.   In con- 
trast data from RAE tests of the Jet Flap which did not have a leading edge slat,   show evidence of a 
sharp lift break and large lift losses at stall.   It seems that the slat is the controlling influence and pro- 
vided it does not stall first it can maintain acceptable stall characteristics up to very high lift coeffi- 
cients and in the post stall region. 

Three-Dimensional Tests of EBF and MF/VT 

Three-dimensional testing or EBF and MF/VT concepts used the model shown in Figure 25.  This 
had an unswept wing of aspect ratio eight,   vane type double-slotted flaps and blown ailerons extending 
over the outboard 25% of span.   The model had a retractable leading edge slat and it used an aerofoil 
suitable for cruise at 0,72 Mach number.   Multi-tube ejectors were used to simulate the engine intake 
and exit flows,   and the effective bypass r^tio was about six to one.  The nacelles could be fitted with 
various exit nozzles to simulate EBF,  thrust vectoring and reverser arrangements.   The nacelles had 
various chordwise and spanwise locations  relative to the wing. 

Typical results for an EBF with landing flap deflection   (&F   =    55°) and nacelles in a high- 
forward location are summarized in Figure 26.   The values predicted from Quasi-2D tests are also 
shown for comparison.  Generally agreement was found to be good on lift,   although at low thrusts the 
3D model appeared to suffer more from nacelle-wing intorfc   enr .• than the Qua8i-2D tests due to the 
relatively larger nacelle size.   The axial force coefficients showed almost identical trends with thrust 
increase although there was a constant displacement of  ACp   *=   . ' between them.   The discrepancies 
in axial force may be due to the half model test technique and the large model dimensions relative to the 
tunnel cross-section.   Subsequent complete model tests in larger wind tunnels should clarify this prob- 
lem.   A comparison of pitching moments shows measured values to be substantially less than predictions, 
due in part to different locations of the moment  reference centre. 

The agreement between measured and predicted aerodynamics of the EBF was generally good. 
This indicates that for preliminary project evaluation purposes predictions based on Quasi-2D diita 
appear adequate. 

Aerodynamic Comparisons of H'"'n Lift Systems 

The influence of thrust (or blowing) coefficient on maximum lift coefficient is shown in Figure 27 
for examples of IBF,   EBF,  MF/VT and slipstream deflection based on models tested by de Havilland 
Canada.   All of these models had leading edge slatu and they were tested at similar Reynolds numbers. 
The figure also contains values for the Jet Flar,   reference 24,  Augmentor-Wing,   reference 14,  USB, 
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reference 19.  and a more extreme form of EBF from reference 25.  The achievement of 2000 ft STOL 
performance at wing loadings of 70  - 75 lb/ft' requires maximum lift coefficients of 4. 5 -5.0 and 
the following comments about the relative performance of the high lift systems are made with this 
target in minH. 

The IBF has the highest performance at low levels of blowing,   requiring only attachment blowing 
(C^u » . 07) to  -chlce the target lift coefficients.  At higher levels of blowing {Cju > .4) the IBF results 
fair into the Jet Flap values.  Thereafter the Jet Flap has the highest lift performance although the lift 
coefficients are now beyond the range of our interest.  The EBF and MF/VT layouts tested by de Havil- 
land achieve the target maximum lift coefficients at thrust coefficients about 0. 3 and 0. 55 respectively, 
which are about half the thrust levels needed by more extreme EBF's using less sophuticated flaps. 

The ability to generate drag restricts the amount of usable thrust in a landing approach.   Hence a 
simple comparison of CLmax '■ insufficient to expose the merits of each high lift system and ultimatel> 
a full simulation of .he landing is desirable.  For present purposes the landing approach conditions will 
be used as a measure of the potential of each concept.  Such a comparison is shown in Figure 28 which 
assumes an approach angle of 7 1/2° and a margin of 35% between majdmum lift coefficients and usable 
values to allow for margins for gusts,  trim and normal acceleration for flaring purposes.  Our civil 
STOL studies in support of DHC-7 indicate that operation into 2000 ft STOLports is feasible at an 
approach speed of   80 kts provided advanced lift spoiling and braking systems are employed.  The wing 
loading scale for 2000 ft STOLport operation shown on the right hand side of Figure 28 was constructed 
using this approach speed. 

The EBF arrangements are capable of operating at wing loadings of 70 - 75 ib/ft^, but to obtain 
higher values will require more powerful drag producing devices or the use of shallower approaches so 
that increased thrust can be used.    The MF/VT's can operate at wing loadings of 75 - 80 lb/ft2 with low 
deflection angles (60°     70°) and low approach thrust/»/eight ratios (. 1 5^T/W<. 20).    Operation at 
higher wing loadings with MF/VT simply requires increased thrust and larger deflection angles; values 
of 90 lb/ft2 can be obtained using 80° of deflection and an approach   T/W of 0. 25.  This probably repre- 
sents an upper limit on wing loading for the MF/VT as the approach T/W ratio becomes unduly high 
relative to total installed values and engine failure will become critical.  The EBF blown to attachment 
levels achieves wing loadings of 75 lb/ft2 without any supplement from thrust deflection.  If thrust de- 
flection is used,  an angle about 85° is required due to the low drag of the IBF. With thrust deflection 
and attachment blowing the IBF can achieve wing loadings of 90 lb/ft2 using approach T/W's about 0, 22. 
Alternatively a highly overblown IBF (CA*. 23) could achieve wing loadings of 90 lb/it" without needing 
any supplement from thrust vectoring. 

Pitching moments are another critical aerodynamic consideration as they determine the trim- 
ming lift loss, tail area and tail lift coefficient requirements.  The pitching moments at 5° incidence are 
shown as functions of blowing coefficients for the IBF, MF/VT anc EBF in Figure 29.  At thrust 
coefficients co.-reBpondi.ig to a wing loading of 75 lb/ft2 the differences between the pitching moments 
of each type are quite small,  hence trim lift losses will be similar. A comparison with deflected slip- 
stream shows generally similar values of pitching moments so that tail volumes and lift coefficient 
requirements should be similar to our existing propeller driven types.  Downwash surveys at the tail 
location of the EBF indicate that a moving tailplane will be needed to encompass the large range of flow 
angles (see conference paper by R. H.  Wickens). 

Design Study Comparisons 

Aircraft design studies play an essential role in evaluating new high lift concepts.  They are, 
nevertheless,  no better than the quality of their basic assumptions, the uniformity of their aerodynamic 
dat?. base and the degree of ingenuity and motivation uned in solving critical problem areas. An interest- 
ing by-product of this situation are the weird designs which sometimes result when organizations pro- 
moting one type of high lift system do studies of competing concepts. Following that recital of reserva- 
tions about design studies in general a brief review "ollows of our design studies of aircraft with EBF, 
MF/VT and IBF/VT high lift systems. 

The application considered was for a STOL transport aircraft suitable as a turbofan powered 
follow-on to the DHC-7 and the Buffalo tactical transport.  The design mission selected was to carry a 
payload equivalent to forty-eight passengers over a range of 300 nm cruising at 0.7 Mach number at 
25,000 ft with full IFR reserves.  The aircraft were sized to operate from 2000 ft STOLports on a 90oF 
day at sea level using civil operating rules.  This corresponds approximately to a military STOL field 
■ ize of 1300 ft in standard day sea level jonditions and 1700 ft on a 90oF day at sea level conditions 
which is equivalent to the Buffalo performance. 

The aerodynamics of the EBF were estimated from Qua8i-2D data as discussed previously.  The 
MF/VT values were based on the power off values for the EBF. Subsequent 3-D tests showed the EBF 
aerodynamics satisfactory while the MF/VT values were conservative as no allowance was made for 
bene£ cial lift interference.  The aerodynamics of the IBF/VT were derived from the 3-D model tests 
and no allowance was included for favourable interference between the wing and the deflected jets. 

The powerplant performance of the EBF and MF/VT were based on turbofan engines of six-to-one 
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bypasa ratio with lans of 1.5 pleasure ratio.   The powerplant performance of the IBK/VT was baaed on 
the same core engine cycle and fan pressure ratio but bypasa ratio was reduced to allow for permanent 
bleed extraction for IBF purposes.  The engine weights and performance also included allowances for 
sound treatment to the intake and exit duct walls.  Although this installation could meet FAR 36 noise 
levels with large margins,  further silencing would be required to meet the civil STOL target noise 
level of 95 PNdB at 500 ft. Based on recent NASA funded studies,  references 26 and 27, it appears this 
target noise level could be achieved with fans of pressure ratio about 1. 25 with intake r id exit treatment 
of the kind shown in Figure 30. A noise footprint for an EBF powered by such engines is compared with 
the DHC-7 estimates in Figure 31. 

The results of the parametric studies are summarized in Figure 32.  The spread of designs 
shown for the EBF and MF/VT were obtained by varying the sophistication of the flaps from vane-type 
double-slotted flaps to double-slotted flaps with large chord extension.  The IBF/VT is a point design 
using attachment blowing levels. In all cases the engines were scaled and wing loadings selected to 
minimize take-off gross weight consistent with the mission and field performance requirements.  A 
typical case is shown in Figure 33 for an EBF configuration with vane-double-slotted flaps and the 
corresponding aircraft layout is shown in Figure 34. 

Each high lift system optimized at cuite different wing loadings,  although the spread of thrust/ 
weight ratios was not large. The EBF wich vane-double-slotted flaps had the lightest wing loading, 
77. lb/ft2, and the IBF/VT the highest at 9? Ib/ftZ.  The first costs of the aircraft showed little spread 
(+ 3% about the mean) as savings in «'.rupture 'veight and cost were usually offset by increases in engine 
related items.  Direct operating costs for the IBF/VT and EBF show small differences (6%) in favour of 
the EBF which may be a significant factor for airline operations. 

The design studies indicated that all the high lift systems were technically feasible for the 
mission considered and c .pable of exceeding the minimum levels of wing loading.  The cost differences 
found are sufficiently small that external reqairements are expected to play an important role in select- 
ing a preferred high lift system.  Such considerations could include the ability to use existing engines or 
the degree of modification required and the complexity and ease of maintenance of the high lift system. 
These remarks are probably only valid for civil STOL aircraft below about 70,000 lb    maximum gross 
weight and military aircraft where noise is not a dominant consideration. In the case of larger,   civil 
STOL aircraft noise has a much greater impact on engine choice and high lift system requirements and 
the options maynot be so open. 

Research into Flow Prediction Methods 

The objective of this research was to develop a method using digital computers to predict the 
flow about mutually interfering 3-dimensional bodies of arbitrary shape at subcritical speeds.  The 
method is basically similar to that of Rubbert and Saaris,  reference 29,  using a combination of source 
panels and horseshoe vortices to represent the shape and lift effects. 

The basis of the method is to find a solution to Laplace's equation in three dimensions which 
satisfies the boundary conditions that on the body the flow should be tangential to the surface and at 
large distances away it should tend to free stream velocity.  The idealization used is illustrated in 
Figure 35.  The body surface is broken into small quadrilateral panels each with uniform source density. 
In the wake behind the body there are trailing vortices whose direction is related empirically to the 
flap deflectior..  The vortex system is extended within the body with the chordwise gradation of strength 
prescribed.    Application of the boundary conditio/ ? then leads to a system of integral equations which 
are solved numerically to give the strengths of the singularities.  Once these are known it is a simple 
matter to calculate surface velocities and hence pressure coefficients and loads. 

An interesting application of this method was the prediction of loads on a wing with internally 
blown flaps.   When the IBF is blown to attachment levels boundary layer effects are suppressed and 
flow about the wii.g closely approaches the potential flow situation. During research into the IBF concept, 
pressure data were obtained for cases with the wing alone,  flaps ("aflected and without the leading edge 
slat,   so selected cases were modelled using the potential flow program.  The wing was modelled using 
320 panels and eight multi-horseshoe vortices per side,  the flap deflection angle was 20°.  Some experi- 
mentation was needed to define a suitable chordwise distribution of internal vorticity and the direction 
of the trailing vortices,  although overall results were not fornd unduly sensitive to these parameters. 

The spanwise loadings from experiment and -alculations are compared in   Figure 36 and typical 
chordwise loadings in Figure 37.  The agreement between the measured and calculated values are gener- 
ally good.  The calculation took 20 minutes of C. P.U.  time on an IBM 360,  which compares favourably 
with values quoted elsewhere for problems of this size,   see Figure 38 and reference 30. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The research program described is very broadly based. Its general objectives are directed to- 
wards the development of powered high lift systems for future turbofan powered STOL transport aircraft 
suitable for operation irio urban airports or for military tactical supply roles.  These applications em- 
phasize the need for quiemess, moderately high subsonic cruise speeds,  STOL performance an-1 steep 
gradient capabilities. 
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It appear» that thaae qualities can be provided without «ubatantlal penaltie« by »everal powered 
Ugh lift »yatema Including Internally blown flap»,  externally blown flap» and mechanical flaps combined 
with vectored thruat. In all applications high bypass ratio powerplant» are needed to meot noise require- 
ments, to give low fiel consumption and provide the high ratio of static to cruise thrust needed with 
STOL aircraft. Based on present aerodynamic data there is little to choose between the aforementioned 
high lift systems.   Greater resolution may be possible using improved aerodynamics and research is 
continuing to establish a better base for each system. At this time it appears that external factors such 
as the availability of suitable engines and the complexity and maintainability of the high lift system will 
be powerful Influences in selecting a preferred high lift system. 
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PIK&ICriMG THE MAXIMJM LIFT OF JKT-PLAPPtD WINGS 

David J.  Mooiiiousa 

Air Pore« Flight Dynaalcs Laboratory 
Wrlght-Patreraon AFB, Ohio    45433,  USA 

SOIIAB 

The object.lv« of thla papar la to dlacuaa the prediction of tha 
tlons.    Thla objective la accoapllahed In three part*,  aa follava: 

«ui lift of J at-flap conflgura- 

(1) Baaad on tha ossuaptlon of a  leading-edge stall,  a theoretical expreaclon  la developed for 
tha  two-dimensional  increaent  In —d— lift due  to bloving.     Thla  extends  previous work 
and includes additional taraa coaparad to tha previously piAllahad work. 

(U) Tha »Md— lift of flnlta-aapact-ratlo Jet-flapped wings la ahown to ba a thraa-dlaanalonal 
phanoaanon.     Corrections  are  applied to tha two-ditensional   theory   to develop a procedure 
for predicting tha increments In —d— lift due to blowing on flnlta-aapact-ratlo wlnga 
with Jat  flaps.     Thla  procedure  shews excellent  agreement with measured   results on varloua 
jet-flap  concepts  Including pure jat  flaps.  Internally blown  flaps,  externally blown flapa 
and upper aurfaca blown flapa.    Mora importantly,  tha results are independent of tha actual 
presence of a leading-edge  stall. 

(Ill)    Tha affact of Jet-flap blowing on boundary  layer separation  criteria la  discussed.     Prelial- 
nary  results  indicate  that  the well-known Stratford criterion la  equally  applicable to Jet- 
flapped configurations. 
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Aapect ratio 

Coefficients in  a Fourier series   (Equation 1) 

Momeutun flux coefficient 

Two-dlaenalonal lift coefficient 

Three-dlnenalonal lift coefficient 

Pressure  coefficient 

Groaa thrust coefficient 

Coefficients In a Fourier series   (Equation 1) 

Leading-edge pressure  gradient  parameter 

Part span flap factor 

Reynolds  nunber 

Chordtflse distance,   fraction  of  chord 

Angle of attack,  rads. 

Power-on stall angle of  attack,   rads. 

Denotes an incremental quantity 

Effective jet deflection angle,  rads. 

Function of  chordwlse position,  x - sln2e 

Efficiency factor 

Flap chord ratio 

MaxLaua 

Power-off conditions 

Power-on conditions 
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Special: 

acl~,(^) 

Increment  In  tvo-dlamalonml  aaxlaua lift due  to  sieving 

Increnent   In   three-dimenHlonal  MxlM lift  due  to blowing 

Increment   In   three-dimensional  maxlmiu» lift due  to blowing on   full-apan  flaps 

1.     INTRODUCTIOM 

In aircraft  design determination of  lift  characteristica  including maximum  lift  la  required on 
different  levels.     For preliminary  design  a  technique is  desired which  is  simple  to  use.     For detailed 
analyals more  conplexity  can be  accepted,  usually  computerized.     In this  paper both  of  these requirements 
are considered  for Jet-flap configurations.     "Jet  flap"  Is used as  a generic  term to cover various 
powered-lift  concepts which  use  a jet  of air  to increase circulation  lift.     Some  of  these concepts  are 
illustrated in Figure  1. 

A  theory  of  the "jet  flap" was  introduced many years  ago and many  attempts  have been Bade  to Improve 
the details.     This potential  flow theory  is  unable to represent  the maximum lift  of jet  flaps, however, 
for which no  theory presently exists.     Maximum lift is  a viscous  phenomenon,   therefore  calculation of  the 
absolute level of lift  requires  consideration  of boundary  layer separation with  the  possible influences 
of  jet-flap blowing.     An accepted  correlation  technique is  to assume  that  stall occurs  at  the leading 
edge.     It  is  then possible  to  relate  the power-on maximum lift  to the power-off value.     The technique  used 
was  first suggested by Foster  (Reference  1)  who compared the  loading on the oosic  unflapped,  unpowered 
airfoil with  that on a jet-flapped  airfoil.     Methods  are  available   to predict   the  unpowered lift character- 
istics  of wings with  leading-edge and  trailing-edge  flaps,  it  is   felt, therefore,   that  the design  require- 
ment  is   for methods  to predict  the effects  of power on a given configuration.     That  is  the approach  taken 
by  the present author in  this  paper and also  in Reference 2.     The  result  given  in  Reference 2  for externally 
blown   flap  configurations   is  extended  in  this  paper and It is  also shown  to  apply  to  a variety  of jet-flap 
concepts. 

Spence's basic  theory   for Jet  flaps  is  a  linear,  small perturbation  theory   (Reference  J).     It  is 
found,  however,   that  its  range  of applicability  is greater than might be expected.     In  the present paper 
Spence's  theory  is  assumed  to apply   to  all  "Jet  flap'1  concepts.     The governing parameters  are taken  to 
be  the effective  trailing-edge momentum coefficient  and the effective jet  deflection  angle.    These parameters 
sre defined by static power-on  tests which  give  the direction of  the  resultant  force  and the efficiency 
factor  (resultant  force/unit  thrust)   as  a  function of  flap  deflection.     The effective Jet deflection angle 
is  then given by  the direction of  the  resultant  force;  the effective  trailing-edge momentum coefficient 
is  defined as  the efficiency   factor  times  the  gross  thrust  coefficient.     For  design work  these  terms 
would not be known  for a new  configuration.     Correlations of some  typical  results  are  given in an Appendix. 

2.     TOO-DIMENSIDNAL THEORY 

The development herein  follows   that  of  Foster  (Reference  1)   except  that no initial approximations  are 
made  apart  from the ones  implicit  in   the basic  Jet-flap  theory.     Using  linear  theory   the same  result is 
obtained considering either  the   loading or  the  pressure gradient.     In either  case  it  is  recognized that 
there  are additional terms  due  to airfoil  thickness,  camber,  etc.     These  terms  are  assumed to be independent 
of Jet-flap blowing and do not  affect  the  incremental values. 

With  the substitution x - sln^.   Spence   (Reference  3)   gives  the  loading on  a jet-flapped airfoil  as 

-AC    -   Ua + -^-j cot   e  + —  log CJS   (e  + x/2) 

;os   (E  - x/2) 

+      It 
sin^E 

(CÜJ0 +  JD0)(1  -   cos,)   + £    (aBn + «V Q; UllY (1) 

The  first  two temu.  "-piesent  the  power-off  loading.     Differentiating  these  terms with  respect  to 
chordwise station,  x,   gives   the  power-off pressure gradient, 

I 1^1 -     .   41 / 2a ■*■ 26xV 468in2E /ain(e -I- x/2)   -  sin(c  -  X/2)\ 
[ it / 2*     [cosU + */2)       coe(e - X/2)/ (2) 

^ 3x   /c^-o      s in 3 e cos E 

Both  the  loading  and the pressure  gradient  are infinite  at  the  leading edge.     In  order to consider 
conditions  in  the vicinity  of  the  leading edge,   therefore,  a parameter is  required  involving pressure 
gradient and chordwise  distance  to eliminate  this singularity.    This     can be  conveniently  taken  to be 
sin V   cos  E (—^-J   such  that  a leading-edge  pressure gradient  parameter,   G,   is  defined  as 

G ■ limit     1 
E^O  [ 

0 
- limit 

E-»O 

-   2a + 26, 

sin3E  COSE 

2a + 26> 

(I?)/ 
+ 26sin3e 8in( E   + X/ H 

C08(E  + X/2) 

tmmm 

8in(c  -  x/2) 
cos(c  - X/2) 
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Substituting th«  szprcsalon     Cy •  2wa + 46x   into Equation   (3) ylalda 

cq. .0-7 (ci-"^ (4) 

It Is aMUBad that stall occur» at aoaa particular value of G,  l.a.,  G,,,, such that 

-ac_ 

latloo (1)   the addltlc 

S^T  I (<,B 

Froa Equation  (1)   th« additional  pleasure   gradient   ten»   due  to  powrrare: 

+ «D0)(l - coa c) ■»  >     (aB, ■*• i 
n"l 

v(H^)"] 

(5) 

(6) 

Differentiating  tan by  tar« with  respect  to x,  and evaluating the   leading-edge pressure gradient 
paraa»ter gives 

AG - (*0 ♦ «D0) ♦ (^ fia.) (7) 

and all aubaequent  taraa  in the Fourier  series   tend to aero as  c  tenda  to  zero. 

Adding Equations  (4) mid (7)   the full leading-edge preaaure gradient paraaater la obtained for the 
power-on  conditions in tana  of the  lift  coefficient  as 

Cv   - -M «a - ^4  -  3»  ((iB0 + «Do)  + j (oB!   + 6D,)] 

Stall is again aaauaed to occur at a particular value of the preaaure gradient paraaeter and at th 
power-on stall angle of attack,  then 

u 
t [cWx - *« - ^ («^»o + «Do) + j (%Bi + «»m (8) 

Sine«  it  is  aasuaed that power-on atall occurs  at  the saae value of preaaure gradient  as  power-off stall, 
then 

Gaax       ' Suz 
«l   -o       " 

ld clmUL       - ** ' ClmMx ' 2xi ' 3w <a,suB° + 4D°) + 2 (<,SuBl  + äI>l) 

SJ - 

Thus , 

aCl»az (CV) " ^  (asuB° + 6Do)  ' 2  (asuBl   + 6Dl) (9) 

Equation  (9)   indicates  that  the increaeot  in maximun! lift  due to blowing ia  a  function of  four 
Fourier coefficients,   the effective Jet  flap deflection angle,  and the power-on stall angle of attack. 
It  ia  more  useful,  however,  to relate  this  expression  Co the power-off stall angle of attack.    The 
required  relationship is  obtained  froa the Idealized stall characteristics  shown in Figure 2.    Thus 

»So " %   " aCl(V-aCl«x((V 

whicn gives 

'"»€„ 

_  (2D0 + Di)« 

1 + 
B, (4 + 2B0 + BO 

(10) 

This  result is now substituted Into Equation  (9)   to give  the  final  result 

3» 

2        4 

»Sof'o - ^] + « / Do + DQ^   - Bp^ " 2l\ (11) 

This  equation may be  compared with  previous work  (References  1 and 2)  which  neglected all Fourier 
coefficients except B0 and D0.    Reference 2 gave  the result: 

ACi A ,T7!;[B°as° + D°6] (12) 

Thua,   the exact theoretical express.on contains  two additional coefficients,   the  effect  of which is  to 
reduce  the predicted value of  the maxinua lift  Increment. 

Figure  3 shows a comparison of  values  predicted using the  approximate Equation (12)  with measured 
values   froa Reference 4.     The  agreement  is  poor and it can be seen  that the  theory  considerably 
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under-predlct«  th« acaaured valuas.     Qualitatively,   the additional tern»  in  Equation  (11)   reduce  the 
predicted value« by approxlaataly 1SZ worsening the coaparlaon shown In Figure 3.     Thus,  at :hls point 
there Is  a theoretical expression based on  a leading-edge stall which  shows  poor agreement with experi- 
ment.    In practice, also,  leading-edge devices would probably be uaed to suppress  leading-edge stall 
which tends  to violate the basic assumption.    Two alternatives are available - to attempt an empirical 
correlation or to examine  different  theoretical approaches.     A correlation of  three-dimensional results 
hee been achieved bssed on  the approximate Equation (12)  (Section 3).    Section 4 Is s very preliminary 
consideration of a different theoretical approach. 

3.     THREE-DIMENSIONAL  LIFT COEFFICIENT 

The  application of  the  two-dimensional   theory  to three-dimensional wings  Is  subject  to Interpreta- 
tion whether the full or the approximate expression is used.    Reference 1 iaplied  that the increment 
In  three-dlaenslonal naximum lift Is  equal  to the Increment In  two-dimensional maximum lift,   a result 
which  assumes  an elliptical  lift distribution with  the  two-dimensional Increment  In maximum lift being 
achieved at each spsnwise station, and 

aci^q,) -ACi^q.) (13(a)) 

Refeie.ce  2 poetulated that, at   least   for externally blown  flaps,   the effect  of power  is   to cause 
a departure   irom an -.•lllptlcal  lift  distribution.     The  result indicated by Equation  (13(a))   therefore 
cannot be  achieved;  rather it  requires  a correction  for three-dimensional effects  - a premise now used 
for all Jet-flap concepts.     One  approach  could be  an empirical  correlation of experimental data using an 
assumed  form of correction  factor.     Reference 5 developed a correction  for three-dimensional effects 
using a lifting line theory which  is  not  convenient  for design work.     Masked 1  and Spence   (Reference 6) 
developed a  factor  to correct  two-dimensional  lift   for  finite sspect  ratio,   ansuralng an elliptical  lift 
distribution.     As a convenience,   this   factor was  applied to the increment in  lift  at  a particular power 
coefficient by  the present  author  (Reference  2)   and  this approach  is  continued here.     The  three-dimensional 
Increment  In maximum lift  is given by 

i : 

!  ; 

aCLlex(CV  " aCWx(^) &  ■*• 0.637 C 
+ 2 + 0.604 # + 0, 876 Cj 

(i: .)) 

Using Equation (12)   Increments  in maximum lift  coefficient predicted by both  Equations   (13(a)   and 
13(b)  were  compared with  measured maxi mum  lift  increments  for rectangular wings  of  different  aspect 
ratios with  full-spsn pure  Jet  flaps   (References   7  and 8).     Figure  4 indicates  that both  approaches 
significantly  underestimate  the measured increments.     There is  an effect of aspect  ratio on  the measured 
Increments  in maximum lift.  Equation  13(b)   does  indeed collapse values   for different aspect  ratios  close 
to a straight  line.    This   result  is supported especially by  the  recults   for  the  configuration with endplates 
which  change only  the effective aspect  ratio.     The  conclusion is   that  the  increase  in maximum lift due 
to blowing is  a  three-dimensional phenomenon and  the s-end-empirical  correction  factor of Equation 13(b) 
adequately   represents  this  phenomenon -  at   least   for aspect  ratios  greater  than  three. 

Contrary  to "normal" expectations   the measured  results show  considerably higher Increments  in maxi- 
mum lift  due  to blowing  then are  predicted.     The  results  tend  to collapse the  total  results  to a single 
straight  line,  however,   therefore a simple multiplier can  thus be used to match  the  theoretical values 
to the measured results.     With  this multiplier the empirical expression  for  the  increment  In  three- 
dlaenslonal maximum lift  coefficient  due  to blowing becomes 

ACw(V 5.5^ 
"cos,, + M 

R  + 0.637C 

/« + 2 + 0.604 7^ + 0.876 C 
(14) 

One more  factor to be  accounted  for is   the effect of part-span blowing,  which   Includes  configura- 
tions with  discrete blowing such  as externally blown flaps.     It  is  assumed that  the span  of  the physical 
flap  is  the  governing parameter,  which  is  accounted  for using the  unpowered part-span  flap  factor defined 
in  Reference 9,  and reproduced in Appendix A.     This   factor is   further assumed  to  apply only  to  the circula- 
tion portion of  the  lift  and not  to the direct  Lirust  component which  is  C.i(a + 6)   in Spence's  theory. 
Thus  Equation  (14)  defines  the  lift  increment  for a  full-span  flap,  ACL      (CJJ),   and the  increment 4.n maxi- 
mum lift   for  the part-span  flap  is  defined by 

^w«^ *b [ "L^V   -  CJ(aSo + «)]     +  Cj(as0 + «) (15) 

The effect  of  this  part-span  flap correction  is  illustrated in  Figure 5 by  comparing  to  test  results 
from both  externally blown  flaps  (Reference  10)   and pure Jet  flaps  (References  7  and  11).     This   figure 
demonstrates   that  Equation   (IS)   provides  excellent   correlation of   the part-span   flap  effects   for two 
seemingly  very  different  configurations.     Also it shows excellent agreement with  the magnitude of the 
maximum lift  increments  produced by  the enpirical  factor introduced in Equation  (14). 

In Equation  (15),  the  power-on stall  angle of  attack,  03   ,  should be used and  the  last  term should 
therefore be  C.  sin (ag    +  '')   to  remove  the  small angle approSclmation.     With   the empirlcismr   already 
Introduced,  however,  the approximations  used  to develop  Equation  (13)   are  felt  to be Justified. 

Equations  (14) and  (15)   combine  to  form a unique prediction  technique.     Figure  6 shows   the results 
of  applying  this  technique  to a variety  of different Jet-flap  concepts  (References   7,8,  10-16).     Excellent 
agreement  is  shown between  the predicted  and measured values,  demonstrating  the effectiveness  of  the 
technique  in predicting  the  increment  in maximum lift  coefficient  developed by powered-llft  systems. 
Although  the  theory is based on  the  assumption of  a leading-edge stall,   the   final   currelatlai does nor 
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depend  on  this and applies  to confIguratlin» both with or without leading-edge  device».     The   final 
result  la   alao Independent of  sweep angle. 

4.     INFLUENCE OF JET-FLAP BLOWING ON BOUNDARY   LAYER SEPARATION 

The  correlation  technique  that has been  presented la  adequate  tor preliminary  design  analysis.     A 
more  rigorous  analysla  of jet-flap maximum  lift  characteristics will probably  require  consideration of 
boundary   layer separation.    A first question  Is whether the separation mechanism Is   affected by  jet-flap 
blowing  -  addressed by considering separation  criteria.     One well-known criterion is   the  one by 
Stratford  (Reference  17) which  la  expressed  aa 

^£) 'TS /lo i 0.39 (16) 

i.e.,  separation is  present when  the  left hand side of the  above equation is  equal  to  or exceeds  0.39. 

Reference A presents measured pressure distributions at a part 
criterion has been assessed for these distributions. For the power 
Equation (16) is always less than 0.39 indicating that there should 
by the lift data. For the power-on data, the angle of attack is ve 
and the left hand side of Equation (16) exceeds 0.39 very close to 
separated flow. The existence of separation before maximum lift is 
ment with the description of stalling characteristics given in Refe 
indicate the possibility of using conventional separation criteria 
tion  cl   Jet flap  configurations. 

icular  angle of attack;  Stratford's 
off data,   the  left hand side  of 
be no separation.     This  is  confirmed 

ry  close  to  the stall  angle of  attack 
the  leading edge,   thereby  indicating 

reached  is  also  in qualitative  agree- 
rence  4.     Thup .   preliminary  results 
to predict  the boundary   layer separa- 

5.     CONCLUSIONS 

A  theoretical expression for  the increment in maximum lift due  to blowing on jet-flapped airfoils 
was  obtained that was based on  the  assumption of  a  leading-edge stall.     Comj ariBonn with measured  two- 
dimensional results  show poor correlation.     For practical application a three-dimensional  theory  is 
required,   therefore with suitable  corrections   for  finite-aspect-ratio  and part-span   flaps,   an expression 
was  developed for  the  three-dimensional maximum lift increment due  to blowing at a constant   flap deflec- 
tion.     This  expression shows  excellent  agreement with measured results   for pure Jet   flaps,   internally 
blown   flaps,  externally blown  flaps  and upper surface blown  flaps.     The  results  are  also independent 
of the  actual presence of a leading-edge stall,   independent  of the sweep  angle and  applicable  to aspect 
ratios   greater than approximately  three. 

Preliminary  results indicate  that  the Stratford  criterion for boundary  layer separation is  also 
applicable to Jet-flapped configurations.     It  is  assumed that this approach would be  combined with 
sophisticated techniques for computing  the  pressure  distribution. 
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APPENDIX A 

PAKANETBRS REQUIRED TO CALCULATE MAXIMUM LIFT 

The prediction BOthod presented In thla peper contains two parameters, the efficiency factor and the 
effective Jet deflection angle, which are functions of the configuration. Values for these parameters 
would not be known for a naw configuration. For completeness, this Appendix presents correlations of 
measured valuaa of these parameters suitable for preliminary design work. Figure A.l presents typical 
values of the efficiency factor for each of the powered lift concepts under consideration, taken from 
References Al, 7, 8 and 16.  The efficiency factor of externally blown flap and upper-surface blown flap 
configurations la based on gross engine thrust. For pure Jet flap and Internally blown flap configurations 
the engine air Is ducted through the wing, with resulting losses. The efficiency factor of the pure Jet 
flap Is unity based on the momentum flux coefficient available at the wing trailing edge. The efficiency 
factor of the Internally blown flap Is similarly based on the momentum flux coefficient at the knee of 
the flap. Figure A.2 presents a correlation of effective Jet deflection angle for externally blown flap 
configurations (Reference A.l). For practical Internally blown and upper surface blown flap configurations 
the effective Jet deflection angle can be taken to be the angle of the upper surface of the flap. 

Other required parameters are published In the literature but are reproduced here for convenience. 
Figure A.3 presents Spence's Fourier coefficients B0 and DQ (Reference 3). Figure A.4 presents the part 
span flap factor, Kb, Reference 9. 
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WIND TUNNEL  INVESTIGATION OF THREE 
POWERED-LIFT  STOL CONCEPTS 

R.   F.   Osborn 
and 

C.   S.   Gates 
Air Force Flight  Dynamics Laboratory 

Wright-Patterson AFB,  Ohio    45433,   USA 

SUMMARY 

The resu.'ts of a comprehensive, parametric wind tunnel Investigation of three STOL concepts; 
the externally blown Jet flap (EBF), Internally blown Jet flap (IBF) and the mechanical flap/vectored 

thrust (MF/VT) are presented.  Wind tunnel model characteristics are shown along with details of the 
high lift devices tested. 

The effect of engine location Is discussed and Is shown to be the dominant factor In EBF 
and MF/VT powered lift performance.  Wing sweep and aspect ratio effects on lifting performance are 
also addressed. 

Performance In ground effect Is briefly discussed, utilizing the test data collected. 
Incremental changes In the lift, drag and pitching moment characteristics resulting from In-ground 
effect operation are explained. 

Finally, a comparison of the aerodynamic performance of the three powered lift systems Is 
made and future research topics suggested. 

NOTATION 

AR 

b 

c 

J 
DSF 

h 
h/b 
R 

S 
SSF 
TSF 

a 
6 

5LE 

C/4 

Aspect ratio, b2/s 
Wing span 
Wing chord 
Drag coefficient 

Thrust coefficient 

Lift coefficient 

Boundary layer control momentum coefficient 

Pitching moment coefficient 

Jet engine nozzle diameter 

Double slotted flap 
Height of wing above ground plane 
Wing height to span ratio 
Radius of Jet plume at flap tral'ing edge 
Wing area 
Single slotted flap 
Triple  slotted  flap 
Distance  flap  trailing edge  extends  into  Jet   plume  perpendlCL ar   to  engine  centerline 

Angle of attack 
Deflection angle 
Leading edge deflection 

Flap deflection 

Jet deflection 

Effective Jet  turning angle 
Quarter  chord  sweep 

INTRODUCTION 

In planning documents  issued  in  late  1969 and  early  1970  the United  States Air  Force   (USAF) 
identified  the mission area of  tactical airlift as becoming increasingly critical.    Largely due  to the 
Increased attrition  rate of  the  USAF  tactical  transport   inventory.   Tactical Air Command   (TAC)   had 
substantiated  requirements   for  new  transport  aircraft.     A  portion of   these  requirements was  replacement 
of C-123 and C-7  aircraft   that,   for  various  reasons,  were  no  longer  available.     Additionally,   the 
workhorse C-130 fleet was becoming  Increasing aged,  and a  future  replacement  for this aircraft was 
required. 

The  principal  need   in  accomplishing  tactical  airlift  mission  responsibilities  is  the 
capability to provide responsive and  reliable airlift  support during both assault and  logistic  operations. 
This  can be  accomplished  under  the widest  possible  set  of  conditions  by  having a  tactical  airlift 
capability with minimum dependence  on prepared  airfields.     A  short   takeoff  and  landing   (STOL)   aircraft 
can provide  this  operational   independence  and,   if  turbofan-configured,   can  provide  the  rapid  response 
(high  subsonic  cruise  speed)   desired. 
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With these requirements  In mind,  the Air Force Flight  Dynamics Laboratory  (AFFDL) began the 
formulation of a technology program with the objective of obtaining extensive parametric design data for 
the most promising STOL concepts.     For many years, various schemes  to obtain high lift coefficients  for 
takeoff and landing operations have been pursued.    The objectives of  these programs,  for the most  part, 
have been to explore the general areas of performance and stability and control, with emphasis on 
finding solutions to configuration-oriented problems, with the result  that  the overall  feasibility of 
the concept has proven difficult  to assess. 

By 1971 a number of  high lift concepts had been proposed  and  Investigated to some extent,  as 
appropriate for Incorporation on a Medium STOL Transport   (MST).     These  Included externally blown flaps 
(EBF),  Internally blown flaps   (IBF),  mechanical  flaps  (MF),  mechanical  flaps with vectored thrust   (MF/VT), 
deflected slipstream,  direct Jet or fan lift,  tilt wing and boundary layer control  (BLC) devices.    Of 
these concepts,  the tilt wing and  the deflected slipstream were configured with propellers and  cross- 
shafting systems,  examples being  the Brequet 9A0 and  9A1,  the Ling Temco Vought XC-142,  the Canadair 
CX-8A and the Shin Meiwa PS-1   (not  cross-shafted).    Due to a preference for  turbofan propulsion and 
the relatively low cruising speeds associated with propeller concepts,  these were dropped from consldera- 
tlor. as candidates  for the  future USAF MST.    An analysis of  the state-of-the-art and of the relative 
progress Tf  tachnology in the area of  purely mechanical high lift devices  Indicated  that useable lift 
coefficiencs ori the order of  2.5   (maximum lift coefficients of about  A.O)  were the approximate  limit 
of capability.     However,   If  the mechanical  flap is combined with vectored  thrust,  the useable  lift can 
be approximately doubled.     Investigation of the technological  status of the  IBF concept revealed that 
considerable effort was being expended on the augmentor wing  (a very  specific  type of  IBF system)  and 
that  in view of the limited  funds,  coupled with the National Aeronautic and Space Administration's 
(NASA)  rather extensive augmentor wing program,  the AFFDL would concentrate on non-augmentor wing IBF 
concepts.    The  three concepts  that were  finally selected  for generalized  analyses as having the highest 
potential for application  to  the MST wore: 

1. MF/VT - This  system has normal for:e components due  to conventional wing  lift and engine 
thrust vectoring  independent of  th.1. wing  lifting system. 

2. IBF - This system has normal force components due to conventional wing lift, vectored 
thrust and augmented wing lift via high energy blowing ovev the extended flap through 
a duct  system internal to the wing. 

3. EBF - This  system has normal force components due  to conventional wing lift,  deflected 
thrust and augmented wing lift via high energy external blowing through the extended 
flap system. 

It should also be pointed out  that since this concept  selection was made, another configura- 
tion holding high promise has surfaced,   i.e.,  upper surface blowing   (USB).     This concept  Is actually 
another variation of  the  EBF concept,  but  it does possess significant  differences which require 
separate investigation.     In this concept, engine exhaust air  travels over  the upper surface of  the wing 
until turned,   in a Coanda  fashion,  over the deflected  large  radius  flap.     The concept  is now being 
employed on one of   the  USAF Advanced  Medium STOL Transport   (AMST)   prototypes,   but  It  was  not  generally 
known in 1971 and was not  investigated  in the AFFDL STOL technology program. 

The  STOL Tactical Aircraft  Investigation  (STAI)  program initiated  by the AFFDL in mld-1971 
consisted of  configuration design  1,2'^,  prediction technique development1*'5,6'7, establishment of 
STOL criteria,  wind  tunnel  testing8,9'^, 
development. 

ground-based  flight  simulation and  flight control technology 

The contracting plan  for  the program was that  each of  the  three concepts would be Investigated 
by two different contractors.     This allowed for better coverage of each concept and assisted the AFFDL 
in tracking the overall  program.     The contract definition phase  then  resulted  in an award to General 
Dynamlcs/Convair  (San Diego)   to  investigate all  three concepts;  a contract  to Boeing to  investigate 
the MF/VT and   IBF;   and  a  contract   to  Rockwell   International   (Los  Angeles Aircraft  Division)  to 
investigate the EBF.     Since  the purpose of this paper  is to discuss  the wind  tunnel results only, 
further discussion will now be limited  to that area of  the AFFDL STOL  technology program. 

This  portion of   the  overall  effort  Involved  extensive  small  scale wind  tunnel  tests  of  each 
selected high lift concept.     Slightly over 2300 hours of  testing was conducted  In three facilities: 
728 hours in the Boelng/Vertol  20 x 20 ft V/STOL wind  tunnel,   509 hours  in the Lockheed-Georgia  16 x 23 
ft V/STOL wind  tunne]   and  1087 hours in  the Convalr/San Diego 8 x  12   ft  low speed wind  tunnel.     The 
primary objective of  this effort was  to extend  STOL wind tunnel  testing into new areas and to close  the 
gaps  in existing test  data  for  the three high lift concepts.     Gaps  in the existing data and areas 
requiring new testing were  identified  through development of  the design compendium and  the baseline 
configuration study which were other efforts within the STOL technology program.    The models used  in 
the wind tunnel tests possessed a high degree of parametric  flexibility which allowed  significant 
variations in their general  characteristics.    A typical model  is shown in Figure 1.    Parametric  data 
was generated  in sufficient  detail  to allow an accurate assessment  of each concept  to be made for a 
given mission.     The principal  parameters varied were: 

1. Wing sweep 
2. Aspect ratio 

3. Trailing edge  flaps   (span,  deflection,  slots,  etc.) 
A. Leading edge devices and boundary layer control   (BLC) 
5. Nacelle location and multi-engine nacelles 
6. Thrust  coefficient 
7. Asymmetric  thrust  and engine orientation 
8. Tall surfaces or downwash rake location 
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An area which was consldtred to be  Important was  the effect of close proximity to  the ground 
on the aerodynamic coefficients.     To ensure that  these effects were accurately accounted  for  it was 
necessary to conduct a portion of  the wind  tunnel  tests  In ground effect.     This testing was conducted 
In the preaence of a moving belt ground plane (In the Convalr and Boelng/Vertol tunnels). 

The majority of  the data present id  In this paper was collected during the Convalr contracted 
effort.    This data was chosen  for presentitlon since Convalr  Investigated all three high lift concepts 
and hence collected  the most  consistent set of data.     In cases where Boeing or Rockwell  International 
data is presented  It will  be carefully noted. 

MODEL CHARACTERISTICS 

Figure 2  Is a schematic of  the model components used  In  the CD test  program.    The  teat article 
Is a 1/20-scale model of a  typical 130,000 lb gross weight medium STOL transport with a wing span of 
70 Inches.     An air carry-through sting mounting fixture was used  to  support  the model In the upright 
position for  free air  testing and  Inverted  for ground effect  studies;  the  latter being accomplished 
with a moving belt  ground plane that was lowered from above. 

Some difficulties were experienced  in constructing a model  to accommodate the wing sweep 
range  (between 12.5 and  35 degrees), and retain .i good wing/body  fairing.     Compromises were required 
In this area,  although subsequent  testing Indicated  the  fairings used did not result  In any significant 
regions of  flow separation.     For  the purpose of data reduction.   It  was assumed the non-optimum design 
affected each swept wing configuration by approximately the same amount and no specific corrections 
were applied.     However,  construction of a model for testing at one sweep with an optimized wing/body 
joint should result  in some  improvement in lifting performance. 

High lift  devices  typical of those tested  in the Convalr and Boeing programs are shown In 
Figure 3.     The Convalr  test matrix was the most comprehensive,  incorporating alternate single,  double, 
and   triple slotted  flap designs with segments of different  proportions, and unblown and blown leading 
edge devices of  15 and 25  percent  chord.    Geometric details of  the Convalr leading edge systems are 
illustrated  In Figure 4. 

The alternate Boeing flap system,  used for MF/VT  testing, was a  33 percent chord  triple 
slotted arrangement  similar  to  the one that appears on that Company's  727 commercial aircraft.    The 
same leading edge blowing boundary  layer control device was used  In both IBF and MF/VT testing.     It 
should be mentioned here that  the use of identical leading edge equipment  in conjunction with flap 
systems of  greatly different  performance potential  is not a recommended practice.    Normally leading 
edge systems are specifically  tailored to match flap performance,  however,  the number of geometric 
test variables already  included  in the STAI program was  of such magnitude  that time did not permit  a 
comprehensive leading edge dtudy.     For this reason,   leading edge  testing was  limited  to blowing rate 
and  flap deflection variations In the Boeing program. 

Engine simulation  Is a subject where individual  test  organizations differ in opinion.     Convalr 
and Rockwell  International  selected ejector type engine simulators whereas  Boeing chose direct  Internal 
ducting of air to the jet  nozzle as shown in Figure 5.     Neither  type accurately models full  scale engine 
effects.     Ejector engines do not model the  inlet  flow field properly,  producing inaccuraciei.  in ram 
drag and aerodynamic  interference measurements.    The closed  inlet  system also requires data correction 
for aerodynamic  Interference and an analytical estimation of  ram drag.    Accurate simulation  of both 
the inlet and exit  flows can be achieved with a model fan engine of correct bypass ratio,  but such 
hardware is expensive and  funds were not included  in the program for  the purchase of this equipment. 
Both systems have be"" used  successfully in previous powered  lift  test programs and proved  completely 
adequate for this paramt-rlc  investigation. 

The wind  tunnel models were fitted with accurate flow measuring devices in the engines and 
in the boundary layer control devices of the leading and  trailing eJges.     Provisions were made to cut 
the air supply to  individual  engines simulators for engine-out  testing without model disassembly. 

Because of  the  Importance of tall  sizing in powered-lift  aircraft design,  measurements were 
made  in the vicinity of  the  horizontal tall using specially constructed wake rakes  (Figure 1).     Rakes 
on the Boeing and Convalr models were adjustable in all  three planes. 

HIGH LIFT SYSTEM 

Leading edge devices are an integral part of the overall  high lift  system selected  for any 
aircraft.     Ingenlus aerodynamic/mechanical designs in this area have produced lift  improvements of 
significant  proportions  in  recent  years.    An example of  this  Is  the variable-camber leading edge 
device used on the  Boeing 747 which  increased  the maximum lift  coefficient an Increment of 0,3 above 
more conventional shaped devices.    Additional improvement  in leading edge   performance is promised with 
the Implementation of blowing boundary layer control if mechanical and air delivery problems are 
successfully resolved. 

Figure 6 illustrates  the performance characteristics of a 15 percent chord leading edge device 
with and without blowing boundary layer control.     In this particular case,  the BLC system produces a 12 
percent increase  in maximum lift coefficient,  and  it occurs at a higher angle of attack than with the un- 
powered system.     Perhaps more  Importantly,  BLC smoothes the stalling characteristics,  a significant  factor 
in STOL operation.     The test  data shown were taken with the Convalr model equipped with the leading edge 
devices of Figure 4,     BLC slot width varied from ,007 inches at  the root to  .003 Inches at  the wing tip. 
The slot was continuous with no spanwise Interruptions.     Figure  7  Illustrates what happens when spanwise 
breaks are  incorporated  into  the model to simulate actual  full  scale vehicle construction  breaks.  Slot 
breaks of  ,375  inches built  into  the  Boeing model cause  th- degradation in lifting performance shown when 
compared with the  .04  inch break test data acquired later  in the program.    These findings once again 
Illustrate  the  importance of  duplicating full scale airc.aft  characteristics during wind  tunnel  testing. 
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A comparison of single,  double and triple slotted  flap performance for the EBF configuration  Is 
shown In Figure 8.    These data were obtained with engines located  In the high forward position operating 
at a thrust coefficient of  2,0.     Examination of the lift  levels Indicates  the unsultablllty of  single 
slotted  flaps  for externally blown flap powered-llft applications.     The  triple slotted versus double slotted 
flap lift Increment  Is due primarily to differences In extended chord  length. 

PLANFORM CHARACTERISTICS 

Sweep,  aspect  ratio and  flap span effects were the planform characteristics Investigated which 
produced the most  significant  Impact on aerodynamic performance.     Of  the  three, wing sweep produces  the 
most adverse effect on  lifting performance.    Figure 9  Indicates a maximum lift decrement of approximately 
10 percent Is  Incurred by Increasing the wing sweep  from 12.5 to  35 degrees.    Also affected Is  the lift  curve 
slope which decreases with Increasing sweep.    Changes In aspect ratio do not produce  the Increment  In 
lifting performance  found with sweep variation either power-off or power-on.     In fact,  varying the aspect 
ratio 10 percent above or below a nominal value of eight shows only a minor Impact on lifting performance. 

The  Influence of  flap span on lifting performance power-off  is given in Figure 10.    Lift  loss 
due to aileron span varies between 5 and 10 percent depending on the overall  lift level.    Some  STOL 
transport designs being studied  incorporate ailerons with  lengths greater than 25 percent of the wing 
span, which would result  in further lift loss.    To counteract  these performance degradations,  aircraft 
designers are attempting to incorporate slotted  flaperon lateral control  systems on the latest  STOL 
aircraft designs.     Implementation of  this type of system does,  however,   require the solution of some  rather 
complex mechanization problems. 

Review of  the planform data suggests  that for good low speed performance a medium STOL transport 
should be configured with a straight wing and a full span flap  system  (flaperon lateral control).     The 
effect of low sweep on cruise performance can be somewhat alleviated by  the use of supercritical airfoil 
sections in the wing. 

Having established basic  lifting system performance  levels and planform influences,  attention 
will now be focused on pertinent aerodynamic test results related  to powered-llft configuration selection. 

EXTERNALLY  BLOWN  FLAP  PERFORMANCE 

The externally blown flap powered-lift  concept has been the  subject of many aerodynamic  tests  in 
recent years and is considered  to be a prime candidate for  use on  future USAF transport aircraft.     In  fact, 
this concept is being applied on  the McDonnell Douglas advanced medium STOL transport prototype presently 
being developed under Air Force  sponsorship. 

Aerodynamic performance of  the EBF concept  is a function of  turning efficiency, which  In  turn  is 
basically a function of  flap geometry and engine location.     Starting with a good flap design,  configured  to 
handle high velocity engine exhaust  flows,  the major parameter the designer  is required to optimize  is 
engine  location.    During the optimization process,  cruise aerodynamics and  thrust reverser operation must 
also receive attention.     Before proceeding with the discussion on engine  location and wing geometric 
effects, a brief comment on flap system development  is necessary. 

Flap development was not  a primary subject of  this  test program.     Participants were asked  to 
select representative  flap systems for use on their models based on the results of analysis and available 
test data.    Both Convair and Rockwell  International  tested several  flap designs with different  gap/overlap 
geometry.    The  testing was accomplished during the first days of  tunnel occupancy to determine  performance 
levels,  and could not be classified as optimization since  flap segment  geometries were not altered. 
This is not  to say that  future EBF flap research is unnecessary,   in  fact,  quite the contrary is  true; 
additional design and  testing will  result in better  flow turning characteristics and  improved  efficiencies. 
It should be noted here  that  the Convair and Rockwell  International designs have demonstrated  turning 
efficiencies comparable to the better externally blown  flap  systems  for which test data are available. 

The primary engine  location  factor affecting EBF performance  is position in the chordwise/vertical 
plane.     Figure  11,  a composite of Convair data,  shows the effect  of varying engine position in  this plane. 
These data indicate fore and aft movement of the engine produces only minor changes in lifting performance, 
while vertical position dramatically  Impacts powered  lift  characteristics.     From this  it can be concluded 
that the effective jet  turning angle  is directly related  to  the portion of jet momentum intercepted  by 
the flap.    Rockwell  International,   in the course of  their analysis development, arrived at an interesting 
scheme  for showing this  relationship   (Figure 12). 

The jet  turning angle,  cf),   is  the effective direction at which the jet  leaves the trailing edge 
of the  flap system,  and defines  the direction of the  total reaction  fore? vector.    Using wind  tunnel 
results,  it  is possible  to correlate jet turning angle with  the degree of  flap penetration into the Jet, 
and arrive at  a useable engine   positioning   design tool.     The geometry of jet  impingement  is shown in  the 
aforementioned  figure.     In this particular development,  the effective  source length,  2.3D  ,  is based on 
a jet expansion envelope with zero velocity at  the edge of  the jet wake profile.    Other definitions,  such 
as, one percent or five percent of  the maximum jet velocity could be used,   if necessary,  to  improve 
data correlation.     The design curves also shown in Figure  12  represent  the better performance data 
reviewed by Rockwell  International. 

Nearly complete jet  turning  is accomplished with a  flap  immersion of Z /R ■ 0.65 except  in 
cases where flow separation over  the  flap Is present.    An immersion  factor of 0.65 requires either  high 
forward placement of  the engines or the use of nozzle deflectors.     By the same token,   increasing engine 
bypass  ratio necessitates extending  the deflected flap chord  to  retain  the  same immersion ratio. 
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Spanwlse location of  engines on an  EBF design Is considerably more simplified  than chordwlse 
positioning.    Test data  Indicates  the  engines should be placed as close  to  the  fuselage as la practical 
without neglecting the maintenance of  good cruise performance.    Tills  produces  the  smallest  rolling 
moment  under englne-out  operating conditions.     A word of caution  ohould  be  Introduced here regarding  the 
use of  Siamese nacelle arrangements on an EBF configuration.     The  nigh  Inboard  loading of  the wing  resulting 
from the close-to-fuselage  Installation of  dual engines In a  single  nacelle produces a vortex flow pattern 
In  the vicinity of  the horizontal   tall which  severely  limits  Its effectiveness.       Additional  testing  Is 
required to determine  the  feasibility of  the  Siamese configuration. 

MECHANICAL FLAP/VECTORED THRUST 

The mechanical  flap/vectored  thrust  powered  lift concept was  the only  system tested which did not 
show  substantial  lift  augmentation due  to superclrculatlon.     Performance of  this system Is predicated on 
matching a good mechanical  high  lift  design with an efficient  thrust  vectoring nozzle  to produce a  total 
system capable of efficient   flow turning and  rapid variation of  lift  and drag  forces. 

Figure 13 presents data  showing the  tail-off performance  levels  achieved with the Boeing MF/VT 
design.    The data indicates  little  lift  or drag variation with engine position,  but  a substantial change 
in pitching moment.     A forward  engine  location results  in a balance  between aerodynamic and  thrust  forces 
producing a favorable  longitudinal  trim situation. 

The major problem encountered with  forward  engine positioning was adverse  aerodynamic  Interference. 
This  interference was observed  to decrease  lift at  all except  the highest  angles of attack,  and  in most 
Instances  Increase drag.     The probable  explantion for  the variation of  interference with angle of  attack 
is  flow entrainmenc  by  the  Jet  plumes.     The  entrained  flow  induces downwash at   the  trailing edge, which 
effectively reduces  trailing edge  flap  angle,  producing the observed  loss  in lift  at  low to moderate 
angles of attack.    The Jet   flow also  induces a downward velocity at   the  leading edge, which effectively 
reduces  the local angle of  attack  felt by  the  leading edge  flap,   thereby  aggravating  the undersurface 
separation occurring behind  the  flap at  low angles of  attack.     The net  effect  is a  loss of  lift  and an 
increase  in parasite drag.     As  the  angle of  attack increases,   the Jet  effect  tends  to reduce  the local 
angle of attack at  the leading  edge delaying separation on the upper  surface permitting the flow to remain 
attached at a higher angle   (and  lift coefficient)  than achieved power-off. 

Test  data collected  show that optimum chordwlse engine placement  is not  nearly as well defined 
as  it was for EBF designs,   suggesting  the need  for additional  testing. 

Englne-out problems encountered with this concept are similar  to  those  for  EBF systems.    To 
minimize rolling moment difficulties,  engines should  be placed as close  to  the  fuselage as other 
considerations allow.     Siamese  nacelles were  found  to aggravate adverse  aerodynamic  interference effects. 

INTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP 

The Internally  blown Jet   flap concept has been the  subject of wind  tunnel  tests  for many years. 
However, most of this  testing was conducted on configurations where all of  the engine air was ducted into 
the wing and used to power  the  jet  flap.     In a practical airplane application,   such a configuration 
would probably be less efficient   than a design where only bypass air was  internally ducted,  allowing  the 
hot  core Jet  to exhaust aft  or be deflected  for additional lift  or glide path control.    This  latter 
configuration was Investigated  in  the  STAI program. 

The  low speed characteristics of a  typical Convair  IBF design are  shown  in Figure 14.    These 
results  identify the  IBF as  the  superior lifting performer of  the  three  lift concepts  investigated.     However, 
large pitching moments accompany  this  increased  lift  since  it  is produced well aft  on the wing. 

Since all  the Convair powered  lift  systems were tested with  the  same  leading edge device   (which 
In  this  instance was designed  for  the  EBF system),   it can be realistically assumed  that additional 
maximum lift performance should  be obtainable with a  leading edge system that  is configured for  the  lift 
levels of the  IBF system. 

Traditionally the performance of an airplane with jet  flaps  has been computed discounting the 
residual thrust effects,   if any,   on the jet  sheet.     For engines mounted below the wing this consequence 
can result  in serious errors  in  the  calculation of performance.     Residual engine exhaust will  interact with 
the  Jet  sheet  and reduce  its effective deflection or create a partial  span cutout. 

The level of  these  Interference effects are e. direct  function of  the engine  thrust coefficient, 
results show overall  lift  being degraded as much as  WX at  higher engine  thrust  levels.    This effect  on 
lifting performance Is of  sufficient magnitude to force the consideration of alternate  IBF 
engine placement or nozzle deflection.     A configuration under serious  consideration at  the present  time, 
incorporates both an upper surface engine location and a deflector nozzle at  the  flap hinge line. 

Test 

Englne-out performance of  the  IBF concept is very satisfactory  if  a cross-ducting system is 
utilized to   uniformly   distribute blowing air in the event of engine   failure.     The  large englne-out 
rolling B^ments encountered with EBF and MF/VT configurations are not  experienced by an IBF system 
designed in this fashion. 

GROUND EFFECTS 

The first indications  that  flight  in close proximity to the ground could be a significant design 
consideration came in the early days of aviation where the main concern was with its positive effects. 
As time progressed and the study of vertical takeoff and landing aircraft became reality, attention was 
directed to the potentially adverse effect  of operations near  the ground.     A great deal of  testing and 
analysis was conducted  to  Increase  the understanding of ground effect,   and  such terms as "suckdown," 
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"fountain effect," and entrainaenc becaaa  familiar to engineers working  In  the area.     In  the study of 
STOL aerodynamics,  however,   these phenomena  are  complicated by the  fact  that  under different conditions, 
different effects result.    Under one set of circumstances,  such as takeoff  flap settings,  ground effect 
produces  an Increase In  the  lift  coefficient  and a decrease In drag, while  in  the  landing configuration 
the same  aircraft operating at higher  lift  level» experiences a loss  In  lift when operated near  the 
ground.     Configuration variables of  the concepts being tested  (engine  location,   flap  setting,  etc.)  pro- 
duce  the multiplicity of problems  that were encountered  In VTOL ground effects  experiments. 

Figure 15 presents selected data on the Convalr EBF configuration, both power-off and power-on. 
At lower angles of attack, the In-ground effect lift level Is greater than that measured In free air, but 
the lift curve slope is decreased. As the aircraft angle of attack increases, the In-ground effect and 
free air lift curves cross, resulting In reduced lift In ground effect. Also, the in-ground effect maxl- 
num life coefficient Is a significant increment below the free air level and occurs at a lower angle of 
attack. An explanation of these ground effects can be given by considering the velocities Induced by the 
images  of a bound and trailing vortex system. 

The image trailing vortices  reduce  the downwash,   increasing angle  of  attack and  lift coefficient 
while reducing drr'g coefficient.     The  image bound vortex induces a  tailwind,   reducing all  forces.     The 
latter effect  is proportional  to  the  lift  coefficient squared,  and  is  usually masked by  the angle of 
attack change except at high lift  coefficients.     As  the lift  level  is  increased  the  tailwind effect be- 
comes predominant,  decreasing lift. 

IBF in-ground effect data exhibits  a trend similar to the EBF characteristics  at  comparable 
lift  levels.    MF/VT ground effect  testing produced  the most disconcerting  results.     At  thrust deflections 
below 30 degrees,  in-ground effect performance parallels  that of an EBF configuration with  the same 
geometric characteristics.     However,   at nozzle angles approaching 90 degrees,   some of  the engine exhaust, 
after impinging on the ground,   is  deflected  forward of  the aircraft  and  recirculated  by  the lifting 
system.     At thrust deflection settings between  these extremes,  thrust  level  has  a more dominant effect 
on ground effect aerodynamics  than in  the  case of  the EBF.     Because of  these  Jet  entralnment and ground 
impingement effects,  further ground effect  testing of the MF/VT concept   is warranted. 

POWEREO-LIFT PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

Untrinmed drag polars  for  the  three powered-llft concepts studied  are shown  in  Figure 16. 
These data were  taken with the Convalr  STOL model in the  indicated configuration. 

The  IBF design demonstrates  the most substantial  lift augmentation and  is   the mosc efficient 
system for thrust deflection.     The MF/VT design, while not expected  to produce  the  lift  augmentation of 
the other concepts,  had been expected  to show superior climb capability   (i.e.,   to have a more negative 
drag coefficient at a given lift  coefficient)  because of  the potentially high  turning efficiency of a 
vectored nozzle.     This turned out not  to be  the case,  and MF/VT results were quite disappointing due to 
the problem of Jet Induced adverse aerodynamic  interference. 

EBF designs produced performance  levels lying in  the middle  range, with a  triple slotted  flap 
configuration showing a slight lift superiority at 60 degrees flap deflection. 

EBF and MF/VT systems both generate  large rolling moments  in engine-out  operation and require 
powerful  roll control devices  to maintain wings  level flight.    The  IBF,  with a good  cross-ducting arrange- 
ment,  does not experience this problem and  for  the same reason does not  require as much directional con- 
trol power. 

Turning for a moment  to  the design studies, which were an Important  part  of  the overall program, 
additional points pertinent  to  the selection of a particular powered-llft  system will be discussed.     From 
a strictly aerodynamic point of view the  characteristics having greatest   influence  on STOL transport 
design are: 

loading. 
-Useable maximum lift  coefficient.     This parameter determines minimum speed  for a given wing 

-The range of the net   force  along  the  flight path.    This determines  the maximum climb and 
descent angles.     The capability  to modulate  this force   for path angle control  is  essential. 

The first item can be  somewhat misleading depending on mission  requirements,  anJ  In particular 
the takeoff and landing ground  rules  that  are specified.     For example,   the  STAI  takeoff  specifications 
were predicated on an accelerate/stop distance of 2000 feet at an altitude of 2500  feet and a temperature 
of 93°F.     Under these conditions  the aircraft designs were  takeoff  critical  and  the  driving aerodynamic 
parameter was low drag at takeoff  flap settings.     This led  to designs  incorporating double slotted  flaps 
rather  than the more complex triple slotted configuration.     The final  Convalr EBF design had computed 
takeoff and landing performance  respectively of 2000 feet  and 1550  feet.     Admittedly,   the  landing maneuver 
Is  the more difficult of the  two  to accomplish precisely,  and future  flight   test programs may demonstrate 
the need  for adding an additional distance penalty  to account  for  flare  and  ground effect nonlinearlties. 

The internally blown Jet  flap design exhibited  the best aerodynamic efficiency  in the  test pro- 
gram, but its incorporation resulted in heavier weight vehicles.    There  are  several  reasons for this 
occurrence,  the most Important of which is  the additional weight embodied  in  the  engine  installation and 
Internal/air ducting system. 

The MF/VT and EBF airplanes had comparable gross weights depending on  the  thrust vectoring sys- 
tem used.     A corollary study was  conducted  in this area  (11,  12)  and several  interesting designs  resulted. 
At  the  time the configuration studies were completed,  it was  recognized  that   thrust  deflector nozzle 
weight estimates could be questioned,   and as  a result  the weight of  the MF/VT propulsion package could 
vary over a wide  range. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

It 1» reasonable Co conclude that acceptable military STOL transports could be developed using 
any one of the subject powered-llft Systeme. However, there are several areas where additional research 
and development would produce more efficient  powered-lift performance. 

Mechanical Flap/Vectored Thrust 
Further definition of  aerodynamic  interference effects   (wind  tunnel) 
Deflected thrust norzle development 

Externally Blown Flap 
Development ot  flap  shapes with  increased turning efficiencies 

Internally  Blown Jet   Flap 
Internal ducting  technology development 
Air distribution system configuration research 

External ducting 
Engine/flap integration 

Additional ground effect   testing is needed on all designs,  particularly  the MF/VT.    Special 
emphasis should be placed on dynamic  testing where  the model  is  flown  into  the ground plane simulating 
actual  approach conditions. 

Finally,  since  the upper  surface blowing powered-lift  concept  is  receiving both commercial 
and military support,  a basic  study  to define  the aerodynamic mechanism responsible  for  the turning of 
thick jets over large radius  convex surfaces  is needed. 
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Figure 1 - Convair 1/20 Scale Medium STOL Traneport 
Model Installed in the General Dynaalcs 
8 foot x 12 foot wind tunnel. 
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Figure 3 - Typical Convair and Boeing High 
Lift Devices. 
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Figure 2 - Convair Wind Tunnel Teat Variables. 
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Figure 5 - Boeing Model  Engine  Simulator 
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riKure 4 - Convair Leading Edge Teat Articles. 
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Figure 6 - Leading Edge Performance  EBF Teat Data, 
AR - 8,, Ac/'i -  25  Degrees,   Triple Slotted 
Flap  (6£ - 60 Degrees) 
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Figure 7 - Effect of Spanwlse Breaks on  the Per- 
formance of  Leading Edge  Bounda .-y 
Layer Control  Slots 
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Figure  8 - Convalr Flap Performance Craparlsons,   EBF Test Data,  AR - 8, A  c^  ■   25 Degrees, 
Thrust Coefficient - 2.0 
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Figure 9 - Convalr EBF Data Showing the Effect of Aspect Ratio and Sweep 
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Figure 10 
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Figure 11  -  Chordwise and Vertical  Engine  Location  Effect,  Convalr EBF Test Data,  AR 
Degrees,  Triple  Slotted  Flap   (6. - 60  Degrees) 
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Figure 13 - Chordwlae and Vertical Engine Location Effects, 
Boeing MFVT Data, AR - 8, /I c/^ - 15 Degrees, 
Triple Slotted Flap {6f - 35 Degrees), Jet 
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Figure U - Convalr  TBF Performance Data,  AR 8-0'.-A
c/4  "  25  Degrees,  Plain  Blown  Flap   (6 f  » 60  Degrees) 
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THE SPANWISE LIFT DISTRIBUTION AND TRAIltNG VORTEX HAKE DOWNWIND 
Of AN EXTERNALLY-BLOWN JET FLAP 

R. H. Wlckaot 
Associate Research Officer 

Low Speed Aerodynamlce Laboratory 
National Aeronautical Establishment 
National Research Council of Canada 

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
K1A 0P6 

SUMMARY 

The aerodynamic characteristics of the Externally-Blown Jet Flap (EBP) are 
presented for configurations of the quasl-2-D and reflection-plane type respectively. 

Force and surface pressure measurements have shown that significant lift 
Increments can be realised by external blowing, and that the spanwlse effect of this 
Increase extends outward from the nacelle location.  The effective stream tube dimension 
of the additional lift can be a significant fraction of the wing span. 

The relationship between the qua8l-2-D and 3-D polars has been shown to result 
from a rearward rotation of these forces through an Induced Incidence Aaj, which Is due 
to the decrease In effective aspect ratio. 

Downstream flow surveys have shown that the presence of mixed regions of pro- 
pulsive and vortex flows Is typical of the EBF, particularly for multl-englned finite 
wing configurations. 

Wake measurements downwind of a half-model of a multl-englned aircraft of the 
EBF type have shown that behind each half-wing, there are two trailing vortices, one 
from the wing tip, and one from the flap tip.  The propulsive jet sheet rolls up around 
the vortex from the flap tip. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

wing aspect ratio, b2/S 

wing span 

span of the powered lift stream tube 

chord , ft . 

thrust coefficient, T/qtS 

lift coefficient, l/qtS 

drag coefficient, D/qtS 

sectional normal force coefficient, N1/qtC,  1 - 1, 2, 3, 4 

sectional lift coefficient, t/qtC 

pressure coefficient, p-p0/qt 

drag 

wing efficiency factor 

wake total pressure 

powered-llft stream tube parameter 

lift 

static or surface pressure 

tunnel reference static pressure 

tunnel dynamic pressure 

thrust recovery factor 

wing reference area 

thrust 

tunnel velocity 

wake downwssh velocity (positive in positive lift direction) 

wake sidewash velocity (positive when directed along port sem-span, 
looking upstream) 

wing reference dimensions 

angle of attack 

wake sidewash angle, measured at flap trailing edge (but In a plane parallel 
to deflected flap element) 
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if flap angle 

e wake downvash angle 

6 Jet downwaah angle 

SUBSCRIPTS 

w refera to wing forces only 

T refers to total forces 

2D, 3D    refers to quaal-2-D and half-model configurations respectively 

1.0  INTRODUCTION 

Current generations of jet transport aircraft operate on the approach at 
speeds In the range of 130 - 150 knots, and use airfields of 8 - 12,000 feet In length. 
The proposed development of ST0L transports assumes landing fields 2000 - 3000 feet In 
length, and approach speeds of about half the above figure.  In order to achieve compa- 
rable ride comfort, the wing loading, and hence C, Lapp 
currently possible with conventional passive high lift systems^) 

and Ci    must be higher than Is Lmax 

It is clear that some form of powered lift must be used to achieve this 
performance, and current Interest at the N.A.K. centres on the turbo-fan powered 
transport using the externally-blown Jet flap (EBF).  In this concept, the entire engine 
and fan flow impinges onto highly deflected, slotted flaps.  This flow, at a total head 
higher than the ambient fluid. Is directed downward, and spreads In a spanwlse manner, 
thus generating superclrculatIon and Increased lift. 

asymmetric loss of lift caused by an engine failure. 

Much work has been done on complete aircraft configurations (Ref. (2) to (5)); 
however. It was the aim of the experimental program at the N.A.E. to explore the effects 
of a single Jet Impinging onto a two-dime lalona1 wing with slotted flaps. In isolation 
from the fuselage or other alrframe components.  It was also hoped by testing in the 
half-model configuration, to be able to assess the effects of a change of aspect ratio. 

It is commonly known that the wake downwind of an EBF is characterized by 
concentrations of trailing vorticity, caused by non-uniform span loading, and rolling-up 
of the Jet sheet.  The downvash induced at a tallplane location will have a serious 
effect on its design and ultimate location, and under asymmetric fxight conditions, 
these flows may seriously affect the aircraft stability and control. 

Flow surveys, made downwind of the N.A.E. model and also behind a mult1-engined 
EBF transport model, have shown that the wake flow has both propulsive and vortical 
components, and that downwash and sidewash velocities of considerable magnitude exist. 

2.0  DESCRIPTION OF MODELS AND TEST 

The wind tunnel model, a quasi-two-dimensional configuration, was mounted In 
the 6 ft. x 9 ft. horizontal tunnel, as shown in Figure 1. The basic wing profile was 
the NACA 63A418 with a vane and slotted flap assembly fitted. The flap could be posi- 
tioned to either 30° or 68°, with the vane location set to give the highest CL . The 
basic wing span was 73.88 in. (1.877 m) and the chord was 25 in. (.635 m). 

The simulated Jet engine was cf the ejector type in which a primary flow 
issues from nozzles placed internally.  The nacelle exit diameter was 5 in., and the 
average Jet velocity was about 600 ft/sec. 

The nacelle, inclined 10° downward relative to the wing chord line, was not on 
the balance, but rotated with the wing.  Thrust was measured from a prior calibration 
and was maintained constant during the test.  Cp was varied by changing tunnel flow so 
that wing Reynolds number also varied (.87 x 10C to 1.7A » 10°).  The greatest lift was 
obtained with the nacelle positioned near the leading edge, and with a flow deflector 
installed.  This device, indicated schematically In Figure 1 enabled the engine exhaust 
to be directed more effectively onto the wing and flap under-surface, and provided a 
definite improvement in lifting performance. 

The wing was also tested in the half-model configuration in the 30 ft. « 30 ft. 
V/STOL wind tunnel.  In this installation the wing and end plate were raised above the 
floor boundary layer to minimize flow disturbances, and a simple wing tip was fitted 
(Figur«! 1).  The aspect ratio of the half-wing was 5.91. 

The wind tunnel investigation included force and surface pressure measurements 
(quasi-2-D only) and also wake flow surveys at a downstream location 3 chords behind the 
wing. 
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Flow surveya war« also made. Jointly with DaHavllland of Canada, In the flow 
at the tallplana location of a multi-englned EBF tranaport model.  Reference 6 describes 
the wind tunnel Inatallatlon of this model, and the traversing rake of five-hole probea 
which la located downwind. 

The flow probea were of a atandard dealgn, constructed of small-bore stainless 
tubing, with heada machined to an Included angle of 90c .  The calibration and data 
reduction procedure la similar to that of reference 7 and enables the determination of 
Induced velocities, total head, and flow direction, relative to the probe axis. 

3.0 WIND   TUNNEL   FORCE   MEASUREMENTS 

The data preaented In this section were taken from both the 6 ft. * 9 ft. and 
30 ft. x 30 ft. wind tunnels, so that It will be possible to compsre and analyz- the 
quaai-2-D data with half-model data respectively. 

Since the powered nacelle was not on the balance, the basic model reactions 
were "wing forces". I.e. Lw, Dw, Mw.  "Total forces". I.e. Lj,   Dj  and Mx were computed 
by adding on the appropriate nacelle force Increments which had been determined In a 
aeparate test.  The data were "icorrected. 

3.1 EBF Lift Coefficients 

The lifting characteristics of the externally blown flap model In both the 2-D 
and half-model configurations are shown In Figures 2 and 3 for £p - 30° and 68° respec- 
tively (Total forces, Cj_ vs. aw), and for different values of Cu. 

The main effect of external blowing was to Increase lift and C| 
while producing minor changes in lift slope. 

significantly 

The lift Increments produced were found to be quite sensitive to nacelle 
location, and the largest Increment was obtained with the nacelle positioned neat the 
leading edge and with a flow deflector Installed.  This device, indicated schematically 
In Figure 1 enables the engine exhaust to be directed more effectively onto the wing and 
flap undersurfaces, and provided a definite improvement In lifting performance. 

The effects of the finite wing span of the half-model configuration are evident, 
from a comparison of the 2-D and half-model lift curves.  The lift curve slope has 
decreased for tne 3-D model and corresponds approximately to a rotation of the lift curve 
about azL-  The lift increment AC]  Is also significantly reduced (about 20Z). 

s polars, C[)T vs. C^- are presented In Figure 4 to 6p « 68°.  These 
:ts of blowing and finite span upon EBF characteristics.  Thrust 

Total force polars, C[ 
demonstrate the effects of blowing and tlnlte span upc 
recovery, an Important factor In the comparison of the various powered-llft schemes, in 
estimated to be about 0.65.  The Increased curvature of the 3-D force polars are due to 
the three-dimensional effects of the finite span half-model with Its smaller effective 
aspect ratio. 

3.2  Wing Force Polars 

Drag polars, composed of wing forces only, (I.e. CL  vs. CQ ) are plotted In 

Figures 5 and 6 for the two flap angles, and for both 2-D and half-model configurations. 

It seems fairly clear from these graphs that the data for all CM's tends to 
collapse upon a single polar curve.  This Is particularly true for the 30° flap case 
(3-D) In the range 2 < Ci,  < A.  In the 68° case (3-D) the data tend to collapse at 
small blowing values, although Individual values of Cu are Identifiable, and the collapse 
Is less perfect.  The 2-D data behave In a similar way except that the polar curve Is 
less steep. 

It appears, then, that the EBF wing forces behave In a manner similar to an 
unpowered finite wing In that the drag,   polar Is renresented approximately by the relation 

CL2 

w 
weA (1) 

and It Is possible to fit such a curve through the data In all four cases shown here. 
The value of e, or eAR varies, but can be Inferred from the slopes of the ((dCß )/(dCL^2)) 
relationship for the various model flow conditions.  Quantities 63^ and (eA ) 2u   so 
determined are plotted in Figure 7 where it can be seen that the effect of blowing (and 
hence spanwlse non-uniformity of load) changes the effective aspect ratio of the 2-D wing 
greatly, but that of the 3-D wing very little.  Polar curves calculated from eq (1), and 
using values of e or eA  in Figure 7 are noted in Figures 5 and 6. 

3.3  Aspect Ratio Correction to Drag Polars 

The experimental data has suggested that in terms of wing forces, the EBF drag 
polars can be represented by the unpowered drag polar of a wing having a certain effective 
aspect ratio. 

■-■ -  ■ —--  
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It should therefore also be possible, whan considering the observed differences 
between two- and three-dlnenslonal polar«, to apply tha same rules to the powered lift 
syste« as to tha unpowered system.  Thus tha drag polara of Figures 3 and 6 (C^,  va. Cp ) 
can ba considered, In tha three-dimensional caaa, to hava baan affactad by an Induced  V 

Incidence Aaj which la du« to tha change In effective aspect ratio from quaal 2D to 30. 

l.a. 
Aal ^ 37.3 fl 1_1 

(2) 

Thl« quantity has been determined from the value« of equivalent aspect ratio ahown In 
Figure 7, and waa found to have a value of approximately 3.0 for both the 30° and 68° 
flap «ettlnga.  Thl« value was confirmed by observations of the shift In the CLT V«. O 

curves, «Ithough the «greeaent was not good for the higher blowing coefficient« at 
if  - 68°.  Tha transformation of total force data from quasi 2D to 3D is aa follow«: 

CosAa. SlnAa, 
T3 Tz T2 

(3) 

■ C   Co«Aai + C 
Ts     T2 T2 

SinAra, (4) 

Graph« «howlng a comparison of experimental and transferred data are shown In Figure 8 
for «F ■ 30° «nd 68°.  For the higher flap angle case, a value of (Aai)/(CLw) - 2.3, 
taken from the shift In the CL VS. aw curves, waa found to give the correct transfor- 
mation. 

3.4  An Analogy with the Jet Flap 

It would be worthwhile, at this point, to Introduce a momentum model for 
powered lift which. In Its simplest form. Is Identical to the Jet flap equation of 
Spence and Marlcell. 

The vector diagram of this model is illustrated In Sketch 1 below. 

SKETCH (i) 

The vector 0A Is the dlmenslonleas approaching stream tube momentum of magnitude xA, 
-2 • 

having a flow area of  r .  If the w'ng Is unpowered, then the departing momentum Is also 

jA, but leaves the wing at downwash angle e.  When power Is applied uniformly over the 

full span as In the Jet flap or augmentor-wlng, then the thrust vector T Is simply added 
to the departing wing momentum and It Is assumed that the wing downwash angle e Is the 
same as the thrust deflection angle 6. 

If power Is applied over part of the wing span only, (and thus at a different 
local downwash angle) It is assumed that a certain fraction of the departing momentum 

K-r-A leaves the wing at the Jet downwash angle 6, while the. remainder, (l-K)yA, leaves at 

the angle e.  The effective span of the powered lift stream tube la thus proportional to 
the factor K. 

R Is the resultant total force, having wind axis components CLT and CDT.  These 
components may be obtained from the vector diagram as follows 

C.      -   (1-K)^ Sine  + (S * I4) Sine (5) 

•MM* ümMii  -  ■ ^■- ---'——ta-.-.-«— 
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CD  " CD  * (Cu + JlA)Co,e + fACl-(l-K)Co.e] 
T     o   v        ' 

(6) 

If the reactive components arc subtracted from the total force, then expressions for 
wing forces ere: 

CL  " ^t(1-K)slne * KSln6] 
w 

(7) 

CD  - CD + j^[l-(l-K)Cosc - KCosB] 
w     o 

(8) 

If we conelder the unpowered wing (K - 0, e - 6) and full span power effects (K - 1, 
e ■ 6), respectively, then It can be shown that eqs (7)and 0)will, for each case, reduce 
to the simple polar equation for Induced drag as given by eq (1). 

I.e. 

CL2 

CD  " S  + TT" w     o 
(9) 

Thus It seems, that In terms of wing forces even a complex device such as a jet flap 
behaves In a manner similar to an unpowered wing of the same aspect ratio except that, 
due to superclrculatlon effects. It is now capable of achieving much higher levels of 
lift and drag than Its unpowered counterpart. 

3.5  Wing Efficiency Factor 

For values of K between 0 and 1, to which the EBF or any part-span blowing 
concept Is assumed to be appropriate, the relationship between C^j and CDT or CLW and CDW 

will be different.  In fact the distance 0D in the sketch will have a shorter radius as 
compared with the unbent vector 0D'.  That is, the effective aspect ratio will decreaae 
when K lies between 0 and 1, and if we assume that the EBF wing polar can be represented 
by: 

CL2 

w 
neA (10) 

as the experimental data seems to indicate, then the wing efficiency factor e can be 
related In some wny to the effective powered-lift stream tube b'/b and the ratio of the 
two downwash angles 6/c by the use of eqs (7), (8) and (10).  Figure 9 shows wing 
efficiency factor e calculated in this way plotted against c/e for Increasing fractions 
of the wing span affected by power.  As the powered lift downwash angle 6 increases 
relative to the unpowered portion C, then the wing efficiency factor e decreases, since 
the non-uniformity of lift will also increase.  The loss of wing efficiency, however, is 
tempered by the amount of span which is assumed to be active; minimum values of e 
evidently occur for a span ratio of b'/b   about .A.  The calculated factors of Figure 9 
may be compared with those inferred from the force data. 

3.6  Thrust Recovery Factor 

One way of comparing various powered-lift concepts is by the Thrust Recovery 
Factor r which may be determined from total force polar curves such as those of Figure 4 
(r is defined in Figure 10) .  Values of r determined from force data are shown in Figure 
10.  Also shown ar« typical values for the augmentor wing, and a complete aircraft con- 
figuration using the EBF concept.  The low values of thrust recovery achieved by the 
various EBF types are evident in this graph, r«rtlcularly for larger flap angles.  This 
contrast« with the quite high values of r achl  ed by the augmentor wing, which has s 
more uniformly distributed Jet flow. 

The diagram of Sketch (1) suggests that there is an inevitable loss of thrust 
recovery for systems in which only part of the span is active, and that r is probably 
related to wing efficiency factor e.  Thus the full-span jet flap or augmentor wing 
configurations will always have a superior performance in this respect. 

4.0  AERODYNAMIC LOAD DISTRIBUTION 

It Is evident from the force measurements, that external blowing has a dominant 
effect on the wing aerodynamic characteristics.  The jet flow impinges Initially on the 
main aerofoil, and spreads rapidly, flowing outwards and along the flap elements.  This 
added flow Induces a superclrculatlon, and Increased lift which affects a significant 
portion of the wing span.  A simple analysis of the force data has suggested thst the 
powered-lift stream tube size can cover half the effective wing spsn. 

Chordwise and spanwise load distributions were obtained on the quasi-2-D model 
from surface pressure measurements at the 30 and 68 degree flap positions, and for several 
values of Cn.  Normal and chord force values were obtained for each of the aerofoil 
components at various spanwise locations by Integration of C. vs. x/c and y/c reap, -.tlvely. 
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A co«p«rl«on of c.ntr.lln« pr«.«ur«e of the 30 and 68 d«gr«« flap «ngl«« 
(PlEur.« 11 «nd 12), »how. th.t th. low«r .urf.c« praaaur«« dua to Jat l»plnga»ant ara 
appro.Lataly tha aa.a. for the .a., v.lua of Cw.  On tha .aln wing uppar aurfaca. for 
«F - 68°. Incraaaaa of C» raault In Incraaalng nagatlva praaauraa. dua, probably, to 
auparclrculatlon.  Tha uppar aurfaca praaauraa for tha 30 dagraa flap »attlng do mot 
changa with Cu. 

5.0  WAKE FLOW CHARACTERISTICS 

In th. axtarnal flow Jet flap concept, the entire engine and «" "« 
onto highly deflected, .lotted flaps.  Thl. flow, at a higher total head than th 
«blent fluid, 1. directed downward, and »preads In a apanwlae direction, thua g 
a auperclrculatlon, and Increaaed lift. 

Obaervation has shown that under high lift condltlona the engine- exhau 
tlally circular, la quickly transformed Into a thin aheet which leavea the flap 
edge and subsequently deforma Into a U-ahaped pattern downstream.  Vortlclty vaa 
obaerved along the edges of the spreading Jet on the wing lower surface (Figure 

Impinges 
at of tha 
eneratlng 

at, Inl- 
tralllng 
alao 

15); 

SKETCH (il) 

mm* I 
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how«v«r, th« flow In the wait« la char« 
•haat, which roll» up Into two wall-da 
Ically, the aaaantlal faaturaa of tha 
Jat spreading, and hanca tha effective 
dlatrlbutlon of additional lift on tha 
forca data aaaaad to indicate that tha 
significant fraction of tha wing apan. 
tha wing contalnad both propulalva and 
five-hole probaa In ordar to achlava a 
physical nature of tha trailing wake 

5.1  Quasl-2-D and Half-Nodal Wakes 

ctarlaad mainly by tha behaviour of tha antlra Jat 
flnad trailing vortices.  Sketch 11 shows achaaat- 
flow downwind of a quaal-2-D «odal.  Tha amount of 
apan of tha trailing jat sheet, la ralatad to tha 
wing.  Flow visualisation, and an analyala of tha 
■lia of tha powarad lift stream tuba would ba a 
Slnca It waa alao avldant that tha flow bahlnd 

vortical coaponanta, travaraaa war» mad  ualng 
■ complete a description aa possible of tha 

Flow surveys were made downwind of tha 2-D model and alao the half-model for 
flap aattlnga of 30° and 68° .  The nodal Incidence and Cy ware thoaa for which pressure 
and load dlatrlbutlon data ware obtained (aee Figure 16).  The half-model incidence 
(30' 30' tunnel) waa eat ao aa to give the same value of Ci  aa the 2-D model, for a 
given ip and Cv.     The downstream location of tha traverae waa 3 chorda (75 In.) behind 
the wing quarter-chord point.  For the quaal-2-D nodal only, a flow survey waa alao ar. la 
at tha trailing edge.  Table I, below, lists nodal and flov parameters for which wake 
data were obti.lned. 

TABLE I 

Model Conflg. 

2-D 
2-D 
3-D 

ÄF Cu CLw aw Vc 

30 .76 3.17 0 3.0 
30 .76 3.17 0 T.E. 
30 .76 3.17 11.6 3.0 

68° .50 4.40 -7.0 3.0 
68° .50 4.40 -7.0 T.E. 
68° .50 4.40 3.2 3.0 

2-D 
2-D 
3-D 

The flow at tha flap trailing edge la depicted In Flgurea 17 and 18 by contours of 
dynamic pressure ratio q/qt and aldewash angle i|i, for flap angles of 30° and 68°, and 
flow conditions noted In Table I.  These contoura show that the Jet has elongated In a 
spanwlse direction, and leaves the trailing edge as a flattened sheet.  The spanwlse 
distribution of dynamic pressure Is also plotted, at locations below the wing approxi- 
mately In the centre of the deforming Jet, and close to the flap trailing edge. 

Figures 17 and 18 also show the epanwi 
locations above the wing and along the flap surf 
results, confirmed by flow visualisation, indlca 
Inward toward t .e Jet centreline as a result of 
contrast to the vigorous expanding Jet sheet whi 
flap components (Sketch 11). The sudden change 
velocities near the flap surface suggests strong 
streanwlse components. 

se variation of aldewash angle i|/ at 
ace close to the trailing edge.  Theae 
te that fluid above the wing is directed 
the low pressures there.  This is in 
ch flows around and outward along the 
in the direction and magnitude of the 
vorticity, which has both spanwiae and 

The aaln characteristics of the fully 

trated in Figures 19 and 20 for the 30° and 68° 

are contours of sidewaah —, downwash — and tot 

and half-aodel configurations.  The sidewash and 
coaposite, in the downwind plane.  The rolled-up 
Jet sheet were observed by saoke flow vlsualisat 
also suggested by the relative orientation of th 

H - ?o figures.  Contours of   conflra the presenc 

deforming and rolling up with the vortices eaana 
is also Indicated by the shaded contour on the s 

developed wake flow (— - 3) ere lllus- 

flap settings.  Presented in these figures 
H - to al head,  , for both the quasi-2-D 

qt 
downwash contours are presented as a 
vortices which characterize the trailing 

ion, but a concentration of vorticity la 
e downwash and sidewash contours in these 

e of a propulsive streaa tube which la 

ting froa the wing.  The propulsive flow 
idewash and downwash graph. 

In Figure 19 («y - 30°r Cy " .76, CLW " 3.18) the vortex span of the quasl-2-D 
aodel is approxiaately 0.6 » (aodel span) and lies 0.1 x (aodel span) below the wing. 
The propulsive wake extenda further outboard, and lies below the trailing vortices. 

Interpretation of the Induced velocity petterns downwind of the half-model is 
complicated by the existence of a wing tip vortex and also the presence of separated 
flow froa the wing-groundboard Junction.  The flow contoura are difficult to interpret, 
but the sidewash patterns seea to place the vortex at roughly the saae span as for the 
2-D configuration.  Ita location underneath the wing, however, is nearly three tlaes that 
of the quasi-2-D aodel which was tested at the aaae lift coefficient.  The propulsive 
wake also lies further below the wing than was originally anticipated. 

It will be recalled from section (3.3) that an analysis of the force data 
(i.e. CL  VS. CQ ) showed that the half-aodel forces were related to the quasl-2-D forces 
by a rotation of the wind vector through an angle which depended on lift, and the aspect 

- - i^MtUMM ■fe^M» 
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ratio of the half model.  Thus modele tattad at the same lift should have the same 
average downwaah In the wate, and the same general location of the trailing vortlcia. 
The fact that from the wake flow measurements, thla does not appear to be so, «ay caat 
some doubt on thla hypothesis, but It ahould be recalled that the floor, which waa 
preaent for the quaal-2-D teat, but not for the 3-D teat, would to some extent, prevent 
the downward movement of the wake vnrtlcea and propulsive Jet. 

Flow patterna for the 68° flap setting (Cu - 0.5, CLW - 4.A) are shown In 
Figure 20.  The trailing vortex flow la evident from the Induced velocity patterna of 
both the quaal-2-D and 3-D configurations; the propulsive flow la located about a semi- 
span below Lh* wing, and has deformed laterally almost the entire semi-span.  From the 
induced velocity contours of the half-model flow. It la possible to Identify not only 
the powered-llft vortices but the wing-tip vortex as well.  Their estimated location Is 
marked on Figure 20, and It appears that the mutual effect of the Induced velocities la 
causing the vortlcea to move relative to one another aa they trail downstream.  Thua the 
vortices, V2 and V3 In Figure 20 will tend to rotate about one another, with the wing 
tip vortex tending to rise above the wing plane. 

5.2  The Flow Downwind of a Mult1-Englned EBF Configuration 

The flow downwind of a complete aircraft, such as a multi-englned EBF tranaport 
during a STOL approach under powered lift, will, naturally, be more complex than that of 
the simple configurations discussed in the preceding sections.  The performance of the 
horizontal tallplane Is crucial under these conditions, and a knowledge of the downwaah 
velocities would be considered useful for preliminary design studies.  Flow traverses 
were made, therefore, using 5-hole probes, at the tallplane location of a reflection- 
plane model of a four-englned transport, employing the EBF concept.  A general view of 
this model with the wake traverse gear positioned. Is described In Reference (6). 

The model configuration and tunnel flow were appropriate to a landing approach 
under powered lift («F - 55°, CL - 3.5, Cu - 0.75, ow - 0°). 

Figures 21 and 22 describe the wa'xe flow behind this model for Cu   - .75, and 
for nacelle locations In the spread and coupled configuration respectively. 

It was evident from the measurements that the trailing wake of this model 
contained the propulsive and vortical flows which are characteristic of the EBF, and 
which were described In the preceding sections.  These flows are depicted In Figure 21 
(nacelles spread) by contours of sldewash v/V and downwaah w/V, and also total head 
H - Po 
 ■  The relative orientation of w/V and v/V suggests the presence of at least two 
strong vortices, Vj and V2 shed from the flap/aileron Junction, and wing tip respectively. 
There la also some evidence of a third vortex on the Inboard side, due, possibly, to a 
wing/fuselage separation, or the rolling up of the Inboard portion of the Jet sheet. 

H - Pc 
«it 

The location of the propulsive stream tube In the wake Is given by the contours 

shown on the same graph.  Although It Is not possible to Identify the details of 

each engine flow. It can be seen that the maximum values of total head occur well below 
anjl slightly outboard of the engine locations, thus emphasizing the outward lateral drift 
of the Jet exhaust.  The total efflux, having left the wing as a flattened sheet, haa 
subsequently deformed Into a U-shaped mass as It Is drawn toward and rolls up with the 
vortex emanating from the flap/aileron Junction.  Thla efflux Is Indicated schematically 
as a shaded overlay on the Induced velocity contours. 

The flow In the wake of this configuration la therefore characterized by the 
behaviour and mutual Interaction of the deforming Je', and the atreamwlse vortices emanating 
from the flap/aileron Junction and wing tip.  A result of thla Interaction la the unuaual 
location of the outer vortex:  this vortex Is poalr.loned above the wing plane and Inboard 
of the wing tip.  It is evident that the upper and lower vortlcea have rotated about one 
another since leaving the wing trailing edge, and will continue to do so at locations 
further downstream. 

The propulsive stream tube will alao continue to deform since it Is the more 
passive of the two wake components and will be dominated by the trailing vortlclty. 

/H - P0    \ 
Local regiona of quite low total head I—   < 01 were observed at the centres of the 

vortices Vi and V7;   thla la conalatent with the flow In a vortex core, which la typified 
by Intense rotation, low pressures and viscous diffusion. 

Figure 22 which shows a similar preaentatlon for the coupled engine nacelles 
(Cu - 0.75) exhibits the same general propertlea as for the spread nacelles.  The only 
noticeable difference In the wake Is that of the propulsive flow, which appeara to bt 
thinner, and slightly lese deformed compared to the spread nacelle configuration. 

6.0  CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions can be drawn fron 
Blowing Concept for powered lift. 

the Investigations of the External 

MMBBBMuui 
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1) External Blowing ha« • dominant effect on the wlug aerodynamic characteristics such 
n this regard, thl 
or augraentor wing. 

•a lift and CLB  .  In thla regard, the EBF Is comparable to other forma of powered lift, 
auch aa the Jet flap 

2}   The analysis of the "wing only" drag polars of the EBF models have shown that they 
can be regarded *a a form of Jet flap, having a polar equation of the form:  CQ  ■ 
cDo + (CLW

2
)/(»eA) .  The wing efficiency factor e and thruat recovery fector r were found 

to be related to the amount of part-span blowing.  Low values of e and r are, therefore, 
an Inherent characteristic of the EBF, or any other powered lift system in which only 
part of the apan la active. 

3) The relationship between the quaal-2D and half-model configurations Is that lift and 
drag forces can be conaldered. In the half-model case, to have been rotated through an 
Induced Incidence Aa^, which la the result of a change in effective aspect ratio from 
approximately 30 to about 5. 

4) The Jet flow Induces some very large changes in the local aerodynamic loading, 
particularly on the flap components, and the impingement region of the main aerofoil 
lower aurfaca.  Although the loading is localized mainly at the centre of the wing, it 
extends wall beyond the original dimensions of the Jet, particularly on the flap elements. 

5) The flow in the wake of the EBF is characterized by the existence of trailing 
vortlcea, which have reaulted from the non-uniform span loading, and which induce down- 
wash and sidewaah velocities of considerable magnitude.  The propulsive Jet, which leaves 
the flap trailing edge as a flattened sheet, deforms and rolls up with the trailing 
vortlcea Into a U-ahaped pattern. 

6) The wake behind a multi-engined transport configuration also contains both propulsive 
and vortical componenta.  Meaaurements downwind of a half-model have shown that behind 
each half-wing, there are two trailing vortices, one from the wing tip and one from the 
flap/aileron Junction.  The propulsive Jet flow rolls up behind the vortex from the flap 
tip.  The interaction of the two vortices causes the wing tip vortex to lie above the wing 
plane. 
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FIGURE 9 WING EFFICIENCY FACTOR 
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FIGURE 12  CENTRELINE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE MAIN AEROFIL AND FLAPS. 

6p = 30°, a = 0°    QUASI-2D CONFIGURATION 
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FIGURE   22    THE   FLOW   DOWNWIND  OF  A  MULTI-ENGINED  EBF   TRANSPORT. 

NACELLES  COUPLED.  C    -   0.75,   a    •   0° 
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i pun ARoorc A UNC WITH AM KXTERNAL-PLOW JIT FLAP 

P 1 ASHILL and D H POSTER 

ROTAL AIRCRAPT BSTABUSHMTOT,   BBDFORD,  BIOLAND 
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SOMURT 

UM «la of this ptip«r la to idantlfy and to InUrpret tha aaln faaturaa of UM flow around a wing with 
an »xtarnal-flow Jat flap.    Maaauraaanta «ara aad«, under wind-on and wind-off oondltlona, on a half aodal 
of a wlnf-fuaalaga with an Injaotor-powarad naoalla aountad banaath tha wing, tha wind-on testa balng par- 
foiaod at JO m/%.   Tha wing aaa taatad at two anglaa of swaapbaok; 0° and 20°. 

Aaalyila of th» Telocity distributions aaaaurad In tha Jat at tha trailing adga of the flap suggests 
that tha turning »nd spreading process la sensibly Independent of forward apaad.    Aa alght ba expected, 
awaapbaok haa tha afftot of biasing tha apanaia« distribution of aoaantua towarda tha wing tip. 

Tha apanalaa distributions of lift and pressure drag, derived from static praaaura aaaauraaanta made 
under wind-on oondltlona, exhibit a pronounced non-uniformity in the neighbourhood of tha naoalla.    Bowovar 
the residual load, defined aa th« wind-on load minus tha wind-off load, la distributed in a relatively uni- 
foia aaanar across tha span, supporting tha view that tha distribution of tha direct Jat raaction under 
wind-on conditions la sinilar to that under wind-off oondltlona.    Analysis of tha apanwlaa distributions of 
raaldus.1 loading and Jat aoanfe« suggests that tha contribution of the jot-flap affect to tha total lift 
is  taall. 

LIST OP SYMBOLS 

b 

b    i 
ww, 

s 
^Di 

5DJ 

he 

CT 

c. 

influenoe ooaffieiaata la «ulthopp's 
aatkod of aaloulatlHg epanwiaa load 
dlatrlbufonl^) 

drag coefficient 

induced drag ooefflcient 

Jot-reaction drag coefficient 

measured overall-drag coefficient 

praaaura drag ooefflcljnt 

circulation drag coefficient 

lift coefficient 

jet-reaction lift coefficient 

circulation lift coefficient of Jet 

circulation lift coefficient of wing 

equivalent two-diaanaicnal circulation 
lift coefficient 

praaaura  .. -ffloiant 

nat thrust coefficient nf isolated nacelle 

axcaaa gross-thrust coefficient 

• (X - Xj/*» 

-(T-TB)/V 

. (Z - Zj/qa 

excess aoaantua coefficient,  ■ (J - J  )/qo 

«ffoctive two-diaanaional axcoss aoaantia 
ooefflcient 

reference ohord of unswopt wing  (Pig 2) 

downaaah angle induced at Jat by unblown 
flat ■-'■agat unit angle of Incidence in 

aa flow 

non iHnensional,  vortex  strength f&r.a   , 
t-io-diaanaional,  Jat-augaontad flap^1'-' 

R total pressure  in Jet 

J Jat momentun in streaowise plane 

N number of terms  in Hulthopp spanwia»  load 
calculation 

n oistance measured normal to the local surface 
of deflected i'liip 

p reference static pressure in undisturbed main 
r flow 

q dynamic pressure of undisturbed main flow 

S wing area 

s wing semi-span 

Ts sUtic thrust 

U undisturbed main flow Telocity 

X,T,Z      local contributions to force on wing in 
x,y,i directions 

x,y,«      left-handed Cartesian co-ordinates with 
origin on the fuselage centre-line at tha 
leading edge of the unawept wing 

a angle of incidence 

r circulation 

Y local strength of spanwise vortices 

T) non-dimensional  spanwise distance,s y/s 

7\3 ill rust racoTery factor 

0. local Jet deflection angle 

PRKPIX 

A incraaental part of 

SUPD» SCRIPT 

_ overall value 
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•fftotly« conditions at wing section 

oonditionn Induced by vortex distributions 
on win« "x*  JBt 

term» «ppertcinlng to  Jet 

terms apparteining to mainstrea« flow 

conditions of i«ro static thrust 

R tens derived as difference between wind-on 
and wind-off terns, ie residual terns 

T conditions at wing trailing ndge 

w terms appertaining to wing 

T terms due to  circulation 

00 conditions at  infinity downstream 

1 terms appertaining to forward motion 

2 terms appertaining to reverse motion 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The external-flow Jet flap la perhaps  the simplest concept,  structurally  and mechanically, of all the 
powered-lift systems.    Two basic configurations have been proposed, one  with the engines mounted Just 
beneath the wine and t"e other with the engines installed on the upper surface of the wing, with trsiling- 
edge flaps being deflected at moderate to large angles in both cases.    In  the former scheme, the efflux 
i'rom each engine impinges on the f Imps, is deflected downwards and is spread spanwise,  thereby converting 
the efflux into a Jet sheet having a  span that is greater than the diameter of the nacelle.    In the latter 
schema, on the other hand, the turning process is achieved through the Coanda effect, whereby the flow 
remains attached to the knee of the flaps, and there is little or no spanwise spreading,  so that a compact 
Jet-sheet results.    This paper is  concerned with the first of these schemes. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the flow around the wing Is of axtreme  complexity, various attempts have 
been made to model the flow1«2«3# but none of these is entirely satisfactory.    As a consequence, hea'/y reli- 
ance has had to be placed on the  results of overall-force tests on particular configurations^!^»®.    The 
methods that are generally used to analyse the forces may be summarized with the aid of Fig 1.    This figure 
is based on experimental data obtained from tests performed, at low Mach number, on a model representing an 
aircraft with an external-flow Jet flap of the type under consideration.     In particular.    Fig 1a indicates 
a breakdown of the overall lift,  C^.     The contribution from the component of the Jet-reaction force. Cu» l" 
derived from wind-off tests.    The  analysis is therefore based on the assumption that the main flow (le the 
flow external to the efflux) does not influence the development of the Jet,  with the consequence that forward 
speed is assumed to have no effect on the Jet-reaction force.    Hence the residual lift CJJ, = CL - CJJ Is 
assumed to arise solely from the circulation of the main flow around the  wing.    The residual lift may be 
thought to comprise a contribution corresponding to sere static thrust,  Cj^, and an increment ACrn which is 
usually attributed to two effects.     Firstly,  a portion of the efflux passes  through the slots of the tralling- 
edge flap and, after turning around the nose-   of the flap elements, energizes the boundary layer on the flap 
upper surface  (the boundary-layer-control effect).    Secondly, the efflux  situated downstream of the trailing 
edge is considered to have an effect that is sLnllar to that of the jet sheet of the classical jet flap (the 
Jet-flap effect). 
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FIG. I   ANALYSIS   OF   LIFT  AND   DRAG  OF   EXTERNAL-FLOW, JET   FLAP 

Fig lb shows a similar analysis performed for drag.    The term resulting from the algebraic addition of 
the measured overall drag Cpu and the nej thrust of the isolated powerplant. Cm, is broken down into a jet- 
reaction drag, Cnj, and a residual drag CDR.    AS with the lift, the Jet-reaction drag, which is due to the 
Impingement of the efflux on the flap system, is derived from wind-off tests.    Perry^ suggested that the 
residual drag could best be ana^rsed by ignoring the jet-flap effect.    This implies  that the residual drag 

Cm   / is analysed into a vortex drag Cy^/nA and a remainder, ACQ-, 
on the parts of the model that are not Immersed in the jet. 

that is usually attributed  to the boundary layer 

These amlyses, whilst they are useful tools for interpreting the  data, pose more questions than they 
answer.    For example. It is questionable whether or not the jet-reaction  forces are independent of forward 
speed.     In addition,  the apparent  success of Perry's analysis of drag points  to  the  possibility that the  jet- 
flap effect is relatively small,  with its  implications  on  the origin of  the  increment ^5^.     The aim of this 
paper is  to examine these questions  with the aid of some measurements made on a constant-chord wing.    The 
measurements comprised surveys of flow velocity at the trailing edge of the  flap,  static pressures at various 
positions on the wing,  and overall-force measurements.     Two wing sweeps,   0° and 20°,  have been examined with 
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the  «In of underotandlng the InfluenM of swaap on,  for exanplo,   the  spraad of the  Jet «cross  the apan 
after InplngMMnt on th» fl*p.    The naJorHy of teats »«re perfumed st a gross-thrust coefficient of 
approximately 1.0,  this being considered to be a typical Talti« for a CITII STOI- aircraft. 

2 UODELfi AND  BISTRlKBmTION 

2.1      Wing and nacelle 

The aodel, nhlch simulated the port half of a wing-fuselage combination with a single  turbofan engine 
mounted beneath each wing, is shown in Pig 2.    Mounted rertically on a half-model balance the model was 
assembled either as an unswept or swept wing (Fig 2),   the unswept wing being rectangular in planfom.    The 
swept configuration was derired by rotating the wing through 20°, a fairing being added to the tip to pre- 
serve the span of 2,06in (PI in).    Consequently the chord was increased by the factor sec 20°, and as shown 
In Pig 2, the deflection angles of the three elements of the hlgh-llft system were reduoed  slightly,    Por 
both configurations the flap brackets were  in a streamwise direction;  the slat brackets were, howerer, main- 
tained normal to the leading edge, and thus were not changed when the angle of sweep was altered. 

C = O 6em    C27ln) 

'432- 

STREAMWISE   SECTIONS 
AT   NACELLE   CENTRE  LINE 

FIG.2   GEOMETRY   OF   UNSWEPT   AND    SWEPT    VERSIONS   OF   MODEL 

An injeotor-powersd nacelle, which has been described elsewhere7,  simulated a turbofan engine posses- 
sing a bypass ratio of the order of JS.     The nacelle was mounted independently of the wing,  ao that its posi- 
tion relative  to the wing and its inclination could be varied over a wide range.    For the tests to be dis- 
cussed in this paper the position of th«i nacelle relative to the leading edge of the main wing at the span- 
rfise station of the nacelle axis and the inclination of the nacelle were fixed at the position stown In Pig 2. 
This geometry was considered to be a reasonable compromise between the achievement,  on the one hand   of low 
cruise drug, and on the other of high lift-augmentation.    That this geometry was suitable from tie 11ft- 
augmentadon standpoint was subsequently proved by overell-force measurements.    An overall-force calibration 
of the isolated nacelle under wind-off conditions indicated that the nose-down inclination o^ th« nacelle was 
"fftotively ^.^0 * 0.1     greater than the  nomlial inclination owing to an asymmetry in  the flow of the efflux. 

2.2 Pressure measuiement qystem 

Pressure  tninsduoers and soanivalves were used to measure the static pressures on the wing at a total 
of 1320 tappings which were divided equally between 12 span-,"*« stations.    The choice of the  range of the 
transducers was influenced by the expectation that, as a result rf direct jet impingement, pressurss in 
excess of 20kNm~ (3 Ibf/in^), would occur on parts of the lower ."irfaoe of the wing.     Since  there was no 
prior knowledge of * ere these pressures might occur it was decided that all the transducers would have a 
range of ♦ 3W^m-'i(5 Ibf/in^).    However,   to ensure an adequate resolution for the measurement of pressures 
on the  remainder of the wing it was arranged that the signals from the transducers would be amplified before 
they were coded onto paper tape. 

2.3 tfake-survey rig 

Velocity distributions at the  tmlUng edge of the  flap were measured with a non-nulling    five-tube 
probe.     This comprised a centre tube and four outside  tubes which were placed at equal angular'intervals 
around  the centre  tube     All the tubes were of internal diameter 0.85mm (0.033 in) and the distance between 
the centresoof each pair of opposite tubes was 2.6mm (0.102 in).    The oul.ide tubes wer» chamfered to an 
angle of 45    to  the axis of ti.t probe.    The probe was mounted from the lower surface of th> flap for surveys 
above  the flap,  and from the upper surface for surveys below the flap.    Provision was mde for surveys at up 
to six spanwise  stations below the flap and for up to eight apanwise stations above the flap      A traverse of 
the probe across the jet, in the direction normal to the adjacent surface of the flap at the'traiUru edee 
was accomplished by means of a small motor mounted m the probe support,  the position of the probe being    ' 
defined by the count of electrical pulses transmitted by a micro-switch activated by the rotation of the 
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motor shaft. 

A non-nulling probe is  United  to • certain  rang« of pltoh angle and yaw angle,  depending on the type 
of calibration used.    It was considered that yaw angles exceeding the working rang« of the probe might be 
found in the  Jet;  therefore provision was made for setting the probe at two angles of yaw other than 0 , 
namely t 20°, 

3 TKST TECffllQUK AND DATA RSDÜCTION 

3.1 Oeneral oonsideratlona 

The wind-on tests were performed In the 13ft x 9ft wind tunnel at RAE, Bedford at a wind speed of 
30 a/a (100 ft/s).    Tests were performed for a  range of nacelle thrusts, but most emphasis was placed on 
the  two oases T8 » 0, T, ■ 857.6N (192.8 Ibf), hereafter referred to as the •thrust-off and  'thrust-on' 
oases,  respectively.    Here T, is the static  thrust of the Isolated nacelle,  obtained from a static 
calibration. 

To avoid problems due to the recirculatJon of the f]ow In the wind tunnel, wind-off tests were con- 
ducted in a large room beneath the tunnel working section.    The  thrust setting for these tests was  the same 
as for the    thrust-on   case above.    This  thrust oould be controlled to an accuracy better than ♦ 0,295 which 
Is comparable with the precisiol, of control of the dynamic pressure of the  tunnel alrstream. 

3.2 Pressure dl strlbutlons 

Pressure distributions were gonerally measured In the wind-on tests at Intervals of angle of Incidence 
of 4° between 0    and 20°.    The dynamic pressure used In the reduction of the pressures to ooefflclent form 
was  tha'   .alculated for the wind-tunnel  speed and was given  to the  computer as e   'constant'.     A similar 
process was  used to determine notional pressure-coefficients,  fbr the wind-off  tests,  based  on  the wind speed 
of the  wind-on tests. 

Integrations to obtain the components of the pressure-force coefficients acting on each element were 
based on the assumpw.or. of a linear variation between the  tappings.    Resolution of these components relative 
to  the stream direction led  to the pressure-lift and pressure-drag coefficients for each complete section. 

No wind-tunnel corrections were  applied to the wind-on results,  because  the aim of this  study was  to 
derive a basic understanding of  the flow  rather than  to provide data.     However,   to  gain some  indication of 
the majpiitude of the wall effect,  these corrections were calculated.     The Increment In angle of incidence 
due  to tunnel-wall,  lift  constraint was  obtained by aasuming that  the wing could  be  considered_equivalent 
to an  'unblown'   wing of the same geometry and at the  same overall,  residual-lift coefficient,  Cyj, as the 
model.     By using this assumption In conjunction with  theoretics]  results given by Acum    it was found that 
the incremental angle of incidence is  1.08 Cjp degrees for the unswept wing and 1.16 Cu  degrees for the 
swept wing.     Theoretical blockage Increments  to  the dynamic pressure of  the  tunnel airstream,   q, were found 
to be 0.0317 <J for the  thrust-off case  and 0.00Ü7 q for the thruat-on case,   the  difference between the  two 
values being attributable  to   the  sink effect of  the  intake «nd also  the  entrainment of flow  into the efflux^. 

3.3      A'ake surveys 

The  velocities at  the  trailing edge  of  the  unswept wing were measured wind  on and wind  off, but,  for 
the  swept wing, measurements were only made with the wind  on.    For the wind-on  tests,  surveys  were made at 
all the  apanwise  stations at an angle  of  Incidence  of 4°.    Surveys at  two other incidences,  0° ai«i 8°,  were 
also made at  the  station closest  to  the nacelle axis.     The  tests were,   in  the main,   with thrust on. 

The oressures in the  tubes were mBasured by five pressure  transducers each  of  range  ±  1 TkNm"^ 
(2-^ lbf/in  ).     The  signals from  the transducers were amplified and  subsequently coded onto paper tape prior 
to  reduction,  by computer,  into dynamic  head,   static pressure, yaw angle and  pitch angle.     The  computer pro- 
gram,  which was written at BAC,   .'eybridge,  uses a form of the calibration described by Bryer and Pankhurst    . 

The interval between euch point in  the  survey varied between 0.05mm (0.002  in)  and 
depending on  the gradients of the five pressures across  the  jet. 

3.4      Presentation of data 

,5nim (0.1  in) 

Unless  otherwise stated  the data presented in this paper corresponds to  an angle of Incidence of 4° for 
both the unswept wing and sweptback wing.     In general,   the coefficients are  non-dimensionalised  using the 
length of the   streamwise chord of the  basic  wing  (Pig 2). 

4 DISTRIBUTION OF JET MOMBJTUM ACROSS THE SPAN 

This section deals with the interpretation of the  results of the  surveys  at  the   trailing edge of the 
flap.     An illustration of the  way the  jet is  distributed  across the  span is provided by Fig  3 which shows 
the variation of  the  total-pressure coefficient,  Cp^ =  (H - pr)/q,  normal to  the  upper and  lower surfaces of 
the flap at the  trailing edge.     Here H is  the  jet total pressure  and pr is the  static pressure  of the 
undisturbed main flow.    It can be  seen  that the  jet is mainly concentrated below the flap in  the immediate 
vicinity of  the axis of the nacelle.     However,   sufficient flow passes  through  the  slots of  the  fit,, system 
to give a propulsive contribution from the upper-surface  flow.    In addition,   the  total pressure of this flow 
seems  to  decay less  rapidly across  the  span  than for the  flow below the flap. 
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n    -  »STANCE   NORMAL TO LOCAL 

SURFACE Of FLAP 

FIG.3   DISTRIBUTION   OF   TOTAL    PRESSURE   AT VARIOUS   STATIONS 

ACROSS   THE   SPAN   OF   UNSWEPT   WING, WIND   ON, THRUST    ON 

i,.1       Local Integrated  jet mumentum 

Although  the  distributions of Fig  3 are  interesting,  more useful information  can be  obtained by con- 
sidering  integrated  properties cif the  jet.     The  direct  jet-reaction can be most conveniently analysed by 
considering  the monientum flux passing across,  and  the  normal pressure forces acting on,  the   traverse  planes. 
Consideration is  therefore  given to  the force  coefficients: 

Cx =  (X -  Xj/qc   j       Cy =   (Y -  Ym)/,c   ;       Cj, .  (Z -  Zj/qc   , 

where  X,  Y and Z are   the  local contributions  to  the  forces  on  the wing in the x, y,   z  directions  (Fig k) due 
to the momentum and static pressure  in  the  jet,   suffix m denotes the  corresponding values  for the main flow, 
and c  is  the  chord of  the basic,  unswept wing as  defined  in Fig 2.    The  integrations   to obtain these  coeffi- 
cients  were  performed numerically,  and the main flow was assumed  to be characterised  by  the flow measured at 
the edge of  the  jet.     Fig V shows  the  spanwise distribution of  the  three coefficients for three oases,   the  two 
wing  sweeps  under wind-on conditions,  and  the  unswept wing under wind-off conditions,   the  coefficients  for the 
last case being based  on the dynamic pressure  of the forward  speed tests.     The  figure  indicates that  the main 
flow has a minimal effect on the force  coefficients.     In particular,  the force  coefficient Cy, which  is a 
measure of  the  spread  of the  jet across  the  span of the  flap,   is hardly affected by the main flow,  a  result 
of some  significance.     As mit,ht be expected the effect of  sweep is  to bias  the  coefficients  CJJ and Cz  towards 
the  tip and  to give   rise  to a nonzero,  overall force   in  the  spanwise direction. 
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CURVE CASE 
„ 

WIND-ON   O0 SWEEP 
—o - WIND-ON 206SWEEP 
--0-- WIND-OFF O8 SWEEP 

FIG. 4   DISTRIBUTION   OF   JET-REACTION   COEFFICIENTS 

ACROSS   THE    SPAN 

4,2      Overall integrated jet momentum 

Integration of the distributions of force coefficients across the span allows the determination of the 
overall jet-deflection angle 
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and the OTamll thrust-recovery factor 

Aera bars denote overall forces and CTC Is the gross-thrust ooefflolent of the nacelle minus the gross 
thrust corresponding to a Jet dynamic pressure equal to free-stream dynamic pressure. 

TABLE 1 

Case Wing 
Sweep ^J »J 

Wind off 

Wind on 

Wind on 

0° 
0° 

20° 

0.811 

0.831 

0.839 

37.2° 

37.4° 

35.2° 

The results, which are  shown in Table 1, confirm that the wind-off characteristics substantially define the 
direct jet reaction under wind-on conditions.     In addition,  they show that sweep has  little effect on the 
turning characteristics of  the flap system,   the  small reduction in overall.   Jet-deflection angle with sweep 
being consistent with the fact that flap deflection was reduced in the process uaed to sweep the wing. 
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CURVE CASE 

WIND   ON 

WIND   OFF | 

o - RESIDUAL ] 
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FUSELAGE JiVi       \ 

20oSWEEP 

FIG   5   ANALYSIS   OF   DISTRIBUTION    OF   LIFT   ACROSS  THE    SP^N 

5 him UN   OF PRE^UBE ÜVEK  ÜIK  «KG 

5,1       Synthesis of  spanwiae distributions of  lift and pressure  drag 

Distributions of pressure lift,  or simply lift,  across   the span of the wint are  shown in Pig cj.     It is 
seen  that,  for both wiug sweeps,  the wind-on distribution displays a pronounced peak in the vicinity of the 
nacelle axis.    By contrast,  the residual distributions, which are derived by subtracting  the wind-off distri- 
butions from the wind-on distributions,  are much more  unifonn,  although undulations  in  the  residual  curves 
are In evidence close  to the axis of the na'   lie.     Comparable  distributions of pressure drag CQ- are shown in 
Pig 6,  and again the  residual distributions are more even than  the correspondinj; wind-on distributions.    The 
foct that the peaks  in the wind-on loads are  largely accounted for by tht wind-off  loads  supports  the conclu- 
sion of section 4 that the distribution of the direct  jet-reaction under wind-on conditions is similar to that 
under wind-off conditions.    Consequently,  the  residual lift may be considered   to be  substantially equal  to  the 
lift associated with the  circulation of the main flow around  the win^ section,  or the circulation lift,     simi- 
larly,  it seems  reasonable  to expect that the residual pressure drag docs not differ greatly from the  'circu- 
lation drag',  that  is  the drag resulting from the pressurss Induced at the wi n/^ by the vortex  distributions 
which may be used  to  represent the wing and the  jet.     Alternatively, by analogy with the  classical  jet flap1 

the circulation drag may be defined as the  induced drag minus  the  reduction in jot-reaction  thrust due  to  the 
deflection of the efflux.    Here the  tenn induced drag means  the  loss of thrust due  to   the exirlence  of 
trailing vortices  in the main flow.    The magnitude  of the circulation drag is  discussed  in  .^cti^n &. 
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CURVE CASE 

•    * WIND   ON 

WIND  OFF " 
--•-- RESIDUAL 

FIG.6   ANALYSIS   OF   DISTRIBUTION    OF  DRAG   ACROSS   THE   SPAN 

5.2      Realdual-lift distributional effect of thrust and incidenoe 

The effect of  thrust on the reaidual-llft distributions is  clearly demonstrated in Fig  7 which shows a 
significant  Increase  in residual lift due  to  thrust for both wing  sweeps.    The  residual lift for the  thrust- 
off case is,  of course, equal to the measured lift.     Not surprisingly,  perhaps,  the  increase is greatest in 
the  region of the  wing corresponding to  the  span of  the  jet at the  flap trailing edge.    Presumably,   the 
increase inboard and outboard of this region is due  to a  combination of the favourable effects associated 
with the increase  in circulation lift in the  region spanned by the  jet, and the circulation around  the  jet 
downstream of the flap trailing edge.ie the  jet-flap effect. 

CURVE CASE 

--o— THRUST    ON 

THRUST  OFF 

6 

20"SWEEP 

FUSELAGE 

,o^V 
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NACELLE 
AXIS 

FIG 7   DISTRIBUTION   OF   REolDUAL   LIFT   ACROSS  THE   SPAN, 

THRUST   ON    AND   THRUST   OFF 

The increment in residual lift due to thrust, 
4 and 8°. The interesting feature of these result 
unswept wing adjacent to i-| = 0.4, incidence nppenrr, 
the increjnent. To some extent this result, i.'; con.-.i 
iiliums of the flow over un aerofoil with a slot 

incidence does not affect the nature of either the 
it aeemc unlikely that an increment in residual lif 
be senritive to incidence. It would, however, be d 
lift increment to changes in incidence with the exi 
the magnitude  of any  jet-fl^p  effect  is  considered 

AC LR,   is ahovm in Fig 8 for angles of incidence    of 0°, 
s   is  that,   with  the  exception of a  narrow   strip  on  the 

to  have   only  a  mnr^ina]   Influence  on  the  magnitude  of 
stent with  ob: erva tiona made  by Foster,   Trwin and 
ted flap but without jet augmentation.     They found that 
inviscid or the  viscous flow over the flap.     Consequently, 
t,   due  only   to   the  boundnry-layer-control  effect,   would 
ifficult  to reconcile the insensitivity of  the   residual- 
stence  of a powerful,  jet-flap effect.     The  question of 
in section ß. 

m -     - 
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FIG.8   INCREMENTS    IN   RESIDUAL   LIFT   DUE   TO 

THRUST   FOR  VARIOUS    INCIDENCES 

5.3      nnaljsi.'i of pressure dlatrlbutions 

The method of analysing the load distributions into a wind-on distribution and a residual distribution 
can be applied  to the pressure distributions.    Fig 9 illustrates such a breakdown for the unswept wing,  the 
distributions of pressure along the chord line of each element being plotted on staggered axes to facilitate 
the comparison of the pressure distributions at various spanwlse  stations.    The figure reflects,   to a  large 
extent,  the results of Pigs 5 «nd 6 by revealing that the residual pressrres are,  on the whole, much more 
uniform across  the span than the wind-on pressures, particularly on the jirts of the wing that are spanned 
by the jet.    With the exception of one of the spanwlse  stations  the residual-pressure coefficients are now- 
where greater, algebraically, than unity,  lending further support to the notion that the residual lift is 
essentially equal to the circulation lift. 

CURVE CASE                    j 

WIND-ON PRESSURES   | 

RESIDUAL PRESSURES] 

NB     SCALES   ON  VANE  AND 

FLAP ARE  REDUCED 

COMPARED  WITH WING 

AND  SLAT 

FIG 9   PRESSURE   DISTRIBUTIONS   OVER   UNSWEPT   WING   AND   ITS  HIGH-LIFT DEVICES 

6 ANALYSIS 

In  this  section consideration is given to  the origins of  the increment in residual lift due to  thrust. 

■■-■-■ - —. 1 
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A* not«d In tb» Introduction,  this increment is generally attributed to two effects, namely the Jet-flap 
affect and the boundaxy-layar-control effect.    Section ^.1  deals with en examination of the former effect 
«hllat an aasessment of the  latter effect Is made in section ^.2 where  the equivalent,  two-dimanslonal 
lift due to circulation is discussed.    Allied with the  study of  the  Jet-flap effect is an investigation of 
the circulation drag, described In section 6.3,  the aim of which is to indicate the relationship between 
the drag derived from the classical Jet-flap theory and that given by the simpler,  thrust-deflector theory. 
The analyses were performed for the unswept wing with the angle of incidence 4° and, imless otherwise 
stated,  for the thrust-on case. 

6.1      Jet-flap effect 

The Jet-flap effect is related to the spanwise  distribution of circulation around each strearawise 
section of the  Jet, Tj.    Appendix A contains the method used  to estimate this  quantity which can be 
expressed conveniently as a coefficient of 'circulation lift'   acting on the Jet Cjr    o ZTj/l^ c, with l^,, 

the undisturbed, mainstream speed.    The  spanwisf   distribution of CJJ    is shown in Fig 10.    It is seen, by 
comparing this figure with Fig 5,  that, typicaliy,  this coefficient is small compared with the residual-lift 
coefficient in the  region of the Jet.    This suggests that the increment in overall circulation-lift due to 
the Jet-flap effect, ACJ,    ,  is small compared with the overall circulation lift.    This view is supported by 

w 
calculations that are based on u method described In Appendix A,     These calculations yield the result 
ACtr    = 0.18,  which should be compared with (a)  the overwll,   residual-lift coefficient,  CJJJ 2 3.5,  (b)  the 

increnent in the overall-lift coefficient due  to  thrust ACT   £:  1,2 and (c) the increment in the overall, 
residual-lift ooefficient due  to thrust AÜvp 2 0.6.    Thus ttie  jet-flap effect accounts fbr only a small pro- 
portion of both the  residual  lift and the Incremental  lift due to  thrust,  and,  conse'iuently, it would appear 
that the majority of the  increment in residual lift can be attributed to the bound; r"-V •■p^-rnritrol effect. 

1 - 

CURVE CASE 
THflusT ON-| CURVES   INFERRED   FROM 

THRUST OFFfMEASUf,EMEN7S   BY  MEANS 
•'OF THRUST-DEFLECTOR THEORY 

DOUGLAS-NEUMANN  THEORY14  WITH 
TUNNEL-CONSTRAINT   CORRECTION 

02 04 O 6 o e 

2 - 

o 2 0  4 06 O 8 

FIG.IO   CALCULATED   SPANWISE 

DISTRIBUTION   OF 

'CIRCULATION    LIFT'ACTING 

ON   JET    DOWNSTREAM  OF FLAP 

FIG.II  SPANWISE   DISTRIBUTION 

OF   EQUIVALENT 

TWO-DIMENSIONAL   LIFT, DUE   TO 

CIRCULATION, ACTING  ON  WING 

6.2      Equivalent,  two-dimensional lift due to circulation 

Since the   jet-flap effect nppeura to exert only a  anall influence on the  circulation lift it seems 
reasonable to analyse the  circulation lift by uciny the   thrur;t-deflector hypothesis,   thct  i? by disregardinc 
the Jet-flap effect altogether.     The  circulation lift may then be analysed by supponinc that  the excess 
momentum in the  Jet at  the flap truilir;j edj;e is  zero but that the  apamdae diiilribution of circulation lift 
is unchanged,     standard,   lifting-surface  theories,   such a| that  due  to Prandtl •', may be  used  to determine 
the equivalent,   two-dimensional  lift due  to clroulatlon,  CTV»  at  the  same ceomeLric incidence as  the  wing. 
The advantage of considering the  sectional circulation lif F is  that it is possible,  in principle,   to  isolate 
the direct effect of boundary-layer control from the indirect effect of the spanwise lift distribution, 

Gince Prundtl's  theory ia  standard it will  be  sufficient to  state here that the coefficient C.     follows 
rtidily from this meth       given the sectional,  lift-curve  slope  and  the  downwash angle induced at the wing by 
Lhe trailing vortices  sned from the win;:.    The first of these parameters was derived from the Douclas-rieuraann 
solut.on''4 of the potential flow about the aerofoil section, whilst the  secom! was found by using Prandtl's 
assumption^ that the downwash angle induced at the wing by the  trailing vortices is one  half of the downwash 
angle induced by them far downstream.    In the calculations of the induced downwash angle  the  npan-l.-e distri- 
bution of circulation  lift was taken to be  the  residual-lift distribution with some modifications.     The modi- 
fications Involved,  firstly,  an arbitrary smoothinc of  the  residual-lift distribution in  the vicinity of  the 
axis of the nacelle in order to  remove the  undulations  which were  considered  to have  resulted from effects 
extraneous  to that of the wing-induced circulation,  eg that associated with the pres^nce  of the  nacelle. 
Secondly,  the residual-lift distribution was extmnolated in a   reasonable manner to the fuselage axis.     Allow- 
ance for the Influence of the body on the effective  incidence  of the  wing was made by assuming  that  the body 
may be represented by an infinite cylinder.     The  angle of incidence of  the cyllrder was  taken  to be  the geo- 
metric incidence of the body minus the downwash angle induced at the wing-body junction by the  trailing vor- 
tices associated with  the  modified distribution of  residual  lift.     This  correction  to  the effective  Incidence 
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of the wing la. In fact, very smll. 

The results  thus obtained for Cj,. are illustrated in Fig 11  for the thrust-off case as well as the 
thrust-on ease.    There they are compared with the value calculated by using the Douglas-Neumann method1'*, 
referred to above,  suitably corrected to allow for the effect of blockage constraint on the  tunnel dynamic 
pressure and the influence of the tunnel walls on the  effective incidence of the wing (section 3.2), both 
assumed to be uniform across  the span of  the wing.    This comparison shows that, in the  region of the wing 
spanned by the  Jet,  the theory and the thrust-on curve are in reasonable agreement.     Inboard and outboard 
of this region, however, the thrust-on curve lies noticeably below the theoretiml value and is quite close 
to the thrust-off curve, which, as expected,  is reasonably uniform across the span.    This is consistent 
with the suggestion that, where  the Jet exists, it energizes the boundary layer on the flap upper surface 
and thereby increases  the effectiveness of the flap.    Elsewhere,   the flap would be expected to be less 
effective and  to exhibit sectional oharaoterlstlos similar to those achieved in the thrust-off case. 

6.3     Circulation dra^ 

Two expressions are derived in Appendix B for the circulation drag coefficient,  5--, firstly by using 
the Jet-flap theory and secondly by employing the  thrust-deflector hypothesis.    The results, which are 
inferred from the modified distribution of residual lift and the wake-survey data,  are  summarized in the 
table below. 

UT 

Jet-Flap Theory 

0.595 

Thrust-Deflector 
Hypothesis 

0.625 

It is seen that the  Jet-flap theory predicts a circulation drag that is slightly lower than that given by 
the thrust-deflector hypothesis.    If it is supposed    that,  to a first approximation,  the jet-flap effect is 
equivalent tn an increase in the effective incidence of the wing,  it is clear that the reduction in circula- 
tion dreg due to the  Jet-flap effect is consistent with the conclusion that the Jet-flap effect is respon- 
sible for a small increment in circulation lift.    The results also bear the expected relationship to the 
residual, pressure-drag coefficient, which has a value of O.64. 

7 CONCLUSICNS 

from the  experimental results and theoretical analyses presented in this paper,  the following conclu- 
sions have been drawn: 

1) The presence of an external airflow does not affect the turning and spreading process of the efflux of 
the engine.    Static teats may therefore be used to define the direct effect of the efflux on the  loading on 
the wing for a wide range of forward speeds. 

2) The ef fe it of changing from an unswept wing to a sweptbaok wing is to bias towards the wing tip the 
spanwlse distribution of the  Jet flow leaving the wing trailing edge^nd to give a non-zero foroe in the 
spanwlse direction. 

3) The Jet-flap effect accounts for only a anall proportion of the overall lift increment due to the 
engine efflux. 

4) The Jet exerts a boundaiy-layer-control effect on wing sections within that part of the wing spanned 
by the  Jet,  so that they generate a lift ooefficient of the order of that predicted by inviscid theory. 
Spanwlse cany-over of lift leads to wing sections outboard of the Jet span experiencing lift coefficients 
greater than those generated in the thrust-off case. 

5) Jet-flap theory predicts a slightly lower circulation drag than the thrust-deflector lorpothesis, and 
this is consistent with the observation that the  increment In circulation lift due to the  Jet-flap effect is 
small. 

These conclusions do,  of jourse,  strictly apply only to an aircraft configuration having one engine 
mounted beneath each wing,  a moderate flap deflection angle, a gross thrust coefficient of approximately one, 
and no artificial spreading of the jet ahead of the flap.     It is,  however, of Interest to consider how the 
last three conclusions might change if the thrust ooefficient wer« Increased.    As the turning and spreading 
process is the  same for static conditions, which correspond to a thrust coefficient of infinity,  and for a 
thrust ooefficient of one.  it is likely to be the  same for intermediate values of the thrust coefficient. 
Inviscid Jet-flap  theory1' suggests that for a wing with a Jet-augmented flap, having the low value of aspect 
ratio which would correspond to the span of the wing affected by the jet, the contribution to the lift di* to the 
Jet-flap effect increases only slowly with increasing Jet momentum, once a certain minimum value of the Jet 
momentan has been achieved.    As the span of the wing affected by the Jet will not change with increasing 
thrust coefficient, and the lift coefficient generated by the action of boundaty-layer control cannot exceed 
xhs  lift coefficient c,responding to inviscid flow, it would seem that the circulation lift will not increase 
markedly with increase of thrust coefficient.    It follows that the changes in lift which do occur will result 
mainly from the inoraase in the direct thrust component.    Since  the circulation lift will then become a 
decreasing propose Ion of the total lift increment,  the thrust-deflector typothesis ft>r the analysis of drag 
should becom«, progressively more valid.    Thus,  to end on a slightly controversial note, it Ld^it be concluded 
that,  if the  term 'external-flow.  Jet flap'  is meant to imply the existence of a significant  Jet-flap effect, 
the tans is a misnomer. 
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APPKNDIX A 

KVAUIATICN OF MAGMTUDK OK JXT-FUP XPFKCT 

Ttm «la of tbla  appendix Is to desorlb« the method uaod   to oraluate   the approximate magnitude of the 
Jat-flap effect for the unaeept wing.    Beoeuse of the oomplexlty of the flow It la necessary to make some 
radical alapllflcationa.    For the present purpose a suitable framework appears to be the 'thin-jet* method 
of Maskell and Spenoe^', which Is based on the llnsarlsed, lifting-surface theory. 

Tb» Jet Is assUMsd to hare negligible spanwlse component of Telocity.    Strictly, this Is known to be 
untrue but, aa Fig J* ij^llea, the spanwlse spread is least where the  jet-reaction forces in the x and s 
directions are greatest.    Thus it would seen reasonable to expect that the errors caused by this assumption 
are not serious. 

Since It is assumed that there is sere transport of momentum in the  Jet In the spanwlse direction the 
strength of the spanwlse vortices simulating the Jet, YJ> depends only on the excess momentum flux, J - J|a, 
and the curvature of the  Jet, respectively in streaowise planes.    Hence use may be made of a result given 
by Spenee * for a two-dimenulonal,  Jet flap, which in the present notation becomes 

where I, is the downward displacement of the Jet relative to the plane s > 0, and C    = (j - Jm)/iplto c. 
Thus the total vortex strength or circulation around each streamwise section of the^Jet is given by 

-/   rjax-iu. c   c (eT + a n        J *J (A.1) 

with t)j ■ dsj/dx j-,    the local Jet-def lection angle at the wing trailing edg», a the angle of incidence of 
the wing and a*    the induced downwash angle of the vortex sheet far downstream. 

In order to make an estimate of the induced downwash angle at Infinity the following assumptions are 
«ade; first,  the influences of both the fuselage and nacelle on the velocity field are neglected;  second,  the 
tunnel-wall, lift effect is ignored.    Consequently it is found that1' 

*ipo 
-L-  ± {      Jg    ay 
^H* * i    y - y' ^ 

with 
r,   *   rj 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

rw the circulation of the main flow around each section of the  wing and s the semispan of the wing. 

The indications of sections 4 and 5 are that the residual lift is approximately equal to the circula- 
tion lift; in other words, it is reasonable to write 

"LR IT ^«A (A.4) 

Therefore, equations (A.1),  (A.3) and (A,4) may be used to replace equation (A.2) by the expression 

3 

*!*. **» 

with 
leo 

±±    I   1 
4x ay   j 

-s 

°   4x dy j 

c(0T 

rr 

—-. <*' 

*W 
dy1 (A.5) 

Equation (A.5) is an integral equation for a.     ,  the terms  ^ ~ (Cx    + Cg2)5 and Oj 2 tan"1  (C7/Cx) being 
detennined from the wake surveys,  and Cj^ being deduced fron, the residual-pressure distributions in the 
manner outlined in section 6.2. 

The solution of equatlcn (A.5)  is facilitated by replacing   me  integral  term with a Vulthopp sum1-', 
so that „ „ 

N-1 

a. n loo    1 

i*ere b^y and bv l are liulthopp coefficients 13 This  expression is  solved by an iteration scheme which  Is 
started by assuming that the  summation term is zero,    outisfactory  convergence appears  to be obtained after 
a small number of iterations. 

By using the  spanwlse distribution of a,     thus  derived it la  straightforward  to obtain the   'circulation- 
lift coefficient'  of the  jet, CTJ,    => 2?^«, c, a typical distribution being shown in Fig 10.    This  result 
does not lead directly to the ci.-Culatlon lift Induced by the jet shpot.    However,  to obtel', an estimate of 
this '_lft, use is made of 'the second interpolation of downwash'  due  to Kiaskell and öpencti-1, in which the 
Jet is assumed to have  the same streamwise distribution of spanwlse vortices ns a two-dimensional wing of 
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1 
the B«me s«otlon arel  jot deflection angle, «t  the  Inddenoe  (a > a^) and with the  Jot-momentun coefficient 

Ctt/<ej + a - aj) 

*b> ■ «l a 0^/2 Is the angle of  Incidence induced at the wine by the  trailing vortioen.    Additionally,   It 
la aoauMd that the flap system can be replaced by a plain flap which (a) is of the same chord length aa the 
combined chord length of the vane-flap and (b) is deflected through the ongle Oj(y) in the part of the wing 
spanned by the  Jet. 

The vortax diatrlbution of the Jet haying been defined use may be rade of the revorse-flui» theorem of 
Urse 11 and Ward™, which, with f the strength of the spanwise vortices and w the induced downwash, may be 
expressed as 

Y1 w2 dx dy I dx dy (A.6) 

Z denoting integration over all vortex elsments.    Here the forward motion (suffix 1) is identified with the 
vortex distribution required on Z by the presence of the  Jet, and, for the reverse motion (suffix 2),  the 
wing is supposed flat, unblown and at unit incidence,  the free-stream speed being supposed the same for the 
two cases .   Upon substituting the appropriate values of y and w in equation (A,6) it is found that the incre- 
ment in circulation lift due  to the Jet-flap effect is given by 

a a1. 2  ( // M»J IF- dx dy)/S, - 2 (        f2 (x,y) g'   (x; C    Oj, o - Oj) dx dy)/S ,        (A.7) 

wing 

where use is made of the requirement that w.  la zero at the wing, in order to ensure that the wing is a 
streamsurfaca.    Additionally,  g*   Is the non-dimensional vortex strength derived by Spenoe'7 for a two- 
dimensional.  Jet-augmented flap,  -l^, ^2 i3 the downwash velocity induced in x > x^,, suffix J denotes inte- 
gration across the  span of the  jet and S is the reference planform-area of the wing. 

An examination of the various tenns in equation (A, 7)  shows that the integrand is heavily weighted 
towards x » XIJ..    According to Prandtl's aerofoil theory13 the flow Induced by the reverse motion in this 
region comprises the two-dimenalonal, flow field of a flat plate at an angle of incidence equal to the 
effective Incidence a. = Cjo/2ii, where Cj^ is the local lift coefficient of the wing in reverse motion, 
superposed on the near-field flow of the trailing vortices.    Thus by referring to tables of complex-velocity 
functions1" for two-dimensional flows it is found that, with x = 0 the  leading edge of the  wing. 

a«[(rh^"1]* K-1). 
»iiere the last term is  the  contribution of  the  trailing vortices  In  the near field of  the wing.     Upon  sub- 
stituting this expression for f2 in equation (A.7)  the Integral with respect to x is recognised as an inte- 
gral already evaluated by Spence1-*»17) and the y integration Is readily performed numerically or graphically. 
The result thus obtained for the  Incremental circulation lift, ACjp  ,  due  to the Jet-flap effect is 0,18. 

APPENDIX B 

EVALUATION  OP CIRCULATION DRAG 

B.1       JET-FLAP THEORY 

The analysis of this appendix is based on the assumptions which were used in appendix A to determine 
the induced downwash angle far downstream. Thus, upon referring to the analogy11 between the wing, with a 
Jet sheet downstream of  the flap  trailing edge,  and the wing alone but with the  same  spanwise distribution 
oC Ihe  circulation r.  it is readily found that the induced drug coefficient is given by 

uDi 2S   j ^^^ (B.I: 

where JU» 
=    C 

LT C    a. H      ix 
(B.2) 

and 
U' 

2r /U 
oo    ex 

(B.3) 

Alternatively, by  reference  to equations  (A.1),   (A.3),   (A.O ,   (B^)  and  (B.3), equation (B.1) may be 
rewritten aa 

CDi = 2S JLP c   (eT a) l a^ dy . + a; j 

It will be  !*called that the circulation drag is defined as the  Induced dra^ mlnuf  the  increment in jet- 
reaction drag due  to  the deflection of the efflux.    This increment is  readily found from momentum considera- 
tions to be given,  in ooefflclnnt forai, by 

s s 

AC DJ |   j   cC^I  -coS(ejt a)]dy    -^    [   c C^ (^ + a)2 dy 

 rim ^ 
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to tha ordar of »pproxlmation of tim prasant aimlyals which la b*a«d upon tb* UnoarlMd,  llftlng-aurfao« 
th»ory.    Tbarvfor* the circulation drag ooofflolant Mor b« written «a 

a 

CBr " S   /   0 ([CIÄ + C
M ^3 ♦ •)],,la.- % (*J * a)2) * ' (B-4) 

-a 

Equation (b.if) la avaluatad by ualn^ Multhopp'a sathod of Integration1^, and tba tana undar tha Integral 
sign ara altbar Ihoaa uaad In or thoaa darlvad fro« tha »mlyala of Appaadlx A. 

B.2      mRUST-DKPUCTOR   THKORY 

According to tha  thruat-daflaotor hypotheaia tha circulation around aach atraaarlw aaotion of tha  Jat 
la aaro.    Hanoa It My ba Infarrad froa aquatlona (A.1) and (A.2) that, whara Co la nomaro, thla hTPothaala 
raqulrva that 

ej   ♦   a ala.   " 

and ai«- V(rj " 0) 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

Tharafora, by combining aquatlona (B.4), (B.5) and (B.6), It la found that tha thruat-daflaotor bjrpotheala 
laada to tha result 

8 

Ci)r  "  i / 0 CIJI «i« (rj - o) ^ • 

The method uaad to evaluate this axpraaalon follows that a^loyad to derive tha circulation drag rrc-» tba 
Jat-flap theory. 
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SUMMARY 

An invMtigatton «ws conducted to provide detailed infomation on the aerodynamics of externally blown flap systems, and to establish 
the correspondence of such systems, in which the flap is blown by a jet of circular cross section, with two-dimensional jet flaps. Wind 
tunnel tests ware conducted with a two dimensional hirn lift wing model and a tip-turbine fan having a diameter to wing chord ratio of 
0.365 A semi-empirical 2D method is described which enables the application of Spence's theoretical relationships for jet flaps to 
multi-element airfoils A theoretical 2D method is also presented which is an extension of Spence's theory to thin multi-element airfoils 
of arbitrary camber and a non-linear jet geometry. Good agreement was obtained between calculations with these methods of CL versus 
a and experimental data for the externally blown flap configuration of this investigation The measured data yielded usetul empirical 
relationships for estimating the two dimensional CLmex end CQ These relationships together with the above agreement between theory 
and experiment suggest that an externally blown flap can be represented by an equivalent two-dimensional jet flap system. 

NOTATION 

A 

C.c 

CA 

CD 

ACD 

Cf 

Ci.i 

q 
CL 

CLCT-0 

CLF 

CLmax 

CLj 

ACLCj 

ACLV 

I 

CM 

CN 

cy 
CTCj-0 

Constant 

Wing chord ft. 

Axial force coefficient 

Drag coefficient 

Increment in drag coefficient due to jet 

Flap chord projection on wing chord 

Influence coefficient for total velocity induced at Ith 

control point by j,h vortex element 

Jet momentum coefficient at the trailing edge 

Lift coefficient 

Lift coefficient at zero thrust 

Jet circulation lift coefficient 

Maximum lift coefficient 

Direct jet reaction lift component 

Increment in lift coefficient due to jet 

Difference between potential flow and viscous flow 

Increment in lift coefficient due to flap deflection {j 
andC 

D 

E 

FA 

FN 

L 

Pitching moment coefficient (Rtferance 0. "L Z) 

Influence coefficient for normal velocity induced at 
an element 

Surface pressure coefficient 

Jet thrust coefficient near wing ' ■ jding edge 

Thrust coefficient at which circulation lift equals 
potential flow lift 

Influence coefficient tor velocity in x direction at an 
element 

Influence coefficient for velocity in y-direction at an 
element 

Drag Force lb. 

Ratio of projected flap chord to wing chord 

Axial force TA-TD lb. 

Normal torce L-Tfg lb. 

Lift force lb. 

Senior Staff, Aerodynamic Technology Development 
Staff Aerodynamics Engineer. 

M Number of vortices representing aii foil 

N Number of vortices representing jel 

Q,q Dynamic pressure Ib./ft.2 

r'.) Separation distance between »lerne nts i and j         %c 

R Resultant force, VFN2+FA2 lb 

R Right-hand side of matrix equation (15) 

K Local radius of curvature of jet %c 

s Distance along airfoil surface %c 

T Jet thrust lb. 

TA Axial component of jet thrust lb. 

TN Normal component of jet thrust lb 

t Wing tnickness ft. 

Lx.Ui Total velocity in x direction ft./sec. 

Uy Total velocity in y-direction ft./sec. 

V.Uoo Freestream velocity ft./sec. 

VT Total tangential velocity at an element ft./sec. 

x.V Control point coordinates %c 

xj.Vj Jet origin at flap trailing edge %c 

Xv.Vv Vortex point coordinates %c 

a Angle of incidence degrees or radians 

r Circulation strength ft.2/sec. 

Ö- Flap deflection angle degrees or radians 

jj Jet deflection angle (angle between wing chord and 
direction of jet at trailing edge) 

t Element slope in x-y coordinate system 

»I Jet turning efficiency, R/T 

1' Je*, momemtum loss factor due to friction 

8 Pody angle relative to main airfoil chord degrees 

Xa Airfoil vorticity density dPa/ds 

Xj Jet vorticity density dfj/dj 

T Angle between final flap segment chord and direction 
of jet at the trailing edge degrees or radians 

mmm 
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1. INTnOOUCTION 

in • turbofan STOL aircraft for carrwnarcial and military applications has put emphasis on the development of various 
powered lift concepts In such concepts turbofan angina power is used to augment the lift normallv achwvad by the wing and flap 
system atona. Two of the most promising powered lift concepts for turbofan STOL application« are the internally blown flap IIBFI and 
the externally blown flap IEBF). 

In the internally blown flap system, air from the anginas is ductad through the wing and eject d from slots along the wing span to Mow 
over the trailing edge flaps. The jat leaving the trailing edge with a finite momentum induces additional circulation lift over the wing. 

In the externally blown flap system, use is mads of the efflux of * very lug i bypass ratio engine by simply deflecting a slotted flap into 
the angina stream. The angina air in interaction with the flap spreads spanwise. flown through slots and leaves the trailmg edge with 
excess energy to induce additional circulation lift over tha wing. 

Each tystam has its own problems, noise being a maior problem common to both. However, the externally blown flap is the simpler of 
tha two systems since it eliminates the need for complicated internal ducting. 

The present investigation was undertaken with the aim of providing detailed information for externally blown flap systems which could 
be used both for the desgn of optimum high lift configurations and the prediction of their aerodynamic  characteristics. 

One of tha objectives of this investigation was to establish whether or no, the externally blown flap can be represented by an equivalent 
jet-flap system Moreover, whether hwo-dimemional jet-flap theory can be applied to such a system where the flap is blown by a jet of a 
circular cross section. 

For this purpose wind-tunnel tests were conducted with a two-dimensional wing model and a relatively large engine diameter to span 
ratio aiming at a reasonable jet momentum distribution at the trailing edge In addition analytical work was carried out which included 
the development of methods, based on two-dimensional jet flap theory, for predicting the aerodynamics of EBF multi element airfoils 
application oi these methods to the coifigurations used in this test, and correlations with the experimental results 

This paper presents a description and the main results of this investigation. 

2   WIND-TUNNEL TEST 

For the wind-tunnel investigation, a 2 foot chord by 3-foot span high-lift wing 
model (NACA 64A211I was used in interaction with a jet from an It-inch diameter 
tip-turbine fan engine. The engine produced ISO pounds of static thrust at a fan 
pressure ratio of 1.2 corresponding to a high bypass ratio turbofan jet engine. The 
tests were conducted at the NAE 6 by 9-foot Low Speed Wind Tunnel in Ottawa 
using the Canadair 2D blowing walls which provide wall boundary layer control A 
description of the 2D blowing wall facility and its operation is given in Reference 1 
Figure 1 shows the test installation. 

The test configurations included a Kruger flap, a Kruger slat, a slat and a droop in 
conjunction with single-slotted, double-slotted and triple-slotted flaps. The gap sizes 
and deflection angles of each leading edge device and flap segment were optimized 
to produce the highest lift coefficient in an earlier investigation without the engine 
reported in Reference 1. 

In the present tests, the engine model was isolated from the wing force balance and 
could be adjusted to either a high or a low position and one of three tilt angles, 0°, 
-3° and -6°, Figure 2 shows the relative engine position for each particular leading 
edge configuration. Figure 3 shows details of a typical configuration of the wing 
model fitted with the Kruger slat (L5) and double-slotted flap (TA235), with the 
engine in the low position and ti'ted -6° (Position 2A). Figurt 1    Imtalliuon of high-lift wing 

modal ant' turbira fan betwaan 
2D blowing walli 

LEADING ENGINE POSITION 
EDGE LOW HIGH 

L0 3 6 
L2«L3 1 4 

L4 2A 5 
L5 2A,2B. 

2C.2D 
b 

Figur« 2   Poiition of «ngina nicall« relative to th« vtrioui 
leading edgn of «xtarnally blown flap wing modal 

The engine was calibrated to deteimme the jet thrust as a 
function of engine rotational speed. For this purpose 
measurements vwre made both with strain gauges on the 
engine supports and with wake rakes at three locations 
downstream of the engine. The thrust measured by strain 
gauges was found to be about equal to that obtained by 
integration of the wake rake measurements of the jet flow 
near the wing leading edge and was used to determine 
jet-thrust coefficients. 

The effects of wall blowing on the tunnel dynamic pressure 
in the working section were investigated and found to be 
negligible The optimum wall blowing rate was determined 
prior to the test on the basis of minimum drag for each 
particular configuration. 

Static tests were made to determine the optimum engine 
position in terms of jet deflection angle and turning 
efficiency, and the jet reaction forces on the wing. The 
wind-on tests were made at a tunnel free stream dynamic 
pressure of 11 lb./ft.5 corresponding to a velocity of 97 
ft./sec. and a Reynolds number of 1.22 x 106 per wing 
chord. Each configuration wa-; tested at various values of 
thrust coefflent Cj ranging from 0 to 2.1. In the zero thrust 
condition the fan was driven to produce an average jet 
dynamic piessure equal to that of the tunnel tree stream. 

mmm mumm mm ■ - -    - ■ - 
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Standard oorractotw «wr* applwd to the pow«»i off data 
according to Rattrence 2 and only to the part of the 
powar-on data due to circulation (axdiKting the direct jat 
eft act) according to Rateranca 3. 

EFFECT 
DATA 

OF WALL BLOWING ON EXFERIMCNTAL 

Figura 4 thows the importanca of the wall blowing technique 
uaad in the« tests for obtaining good quality data. Wall 
blowing ippaart to reduce the drag and increase the lift, 
Ctmax ■nd I'ft curve riopa This of cou'se is the result of 
eliminating induced drag due to wall flow «paration and its 
datrimantal effect on lift. At 70° flap deflection, floor flow 
breakdown was obearved to be caused by jet impingement on 
the floor. Wall blowing improved the data considerably but 
could not eliminate the effect of floor flow breakdown 

041} 

10 CHORD 

Fifura3 Oetaih of EBF mxM win« with Kru«*r ilat (L5) and doubl« ilotted 
flap (TA236) and tip turbiiw fan poiition 2A. 

WALL BLOWING   ON      OFF FLAP     4l 

TAX»      '0° 

ENG POSITION it 
i 
JA 

ICiK • 
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»0-  • 
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«.0- - , 

5.0-*- 

4.0- - 

3i)  

M««* 

a   & 

I  k   t 

4 

V 
^ . 

is~i\ris~9r~t~Ta rti 
DECREES 

"»4 
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4. EFFECT   OF   CONFIGURATION  DESIGN 
ON AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS 

In general, the flap designs with the best perfor 
ma nee at zero thrust were also the best with jet 
blowing for a given engine position. Triple-slotted 
flaps achieved the highest lift increments due to 
jet blowing and the lowest drag coefficients. The 
double-slotted flap with a small 'ane and a large 
choid rear flap (TA235) was only slightly lower 
in high-lift performance than the triple-slotted 
flan Lower pitching moments were achieved for 
the same total flap deflection with double-slotted 
flaps than with triple-slotted flaps. And 'or flaps 
with the same number of segments, pitching 
moments were lower when the rear segment was 
the smallest rather than the largest. 

2 0   2 5   0 5    10    15 20   10 

CM 

Figur« 4 

Leading edge devices with the best performance 
at zero thrust were also the best with jet blowing 
'or a given engine position. It appears that large 
chord leading edge devicr» that also extend the 
basic wing chord like the L4 and L5 will be 
needeo to relieve the high pitching moment of 

EBF wings. In addition, better high lift performance may be achieved when the Ir/ver surface of such leading edge devices is smooth. 
The best performance in this test was achieved with the Kruger slat (L5). 

Effact of wall Mowin« on Mfodynwnc eharactariftics of EBF wing with jlat L5 
and «acioui flap configuratrant 

5. EFFECT OF ENGINE POSITION 

Figure 5 shows the effect of engine position on the aero 
dynamic laracteristics of the EBF wing with Kruger slat (L5) 
and double-slotted flap (TA235I at 50° flap deflection. It can 
be «en that the highest lift was obteined with the engine tilted 
-6° in a Ion position (2D) which permitted a small amount of 
the jet flow to pass over the top of the wing. Without tilting the 
engine and allowing about a third of the engine air to pass over 
the top of the wing (Position 5), the lift increment due to the 
jet was only 60 percent of that in Position 2D. The second best 
appears to be again a low position i2A) with the engine tilted 
-6° at which the entire jet flow is passing (theoretically) under 
the wing. 

The lowest lift increment was obtained with the engine axis 
parallel to the wing chord In a low position (2C). This is an 
Interesting   case   where  the   lift   increment  due   to  the  jet 
compensates the  difference  between  the  experimental  and 
potential flow CL values of this configuration.  An estimate 
based on static jet turning efficiency and jet deflection angle 
values indicates that this lift increment is due entirelv to the 
direct jet reaction force and therefore does not include any 
increme.its due to the removal of the viscous effects and to supercirculation. In this position the jet 'mpacted below the leading edge of 
the rear flap so that there was no jet flow through the slots for boundary layer control. In addition about two-thirds of the jet flow was 
passing directly under the flap trailing edge resulting in a jet angle of 21° as compared with 50° flap angle. 

EN jINE POSITION CT 
♦    2A 
•    2B                         0 
•    2C                                    2 12 
o     2D 
•      5 

jt~ 

^ J f n 
f ^ ¥', • \ 

'   r  ^ r-*^ i \ A I 
jr / ^ ■ ft \ n IT _ yi a 20 POTENTIAL FLOW i \ i 

•■ 1 w a » • r ß A >*■ s. 7\ L   ♦ a 

tf w f* *f* ii Lr 
S\ i 

kf 
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J y      ( ) i    i 
a 

0     1 
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5     2 
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0     2 
i 

5     ( 1     0 T i 0    1 

CD 

5    2 0     ( 
_ 
■1 0   -2 

CM 
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Figur« S   Etfoct of engine poiition on aerodynamic characteristics of EBF 
wing with slat L5 and double-slotted flap TA235 at jf - 50°. 

Figure 5 shows ihat 
other engine po&iiv 

the engine in position 20 the drag was lowest a id varied in a more non-linear fashion with lift than with the 
.ere supercirculation occurred. The drag was highest with the engine in the high position. 

Pitching moments were lowest for engine position 2C and highest for position 2D where the highest lift increment was achieved. 
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6. EFFECT OF JET BLOWING ON LIFT 

Figure 6 shows lift, drag and pitching moment characteristics 
obtained in the tunnel for the configuration of Figure 3 at 0° and 
50° flap angles at thrust coefficients Cj ranging from 0 to 2.12. In 
addition, calculated two-dimensional potential flow Cj. versus a 
curves are shown for the same configurations including naceiie 
interference. The calculations were performed with the surface 
vorticity computer method described in Reference 1 by using an 
exact airfoil geometry and an equivalent system of two- 
dimensional bodies representing the axisymmetric nacelle. The 
latter were obtained by transformation of coordinates using the 
hydraulic analogy as in Reference 4. 

It can be seen that, for the flaps-up configuration (if*!)0),where 
the viscous effects are comparatively small, there is litt e differ- 
ence between potential flow theory and experiment. At £0° flap 
deflection at zero thrust, the viscous effects are large as indicated 
by the difference between potential flow and experimental data. 

Figure 7 shows how the experimental lift coefficient varied with 
thrust coefficient at constant angle of attack for the configuration 
of Figure 3 at 50° flap deflection. Also shown is the two- 
dimensional potential flow value of this configuration with nacelle 
Interference. 

WIND TUNNEL TEST 
CT Ci 
0 0 
0 366 0.1S 
1.18 0.96 
212 1J88 

20 POTENTIAL FLOW 
(CANADAIR PRM04I 
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6       10      IS 
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CM 
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Figur» 6 Exptrimtntal data ihowing wradynamic characMrittict of EBF 
wing configuration of Figura 3, jf " 50*, at «ariou» valuat of 
CT and eompariion with potantial flow lift ooafficianti 

In Figure 7 we see first a region in which viscous effects are 
gradually reduced  with  increasing  CT until at CT=0.24 the 
circulation lift of this configuration reaches its potential flow 
value. The total CL at this point is higher by the amount of \ CT 

sin (ij+o) representing the direct jet reaction lift. The average jet 
momentum coefficient at the trailing edge Cj Is assumed to be zero 

at CT"0.24 for this configuration. An increase of CT beyond this value would then result In the jet leaving the trailing edge with 
momentum CJ-CT-CT(CJ«0) and acting as a jet flap. As Cj increases, there are additional losses ACj caused by friction due to scrubbing 
of the jet over the flap surfaces. These losses are proportional to the CT increment and amount to 2-3 percent of Cj. They can be 
accounted for by a factor  IJ' « (Cj-ACj) / Cj. 

In the jet-flap region we may consider the experimental lift coefflcieit as consisting of the following four components: 

Ci 
O o 
O   0.396 
□    1.19 
a   2.12 

a-6» 

9.0 

(a) a basic lift coefficient at zero thrust C|.(CT*0) 

(b) a component of lift due to the function of the jet In eliminating viscous effects 

V^Cj-o)'1"^^ VF. "^(CT-O) 

CLV" ACLv*lCT(c'j-oi«ni*i*ai I   (c)   adirect jet reaction component CLj'l'CjsinlOji-oii 
f-Lj-yCnln (<)♦«) ' 

(d) a component due to supercirculatlon Induced by a jet with an average 
momentum coefficient i'Cj«l' [CT-CT(C «ojand deflection angle (j at the 
trailing edge. ' 

Figure 8 shows the variation of thrust coefficient CT(Cj"0) at which potential flow 
lift was achieved with the configuration of Figure 3 at various flap deflections and 
constant angle of attack. These thrust coefficients were used to determine the values 
of jet momentum coefficient at the trailing edge Cj for the wind-on condition. The 
latter were subsequently used in conjunction with values of (j from static tests for 
the prediction of the lift coefficients of the test configurations. 

7. MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENTS 

Correlations of the experimental maximum lift coefficients were based on the 
relationships developed for flapped airfoils by McRae (Reference 5) and for 
jet-flapped airfoils by Foster (Reference 6). Reference 5 shows that, for airfoils 
having a leading edge type of stall, the increments in CLmax due to flap deflection 
In two-dimensional flow are approximately one-half of the increments in CL (due to 
flap deflection) 310=0°. By applying the same hypothesis to Spence's jet-flap 
iheory. Reference 6 derived the following analogous relationship for jet-flapped 
airfoils in two-dimensional flow: 

W-SMX.8-0 * 4 < ^Vc, + iACLc, > 
Cj.o ^J (i) 

Figura?   Ratolution of axtarnal flow jat-flap lift into 
'   eomponantt. Configuration of Figura 3 

«f-600. 

where ACLJQ. is the lift increment due to both flap deflection and jet momentum 

and ACLC: ,he '"Cfenient in Ct due to jet momentum for the deflected flap 

configuration, with both ACL terms evaluated at the stalling incidence as. 
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A more convenient and perhaps more accurate theoretical expression tor CLmax may be 
obtained by considering Equation (1) in terms of ACLIQ arKi ACLQ at a-00.The resulting 

expression using terms from Spence (Reference 7) is: 

Cj-o 
''j 

UJ 
(2) 

ad 

0.826 

FLAP ANGLE if - DEGREES 

Figur« 8 Thrust cotffiCMnt at which 
poMnti«! flow lift was aehiatrad 
for configuration of Figur* 3 at 
«arioui flap anglts and 0 = 6*. 

where ^Bo--gL  (1.152+1.106 Cj»+0.051 Cj) 

which for 0.6 < Cj I 5.0 may be replaced by ^ Bo ^ 0.276 Cj 

Figure 9 shows a plot of CLmax versus the expression within brackets of Equation 2 using the 
experimental data of Figure 6 and values of the ACL terms at o = 0°. Where necessary the 
experimental data were adjusted to correspond exactly to Cj values of 0, 1.0 and 2.0. It can be 
seen that the experimental data form separate curves of constant Cj which have a common 
origin at if = 0° and Cj ■ 0, and a distinct bend between 0° and 30° flap angle. The first part 
of the curves may have a slope of 1.0 or higher indicating a trailing edge type of stall 
(Reference 5). The second part has a slope of 1/2 as predicted by Equation 2 for a leading-edge 
type of stall in two-dimensional flow. The vertical spacing of the experimental Cj lines is of the 

order of 0.276 Cj0-826 CLmax » = o a* indicated by theory in Equation (2). It should be 
C, =0 

pointed out that CLmax I -a i» the leading edge stall CLmax which in this case is hypothetical 

and can be found by extending the Cj =0 line with slope 1/2 to the zero flap case (Reference 5L 

The slightly lower CLmax values at 70° flap deflection are believed to be due to the effect of jet impingement on the floor at the higher 
values of Cj combined with a high angle of incidence. At zero thrust coefficient, CLmax appears to collapse just below 50° flap 
indicating that the maximum flap angle (with which highest CL is achieved at a = 0°) has been exceeded. However, flap effectiveness at 
50° and 70° is restored by applying sufficient blowing for boundary layer control (CT >0, Cj = 01 as shown In Figure 9. 

8. DRAG INCREMENT DUE TO EXTERNAL BLOW MG OF THE  12 0 

FLAP 

The results of this investigation show that the drag increment due to      IO.O 

external jet blowing correlates well with the following empirical 
relationship cLm„ 

(3) ACo - Co - C0        o . K CT   [" sin2(sf + 0) + sin2( r  )1 

where r"|»j-lf | with +sinJr used when SpSf and •sln2T when 6\<S\. 
K is an empirical factor which was found to vary with engine 
position approximately as shown In Table 1. 

ENGINE POSITION 

2A   LOW 

2B    LOW 

TABLE 1 

ENGINE TILT ANGLE    K 

-6° 1.0 

-3° 0.82 

2C    LOW 

2D   LOW but higher than 2A 

5      HIGH 

2.0 
— ACD-CT[im2(»fHH-lin2(»f -  *,l] 

SYMBOLS REPRESENT INT. DATA   ^ 

AcD 
/A 

"s     y/y///^>* 
10 

/^^ 

J^^ 

0° 0.56 

-6° 1.0 

0° 0.91 

a  a,   4, 

6° 70° 67° 

4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0 
f^CLj.CitltACLCila-O0 

12.0 14.0 

50P370 

6°   30° 18° 

CT 
2.0 

Figure 10 Total drag incramant du* to iat blowing EBF con- 
figuration of Figur* 3. Corralation of «xptrimantal 
data. 

Figure 9   Maximum lift coefficients versus lift increments at   o    0° of 
externally blown flaps of Figure 3. 

It appears that K represents the fraction of jet flow that is in direct 
Interaction with the flap and may therefore depend on such 
parameters as jet-dlameter-to-flap-chord ratio and relative engine 
position and Inclination to the wing chord, as well as the number of 
slots In the flap. 

Figure 10 shows good agreement between the experimental data with 
the engine-airfoil configuration of Figure 3 and calculations using K 
■ 1.0 with Equation (3). The experimental data at 70° flap angle are 
believed to include a vortex drag component (not accounted for by 
Equation (3)) due to low separations from the tips of the rear flap 
segment observed during the test. Figures 11 to 15 are photographs 
of flow visualizations made during the test with the configuration of 
Figure 3 at 50° and 70° flap deflection. Figure 14 shows fcr the 70° 
flap at CT - 0.387 large areas of flow separation (dark areas adjacent 
to the walls). At Cj = 2.08 (Figure 15) the flow over the flap 
Improved considerably but flow separation was not completely 
eliminated. At 50° flap angle, flow separations from the flap were 
observed at low Cj and high a (Figure 12) but at Cj = 10 (Figure 
13) there was already no separation visible. 

An empirical relationship for the axial force derived from Equation 
(3) is 

CA,CT-C0 .(I - K)CT+K ^[cos^Sf ♦ 0)Tsin2 ']-CDc _o (4) 

where-sin2r Is used when Äj>Äf, and+sin2T whenÄj<Äf. 
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Figurt 11 Flow «iwilization, hiding «dgi EBF 
wing oi Figur* 3. jf ■ 50°. a= 12° 
and Cj • 0.396. 

Figur* 12   Flow «iniiliution, flaps EBF wing of 
Figura 3.£| = 50°, o= 12° 
and Cf • 0.396 

Figur* 13   Flow viiualiiation, flaps EBF wing of 
Figura 3,6» »BO", o= 12° 
and CT • 1.0 

Figur* 14   Flow «isualiiation, flaps EBF wing of Figur* 3, Sf • 70°, 
a^ 10° *ndCTs 0.387. 

Figur* IS   Flow »isuilization, flaps EBF wing of Figur* 3, if " 70°, 
a ^ 10« and CT ' 2.08. 

9. EFFFCT OF NACELLE AND JET ON CHORDWISE PRESSURE 
DISTRIBUTION 

Figure 16 shows potential flow pressure distributions for the configuration of 
Figure 3 at 50° flap with and without nacelle interference. Also shown for 
comparison are experimental surface pressures at mid span of the wing with 
nacelle at zero thrust coefficient. At the bottom surfaces, positive Cp values 
higher than 1.0 are caused by velocity peaks in the jet flow exceeding the average 
jet velocity which was set to be equal to the tunnel free-stream velocity. The 
theoretical method appears to predict well the effect of nacelle interference which 
alters the slat pressure distribution considerably. The remaining differences 
between theory and experiment may be attributed to viscous effects. 

It was stated before that the viscous effects were reduced with increasing CT until 
at CT ■ 0.24 the circulation lift of this configuration equaled its potential flow 
value. To check the validity of this statement a comparison of poVential flow 
pressure distribution with experimental data at Cj of 0 and Cj " 0.396 (closest 
to Cj = 0.24 available data) is presented in Figure 17. At Cj = 0.396 the jet is 
supposed to leave the trailing edge with jet momentum Cj =0.15 which induces a 
small amount of lift due to supercirculation (CLr= 0.34). The experimental Cp s 
are therefore expected to be slightly higher in absolute values than the potential 
flow ones. In effect the experimental data at Cj = 0.396 arc almost identical to 
the potential flow ones at the main airfoil. At the upper slat and flap surfaces, the 
experimental data show higher suction and at the lower flap surfaces they show 
high positive pressures due to jet impact. 

CONFIGURATION OF FIG 3,*(-50° 
: '?! « - 12° 
 POT  FLOW, NO NACELLE CL - 5.52 

j-ju     POT. FLOW, WITH NACELLE  CL - 483 
''        "     EBF TEST WING MID-SECTION 

CT - 0 IQj« - Qtunn.|l. « - 12 4°; CL - « 01 

.1 , 1. ..1 1 
U2       04      0.6       06 

A/C 

Figure 16 Comparison of axparmantal prassur* distri- 
bution at z*ro Cj with pot*ntial flow results 
for configuration of Figure 3, jf - 50°. 

Similar results are shown in Figure 18 for the same configuration just before the stalling angle. Notice that negative Cp s increase faster 
with CT at the flaps than the rest of the wing. This is probably due to centrifugal forces caused by a certain amount of jet air flowing 
over the upper flap surfaces. 

  POTENTIAL FLOW CL - 4,13 
CT       C,       CL 

0        0 0       336   i    EXPERIMENT 

O    0,396   0.15      4 47 

«• 12° 

CT cl 
0 0 

0396 0,15 
1,19 0,95 
2,12 1.88 
POT FLOW THEORY 

•0.2 0 

♦ 4 

0,2       0.4       0,6       0.6°   fB       0,8     „1,0 
X'CHORD . ' 

Figure 17 Comparison of potantial flow prassur* distribution 
with axpariirantal data at nro and low CT for 
configuration of Figure 3, jf - S(P. 

-0,2 0    0        0 2       0,4       0 6      0 6       OB       0 8        10 
X/CHORD 

Figur* 18 Exp*rim*mal pressure distributions at various «aluas 
of CT in comparison with potantial flow results for 
configuration of Figur* 3, j| • SO0. J 
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The positive surface pressures of the flaps corresponding to the results of Figures 
17 and 18 are shown separately in Figure 19. 

Figures 17, 18 and 19 show that with increasing CT the load incieases faster at 
the flaps than the rest of the wing. The effect is a shift of the center of pressure 
towards the trailing edge associated with large negative pitching moirents (See 
Figure 6.1 

10. EFFECT OF NACELLE AND JET ON SPANWISE PRESSURE 
DISTRIBUTION 

Figure 20 shows the spanwise distribution of surface pressures corresponding to 
those of Figures 18 and 19. They were obtained at CT of 2.12 for selected 
chordwise locations representing pressure peaks, and one at 0.4 c representing the 
average over the main section. Figure 21 gives an approximate picture of the 
spanwise load distribution based on ACn of upper and lower surface at the 
selected chordwise locations. These distributions are shown to be symmetrical 
about the wing-nacelle axis on the basis ot flow visualizations (see Figures 11 to 
15). 

The results of Figures 20 and 21 may be summarized as follows: 

Just above the jet there is a region of strong interference due to the nacelle and 
the jet which extends spanwise a little more than one jet diameter. Within this 
region the nacelle and the jet appear to reduce the local angle of incidence at the 

WING ENGINE CNNFIGURATION OF FIGURE 3 

" ••4<,        X/CHORD        •''••"20 

OS     OB      1.0 0.6      oa      oa      1.0 
ot 

CT 
O 0 386 0.15 
Q 1.19 0.95 
A 2.12 \M 

Figur* 19 Expcriirantil prttturt dbtributiom ovw 
lonrar wrfien of «tnt and flip M variout 
valuti of CT for configuration of Figur« 3, 
«1 = 60° 
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4 
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«4 

♦8 

♦ 12 

♦ 16 

♦20 
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♦28 

\ 
i    M    I    >/—H- 

) 0.8   ^J   0  l      0.5 
/,—-:x 
•7* 1 1       ^    I 

0.5 1.0 1.6 

20 BLOWING 
WALL 

\i \ ) hf-SEMI-SPAN IN FEET-*| 
\ If 2D BLOWING 

« -12«° 
CT-2.12 

20 BLOWING 
WALL 

k-SEMISPAN IN FEET—4 
* 20 BLOWING 

TUNNEL AND WING WALL 

TUNNE'. 81WING 

Figur« 20 SpanwiM dntributioro of axparimantal nirfaea 
pmaurat for Mlaetad ehordwiM location« of EBF 
wing, configuration of Figur« 3. jf = 50° 

Figur« 21   Spanwit*  load diitribution« for Mlaetad ehordwiM 
locations of EBF wing, configuration of Figur« 3, 
«f-60» 

leading edge while the jet appears 10 increase It at the flaps. These effects decay spsiwlse, first rapidly and then (outside this region) 
more gradually until they become negligible at two jet diameters from the jet axis. 

The interaction of the jet with the flaps results in very high positive pressures due to jet impact at tie lower flap surfaces and additional 
suction at the upper flap surfaces due to jet air flowing through the slots. At the bottom surfact; the jet flow accelerates spanwise 
quickly, resulting in high negative Op's just outside the region of direct impact. The spanwise load distribution on the flaps has a peak 
value at the jet axis and decreases to a lower, almost uniform loading at about one jet diameter on each side of the jet axis. 

11. PREDICTION METHODS FOR MULTI-ELEMENT AIRFOILS WITH JET-BLOWN FLAPS 

For the comparison of the experimental results of this investigation with theory, a method was first needed for multi-element airfoils 
with a jet flap. An obvious choice for a simple method was Spence's two-dimensional jet-flap theory (References 7, 8 and 9). An 
Investigation of the applicability of Spence's method revealed that a simplified representation of a multi-slotted flap by a single plate 
flap element cannot give reasonable results. For example, the lift coefficient for a given total flap deflection may vary between two 
double-slotted flaps with a different vane-to-flap-chord ratio while with Spence's method only one value can be obtained. Spence's 
method gives also one value of lift-curve slope for all airfoil configurations at Cj = 0 while potential flow theory shows a decreasing 
value of lift-curve slope with increasing flap deflection. 

One approach, therefore, was to find a more reasonable representation of the airfoil geometry so that the results of Spence's theory 
would still be applicable. Another approach was to develop a two-dimensional non-linear jet-flap method for thin cambered 
multi-element airfoils with correct jet shape representation. These two methods are described below. 

11.1 Semi-Empirical Method 

For two-dimensional inviscid flow, the theory of References 7, 8 and 9 gives the following expression for the lift coefficient of a thick 
jet-flapped airfoil of t/c thickness ratio. 

MMMa matlmimtmm 
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ddf dt 
^L 1   - 1 Cj   (6j  + a) 
da 

(5) 

The derivative ^CL/ ^*f is a function of flap-chord ratio E and jet momentum coefficient Cj while dC\_ldt and dC\_IBa. are functions of 
jet momentum coefficient only. Theoretical values of these derivatives are given in Reference 7 wheredCL/dr is thesameasdCt/^f 
for E 0 (pure jet flap) and dC\_lda the same as dC\_ldh\ for E = 1.0. Following the same approach of linear superposition as in 
Equation (5), it seems reasonable to assume that for a slotted flap with up to three elements the following expression would apply If a 
representative flap-chord ratio could be defined for each flap element. 

(6) 

It was found empirically that representative flap-chord ratios could be defined by taking the projected chord of each flap element 
separately in proportion to the wing chord ahead of the flap element. For example, a representative jet flap model for the 
double-slotted flap configuration of Figure 3 is shown in Figure 22. 

On the basis of this model, the individual flap element towing chord 
ratios are E, = cf1/ci and E, - cf2/c. For these values of E, and E2 

one may obtain the corresponding values of ^CL/dif, and for E = 0 the 
value of dC|_/dr. For Sf, and &f2 one must use the true-chord 
deflection angle of each flap element. The jet-flap angle in this case 
r^-ij • ifj with Si being the value of jet deflection angle as determined 
from static tests. Since in this case 5j <*f2,T is negative. 

In addition it was found empirically that a better value for the term 
(l + 1) £CL   in Equation (5) could be obtained by using the potential 

da 
flow lift-curve slope of (he exact configuration without jet and the 

increment A(^L) due to jet as calculated by Spence, i.e., 
da 

_ 

Figure 22   Flit-pl«M lirfoil jit-flap modal for configuration of 
Figure 3 

C    da da     i      da    P.P. da     Cj da     Cj_0     SI»W« 

Therefore the new expression for the lift coefficient corresponding to that of Equation (5) for the case of a double slotted flap is 

CL - (i * M ( Sf, £9- + sf £<:L + r act i   + a (aCn   _ 1 Cj (sj + „) 
C '  dSt 2 384 dt da    i * 

with (°l£L) given by Equation (7). 
da    t 

11.2 Theoretical Method 

(7) 

(8) 

A two-dimensional incompressible, inviscid flow, thin-airfoil method has also been developed to calculate the aerodynamic 
characteristics of multi-element jet flapped airfoils. The method is an extension of Spence's theory (Reference 7) satisfying the Laplace 
equation while retaining the non-linear character of the governing equations. 

There are at least two known methods wh>h are extensions of Spence's theory. Reference 10 uses a distribution of discrete vortices on 
the camberline and describes the non-linear jet geometry by closed form expressions. Only single flat-plate airfoils have been treated 
with this method (Reference 10). Reference 11 trea:s the problem of multi-element airfoils interacting with thick two-dimensional jets. 
Linear distributed singularities are placed on airfoil camberlines and jet boundaries. Jet geometry is determined Iteratively by satisfying 
the exact boundary conditions. Again only examples of flat-plate airfoils are shown in Reference 11. 

The present method is based on a discrete vortex representation of a continuous vorticity over the actual airfoil camberline and jet 
centerline. These lines are divided into small elements each having a discrete vortex at the element 1/4 chord representing the average 
load over the element, and a control point at the 3/4 chord. 

Figure 23 shows the vortex-element representation of a single- 
slotted flag airfoil with a slat and a jet issuing from the trailing 
edge. All coordinates are referenced to an x-y system whose x-axis 
is aligned with the freestream. The unknown airfoil vortex 
strengths, and therefore the loading, are determined by requiring 
the sum of the normal velocities induced by all the airfoil and jet 
vortices, and that of the freestream at each control point of the 
airfoil and the jet to be equal to zero. Since the jet shape is 
unknown, an iterative scheme is used to obtain the jet geometry 
and loading. The iterations begin by assuming an initial jet 
geometry in the form of a curvature distribution which directly 
determines the jet loading, and the calculations procedure can 
then start. During the iterations, the jet elements are adjusted to 
align themselves with the local total induced velocity vector. 

The basic equation to be solved is 

i"' VORTEX i'h CONTROL POINT 

CHORD 

Figure 23   Vortex-element representation of a three-segment airfoil with a jet 
flap and induced «eloeitiei. 

yAa C« dx   ♦   ^Aj CH dx   -   -U^ sin(, - a) (9) 
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wt'iere ^a, Xj are the airfoil and jet vortex loading densities (df/ds) respectively, CN is the influence coefficient of the normal induced 
velocities on the airfoil surface, * the local airfoil surface slope angle and a the angle of attack. 

For the representation of Figure 23, Equation (9) is transformed into a system of linear equations which after separating the known and 
unknown parts is 

MM M M+N 

.2 ,X   A«k % k^   '    '?   [ U- Sin(' " a)i +     Xu   AJn ^i n ^ ' i-lk-l   ^      '<* 1-1 n-Mfi   "      ,»n 

where AJn-ü-CJ^ 

and 

2Rn 

CHi,J "   Cyi,j C0S^ "a'i   +   Cxi.J Sin^ "a'i 

(j • k or n) 

Cx and Cy are the x- and y- components of the total velocity v induced by vorxex k or n of unit strength at the ith element, i.e. 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

'i.j 
A8|      1 

2n      7i(j 

where ri.j V Uj   -   xv )2   +   (y|   _   yv ) 

(13) 

""i.j 
Cj,j    yi - yvj        and 

ri.j 
Si.-Ci,  SL^j 

Equation (10) rewritten in a matrix notation is 

I  <* )  [  Aa 1    -    1   R   1 

(14) 

(15) 

from which ^a can be solved by inverting (CN). Solution of Equation (15) ensures that the boundary condition of zero normal velocity 
is satisfied on the airfoil and that the Kutta condition is also met at the trailing edge of each body, except that shedding the jet. 

To start the calculation procedure, an initial shape for the jet is formulated from the following function 

d2y ̂ -   A[  log(x-xj)   -   log(x) ] 
dx^ 

where A   .   -( tan a   +   tan Sj ) / 2- 45 

(16) 

The iterations proceed with calculation of airfoil loading corresponding to a given jet geometry and subsequent determination of the 
velocity slope at each jet control point. The current jet shape is than adjusted to the local velocity by using 

^■'«'S - £• (17) 

where fc is a relaxation factor (0<fc<0.5) which is varied during iterations to keep the evolving jet geometry smooth. Typical jet wakes 
extend to four chords downstream of the trailing edge to where the loading is reduced to less than 2% of that on the first jet element. 

Convergence is achieved when one of two criteria is met. The first is based on the difference in curvature at each element between 
previous and current jet. The second is based on the current total jet strength which is compared with its theoretical value as given by 
Reference 7. 

The method calculates ACp = Cp upper - Cp lower from the Kutta-Joukowski rule. The pressure distribution Op and the coefficients 
Cj., CD and CM are then obtained from the following relations: 

Plowefj 

fupper: 

(   1 - iAa    ); 

Ploweri 
♦    2 ^j ^»i      VTj 

c      m 

(18) 

(19) 

M 
CL -    2    2   Aa.   ASj H'   +    CJ   «""(«j   ♦    a) 

1.1 u2_ 
(20) 

or 
n 

CL .   i   JCp.   cos( tar1 «j )   ASJ   +   Ci sin(8j + a) 
i.l      ' 

(21) 

M VT 
CM- -2    2   Aa.   X|  ASj   Mj     _      C    8in s. 

i-1 "ui j        J 
(22) 

Both Equations (20) and (21) are used to obtain CL- Equation (20) gives CL from integration of vortices while Equation (21) from 
integration of pressures. Good agreement between these two values (within 0.5%) verifies the integration procedure. 

«MM -.... . . 
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The method can handle up to eight interfering airfoils of arbitrary camber for a specified jet momentum and jet angle at the trailing 
edge. It uses only a minimum of information describing the geometry of the airfoil and jet to construct he detailed arrangement of 
lifting elements. A cosine rule is used to divide each chordline into elements. The jet element length is varr eo parabolically in order to 
satisfy the condition of constant loading along the jet. Continuity of loading between jet and airfoil is achieved by making the first jet 
element nearly equal In length to the airfoil trailing edge element shedding the jet. 

12. COMPARISON OF PRESENT METHODS WITH THEORY AND EXPERIMENT 

A comparison of the present theoretical jet flap method with Spence (Reference 7) and that of 
Reference 10 is shown In Figure 24 for a 20 flat-plate airfoil with a jet flap. CL and CM values 
are shown as a function of jet angle at a relatively high jet momentum coefficient, Cj « 4.0. The 
results of the other two methods were taken from Reference 10. 

As can be seen, all three methods agree very well up to 30° jet angle. At higher jet angles, the 
non-linear methods (present and Reference 101 deviate from the results of Spence showing, as 
expected, lower CL and CM values. At 70° jet angle the CL and CM values of the present method 
are 15 percent lower than these of Spence. 

Figure 25 shows a comparison between the semi-empirical and the theoretical jet flap method of 
this paper for a 20 single-slotted flap airfoil with a Kruger and a jet flap. The thick airfoil and the 

Cj-4.0        a-o" 
    PRESENT METHOD 
 LEAMON «i PLOTKIN (REFERENCE 101 
 SPENCE (REFERENCE   7) 

|E-0,263 

r —r 
SfXf 

■ 2D POTENTIAL FLOW THEORY 
 2D THEORETICAL JET FLAP METHOD 
 2D SEMI EMPIRICAL JET FLAP METHOD 

/ 

'A 
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f / 
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Vi ̂  
/ / 'A 

/ 4 f 
1 / 
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I 0 

0 20 40 60 80 
JET ANGLE     T0 

Figur« 24   Comparison between present and other 
theoretical jet-flap methods 

Figure 25  Comparison   between   sami-empirical 
and theoretical jet-flap method 

representative f lat-p'ate and camberllne geometries used in the methods are also shown in Figure 25. Calculated CL versus a curves are 
shown for 30° flap deflection, 43.9° jet angle and Cjs ranging from 0 to 2.89. Thickness corrections were applied also to the 
theoretical jet-flap method by multiplying the pressure lift coefficient by the factor (1 + t/c). 

At Cj = 0 the comparison Is made with 2D potential flow calculations of the evact airfoil geometry (dotted line). The results of the 
semi empirical method at Cj = 0 agree well with potential flow theory and have been omitted for clarity. The theoretical jet flap method 
closely predicts the lift curve slope at slightly lower than potential flow CL value. 

Fo - the jet-flap cases there is good agreement between the two methods both In CL and CLa at the lower Cj values. As Cj increases, the 
results of the two methods deviate from each other with the theoretical method showing higher CL values (up to 5% at Cj = 2.89) than 
the semi empirical method. In view of the simplifications made to represent such an arbitrary airfoil geometry, the agreement between 
the two methods is surprisingly good. 

The present methods were finally applied to the externally blown flap configurations of this investigation in order to establish on the 
basis of comparisons with experiment the correspondence of such systems with 2D jet flaps. The calculations were carried out for the 
engine-wing-flap configuration of Figure 3. The camberllne representation of this configuration used for the 2D theoretical jet flap 
method Is shown In Figure 26. The representative model for the semi-empirical method Is shown In Figure 22. 

The required jet momentum coefficient at the trailing edge, Cj for these 
calculations was determined from experimental data as described in Section 6. 
The average jet deflection angle was assumed to have the value of Jj determined 
from static tests. 

Comparisons between calculated and experimental lift coefficients versus angle 
of attack are shown In Figure 27 for 0° and 30° flap deflections, and In Figure 
28 for 0° and 50° flap deflections. The calculated data include the 2D 
potential flow CL versus a of the exact airfoil geometry with an analogous 2D 
nacelle obtained with the vorticity method of Reference 1 for the zero and 
deflected flap cases. Thickness correction have been applied to the results for 
the jet flap cases as described before. In addition, the calculated results include 
the direct jet reaction lift component '?CT(Cj=0|sin(*j+a) which applies to 
externally blown flaps and exists in the test data (see Section 6). 

Figure 26   Cambarline representation of configuration of 
Figures 
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It can be seen that 20 potential flow theory predicts very well Cj. and CL0 for the 
zero and 30° flap cases where the viscous effects are relatively small. At 50° flap 
deflection, it predicts C|.a reasonably well hut theoretical Cj. values are higher than 
experimental by a ACL * 0.8 indicating the presence of large viscous effects. 

The present jet-flap methods compare well with 2D potential flow at Ci~0 For 
clarity, the semi-empirical method at Cj=0 has not been plotted in Figure 28. 

The calculated data for the jet blowing cases agree well with the experimental ones 
both in CL and Cj.« excent for the 50° flap at CT=2.12 where the semi-empirical 
method overpredicts CL by 6%. The theoretical jet flap method appears to show 
again slightly higher CL and CL« than the semi-empirical method. 

While the camberline representation of an airfoil predicts CL reasonably, it does not, 
in general, give good prediction of aCp with x, since it contains nose pressure peaks 
which do not exist on the real airfoil. An improvement in this direction may be 
achieved by correcting for thickness using a procedure similar to that given by 
Küchemann (Reference 12) which considers the thickness distribution along the 
camberline. 

2D POTENTIAL FLOW rHEORY 
20 THEORETICAL JET FLAP METHOD 
2D SEMI EMPIRICAL JET FLAP METHOD 

Figur* 27 Comparison of calculated lift ooafficianti 
varan o with •xpcrinwntal results for 
configuration of Figure 3, <5f - 30° 

 2D POTENT! AL F LOW TH EORY 
 20 THEORETICAL JET FLAP METHOD 
    20 SEMI-EMPIRICAL JET FLAP METHOD 
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Figur* 28 Comparison of calculated lift coefficients 
versus ■ with *xp*rim*ntal results for 
configuration of Figure 3, 6f " 50° 
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Figure 29 Comparison between computed and experimental pressure distri- 
butions for configuration of Figure 3, Sf - 50° at various values 
ofCj 

Another approach ''"r obtaining reasonable pressure distributions with the thln-airfoll jet-flap method Is to use an upper surface 
representation of t airfoil. Figure 29 shows the results of such a model in comparison with experimental data for the configuration of 
Figure 3 at 50° flap deflection. The total CL values corresponding to these pressure distributions were about 10% higher than those 
shown in Figure 28. Figure 29 shows reasonable agreement with potential flow and experimental data except at the flaps with jet 
blowing where the experimental data show higher negative pressures. 

The difference between the calculated and experimental Cps may be attributed to centrifugal effects of jet air flowing through the slots 
and over the flap upper surfaces. Based on this assumption, it is possible to estimate approximately the percentage of total Cj due to jet 
flow over the flap upper surfaces. Such estimates show that at Cj=0.95, the share in total Cj due to jet flow over the vane upper 'surface 
is 5%, over the rear flap 29%, and under the flaps 71% of Cj. At Cj=1.88, the corresponding values are 6.5%, 34.5% and 65.5% of Cj. 

13. CONCLUSIONS 

The results of this investigation show that externally blown flap systems using a jet of circular cross-section can be tested In the tunnel 
as other two-dimensional airfoil systems. This may be achieved by choosing a relatively large jet diameter to span ratio and by using wall 
boundary layer control. 

The aerodynamic characteristics obtained In this manner In the tunnel appear to be like two-dimensional ones. This conclusion Is based 
on the agreement obtained between experimental data and calculations of CL versus a for the test configurations based on 
two-dimensional jet-flap theory and an analogous jet flap system. 

The measured CLmax values correlate well with a theoretical relationship (Equation (2)1 based on the pressure loading near the airfoil 
leading edge and on two-dmensional jet-flap theory. This relationship may be used to predict the two-dimensional CLmax for various 
Cj from known values of CLmax of ttie unblown, unflapped configuration and ACL Increments due to jet and flap deflection at zero 
angle of incidence. 

A semi-empirical and a theoretical method have been presented in this paper for calculating the two-dimensional aerodynamic 
characteristics of multi-element airfoils with a jet flap. These methods can be used for externally blown flaps provided that the average 
jet deflection angle and jet mementum coefficient at the trailing edge are known for the forward airspeed condition. At the present, the 
latter can only be determined on the basis of experiment and potential flow theory as shown in this paper. 
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For the prediction of pressure distributions of multi-element jet flaps it is necessary to extend the thin airfoil method to include a 
thickness distribution. 

Further testing with a semi-span model is essential for extending the 2D methods and relationships of this investigation to 30 EBF 
configurations. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Le concept AI.ADIN II e3t une proposition visfmt ä realiser des avions 
ä decollage court, en n'utilisant que dos nioteurs disponilles k dilution modörte 
et   pouvant   par  consequent  6tre   realises  dans   des  del;iis   relativement   brefs. 

Le   schema  de   l'ensetnble   propulseur  est  ropresente  tn  figure   1. 

Le Jet d'un röacteur ä dilution moderee est divise et ötale laterale- 
ment  par  une   tuyere  dite   "queue   de   carpe"   dont   on voit   la   geometrie   on  figure   5. 

Ce  jet  alimente   un  ejocteur   rectangulaire   oü  il  est  dilue   pour  &ugmon- 
ter  sa  quantite  de  mouvement. 

Get  ensemble  est   si tue   sous   une   alle  et  souffle  les  volots  de  bord 
de   fuite. 

Ce   Systeme  vise   l'obtention  d' une   attenuation  irnportante   des  brtits 
du  jet  par  sa division  en  un  certain  nombre  de   jets  i'lementaires   et   par  sa 
dilution  dans   une   trompe   traitee   acoustiqueinont.   Nous   a\ons  pu  aussi   constater 
que   la   remontee  du  bruit  due   ä  1'impact  d' un  jet  c>lindrique   sur  des   volots 
hypersustentateurs  epargnait  presqae   cor.iple tenenl   le   jet   rec tangulaire. 

Ccmme  moyen d'arriver  aux  hautes   portances,   ce   Systeme   se   pretsente 
comme   une   Variante  des   systemes   d'ailes   souffloes  par  dossous,   la   quantite 
de  mouvement   du   jet  souffle  obtenue   ave-;   un  grand debit  et  une  vittsse  ir.oderoe 
et   sa  forme   rectangulaire  permet   d'espör   r a   priori  une  efficacito   importante. 

Pour  juger de   l'inter^t   du  concept   et  concretiser  un  exemplo  ri'utili- 
sation  possible,   nous  avons   osquisse  un  avant-projot  c''appareil  quadri-reactoiu' 
de  masse   totale  30  tonnes   utilisant   les   röücteurs  RH  SNECMA  M   ','5   H. 

La   figure   k  represente   le   plan   3   vuos  et  la   figure  3   uno   maquette 
de   presentation  de   1'avani-projet.    Nous   noterons   seulemont   l'aile   droite 
epaisse   coniport.ant  une   importante   pari ie   rec tangulaire,   solutions   dicteee   par 
le   souci  de   simplicite,   la  facllito   de   conception  aerodynamique   et   1'interaction 
ailo -propulseur et   la  gamme  de   vitesses   modörees  vis('-es   par  le   concept   (Mach   0,5). 

Cette  Vitesse  est   l'optlniuir.  pour  un  avion  destine   a   transporter   60  ä 
100  passagers  ou  6  ä  8   tonnes  de   cargo   sir  des   etapes   courtes   ('iOO   km,   iraxi.). 

A  partir de   cet  avanl-pro je t,   un   programme  d'etude  et  (''essais   a   ete 
realise.   II   comportait  d'abord   une   carrpa^^nf-  d'essais  aerodynamiques   sur  une 
maquette   ä   l'echclle   1/12. 

Ces  essais  aerodynamiques   avaient   pour but   d'explorer  le   dcmaine   des 
performances   d' hypersiistentation   possible,   de   verifier  les  methodes   de   calculs 
mites   en  oeuvre  pour etablir  I' avant-prcje•,   de   s'assurer c'e   la   possibility 
de   contröle   lateral  par des   n.ethodes  aercdynaniiques  classii^ies,   et   d ' explorer 
tn  iron.ieri?  t.pprcxinin ticn  les  pe ssibil lt ös  d' equilibrago   1 orgi tudi-al . 

Cannes, 
La   figure  4   reprösenti»   la  nnquette   installöc   c'ans   la   Souffierio   de 

Le   prograr.me   coi.por t;.i t   auss;   <'os   ossais  f'e  naquetteK   de    jropilsrur 
c.estines   h   ''e/.rossrr  les  problemes   du  bruit   < t   h  optimisor  le  dessln  cU.P   ölfiienti 
du   Systeme   prcpulsif. 

Des  oss  ie   ä   l'echello   .-.pproximn tlvo   1 / .'-■  utilisant   1 ' Ai'ro trair   haute 
vitesse  < t   üon  ntoteur JT  12,   dostitu's   ä   l'etudo  du liruit   ;u  point   five   ,-1   ?n 
translation  ont   .^te'  effectues. 

Cetti'   oOTUiiurica i ion   prosonti     rapidimrnt   les   n'sultatn   aerody nan iq' of 
et   r.coustiqu.^s  obtenus  au  cours   r!e   ces   essnis      t   insiste   &ur   los   p    irts 
fire.-.fi tant   un   int^rdt  genoral   : 

- les  methodes  de   provision  des   po1formancos  uu  Systeme   öjecLour   -  aito 
- les  methedes   de   calcul   c'e   dimensi onnommit   des   oleiniM.ts. 

riMMMBMI ■     ' VBA-'III 
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2   - ETUDE AERODYVAMIQUE 

l^e  projet ALADIN a  fait   I'objet  d'une  ötude  aerodynaniique  prealable 
de  fa^nn  ik reduire  les   tätonnements  ompiriques  et  limiter les  essais.   Les 
travaux  decrits  ci-dessous  constituent  un  exemple des  possibilitea   pratiques 
offertas   par  Xe  calcul  pour  etudior  une  formula  aerodynamique  nouvelle   sans 
necesfairement mettre  on oeuvre  des  moyens   tres  importants. 

2.1.   -   Estimation des  performances   aerodynamiquesde   1'aile 

Le  but de  cette  premiere   etude  est de  fournir une  estimation des 
caracteristiques de  1'aile  scufflee   (portance,   trainee)  en fonction des 
parametres  suivants   ;   allongenent,   proportion d'envergxire  equipee  de  volet, 
profondeur et  braquage  de  volet,   coefficient  de  soufflage,   caracteristiques 
de   la   trompe   -  ce  qui  permet  de   d.'finir  le   dimensicnnement  general  de   la 
maquette  pour  remplir  les  objectifs  de  perf on lances  vises.   Ul terieuremen''   et 
apres  iijustement  de  certains   coefficients,   la  methode   peut  6tre  utilis^e  pour 
interpoler  les  resultats  d'essais   cu  pour  les  etendre   ä d'autres   configurations. 

II   s'agit d'une  nethode  de  calcul   «emi-empirique  et   simple  faisant 
appel   ä  des   donnees   classiques. 

La   portance  est  exprimöe   sous   la  forir.e d'une   somme  de  differents   termes   : 

- la portance de  1'aile  nue 
- un supplement  de   portance  due  aux volets  sans  effet  de   soufflage, 

fonction de  la  profondeur du volet,   de  leur  envergure   et   du  braquage 
(ref.   1) 

- un supplement  de  portance  due  a  1'hyporcirculation  induite  par  le 
soufflage,   fonction  du  coefficient  de  soufflage  de   1' angle  du  Jet, 
les valeurs   sont   deduites  des   calculs  de   SPENCE   (ref.   2) 

- la portance due  au  jet  en  tenant compte de   la poussee   reelle  et do 
l'angle effectif de  deviation ACz =   ij 0    C/t    sin   (8 »  +     •-      ) 

La   trainee  est  egaletnent  decomposee de  la  fa^on  suivante   : 

- la  trainee de  frottemer.t et deforme Cx 
- un supplement  de   trainee  de   forrt.e  due  au volet   (ref.l) 
- une   trainee   induite   relative  aux  Keuls  effets  de  portance   lies   a  la 

circulation autcnr ce   1'aile . 
- la compesnnte horizontale  de  la  poussöe du  Jet Cx =  - *J ft CM   cos   (0.,+  L ) 
- la  trainee de  captation de   la   troir.pe. (T 

On  remarquera que   certaines  de   ces  estimations   aont  po.ssimistes,   par 
exemple   le   supplement de  portance  des  volets  est  profcablement   sous-estime. 
D'autres,   par  centre,   sont   optiiris tes,   par  exemple   I'elTet  d'hypercirculat ion  est 
probablemen*   aurestime  par  les   theories   linearisees  aux grands  braquages. 

On  noter.^   egalement   une  difference   importante  de  ce  modele   avec   la 
theorie  du  Jet flap en ce qui  conceme  la   trainee,   d'une  part  on ne   considere 
que   la   coirposnnte  horizontale  de   la   poussee  du  jet  deflechi  au   lieu  de   la  poussee 
totale,   d'autre  part   la   trainee   induite   n'est   relative  qu' a  la  part   de  portance 
liee   a   la  circulation.   Cette   hypothese   purement  empirique  est   justifiee  par  les 
comparaisons  avec  les  resultats  exp€;rimentaux   ;   eile   donne  des  valeurs  plus  rea- 
listes   pour  un fort  C H   et   un  grand  braquage. 

Les  resultats  obtenus  avec  ce  modele   tres  simple  sont   satisfaisants  ä 
condition d'introduirt   les  particulariti's   suivintes   : 

- le  carenage   inferimr  de   la   troirpa  muni  de   son bee  de   bord  d'attaque 
fortement  courbe  vers   le  bas   constitue une   surface  portante  non 
negligeable  calee   negativement   par rapport  a  1'aile,   il   en#resulte 
une valeur assez  elevee  de   l'incideace  de   portance  nulle   ( L »-»5Cl). 

- 1'angle  de  deviation  effectif  du  Jet pour un braquage   donne  des volets 
est  plus  faible  que   pour   les   systemes  classiques  de   soufflage   externe 
ainsi que   l'ont  montre  los  essais  au  point  fixe. 

On  a  represents   planche   6  les   coefficients   de   portanc-   et  de   trainee   pour 
differents  braqua^es  des  volets  en  fonctior  du CJ*   .   On  constate   que  I'acct.rd 
entro   le   Cölcul  et   l'essui  est   relativemont  bon dans   1'ensomble. 

On  note  que   le   calcul   est.  assez   pessimiste   pour  C^ > 2  et  j.our   les   Cz 
aux  faibles  braquages.   II   scrait   certainement   possible  d'obtenir  un  Tieilleur 
accord  en  ajustant   les  differents   coefficients  du modele.   On   observe   egalement   la 
perte   d'efficacitö  des   volets   pour  un  braquage  de  70°   et  une   incidence   de   20°. 

Le modele  a  permis  tie  definir  le  diir.ensionnement   general  de  la  maquette   : 

- AHongement   :   5 
- Proportion d'envergure   occupee   par  les  volets   60 % 
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- Profondeur relative des volets 30 %  (20 % +  10 %) 
- Braquage approximatif des volets : 

Decollage 
Approche 

Pr»>mier volet 

15 
30 

Deuxleme  volet 

30 
60 
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REMARQUE -  L'evaluation de  la  portance  maximale  est   tres difficile  avant  les 
essais.   Une   estimation grossiere  peut   en 6tre  faite  en  fixant  1'incidence  de 
portance maximale entre  20 et  25'   pour des  hypersustentateurs de bord  d'attaque 
efficaces. 

2,2.   - Etude   en courant  plan 

Elle  a  pour objet  principal  de  definir  les  formes  et  les  positions 
des   diff^rents  profils   (profil  principal,   bee  de  bord d'attaque,   carenage  de 
trompe,   profil de  la  tuyfere motrice,   volets  de bord de  fuite)  dans   la   partie 
centrale  de   1'aile  rectangulaire. 

On  a  utilise  une  ir.ethode   de   singularite  pour  calculer  1'ecoulement 
en  fluide  parfait  autour des  divers   profils.   L'effet  d'aspiration de   la   trompe 
est   sirrule  au moyen d'un artifice   (planche   7)  Qui  consiste  i.  prolonger  le 
profil du carenage   inferieur de  la   trompe  par un divergent  fictif de   fa^on k 
obtenir au  col de  celle-ci  le  debit   induit   evalu^ par ailleurs  (calcul  mono- 
dimensionnel  de   trompe).   Les  repartitions  de vitesses  ainsi calculees   ne  sont 
significatives  que   sur  la  partie   amont  de   1'ecoulement,   cette   liirltation  est 
sans  consequence  pour 1'etude des   contournements  des bords  d'attaque.   Le» 
formes  et  les   positions des  difff'rents  elements  ont  ete modif iecs Jusqu'ä 
l'obtention de  survitesses  raie )nnables  et  bien  reparties  dans  les  differentes 
zones  de fa^o^. a limiter les  risques  de decollement.   La determinatior   des  llgnes 
de   courant   pennet  egalenent  de  guider  le  trace des  formes.   Selon  les   problemes 
etudies  on  peut  considerer 2,   3  ou  U  profils   ;   selon  la  precision  recherchee 
sur  la repartition de' Vitesse,   chaque  profil  sera defini par unnombre  de  points 
plus   ou moins  eleve   (de   12  a 96). 

Apres  un examen preliminaire qui  a  conduit  a un  principe  de   trompe 
integree  dans   lequel   le   profil  principal  constitue  le  carenage   superieur  t'e   la 
trompe,   1'etude  a porte  sur les  pnrametres   suivants   : 

- position longitudinale   de  la   trompo   :   une  position avancee   favorise 
1'ecouleinent  au bord   d'attaque   du  profil,   une   position   reculee 
favorise  le  contournement du  carenage   införieur. 

- forme  du carenage   inferieur   :   il  a   ete  necessaire  de  munir  le  bord 
d'attaque  d'un bee  basculant 

- volet  de bord d'attaque   :   la   forme,   la  position et  1'incidence  du 
volet  ont  ete  choisies   pour minimiser  les   survitesses.   Deux  volets 
ont   et^  etudies,   l'un  de   20 '& de   la  corde,   l'autre  de   1 5   ^b.   >-e  dernier 
a  et^  retenu  pour  limiter  les   interactions  avec   les   fuseaux  moteurs, 
il   s'est  revele   suffisamment  efficace. 

- tuyere   evolutive   :   bien  qu'elle  ne   seit  pas   strictement   bidimension- 
nelle,   la  position  et   1'incidence  d'un  profil   "moyen"   ont   ete 
determinees   pour minimiser  les   ptrturliations  de  1' alimentation  de   la 
trompe, 

La   planche  8  represente   les   repartitions  de  Vitesse  obtenues   sur   les 
differents  bords d'attaque,   on  constate que   les   survitesses  sur les  differents 
profils  porteurs   sont  relativemei.t   moderees   et   a  peu    pres   equilibr^es.   Les   essais 
ont   montre   qu'effectivement   il  n'y   a   pas  d'anomalies  d'ecoulement   dans   ce  domaine, 
il   n'a  pas   ete  necessair?  d'ajuster  au  cours  dis  essais  le  calage  du  bee  de  bord 
d' attaque. 

Etude  des  volets  de bord de  fuite 

I.e   Systeme  de  bord  de   fuite  doit     empllr < eux  conditions    ; 

- devier  efficacetr.ent   ie   flux  du   soufflage, 
- eviter  le döcollement   a   l'extriüos   des  volets. 

En   1'absence  de  mothode   direc teir.ent   utilisable  pour  calculer  1'ecoule- 
ment   non  isentropique  autour des   volets   (calcul   d'ecoulement  visqueux  ou  de   jet  en 
fluide  parfait)   I1etude  a  et6  lirritee   ä quelques   essais  simples  de   deviation  d'un 
jet  de   trompe  du  type ALADIN par  un  volet  plein  au  point   fixe,   en  utilisant   le 
montage  concu  pour  les  essais  acous tiques.   La   figure  9  represente   les   Bondages  de 
vitesses  dans   le   plan de   symetrie   pour differentes  configurations. 
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On constate qualitstivemont que 1'angle de deviation du jet est inferieur 
a l'angle du volet, d'autant plus que l'angle du volet est grand et que sa corde 
est petite, c'est une des particularites de la formule de soufflage par trompe qui 
conduit a un jet d'epaisseur superieure k  celui du soufflage externe classique, les 
volets devraient 6tre etudies specialement pour ce cas. 

Les sondages dans un plan lateral ont montre que le jet präsente un 
angle de diffusion initial faible (ce l'ordre de 7°) qui augniente brusquement a 
la rencontre des volets (de l'ordre de 25')'   Des mesurcs de pression ä 1'intrudes 
du volet ont permis d'evaluer trcs approximativement le debit de soufflage des 
fentes. 

II est irteressant de noter que les defauts les plus importants de la 
ii.aquette resident dans le dessin des volets de bord de fuite pour lesquels les 
moyens de calcul faisaient defaut. 

2.3. - Etude tridimensiornelle 

I,'etude de la repartition de portance en envergure et des differents 
cllets triditnensionnels a ete effectuoe au moyen d' un calcul do fluide parfait 
non linearise. La methode mise au point EiU Centre de Calcul Analogique du 
Professeur >iALAVARD (rrf. 7) utilise une repEirtitj-on de singularite ä la surface 
de l'aile. Eilt reste valable aux incidences et trJiquages eleves ptrmis par le 
soufflage contrairement aux methodes habituelles de surface portante linearisees. 

L'aile schemntisife dans le celcul cotnprend une partie centrale rectan- 
gulaire munie d'un volet simple, et d'une extrcmite trapezoidale vrillee et irunie 
d'ailerons. 

La trompo, le soufflage et le bee de bord d'attrque ne sent pas repre- 
sentes, on admet que l'effet du volet en fluide parfait est equivalent a celui 
du volet souffle en fluide reel. L'etude a ete limitee aux parametres suivants : 

- brtiquage des volets, 
- braquage  des  ailerons, 
- vrillage  de  1'extremite. 

La   repartition  de   Cz  en  envergure   (planche   10)   met  en  evidence   un  creux 
de   portance   trös   important  dans   la   zone   inimediatement  h  l'exterieur des  volets. 
Cette  diminution  de  Cz  correspond  ä  une   depression   a   inti'ados  pres  du bord   de  fuite 
inc'uite  par le   tourbillon n.arginal   issu du volet.   L'examen des   survitesses  au bord 
d'attaque  nontre   qu'il  n'y  a   pas  de  risque  de  deorochagc     premature  de   la   partie 
munie   d'ailerons  pour  un vrillage  modere  do   -  5°   do   la   corde  d' extre'mite,   un 
vrillage   superieur   (-  S")   a   ete  neanrioins   adopte   pour   imeliorer  l'efficaclte  maxi- 
male  des   ailerons,   il  en  resulte   une   perte  de   2  % de  Cz   total   et   un  gain  de   3   ^ 
sur   la   trainee   induite. 

L'etude   tridimenyior.nelle  foumit  quelques   indications   reltitives   au 
contröle   lateral   en  cas  de   panne  d'un  moteur   :   l'efficaclte  des   ailerons   pout   6tr<; 
estimee   par  le   calcul,   L'effet  d'inttraction avec   le   tourbillon marginal  du  volet 
se   traduit  par  une   amelioration  de   1'efficacite   d'ailerons  du   cd'-"  de   l'j.ileron 
baisse.   Par  ciilleurs.   If   merrent   lie  ä  la  panne  de   moteur  peu*:   6tre  decompose   en 
une   composante   du   jet  facile   ä  estimer  et  un  efiet   d'hypi'rcircula tiori;   pour 
l'estimaticn  de   ce   dernier   terme  deux  hypotheses   extremes   peuvent  ötro   profi.,-f'es   : 

- hypo those  optimiste   -   le   soufflage   du  moteur  restant   se   re'partit   sur 
]'ensemble  du volet 

- hypothese   pet-simiste   -  la   totalite  de   l'effet  de   soufflage   est   perdue 
dans   la   zo-.e   interessee   per  le   moteur  en  panne. 

les   essais   ont  donne  des   resultats   intermediaires  qui   pourraient   6tre 
introduits  dans   une  methode  de   prevision  plus   perfectionnee. 

3   -   ESSAIS 

I e 
diametre   de 
maximum  a  cette   Vitesse  est   de   2,7 

s   essais  ont  etc   effectues   a   la   soufflerie  S     Ca  de   1'ONERA  a   Cannes, 
la   veine  3  m.   La   majorite  des   essais   ort  ete  affectf's   a   22  m/s,   le   Cu 

Ils   ont   permis,   d'une   p;rt   de  mesurer   les   performances   aerodynamiques, 
d'autre   part  d'etudier le  cent role   lateral   en  cas  de   panne  d'un  moteur, 

La  roe-quette  est  constituee  d'une  demi-maque tte  non  empennr'e  et  montee  ä 
1;    paroi.   Les   troteurs  alimentant   les   tuyeres   en  forme  de   'queue  de  carpe"   des 
trompes   sont   eux-m©n.es   simules   par des   tronipes   aliment ees   en  air  cotr.prime   ;    leurs 
dimensions   s'inscrivent  dan.^   des   fuse.-iux  de   proportion voisino  de  eeux  dos   moteurs 
reels   munis  de   silencieux  d'entree.   Le  mat   support   a   ete  crpendant   (;roasi   pour 
permeLtre  un   de>bit  d'air  süffisant,   Les   trompes   do   soufflage   sont   realisees   de 
fagon   plus   simple   que   les   trompes   reelles,   leurs   coefficients  de   pcussee   au   point 
fixe   est   de   1,12. 

mt^m 
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Les meaures comportent la portance, la tralneo, le rr.orrent de tangagt 
et le moment de roulis de la deiii-voilure. Les C.l*  tont rapportes ä la quantitf- 
de mouvement de la tuyere queue de carpe connus grace a un tarage pr3.liable en 
fonction de la pression generatrice. Les visualisations aux fils de laine permet- 
tent de detccter les defauts d' ecouleirent, 

Les parametres variables sont les suivants : 

- coefficient de soufflage C/4 avec simulation de la panne du mo*:eur 
exterieur, 

- le braquage 0 et 0,, des volets de bore de fuite, 
- le calage des bees 9e bord d'attaque (en fait il n'a pas ete recessaire 

de les modifier) 
- les ailerons de 2? "h  do profondeur. 

RESULTATS 

Visualisation 

Qualitativemont   les  visualisations   montrent   quo   1' ecoulemont   est  sain 
dans   son  ensemble   jusqu'ä des   incidences   elevees  d'autant  plus  grandos  quo   le   Cu 
est  grand   (20°   pour  C W   ^     1 ).   Le  drcrocbage   so  manifeste   par un   tourbillon  au 
niveau de   1'emplanture  de  1'aile.   Pour  le   braquage   le   plus  elevö   (fei     =  40°   -   en   =   70°) 
l'extrados  du decxieme   volet  ost  mal  alimL'nte,   ce  defaut  provient  certainement^d'un 
mpuvais  dessin  de   la   fente  de  soufflage,   provue   pour  un  braquage  moindre. 

Essais  au   point  fixe 

La  mesure   du  vecteur   pous   oe  on  fonction  du   braquage  fait   apparaltre   : 

- un  coefficient  d'augmentation  de   poussee   de   la   tron.pe   (ä  braquage   nul) 
de   1,12. 

- ur   rendemont  de  deviation  (pousste/poussee a  braquage  nul)   qui decrolt 
a.siiez  fortement  avec  le   braquage   solon  une loi  voisine  de   celle   obtenue 
dans  d'autres  essais  de   soufflage   externes (röf.   3   -  6) 

- un  single  de  deviation  plus   faible  quo  dans los  röferunces  ci-dessus 
(planche   11 ) . 

Cet  ecart   pent   Stre  attribue  FU   fait   quo   le   .jot,   issu do   la   trompe,   est 
beaucoup  plus   epais   que   le  jet  produit  par   1' aplatissomont  du  jot   sonique.   Les 
essais  de   deviation   (planche   9)   ont   montre   en  eft'ot  que   le   rapport  de   la   corde  du 
volet   ä  la  hauteur  du   jet  ost   un  parametre   inportant.    Des   calculs  de   fluide   parl'ait 
le  confirire   (rc'f,   8).    11   semble  qu'une  anu'l ioration   significative  pourrait   ötre 
obtenue  sur  l'efficacite  des  volots  on  jouant   sur  la   profondeur,   la   largour  des 
fontes  et   le  dessin  des   fentes,   on  peit   estiirer  qu'un   gain  do   10°   sur   l'angle   de 
deviation  ef fectif  donnorait  ur    AC'z »V 0,5  ä  Cw    =   1 , 

Essais  de   p< rformaneos 

Les   courbes   de  portance   (planche   1^)   indiquent   une  bonne   linearite   .jusqu'a 
20°   environ  pour  cy<>l.   lour  le  bruquage   0     =   15°.   Ö,,   =   '30°   1'incidence  de  Cz  maximum 
li'a  pu  6tre   atteinte   et   est  voisine  de    i;.0,   pour  un  Braquage   plus   öleve,   un  Cz  maximum 
de  7,3   a  ete  mesure   h.  CM =   2,7. 

Les   polairos   (planche   13)   ont  des   allures   voisines  de  celles  obtenues  dans 
d'autres  essais  de   soufflage  oxtorne.   Elles   mot lent   en   evidence   la  bonne   efficficite 
des  boos  de  bord  d'attaque,   1'effet  do   la   trompe  qui   augmente  la   poussee   brute  du 
jet  ct   introduit  par   contre  une   trainee  de   captation,    la   limitation  de   la  deviation 
aux  grands  braquages. 

Equilibre   transversal  en  cas  de   panno 

Le   probleme   consiste   ä  öquilibrer  la   portance  des  deux  cötös,   la  panne 
du moteur  exterieur  etant  a  priori   la  plus   critique, 

Les  moyens   -io   contröle  oxpörimentös   sont  les   suivants   : 

- braquage   diff'rentiel  des  ailerons   +_ 2'>0 

- braquage   d'un  spoiler 
braquage  differentiel  du  deuxieme  volet  e'e   bord  de  fuite. 

Les  essais   montrent  que   l'arröt  du  moteur  oxteme  se   traduit   par  une  perte 
de  portance   l^gerement   superieure   k  la  diminution  liee   a   la  seule   reduction du  CJ* 
(les  deux  moteurs   c-n  service)   mais  cependant   inforieure   ä   la  moitie  de   1'effet  de 
soufflage   tntal.   Le  moteur  restant  souffle  done  probablement  en partie   la   zone  de 
volet  correspondant  au  moteur en  panne.   Ceci  est  confirm^  par  la  position du  point 
d'application  de   cette   force,   Le  braquage  des  ailerons   +_  25°  donne   une  efficacit^ 
(  ACz       ^ 0,3)   sensiblement  4gale   h  celle   trouvee   par   le   calcul   tridimensionnel  de 
fluide  parfait  pour un braquage moindre   (20°). 

■HMM  Mtei i ■tMH 1_ 
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L'effet d1interaction de 1'aileron avec le tourbillon marginal du volet 
semble se retrouver, en effet la portance de 1'aileron baisse est superieure k  celle 
de l'aileron leve, par contre, le point d'application est plus proche du volet 
ce qui indique que le -gain de portance se situe dans une zone proche du vplet. 

Le braquage du spoiler a une influence tres modeste ( ßCz  - 0,15) quelle 
que soit la configuration. 

Par contre le braquage differentiel du deuxieme volet est tres efficace. 

Au total 1'utilisation des ailerons seuls permet d'equilibrer la panne 
d'un moteur externe pour C/-1 volsin de 1 . L'adjonction d'un braquage differentiel 
de ♦ 10» du deuxieme volet assure une marge d' au moins 'JO %  sur 1'ensemble des 
configurations du projet (plancfce I'*). 

En cas de panne, les polaires equilibrees en lateral sent sensiblement 
les tnSmes que celles sans pannf ä m@me C^ total. II reste ä ajouter l'effet de 
1'equilibrage en tangage et en lacet. En ce qui concerre le tangage, les mesures de 
Cm et de la deflexion au niveau de 1'empennage ont montre qu'une surface d'empennage 
horizontal de '»O %  permet d'assurer une marge de centrage confcrtable. 

CONCLUSIONS SUR L'ETUDE AFHODYNAMIQUE 

La definition de la mnquette resultant de 1'etude prealable s'est revelee 
presque entierement satisfaisante ce qui permet de liniiter les essais. La princlpale 
correction apportee a consiste ä augmenter le braquago des volets pour compenser 
leur manque d'efficacite de deviation. Les performances seraient cerlainement emelio- 
r^es par un meilleur dessin des volets ; leur etude serait facilitee par ine methode de 
calcul qu'il semble possible de mettre au point rapidement. Les performances peuvent 
6tre prevues avec une precision acceptable au stade de 1'avant-projet et peut-dtre 
möme l'efficacite du contröle lateral en ces de panne pourrait ötre egalemcnt estimee. 

La prediction precise de la portance maximale sst certainemert plus difficile 
et exige des calculs de couche limite et de decollcment delicats. On ramarquera qu.^ 
les valeurs obtenues en soufflerio a  un bas noirbre de Ueynolds (0,5 10 ) sent 
probablement pessiiristes. 

k   -  MISE AU POINT ACOUSTIQUE ET PROPULSIVE DU SYSTEME D'EJECTION 

Le groupe moto-propulsour compose du moteur M 45 H, des traitements acous- 
tiques, des parties tournantes et du Systeme d'ejection (queue de carpe et. troir.pe) 
constitue un tout dent I'optimisation conditionne les performances globales de 1'avion. 

Lc traitement acoustique des parties tournantes se compose d'une tr&nche 
d' entree d'air traltee permettant une reduction de 12 PNdB du bruit rayonne vers 
l'amont et d'un traitement du canal du flux secondaire jusqu'au raccordei.ient tvec le 
flux chaud donnart une attenuation vers le bruit rayonne vers l'aval de 20 FNdB. 

Pour reduire les niveaux de bruit dus a 1'ejection du moteur, la solution 
etudiee consiste d'abord a irelanger les deux flux pour abalff.er la temperature et la 
Vitesse d'ejection des gaz, le jet .^st ensuite djviso eu moyen de la tuyere en forme 
de queue de carpe, la trompe reallsant en derniere etape une dilution importante. La 
trompe est traltee acoustlquement afin de reduire le bruit provenant du melange des 
flux moteur ct induit. 

La miso au point acoustique est propulsive du dlspositlf d'ejection a ete 
menee parallelement aux "+udes et essais a^rodynamiques de 1'avlon sur des petites 
maquettes (SchellJ 1/10) et en derniere etape sur des moteurs de la gamine des 1^00 daN 
de poussee au decollage. 

Ces travaux concerrant ess^ntiellement des configurations de point fixe, des 
essais prevus prochainement en translation sur Aerotraln avec moteur GE J85 permet- 
tront de confirmer sur un ensemble de Synthese les performances acoustlqu?s et 
propult-lves du dispositif jusqu'a un Mach voisin de 0,25. 

J*. 1 . - Etapes successives des travaux de mise au point - maquettes 

Sur le plan prcpuislf, la mist au point du dispositif i    pernis de minimiser 
les perl es internes de la tuyere aux formes relativement complexes tout en conservant 
ses performances acoustiques. On a par ailleurs etudie 1'Influence des parametres 
geometriques des trompes utilisees aux dlfförents stades du perfoctionnement ce la 
tuyere et de la modification e'e ses formes externes. 

Les moyens d'essai dort nous disposons conditionnent les dimensions gene- 
rales de nos tuyeres, L'echelle adoptee etait volsine de 1/10. Les performances pro- 
pulslves ont et6  mesurees .-.ur notre banc de poussöe du Quai do la Gare a   Paris et 
dans les instellatlons du Centre d'Essai dos Propulseurs ä Soclay, les ir.Pmes maquettes 
ont servi egalenent au contröle des performances acoustiques en gaz chaud au CE1 r 
et en gaz froid dans nos Installations. 
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Ce programme d" evaluation sur petites maqtu'ttes a ete irene sur trois 
tuyferes chaudronnees du type de celle presentee figure 1^ correspondant aux 
diff^rents stades dt la misc au point. 

Ure maqnette d' un quart de tuyere en plastique moule nous a permis 
par visualisation sur un banc hydraulique, d'ameliorer les formes internes et 
de repartir les aubciges necessaires a une bonne distribution de 1'ecculement 
dans toute la zone d'ejection. 

Du fait c'.es incertitudes concernant les transpositions des resultats 
acoustiques a l'echelle du M ^5 H un pro^rainmo complementaire a e e lance ayant 
pour but d'etudier le dispositif d'ejection sur un moteur reel (JT 12 A6 de 
Pratt et Whitney) dont l'echelle est moitie par rapport au M kj  H, La maquttte 
de la tuyere ( figure 5) realisi'e pour ce rr.ottur plus chaud que le M 45 H nous 
a permis rgaleii.ont d'aborder le probleme teohnolocique lie a   la realisation 
d'un tel ensemble et de trouver des solutions satisfaisantes. 

Concernant les trompes, I'etude parametrique (acoustiqi/e et propulsive) 
a porte essentiellement sur 1'influence du Q  de la presence ou non d'un diffuseur 
et du traitement acoustique. 

4.2. Resultats   des   essais 

4.2,1.   -   Performances   propulsives 

Par  rapport   ä   la   preiriere   tuyere   utilisee   pour  degrossir  let   performances 
du dispositif,   un  gain  de   4   ".  sur  le  cor.'fficient  de   poussee   a  ete  ob'enu  au   cours 
des  essais   succtssifs  de  mist   au  point.   Cette  amelioration   a   ete  realisi'e   en 
optimisant   les   formes   internes  de   fa^on   ä  supprimer  les   decoll«ments,   en   reduisant 
la  surface  des  aubages   internes   pour  liniter  les   pertes   par   froitcratnt   ot   en  ajustant 
les   lois   de   section  de   fa5on   ä  reduir«    les   vitesses  dans   les   zones   les   plus   rritiquos, 

Les   courtes   (planche   15)  du  coefficient  de  poussee   mortrent  que   pour   la 
tuyere   seule,   les   pertes   diminuent  lorsque   le   rapport  ce   detente  du  jet   augmente;   en 
fcit   les   pertes  demeurent   sens 11 lenient   Ift   irSmes   tnais   1'induction  qui   s'e;tablit   au 
niveau des   injecteurs   les   coirpensent c''autant  plus  que   la  vitcsso  d'ejection  augmente. 
GlobaXemer.t,   dans   les   conditions  du M  '♦5  H  pour  un   rapport  de   detente  du  jet  melange 
voisin  de   1,56,   les   pertes  de   1'injecteur  par  rapport   a  une   tu; ere  convergente;  de 
rife'renco   seront   de   l'ordre  de   3   a  4  %. 

Les   esrais   avec   tror.ipe   ont   periris  de   chiffrer   l'ii f'luonce  des   parc.mötres 
geometriques   (T ,   d^J   en   jarticulier  sur  les   performances   propulsives  ot   pour   les 
configurations   avec   traitement  acoustique,   d'estimrr  les   pertes  de  pous, ee-   corres- 
pondantes.   Nous   avons   re'sume  ces   pnncipaux  resultats  dans   le   tableau   ci-dessous, 
les  gains  de   la   troirpe   etant  exprimrs   en  pourcentage   par   rapport  ä  la   tuyere  de 
reference . 

Gain  de   poussee   au  point   fixe-   de   la tronpt   par   rapport  ä  la   tuyere 

P, 
=  1,6 de   reference J- 

Trompe   lisse 

<r- <rd = 1 fö   =   1,17 

4 
M 
5 

14,5 *> 
16,5 < 
20,5   % 

20  % 
22  $,           j 
25 i 

'n-ompe   traitee 
4 
•4,5 
5 

12,5  <. 
14      'V, 
18  < % 

17,5 <    ! 
19    *    1 
21     <,    j 

L'effet  de   dilfiseur  est  assez  ccusequenl   au   point   fixe,   touii^fois   en 
vitessc   son   influence   devem.nt  moins  benefique»,   une   optimisation  sera  necessaire. 
L'estimaticn  cies   pertes   de   poussee  dues   au   traitement   acoustique   pour  le   projet 
est   fonction  de   la   valenr  du   coefficient   e'e   trotte m^nt   ä   la   paroi  quo   ] ' on  ; dopte. 
Les   essais   sur  maque' to   compares   ä   ros   calcols   de'   pn'visicn   nous   on*   pi rniis   d'ewa- 
luer  ce   cceff .cient  de   frottemo.it.   la  valour  adoptee   correspond   a environ   2,5  fois 
celle  du   coefficient  ele   frottemont   sur   la   pjaque   plane   lisse,   valour qui   par 
ailleurs   semhle   se   roccuper  ave     dos  mr sures  do   frottomi-nt   on   tunnel   hyilrodyn; miqi;e 
sur   tole   pe-r^oroo. 

IHj pc in t do vuo di' I' interpretation e'e ces nsultats, on tenant compt e de 
I'effet d'öchelle et en particuller des culots rlont on ne |ie>ut s'affranchir pc ur Iji 
realisation des tuyeres, nous o.-t imons que le gain au pc i n t f i x<- du dispositif au 
regime  de 

eilet ci-ocneije OT on par ..icuiier ue^s ci 
ealisation des tuyeres, nous o.-t imons cjue 
egime  de  decollEge  est   d' au  troins   15  %, 

mtmmmmtm 
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4.2,2.   -   Performances   acoustiques 

La  mise  au  point   acoustique  du dlspositif  est   iiitimement  llee   aux 
performances  propulsives.   La division du  jet  Implique  une   augmentation   importante 
du perimetre  de   tuyfere  done  des  surfaces  de  frottement.   D'une  manlere  generale   le 
mellleur compromis  est  attcint  lorsque  1'attenuation  complementaire due  k une 
modification  par  i-apport   k  la   solution optimise-  est  äquivalente  k ce que  I'on 
aurciit  eu  si  on avait  opeie  une  reduction de  la  poussee   egale  k celle  cre^e  par 
le  complement  de  pertes. 

Les   etapes   successives de  1'optimisation  tant  acoustique que  propulsive 
nous  ont   pern,is  d'obtenlr  au  stade actuel   sur  maquette  une   attenuation du bruit  de 
Jet  lateralcmr-nt  k  150 m au  groupe raoto-propulseur de   13   PNdB.  En survol  la   forme 
Mdlmensionnelle du  jet  de   soufflage est  favorable  a  une  diminution du bruit d'in- 
teraction  avec   les   volets   par  rapport  Ik un  jet   cyllndrique   ayant ta6me rapport de 
pression.   Sur  maquetto   1' attenuation  correspondante   obtenue   a  atteint   10  PHdB,   Les 
diagrammes  de  directivite   presentes  sur la  planche   5  donnent  une  estimation de  la 
forir.e  des   champs  sonores   lineaires   transposes   ä  partir des   essals  sur maquette 
au  point   fixe. 

Les   essais   e-ffectues   sur  le  moteur  JT   12  A6   (dlspositif  seul   sans   voilure) 
ont   conf i rme   li'S   resultats   obtenus   sur  maquette. 

CONCLUSION   ET   rOURStlTE  ÜES  MISES  AU  POINT    i'U   DISPOSITIF   D'EJECTION 

Les   essais   sur  maquette  nous   ont  montre  que   en   type   de  groupe   moto-propulseur 
presentait   l'interöt  de   disposer au  deccllage   d'un  apport   de   poussee  par  rapport   au 
troteur  ('e   reference   de   J'ordre  de   15  %  tout   en   liiritant   les   nuisances   acoustiques 
ä  des   niveaux   acceptables. 

La  poursulte  de   ces   travaux dans  le   sens  de  I'bptlir.isation aux  differentes 
phases   de   vol   devra  nous   permettre  de   presenter  un  projet   de   GMP aux  performances 
tres   homogenes.   Du   point   de   vue  acoustique,   1'effort   doit   se   centrer  sur   I'efficacit^ 
riu   traitement   de   trompe   et   sur   1'influence   de   la   vitesse   de   vol   sur  les   performances 
effectives   dn   tlispositif,   nos   prochains   essais   en   translation  nous   fourniront   un 
enseignetnetit   precieux   ä  ce-   sujet. 

COIJCLUSIGH   S      r.   E   N   E   R  A L  K 

Les   essais   resumes   ci-dossus   ont   permit   d'affronter   la   faisahilit^  du 
cencept   "A1.ADIN   II"   comme   propulseur  silencieux.   L'application   k  un  projet   d'avion 
3T0L  est   possible  au   prix  d' un   taux  de   motorisation   limite      a   0,'»   et   le   contrdle 
trinsversal  et   longitudinal   de   1'appareil   aux  basses   vitesses   apparait   possible   au 
moyen  de   ^ouvernes   classiques. 

im M^MUaaiMHM mm*mm j 
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NOTATICNS 

Cz 

Cm 

CI 

7 

0 

»1 

2 - 

3 - 

4 - 

5 - 

6 - 

7 - 

8 - 

cc ff'ic ^ ent  do  !>oiif fJ c {;f>  .'ipportt   a   ]a   quo! > 1 J1 f de iBouvi-mont 
de   la   tuyeri'  no trite 

coefficient  c'o   trfilm'-e 

coefficient  «.'C   pcrlanco 

coefficient  de nionrent  ce   tangaC'P 

coefficient  de  moment   cle   rouiis  do   In   demi-voiJnre 

Houssee  deviee 
renrfement  do  deviation 

Pcusßee £cint>  f!ovi&tion 

coefficient  d'aiiementation <ie  pcussee  de  IF   trcnipe 

Poussee  brute   trompe 

Pcussee   tuyere 

tngle  de  braquaee  f'u   1<i   \olft 

anglf   de  braquaf;e  du  2<rre   vclet 

anglf   du   Jet 

angle  d'incidence 

section  du  nieleiigeur de   1c    trcnipe 

section  efficace  de   la   tuyere 

sectior   de   sortie du  divergent  de   la   tronpe 

section  du  nirlangeur 

coefficient  de  pcusr<'e  rapporte  h  Ja  poussc'e   isentrtpique 
du  f J nx  nio teur. 
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ETUDE rHEORIQUE ET EXPSRDiENTALE DU SOUFr'UGE 

DE COUCHS LffiOT A U CHAffl^IEiui D'UN V0L3T HYPtiRSUSrüKTATiiUH 

par Bernard KONHSfilE et Guy LOVAT 
Office Hational d'Etudes et de Recherches Aerospatialea (OHERA) 

92320 CHATILLOH (Prance) 

RBSCKE 
Dans le but d'approfondir les connaissances sur I'hypersustentation par soufflaf,-   '- la coudie lirnite, 

un montage ä grande eohelle pennettant I'^tude detaillee des couches limites bidimens.-iormellcs soufflees a 
6t4 mis au point pour une soufflarie basse Vitesse de trois metres de dianetre. 

Les etapes marquantes de la mise au point et en particulior los mesurea 
un öcoulement suffisamment bidimensionnel sont exposees. 

qu111 a fallu prsndre nour obtenir 

Les resultats de l'exploration de la zone de melan,7e cntre jet et couche lirnite sont precrntes ot confrontes 
aux resultats de caloulseffectues en utilisant un modele de turbulence repocant sur l'eraploi de I1 equation de 
Nee-Kovasznay pour lo coefficient de viscosite. 

THEORETICAL AND B3CPSaHia«AL STUDY 

OF BOUNDARY LAYtM CONTROL BY BLOWIIW AT THE Hi^fl Ü.-' A rlAP 

ättOlARY 
To increase the knowing on lift augnentation by boundari' layer blowing, a lar/jo scale mounting for detailed 

study of two-dimensional boundary layers has been set up ir. a low speed,  three meters in dianeter, wind tunnel. 

The important phases to work it and particularly the means required to get a twoKlimensional flow arc 
explained. 

The experimental results obtained by probing the jet - boundary layer mixing zone are oreronted and oonnared 
with computed results uoinci a i,urbulence model based on the Nee-Kovasznay equation for the viscosity coofi icicnt. 

NOTATIONS 

A oonstante de production de viscosite effective, 
b erarergure de la tranche centrale de la raquette. 
6 constante de dissipation de viscosite effective. 

C>i coefficient de debit de quantite de mouvement J 
qm^/q.b.« 

C largeur de fente. 
K oonstante de von Karman. 
Kpcoefficient de presoion statique (l'-^o)Alo 

KJBU coefficient de preasion d'arröt   IVa-^V^o 
£. corde du profil. 
La longueur de dissipation. 
V preasion statique locale. 
14 preasion d'arrÄt locale. 

ft«» pression d'alimentation de la fente situ^e k 
l'avant des panneaux. 

^^ preasion d'alimentation de la lente situee ä 
l'arriere des panneaux. 

'PA.C preasion d'alimentation de la partie centrale 
du canal de soufflage, 

^^ pression d'alimentation des parties marginalea 
du canal de soufflage. 

^>0 preasion  atatique de veine. 
q   preaaion cinötique locale r f ul 

^m debit masse de souf flage. 
q0 preasion cin^tique k I'inflni amont ifVa 
R  rayon de courbure du volet. 
A abseisse curvillgne eomptee h. nartir de la fente. 
u, cooposante moyenne de la Vitesse dans la direc- 

tion principale de l'cooulement. 
u' cooposante fluctuante de la Vitesse dans la 

direction principale do I'enculement. 

UT vitesse de frottemont   - V^'/e 
v connosante moyenne de lu vitesse sur I'axe perpendi- 

culaire a la maquette. 
v  composante fluctuante de la vitesse sur I'axe pcrripn- 

diculaire ä la maquette. 
Vo vitesse a I'inflni amont. 
Vj  vitesse convcntionnolle du jot en sortie de fente. 
x coordonnee dans la direction principal« de 

l'öcoulement. 
y coordonnee suivant 1'envercuro de la maquette. 
X coordonnee uans la direction princiDalc de 

1'ecoulement. 
y coerdonnee perpondiculaire ü la naroi de la maiuette. 
£ coordonnee perpendiculairo ü la paroi de la ma:uette. 
S aru'le de braquafje du volet. 

<t) fonction souvont ronrescntor u ou Ve 
«f fonctloi; de courant locale. 
^H fonction de courant a la frontiöre Interieure de 

l'pcouloment. 
"+4 fonction de courisut ä la fronticre oxteriouro de 

l'ecoulement. 
\> coefficient de rtscositö cinömatiquc. 
VT coefficient de doussinesq de viscosltö 'Vf'-^ 

turbulente 
Vt coefficient de viscosite turbulente effective = ■^♦"vV 
f masce volumiouo de l'nlr. 
'Tfrottement turbulent.    -   - Pu-'*' 
\jj fonction de courant n'duite. 

•^M MMM—Mili^i in i ii ■■- — 
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i - umiODucxiuu - 
L'interSt du contröle de couche limite par soufflage pour au^nenter les coefficients maxima de portanoe 

des alles est bien connu. 

Pour se rememorer le benefice qui peut er. 8tre tire on pourra se renortor par exouiole k la figure 1. 

La reduction des distances d'atterrissage et de ddcollage qui en resulte peut §trc sensible, oe qui a 
fait adopter le procedö sur quelques aviona, en particulier sur les avions de l'Aeronavale qui ne disposent 
que d'un ospace tres restreint pour atterrir et döcoller [FB, M, BUCCAIiiiJH par cxonple]. Jvider.^ent 
l'utili-ation de ce procede entralne 1'installation dans 1'avion d'un canal de soufflago et de tuyauterie:: 
pour y amener I'air oocprime et cela se traduit par uno augmentation du cotlt ot de la mac. i do I'avion. 

Pour savoir si cette penalisation ost rentable et s'il faut adonter cettc metliDdo d'nyaersustentation 
plutflt qu'une autre    il faut d'abord bien connaltre les ph^nomenes physiques sur losqaeln el'te repose et 
batir un modMe mathematique permettant de les decrire avec precision. 

Alors seulement on pout envijaser d'optiniser le procede (c'est-ä-diro de dötcminer ou, comnent et 
combien il faut souffler) et d'evaluor ce qu'il coflte. 

oi IKin dispose ä l'heure actuollT de nombreux p.aultats .-lobaux sur 1'utilisation du soufflaf^ de 
couche linite sur vnlet LI],  les anal sos experinentales dutailieca sont  .jeu noir.bmuj-'S ou offectmos dans 
des cas encore aa.ez liloi.jnös du cvu; i-eel des applications. 

lincoura.je    et soutenu    finai)ciör_>ment par les services oft'iciela fran?ais  (oervloe technique de 1'Aero- 
nautique de la üöle/^tion Kinisteriolle ä l'Amement) I'Dii^dit a lance la r..iiM. au .joint d'un diüi-o^itif 
experimental peroettant 1'analyse detaillüe des couches Unites souffleeL ::ar volet hypersuster.tateur dans dos 
conditions .ie nocbre de ite^Tiolils auü.ii i-eali^tes que possible,  I'objectif etai.t  triolo : 

- aceliorer la coo prehension dos phenor.enos, 

- octenii  des informations precises sur l'effet des ,ii   ^rs pariietros vitosuo ae jet,  rayon de couriure 
du volet,  nombre de Herolds, 

- laurnir des n'ssultats experimentaox do reference pour la eise au ooint aon Qeuiio.ieB ue oalouls. 

L'ob.if; ae cette cocir.unicati^ 
resultats obtenus. 

je presenter le monta.w> les etaoea do sa mise au   'oint et les premiers 

JHOIX PS U KAJKrfS - 

Compte tenu des objectifs que nou:- nous (Jtions fixes :  possibility d'etudes detaillees, obtcntion de 
■Tands nornbres de HoTiolds,  comsaraiuon des resultats exp-.-rimentaux a 'les resultats do oalouls,  il etuit tout 
indique d'effectuer une etude en courant  plan,  in effoc,  I'utillsation d'uno maquette tridicensionnelle, m§rao 
d'allonf^enent i'lativement faible,  nous aurait conduits a des lonfiuoura ue cordo oetites (inf'rieures ä 50 cm 
dans une soufflerie de trois metres),  ot oar ».ill»urs, les -r'thodoz  iisroniüle:: aetueller^ent oour le calcul 
du melange turbulent ne concem^nt quo des ccouler.Gnts bidimensionnels. 

II a done   '      döcide ae mener une etude or. bidiinensienr.el   sa:;.; la souffle: ie 31 de l'etanliscer.en* 
u'.'iiiA de Canne: ', soufflerie do type iiffel h veine circulnire de j r. de diiinöt^-' o'i sont hardtuelloment pffec- 
tuees les btudoK da orofils aux bassos vite.,, en  (    Vo C   -iO m/s)  po\u- 1'Oiji.iA. 

.Jour oe /"vnre   i'enr.ai, de'ix  p.'m!:euux vortioaux lii^t!Ult., de 1  -. sont   nlact'>s dans la soufflerie et  la 
lon-"ucur io lr oorde des nrofils   i d sont ea.iayes, est   t'nJralenent   ie U,77it n. 

Pour I'-'tude dor.t il est question,  il  fallait rocons-ituoi- unn couch" llt.i'e au rdveau du volet qui soit 
tres epaiase ie fa?on ä ?tre dans  dec  conditions aa.7;  reali.'tes  iue  nociblo :-ar ra > ort au car, du vol et 
pour pouvoir mener aana risque  ie  perturbation importante toutec les investiTationa exp'rimentales necessaires, 
on particulier,  1'exploration de la coucho viaqueuse au r.oyen   ie sondos h fil chnud or. x dort on sait qu'ellos 
ni. peuvont 5tre tn'-'S  petites (0 2/3 mm). 

II a done ete decide d'utiliser une naquotte trfes lon,-ue constitueo pour I'easonticl par un plancl.er de 
1,6 m de lon.^ öquipe d'uno partie avant de 0,5 m, cambree, ot ayant un .-rand  rayon .ie courbure au -ord   i'at- 
ta:;uc   loui- eviter le docollemont premature de 1'ecoulonent dans cette region [ fi--urc 2J. A l'extrerjte    u 
slanciior,  peuvent ?tro ,7;ontc^  livers volef"  fixe;, caract^'rises par lour braquagc et le rayon de la portion 
de cylinure circulaire qui raccor^o au plancher leur partie plane braquee. 

La fer.te do aouffla^e, d'epaiaseur variable, est situee a 1'extremite aval du nlanchor, c'est-ä-diro a 
I'amont  tu volet. 

L'otude du montage,  la surveillance de sa reali.iatior., ainai que la conduite des essais ont ete assureos par 
HorjJieur A.  äüVättT, Chef de l'etasliascment ue Cannes. 

tttttmtm i       nii^^M—m 
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3 - MISS AU ponrr en MONTAGE - 

3.1 - OfafaOitfa - 

La maquette qul vient d'dtre soomalrement decrite eat susceptible de donner pleine satisfaction k tous les 
objeotifs que I'on s'est fires pour I'etude dans la meaure oü 1'on est capable de r^allser effectivement un 
ecoulement bldimensionnel autour de celle-ci et ceci, on s'en doute, demands quelquea precautions compte tenu 
de sa grande taille et de son fälble allongement. 

3.2 - Koyens de contrOle de la bidlmensionnalite - 

L'uniformite transversale a ete cont.'Slee au moyen des techniques suivantes dont certaines se sont revel^es 
extrSmement sensibles I 

- utilisation de brins de laine  : ce procede met bien en evidence 1'apparition des döcolloments mals ne 
peut foumir d'indication trfes precise sur l'unifomite transversale de la couche viaqueuse, 

- utilisation de plusieurs prises de pression statique reparties en envergure h une mfime abscissa. 

La figure 3 donne un exemple typique d'öquipement de volet en prises de pression dans ce but. 

L1 experience a montrö que ce test etait relativement peu sensible et que, sauf pour das configurations 
tres dissymötriques avec döcollement localise au voisinage d'un seul panneau,  la repartition des 
pressions statiques en envergure rests assez unifonne m&ne si la couche vlsqueuae est assez sensible- 
ment non bidimensionnelle. 

- utilisation des prises de pression prec^dentes en prises de  Stanton pour juger de Involution en enver- 
j^ure du coefficient de frottement k la paroi, 

- utilisation d'une ranf^e de prises de pression d'arrSt swr une ligae parallele au bord de fuite k une 
altitude de 15 mm. Ce test pennet reellement d'avoir une idee precise de la bidimensionnalite de la 
couche viaqueuse et e'est celui qui a etö le plus utile dans toute la phase de mise au point, 

- enfin, comne test ultimo, des sondages de pression d'arrSt ont 6t6 effectu^s en plusieurs positions en 
enver.oire au voisina,'^ du bord de fuite au moyen d'un peigne de pression d'arrfit, 

- aux tecliniques utilisees dans les conditions normales de fonctionnement du montage, 11 faut ajouter le 
contrflle de l'epalsseur de fente au moyen de jauges d'epaisseurs callbr^es et un dispositif pour 
I'exploration hors veine de l'^coulement en sortie de fente. 

Avant d'obtenir les resultats satisfaisants auxquels nous sommes arrives en ce qui conoeme la quality de la 
bidimensionnalite, toute une mise au point a ete necessaire dont les diverses ötapes vont 8tre rapidement 
dvoquees. 

3.3 - Problemes lies h la presence des panneaui - 

Bien evidemment si aucuns precaution n'est prise,un dccollsment s'installe au voisinage des panneaux 
lateraux, seit des deux cfltcs, soit, plus frequemtient, d'un seul oßte et l'^coulement dans ce cas est extrSms- 
ment tridimensionnel. 

La premiere idee a ete de contröler la couche limite des panneaux lateraux (voir, figure 4, les mesures 
adoptees k Cannes)  ; en fait, sauf pour des volets falblement braques, cette mesure est insuffisante et 11 
faut simultancment au^nenter la quantite de mouvement injoctee ä la chamiere du volet au voisinage des panneaux. 

Cici pout Stre effectud de deux fa;ons, en awpentant soit la largeur de la fente au voisinage immediat 
des panneaux, soit, dans le cas oü le canal de soufflage est fractionne en plusieurs chambres la long de 1'en- 
ven^ure, en augnentant la pression generatrice daiis les chambres situöes au voisinage des panneaux. 

Les avantareo de la premiere solution sont de permettre une evolution de 1'aocroissement du soufflage 
fonction de la proximite du panneau et d'Stre faoilement mise en oeuvre t avec notre maquette, 11 suffl*ait 
de retirer un peu de la mutiere du volet au droit de la fente,  pres des panneaux | cependant, la manoeuvre 
inverse est nettement plus compliquee et, de plus, on ne peut effectuer de riglage en marohe. 

La seconde solution neces.'-ite un canal de soufflage spöcialement oongu pour alimenter Independamment lea 
parties marglnales de la fente et eile conduit, sauf dispositions particuliferes, k •m acoroissement de la 
quantlte de couvement soufflöe constaiit en envergure sur la largeur des parties margl: -"ies oe qui constitus 
deux inconvonients j en revanche, eile penr.et un rcglage en marcha ce qui est trfes pratique. 

Compte tenu de ce bilan, nous avons finaloment utilise simultanoment les deux methodes et les figures 
5 et 6 donnent la confi ^ration des chanfreins qul a ete adoptee et le schema du canal de soufflage et de 
sos canalisations d'alimentation. 

3.4 - Problomes lies k la fente de souitlage - 

Un autre problemo Ji resoudre est celui de 1' unif ormite en enver/rure de l'epalsseur de fente et de la pression 
d'alimentation. La conntance de l'eoais-eur de fento en envergure ne peut 8tre arsuree qu'en utilisant des 
entretoises pour copöcher la levre de fente de se deformer. 

Dos irregularites dans la rönartition en envergure de la pression d'arröt et de la turbulence du jet 
en sortie de lento apparaisaent alors,  provoquees par les sillages des entretoises. 

Pour y reoedier, 11 a ete necessaire de placer un tamis un peu en aval des entretoises et juste avant la 
sortie de fente (fi-ure 7). 
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4 - PRjSEHTA'i'ION DU MONTAGE, DE L'EQUIPaiENT DE KSSURES ET DE U TECHMIQUE EXPSRIKENTALE - 

Campte tenu des ötapes succeaslves de la mlse au point, la maquette et la technique erp^rimentale ont 
aübl une Evolution ot  o'ast unlquement la phase finale qul eat iei prösentöe. 

4.1 - La maquette - 

La forme g&iärale de la maquette est celle decrite au chapltre 2. 

Jusqu'ä präsent cuatre configurations de rolet ont 6t6 easayies (voir figure 8)  i 

- une oonfigurucion non braquee qul foumlt un caa de reference simple et done partlculiferement inte- 
ressant prur tester la validity des modules de turbulence, 

- deuz configurations de volets de 20 ^ environ de profondeur relative, braqu^s & 40° aveo des rayons 
de courbure de 120 et 240 mm {"J 4,5 et 9 ;i de la oorde) et döteralnes de fagon & ce qua leurs effloaol- 
tea aolent sensiblement les m&nes, 

- une configuration de volet braquä h. 65° aveo un rayon dt courbure de 120 im, 

La maquette est montee entre panneauz au centre de la vein^ a incidence nulle. 

Cflopte tenu des efforts importants qul sont susceptlblea de s'exercer sur eile, eile ne peut 6tre 
montee sur les balances de la soufflerie t eile est tenue par trois mats inertes venant du plafond de 
la soufflerie et, pour que ceui-ci soient charges en traction,  la maquette est retoum^e, 1'extrados 
etant done en bas et 1'intrados en haut (figure 9). 

4.2 - Les panneavc - 

Les panneaux sont equipes de deux fentes de soufflage dont les presnions d'alimentation peuvent 8tre 
etablies ä des niveaux differents  (la figure 4 en presente les principales caracteristiques). 

Le recla/.^ ost effeotue soufflerie en marche, en presence de la maquette uipee de la configuration k 
etudier et alinontee a un Qi supörieur au C^. de rooolloment t Un peigne fournissant en lecture directe cur 
un multijaanoffletro ä alcool le profil des proscions d'arrSt de la oouohe liinite r.ur le panneau au droit de la 
fente de soufflagc du volet, les diverses presslons de chanbre sont ajustees de tagon h obtenir le profil le 
plus plat possible. 

Des exemples sont presentes sur la fi.^ire 10, 

Pour des essai:   a une autre Vitesse,  on conserve senaibienent constant le coefficient de  luantite de 
mouvement correspondant e'est-a-dire qu'en pratique on fait evoluer la surpreacion (fj,  -  P0 ) ooiiii:.e le carre 
de la vitesse d'essai. 

4. ' - Le canal de soulTla^e - 

Le canal de soufflage est cönju de fa?ori a ce quo les parties mandnales de la fente, sur 150 mm d'envor- 
gure au voioina^e les panneaux puissent 5tre alinent.'os si nececsaire h une pression differente do cnlle qul 
est utilisGO pour la partie centr:ile. 

Lo debit nasr.e alinentant la partie centrale do 700 mm d'enverrure est mesurö par ur: debitnetre Ail.'Oit a 
diaphrr.ino, ca qui percot ie dL.ertr.iner le coefficient de quantits de ir.ouvoment conventionjiol de 1'ossai : 

CH ^o e.Ä- 
^ m debit aasse mesure, 

1 o pression cinetiiue de l'ecouloment exterieur, 

X lon-^ueur du jlancher    2,1  m 

HT onvergui-e de la nartie centrale    u,7 m 

Vj        detencine par dt-tente isentropiquo entre la pression do chanbre et la oresoion statique de veino. 

L'sooulement en sortie de  fente doit 5tro le plus uniforr.e possible e'est pourquoi le dicpositif d'aliman- 
tation comporte : 

- une ohambre d'alimentation et une chanbre do distribution on anont de la chanbre de tranquillination uui 
conduit a la fente ifi-.iire    ll] 

- deux tanis, I'ur. ae 41  ,ä do penseabilite ceometrique dans la chambre d'alimentation et l'autre de 29 i 
a l'aval dos cntretoisea. 

Lea volets sont fixeä sur la baue du caiiul de soufflage par 1'inteniitidiaire d'un talon d'assemblage. 

jes ealoa inserees entre la base du canal et lo talon pemettent de faire varier l'öpaisoeur de fente. 

4.4 - Determination de la vitesr.e d'essai - 

iätant donnö la faiblo lon.-^ieur de la voino d'essai par rapport a la lon.-^ueur de la maquette, la vitesse d'essai 
doit 8tre detemince par intez-ration des indications d'une sörio de sondea de pression    statiiue    plaoees en 
amont de la maquette un neu en aval du bord d'attaque doa panneaux. 

■MM HMM - ■   mmmaä   ■■ 
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4.5 - Equlpement de mesure - 

Outre l'dquipoment de Ja Signale pour le oontröle de la bidimensionnallte (voir § 3)« la maquette est equi- 
p^e k I'eztradoa d'une rangee de prises de presslon statlque   permettant de reconstltuer touie l'histoire de la 
couche llmite depuis sa naissance au bord d'attaque jusqu'au bord de fulte. 

Four effectuer los sondages de la couche visqueuse, on utilise "on ezplorateur discimild dans un oareiiage 
d'intrados qui porte soit une bisonde pour la mesure de la pression d'arrSt et de la pression statique (figure 
12) soit une aonde i fils cnauds crois^s pour la dötormination du frottement turbulent f. On verifie sur 
las repartitions de pression statique longitudinale que le dispositif de sondage ne perturbe pas de fa?on 
sensible I'^coulement. 

4.6 - Chaines de mesures - 

Les chaines de mesures sont de type classique, TfiANCHANT pour les mesures de pression et DISA pour les mesures 
de turbulence. 

L" acquisition des resultats est effectu^e grftce k un ensemble IffiWLffrT PACKAHD qui permet notamment la 
oonduite automatique des explorations. 

II faut ai-naler enfin, qu'ä cause de la presence d'un niveau de turbulence important dans la zone de 
melange, il est necessaire de filtrer les hautes frequences lors des mesures de pressions d'arrSt si I'on 
veut limitor la dispersion des mesures. Des filtres paase-baa ayant une frequence de coupuro k 0,1 Hertz ont 
ete utilises pour les essais. 

4.7 - Mode operatoire - 

Le soufflage des panneaux etant Tr4gl6 comae ir.dique au § 4.2, on proofede au riglage du soufflaf.'e de 1'alimenta- 
tion des fentes marginales en observant la repartition des pressions d'arrSt et des pressions statiques en 
envergure au voisinage du bord de fulte. 

II faut remarquer que oe refrlage n'a pas une importance critique, Vt'    Jement dans la par^ie oentrale de 
la maquette etant relativement peu dependant de oe qui se passe au voisinagi.  des panneaux des lors qu'un de- 
collement ne s'y produit pas (fit,XLre 13). 

Le releve de la repartition lon,p.tudinale des pressions est ensuite effectue puis on passe au sondage de 
la couche visqueuse. 

5 - PRHSS!.TATI0N DSS RtSULTATJ aXP^idHaCTAUX - 

5.1 - Volet non braquö - 

La repartition de pression longitudinals sur la maquette qui, dans ee cas, est pratiquement une plaque 
plane est donnee figure 14 avec les repartitions de la Drescion statique et do la pression d'arrßt en envergure 
au voisin£.(^e du bord de fuite pour 2 valeurs du coefficient C^i de debit de quantite de mouvoment. 

Ces eltments pcmettent de voir que la qualite de In bldimennionnalite obtenue pour 1'ecoulement est assez 
bonne a faible C>» et qu'elle a» d^teriore lögferement lorsque le C/t. augmentant,  les coefficients de frottement 
parietaux deviennent plus eleves. La figure 15 montre par ailleurs les ecarts mat:mn trouves entre six sondages 
effeotuös a la m8me absoisse (^4 = 642 ) k des positions dlfförentes en envergure [200<Vr>m,^800], 

Les profils de pression statique [Kp] et de pression d'arrÄt [Y-p* J dans la couche de melange k diverses 
stations en aval de la fente de soufflage et pour 2 valeurs du coefficient Cp sont presentee figures Ibj^jjcp 
tandis que le profil de la couche limite initiale au droit de la fente est donne figure 17. 

Les firmes It et 19 montrent l'evolution des profile de vitesse correspondant k ces mesures lorsque I'on 
s'eloigne de la sortie du Jet. 

Enfin on trouvera ficure 20 les profils de frottement turbulent r^duit—A,t V / V0 

5.2 - Volet braque k 40° - 

5.2.1 - la caracterisation complete de l'öcoulement sur le volet ayant un rayon de courbure de 240 mn (volit 
240/40°) a Äte effcctuee oomoe precödetnoent pour un caa d'essai. Sont presontos pour une vitesce d'essai de 
20 m/s, une epaisseur da fente do 2 mm et unC^t de 0,02 I 

- Pi,^ure 21, la repartition de pression statique longitudinale et les rdpartitions de pression statique 
et de pression d'arrSt en envergure au voisinage du bord de fuite, 

- FigunB22 XBC> les profils de pression statique   et de pression d'arrSt dans la couche de melange aux 
stations/& ■ 140, 260 et 5ö0 mm, 

- PifOire 23, les profils de vitesse correspondant», 

- figure 24, les profils de frottement turbulent röduit, 

- Figure 25, le profil de couche limite sur la maquette au droit de la fente, 

5.2.2 - L'effot d'une variation de l'epaisseur de fente o'est-i-dire, k coefficient C/«- oonstuit, d'une variation 
de la vitesse de Jet peut St re approcie d'aprfes les sondages effectuös k la station 530 et prösentes figure 
26. On constate un effet favorable do la diminution de l'epaisseur de fente conformöment k oe que de nombreux 
auteurs ont d^Jä fait ressortir. 

aMMHMi MHfltoMHBi 
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L'effet d'une variation du nombre de He;/nold3f obtenue en augaontant la Vitesse d'essai, a etc exanine 
de la meme fafon pour l'epaisseur de fente la plus petite. 

Leg r^sultata presentda figure 27 montrent un effet favorable de l'au,Tientation du nomore de heynolds 
qui se traduit par une diminution du C/i.    de recollement, valeur du coefficient de quantite de mouveraont 
ntinjjnnle n^cessaire ä 1'obtention d'un regime sans decolloment sur le volet. 

On pout I'entrevoir sur la figure 26 qui donne l'evolution de la prassion einötique reduite ^/flo ä 15 mm 
d'altitude au voisinage du jord de fuite en fonction du Cji . 

Bien qu'aucune recherche systematique n'ait encore ete effectuee oour di'tonsiner de fa?on trfes precise 
les valeurs des Cfi, de reoollement,  los essais effectues k oe jour, ayant montrc qu'au C/ido 0,01  il y a 
decollement dans tous les cas on peut avanoer avec une marge d1 incertitude do l'ordre de 0,002 Ins evaluations 
suivantes pour ]esC/4de recollement  s 

0,0150 k 20 m/s   pour la fente de 2 mm 

0,0125 a 20 m/s   pour la fente de 1 mm 

0,0105 k 30 m/s   pour la fente da 1  can. 

5.2.3 - L'effet d'une variation du rayon courbure du volet est domic fi,-,Tire 29. 

On constate un effet favorable de la diminution du rayon de courbure qui conduit a un C fi do reoolloinent 
pour le volet 120/40° avec fente de 2 mm ö;al sensiblement k celui obtenu pour lo volet 24i|Ao0 avec fentß de 
1 mm. 

Les repartitions de pression longitudinales et transversales oorrespondant u ce volot sent portees 
figure 30. 

5.3 - Yolet braquö k 65" - 

Les rösultats concemant oe volet sent presents t 

- Figure 31  pour la repartition de pression statique longitudinale et lea reDartitions de pression 
atatique et de pression d'arrSt en envergure, 

- Figure 32 pour le profil de pression statique et de pression d'arrSt au bord de fuite. 

L'evaluation duCu de reoollement conme pr^c^demmer.t donne une valeur de l'ordre de 0,035. 

6 - EXPOSE DE U METHODE DE CALCUL.- CCMPARAISOM DBS RÜSULTATS AVEC L'SXPERIgHCB - 

6,1 - Gendralit&i - 

La m^thode de calcul que nous avons utilisdedans le but de prevoir l'evolution d'un profil de couche 
llmito aoufflöe eat une m^thode aux difförenoea flnies preferable aux möthodes integrales qui necessitent la 
connaiasanoe de la forme du profil. 

Pami lea divers modfeles de turbulence ezistants, on a cholsi un modele utilisant le coefficient de 
Bousainesq ^   qui en depit de certaines imperfeotiona, (caractere local, Isotropie des echan^os turbulonts, 
^compatibility avec le cas du jet parietal pour lequel n'v'ne s'annule paa au maximum du pi'ofil des vitesses) 
Awom dans bian des oas des r&ultats acceptables. 

Le problems de 1'Elimination du caractere local de oe coefficient de viscosite turbulente est rösolu par 
l'utlliaation de l'Equation de Nee-Kovasznay [2] qui a de plus l'avantage d'avoir une forme analogue ä celle de 
1'aquation do quantity de mouvement, et done de permettre un traitement num^rioue identique    ä celui utilise 
pour la röaolution de eette Equation. 

Le progranune utiliaE a EtE mis en oouvre par D. Jeandel [j] pour la couche limite ouis adapte au can du 
Jet parietal et de la couche limite soufflöe par P.M. Riboud [4J. 

6.2 - Equation de Nea-Kovaamay - 

C'est une Equation de comportement de la visoositE turbulente effective V« (Ve = "? + "JT } 
constituEe i v -« 

- d'un terme de convection    U. •sr—  + V    *. 

- d'un teme de diffusion -^  ( % ^f \ 

- d'un terme de production    A [ Vj-V J   är~ 

- d'un teme de dissipation  & [>7e - ^ 3 ^« /l3d 

Elle a'Eerlt « 

U 
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I.'utilisation de oette equation impose lo choix d'un modele de longueur de dissipation Ld  ainsi que des 
deux constanDB^ et 6. Celles-ci ne sont pas independantes puisque pres de la paroi, h la frontiero de la 
sous oouche laminaire LVUi(v> 30J dans une zone oü convection et dissipation sont negligeablcs on doit avoir 
l'ögalite entre production et dissipation ce qui conduit a :   >A= KrB      K etant la conctante de la loi de 
longueur de melange dans la zone de paroi (constants da Von i^arnuji). 

Dans la zone de paroi, les dimensions caraotiiristijues des structures fines dissiaatives suivent oelle des 
structures ä plus grande echelle c- qui conduit k poser Ldz V     . 

L'hypothese suivant laquello la dissipation de la visoosita turbulente ost commandeo par les structures 
du jet conduit i noser Ld; V'/z h l'exterleua- de oette zone, Vvi etant defini comme l'ordonnöe du point, 
situe dans la partiu supürieure du jot, oü la vitesse est egale a la domi-sommo de la vitesse exterieure et de 
la vitesre maxiiialc du jet. En definitive pour o ^ y < Y"/* on a       Ld = Y 

et Dour V>Y l/2 on a      Ld = Y '/x 

Ce modele etant adopte pour la longueur de dissipation,  los oonstuntes A   et fi>   ont ete ohoisies egales h 
celles definies par P.K. Hiboud pour le cas du jot parietal (A   = 0,133 ; & = 1,Ü5J. 

ein effet, im examon comaaratil' des orofils de viteese ot de turbulence sous forme reduite pour le jet 
parietal et pour la couche linite soufflee justifie ce choix. 

6.3 - ^thode de resolution - 

La methode utiliseo pour resoudre le systenie des trois equations du base (equation de continuite, 
Equation   de      quantity de oouvement, equation do Nee-Kovasznay) est oelle de Patankar ot üpaldin," [5J. 

Elle oonsisto a u+iliser non pns un Systeme de coordonnees  ( X/V   ) ir;ais un Systeme  (^y'*' ) qui a 
l'avantage de suivre l'evolucion transversale du profil. On satisfait ä l'öquation do continuite on introdui- 
sant la fonction de courant f teile que 8     ,W „ 

—  ■=. - Pv 

et    ^f - _ f o 

La fonction de courant sans dimension uJ est alors döfinje par I    u) = 

oü   ig.   et V]   sont les valeurs de la fonction de courant aux frontieres, 

Les deux equations se ramenent alors h la forme comuuno : 

dx 'duo        JuJÖvo' 

(J>   pouvant ropresenter la vitesse a ou la viscosite turbulente effective Vc  . 

Par la linearisation de ces equations    on obtiont deux relations implicites independantes relatives a la 
vitesse et a la viscosite. 

Les donnees necessairea a la resolution numeriiue de con equaticno sont les valeurs <^ (x)  aux frontieres 
I   et £    ainsi que les profils initiaux <^(UJ) . 

u,4 - Gas a une couche limite soufflee se developpant en 1'absence de gradient de pression - 

Ce cas est pratiquement realise lors de 1'etude du volet k braquage nul. 

L*utilisation du programme de caloul nöoessite des donnees qui sont les profils de vitesse et de viscosity 
dans la section initiale, ainsi quo I1 evolution lonriturtinale de lo vitesse et de la viscosite turbulente h. la 
frentiere exterieure. 

Les donnees dans la section de lortie du jet sont mal connues, les dimensions de la fente ne ponnottant 
pas des explorations  precises, notaiment en ce qui concorne la viscosite turbulente, par suite des dimensions 
des sondes a fils croises. Pour cetto raison,  les oalculs ont d'abord ete offectues a partir d'une station en 
aval de la fente (s = 14C mm), station oü les sondages de vitosse et do oontraintes turbulentes deviennent 
possibles et peraiettent do preciser les conditions initiales du calcul. 

Le bon accord des vesiiiltats de oalculs avec 1'experience,  obtnnu au oours de 1'evolution de la couche 
limite soufflee jusqu'au 'lord de fuite du volet, aussi bien pour des prof? Is de vitesse que pour los profils des 
oontraintes  turbulentes^ a  justifie ä posteriori les divers choix offectues et permis d'envisp^Jr    les calculs 
k partir do la fente. 

Pour ceux-ci on a considere lo jet comme constituc de .icux couches liraitos se raccordant a une zone oü la 
vitesse resto constante. La viscosite initiale a ete obtenue en utilicant une loi de lor^rueur do melange pour 
1*ensemble du profil. 

Los resultats obtenus pour'Cyj = 0,01  ainsi que ]our comparaison aux resultats exD<5riiiiontaux sont present's 
figure 33 au niveau des profils de vitesse et des profils de contrainte taaTentielle turbulente reduite. 

I iKMMMMMHIMMI tarn mmm*m 
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he bon accord ob^..'x«~5 entre l'ezpärlence et las r^sultats de caloul est remarquable campte teuu dee 
legeres incertitudes eiperlmentales et de la fafon relativement schematique de representer le profil initial 
du Jet. 

Four un volet ä braqua^e nul, il apparait done que, le &it d1 avoir oholai un modile da turbulence faisant 
colncider le point de contrainte turbulente nulle avec l'extrftnum des vitessea, n'est pas redhibitoiro et que 
l'emploi des constantes A   et B d^terminees pour im jet parietal, convient au caloul d'uno couche limite 
soufflee jusqu'i un moment assez tardif de son evolution. 

6.5 - Gas d'une couche llaite soufflee se developpant en presence de gradients de pression - 

Dans le cas d'un volet braquö, le euleul doit tenir campte non seulement d'un gradient de pression 
longitudinal mais aussi d'un gradient de pression transversal par suite de la oourbure du volet. 

La prise cn compte de l'effet de oourbure introdu-it une Equation supplämentaire et modifie les Equations 
de depart oe qui empÄohe leur resolution par la methode de calcul utiliaöe ici. 

PlutOt que de nägliger purement et simplenient cet effet nous avons introduit en donn^es un chanp de 
pression   P('X,y)r P(X,0) ♦ Y J-? (x1) ^ i? ( x^ ötant obtenu aoit par l'expörience aoit au moyen d'un 

calcul en fluide parfait. 
sy 59' 

Uh Beul caloul a ete poor l'insttnteffectuä. I« confrontation das r&ultats avec les resultats exp^ri- 
mentaux presentee figure 34 montre un accord assez satisfaisant dans I1 ensemble c« qui laissa bien augurer de 
l'utilisation de cette methode dans l'avenir. 

11 est certain oependant qu'une amelioration est souhaitable pour la definition du profil de depart 
du jet et pour la prise en compte de l'effet de courbure. 

- COUCLUSIOKS - 

Un montage k grande echelle permettant 1'etude ddtaill^e des couches limltes bidimensionnelles souffläes 
sur volet hypersustentateur, dars des conditions r^alistes de nombre de Reynolds, a et6 mis au point. 

Le probleme pose par l'obtention d'une bidlmensionnalite affectiw de la couche vlsqususe sur le volet 
a etc resolu en effactuant le contrOle de la couche limite des panneauz laterauz par aoufflage, en augmentant 
le debit de quantite de mouvement injeete sur le volet au voisinage immödiat des panneaux et en veillant & oe 
que la bidimensionnalite du jet h la sortie du canal de aoufflage soit eUe-mftna irreprochable. 

L'utilisation du montage a pormis d'obtenir un ensemble oomplet de resultats experimentauz sur le deve- 
loppemont du melange entre le Jet et la couche limite de la maquette. 

Ceux-ci, qui oomprennent des donnees sur le frottement turbulent doivent permettre de choisir parmi les 
modelea de turbulence existants ceux qui peimettent de pr^voir par le caloul le developpement de melange 
observe. 

Un modele relativement simple mais prooetteur a ete mis en oeuvre. II utilise le concept de visoosite 
turbulente et repose sur l'utilisation de 1'equation de Nee Kovasznay. 

Les premieres comparaisons effectuces entre resultats eiperimentaux et resultats de calcul sont en effet 
trfes encoura^eantes. II apparait toutefois souhaitable d'affiner la modelisation du Jet pour un calc'd partant 
de la sortie de fente et d'ameiiorer la prise en compte da l'effet de courbure. 
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Figure 1 - Amelioration des qualitoa 
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Figure 2 - Maquette pour l'etude du 
soufflage interne. 
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Figure 3 - Equipenent des volets en 
prises de pression. 
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Picure 4 - Equipenent pour le aoufflage 
des panneauz. 
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Figure 5 - Dessin des ohaafreine. 
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flGure 6 - Schema d'alimentation de 
la maquette. 
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Figure 7 - Effet de 1'Interposition d'un tamis aur les distributions de 
viteaae et de turbulence en sortie de fente. 
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Figure 8. - Geometrie du volet non 
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Figure 9 - Schema du armtaäe de la ma ;uette 
en veine. 
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Voief non braque 
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50 

Volet 240/40' 
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0 H 
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PI*»/PO 1 1,20 

0 1 

PIAV/PO 1 2,3 

PIAH/PO 1 •45l 

0       1.0     2,0   Kp! 0      Iß     20     Kp, 

figure 10 - Effet du soufflage des panneaux sur 
l'öpaisseur de leur couche limite. 
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Figure 11 - 3cher.a du car.il de soufflagB. Figure 12 - 3chdT.a de la bisonde utilisee pour 
les sor.dapea de couche lijuite. 
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Volet  non braque     Vo«20m/» 
e-2mm 

C/<=0.009 
-4 =642 mm 

-4-!^ 7- 
500 .^i 

.60 

.«a a 

20 

1.0        Kp! 

Pi.^urc 14 - Repartitions ie pression mesurees 
our le volet non bra.-ue. 

Figure 15 - Ecarts observes entre les profils de 
Hpi mesures h diverses positions 

en enverpure. 
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C IM = 0.029 

Kp Kp1 

Pi^jurc 16. - Profils de pression d'arröt et de 
pression statique mesures dans la 
oouche liaite soufflee sur le volet 
non braqu^ h I'abscisse  140 mm. 
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Vo^     non    braque     Vo=20m/s        e=2mnn 
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Kp 
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.20 

2.0      Kp^p, 

Pifiures ^6^ c D   " Profil3 de presnion d'arrftt at de prension atatique Qosuros dans la 
couohe licite souffläe sur le volet non braque aux abscisses 280,420,5bt' DB 
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Volet   non braque 

m     Vo»20m/s 

4U 

20 

figure 17 

Profil de pression d'arrfit mesure dans 
la couoJie limite sur la oaquette au 
droit de la fente de soufflago (volet 
non braqu^). 

Volet   non braque   Vo-20m/s , e=2nnm . Cu»0,009 

-4 mm—140 280 420 580 

40. 

20 

Figure 18 - Evolution du profil de vitesce nesur^ 
dans une couche limite soufflee lorsque 
la distance h  la sortie de jet crolt 
(volet non braque, Cu=  0,009). 

Volef   non   braque      Vo=20m/s     e=2mm    C/i=0,029 

Figure 19 
Evolution du profil de Vitesse mesur^ 
dans une oouohe limite soufflee lorsque    ™ 
la distance a la sortie de jet crolt 
(volet non braque, C/UB 0,029). 

Volel-  non   braque      Vo-20nn/s      e=2rnm 

Figure 20 
Profils de frottement turbulent reduit 
mesur^s dans une couche limite soufflee 
sur volet non braqud. 
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Volef 240/40°    Vo-20rTvs     e=2mm       C/i=n02 

TP 

Figure 22 A 

Profils de pression d'arrÖt et de 
pression statique inesurte dans la 
couche limite soufflöe sur le volet 
240/40, k l'abacisse 140 an. 

Figure 22B 

Profils de pression d'arrSt et de 
pression statique meaures dans la 
couche limite souffl^e sur le volet 
240/40, & l'abscisse 280 m. 
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Pife-ure 21 

Repartitions de pression mesur^es sur 
le volet 240/40°. 
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Figure 22_ - Profils de pression d'arrSt et ae 
pression statique mesures dans la 
couche limite soufflee sur le volet 
240/40, h l'abscisse 580 on. 
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^4— 580mm ,/o=20m/3, 3=2rrirn 

140mm 

Figure 23 

Evolution du profil de Vitesse mesur^ 
dans une couche limite souffl^e 
lorsque la distance & la sortie de 
jet orolt (volet 240/40°,C^= 0,020). 
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Figure 24 

Profils de frottenent turbulent reduit 
mesures dans la couoho 1 unite soufflce 
sur le volot 240/4o0. 

Figure 25 

Profil de pression d'arrfit nesure dans 
la couohe liuite sur la maquette au 
droit de la fente de soufflage (volet 
240/40»), 

Fi,-^ire 26 

iiffct d'une variation do I'crjaissour 
de fonto sur les profile de preocion 
oosur«E dona la couche visqueuse au 
voisinaga du uord de fuite. 
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Volef   240/40°       C>=0,02      e-lmm Figure 27 

Effet d'une variation du 'ombre de 
Heynolda sur lea proflls de pression 
mesur^s dans la couehe visqueuae au 
voiaiaage du bord de fuite. 
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Figure 30 

Repartitions de preasion mesurdes sur 
1.0   Wv/       le volet 120/400- 

Volef 120/40'   U).20m/fe   e-2mm 
C>r0,02 

( 
140 
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Figure 28 
Evolution en fonction du Cj» de la 
preasion dynnnioue en un point situä 
ä 15 mm d'altitude au niveau du bord 
de fuite. 

Figure 29 
Effet du rayon de oourbure du volet 
sur les profils de preasion mesurös 
dins la couohe visqueuae au voiainage 
du bord de fuite. 
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Pigure 32 - Profils do pression d'arr«! et de pression 
stnti.iue mesurüs dans la couche visaueuae 
sur 1c volet 120/65° h  I'aDGoicse 500 mm. 

Al/V. 

figure 31 - He partitions de pression mosurcos sur 
le volet 120/65°. 

Figure 33 - Voir page suivante. 
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AERODYNAMICS OF JET FLAP AND ROTATING 
CYLINDER FLAP STOL CONCEPTS 

".oodrow L. Cook, David H. Hlckey, and Hervey C. Quigley 
Ames Research Center, NASA 
Motten Field, California 94035 

SUMMARY 

The aerodynamic effectiveness of various propulsive lift concepts to provide for the low-speed performance and control required 
of short takeoff and landing (STOL) aircraft depends on a close interrelationship between the propulsion system and aerodynamic 
components of the aircraft. The relative effectiveness of different lift concepts has been evaluated through static and wind tunnel 
testing of various aerodynamic models and propulsion components, simutations of aircraft, and. In some cases, flight testing of research 
aircraft incorporating the concepts under study. 

The concepts tested were augmented and internally blown jet flaps, upper-surface blown flaps, and externally blown flaps. Results 
of testing with large-scale models are presented, which show the aerodynamic effectiveness for the various concepts. Advanced 
augmented jet flaps were tested for improvements of the static augmentation ratio, effects of forward velocity on augmentation ratio 
lapse rate, and for potential reductions in noise. The results of flight tests of STOL research aircraft incorporating augmented jet flaps 
and rotating cylinder flaps are presented and indicate the relative effectiveness of these aircraft in providing steeper approach flight 
paths at low forward speeds as well as the effect of ground on their aerodynamics. 

NOMENCLATURE 

A landing approach flight condition 

AAR nozzle array area ratio, nozzle height/nozzle area 

AERO aerodynamic lift coefficient 

Ai aspect ratio, b3/S 

b wing span, ft (m) 

E mean aerodynamic chord 

CQ drag coefficient, drag/qS 

C|_ lift coefficient, lift/qS 

e elevator control deflection 

G in ground effect 

h aircraft wing height above ground, ft (m) 

hg equivalent lobed nozzle height, nozzle area/nozzle span 

L augmented jet flap chord length, ft (m) 

m metet 

NPR    nozzle pressure ratio 

o out of ground effect 

PNdB   perceived noise level (PNL) In decibels 

q dynamic pressure, lb/ft3 

S wing area, ft2 (m1) 

T thrust, lb (kg) 

V flight speed, h/sec (m/sec) 

w aircraft weight, lb (kg) 

a angle of attack, deg 

5 control surface deflection, deg 

0 lateral control, rad/sec2 

0 augmentation ratio, total thrust/nozzle thrust 

7 aircraft flight path angle, deg 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A number of propulsive lift concepts for providing STOL aerodynamics have been investigated in wind tunnels at the NASA- 
Ames Research Center. 

Figure 1 shows the concepts studied: the augmented jet 
flap (AJF), the externally blown flap (EBF), the upper- 
surface blown flap (USB), and an internally blown flap (IBF). 
Test data were obtained on large-scale models of similar 
geometry in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. The IBF 
is blown at the main flap radius of curvature and also at the 
auxiliary trailing edge flap at the upper and lower surface; 
blowing at the upper surface increases as the auxiliary flap is 
deflected downward. The EBF and USB flaps also have auxil- 
iary trailing edge flaps for maximum deflection. 

Table 1 compares the geometric of the wind tunnel 
models in terms of aspect ratio, sweep, taper ratio, and airfoil 
thickness. For purposes of comparing their aerodynamics, thr 
four concepts are seen to be roughly equivalent, with small 
differences in geometry tending *'. offset one another. 

EXTERNALLY   BLOWN FLAP INTERNALLY   BLOWN  FLAP 

UPPER   SURFACE BLOWN  FLAP AUGMENTEH   JET   FLAP 

Fig. 1   Propulsive lift concepts tested 
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Table 1  Geometry Comparison of Four LargeScale 
Propulsive Lift Models 
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Only the augmented jet flap and rotating cylinder flap 
concepts have been flight tested in research aircraft; of the 
two, the augmented jet flap aircraft provided the majority of 
the flight testing results discussed here. These aircraft, shown 
in Figs. 2 and 3, are intended primarily as aircraft flight facili- 
ties for advanced STOL low-speed research in general and 
were not designed specifically for development tests of any 
particular concept. Specific areas of flight investigation dur- 
ing STOL low-speed takeoff, landing, and terminal operations 
with the propulsive lift concepts under study are the aero 
dynamics, power management, ground effects, handling 
qualities, control and stability augmentation requirements, 
engine-out characteristics and requirements, noise footprints, 
certification considerations, and guidance, navigation, and 
information display requirements for piloted curvilinear 
approaches to landing. 

Fig. 2   Augmented Jet Flap STOL Research Aircraft Fig. 3   Rotating Cylinder Flap YOV-10A Research Aircraft 

2. PROPULSIVE LIFTCONCEPT AERODYNAMIC COMPARISONS 

A nominal takeoff flap ci.mguration was used in testing the four propulsive lift concepts for lift coefficient (C|_) as a function of 
aircraft angle of attack (a) and the thrust minus drag coefficient (CQ). 

The points on the curve in Fig. 4 indicate the typical lift coefficient for STOL aircraft at climb speed with a wing landing of 
400 kg/m! (80 pounds per square foot). The thrust required to provide the propulsive lift in terms of thrust-to-weight ratio (T/W) and 
the climb gradient (-y) for each concept indicates its relative aerodynamic efficiency for takeoff. The upper-surface-blown flap and the 

augmented jet flap have about a 6° climb gradient with 
required thrust-to-weight ratios of 0.29 and 0.20, respec- 
tively; the IBF and EBF have climb gradients of 3.8° to 4.5°, 
respectively, with corresponding T/W ratios of 0.235 and 
0.30. In general, the one-engine-out climb gradient deter- 
mines the engine size requirements for propulsive lift aircraft, 
which for comparable swept-back wing aircraft ai d equiva- 
lent four-engine climb gradient of 13°, results in t.ie EBF 
requiring a T/W = 0.58; the USB a T/W = 0.50; the IBF a 
T/W = 0.45; and the AJF a T/W = 0.38. 

3. AUGMENTED JET FLAP PERFORMANCE AND NOISE 
a, deg -D 

sf 

7 

IBF 
T/W 

0 2 55 
4JF .20 

— -EBF 50 

USB 29 1 _ 
Fig, 4   Comparison of propulsive lift concept aerodynamics 

Slotted nozzles were used on the augmented jet flap 
STOL research aircraft and the large-scale wind tunnel 
models with straight and swept-back wings. NASA and The 

Boeing Airplane Company have tested slotted nozzles and a number of variations of multi-element lobed nozzles on the same model. A 
typical lobed nozzle, augmented jet flap configuration is shown in Fig. 5. The multi-element lobed nozzle provides greater mixing of the 
primary nozzle air and secondary air, thus improving static performance and reducing noise levels due to entrainment of ambient air 
between nozzle elements. This nozzle also shifts the blowing jet peak noise to a higher frequency than conventional nozzles, and the 
augmented flaps and acoustic lining absorb and contain the higher frequency noise levels. 

The data in Fig. 6 show the effect of nozzle array area ratio and flap length on the static augmentation ratio, the ratio of total 
augmented thrust to primary nozzle thrust. The augmentor mixing lengths were derived by varying the ratio of flap nrxini, length to 
equivalent nozzle height for a slotted nozzle and a multi-element lobed nozzle (L/hg). The array area ratio (AAR) is the total nozzle 
heir^it divided by the equivalent slotted nozzle height. Results for the multi-element lobed nozzle indicate that the greater the AAR, the 
greater the augmentation ratio up to the limits of the particular test variables. The augmentation ratio for the Buffalo STOL research 
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Fig. 5  Typical augmented jet flap with lobed nozzles and 
acoustic treatment 
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SLOTTED NOZZLE 

300T 
300f AND ACOUSTIC 
LINING IN FLAPS 

AJF RESEARCH AIHCHSFT 
NPR ■ Z.25 

"" f  '"O       20      40     60     80      100     120     140 
FLAP LENGTH/EQUIVALENT NOZZLE HEIGHT. L/HE 

Fig. 6   Effect of nozzle array area ratio and flap length on 
static augmentation ratio. NPR = 2.6 

aircraft with the slotted augmented jet flap was 1.38 at a L/hg ratio of about 110 as shown. These tests were performed on a 0.7 scale 
model of the research aircraft augmented jet flap with a pressure ratio of 2.6; the same model was used for design verification testing of 
the research aircraft. Figure 6 also shows the effects of cold air versus an air temperature of 300°F and acoustic lining in the flaps on 
the augmentation ratio for the same multi-element nozzle configuration. The reduction of augmentation ratio from 1.44 to 1.35 at a 
L/hg ratio of 55 was approximately equally divided between the effect of temperature of 300°F and the effect of rougher acoustically 
treated surfaces. At an AAR of 8, the number of nozzle lobes per unit length had little or no effect on the augmentation ratio. The 
flagged symbols denote 172 lobes per unit length and the unflagged symbols, 20 lobes per unit length. 

The data in Fig. 7 indicate the effect of forward velocity 
nozzle pressure ratio of 2.6. These results were obtained with 
show a significant lapse rate of net thrust with speed at a 
climbout speed of about 50 m/sec (96 knots), resulting in a 
thrust augmentation ratio of approximately 1.2. A compari- 
son of these data with those for a turbo-fan engine having 
similar fan characteristics, whose net thrust is approximately 
0.9 of the static thrust at 96 knots, yields an effective aug- 
mentation ratio for the augmented jet flap of about 1.3. At 
nozzle pressure ratios lower than 2.6, the lapse rate increases 
significantly, resulting in very low values of effective thrust 
augmentation at climb speeds greater than 50 m/sec (ref. 1). 

The data in Fig. 8 show the effectiveness of acoustically 
treated augmented jet flaps having multi-element lobed 
nozzles for reduction of relatively high pressure ratio jet 
noise. The fig ue also includes the augmented jet flap noise 
level for the research aircraft with no acoustic treatment as 
measured at the cakeoff nozzle pressure ratio of 2.25. For a 
21,800 kg (48,000-lb) aircraft at a pressure ratio of 2.6 for 
takeoff, the total noise at 152.5 m (500-foot) sideline Is 
23 PNdB less than that with a normal circular nozzle. The 
lobed nozzle with AAR = 8 reduced the noise by about 
12 PNdB, the unlined ejector flaps reduced the noise by an 
additional 4 PNdB, and the acoustic treatment with tuned 
lining reduced the noise level still further, by 7 PNdB. Curves 
are given for two different acoustic linings; the lower values 
of noise level at takeoff nozzle pressure ratios were obtained 
with a lining more closely tuned to the higher frequency 
noise at these pressure ratios and nozzle configuration. 
Further reduction in noise level results from tuning for 
the landing lower nozzle pressure ratio conditions. The 
potential noise level for a 21,800 kg (48,000-lb) aircraft 
is 92 PNdB during takeoff and 90 PNdB at 152.5 m 
(500 foot) sideline distance during a -7-1/2 degree landing 
approach. 

4. FLIGHT TEST RESULTS 

on the thrust augmentation lapse rate for the augmented jet flap having a 
a small-scale two-dimensional model tested in a wind tunnel. The data 

0      20     40     60     80    100    120     140     160 
VELOCITY, knots 

25 50 
VELOCITY, meters/sec 

Fig. 7   Effect of velocity on augmentation ratio lapse rate 

FLAP DEFLECTION 

APPROACH    --     TAKEOFF 

)r AJF 
ON   RESEARCH 

AIRCRAFT 

ROUND NOZZLE 

SLOT  NOZZLE 

LOBED NOZZLE 

WITH UNLINED FLAP 

..^--'O--0      -WITH  ACOUSTICAL 
.O-—-0^ LINED   FLAP 

1.2 1.6       2.0      2.4      2.8       9.2 
NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO 

Fig. 8   Effect of augmented jet flap components on noise 
reduction for range of nozzle pressure ratio 

Two STOL research aircraft hjve been in flight testing at Ames Research Center for the past 2-1/2 years. The augmented jet flap 
STOL research C-8A aircraft (Fig. 2) is a modified deHaviliand Buffalo aircraft having two modified Rolls Royce Spey jet engines 
instead of propellers, a shortened 23.8 m (78-foot) span wing (compared to the original 28.1 m), an augmented jet flap, and a new 
lateral control system composed of blown ailerons, spoilers, and outboard augmentor choke. The rotating cylinder flap STOL aircraft 
(Fig. 3) is a modified North American YOV-10A aircraft having rotating cylinder two-segment flaps, reduced diameter Canadian CL-84 
VTOL aircraft propellers, cross-shafting and gear boxes from the L! .-84, and two T 53 free turbine engines operated at reduced power. 
The rotating cylinder is 0.305 m (12 inches) in diameter and driven by hydraulic motors at a rotational speed of 7500 rpm for the flight 
tests. Both aircraft have fixed landing gear and are design-speed limited to about 82.5 m/sec (160 knots) for cost-saving purposes as the 
objective of the flight program is the low-speed regime of takeoff and landing. Table 2 compares the pertinent characteristics of the two 
research aircraft with the Breguet-941; all three have been flown by Robert Innis, the Ames project pilot. 

The objective of the augmented jet flap aircraft was to achieve a fan jet aircraft with the STOL takeoff and landing performance of 
the Breguet-941 propeller-driven aircraft, while retaining good control and one-engine-out characteristics. As can be seen, the geometric 
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Table 2   STOL Aircraft Characteristics 

CHARACTERISTICS BREGUET-941 
AUGMENTED JET 

FLAP 
BUFFALO C-8A 

ROTATING 
CYLINDER FLAP 

YOV-IOA         i 

«IRCHAFT «EIGHT, lb 58.500 45.000 11.700           i 

(kg) 117.5001 (20,4501 155201 

WING AREA, ft2 889 865 244 

(mi) (82.51 (80. SI 122.71           I 

WING ASPECT RATIO 6.52 T.2 4.72 

HORIZONTAL   TAIL 
VOLUME 

I.I 1.0 0.78              | 

VERTICAL TAIL 
VOLUME 

0.126 0.097 0.155            i 

T'W, (UNINSTALLEDI 0.48 0.45 0.45             ! 

ENGINE ROLLS ROYCE 
SPEY 80!-SF 

LYCOMlNG       ! 
T-53-Li           j 

Table 3   Landing Approach Characteristics 

W/5 
ID/ft2 

(kq/rn2) 

V» 
knots 
'„l./Sl deg APPROACH 

LIMITING 
CONDITION 

aREGUtT-941 43 

12151 

60 

(30.91 

-7 l/j 3.5 PROXIMITY TO 

"AUGMENTED JET 

FLAP AIRCRAFT, 
BUFFALO 

50 

12501 

63 

(52.41 
-7'/a 3.7 ABILITY TO FLARE 

AT  TOUCHDOWN 
AND SINK RATE 

ROTATING CYLINDER 47 
12351 

57 
(29.31 

-8 4 3 
LATERAL- 

DIRECTIONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS 

AND a 

'    i   i.Uf S-It     !H    *  THE 

characteristics of the aircraft are quite similar, except that 
the augmented jet flap aircraft has 16 percent higher wing 
loading. The objective of the rotating cylinder flap aircraft 
program was to assess handling qualities problems with a 
propeller-powered STOL aircraft at higher lift coefficients, 
thus at lower speeds at comparable wing loadings than with 
Bre9uet-941. 

Table 3 'hows the landing approach characteristics and 
reasons for limiting flight speed. The augmented jet flap air- 
craft was flown between 31 and 34 m/sec (60 and 65 knots) 
in approach at -7-1/2° descent angle at a lift coefficient of 
3.7, equal to that of the Breguet-941, but at a slightly higher 
wing loading. During these flights, the lateral-directional sta- 
bility augmentation system reduced the pilot workload con- 
siderably, and the ability to flare at touchdown and 
touchdown sink rate were considered the limiting conditions 
for further reduction in approach speed. The existing 
unmodified C-8A Buffalo longitudinal control system was 
considered inadequate during the initial tests at low forward 
speeds; as a result, a fully powered elevator with greater con- 
trol authority and improved control response has recently 
been installed in the aircraft. The powered elevator improved 
the ability to flare at touchdown. The rotating cylinder flap 
aircraft was flown at speeds of 29 to 31 m/sec (55 to 
60 knots) up to -6° approaches, which corresponded to a lift 
coefficient of about 4.3 compared to 3.5 for the 
Breguet-941. In the pilot's opinion, any further reductions in 
approach speed for the YOV-IOA RCF aircraft were limited 
by the lateral-directional stability and control characteristics, 
as well as the aircraft angle of attack. 

Figure 9 is a schematic of the lateral control system 
which is comprised of three elements to provide the rolling 

moments. These are the drooped blown aileron, upper surface spoiler forward of the aileron, and auijmentor choke in the outboard 
spanwise section of the augmented jet flap. The gearing and magnitude of deflection of the three control surfaces can be varied to 
provide the desired level of control power and sensitivity. The data In Fig. 10 show lateral control performance (in radians per second 
squared) of the augmented jet flap aircraft as a function of pilot control wheel angle. Initial control is obtained by blown aileron 
deflection about a nominal flap angle of 30° and spoiler deflection on the downgoing wing. At 17° of wheel angle, the 
augmentor choke in the flaps outboard of the engine nacelles is activated to provide a maximum control power of about 0.7 
radians/sec1. The effectiveness of the control surfaces is about equal. The design objectives of 0.5 radians/sec3 and a sensitivity of 0.1 
radians/secVinch were exceeded. These control characteristics can be modified on the aircraft for research purposes. The maximum 
utilization of control used by the pilots to date during landing approach and low-speed flight has been a control wheel angle deflection 
of about 25°. 

LATERAL  CONTROL 
117« 

10        2030405060708090 
WHEEL ANGLE, 8* - deg 

Fig. 9   AJF research aircraft lateral control system Fig. 10   Lateral control effectiveness at landing approach 

4 r   STALL AT a » 20 TO Zl' 

40     50     60     TO     80     90    100 
VELOCITY. ImolS 

20 30 40 50 
VELOCITY, meters/sec 

Fig. 11   Low speed descent capability. Gross weight - 40,000 lb. 
Flap deflection = 65°, 

The data in Fig. 11 show flight path descent angle capa- 
bility of the augmented jet flap aircraft for a range of landing 
approach forward speeds at 65° flap deflection and fixed 
throttle setting of 94 percent engine rpm, which corresponds 
to about 60 percent of maximum thrust. To give greater 
research flexibility, Pegasus nozzles were installed on the 
Rolls Royce Spey engines to deflect all the hot thrust, which 
at landing approach is approximately 60 percent of the total 
thrust. All the fan air, approximately 40 percent of the 
thrust, is directed into the wing to the augmented jet flaps 
and the blown ailerons. The single point on the figure indi- 
cates the nominal approach speed of 60 knots and flap angle 
of 65°, a Pegasus nozzle deflection of 85°, and an angle of 
attack of 3°, which results in a -7-1/2° approach flight path 
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angle. The margins to stall are greater than 5 m/sec in veloc- 
ity and nearly 20° in angle of attack as the maximum angle 
of attack varies from 20° to 24°. depending on the power 
condition. The pilot also has two variables to control flight 
path angle, (1) the throttle for small changes once flight path 
angle is established, and (2) the Pegasus nozzle angle for 
larger changes, which gives at least a 4° greater descent angle 
at this approach condition, if desired. CDo     8 

2 4 6 8 

IWINO HEIGHTI/iWING MAC). h/C 

Fig. 12   Effect of ground on AJF research aircraft aerodynamics 

The data in Fig. 12 show the effect of ground on the 
augmented jet flap aircraft as measured in level flight flyovers 
during the flight test program. In landings, particularly at the 
lower flight path descent rates of less than 1 m/sec (3 feet per 
second), there is an increase in lift and a reduction in drag 
resulting in a definite floating tendency. At -7-1/2° descent 
angle at higher sink rates, however, the floating tendency was 
not as apparent, and if floating did occur, power could be cut during the flare to obtain a positive touchdown. The typical nose-down 
pitching moment was also encountered, requiring significant elevator control of about 8° for trimmed flight. Although the maximum 
lift coefficient during these close-to-ground flights was about 3.7, the aerodynamic lift coefficient was about 3.0 due to the vectored 
thrust component in lift from the Pegasus nozzles. The faired curves shown in Fig. 12 are based on a least-squares fit to the data from 
four test runs using a regression parameter identification technique. With the augmented jet flap at the maximum lift coefficient of 3.7, 
there was no evidence of a suckdown effect due to ground proximity. 

The data in Fig. 13 show the effect of spanwise varia- 
tion of rotating cylinder flap deflection on the longitudinal 
trim and stability of the aircraft. The aircraft has a strong 
pitch-up characteristic at speeds below about 31 m/sec 
(60 knots) with flap deflection held at constant angles of 
50/0 degrees, on each side of the tail booms, inboard and 
outboard as shown. With reduced total flap deflection, 30/0 
inboard of the tail boom, less elevator control in the nose- 
down direction was required and the static longitudinal 
stability was improved, whereas with reduced total flap 
deflection inboard rather than outboard of boom, the static 
longitudinal stability was lower at all speeds below 34 m/sec 
(65 knots). 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

fL4P OfFLECTION 
NBOASL) OUTBOARD 
50/0 50/0 
50/25 50/0 
50/0 50/25 

40      50     60     TO 
VELOCITY, knots 

20 30 40 
VELOCITY, meters/sec 

Fig. 13 Effect of spanwise RCF flap deflection on 
'ongitudinal characteristics 

The oral version of the paper concludes with a short film of the augmented jet flap STOL research aircraft "Buffalo" during short 
takeoffs and landings with -7-1/2° approaches; a flight in-ground effect at 31 to 36 m/sec (60 to 70 knots) also is shown. The film 
includes -8° landing approaches performed by the rotating cylinder flap research aircraft (YOV-10A RCF), and indicates the difference 
in flare compared to the Buffalo. The Buffalo is flared consistently whereas the YOV-10A RCF is flared very little and has solid contact 
with the ground. Some of this difference in operation of the two aircraft during flare ma»' be due to the difference in landing gear 
characteristics. The Buffalo has a stiff conventional type landing gear, while the YOV-10A has a softer rough te rain type landing gear 
similar to that used on the Breguet-941. 

The Augmented Jet Flap STOL Research Aircraft "Buffalo" has been flown by 10 pilots (2 NASA, a Boeing Airplane Co., a 
de Havilland Aircraft Ltd., a Canadian MOT, a Canadian Air Force, a Canadian NAE, a U.S. Air Force, an FAA, and one pilot from the 
RAE of England). These pilots have evaluated the low-speed flight characteristics during STOL operations for normal two-engine 
conditions and with one engine out. The advanced flight research and experimental tests with STOLAND installed in the aircraft are 
scheduled to start during the fall of this year. 
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PROGRESS REPORT ON MECHANICAL FLAPS 

PROCRES RECENTS EN HYPERSUSTENTATION MECANIQUE 

par 

P.   PERRIER*.  M.   LAVENANT** 
Avions Marcel Dassault-Breguet  Aviation 

78,  Quai Carnot 
92214  SAINT CLOUD 

RESUME 

Le developpement des avions R/STOL necessite un developpement  simultane de  1'hypersustentation 
des ailes.   Les  limitations  et  les problemes poses par  les hypersustentations motorisees ont  incite AMD-BA 
a tenter  la conception d'une hypersustentation mecanique ayant  un coefficient de portance superieur ä 4. 

Cet objectif  n'a pu etre atteint qu'en faisant  appel  a des methodes de calcul  aerodynamique 
elaborees,  dont on expose  la methodologie et  les objectifs.   Des comparaisons entre le calcul  et  I'expe- 
rience permet^ent d'apprecier  la validite de ces methodes dans des cas  aussi complexes que  les ecoulements 
tridimensionnels decolies. 

Une voilure a  forte hypersustentation mecanique a ete definie en associant  ces methodes de 
calcul et   I'experience acquise  par AMD-BA dans  la mise au point de systemes mecaniques avances.  Les  resul- 
tats acquis  en  soufflerie  sur  une maquette complete  ont   confirme  que  ce   type d'hypersustentation,  est  un 
candidat  serieux pour  l'equipement des avions R/STOL. 

SUMMARY 

Development of R/STOI. aircraft implies  simultaneous development of wing lift augmentation. 
Limitations and  problems  associated with powered  lift  have convinced AMD-BA of the interest of designing 
mechani.-al  high  lift devices  capable of  lift coefficient  greater  than A. 

To obtain  such a high  figure,  full use of advanced computerized aerodynamics has been necessary. 
Methodology and objectives  are described.  Comparisons  between estimated and  test results are given 
permitting  to appreciate  the validity of the procedure  in complex cases with tridimensional and separated 
flow. 

A wing with powerful  mechanical  high  lift devices has been designed with a combined use of 
theoretical  aerodynamic methods  and practical experience  gained by AMD-BA  in the development  of  advanced 
mechanical   systems.   Wind   tunnel   tests,  on a complete model,   have  confirmed  that   this  type  of  high   lift 
schemes  is a serious  candidate  for R/STOL aircraft  applications. 

AVANT  PROPOS 

La conference qui  va  suivre resume certains  resultats obtenus en hypersustentation par  la 
Societe  DASSAULT-BREGUET   (AMD-BA)   dans   le  cadre  d'etudes  preliminaires  concernant   les  avions  ä decollage 
et  atterrissage  courts.   Ces  etudes,   effectuees  en   1971,   1972   et   1973,   ont  ete partiellement   financces   par 
un  contrat  du Ministere  des  Transports  Franijais. 

Nous  remercions   la  Societe  DASSAULT-BREGUET  d'avoir  bien  voulu  nous  permettre  de  publier   les 
resultats  essentiels  de  ces  etudes. 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Les  besoins   : 

La necessite de developper ['hypersustentation des ailcs apparait lorsqu'on veut faire atterrir 
sur des pistes courtes des avions de transport civils capables d'une grande vitesse de croisierc. 

On peut voir en effet, sur la figure 1, que pour utiliser des pistes de l'ordre de 600 ä 1200 m 
il faut pratiquer des vitesses d'approche (V^gp) de l'ordre de 80 ä 110 noeuds. Cela entralne, pour des 
avions ayant une charge alaire comprise entre 400 et 600 kg/m2, des coefficients de portance en approche 

(CZREF) ^e l'ordre de 2  ä 6. Les avions classiques actuels utilisant des CZREF d'environ 1,6  il est 
necessaire de faire un effort important sur 1'hypersustentation. 

1.2. Les hypersustentations motorisees : 

Devant l'ampleur de l'effort ä entreprendrc la plupart des constructeurs d'avions ou organismes 
de recherche se sont tournes vers le developpement des hypersustentations motorisees, la puissance des 
moteurs venant suppleer 1 ' insuffisance de 1'hypersustentation mecanique classique. 
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Les  possibilites des  hypersustentations motorisees  sont  bien connues  (ref.   I  ä 26)  et   les  tres 
forts coefficients de  portance maximaux obtenus,  6 a  10,  ont  souvent  impressionne  les non-specialistes. 
Malheureusement,   lorsqu'on  tient   compte des  realites operationnelles,   les  pannes possibles,  par exemple, 
on est bien oblige  de  constater  que  le coefficient de portance utilisable  en approche, C^REF»  est d'envi- 
ron 3,5 a 4.  C'est  cependant un  progres  considerable par  rapport au CzREF '   ' »6 d'aujourd'hui,  et on peut 
constater,  sur  la  figure   I,  que  cela est  süffisant pour atterrir en 2  000 pieds. 

Mais  les  hypersustentations motorisees souffrent de graves  limitations qui  peuvent condamner 
leur avenir.   En effet,  on peut  dire,  sans entrer dans  les details,  que  pour  toutes  les formules,   il  est 
difficile de  justifier   le  comportement  apres panne d'un moteur,  ou aprcs  eclatement d'une  tuyauterie  pour 
les solutions ä soufflage  i.iterne   (ref.   13 ä 26).   L'experimentation en vol  des prototypes AMST BOEING et 
MAC DONNELL-DOUGLAS apportera  sur  ce point des precisions   importances.   D'autre part,  d'apres  les connais- 
sances actuelles   (ref.   27  ä 43),   toute augmentation  impurtante de  portance due a la motorisation augmente 
ineluctablement plus ou moins  le bruit genere par  les moteurs  eux-memes. 

1.3.  L'hypersustentation mecanique   : 

Le niveau de bruit  paraissant  etre un element  critique du  svsteme de  transport  civil  R/STOL, 
notre Societe  a prefere poursuivre  le developpement de  I'hvpersustentation mecanique,  car ses  caracteris- 
tiques de bruit  se  presentent    de  fi;on plus  favorable. 

Nous avons ete encourages dans ce choix par l'examen du developpement historique de l'hypersus- 
tentation mecanique. On peut voir, sur la figure 2, qu'il n'est pas utopique d'envisager des coefficients 
de portance maximaux superieurs a 4 dans les annees 1980 ä 1990. Or, en tenant compte de la composante de 
la poussee, normale a la vitesse, qui est importante dans le cas d'un avion tres motorise, cela veut dire 
qu'on peut esperer pratiquer en approche un CZREp de l'ordre de 3. D'apres la figure I, cela entrainerait 
une charge alaire d'environ 600 kg/m? pour un RT0L atterrissant en 4000 pieds, et d'environ 300 kg/m2 pour 
un STOL atterrissant  en 2000 pieds. 

Pour reussir   la conception d'une hypersustentation mecanique  ayant un coefficient de portance 
maximal  superieur a 4,   nous avons  choisi    a politique de developpement  suivante  : 

- Utilisation de methodes de calculs aerodynamiques  sophistiquees  capables de  simuler des 
ecoulements  tridimensionnels avec decollement 

- Utilisation de  I'experience acquise par AMD-BA dans  la mise au point de systemes mecaniques 
avances (avion a fleche variable en particulier). 

- Iterations   frequentes entre  les aerodynamiciens et   les mecaniciens  pour que  le produit  final 
ressemble plus ä une voilure d'avion qu'ä un gadget de laboratoire. 

2.  METHODOLOGIE DE RECONSTITUTION PAR LE CALCUL 

2.1.   Les  limites des methodes de  correlation. 

Nous allons montrer que  les methodes basees sur la correlation de resultats globaux sont inade- 
quates si on veut tenir compte de  I'ensemble des elements d'un Systeme d'hypersustentation. 

En effet, ces elements ne sont pas lies seulement ä la forme en plan, ä la fleche, a I'allonge- 
ment et au braquage des bees et des volets, sinon on aurait reussi depuis longtemps A correler I'ensemble 
des resultats de soufflerie disponibles en gradient de portance ou de stabilite, en fonction de parametres 
en nombre limite. II n'est bien entendu pas question de tenir comptp des formes exactes sans entrer dans 
une augmentation exageree du nombre des parametres. On pourrait aussi tenir compte des resultats d'essais 
en vol qui sont malheureusement en nombre beaucoup plus restreint, ce qui limiterait encore le nombre des 
parametres significatifs contröles par des essais. 

En fait, cette methode de correlation reviendrait ä ameliorer ä l'aide de l'ensemble de tous les 
resultats didponibles les Schemas simplifies (fig. 3) qui avaijnt ete utilises par L0WRY (ref. 44) dans un 
rapport deja ancien pour donner une methode d'evaluation rapide de volets. Si on utilise ce rapport sur un 
grand nombre de cas, tous les bureaux d'etudes savent que I'on obtient souvent un ordre de grandeur appro- 
ximativement correct du Czo voire du Czn ä portance nulle mais qu'on est incapable de faire une quantifi- 
cation ä grand Cz de differenteshypersustentations. 

En faisant une correlation du type qui vient d'etre decrit,  on ne peut faire apparattre en prin- 
cipe que I'aspect de degradation par rapport ä une valeur "theorique" de reference. 

Les valeurs "theoriques" de reference utilisees consistent essentiellement en resultats de 
calculs prealables en fluides parfaits qui donneraient pour une configuration partielle ou complete, 
une valeur du gradient de portance  (Czo) ou de la stabilite et, vu 1'imprecision des correlations possibles 
on arrive malheureusement rapidement ä la conclusion suivante  :   il est  illusoire d'augmenter la precision 
de calcul des Cza ou des pentes de portance, et il est souhaitable au contraire de garder un schema 
suffisannent  simple,  par exemple  celui decrit dans  la methode de  LOWRY ou bien d'autres methodes simpUfiees 
basees uniquement  sur  I'effet de  la surface, de la forme en plan, de  I'allongement et de la fleche ä 25 Z 
par exemple,  pour obtenir une valeur approchee du Cza qui ne nuit pas a  la precision ulterieure des resul- 
tats. On ne sait plus alors d'ou viennent les erreurs ou les efficacites. 

Cependant on saura ainsi rapidement si  le resultat ä atteindre est ambitieux ou conservatif par 
rapport a l'ensemble des resultats disponibles,se rappelant que plus un projet est ambitieux,  plus  la 
(orrelation est douteuse. 

Nous ne rejetons cependant pas la methode des correlations mais  la renvoyons ä un stade  tres 
preliminaire ou global  de  la conception de  l'hypersustentation.   Elle  correle  suffisamment de verites de 
bon sens pour garder une utilite  au niveau d'un jugement  global. 
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2.2.  La necessite d'eviter une  simplification excessive des  equations 

2.2.1. Problemes de geometric   : 

Entre une methode de correlation simplifiee qui vient d'etre decrite  (qui necessite auparavant 
un travail de depouillement d'essais  tres  important)  et   la methode qu'il  est souhaitable de realiser pour 
savoir determiner d'une fa;on scientifique sinon optimale  le dessin complet d'un avion hypersustente,  il 
est  interessant de savoir qu'il y a un pas  technique tres  important.  Le  saut a faire,pour passer de cette 
representation sommaire de  correlation  traditionnelle aux presentations valables permettant de concevoir 
completemcnt une hypersustentation,doit  prendre en compte une representation geometrique tres  complete des 
corps  :  non seulement  le positionnement  apres braquage par une cinematique  complexe,  mais  la totalite des 
formes,   la totalite des effets d'envergure,  sauf  les modifications  tres  locales qui  seront reservees  aux 
essais en s.iufflerie. 

2.2.2. Problemes de  fluide parfait   : 

II  faut absolument que   la methode de calcul utilisee permette de  faire une comparaison rigoureise 
et sans aucune correction,  avec des essais de soufflerie.  Certaines parties du programne de calcul  utili- 
sant des  theories qui  ont  une  importance plus faible que d'autres,   il n'est  pas  souhaitable de faire 
systematiquement   le calcul  avec une methode extremement compliqueo  faisant   intervenir  1'aspect complet des 
phenomenes,  car  le prix de  1'etude  risquerait d'etre  trop eleve.   Cependant,  on ne pourra justifier  les 
resultats qu'avec  le programme   le  plus  complet de calculs pour evaluer  les   limites de certaines simplifi- 
cations.  Par exemple,   il  est  necessaire de faire un calcul  tridimensionnel  complet d'une voilure hyper- 
sustentee.  Or,  ce calcul  est  nature 1 lement  tres couteux si  on prend en compte d'un seul  coup  la  totalite 
d'une voilure,  et une methode  approchee assez efficace  consiste a calculer   le champ  induit  local dans une 
section sous  l'effet des vitesses  induites non seulement verticales    mais   transversales et  longitudinales 
et  ä introduire ce champ  induit dans un calcul  simplifie.  Ce  resultat  est   rarement  süffisant dans  la 
majorite des cas d'hypersustentation.   II  doit etre abandonne  completement  quand on traite  le voisinage 
d'un  fuselage ou d'un  fuseau  reacteur.   Mais  il  permet  de  faire  une  econumir   notable. 

2.2.3. Probleme de  fluide  visqueux. 

II  est  encore  plus dangereux de simplifier  les equations relatives aux fluides 
visqueux.   En effet,   une  hypothese  sur   les  eq  ations de   fluides  parfaits,   peut  etre  facilement  verifiable 
car  1'on dispose de programmes de calcul  capables de prendre en compte des  configurations complexes.  Ce 
n'est pas  le cas avec des  fluides visqueux car une solution numerique ex; ,te n'est pratiquement jamais 
disponible,  etant donne qu'on est  tres  loin d'apprehender de  fa^on correcte  la structure meme des ecoule- 
ments turbulents.  Ce n'est  pas une question de discretisation mais d' impossib'.lite de calcul.  On rappelle 
qu'il est actuellement possible de  faire des calculs en resolvant   les equatioi-s de NAVIER STOKES sur des 
configurations  simples ä des Reynolds  relativement  limites,  mais c'est ä  la  Kmite de ce qui  est accepta- 
ble corame temps de calcul  sur  les ordinateurs actuels.   Un progres peut etre espere dans  I'avenir   ; 
malheureusement  le but est  trop  lointain.   II est certain que  les validations ne pourront pas etre    faites 
par comparaison theorie-theorie,  mais  par comparaison theorie-experience.   Ceci veut dire que  1'on doit 
necessairement  faire une programmation qui  soit capable de reconstituer  les  schematisations fondamentales 
ou  les experiences fondamentales disponibles,  sinon il  sera  impossible de  faire un controle,  avec  le 
mime programme de calcul,  des  simplifications obligatoires  introduites. 

Rappelons que,   si   1'on admet de faire une simplification excessive au niveau du 
calcul, on restreint  automatiquement   la gamme possible de parametres de  conception.   Par exemple,   si 

I ' on renonce ä  faire une  certai  e  Evaluation correcte de  la  transition de   la couche  limite,  on  renonce 
automatiquement  ä  la possibility de  faire un contrSle precis de resultats de  soufflerie oü la transition 
apparatt  toujours comme un parametie  tres  important,  d'oü une difflculte  de correler  la  soufflerie 
et  le vol par  le calcul. 

Autre exemple   :   on sait que  les problemes de melange  jouent un role fondamontal 
dans les systemes hypersustentateurs.   Or,  ce prob lerne de melange  fait  intervenir une schematisat ion qui 
rappelle  le probleme uu jet  parietal  et  le probleme du melange sillage/couche  limite.  Ces deux problemes 
ne sont fas justifiables des modeles  simples de  turbulence   :   longueur de melange,  energie turbulente 
moyenne,  etc...   En effet   la contrainte de cisaillement  turbulente maximum n'est pas reliee de  fa<;on 
directe avec  le gradient de vitesse   locale.   Les effets de restructuration de  la turbulence moyenne y 
jouent un role  fondamental,   l'effet  des  turbulences exterieures et des  transitions y est egalement 
fondamental  ;  enfin on peut    rappeler que des modeles ameliorLt. dans une  hypothese "couche  limite"  sont 
insuffisants dans  la mesure oü   les dimensions des zones de melange  sont d'ordre de grandeur comparable 
aux rayons de courbure  locaux des  profils.   La possibilite ou  1'impossibi li te d'optimiser des fentes de 
soufflage minces sur des profils  courbes  a grande incidence  resultera de   la validite des methodes  retenues. 

2.3.  Conclusion  :  quelle est   la schematisation souhaitable ? 

En resume,   le  calcul de  1'hypersustentation doit  constituer en une reconstitution 
tridimensionnelle des ecoulements avec  zones  turbulentes collees et  avec decollement,  y compris  leur 
aspect  instationnaire.  Ce but  peut  paraitre hors de portfie.   En fait,   si   1'on admet de  limiter un certain 
nombre de  calculs  a   l'etat  oü   sont  parvenues   les  techniques  de  calcul   actuelles,   c'est  dejä une  "somme" 
de  toutes  les meilleures methodes de  calcul  elementaires disponibles  actuellement,   integr'os dans un 
ensemble  complet. 

On doit   insister  sur  le fait que cette  reconstitution doit etre  falte ä  I'aide 
d'elements  tous valables et  tous  controles etant donne qu'on arrive a une  dimension de programme  teile 
qu'il  est  hors  de  question  d'obtenir  par  une verification   globale,   le  controle du  programme.   On  tombe 
dans   le  cadre des  travaux  sur   les  gros   systemes  informatiques  avec   la necessite  de  fonctionnement  systema- 
tiquu  prolonge  pour determiner   1'ensemble des  erreurs  de  programmation,  d'un  entretien  suivi  du  programme 
par une equipe d'Ingenieurs de  fa^on ä  continue!lement mettre ä jour  le programme.  Enfin,  une equipe de 
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scientifiques doit  ecre capable de  tester   les  sous-programmes en vue de  les  critiquer et de  les  ameliorer 
sur  toute nouvelle experience disponible. 

3.  MOYENS DE CALCULS DISPONIBLES 

3.1. Calculs en fluide parfait 

Ces  calculs  tridimensionnels peuvent  etre consideres  comne de   la routine  tint que  I'ecoulement, 
bien que  localement  supersonique,   n'a pas de  chocs. Nous utilisons  soit  la methode  integrale,   soit  la 
methode des elements finis. 

3.1.1. Methode  integrale  : 

Dans  la nu-thode  integrale,  nous  schematisons  la  surface du  corps  par un tnsemble de quadrila- 
teres portant des  repartitions uniformes  sutfaciques de  sources et de  tourbillons,     l'espace etant 
egalement dans  les zones  compressibles a  fort  gradient ou rotationnel   rempli  d'hexaedres de densite 
uniforme volumique de  sources et  de  tourbillons pour resoudre  1'equation de  POISSON   : 

2  dv       Id-*    x. 
A$ - - M   -r*-^    V.gTiat ds      C_ds 

P 
Cette  equation  est  rigoureuse  pour  les  fluides non visqueux compressibles et nous  la resolvons 

par  iteration de  resolution des  systemes  lineaires correspondant  aux condition«  lineaires de contact 
(gnid ij) . "n = 0  sur  le corps) et  non  Unfaires de JOUKOWSKI   traltäe par  la methode de NEWTON  ä chaque pas. 
Cette methode est  le  developpement  ultime de  la methode  de  singularity  initi^" par FUHRMANN  (ref.  45)   et 
que A.M.O.  SMITH a le premier generalisee au calcul non portant  tridimensionnel   (ref.   46).  Nous utilisonj 
depuis de nombreuses  annees  sa generalisation au cas portant   (ref.   47)  en  tenant  compte des effets non 
linea res attaches aux conditions  de JOUKOWSKI,  ä  l'enroulement  de  la nappe  des  tourbillons avals   (ref.48) 
et ä  la compressibilite dont une presentation claire est donnee ref.   49. 

Pour resoudre des problemes  tres precis d'hypersustentation,   la dimension des matrices ä 
laquelle nous limitent nos ordinate-rs actuels  (de l'ordre de   1500)  ne nous permet  pas une precision 
süffisante  localement.   Ceci  nous  a  conduit  a  resoudre approximativement des   tailles de matrices nettement 
plus grandes  (de  l'ordre de dix  fois  la precedence)  en approchant   le  champ de vitesse cree en un point par 
le champ lointain approche cree par  la discretisation legere,  et en ne resolvant que  le Systeme   local  des 
facettes  serrees voisines de  taille  plus  restreinte  (fig.4).  On dispose ainsi   toujours d'au moins 250 
facettes par section caract^rlstlque de  profils hypersustentes,  ce qui  donne  une precision süffisante  pour 
le calcul  ulterieur des couches   limites et  zones visqueuses.   De meme,  on ne  reitere qu'au stade des 
discretisations   legeres  les   interactions  avec  1'empennage pour  1'evaluation des moments globaux. 

3.1.2. Merhode des elements  finis   : 

Quand des  problemes de mauvais  conditonnemeni  de  la matrice   lies  a des conditions aux  limites 
trop contraignantes   (elargissant   la  largeur des  termes  forts d'influences  reciproques)   se posent,  nous 
utilisons ur* methode beaucoup plus  tolerante qui est  la methode des elements finis   (ref.  i").  Nous avons 
developpe   i.rcf.   51)   cette methode  en  tridimensionnel  compressible avec beaucoup de  succes.  Elle presente 
par  rapport ä  la methode  integrale  1'inconvenient de necessiter  le maillage   (fig.   5)   de  tout   l'espace 
autour du corps   (du moins  jusqu'a une certaine distance de  l'ordre de  1'envergure), mais presente  toujours 
des matrices bien conditionnees,   en bandes  etroites. 

Les  conditions  aux  limites  finies  sont plus  facilement  prises  en compte que  les  infinies.   Ceci 
est un avantage  pour   la reconstitution d'essais en soufflerie. 

3.2. Calculs de  couplage  fluide visqueux-fluide parfait. 

Connaissant  les  couches   limites et  zones visqueuses,   il  est  necessaire de  reprendre  les  calculs 
de  fluide parfait de  faijon  a prendre en  compte  les couplages.   Deux voies  sont  possibles   :   soit   \'i methode 
des couplages faibles,  soit  la methode d'interaction complete. 

Dans   la methode  des  couplages     faibles,  nous  cngraissons  les  corps des epaisseurs de depl.-ice- 
ment des couches  limites et mettons dans  l'espace l'equivalent des  sillages  en ecoulement de puits et 
rotationnel.  Ce processus  n'est   theoriquement  pas convergent  si   I'on  itere  sans  precaution  (raf.   52).   H 
esc necessaire de partir d'une  solution  initiale realiste,   et de  se  limiter  ä  2  iterations en  e:;. luant   les 
zones de  couplage  singulier  (boru   ^e  fuite essentiellement)  qu'on peut  considerer  commi- des  zones de 
couplage  fort. 

Pour  les  couplages  foits   (ou singuliers)  nous  faisons  une  prevision a priori  des zones decol- 
lees pour avoir   leur  forme a partir de 2  ou  3 positions du point  de decollement,  donnees a priori  - ou 
bien nous nous  servons de  solutions de NAVIER STOKES.  C'est  par  iteration  et   interpolation entre ces 
differences solutions  completes  que nous reconstituons direcCement  un  cas  de  couplage  fore,   Coute  tentative 
de  solution directe   (en dehors des  solutions  exactes de NAVIER STOKES,  mais  ä des  Reynolds  trop  faibles) 
se  revelant extremementinstable   (fig    6).   De  toute  faqon,  on peut  considerer  ce poinc  comme  iraportanC 
mais non cricique par  rapporc  ä   la me^onnaissance des  sCrucCures  Curbulentes des ecoulements - excepte 
pour  les modeles  trop complexes  de  zones decollees  tridimensionnelles  qui  doivent  etre nettement  ameliores. 

3.3. Calculs de fluides visqueux. 

3.3.1.   Fluides visqueux  laminaires   : 

Les  calculs  laminaireb   tridimensionnels ne presentent  pas  de difficultes  particulieres dans  le 
cadre des hypotheses de couches   limites ou  ils sont mainCenanC  classiques   (ref.   53 et  54).   Les  calculs 

,hors hypothese  de couche   limite  peuvent,  a  faible nombre de Reynolds,  etre  effectues raaintenant  directe- 
raent  ä  l'aide de   la  resolution des  equations de NAVIER STOKES.   Nous  utilisons de plus en    plus  cette voie 
a  l'aide de la methode des elements  finis qui  est bien adaptee ä ce  Craitement d'equations non  lineaires 
par une suite de minimisoLlons     garantissant  une distance  ä  la solution    exacte  suffisamment   faible 
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(ref.   55).  Les limitations dues au nombi e de Reynolds n'empechent pas un realisme de  la representation des 
zones visqueuses decollees complexes dont on est  loin de disposer en turbulent et qui, par consequent, 
fournit des modeles souvent  tres valables des que Re > 500, 

3.3.2.   Fluidcs visqueux turbulents   : 

Les mfithodes de  traitement de  la turbulence font appel soit a un traitement local ou le tenseur 
de  frottement visque"X est relie a une donnee  locale  (en general  le gradient de vitesse  local)  generalise 
par  1'emploi d'une longueur  integrale faisant  intervenir la dimension de  la zone visqueuse,  soit ä un 
traitement Lagrangien qui suit  le developpement des cisaillements dans  le fluide.   Seule  la deuxieme 
methode est theoriquement exacte  (ref.   56)  mais  le delai d'aboutissement des recherches  theoriques corres- 
pondantes  le reserve ä un futur qu'on espere rapproche.  Nous utilisons systematiquement par consequent  le 
calcul  par la methode des differences  finies du traitement local de  la turbulence.  Nous avons renonce 
cependant aux modeles de  longueur de melange pour des modeles de longueur de dissipation et  1'utilisation 
de   1'energie cinetique moyenne suivant  la methode aux differences finies de S1ALDING  (ref.  57).  Si  les 
resultats sont equivalents aux methodes plus classiques telles que celles de CEBECI et SMITH  (ref.  58)  on 
peut  seules les utiliser dans les cas complexes  (fig.   7) de melanges de sillages et de couches limites 
(ref.   59). 

On peut considerer que  le  traitement jusqu'au decolleraent des  couches  limites turbulentes 
tridimensionnelles est  ainsi   tres  suffisamnent obtenu mais qu'il n'en est pas de meme du traitement des 
zones de jet parietal,  a forte courbure oü des  progres enormes restent  ä  faire ainsi qu'au voisinage des 
eclatements de sillages.   De plus,  on rappelle  la meconnaissance relative des  phenomenes de transition 
tres  importants pour  la transposition au vol  et  la validite des essais de  scufflerie. 

Une revue detail lee des problemes correspondants est donnee dans  la reference 60.  On retiendra 
que e'est surtout dans ce domaine que  1'amelioration des methodes de calcul  aux differences finies 
actuelles risque d'ameliorer  le plus nos moyens de calcul, et par consequent  la qualite des hypersusten- 
tations con^ues a l'aide de  ces calculs.  On insiste ä nouveau surle fait que,  desormais,  e'est seulement 
par des experiences et  theories  fondamentales que se fera une amelioration de ce calcul des zones 
turbulentes. 

4.   RESULTATS DE CALCUL - COMPARAISONS 

4.1.  Calculs avec et  sans decollements. 

La compar 
qu'avec decollements 
mauvaise discretisati 
4 m d'envergure en 5 
traces ordinateur mon 
structure et profil d 
figure 9, des comparai 
sur des ecoulements t 
sion de  la nuiiuette a 

aison des resultats experimentaux 
On peut considerer en effet que s 

on de  calcul.   Sur  la figure 8, une 
corps montre  le  type de recoupemen 
trent   la presentation des  resultat 
e vitesses qui  servent de base aux 
sons a a » 30° montrent qu'il est 
res decolies  sur  I'aile en fleche 
ete necessaire,  conme pour un avi 

aux resultats  theoriques ne sera significative 
ans decolleraent,  un ecart ne peut venir que d'une 
comparaison portant  sur une maquette en fleche de 

t qu'il est possible d'effectuer.  Figure 9 des 
s de calcul en Cp,  H de  couche  limite et en 
comparaisons  fines de  comprehension.  Sur la 

possible d'obtenir de bons recoupements en pression 
precedente  ;  une prise en compte de l'aerodistor- 
on reel. 

Le calcul  des  sillages ne presente pas de difficultes, mais des  configurations complexes 
d'interruption de volets  introduisent  des  sillages corapliques,  tels ceux que   1'on donne figure  10 et dont 
la partie  interne a ete bien reconstitute en soufflerie. 

4.2. Influence du nombre de Reynolds 

Dans  les  resultats presentes  ci-dessus,  l'effet du nombre de Reynolds est preponderant.  On 
donne  sur  la figure   II   l'influence du Reynolds  sur  la portance de   la configuration 3 corps presentee 
en  haut de  la figure 9,  oü  l'effet de   1'etablissement d'une bulle de decollement est  tres  important.  On 
voit  que  les courbes de portance  sont   tres differentes,  et ceci  revet une grande  importance pour la trans- 
position au vol des  resultats de  soufflerie  apres Jecrochage.   Un des merites non negligeables des calculs 
p'ö^'ables de comparaison  soufflerie-vol  sera de pouvoir eliminer  les choix de maquettes ou de souffleries 
inadequats a  l'aide de diagrannes analogues ä ceux de  la figure  12   :  celui-ci donne pour  le MERCURE  les 
zones possibles de fonctionnement  en  fonction du nombre de Reynolds unitaire de  la corde. 

4.3. Comparaisons detaillees des  zones visqueuses. 

On donne  figure   13 deux exemples de comparaison de resultats de raesure et de methodes de 
calcul  par differences finies sur  les  profils de vitesse en aval d'une  fente.   La reorganisation des 
structures turbulentes se  traduit par une dissipation plus ou moins rapide des creux de vitesse amont. 
Cette reorganisation prend place    le plus souvent sur toute  la longueur du profil hypersustente mettant 
en evidence  1'importance de ce phenomene qui  gouverne  les possibilites de recuperation de pression des 
couches visqueuses malgre  les gradients de pression defavorables.   Figure  14,   le  resultat presente est 
relatif a des mesures effectuees  en vol  au bord de  fuite de  I'aile hypersustentee du MIRAGE G-01.  Des 
comparaisons  sur  les effets globaux  instationnaites semblent  egalement  encourageants  ;   la aussi,  1'interet 
fondamental d'une meilleure comprehension de   la structure de  la turbulence est  evident. 

4.4. Conclusions. 

Les quelques comparaisons que nous avons presentees ci-dessus  (et un ensemble plus complet 
donne dans  la reference 52)  perraettent d'avancer  les conclusions suiva-ites que nous donnons en guise de 
hi Ian de  la validite de notre Systeme dt  calcul  theorique  : 

- l'etat  actuel  des methodes de calculstridimensionnels compressibles  sans decollements 
importants est assez satisfaisant, 

- la prevision  des  effets  du nombre de Reynolds  est  correcte,   excepte  pour  les effets  lies 
ä  la  transition   (maquettes  de  soufflerie) 

- un perfectionnement du  traitement des zones visqueuses turbulentes complexes est souhaitable. 
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Bien que notre connaissance actuelle d'un certain nombre de modeles simples de simulation des 
ecoulements turbulent:s permette dejä des calculs globalement valables,  les progres evidents restant ä faire 
laissent entrevoir des gains ulterieurs.  Ces progres devront porter au stade de  la recherche fondamentale 
sur la mise en evilence de modeles turbulents plus universels (pour des calculs globaux) - ou ä defaut 
d'etre universels, plus sophistiques pour etre ä meme de suivre la restructuration des zones turbulentes 
et leur melange ou leur dissipation dans des processus tridimensionnels et instationnaires de confluence 
ou de dissipation (eclatement de vortex, ou sillages, par exemple). 

Avec  les  limitations evoquees ci-dessus,  on peut maintenant utiliser  1'outil  informatique pour 
concevoir complStement les formes et positions relatives des elements d'un dispositif hypersustentateur 
complet.  Ce travail peut etre considers d'abord comne un moyen de travail precis de routine grace ä la 
comparaison globale des portance,  trainee et stabilite calculees des differentes configurations a I'etude  : 
on peut souvent effectuer ainsi des comparaisons portant sur des dizaines de configurations, chacune avec 
sa recherche propre d<* j  sitions optimales en fente et surplomb (exemple de recherche d'optimum fig.   15) 
des difflrents corps. Mais ce travail apporte aussi la possibilite de comprendre le "pourquoi" de .haque 
resultat,  sa sensibilite aux hypotheses ou theories,  et de voir quelles  sont  les possibilites d'une 
amelioration et ses limites. 

On retiendra egalement que   les  calculs  sophistiques qui  sont  präsentes  ici ne diminuent  pas 
les besoins en essais de soufflerie.   Ils conduisent par contre ä les repenser  :  les essais sonnaires    sont 
maintenant ä completer par des essais mieux prepares oü tout est en place pour essayer de comprendre un 
ecart  theorie-experience  :   la maquette  est  equipee de mesures  specialisees d'explcstion de  sillages,  de 
couches  limites,  etc...   pour detecter  ce qui n'est pas  conforme au modele mathematique et n'a pu etre 
utilise a fond dans  1'optimisation theorique prealable. 

5.   CONCEPTION D'UNE VOILURE A FORTE HYPERSUSTENTATION MECANIQUE 

II convient maintenant de voir  comment on peut utiliser  les moy^ns de calcul precedents pour 
la conception d'une voilure a forte hypersustentation mecanique. 

Le premier  travail  a  consiste  a definir un profil  de base  aussi bien  lisse  qu'hypersustente. 
line epaisseur relative de  12,3 Z a ete  choisie afin de ne pas  trop compromettre  les performances de 
croisiere,  le profil etant  d'un  type avance mais non supercritique.   Le bee de bord d'attaque et les voiets 
ont ete definis apres de nombreuses  iterations entre  les desirs des aerodynamiciens et  ceux des responsables 
de  la structure,  comme si  on allait  construire  rapidement un avion  et non pas  seulement une maquette de 
soufflerie.  Cela est  tres  important pour apprecier    la credibilite des  resultats obtenus. 

La forme en plan de   la voilure est  caracterisee par une fleche a  25  % de   l'ordre de 25'',  et 
un allongement d'environ 10,  les volets s'etendent sur toute  1'envergure.   Les profits de definition de la 
voilure ont ete obtenus par evolution progressive ä partir du profil de base.   Les criteres retenus pour la 
definition de ces profils etaient, bien entendu,  1'importance du coefficient de portance, mais aussi la 
qualite de  l'evolution du coefficient  de moment de  tangage,  aussi  bien en configuration   lisse qu'hypersus- 
tentee,  et jusqu'aux  tres  grandes  incidences. 

Pour bien mesurer  1'importance du  travail effectue,  il ne faut pas  perdre de vue que  la 
voilure hypersustentee est obtenue  apres deplacement des bees et des volets  suivant   leurs  cinematiques 
respectives et que,  par consequent,   toute modification de  forme ou de reglage  ne peut  etre definie et 
evaluee qu'apres un gtand nombre d'iterations mettant  simultanement en  jeu  les progranmes de caicul 
geometriques et aerodynamiques.   Les contraintes geometriques peuvent parfois  empecher d'avoir localement 
le reglage ou  la forme que   1'on  souhaiterait. 

Pour completer  la demonstration de  la credibilite de   I'hypersustentation mecanique proposee, 
nous avons entrepris  la construction d'une maquette structurale.  Cette maquette represente  la moitie de 
la voilure  interne d'un avion de  transport  civil,  ä  1'echelle  1/2.   La conception de  la cinematique de 
volets  a pu etre verifiee  sur ce banc  d'essai  ainsi que celle des  commandes  de vol.   La  figure   16 montre 
une  photographie de cette maquette,   en  configuration d'atterrissage. 

6.   ESSAIS EN  SOUFFLERIE D'UNE MAQUETTE  COMPLETE 

Pour aller plus  loin qu'avec un  simple essai de   jrincipe,  nous  avons  construit une maquette 
complete d'un avion de  transport  civil R/STOL equipee de  I'hypersustentation mecanique etudiee precedenment. 

La maquette aerodynamique que  I'on peut voir  sur   la photographie  de   la figure   17 est en parti- 
culier  equipee de gouvernes  sur  les   trois axes.   Les essais ont ete  effectues  avec  et  sans    nacelles 
motrices. 

Apres  resolution de quelques  problemes de mise au point,  nous avons obtenu  les  resultats 
globaux exposes  sur  la figure   18.  On  peut  constater que   le  coefficient  de portance maximal  depasse 
nettement 4,  ce qui  nous recompense des efforts entrepris.  D'autre part,   la  stabilite obtenue est bonne, 
avec  seulement une petite   instability  observee quelques degres apres  1*5 decrochage,  precedant  I'hyper- 
stabilite definitive.  On peut  done dire que   la configuration  retenue est  particulierement  saine, malgre 
ses hautes performances. 

Les  resultats  obtenus dependent  eti litement  du nombre  de Reynolds,   comme prevu par  le calcul, 
car  la maquette aerodynamique  fonctionne avec des decollements  larainaires,   contrairement  ä  1'avion  reel 
qui   fonctionnera  avec des  decollements  turbulents.  On a pu ainsi  constater que  I'ensemble de  la courbe 
"portance/incidence"  se decalait vers  le haut,  comme prevu par le calcul,   a mesure que  la vitesse de  la 
soufflerie augmentait.  Cela pose quelques problemes d'extrapolation. 

tmm MMMMMH 
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L'enserable des  resultats obtenus  en soufflerie a permis de fabriquer un jeu complet de donnees 
pour  constituer un modele de  simulation.  Or.  a pu ainsi  evaluer,  sur  siraulateur,   les  qualities de vol  en 
approche finale,   avec ou sans aides au pilotage. 

7.  CONCLUSION 

Grace aux progres  realises en aerodynamique  theorique,  on peut dire que  les  resultats acquis 
au  cours de  cette etude dans  les domaines  suivants   : 

- aerodynamique 
- performances 
- qualites de vol 
- structure 
- couts, 

montrent que ce type d'hypersustentation mecanique est un candidat serieux pour l'equipement des avions 
R/STOL. 
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A METHOD FOR PREDICTION OF LIFT I OR MULTI-ELEMENT 

AIRFOIL SYSTEMS WITH SEPARATION 

by 

K. Jacob1', D. Steinbach2* 

Deutsche Forschungs- und Versuchsanstalt für Luft- und Raumfahrt 
Aerodynamische Versuchsanstalt Göttingen, Bunsenstr. 10 

SUMMARY 

For the analysis of high lift devices, such as leading edge slats and slotted flaps, a numerical method is pres - 
ented, which allows to predict pressure distributions and lift for almost arbitrary airfoil combinations in in- 
compressible flow. The method not only takes care of the boundary layer displacement effect but also allows 
for rear separation with a dead air region. The maximum lift can be predicted in dependence of the geometry of 
the system and the Reynolds number of the flow. By the principle of reflection also the ground effect can be taken 
into account. 

The method is a combination of potential flow- and boundary layer calculations. The potential flow calculation 
is based on singularity distributions (vortices and sources) on the surface of the airfoils. A dead air region is 
simulated by an outflow region, produced by a proper source distribution on the rear part of the upper surface of 
the airfoil. The point of separation is found by iteration postulating that the foremost point of the dead air region 
has to coincide with the point of separation of the boundary layer, as calculated for the attachedpart of the flow. 

This method has been programmed in FORTRAN for an IBM 360-65 computer and it was applied to several air- 
foil combinations. Comparisons of theoretical and experimental results yield good agreement. 

NOTATION 

r a2, b. d 

or 

C 

CD 

1°      3 / 
3u 

drj 

o t 

«W^rNf)]*. 

weight factors for basic 
flows (aj), (a2V (b), (d) 

angle of attack 

chord of main airfoil 
(Fig.   12) 

pressure coefficient 

local skin friction   oef- 
ficient 

dissipation coefficient 

lift coefficient 

displacement thickness 
of the boundary layer 

momentum thickness 
of the boundary layer 

energy thickness 
of the boundary layer 

ground distance from 
x-axis of the common 
coordinate system. 
Fig. 7 

transformed local vor- 
tex strength,  Eq. (8b) 

total circulation around 
airfoil No. i 

Mk 

P 

q 

Re 
V   -c 

oo 

s, a 

s 

T 

TE 

T, 

i, j, k airfoil numbers 

I total number of airfoils 
in the airfoil system x- y 

M. v surface point numbers 

M total number of surface \ß' y^u 
points 

2)   DipU -P'nys. 
n 

11 Dr.-Ing. 

total number of surface points at 
airfoil No.  k 

static pressure 

stream function 

transformed local source strength, 
Eq. (8a) 

Reynolds nun ber, based on chord of 
main airfoil and free stream velocity 

distance, measured along surface 
of an airfoil 

foremost point of the dead air region 
on upper surface. Fig. 2b 

foremost point of the dead air region 
on lower surface, Fig.  2b 

trailing edge 

angle between trailing edge tangent 
(perpendicular to the mean line of 
the airfoil) and x-axis. Fig. 2a 

local velocity within the boundary 
layer 

point on the upper separating stream- 
line, above trailing edge. Fig. 2b 

free stream velocity 

tangential velocity (of potential flow) 
at the airfoil's surface 

normal velocity (of potential flow) at 
the airfoils' surface (identical with 
local source strength) 

common coordinate system for all 
airfoils,   ^ig.  2a 

coordinates of surface point    P k„' 

d^MWH - 

Fig.   2a 

coordinate,  normal to the surface 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Airplanes for short take off and landing (STOL) need wings with high lift at low speed. For that many 
means have been invented: Multi-element airfoils with slats and different kinds of flaps, and several ways 
of boundary layer control by blowing and suction (see Fig,  la). For survey and further references in this 
field see G.V. Lachmann (Ref.  1). H. Schlichting and E. Truckenbrodt (Ref. 2) and 
AGARD. CP (Ref. 3). 

The maximum lift of an airfoil always occurs with separation of the boundary layer. All the means shown 
in Fig. la aim at postponing strong separation (breakdown of lift) to higher angles of attack and to higher 
lift coefficients (see Fig,  lb).  This is achieved either by direct action on the boundary layer (cases A 1 
and B 1 in Fig. la) or indirectly by producing "favourable" pressure distributions, using mechanical high 
lift devices (cases A 2. B 2 in Fig.  la). For avoiding separation it is favourable to reduce positive pres- 
sure gradients. Slats do this by reducing negative pressure peaks near the leading edge (case A 2), and 
deflected flaps increase the negative pressure on the rear part of the main airfoils upper surface (case 
B 2). By combining both and even using double slotted flaps (case C) the resulting gain in lift can be very 
considerable (see Fig.  lb).  For further understanding of the aerodynamics of multi-element airfoils see 
A.M.O. Smith (paper No.   10 in Ref.  3). 

There have been many experimental investigations on multi-element wings, but no general theoretical 
method exists which allows to predict the maximum lift for such complicated configurations. Maximum 
lift is often found, when there exists already a separated region of moderate size. Thus a prediction 
method for lift, including the maximum lift, has to take into account the influence of a dead air region. 
The most general case of three-dimensional compressible flow with interaction and separation is ex- 
tremely difficult. But for the analysis and optimisation of high lift devirer it may be already helpful to 
have a method for the two-dimensional incompressible flow with separation. 

Rows with separation 

® Separation near leading edge Separation at 
a camber flap 

Flows wHh prevention of separation by direct boundary layer control 
^-v   Suction near leading edge s—v 
\A\)     ^^~=?~^ v^V Blowing from main body trailing 

*edge (or suction 
^nev flap nose) 

Flov/s with prevention of separation by mechanical high lift devices 
Leading edge 

Slotted flap 

Prei'.ure distributions 
at the main body 
with ideal flow ^without 

'/^wlth 
* slotted flap 

(Cj    Leading edge slal      and 

double slotted liap 

Fig.  la    Various means for gaining high lift 
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For single airfoils such a method 
has already been published in 1969 
by the first author (Ref.  4). Since 
then various reseachers, as Bhate- 
ley and Bradley (paper No. 12 in 
Ref.  3) and the authors, have been 
working on similar methods for multi- 
element airfoil systems. In this pa- 
per the authors' present state-of-the- 
art is presented. This paper is an 
abbreviated version of a recent re- 
port, (Ref. 5), supplemented by the 
latest improvements and results. 

with doubt* slotted flap 
and leading edge slat(C) 

with slotted flap (B2) and/or 
boundary layer control 
near flap nose (Bl) 

with camber flap(B) 

'       ' with leading edge 
suction (Al) 
or flat (A 2) ■F 

plain airfoil (A) 

2(f a 30* 
Angle of attack 

Fig.   lb    Scetch of c. (o)-curves for an airfoil with various high 
lift devices 

2. BASIC IDEAS OF THE METHOD 

In order to calculate the incompress- 
ible flow for a multi-element airfoil 
system (Fig. 2a) first of all one needs 
a powerful potential flow method, in- 
cluding the interaction of all parts of 
the system. To calculate the flow up 
to and beyond maximum lift, one also 
has to account for viscous effects, 
especially for separation and the dis- 
placement effect of a separated wake 
(dead air region). The flow outside of a dead air region can be considered as inviscid, but, compared to 
the fully attached flow, the streamlinec of this flow are displaced by the presence of the dead air region. 
The corresponding change in the pressure distribution on the airfoils' surfaces influences the forces and 
also the position of the separation point. 

A. Walz (Ref. 6) has already shown in 1940 that a dead air region can be simulated in potential flow the- 
ory by an appropriate extension of the rear part of the airfoil. In our potential flow model we will use a 
source distribution on the rear part of the airfoil surface to produce an outflow region (Fig. 2b). which 
will serve  for simulation of a dead au- 

region.  For a given angle of attack and 
with a fixed formost point    S    of the 
simulated dead air region and with cer- 
tain conditions to fix its shape a poten- 
tial flow with dead air simulation can be 
calculated, as shown later on in some 
detail. 

However, with different positions of 
point    S    the potential flow theory gives 
different possible solutions.  But only 
one of those can be physically possible 
for a given Reynolds number.  This must 
obviously be the one flow for which point 
S    coincides with the point of separation 
of the boundary layer, 
calculated with the pres- 
sure distribution in front 
of point    S . 

Now we can see that each 
part of the calculation, 
potential flow with dead 
air simulation on one hand 
and boundary layer calcu- 
lation on the other hand, 
requires certain results 
from the other part. Con- 
sequently the total calcu- 
lation procedure can only 
be some iterative combi- 
nation of the two parts. 
We will nowdeal in some 
more detail with each of 
the two parts of the cal- 
culation, and in section 3 

Fig.  2a    Geometry of a multi-element airfoil system 

vortices 

Fig.   2b 

vorttces 
and sora 
between 

Potential flow around a multi-element airfoil system with dead air 
simulation at the rearmost element 

mmmmmmmtmm ^M«SflM 
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flow (a2J: Uniform approach flow in y-direction 

Basic flow (a J: Uniform approach flow in x-direction      we will see how to combine them. 

For the potential flow calculation we will use 
a surface singularity method, based on the 
integral equation of E. Martensen (Ref. 7). 
That leads to a large system of linear equa- 
tions for the unknown tangential velocities at 
a finite number of points on the airfoils' sur- 
face (see section 4). In that system of equa- 
tions the flow conditions at infinity as well as 
some given source distribution on the surface 
go only into the right hand sides. Thus cer- 
tain different "basic flows" (see Fig.  3) can 
be computed independently. These basic flows 
shall be: 

(a )    a uniform approach flow in x-direction. 

(a )    a uniform approach flow in y-direction. 
m 

(b)      a circulatory flow around one of the 
airfoils, and 

(d)      an outflow, produced by a source distri- 
bution on part of the surface of that 
same airfoil. 

Then for a given angle of attack and fixed po- 
sitions of the points    S    and    T , a flow as 
shown in Figure 2b can be obtained by super- 
position of these basic flows. 

But we are still left with the problem, what 
conditions we shall pose on the simulated 
dead air region to get a physically realistic 
flow outside of that region. Now, with regard 
to experimental observations, we Introduce 
the following conditions: 

Basic flow (b): Circulatory flow around on» of th» 
airfoils 

(2) 

vO 
at infinity 

Basic flow (d): Outflow from on* of th* airfoils 

(1)   The separating streamline shall take off 
tangentially from the surface (no corner 
flow), because observed pressures cor- 
respond to a smooth non-zero velocity 
distribution around the separation point 
(see Fig.  4). 

The separating streamline shall have an 
approximately constant pressure distri- 
bution near the airfoil, because of ob- 
served approximately constant pressure 
in a real dead air region. 

More precisely we demand that the pres- 
sure is equal at three special points of 
the separating streamlines, namely at 
the foremost points   S   and    T    and at 
point    U    above the trailing edge (Fig.  4). 
This gives two conditions 

(2a) cpS,c
PT    and 

(2b) r       a c 
PT      pU 

Moreover we want 

VmO 
at infinity 

Fig. 3   Scetches of the four basic flows 

(2c)       the pressure to vary very little 
between points   S    and   U . 

Conditions (1) and (2c) can be satisfied by 
using our "standard source distribution" of 
Fig.  5 for the basic flow (d). Then the two 
conditions (2a) and (2b) can be met by proper 
choice of the two weight factors  b and d of 
the circulatory flow and the outflow. That is 

mmm ■MM 
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S«porof/ng> 
sfrfcrm/m* 

i\N9V»r observed 
LI 

 Bad model 

 Realistic model 

Fig.   4    Pressure distribution for flow with separated 
wake 

rearpari 
of airfoil No i 

Fig.  5    The standard source distribu- 
tion 

so because the strength of the basic flows (b) and (d) influence the shape (direction and size) of the simu- 
lated dead air region in the resulting flow and thus the pressure at the points    S,  T, and    U . 

Now we can see: If we only decide for a certain standard source distribution, our potential flow model is 
unique for a fixed angle of attack a and given points S and T . It is the potential flow which results 
from superposition of the four basic flows    (a.),  (a  ), (b), and    (d)    with the weight factors    a.    and 

vo 

a      being determined by    a    and the weight factors   b    and    d    being fixed according to conditions (2a) 
and   (2b) .  The resulting flow looks like the one in Figure 2b, with an outflow region having important 
characteristics of a separated wake near the airfoil and going continuously to infinity with the pressure p 
going finally to   p 

From the mathematical point of view we have an elliptical problem with the following boundary conditions: 

v = (V     cos o, V     sin or)    at infinity, 
oo oo 

v    =d'f(s)    with given    f(s)    between ;oints    S    and    T    on the surface of one airfoil (No. i), 

v    - 0       everywhere else on the surfaces of the airfoils, 
n 

at the trailing edges of all airfoils No. k / i (Kutta condition). 

Furthermore we have the two conditions (2a) and (2b) for fixing    d    and the circulation for airfoil No. i. 

Now, having calculated such a potential flow with a simulated dead air region, we have to investigate by 
a boundary layer calculation, if, for a given Reynolds number, the chosen point    S    coincides with the 
separation point. 

For the boundary layer calculation we will use the method of J. Rotta (Ref. 8) which is an approximate 
method based on the integration of momentum and energy equation. We always start the calculation near 
the leading edge stagnation point with a laminar boundary layer. As to separation and transition our pro- 
gram provides the following choice: 

4 
(1) For low Reynolds numbers (say    Re < 5- 10 ): 

The calculated separation point of the l&inliVir boundary layer is used. 
No transition and no reattachment takas place. 

(2) For high Reynolds numbers (say    Re > 10 ): 
The separation point of the turbulent boundary layer is used 

with   (a) a given transition point (for instance from experiment) 

or      (b)  a transition point which is identical with the calculated laminar separation point. 

By not considering the possibility of formation and sudden bursting of separation bubbles we in effect al- 
ways assume "rear stall" by so far. 

■MMM ■MM 
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Other kinds of stall (long bubble and leading edge stall) may occur at rather thin airfoils and low or mod- 
erate Reynolds numbers. Moreover merging and interaction of the bout dary layers of the various airfoil 
elements may influence transition and separation. As D. N. Foster (paper No.  11 In Ref. 3) pointed out, 
these phenomena may in certain cases luTmence the flow noticably. Therefore some extensions of our 
method may be desirable. 

3. SHORT DISCRIPTION OF THE PROCEDURE 

The practical computation of the flow for an airfoil system with given geometry, angle of attack   * , and 
Reynolds number    Re   is done by the following steps: 

(1) Computation of the attached potential flow and the boundary layers for all the airfoils. 

This step serves to get the displacement thickness of the boundary layers and to see whether there 
is separation at all and if so, at which airfolL 

Necessary substcps: 

(1.1) Calculation of basic flows    (a.)    and   (a.)   by setting up and solving the system of linear equations. 

(1. 2) Superposition of these flows with proper weight factors   a   and   b    for the given angle of attack. 

(1. 3) Boundary layer calculation for all airfoils for the given Reynolds number. 

If multiple separation at more than one airfoil) is indicated, our program gives notice and then stops. 

(2) Calculation of a basic flow  (b)   (circulatory flow around the airfoil with separation) and of a series 
of basic flows   (d  )   with standard source distributions for different points   S     on the upper sur- 
face of the airfoil with separation. The points   S , w ■ 1, 2,.... 0   shall be arranged such that   S. 

w i 
is nearest to the trailing edge and with Increasing   u   the distance grows In small steps. 

In addition a special basic solution   (e)    shall be calculated for simulation of the displacement thick- 
ness. This Is done by using source distributions on all airfoils, with the local source strength being 
proportional to the local Increase of displacement thickness and velocity (see section 4. 4). 

Step (2) Is a necessary preparation for the Intended construction of a flow with a "dead air region" 
by superposition of all the basic flows. 

Necessary aubsteps: 

(2.1) Preparation of all the source distributions. 

(2. 2) Calculation of the basic flows    (b), (d ), and    (e)   by setting up and solving a system of linear equa- 
tions with several different right hand sides. 

(3) Construction of a flow with a simulated dead air region by superposition of the basic flows   (a,), 
(a.), (b), (d ). The resulting flow shall satisfy the condition of equal pressure at the points     S , 
T,   and   U . This has to be achieved by proper choice (iterativ calculation) of the weight factors   b 
and   d     for the corresponding basic flows, with the weight factors    a.    and   a.    being fixed by 

it) L 6 ' ' 
the given sngle of attack (see section 5). k 

Necessary substeps: 

(3.1) Calculation of first approximations for the weight factors   b , d   . 

(3. 2) Calculation of the resulting flow by superposition. 

(3. 3) Locating the point   U    on the upper separating streamline and calculating the pressures at   S , T, 
and    U. u 

(3. 4) If there is no equal pressure at    S , T,    and   U 
improve the weight factors and return to (3. 2), 

otherwise: 

(3. 5) Boundary layer calculation for the resulting flow with the given Reynolds number, to check if sepa- 
ration is Indicated in front of the foremost point   S^   of the dead air region. If so, return to (3.1) 
using now the next basic flow    (d     )    with a foremost point   S    ,    lying a bit ahead of   S   . 
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If for the first time the boundary layer calculation indicates no separation ahead of the foremost 
point,  the calculated flow is taken as the final result. Notice is given if multiple separation is in- 
dicated for this flow. 

4,  CALCULATION OF THE BASIC FLOWS 

4. 1   The fundamental integral equation 

For the tangential velocity    v     on the surface    Su    of a closed body in two-dimensional incompressible 
potential flow, with the velocities    v = (V     cos a, 

oo 
the following integral equation is given in Ref.  7: 
potential flow, with the velocities    v = (V     cos a. V     sin a)    at infinity and    v = 0    inside of ÜK body. 

vt<8)+-^:    fV^ ln;wr-^dCT = 2r?|(s) v    cosa-^^(s)V     sin «l-Ms) t TT 9n   J    t r(s,cr) '■as CD ds oo -In 
Su 

with    s    and    a    meaning the distance, measured along the surface of the body, 

r(s,a)       meaning the straight distance between two points of the surface. 

(1) 

and 

■r-       meaning differentiation in the direction of the outer normal to the surface. 

k (s) = - -r-   I v (a) In —. r do n TT 9t   J    n r{s,a) (2) 

Su 

being an integral containing given normal (blowing) velocities    v      on the surface. 

Notice:      Because the velocity inside of the airfoil is identical zero the tangential velocity p.t the surface 
v      is identical with a surface vortex distribution and the normal velocity    v      with a surface 

t ^      n 
source distribution. 

(3) 

4. 2   System of linear equations for a single airfoil 

It is shown in Refs.  5 and 7 that by 

(1) introduction of a parameter presentation of the surface 

x = xiip),   y = y(<p).   <p'0,....2n 

with the airfoil being surrounded once counterclockwise with growing    ^ , 

(2) introduction of some auxiliary variables, 

(3) carrying out the differentiations, and 

(4) discrete approximation of the resulting Fredholrn integral equation by unsing    M    surface points 
P (x . y  ) . equidistanr in    in, 

one can finally arrive at a system of linear equations.   This system has the following form: 

M 

M i/s'1     Vß   ß       ßf   "        co   ß 

vfit 

for    ß ^ 1,2 

K     7  ) = V    (x    cos a + y    sin a) - x 

,M 

with 

y (x    - x ) - x (y    - y  ) 
K    =-y_ti * HP" 

U"       / I« .2 p (x    - x       +  y   - y 
ß        V ß       v 

(1) 

(5) 

  im i -- - Tl  — - I 
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q M 

x    s-M+»r2(L     q   -L    q) 

Vfß 

(6) 

x (x   - x ) + y (y   - y,J 
L     = _tLJL_iL_JLJi L 
^ (x    -x)2

+(y   -y,)2 
(7) 

and 

wiih 

q   = v    • s 

7    = v   • s 

("transformed local source strength") 

("transformed local vortex strength") 

7.2 ,  ,2' 
= Vx    I y 

(8a) 

(8b) 

The dot always means the derivative with respect to the pan. meter    p . As to the derivatives of the coor- 
dinates    x , y      it is recommended to calculate them with some good numerical method but finally intro- 

duce the angle of the tangent at the trailing edge into the calculation by recalculating    x—.,    from 

TE     ^TE CtgT (10) 

Due to the fact that the circulation of the flow is not yet fixed, the system of equation (4) is linear depend- 
ent and has to be supplemented by an additional condition, for instance the Kutta condition at the trailing 
edge 

or a prescribed total circulation 

VtTE = 0 

M /ivi 
v. ds •» V 7   A   = const 

(Ha) 

(lib) 

4. 3   System of linear equations for a multi-element airfoil system 

Sc (a r we dealt with a single airfoil. We now havt to extend the system of equations to an airfoil system, 
consisting of    I    airfoils with interaction. 

If for each airfoil No. k , we  write down Eqs.   (4) ,   supplemented by terms which express the influence 
of all other airfoils (nos.     j / k), we arrive at a system of   I    systems of linear equations: 

I 
rW)r(J) -zW ZaW'y">--rW    ,     k=l,2 1 

j = l 
(12) 

JJ) Here the vector components    y    , v * I...M., j = 1... I    are the    M = EM.    unknown values of the 

"transformed vortex distribution" at the given surface points. After solving the system the wanted veloci- 
ties at the surface can easily be obtained, according to equation (8b), from 

7/8 'if     '      L 

with 

tv      'v >   v 

.(j)     A,2   " .2 ' 
s      = Vx.    + y. 

(13) 

(13a) 

For the matrix elements we get the following formulas: 

A(kj> =K(kj)/M.       for       j^k       and/or       v*u flV UV   '     J ' ' '   * 

and 

(14) 

iaUMMHIi   
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M, 
v(»ck) 

MM 

(kk) 

with 

K{kj) , Ku^U ' V " XkM(ykii' yjy1 
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(15) 

(16) 
(x kß      iv' kfi    J}V 

Notice: As shown In Ref. 9 for a very similar method it la better, especially for rather thin airfoils, to 
calculate the main diagonal elements of 01 ('c'c'    by interpolation 

A^)   ir4(A(kk)    A(kk)       (kk)   +A(kk)   )_A(kk)      (kk)       (kk)   _A(kk)   ii 
U4i       12L v   /I'M-1     ß-it*1       M-1'M       M+1< M        M» M-2       M« M+2       M'2. M       M+2. M J    2 

and the elements below the other diagonal from Eq. (15) 

M, 
Akk) Akk) 
VMk-M+2        ^   W.Mk.^2 

bfM 

-(k) 
The components of the vectors    r in Eq. (12) are 

(18) 

r      = - V   (x.    cos a + y.     sin a) + x H co   kß 'kß ß 

if airfoil No. i is the one, on which a source distribution 

(i)      (D/.d) \w t *\ v      " q    IB V * V„ ."c 

(19) 

(20) 

for dead air simulation is arranged, we have according to Eq. (6) for    k = i 

and for    k f i    simply 

with 

.(i) M 
^)=V+  1    ^MU)   (l).L(il)   (D) 
ß        Mj      M.  fcfvß Hß       ^ßv Hv I 

Vfß 

M, 
(ki) 1  -o   i<ki)Jl) 

i v=l   * 

(ki) . xku
{\u ' V

1 + Jku
{jku ' 

yiv) 

^ (x.    -x   )2 + (y     -y   )2 y kß    xiv'      yykß    yiv' 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Now we have to fix the right hand sides of Eqs. (12), Using Eq. (19) for the differ« tt basic solutions: 

Basic flow (a ): 

Uniform approach flow in x-direction with    o = 0      and    v * V       at infinity and no source distribution 
on any of the airfoils    (q' ' • 0)    leads to 00 

Jk) 
V   (x.    + 0) + 0 » - x,   • V 

oo   kß k ß CO'   Kß kß      CO 

The Kutta condition for all the airfoils gives the additional conditions for this flow 

7(,k>-0   ,     k-I...I 

(24a) 

(25) 

with Index   1   from now on always marking the trailing edge. In a corresponding way we get for 

mmmtam^ * 11*11    im H^MI   
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Basic flow (a ): 

r(k, = -yk-v 
fi Kß      CD 

(24b) 

and again the additional conditions (25). 

Basic flow (b): 

Pure circulatory flow around airfoil No. i with total circulation   F = 2)P c- V    , Kutta condition for all 
the other airfoils, no flow at infinity and no source distribution anywhere 
leads to 

Jk) - r"     = 0 

and the additional conditions 
M 

v = l 

(i) 
v M.-c-V 

1 00 

for airfoil No. i 

(24c) 

(26) 

and Eq. '25) for all other airfoils No. k / i . 

Basic flow (d): 

Outflow produced by a given source distribution at the surface of airfoil No. i between points    T    and   S 

v^O     for     ."V'S (27) 

Further conditions for this flow are 

no flow at infinity. 

With that we get 

F. = 0       (no circulation around airfoil No.  i), and 

(k) 
v;.    = 0       for    k / i       (Kutta condition for the other airfoils). 

(ki) 

r(k) a x(ki) 

.(i) with    x from Eqs. (21) and (22) and    q from Eq. (20), and the aHditionaI conditions 
ß v 

(28) 

M. 

2  7„ ' = 0    for    k = i 
i/ = l 

(29) 

and Eq. (25) for all other airfoils    (k / i) . 

.(i) Notice: As to the choice of the source distribution vn we can, on the basis of some experience, 
recommend the one shown in Fig. 5. Point T should be chosen at about 99 $ chord at the 
lower surface. 

For all basic flows certain additional conditions have somehow to be included in the system of systems 
of Eqs. (12).  It is recommended to add in each partial system the corresponding condition,  divided by 
M.  ,  to each equation. 

4. 4.    Effect of the boundary layer displacement thickness 

In order to take into account the displacement effect of the attached boundary lay»r we calculate an addi- 
tional basic flow (e): 

This shall be an outflow which, after superpostion with the basic flows (a) and (b), shall give a little out- 
flow region all around each airfoil which corresponds to the displacement thickness 6(s) of the bound- 
ary layer (see Fig.  6). 

mmmm 
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We will use a source distribu- 
tion on the surface,  correspond- 
ing to the local increase of the 
displacement thickness   0   and the 
velocity    v 

vn ' d(6'vt)/d8 

Thus we get approximately for 
airfoil No. j 

q0) . v(J^ds 
nv \d^)' 

(j) 

(j) • ZIUAW    -6(j)Vv 
4n[\0v+l     6v-V 

+ (v(j)   .vo) ).6(J)1 

(30) 

Further conditions for this basic 

boundary layer 
displacement 
thickness 

liitle sources 
oU .around 

const. 

(o) without 
separated wake 

(j)) with a tiny 
separated wake 

Fig.  6    Simulation of boundary layer displacement thickness 

(k) 
/     = 0    at the trailing edge (which makes sure that after superpo- 

sition we still get no flow around the trailing edges). So we finally get 

Jk) S x(kj) 

with 
tions. 

(ki) 
from Eqs. (21) and (22) with    q (j) from Eq. (30) and again Eq. (25) as the additional condi 

(31) 

Notice:   The boundary layer calculation gives the displacement thickness only up to the calculated separa- 
tion point.  From there on or at the latest from about 96 f chord on we chose    v      going linearly 
down to zero at the trailing edge. Thus we get a simulated displacement thickness which still 
grows a bit near the trailing edge. Finally, even for the fully attached flow, we add a little "dead 
air region" (from 96 i chord on) to make the wake flow off like a tiny separated wake with con- 
stant pressure near the airfoil (see Fig.  6). 

4. 5.   Ground effect 

Now we want to incorporate the 
ground effect into our potential flow 
method.  This can be done by re- 
flecting the total airfoil system at 
the ground (see Fig.  7). Then each 
pair of elementary singularities in- 
duces only tangential (no normal) 
velocities at the ground.  Thus, with 
the onset flow parallel to the ground, 
the ground is a streamline. 

Now we have to take into account 
the influence of the reflected images 
of all the singularities on the velo- 
cities at the original airfoils.  This 
results into an extension of the 
system of equations (12): 

2:(«(kj)-al(kj))7(j) = r(k, + r'(k). 
J = l 

k = 1 I 

(32) 

with the elements of the matrices 
tfW    being 

*   Airfoil Noj 

777777 
(parallel to x-axis) 

Airfoil No. i 
(i) 

K^Sf^    reflected images 
Fig.  7    Model of simulating ground effec 

MMHMi 
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for all    k. j. ji    and    i/ 

(kj) .j_ yku
(xku' xiv) - \uly*u' yW 

J   ^-V +(ykM-V 

y!    = - (2h + y.  ) (33) 

is the ordinate of the image of the surface point    P 
J" 

Si) The negative sign in (32) results from the fact that the image of the elementary vortex    > J      must have 
the same quantity but opposite sign. 

The additional vector on the right hand side has to express the influence of the images of the elementary 
sources    q'1' •  The components of this vector are 

r.(k) , xl(ki) (34) 

,,(ki) with    x from equations (22) and (23), but    y.      being replaced by    yl      in equation (23). 

5.  SUPERPOSITION OF THE BASIC FLOWS 

By superpostion of the basic flows    (a.), (a ), (b),  (d)    with proper weight factors    a., a., b, d    we 
want to construct a resulting flow, which satisfies the following conditions: 

(1) Parallel flow at infinity with velocity    V       and the given angle of attack    a, 

(2) Kinematic flow condition at the surfaces of all airfoils, except at airfoil No. i between points    S 
and    T . 

(3) Kutta condition at all airfoils, except for airfoil No.  i. 

(4) An outflow region shall exist starting from airfoil No. i with the pressure at point    U    on the upper 
separating streamline above the trailing edge being equal to the pressure at the starting points    S 
and    T    at the upper and lower surface of airfoil No. i: 

CpU = cpS = CpT 

Condition (1) is satisfied by calculating the weight factors for the basic flows    (a.)    and    (a„)    from 

a    = cos a    and    a„ = sin a      , (Sä) 

All other basic flows give no contribution to the flow at infinity. 

Condition (2) and (3) are satisfied a priori by each of the basic flows. 

The only remaining problem now is to satisfy condition (4). 

After the weight factors    a.    and    a.    have been fixed by equations (35), the pressure coefficients    c 
can be considered as functions of the remaining weight factors    b    and    d . 

So condition (4) can be written 

cpU(b,d) - cpS(b,d) = f^d) = 0 

c    (b,d) - c „(b.d) • f,(b,d) = 0 pa pT 2 

(36) 

The system of two equations can be solved by a two-dimensional Newton iteration, with the partial deri- 
vatives of    f^b, d)    and    f„(b, d)    being calculated by discrete approximation, for example 

af^b.d)    fj (b + Ab. d) - fj, (b. d) 

db Ab (37) 

To calculate    f. (b, d)    for a given pair    b, d    we need point    U    on the upper separating stres mline, 
which has the same value of the stream function    ty   as the surface in front of point    S . Poin'c    U    can 
be found by iteration. 

For further details see Ref. 5, 

-■■ — 
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6.  BOUNDARY LAYER CALCULATION 

For the calculation of the boundary layer we use a program of J. Rotta (Ref. 8) which is based on the 
simultaneous integration of the momentum and the energy equations of the boundary layer.  In our special case 
case of incompressible flow we have 

d6 

and 

_i+.t   
H12+2   dVt     1 

ds     °2     vt ds  ' 2 Cf 

ds     ö3 vt     ds      Cd 

For the shape parameter H.? = ö./öp . the local skin friction coefficient    c. , and the dissipation coef- 

ficient    c      for the laminar boundary layer, relations are used which are based on Hartee-velocity-pro- 
files. 

For the turbulent boundary layer the velocity-profiles are described by power laws. For the friction co- 
efficient the formula of Ludwieg - Tillmann is used and for the dis'-'.pation coefficient the formula of 
E. Truckenbrodt, For more details see Refs. 8 and 10. 

As criterion for separation we take 

H„. = öo/öo = 1.5     for the laminar boundary layer 

H.« = 6,/op = 4. 0     for the turbulent boundary layer 

As input to the program not only    c (s)    is needed, but also the Reynolds number    Re = V   • cjv    and 

initial values for the momentum thickness    6      and the energy thickness    6_    of the boundary layer at 
the first point behind the stagnation point.  Rotta recommended 

62 = 0, '.292 V: 
{dvt/ds) 

St 
and     63 = 1. 64 fig 

7. NUMERICAL RESULTS 

Our method has been programmed in FORTRAN and applied to some typical airfoil combinations, 
results have been compared with experiments. 

The 

The program so far is applicable to systems of up to 3 airfoils with up to   E M.   =140    given surface 
points. It needs about    200 K    bytes of main storage and about 2 minutes CPU-time on an IBM 360-65 
computer for calculating one separated flow, that is the pressure distribution and lift coefficient for one 
data-set    (a. Re) , or one point of a c. (al-curve. 

For our examples we used 100 surface points on the main airfoils and 40 points on the auxiliary airfoils. 
With Re > 10" we always assumed transition at the calculated laminar separation point and considered 
only turbulent separation as real. 

Our first example is a modified NACA 64-210 airfoil with a dropped nose anc' a leading edge slat (see 
Fig,  fl). For this configuration experiments of W. Baumert (Ref.  11) are available for comparison. 
Figure 8 shows the pressure distributions for a flow with moderate rear separation at the main airfoil. 
Though wind tunnel and finite span corrections were applied to the angle of attack,  the measured pressure 
distribution may still correspond to a somewhat lower    a    than the one used for the calculation.  That 
would explain the slight deviations of the pressure distributions at the upper surfaces.  Figure 9 compares 
the c. (o)-curves with and without the slat.  At about    a = 10°    the separation point starts to move for- 
ward at the main airfoil,  and at   a *> 26. 5°    our calculation indicated additional separation at the slat. 
Because treating multiple separation is not yet included in our method, we had to stop here, but can 
assume that from here on the lift breaks down rapidly and we are beyond   c, . All in all there is J J Lmax 
rather good agreement of our theoretical results with the experiments,and the positive effect of the slat 
is well predicted. 

Our second example is a modified RAE 2815 airfoil with a slightly dropped nose and a slotted flap (Fig. 10). 
Comparing the calculated c. (a)-curve with experiments from reference 12, using the experimental ~ 
Reynolds number    Re <« 3. 8 x 10      for our calculations we see some slight disagreement.  With    Re = 
5 x 106    agreement gets better. In any case there is a remarkable improvement compared to ideal flow 
theory.  With the flap deflection of about 20° there is some separation at the flap already for   » = 0° . 
Near    a = 14°   our boundary layer calculation indicated separation at the main airfoil, too.Fig.  11 
shows the maximum lift and the lift for   o = 0°    in dependence of the overlap    s      of the flap.  The lift 

--■  - 
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MAC A 64-210 with droppaä nosi 
'/////////TTTTTZT      ~ " 

(Chani of original airfoil NACA etSIO) 
»'H/c'0.035;  y'Jf 0.025 

Fig. 8    Pressure distribution for an airfoil with a leading edge slat 

coefficient   c.     for   0 = 0 
has a rather flat maximum at 
about 3 i, overlap, and    c. r Lmax 
a more distinct maximum at about 
4 58 overlap. 

Our third example is a NACA 
NACA 23012 airfoil with a slotted 
flap (Fig. 12). Here also the 
ground effect was included. Fig- 
ure 12 shows c. (o^-curves calcu- 

lated for two different flap angles 
with and without ground effect. 
Because no experiments are 
available for this case we offer 
in Fig. 13 a qualitative compari- 
son with three-dimensional ex- 
periments for a sweptback wing 
with flaps (Ref.  13). We can see 
that all the typical features are 
in good agreement: With the flaps 
neutral the ground causes an in- 
creasing lift for all positive an- 
gles of attack. Also the maximum 

/ 1 y~* * / 

2.0 $- 
y> 

/ 
«0/ A 

.*/ /' Present theory    \ 

i7   / /• with slot 
LL if ^Experiments • 

IS >// / 

lh* 4 -Present thecr Y 

7 r \ without slat 

\ h 1 j \ w 11 
fa \ 

// 

1 \ 

Re = 5.5«ro8 

05 vA 
Vf 
l 

1L 
0 

0 1 0° 2 3 0° 
Fig. 9    Lift coefficient versus angle of attack 

from theory and experiment for the air- 
foil of Fig.  8 with and without slat 

lift is raised. With the flaps deflected there is a 
slight increase of    c      for the lower angles of at- 
tack but a distinct decrease for the higher angles and 
a reduced maximum lift near the ground. 

8.  CLOSIMG REMARKS 

A numerical method has been developed for predic- 
tion of pressure distributions and lift coefficients, 
including maximum lift, for multi-element airfoil 
systems in incompressible flow. In addition to the 
displacement effect of a separated wake, also the 
effects of boundary layer displacement and ground 
can be accounted J'or. The method, though rather 
complicated and extensive, once programmed for a 
computer,  can easily be applied to almost arbitrary 
airfoil '.ombinaticns. Good agreement w'th experi- 
ments was obtained for several slat and flap arrange- 
ments and the ground effect was qualitatively well 
predicted. 

Nevertheless the method is far from being perfect, 
and several extensions seem desirable: 

For rather thin airfoil elements and moderate Rey- 
nolds numbers the possibility of long bubble separa- 
tion should be included. 

If the high lift devices are very close to the main 
airfoil it can become important to account for 
merging and interacting boundary layers. The wake 
of a forward element merging with the boundary 
layer of the following element may influence transi- 
tion and separation. 

Sometimes even multiple separation can be important. At some slotted flap configurations there can be a 
bubble at the lower rear part of the main body and a separated wake at the flap. Also to follow up the 
c. (a)-curve beyond maximum lift, separation at more than one surface must be taken into account. 

Li 

Drag prediction is another important task. The pressure drag is much more sensitive to the dead air 
pressure than the lift. So far our dead air pressure prediction seems good enough to predict the lift with 
an accuracy of few precent, but for drag prediction the dead air pressure prediction needs improvement. 

Finally an extension of the method to compressible and/or three-dimensional flow would certainly be of 
practical importftnce. So there is still a wide field to work on. 
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Fig. 10 Airfoil with a slot« d flap from Ref. 12 
(gap » 0. 023- c , overlap s = 0. 043 c) 
Lift versufi angle of attack 

Lift 
coett. 

c Pnstnt theory (Rtc 5 *10P) 
I nM«     r. I I 

Experiments, ref. 12 

~ Ideat flow theory 

t£ 
Present theory 

a06 0.04 0.02 i 
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Fig. 11 Lift coefficients versus overlap s 
for the airfoil with a slotted flap of 
Fig.  10 

11 brouna 

Fig.  12    Lift versus angle of attack, calcu- 
lated for a NACA 23012 airfoil with 
a NACA 23012 slotted flap with and 
without ground effect 

Flap 
defleeläd 

R»=6.8I06 

-10° 30° 

Fig. 13 Lift versus angle of attack, meas- 
ured for a wing with flap with and 
without ground effect (Ref.  13) 

Wing:   airfoil section 
NACA 64-112, aspect 
ratio 4,   42° sweep back 

Flap:    0. 2 c trailing edge split 
flap, deflection 60° 
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EXPERIMENTAL HIGH LIFT OPTIMIZATION OF MULTIPLE ELBffiNT AIRFOILS * 

by 

Björn L.G. LJungatröm 

FFA, Box 1121, s-i6i ii rnawx 
SWEDEN 

SUMMARY 

High lift optimization is first discussed in a general sense. High lift performance is Just one 
of a number of parameters that have to be assessed in order to evaluate the impact of a particu- 
lar flap system on the over-all cost efficiency of an  aircraft project. The experiments discussed 
below are concerned with the static performance of flap systems and are therefore optimizations 
in a more limited sense. 

The general usefulness of 2-D testing and the 2-D wind tunnel techniques used for experimental 
high lift work at the FFA are discussed. 

Results are shown from extensive geometrical variations of double- and triple-slotted mechanical 
flaps. An interesting correlation between optimum slat gap and optimum slat angle is shown. 
Boundary layer neasurements have been carried out in order to gain som further understanding of 
these slat trends. It is shown that an optimum slat position corresponds to a flow with rela- 
tively little interaction between the slat wake and the main wing and flap boundary layers. 
Similar results are also obtained for the trailing edge, where it Is found that the different 
viscous layers should be kept essentially separated from each other. This is achieved with a 
large first flap gap and decreasing gaps closer to the trailing edge. 

It is clearly shown that the slats or trailing edge flaps cannot be treated separately. The slat 
position has a substantial effect on the viscous flow over the flaps and is therefore of impor- 
tance for both leading edge and trailing edge limited cases. 

Two different calculation methods have been used. One potential flow method and one method with 
boundary layer effects Including Interactions. The use of state of the art calculation tech- 
niques for optimisation purposes is discussed with the^e results as a background. 

The role of 2-D ex, >riments in high lift development is discussed. 

NOTATION 

C 

a 

L 

L/D 

C, 

L max 
CD 
Re 

free-stream velocity 

wall suction reference pressure 

coefficient = pw " pref 

wall suction reference pressure 

angle of attack 

lift 

lift to drag ratio 

 \  = lift coefficient 
i» u; . s 
maximum lift coefficient 

drag coefficient 

  = Reynolds number,  based on 

model chord 

hf, 
hfo 

Jf, 
5f2 

model  unextended chord 

model reference area 

slat  angle 

slat  gap 

slat overlap 

first  flap gap 
second  "       " 

third    "       " 

first  flap angle 

second  " 

third    " 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The design of high  lift  systems   for caning generations  of aircraft   is  a complex  optimization  problem 
involving a  large number   of parameters, 

The primary effects  are  of course  the   improvements   in airfield  and/or payload  performance due  to  the 
high  lift  system. 

There are however a nunber of  significant  secondary  effects  that  have  to be evaluated  in order  to 
assess the overall  improvements due  to a particular system development. 

The most  important  of  these are: 

• Power requirements 
t Control  and  stability  requirements 
• Cruise performance  penalties 
• Maintenance  requirements 
• Structural efficiency,   weight 
• Noise characteristics 
• Ride comfort 

* Research sponsored by the Swedish Board for Technical Development,   the Defence Materiel 
Adninistration of Sweden and FFA. 
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It has consequently become more iind more evident that impiovement of lift and drag coefficients is 
Just one of several possible ways to improve a high lift system, but one that has certainly domina- 
ted   the development   efforts  during  the   lust  decades. 

The  optimization  criteria   for a  high   lift   system can  be  expressed  as: 

a) •      Mauciimm total benefits for a specified coat 
or 

b) *      Minimum costs for a specified mission 
The latter criterion probably represents the most comnon approach in aircraft design. 

These criteria  can  be  applied   orr  marry  different   levels.     Kig no.    1   is  ail  example where  the costs  and 
primary merits of  the high   lift   system   itself .wo plotted.     The   trends   should   represent   the  envelope 
of  present   -state  of  the art   systems.     The   two  criteria discussed  will   result   in  goals  as   indicated 
iti  the figures   (arrows    a    and     b   ). 

Fig.   1    High lift  hardware cost. Fig.   2    Operating costs v.s.  C 

A much more  complete  approach   is   shown   in   Fig J where direct   operating cost   (per'  ton  km)   or cost   per 
mission  for a  fixed  pay load, range and  cruising speed   is plotted  against     ("i   max    of the high  lift 
system-     (Similar-  plots can of  course  be made  for :my  parameter). 

Two different   field   length   requirements  are  plotted,     6000   ft   represents   todays   short-to modium- 
range aircraft,     ITie  trend  for mechanical   systems  for this  case   is  one way   to  explain  the historical 
development  of such systems,      fhe  rust   of  fairly  complicated mechanical   flap systems has    been  small 
compared  to tiie gains   in  payload  and cruise peri'oimance.     There are  of course  practical   limits   in 
wing  loading which  comes   out  as   C|-limits   in   Fig 2.     These  may  however-  be  shifted  substantially   if 
gust alleviation  is used. 

liiere should  always  exist one  optimum    C|   max   .     lliis  opt imiun   Increases  with decreasing field   'ength. 
One  Ikisic  assumption   in   the diagram   is   that  a  powered   lift   syston  will   give  higher costs   than  a 
mechanical   one  at   the   same (' Ulis   is   reflected  by   the   step  change  at   the   limit   of mechanical 
lift.     For any  given  comblnat Ion   of  pay load-range  requirements  and   state  of  the art  data  of high 
lift,  systems  there  should  exrst   one  specific-   field   length   for  which  powered   lift   systems  become more 
economical tlran "lech.ui ica I   ones.      The   illustrated  rase  shows   this   to  be  close  to  2000 ft,  which may 
be  true  for- some  combinat ion  of  payload, range and  cruise  speed. 

DOC. 
FOR 
OPTIH 

Powered 
tifK 
\\ -    -M«ehoiMcal 
\\ systems 

Irv- 

PfMtnt 

Imptwtmtnt A 

0 4000 8000 FT 
FIELD UENSTH 

Fig.   3    D.O.C.   v.s.   field  length. 

TDM. 
TRAN5P 
COST 

Vw ^/y 

Fig.   h    Transportation cost v.s, C 

Kig   i shows  that   the IXX'   for each opt irmm    (')   max    decreases  steadily   for  increasing field  length. 

Tire  justification  for  snorter    field   lengths   is    reflected  by   the  total   transportation costs plotted 
irr  Fig   t.  where  the  facility  costs  and  effects on other   transportation modes are  incorporated.     The 
Interesting question trow   is, what   is   the present  opt inutm    t]   max   'ol   a  specified mission and how 
will a certain   improvement   of hif^i   lift   technology  affect   the  trends?     fwo  examples of possible   im- 
provements are  plotted   in   Fig   t.     A    assumes  that   there   is  fairly  equal   improvement  of mechanical 

assumes   that   powered   lift   systems have dramatically   improved  and  mech- 
lliis  will   probably have a  substantial   impact  on  the potential   applica- 
The  cprest ion   is, how much must   the  present   systems   be   improved   before 

ire  these   impr ovemertts  within   reach of H A D 
great  help  to  the  aerodynamic ist  who does  trot 

and  powered   lift   systems.     H 
anrcal   ones  only  marginally. 
tions of air-transportation. 
a  certain  type  of  operation   becomes   economical   and 
efforts'.'    The  answers   to   these  questions  would  he 
really  know where his  efforts most   likely  to contribute  to the development  of air-transportation. 
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One  illustration of this   is  the  case  of powered   lift  systems  compared  to mechanical ones.     It   Is 
obvious  that  the  field  lengths   of  todays airports  cannot  economically   justify  powered  lift  systems. 
Tlie question whether  they can be  used economically will depend on mainly two  factors! 
1)   the potential  benefits  of short   field operation,     2)  the development  of powered  lift systems  and 
their impact  on  the operating cost  of  the aircraft. 

All   these possible  implications   of high  lift  system development   represent a challenge to the aero- 
dynamicist    (and others) which extends  from improvements of simple mechanical  flaps to development 
of sophisticated  powered   lift   systems.     Mechanical   flaps have dominated  the air-transportation scene 
up to now. They will  probably  continue to do so  for quite some  time.     It   is   the author's belief 
that  substantial   improvement  of powered  lift systems  is  required   if they are going to be competitive 
with mechanical  ones  even  for  fairly  short  field   lengths.     A recent  study by  the Boaing Company  has 
shown mechanical  flap system-i   to  be   superior  in cost,  weight and  noise  for field   lengths down  to 
2000 ft  if gust  alleviation  is   employed  (Hef  1). 

There  is still   room for  improvements   in   lift and drag efficiency  and may  be even more  important  in 
stability and control  charai ter ist ics  of sophisticated mechanical  flap systems. 
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Fig. 5 Maximum lift history of 
mechanical high lift devices. 

Pig 5 shows a time history of C,    of mechanical 
... Lr max flaps. 

There is no evident  stagnation of the trend,  there 
has on the contrary been a marked improvemant the 
last ten years partly due to a revived interest for 
mechanical flap development.    The work reported here 
is onf   contribution to this effort.  Its objectives 
are to 

-      increase our knowledge of the flow around 
mechanical  flap  systems, 
improve present optimization procedures. 

-'.        2-D WIND TUNMEL  TESTING 

2.1     General 

^-D wind tunnel   tests have boon  widely  used during the history  of aviation for development  of both 
high  speed wings  and   low speed   flap systems.     Phey  have also been  used  for more  fundamental  studies 
of wing flow problems  such as  boundary   layer growth and  .-separation,   boundary   layer control,   jet 
flaps,   etc. 

The  obvious  advantages  of  2-D  tests   are: 

e      A higher Reynolds number   is  achiovod  for a given wind   tunnel   size, 
• Less  complication  and   cost   in  modol  design and  adjustments. 
• A more  generalized   flow   situation   is  obtained   h?ing well-suited   for  fundamental  studies   of 

boundary   layer,   etc. 
• Hie complexity and quantity  of pressure distributions  ■ind  boundary   layer measurements  are 

significantly   reduced. 

TTie main problems  are: 

• How should   the 2-D  test   be   interpreted   in  the   t-dimens ional world and   wliat  arc  the   limits 
for  their  applicability. 

• The difficulty   of  obtaining  truly  .'.'-dimensional   flow   up   to  and   beyond   the  stall. 

Tlie   important  question now   is   to what   extent  iuid   for '..nnt    applications  will  2-dimensional   tests  be 
justified.     There   is no general   answer  to  this.     Extensive  comparisons  of 2-D tests with  J-D ones 
should  give  some  guidance,   which does   howver dopend   on   the  2-  and    t-d imons ional   testing techniques 
used.     It  could   for   Instance  bo  quite mis'-ading to draw genera)   conclusions  about   this  from 2-D 
tests with  Inadequate wall  boundary   layer control. 

The most   important  applications   of 2-D  t<st.s with present  testing  techniques  and  knowledge are 
according to  the author's  belief! 

ons  wing flow  including oxporiments  to support  the 1) Fiind.imenta I   studies   of  viscous   and   in-. 
development  of calculation methods, 

2) Studios  of high   lift   performance  trends  f »r  variations  of geometric  parameters such as  flap 
shapes,   flap angles  mid  gap»   in  order  ' >  improve our ability   to  optimize high  lift  system 
geometries   both 2-  iind    t-d Imons ional ly . 

1) Optimization  of  nigh   lift   section  goomoirios   for wings  of moderate  sweep  and  reasonable aspect 
ratio,   primarily   for  mechanical   flap   v.stoms.   ( Ifio   limits   In  Al(  and  sweep depend  on  a  number 
of other  factors  iuid  cannot   be  given gots'ially).     Half-model   tests may  however for some  of 
these  cases   be more  cost   effective,   BSp<i tally   for-  cases  where   engine-wing  interaction   Is 
slf^ilf leant . 

k) Reynolds number  effects   on   the   results  for a  fix««!  configuration find may  bo more  important, 
on  the optimum goumotry.      Phis   knowlodgo will   be helpful   in   the  extrapolation of optimum 
goometiy  and   performance   of  l)oth  2-D iurd   )-D cases   from modol   to   full-scale  Ho. 
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2-D Optimization problem 

The general 2-dimensional high lift optimization problem which is a significant simplification of a 
real  3-dimensional  case,  nevertheless has  such a  large number of variables  that  it becomes  Impossible 
to cover all possible variations  experimentally.     The variables are!     size and  shape of flap elements, 
plus  three degrees  of freedom  for each flap element. 

A camion situation  is that one or a few sets of flap shapes are selected from experience, possibly 
aided by calculations.     The  remaining experimental problem is  then that  of optimiz.ing the positions 
of the flap elements for each alternative configuration.    The experiments  in  the present report are 
primarily concerned with this   latter problem. 

The remaining number of parameters   is still substantial for a configuration of given airfoil and 
flap shapes.    The geometry of a wing with a  leading edge slat and a triple slotted flap is defined 
by   12  independent  parameters.     The problem  is  then to choose a parameter variation program that 
will converge towards a well-opt imized configuration within  reasonable  time.     A good understanding 
of the physical background  to the  performance trends  for different geometrical  parameters will be 
very helpful  in determining such a program.       This  includes  an understanding of the balance between 
viscous and   inviscous  effects  that  govern  the  trends  for different  flap gaps  and  flap angles,   inter- 
relationships  between different  parameters  and  interaction between  loading edge and  trailing edge 
devices. 

Optimization criteria 

The criteria that  should be applied  are  first  of all dotermlned  by  the  operational  requirements 
being associated with take off,   landing and manoeuvring    performance.     These  requirements can be 
formulated  in terr.s  of  lift,  drag and  pitching moment.     The  criterion  for static  performance must 
then be some function of  these  three parameters.    The most  simple  case has  been   landing where 
maximum   lift coefficient  has  been  a very dominating requirement.     This has been  changed  lately due 
to noise requirements,   implicating a need  for  low drag -  low  power sotting approaches. 

It   is  however  impossible to give  a general   function of these parameters which can be used for two- 
dimensional   testing,   and   it   is  questionable  whether 2-0 results  give meaningful   trends  for a'l 
three parameters,     Ci-results and     CL max  trends are by  far  the  ones   that can most  easily be  inter- 
preted '3-dimensionalTy.     The 2-D drag results are  less accurate  and  represent   only a small   fraction 
of the  J-dimensional drag     (2-D  lift   to drag ratios are approx.   =   100).     The  CL-results are there- 
fore considered  to be   the most   inportant  ones   in 2-D testing.     Significant differences  in 2-D drag 
are  however useful  for compar'.son  of configurations with small   lift differences,   and do also 
give an   indication  of  the amount   of separation. 

A comparison of    CL max and drag  trends   for different geometrical  variables   reveals  that  they can 
be  surprisingly  similar for some  variables  such as  third and  second  flap gap.     Tills means  that  the 
geometry for the highest    Cj   IIlax     in  this  case has  the most  efficient   flap  flow  resulting in mini- 

mum drag at   least   for high  angles   of attack.     There  are many   other  parameters  where    CL max     and  drag 
trends are quite different  such as  flap angle and slat angles.    A     slat   position  that gives good 
Ci   max  results may have "ilgh drag due  to  separations  on  the   lower side at   lower angles of attack. 

The  "optimization"   trends discuss«!   in  the following are  limited mainly  to    C|     and    CL max  results. 

2.2       2-D Wind   tunnel   facility 

The high  lift  test  results  reported  below are mainly  from 2-d imons lonal   tests   in  the FFA T.6 in   low 
speed  wind   tunnel.     The   tunnel   is   equipped  with n  2-D   insert   section  as  shown   in   Pig 6. 

The vertical  walls are equipped with boundary  layer bleed and  boundai-y   layer suction through a  per- 
forated area as  shown  in  Fig 6.     The perforated  suction boxes are connected   to  the FFA vacuum rock 
chamber,   which means   that   very   large  suction quantities  can  be  obtained. 

Eitml boloncE 
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Fig.   6 FFA two-dimensional   insert 
test  section. 
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Fig.   7    Effect  of wall  boundary  layer suction 
for  triple  slotted flap configuration. 
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2.3       tall boundary   layer control 

Wind   vmnel  wall  boundaiy  layer control  is  considered  to be of paramount   ünportance for  the kind of 
2-dimensional high  lift development work discussed   in  this paper.     The conibinod   boundary   layers at 
the moiel will  junction will  cause  local  separations  that spread     and distorc     the entire  flow on 
the molel  well   before the 2-dijnensional    CL max-     Ulis effect   increases with  increasing high lift 
poteni ial  of the model.    Hie use  of centre-line pressure measurements will  give  somewhat  better 
resul  s   than balance measurements  for the case without  boundary   layer control,   but  the  flow is 
still   very 3-dimensional with wall induced premature  separation.     The importance of boundary 
layer   ;ontrol   is   illustrated  in  Fig 7 which  shows   the effect  of wall  suction  on  results  for a 2- 
dimen^ lonal triple-slotted win^. 
CL max   increases  from 4.2  for  solid walls  up  to 5.45  for the nearly 2-dimensional   case. 

T^ie  steep part  of  the curve on  the right-hand  side  corresponds  to a case where  separation   is pre- 
maturely spread  from the walls  covering a  substontial  part of  the wing surface.     The flattened 
part   jf  the C^ Diax"trenc' corresponds  to a  flow  .vith  small separated  regions  close  to  the  side walls 
which  iecrease  in  size with  increasuig suction and do not spread  spanwise.     The  stall   is  no  longer 
prematire as  shown  iii Fig  7,   but  the flap  efficiency at hi^i angles of attack is  still  somewhat 
degreoed resulting in a slightly too lew C. . 

Li max 
The  suction quantity for the  tests  is  chosen  slightly higher than  the;  for which  the curve  levels- 
off  In   Fig  7-     It   is considered  better to have  too much suction  than  too  little.     The governing 
crite'ion lor the suction  for  these  tests   is  to get  2-dimensional  conditions  at   tne stall.     This 
means   that  the suction quantity which is held  constant  for practical  reasons,   will be too high 
for ail  angles  below the stall.     This   is not   considered to be any  problem since  the effects are 
faii-l'1    small,   and  the interest  of the  tests   is  concentrated nround    CL max optimization and drag 
measui clients around    CL    = 0.69 ' CL max-     ^le drag  is measured with a wake pressure rake at a span- 
wise  station well away from the wall and  should  therefore not  be  too much affected by  excessive 
suction  (contrary to the case for too  little  suction). 

2,k       Measurements 

Lif^and^J-tchmg moment  is measured with an  external mechanical  balance,   except   for the  cases 
where   pressure measurements are used. 

Drag     is measured with a  total head  rake at  a  spanwise station which  is undisturbed  by walls and 
model   brackets. 

Balance-measured drag is  inadequate for several reasons;     It  requires a very  accurate knowledge 
of  tne mean flow direction  in  the  tunnel,  due  to  the very high 2-dimensiona 1  L/D ratios   (~   100), 
Tae balance results are also strongly affected  by   local anomalltids   in  the vicinity of side 
walls  and  flap brackets. 

Pressure distributions are measured  on  ore  of  the models  (Ref 3). 

TotaJ_ head_boundar^ 'a^er  travorses^ are carried  out with a motorized,   f 1P Ltened  boundary   layer 
probe   in order  to study  the developments  and   interactions of the viscous  layers   (see Ref  3). 

Wind   tunnej.  corrjäctions.       Classical  lift  and  blockage corrections are applied.     It   is not  con- 
sidered very   important for the present purposes  to  obtain very  accurate absolute values  of the 
balance results.     The main objective  is   to  study  the relative effects due to  the  configuration 
changes  and  these are not alfected  to any  significant  extent  by  the correction method used.    One 
exception to  this   is  the blockage  effect du»  to separations  on  the model  (as   introduced by Maskell, 
Ref U).     There may   be significant  changes  of  the amount of separation due to an   incromental model 
change which will  effect  the blockage term.     This  can affect  the  optimization  trends  through over- 
estiniation of high flap angles w.'th relatively  large  separated  regions. 

Thi.s  blockage correction term has however not  been  included due  to the practical difficulties. 
It  requires an estimation of  the drag increment due  to separations.     This estimation becomes 
particularly difficult when the model  exhibits  some  separated  regions  for the whole angle  of attack 
range,   which  is  often the case  for the high   lift  configurations   in the present  study.     TTiis  is cer- 
tainly  an area where further development   is   required. 

3.     THE  LKADING EDGE SLAT 

The classical idea about the effect of a slat is illustrated in Fig 8. It is conventionally seen as 
a way to delay the stall by a modification of the pressure distribution. The flap efficiency is not 
affected  in this  case. 

2P  a* 

Fig.   8    Classical  sin.   effect. Fig.   9    Slat  gap effects  for a  10    slat. 

Mfta 
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Fig 9 shows  some experimental  results  from Ref 7 where   the slat  gap is  varied  for a   10°  slat  and a 
20    single-slotted  tiailing edge  flap.  The deflection of the slat  without  any gap gives a  small 
improvement due  to  the modified pressure distribution.   The major part  of the  over-all  slat  effect 
is  In    this case due  to the  slat  gap which gives a AC    max of  1.05  for a 4 % slat gap.  The 
improvement from 1 % gap to k % gap is not due to a delay of the stall (the ringle of attack of the 
final stall is the same for these slat gaps) but mainly due to the slat gap effects on the viscous 
flow over the  flap. 

Fig.   10    Gap effects for a 20    slat. 
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Slat  gap effect  for 
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Kig  10   shows results  for a 20    slat.  The  effects of slat  gap are similar but  the optimum gap is 
here about  3 Ä. 

Fig  11   shows CL and C    at    cr     =    0  results  for three different  slat  angles  as  a  function of 
slat gap. Thr optimum slat gap increases with a decreasing slat angle. The trends for Of = 0 
reveals that the potential flow effects are comparatively small. The distinctive trends for C 
are mainly "-elated  to  the separation phenomenon. 1, max 

The  slat  effect on C 
L man can be divided  into   two main  parts, 

1) Delaying the onset of leading edge  separation which  is governed by  the  local   pressure  distribu- 
tion. 

2) The  effect on  the  flap flow  including  local  trailing edge  separation which  is  governed mainly 
by  the  slat gap  size. 

The  slat  overlap  is considered to be of secondary  importance. This assumption has  been verified in 
3-D tests.  The overlap is kept  approximately constant  at a small  value with adjustments  to  ensure 
a  slot  flow that   is  basically aligned  to  the main wing  leading edge  surface. 

Fig  12 gives an example of the  slat  effect   for a  triple- slotted configuration with relatively 
high C     values.  This  is a case where  the  slat  has  a visible effect on the  flap efficiency   for an 
extended  angJe of attack range. 

JO SLAI SAP.» « 

cf 20 

Fig.    12    Slat  effect  for a triple 
slotted  configuration. 
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Fig   13  shows   the  gap  trends  for a  20    slat   for different   trailing edge  flaps   (single-  and 
double-slotted).   The  similarity  is evident  but   there   is  a  slight   increase   in  the  optimum slat  gap 
for higher C     levels.  This  should not  be  surprising since   the  required gap  size  should be  related 
to   the  thickness  of the  viscous  layers   involved. 

The  trends   Tor  slat  angle  and slat  gap discussed  above  are  a  result  of a combination of viscous 
and   inviscous  effects.   In order  to  get  a  better understanding of these  effects  and  theii     elative 
importance  a  series of boundary  layer measurements  were  performed with a model   according to Fig   lU. 

i ——' L «union 

®®®® 

Fig.   14 

2-D model for boundary 
layer experiments. 

Slot suction is introduced on this model, not for conventional b. I.e. purposes but as a way to re- 
duce the thickness of the w,-ike leaving the slat. This will make it possible to study the importance 
of the viscous interaction between siat wake and main wing-flap boundary layers. The position of 
the Blot and the suction quantities are such that the sink effects are an order of magnitude 
smaller than the C differences of interest. 
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Fig.   15 

 ,   Slat gap effect for 25° slat, 
rf" 30 

The model was first tested for a number of slat gaps and a fixed slat angle (25 ) without any suc- 
tion. The results as shown in Fig 15 exhibit the familiar slat gap trend with an optimum gap at 
2,5 %,  This gap and a smaller 0.85 %  gap were selected for further studies. Boundary layer total 
head measurements were performed at eleven stations along the upper surface of the model at an 
angle of attack which is 1,5 below the stall. Fig 16 shows the total head profiles over the main 
wing and f'ap for the two different slat gaps. The optimum 2.5 7>  gap corresponds to a viscous 
layer at the main wing trailing edge where the slat wake is still essentially separated from the 
main wing boundary layer. It results in a more efficient flow over the flap as shown by the 
pressure distribution measurement and also by the streamlines from the main wing trailing edge. 
The slat gap obviously also has a significant effect on the state of the boundary layer close to 
the surface at the main wing trailing edge. The profile for the small gap i-i  very close to 
separation and In fact there may be a local separation on the remaining part of the main wing. It 
is however difficult to determine to what extent the flap flow improvement depends on decreased 
local separation on the main wing trailing edge and what the contribution is from the redistributed 
total head losses over the flap. 

SLAT WING FLAP 

Fig.    16    Situ  gap  effect  on  total 
head profiles  and pressure 
distribution  for T.E.   flap. 

Fig.    1/     Slat  gap effect  on pressure 
distribution.     ar=   19.6°. 
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The pressure distributions on the leading edges are shown in Fig !?• The problem here is how much 
of the pressure difference is due to the changed local geometry at the leading edge and what is the 
contribution from the Improved flap flow? 

In attempt to answer some of these questions, suction was applied on the slat as indicated in Fig 
14, in the case of the smaller slat gap (0.85 $ of c). 

The boundary layer at the trailing edge of the slat was measured for different amounts of suction 
as shown in Fig 18. 

Fig.   18 

Effect of suction on slat T.E. 
boundary layer. 

QUp/^1 

The C     results with and without  suction are  shown  In Fig  19. 

Fig.   19 

Effect of reduced slat wake 

on C¥    and C, . 
L max     L 

The  curve   for C, levels-off for  the highest  amounts of suction,   indicating that  the part  of L max . -o «- 
the  slat wake caused by  the upper surface boundary  layer has been effectively removed.  Only a small 
fraction of the  slat wake  remains.  The C     curves behave very similarly to  the case  for different 
slat gaps  except  for the  final  stal', which is at  rou^ily  the  same angle of attack.  The  leading 
edge pressure distribution has  in this case not been changed by geometrical differences.  Boundary 
layer measurements  and pressure distributions  for  this case  are shown in Fig 20. 

••1 >•.  

Fig.   20    Effect of reduced slat wake 
on  total head proflies and 
pressure distribution of T.E.   flap. 
a=   19.6°. 

Fig.   21    E-'     ct of reduced slat wake on 
complete pressure  distribution. 

The  effect  on the boundary layer at   the main wing trailing edge and  the  flap pressure distribution 
are very  similar to  those for  the   increased  slat  gap discuss d above.  The wake  region over the   flap 
is  somewhat  reduced  resulting in  improved flap efficiency.   This  is  further reflected in the  pres- 
sure distribution at  the    eading edg«;   In Fig 21, 

One conclupion  that can be drawn  from  this   is   that   the  viscous flow effects of  Increasing the  slat 
gap are  essentially  similar elimination  of a  major  part  of the   slat  wake.   This   is  achieved 
when  the   slat  wnke   is   separated   from  the main  wing boundary   layer  along most  of  the  main wing 
upper  surface. 

J 
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The optiraum slat  gap corresponds to  an optimum amount  of mixing between the slat  wake  uvi  the main 
wing boundary   layer.  These  conditions are however strongly dependent on  the  slat  angle,   as  illus- 
trated by the   trends discussed  in Fig  11  above,  A bigger slat  angle corresponds  tc  a smaller slat 
wake  resulting  in a  reduced optimum slat  gap.   It   is  also  probable  that  more mixing between  slat 
wake  and main wing boundary  layer is  optimum In  this  case  since  the viscous effects  are  generally 
less  for  the  smaller slat  wake.  The  criteria  for optimum mixing conditions do also depend on the 
over-all  C     level   since  viscous effects  become  generally more   important   for  increasing C   . 

I- i- 
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Fig. 22 Correlation between optimum slat gap 
and slat angle for different T.E. flaps. 

Fig. 23 C.     v.s. slat angle. 
L max 

This is illustrated in Fig 22 where optimum slat 
trailing edge flaps. The trends are very similar 
increases steadily for a fixed slat angle. There 
shown in Fig 23. It increases with increasing C 
to give a certain optimum relation between the px-< 
ing edges. Fig 2k  shows the flow over a fairly wel 

gap is plotted versus slat angle for different 
for all flap angles but the over-all gap level 
is however also a change in optimum slat angle as 
level. Higher and higher slat angles are required 
essure peaks on the slat and the main wing lead- 
11 optimized two-dimensional configuration with a 

^L max = 5.5. (slat angle = 20°). The slat wake is here quite distinguishable at the trailing edge 
s mixing for this case compared with the cases 
f the same order of magnitude as the main wing 

of the third flap. There is consequently even les 
illustrated above. The size of the slat wake is o 
wake. 

C0NFI6. S3* 

Fig. 2h    Total head profiles on optimized 
triple slotted flap. 

a= «STALL -1-50- 

Foster et  al   (Ref 8)   has  found  that  the optimum slat  gap corresponds  to a case with quite  some 
mixing between  the  slat wake  and  the main wing boundary  layer.  These experiments  are however for 
one  fixed  slat  angle,   which   is  greater  than  the ones  used  in  the  present   investigation,   and with a 
30°  single-slotted  trailing edge  flap.  This  means  that   the   relative  size  and  importance  of the 
slat  wake   is much  less, resulting in relatively more  mixing being present   for the  optimum balance 
between  viscous  and   inviscous  effects. 

k.     THE TRAILING EDGE   FLAP 

h. 1   Slat  effect  on T.E.   flap optimization 

The merits of a  trailing edge  flap is often described  in  terms of flap efficiency expressed as 
ACL  for o. =  O. 

A   particular  flap configuration  is  said  to have  p certain AC     or   AC, .   It may  thus  be  tempting 
to   treat   the   trailing edge  problem separately,   trying  to  establish generalized data  about   flap 
efficiencies   for different  configurations.   Experimental   results  have  shown however  that   the  flap 
optimization can hardly be   treated separately  from  the  leading edge  problem.  The  results  discussed 
in Chapter  3 have   shown   that   the condiMons   for  the   flap are  significantly  affected by  the  slat 
position.   Fig 25   is  a  good   illustration i,f  this. 

MM m—rnm. 
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A double-slotted  trailing edge  flap was optimized for a fixed leading edge slat  (slat  angle =  30  , 
slat  gap =   1  ^b).  The  result as  shown by  the  solid  line was  a C of ^.3  for a ^5°   flap.  The 
slat was   then optimized for the best  trailing edge  configuration resulting  in  the   improvement 
according  to  the dashed  line.  The  trailing edge  flap was now optimized again and a  further improve- 
ment  resul^d  in a C of 5.0.   The optimum  flap angle was now  55   •  The   improved  slat   position 
changed  the  viscous  oondftiais   lor the  trailing edge  flow  so  that a  higher  flap angle  could be  used. 
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20 

Fig. 25 Interaction between leading edge 
and trailing edge. 

<e   m 

Fig.   26    Summai-y of C    results for 
different T.E.   flaps. 

A  sunmary of  the  best   lift results  for some   investigated  trailing edge  flaps are  shown  in Fi; 26. 

A  large  number of parameter variations have  Deen carried out  including individual   flap angles,   com- 
binations  of  flap angles,  gap sizes and overlaps. 

4.2 Flap gap effects 
The  significance  of the  flap gap has been  investigated by  Foster in Ref 8 where  the   optimum flap 
gap  is  explained  in terms of a balance between viscous and  inviscous effects.  The  optimum gap cor- 
responds   to  a  flow where  the   interaction between the main wing wake and  the  flap boundary  layer  is 
marginal.  The  results   from the  present work agree  very well with Foster's  findings  for both single; 
double-and  tripl"-slotte«   flaps. 

Fig 27  shows C as a  function of the  two  gaps  of a double-slotted flap.  The  trends   for C^ at at 
=  5°  is  totally efferent. This   is explained  in  Fig 28.  The  flap efficiency at   low  angles of 
attack  is  gradually  reduced with increasing gap size,  mainly due  to potential  flow effects.  The 
flow at  high angles of attack  is however  improved due  to  reduced  jjitor-aCLion between the main wing 
wake and  the  flap boundary layers which, in  its  turn,   reduces the amount  of  local   separation at  the 
trailing edge. 
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Fig.   28    Flap gap effect  on C  -curves. 

Fig.   27    Flap gap effect on C, 
. -       x »o L max 

and CL at «= 5  . 
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Fig 27 also shows that the first flap gap should be larger than the second one. Some explanation of 
these results are given by the total head profiles measured on a double-slotted flap with optimum 
gaps shown in Fig 29• 

CONFIG. S2 

Fig. 29 Total head profiles on optimized 
double slotted flap. 

a= «STALL -1-50- 

The measurements are taken at an angle of attack only 1.5 below the stall. All the viscous layers 
over the flap are still essentially separated by potential flow cores. They are Just beginning to 
merge at the trailing edge of the second flap. A rather big gap is required to separate the large 
main wing wake from the following shear layers. A smaller second flap gap is needed to separate the 
small first flap wake from the second flap boundary layer. 

The results for triple-slotteJ flaps are verv consistent with this. 

Fig 30 shows flap gap trendi and total head profiles for the best flap gaps of such a configuration. 
The different viscous laye.-s are still quite distinguishable at the trailing edge of the third flap. 

cUol 

2 3 4% ofc 
FIATGAP 

Fig.   30    Flap gap trends for triple  slotted flap. 

The optimum flap gap appears   to be a  function of the  following parameters; 

.  The  size  (displacement   thickness)  of the viscous  layer leaving the  trailing edge  inmediately 
ahead of the gap. 

• The boundary   layer  thickness  on the nearest  airfoil element. 

• The  remaining distance  to  the  trailing edge of the configuration. 

It  should be  noted  that   the  very  large flap gaps  in the  present   tests are obtained with an ideal- 
ized shape of  the main wing cut-out.  This means  that  sound contraction ratios  in the  slot could be 
maintained up to  fairly  large  flay paps. More practical wing cut-out  shapes may seriously limit 

ic usefulness  of such  large   flap gaps. 

It may not be  possible  to obtain efficient  slot   flow for the   large  flap gaps due  to  local  separa- 
tions  in the rut-out causing poor or negative slot contractions. 

>*.■}    Flap angles 

It  is more difficult   to draw any general  conclusions about   flap angles.  The present experiments 
did however indicate  that   the  first  flap angle  should account   for the   largest  flow-turning angle, 
the  second  flap the  second   largest, and  the  third  flap the  smallest   turning angle. A streamline 
analysis derived  from  the  boundary   layer measurements gave   the   following flow-turning angles 
(close  to  the  surface)   for  the   three  flap elements of the  optimized  triple-slotted flap; 

First  flap 

Second  flap 

Third  flap 

10" 

21C 

13° 
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There   Is  also  a  correlation  between  flap angle  and   flap gap.   The   flap angle  affects   the  viscous 
layer developments  which in  its  turn ii/'fects  the  required  flap gap.  Kig 3'   Is tin  illustration 
of       this  correlation.   Iv   shows  optima;!  first   flap  gap as  a   function  of C 
contains   points   for  both  single-,   double-   and   triple-slotted  cases. 

level.   The  diagram 
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Fig.   jl    Optiiiium flap gap for different 
C, -levels. 
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Fig.   3i Efl 'ect of overlap on C 

■l.'4     Flap overlap 

Over'ap effects  on   lift   are   shown   in  Fij-,  '32   for  the   first   flap  of  several   different   flap configura- 
tions  and  for  the   third  flap of a triple-slot ted  flap.   The   trends  are generally   loss  dramatic   than 
the  gap  effects  Lllscussed  above.   Three  curves  are   shown   for double-slotted  configurations  with 
different  combinations  of   flap  and  slat  angles.   The   optimum  overlap   is  essentially  unchanged.   The 
overlap  is   probably  more   independent  of other  parameters   than  gaps  and  angles,  A   variation  of   the 
flap overlap  and   flap  angle   for a  constant    flip gap  corresponds   to 

• changed  contraction  ratio  of  the  slot 

• changed  conditions   for  the   'coanda'   effect 

A  high  contraction   ratio   is  desired   for good   slot   effectiveness.   The   'coanda'   effect  depends   on 
the   inclination  of   the   trailing edge  ahead  of  the   gap  and   the   curvature  of  the   flap.   The   balance 
of  these   factors   and   the  general   potential How  effects  has   resulted   in overlap  sizes  between  0.5^ 
1.1 'i.   It   is  however uncertain whether  these   results  can be  used   for any general   conclusions.  A 
different  curvature   for   the   main  wing under  cut-out   and   the   flap   leading edge  may  give  different 
results. 

'(. 5     Kelative   sizes   of   flap  elements 

A  comparison has   been  made  between  r»o  different   alternative   triple-slotted  configurations, (as 
shown   in   Fig  26).    The   results   from  these  are  compared   in  Fig   33.   The   lift   results  are   slightly 
better  for  the   small   third   flap.   The  drag   is  dramatically  different.   This   is  due   to  a   larger 
local   separation  on   the  bigger   third   flap. 

at 0 8 
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I'ig.   )j    Comparison of  two aitemative 
triple   slotted   flaps. 

Phis   is   one  example   of  .1  case   when'   V-l) drag  measurements   can   be   quite  useful.   Differences   of 
this magnitude  should  certainly  I»'  sij^ni f icatil   for   the   three-dimensional   case  as  wi>lt. 

These   results   together  with   t lie   findings  about    the   flap  r::<\< effects  discussed  above  do,   according 
to  the  author's  belief,   indicate   that   the  best   II ip configuration   i- obtained when   the  sizes  of 
the elements  are  gradually   reduced  towards   the   trailing edge.   A   triple-slotted   flap, with  a   first 
'lement   being   the    largest   and   the   third   the   smal lesI, would   probably   give   lietter   results   tlian   the 
Mresent   configurations,   both    rn   terms   nl    I i f i     led  drag. 

mmm*. 
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5. CALCUIATIONS 

5, 1 Potential flow calculations 

The Douglas-Neumann potential flow method (Ref 5) has been used in connection with the experiments 
for the following purposes: 

1) As a reference to the experimental results giving an indication of the order of magnitude of 
the viscous effects. 

2) To increase our understanding of the experimental results, particularly the trends for cer- 
tain geometrical variations. 

3) To assess the usefulness of such calculation methods for high lift optimization purposes. 

Fig 3^ shows potential flow calculations for an optimized triple-slotted configuration at two 
angles of attack. There are unfortunately no experimental pressure distributions available for 
this case. The potential flow C  is compared in the right-hand diagram with the experimental C - 
curve which gives an indication of the magnitude of the viscous effects involved. 
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Fig.   3'»    Potential flow calculation of triple slotted 
configuration with small third flap element. 

The flow efficiency at ^    = 0 is 8) ^. 

Calculations for the triple-slotted configuration with a larger third flap are shown in Fig  35. 
The third flap pressure distribution is quite different for this case which may be the explanation 
to  the poor drag results  shown in Fig 33» 

.POT CALCULATION 
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Fig.   35    Potential flow calculation fo triple slotted 
configuratioii with big third flap element. 

5.2    Calculations  with viscous  effects 

A method developed  by Stephens  and Goradia at  Lockheed,   (Ref 6),   has  been used  for tlie  single- 
slotted flap configuration  shown  in Fig   14.  This method assumes  attached flow and accounts  for the 
displacement  effect  of   Interacting viscous   layers over  the main wing element. 
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The purpore of these calculations was to see whether the method could predict the experimental 
trends for slat gap. Calculated and experimental pressure distributions for two different slat 
gaps are compared in Fig 36 (Ref 10). 
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Fig.   36    Pressure distributions  calculated with 
Stevens, Goradla method  (Ref 6)   for two 
different  slat gaps. 

The experimental   results  show an  improved pressure distribution on  the  flap for the bigger slat 
gap.  The calculation  result   shows  the opposite effect,   a  reduced  flap pressure  for the bigger 
slat  gap. 

The  reason for  this   is  probably   that   the calculation model   for the  flow over the  flap does not 
account   for a  separate  wake  layer above  the  flap.  The  layers  are   Instead combined  to one displace- 
ment  thickness  that   is  added  to  the  flap shape.  The calculations  show correctly that  the  increased 
slat  gap cause?   increased pressure  peak at  the main wing leading edge.  This causes a thicker boun- 
dary layer on  the main wing which  is   later added  to  the  flap boundary  layer resulting in reduced 
lift on the  flap  instead of the   improvement obtained  for  thi;  experiments. 

Some of the differences  may also  be explained by   local  separations  for the experiments which can- 
not be predicted by  the  calculations. 

These comparisons  are  made  for a  constant angle of attack which  is  a  simple case  to predict  com- 
pared  to   the  effects   on C, L max 

5.3    General  usefulness  of calculation methods  for optimiz; . ion  piirposes 

The ultimate calculation method would be one which can be  ut-.^d  to  predict C, and C. trends 
for geometrical   variations making  it  possible  to optimize  a high  lift  configuration  theoretically. 
Such a method must be  able  to  predict  separation and the  continuous  growth of local   separations 
up  to  the C .   In  order  to  do this   it   is  necessary   to   include   relevant  models  of  the  viscous L max ' 
Interactions  above   the  main  wing and   the  flaps.   There   is   still   a   long way   to go  bf fore   this   goal 
is   reached. 

The best   presently  available  methods   can be  used   for a   fairly   accurate   prediction of  pressure 
distributions  on multiple  element   airfoils  with  small   to  moderate   flap angles  and  attached   flow. 
They cannot   be   used   for  prediction  of ('. or   the 1. max trends  due   to  geometrical   variations. I   max 
There  are  however many  other  possible  ways  we  can  use   state   of  the  art  calculation  methods  within 
the  framework  of  a  high   lift   development   program. 
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Potential   flow_calculations  can  be  used  to   improve  the  shapes  of different  airfoil elements.  They 
can also be used  in  the  selection of flap configurations  for experimental  optimization.  The calcu- 
lated pressure  distributions  will  give  a  good  indication of the  high  lift   potential of a particu- 
lar configuration.  The most   promising configurations can be  selected  from a   large number of 
posjihle alternatives  leading  to  a  substantial  reduction  in  the  required number of wind  tunnel 
tests. 

Calculations  should be used  parallel   to  experiments  as  a reference  which will   show  the magnitude 
of  the  viscous effects.   They  will   contribute  to the understanding of  the exparlmantal 
results. 

Ca_lculations_wit;h viscous^ effects 

These methods are in a relatively early stage of development. It is therefore rather uncertain 
what their use could be at present. Detailed experimental results similar to the ones in Ref 3 
are  needed to  support   the  further development of  these methods. 

Some   results have  been  published  (Ref 8),   where existing methods  could  predict   the  trend  for flap 
gap at  a constant  angle of attack  for a  single-slotted flap with  a  small  flap angle.  This  is 
certainly an  important   step  towards  the  ultimate  goal.   It   is however uncertain whether the  gap 
trends can also be  predicted  for high  flap angles where  the  viscous  effects  become more  important. 

6.     TOE ROLE OF  2-D TESTS 

There  are  two main aspects  of   the   role  of  2-D  tests  in aircraft  development.   The   first  and prob- 
ably most widely accepted,   is   the   indirect   role of knowledge-oriented applied  research which will 
improve our ability  to develop efficient   3-dimensional  wings,  Thiä  kind  of work  is not  connected 
to  any  particular well-defined  project.   Most  of the work discussed  above  should be  seen in this 
perspective. 

The othor possible aspect  is  the direct usefulness of 2-D testing in an aircraft development 
program.    Could 2-D tests actually contribute to the efficiency of a particular development 
program?    It is the author's belief that   this may be the case for some projects with high aspect 
ratio    wings and small  sweep  angles. 

i-max 

A 5% 
SLAT GAP 

Fig.   37 

Comparison of  2-D slat trends 
with corresponding trends for 3- 
full model tests. 

Fig  37 shows a comparison between  slat   position trends  for 2-dimensional  tests  and full model 
tests.  The  full  model   is  a  SAAB  project  with an aspect  ratio of  7  and a  leading edge  sweep of   18°. 
The   2-D  section corresponds   to   the  root   section of the aircraft  wing.  The   3-D wing section thick- 
ness  ratio varies  from  15 % at   the  root   to   12 % at   the tip.  The  trends  for  slat  angle and slat  gap 
in  Fig 37 are very  similar  for  the  two  cases.  This  should  indicate   that the  number of full model 
variations  in this  case  could have been  substantially reduced  if  2-D  tests were  u«ed  in advance. 
A   large number of 2-D variations  can be  made a);  only a fraction of  the  cost  of  similar variations 
of  full model  parameters  at   the  same Reynolds number. 

Another important  problem  in  aircraft  development  testing  is   the  extrapolation  to  full-scale 
Reynolds number. 

Wind  tunnel  tests  are used  to  develop the  best  possible geometry  and  to  predict   the  full-scale 
perfonnance of this  geometry. 

There  are  two different Reynolds  number problems  involved. 

1 )     What are  the Re-effects  on   the  performance of a certain  fixed  geometry? 

2)     What  are  the Re  effects  on  the  optimization of  the geometry? 

2-D  tests can probably contribute  to  the-  answer of both these questions.   Fundamental  studies of 
Reynolds number effects  on boundary  layer growt'i,  boundary   layer  interaction  and  separation 
phenomena are well  suited  for  2-D  testing. 

Another example   is   the Re-effects  on optimization  trends  for  som   important  geometrical   parameters. 
How  are  optimum slat  gaps,   flap gaps  and  flap angles  affected by Reynolds  number?  This   is  a case 
where  2-D results  could be  quite  useful   for  the  extrapolation of  l-<kimoiis lonal   geometries. 

mmmm 
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CONCLUSIONS 

7"  Viscous flow over an opttmized confieuracion 

Boundary layer measurement a have shown that the best 2-D geometry corresponds to a flow (close to 
the stoll) where there is only marginal interaction between all the different viscous layers involved. 
The amount of interaction that can be accepted depends on the relative size of the viscous layers. 

7.2 Leading "^ff" parameters 

The two dominating parameters are slat gap and slat angle. The optimum slat gap has been found to in- 
crease rapidly with decreasing slat angle. It also Increases slowly with increasing trailing edge flap 
angle. The angle of an optimum slat gap - slat angle combination increases slowly with increasing 
over-all C. level. 

7.3 Trailing edge parameters 

Tlie  optimum trailing edge  flap gap  is  a  function of; 

e    The   size of the  viscous   layer  inmediately ah^ad of the  gap 

e    The boundary  layer thickness on  the  nearest airfoil element 

e    The  remaining distance  to   the  trailing edge of the configuration 

"nils  results  in  flap gaps  thut  are   larger  for the  forward  flap element  and  smaller closer to  the 
trailing edge. 

The  optimum gaps  should generally  increase with increasing C   -level. 

7.*»     2-D optimization   nethods 

TthB  results  for  slat  and  flap variations have  shown  the  importance  of  interaction between  leading and 
trailing edge devices.   The   leading edge  has  significant  effects  on  the  viscous  flow over the  flap air! 
therefore changes  the  conditions  for  the   flap optimization.  The  trailing edge  effect on  the   leading 
edge  is  primarily  inviscous. 

An efficient optimization program should  therefore  start  with  slat   optimization  for a  fixed trailing 
edge  with a flap angle   in  the  vicinity  of  the expected final geometry.  The   trailing edge  should then 
be  optimized with the   best   leading edge   slat.  The  slat  position must  now be vnried  to check whether 
the first slat optimization is  still valid.   If it is not and the new slat  position is significantly 
different,  it will be necessary to optimize the trailing edge once again. 
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THE AERODYNAMICS OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL AIRFOILS WITH SPOILERS 

by 
* ♦ + G.V. Parkinson , G.P. Brown . T. Jandall 

The University of British Columbia 

SUMMARY 

Three Incompressible potential flow methods have been developed for two- 
dimensional airfoils with upper surface spoilers.   A linearized free- 
streamline theory Is used to predict the steady and transient lift on thin, 
single-element airfoils of arbitrary Incidence, camber, and thickness, with 
spoilers of arbitrary position, height, and Inclination.   Two theories for 
pressure distribution on thick airfoils have been developed.    The first, a 
conformal transformation theory related to Theodorsen's method, and to 
Parkinson's wake source model for bluff bodies, applies to general single- 
element airfoils with normal spoilers.   The   second, adapting the wake 
source model to Smith's surface source method, applies also to general 
multi-element airfoils with Inclined spoilers.   Wind tunnel measurements 
of steady and transient 11ft and pressure distribution have been made, 
using two different airfoil profiles with several different spoiler sizes, 
positions, and Inclinations, and good agreement has been found with the 
theoretical predictions. 

NOTATION 

c airfoil chord 

b spoiler position 

h spoiler height 

6 spoiler angle 

t length of »irfoll ♦ cavity 

a airfoil Incidence 

OLQ airfoil zero lift angle 

n flap angle 

U free stream velocity 

p air density 

p air pressure 

p free stream pressure 

z " x + 1y, complex airfoil plane 

f(z,t) ■ $ + 1I|I, complex acceleration potential 

$■ t      acceleration potential and stream function 

a   ' 3x " 3v' x-component of acceleration 

a   n |^ ■ - i^ . y-component of acceleration 
y    <)y        ox 

v y-component of velocity 

C complex transform plane 

W(s)      transient lift decrement function 

s airfoil distance travelled In chords 

i effective response time (Figure 3) 

z . n»1-6, complex planes 

P " P« 
C,, ■ y , pressure coefficient 

Pb 

P/2 U' 

base pressure coefficient 

L,D     lift, drag 

C.  ■ —W- , lift toeffldent 
L •   p/2 U^c 

P/2 U'c 
*- , drag coefficient 

zl pseudo-circle complex plane 

r airfoil circulation 

QJJ, Q,    discrete source strengths 

6||, 6.    discrete source angular positions 

r(z)      complex velocity potential 

w(z) ■ TT , complex velocity 

♦ Professor of Mechanical Engineering. 
♦ Graduate Student, now Director of Engineering, dba Silencing. Vancouver, B.C. 
t Graduate Studert, now Research Scientist, Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel. University of Western Ontario, 

London, Ontario. 
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2.   THIN AIRFOIL THEORY 

Linearized theories have usually been successful   in the prediction uf  lift and moment on airfoils, 
and a new linearized theory has been developed for this purpose, applicable  to thin,  single-element air- 
foils of arbitrary incidence, camber,  and thickness, with a spoiler of arbitrary position, height, and 
inclination.    Calculations can be niade both for the steady state, with spoiler erect, and fot  the trans- 
ient  loading following spoiler   actuation,    the spoiler case pressure cannot  be predicted theoretically by 
any method yet available,  and  its  empirical   value  is  required  in the steady-state theory.    Free stream 
pressure is assured tor the spoiler wake in  the transient theory.    The analytical  method  is summarized 
below.    Complete details can be  found  in a recent paper-' 

2.1    Analytical method 

An airfoil  of chord c  is at angle of attack   , to a uniform incident  flow.    An  upper surface spoiler 
of height h and inclination  '  to the  surface  is at distance b  froni the airfoil   leading edge.    The flow 
separates  on the bottom ai the airfoil   trailinc edge, anc on the top at  the  spoiler t p,  forming a wake 
which  is modelled here as a  finite constant pre    ure cavity, so that the airfoil   plus cavity has total 
length  ...    Trie theory gives a relationship between  .  and the emfi ncal ly-gi ven cavity pressure, and  J 
becomes  infinite tor free-stream cavity pressure. 

In the linearized physical  z-plane rep«"r->cnting the airfoil, cavity,  and surrounding flow field,  the 
wetted airfoil  surface and the cavity boundary become the edge1; of a slit  of  length  ;  along the positive 
real  axis.    A sequence of simple conformal   transformations maps the field  outside the slit onto the upper 
half  ^-plane exterior to the unit semi-circle.    The semi-circle represents   the airfoil  wetted surface from 
upper surfte spoiler tip  to  lower  surface trailing edge, and  the positive  and negative branches of the 
real  axis exterior to the semi-circle  represenl   the upper and lower cavity  boundaries. 

The flow field inoael   follows  Biot"  in using the complex acceleration  potential 

f(z,t) 
d_f 

dz 

as the basic flow function for steady and unsteady airfoil  problems, and  Parkin5  in adapting the method to 
foil-cavity problems.     In the above,  a    jnd ay are the cartesian fluid acceleration components.    The real 
part  of f(z,t)   is related to pressure coefficient Cn,  referred to free-stream pressure,  by 

where C      is  the constant cavity pressure coefficient,  and the  imaginary part  is simoly related to the 
pb 

y-components of fluid acceleration and velocity av and v, for unsteady flow,  while for steady flow, the 
relation becomes 

With these relations,  the boundary conditions of  the problem can be simply expressed in terms of t 
or v,  so that analytic functions  f(z,t) can be sought to meet the conditions. 

2.2    Steady state theory 

The flow, uniform at infinity,  passes over- the st?tiorary airfoil, with  spoiler erect, and its  fixed 
trailing cavity.    The boundary- conditions at  the oirfr.i'-c ".';' v system are  tangent  ^low on the airfoil 
wetted surface, constant pressure on  the cavity bouncar. , ^   '  -.utta conditions at  the spoiler  tip and 
airfoil   trailing edge.     In addition,  a  requirement o'r zero drag cn the t,-tal   system gives a relation 
linking  I   and C.  . 

The analytic  function' meeti ig  these conditions are found  in the  --p'ane, with complex acceleration 
potentials natched at corresponding points  in  the  ■.-  and z-planes.        ve  the  flow  functions are 
linearized, and all  airfci 1-cavity boundary conditions are satisfied        the  slit »'eal  axis between z=0 
and  ., different geometric charac eristics cf the airfoil  can be treated separately, and the results 
superimposed.     In this way,  simple closed  form solutions as  functions 3f -.  are found for the effects of 
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the airfoil ar.gle of attack a and of the spoiler.    (A similar solution to that for the spoiler gives the 
additional effect of a simple trailing-edge flap.) 

For the general thin airfoil, with arbitrary chordwise distribution if camber and thickness, the 
solutions for these effects are found as infinite series in inverse powers of ;.    Unlike the theory for 
thin airfoils without separation, the present theory piedicts an effect of the airfoil  thickness distribu- 
tion on lift and moment, because the asynrietrlc separation of the flow from the spoiler tip on the upper 
surface and airfoil trailing edge on the lower surface makes the thickness distribution effectively 
asymmetric also. 

The complete complex acceleration potential f(z) is then the sum of the potentials giving the effects 
of angle of attack, spoiler (and flap), camber, and thickness, and the airfoil  lift coefficient CL is 
obtained using the Blasius equation in the form 

.c,.^ f(z) dz (2.1) 

2.3   Transient theory 

The flow Is again uniform at infinity, and the airfoil  is stationary, but the spoiler is in motion, 
with a consequent effect on the cavity.    To avoid the complications of C     and I varying with time, It 

is assumed that C„ 0. so that i There is now an additional normal acceleration boundary condition 

on the spoiler, but the condition linking C     and i 1s no longer needed. 

The problem of Interest is the loading arising from constant-rate erection of the spoiler.   As in 
earlier work on transient airfoil aerodynamics (see, for example, Bisplinghoff, Ashley, and Halfman•), it 
is convenient to solve two other problems before this one.    First the small-amplitude harmonic oscillation 
of the spoiler about a mean angle is considered.    Then the problem of unit-step actuation of the spoiler 
is solved by an integral transform of the harmonic oscillation solution.    The boundary conditions apply to 
the geometry corresponding to the spoiler problem of the steady-state theory.    Only this geometry Is 
needed for the time-dependent problems.    Thi complete airfoil loading is obtained by adding the steady- 
state solutions (for the case C     = 0) for the effects of angle of attack, camber, thickness, (and flap) 

pb 
to the time-dependent spoiler solution. 

For the oscniating-spoiler problem, chordwise integration of *he acceleration boundary condition 
gives an expression for ^ on the airfoil and spoiler, and a complex potential  is found as a function of 5 
by methods like those of the steady-state theory.    Constants of the spatial  integration (which are har- 
monic function of time) are found using the tangent flow boundary condition.    With the complex potential 
known, the lift coefficient can be found using Equation (2.1). 

The ccrresoonding lift coefficient for the unit-step problem can now be found by an integral trans- 
form of thu oscillatlng-spoiler lift coefficient, and finally the lift coefficient for constant-rate 
spo-' er actuation is obtained by a superposition of unit-step solutions, in which it is assumed that the 
spoiler is erected to angle 6 in a finite sequence of incremental angular steps. 

2.A   Comparisons with experimental results 

Predictions of the steady-state lift wert compared with the results of wind tunnel experiments on a 
143! thick Clark Y airfoil of 14 in. chord c which could be fitted at several chordwise positions b/c with 
fixed spoilers of different heights h/c and inclinations 6.    The airfoil was mounted vertically on a 
force balance, and conditions were made as two-dimensional as possible.    The test Reynolds number was 
4(10)5.    Figure 1 shows a typical compariion, where the theory Is seen to predict accurately the varia- 
tion of CL with a.    The nonlinear increase of experimental CL at high a is caused by the growth of the 
separation bubble at the upstream spoiler base.    The transient lift solution is presented in terms of the 
function W(s), the ratio of the lift decrement after s chords travel of the wing, following spoiler actua- 
tion, to the steady-state lift decrement.    To determine this function experimentally, another 14* thick 
Clark Y airfoil of 14 in. chord was built of steel wi^h a mid-span section containing 24 surface pressure 
taps, each of which could be connected in turn to a cavity containing a condenser microphone.   A spoiler 
(h/c * .084 at 6 = 90 , b/c = .70) could be actuated by a motor at different constant rates to any angle 
& up to 90°. 

For a given combination of a, 6, wind speed, and spoiler actuation rate, the spoiler was actuated 
repeatedly with each pressure tap connected in turn to the microphone cavity.    Each transient pressure 
trace was obtained as a photograph of the microphone output on an oscilloscope screen.    The instantaneous 
pressure distribution for the airfoil at any time after the actuation was determined from the ordinate 
of the trace at that time, and the area of pressure distribution was measured to determine the Instan- 
taneous lift.    Figure 2 shows a comparison of theoretical and experimental variation of W(s) for three 
different values of spo^er erection time, expressed in airfoil chords travelled.   The agreement is good 
qualitatively, and *a1r iiuantitallvely.    The experimental values start to rise more slowly than the 
theoretical and then rise mere röpidly towards the steady state.   The differences may be partly due to 
the acceleration characteristics of the actuating motor, which have not been Investigated, and partly due 
to small difference in the meaning of W(s) for the theoretics! and experimental results, arising from the 
method of super-position used in the theoretical linearized solution.   Figure 2 is difficult to Interpret 
quantitatively, and Figure 3 .nves a differenc presentation of 7 experimental transient cases in compari- 
son with the theoretical model.    Here ar effective response time s, defined In the figure. Is given as a 
function of spoiler erection tin,?.   Ir, the experiments, the wind speed, a. 6. and the actuation rate were 
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varied. Agreement with the theory Is seen to be quite good. 

CLARK     Y 

FIGURE 1.    STEADY-STATE LIFT VS INCIDENCE BY THIN AIRFOIL THEORY. 
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FIGURE 2. TRANSIENT LIFT DECREMENT FOR 8.4X SPOILER AT 70X CHORD. 
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FIGURE 3.    EFFECTIVE RESPONSE TIME FOR SPOILER ACTUATION. 
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3.  ANALYTICAL THIC  AIRFOIL THEORY 

When an accurate airfo'l pressure distribution Is required, linearized theory Is Inadequate, and a 
thick airfoil potential flow theory Is needed, often In combination with boundary layer theory.   The 
simplest mathematically-generated thick airfoil shape for which angle of attack, camber, and thickness 
can be varied Is the Joukowsky airfoil, so a useful first step In developing a theory for thick airfoils 
with spoilers was to work with the Joukowsky profile. 

3.1    Theory for Joukowsky airfoils with normal spoilers 

A circle in the Z2-plane, passing through z? = 1 and with centre In the secono quadrant Is mapped 
onto a cambered thick airfoil profile with trailing edge at zi = 2 by the Joukowsky transformation 

£1 ^ 
(3.1) 

If a radial fence is added to the circle in the first quadrant, it will appear en the airfoil as a normal 
spoiler, very slightly convex forward, as an actual spoiler would be.    The circle with radial fence is 
now translated, rotated, and contracted so that it becomes a unit circle centred at the origin of the 
Z3-plane, with the fence lying along the positive real axis.    A further application of the Joukowsky 
transformation 

^4-3^ (3.2) 

then maps the circle with fence onto a slit along the real axis in the Z4-plane, and this slit is now 
centred and contracted to 4 units length In the Z5-plane, whereupon a final use of the Joukowsky   trans- 
formation 

^ 
(3.3) 

produtjs a unit circle without fence in the Zg-plane. 

The flow model is created in the Zß-plane using Jandali's adaptation of Parkinson's wake source 
model7.   The combination of uniform flow with a doublet and a vortex at the origin gives unseparated flow 
with circulation past the circular cylinder, and this would solve the flow problem for the basic 
Joukowsky airfoil without spoiler, if the circulation r was cho<en to satisfy the usual tralling-edge 
Kutta condition.   To simulate the additional effect of the broad wake of the spoiler, in the Z6-plane 
double sources of strengths 2Qu, 2QL are added on that part of the cylinder surface corresponding to the 
spoiler and airfoil surface exposed to the wake, and the surface tangent-flow boundary condition is 
satisfied by adding a sink of strength (Qu + QL) at the origin.   These surface sources cause two addi- 
tional stagnation points to appear on the cylinder surfece, and they ore zzia to occur at the points 
corresponding to the spoiler tip and airfoil trailing edge Ir. the zi-plane. 

These two points are critical points of the overall conformal transformation between the zi- and 
ze-planes, and angles there In the Zß-plane are doubled in the zi-plane, so that the Stagnation stream- 
lines In zg become smooth separation streamlines at the spoiler tip and airfoil  trailing edge In Z].    The 
above uses up 2 of the 5 undetermined parameters r, Qy, QL, and the angular positions of the sources, fy 
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and «L-   Tw0 more are determined by specifying that the flow separates at both points at the empirically- 
given base pressure coefficient C    .    The flow field In the 'wake' region generated by the mathematical 

pb 
model Is Ignored, and the loading on the airfoil surface exposed to the wake Is assumed to be constant. 
with coefficient C   .    The lift coefficient C,   for the airfoil is given by an integration of the pressure 

Pb L 

coefficient Cp over the airfoil surface, and the C|_ - a curve obtained in this way is used to determine 
the remaining parameter (taken to be the angular position 6^ of the lower source) by requiring this curve 
to have the zero lift angle aw) predicted by the linearized theory of §2.    In this way, the only empirical 
data needed in the theory is the value of Cpb for a given airfoil configuration. 

With the flow field determined In Z5, the flow in the physical zi-plane is found by matching complex 
velocity potential F(z) at corresponding points in the two planes, and complex velocity w(z) in the air- 
foil plane is therefore given by 

W(2l) . JL. JL Je wlzr     dz,     dz6 3z^ 

w{z6) 
dVdz6 

(3.4) 

where (dzi/dZ5) is the overall transformation derivative.   The pressure coefficient Cp is s^ven, using 
Bernoulli s equation, by 

1 - 
w(z1) 

(3.5) 

where U is the free-stream velocity. 

The above is called the 2-source theory.   A simpler version eliminates the lower source Qi  at 61, and 
drops the requirement that separation from the airfoil trailing edge must be at C    , thus creating a 

pb 
pressure discontinuity at the trailing edge, but removing the need for matching aiQ.    This is called the 
1-source theory.   An earlier version of these two theories has been published*. 

3.2   Theory for general single-element airfoils with normal spoilers 

Since Theodorsen's theory'    for unseparated flow past a thick airfoil of arbitrary profile in the 
zi-plane is based on the Joukowsky transformation 

'1 22+I (3.6) 

the present theory can easily be adapted   to the same airfoil voth a normal spoiler.    In the Theodorsen 
theory, since the airfoil is not a Joukowsky profile, the transvcrm contour in zl is not a circle. 
However, since the given profile has coordinates not greatly different from those of some Joukowsky air- 
foil, the transform contour has coordinates not greatly different from those of a circle. 

Accordingly, Thcoocrsen develops an analytic function to map the pseudo-circle in Z2 onto a true 
circle in 22-    The present theory merely adds a radial fence to the true circle in Z2, as in 53.1, and 
the airfoil in z] correspondingly acquires a normal spoiler.    The transformations for Z2 to z,, where the 
contour becomes a circle without fence, and the flow modelling, are unchanged from §3.1.    Again, either 
the 2-source or the 1-source theory can be used. 

If, as is usual, the profile has a finite traillng-edge angle, this must be artificially altered to 
a cusp in order to produce the smooth separation condition e,t the trailing edge.    Only the upper surface 
is altered to create the cusp, and this is exposed to the wake, so the airfoil properties that affect the 
flow are not changed.   A more complete account of this theory is given in Jandali's doctoral thesis10. 

3.3   Comparisons with experimental results 

To test the theory, first a Joukowsky airfoil of 12 in. chorti, 1U thickness, and 2.4X camber was 
built of wood with a mid-span section containing 37 pressure tapr.   Normal spoilers of h/c ■ .05 and .10 
could be fitted at several chordwise stations.   Pressure distributions were measured at a Reynolds number 
of 4.4(10)'.    Figure 4 shows a comparison of the predictions of the 1-source and 2-source theories with 
the measured distribution of Cp.   Agreement is seen to be excellent, except for the obvious constant 
pressure separation bubble upstream of the spoiler, not accounted for in the theory.   The simpler 1-source 
theory is seen to be adequate here, even though it produces a pressure discontinuity at the trailing edge. 

As an example of an application of the theory to an airfoil of arbitrary profile. Figure 5 shows a 
comparison of the 2-source theory and experiment for the 14* thick Clark Y airfoil.    The measurements were 
made at a Reynolds number of 5.3(10)s on the steel airfoil used in the transient experiments, with the 
pressure taps now connected to a multitube manometer.   Agreement is quite good, with the usual exception 
of the separation bubble in front of the spoiler.   The agreement would have been Improved if the theo- 
retical and experimental base pressures had been matched exactly. 
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FIGURE 4.    PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION FOR JOUKOWSKY AIRFOIL WITH NORMAL SPOILER. 

-2 T CLARK     Y 

\ • .70 ,    h/c • .084 .   • • ID*.  » • 90* 

     THEORY 

O        EXPT. 

FIGURE 5.    PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION FOR CLARK Y AIRFOIL WITH NORMAL STOIUER. 
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4.  NUMERICAL THICK AIRFOIL THEORY 

The above analytical thick airfoil theory Is apollcable only to single-element airfoils with normal 
spoilers. To develop a theory for multl-element airfoils with Inclined spoilers, A.M.O. Smith's surface 
source distribution method" was adapted to the spoiler problem. 

4.1    Theoretical method 

The bafic surface source method of Reference 11 is well known, and will not be described here.    In 
the present application, the discrete wcke sources of §3 are used again, and now become onset flows for 
Smith's method, directly in the airfoil plane.    (Smith's method can be combined with conformal transfor- 
mations, but this has not been done in the present theory.) 

Again, both 1-source and Z-source theories are developed.    The application of the 1-source method to a 
single-element airfoil with inclined spoiler is considered first.   Unlike the previous analytical method. 
Smith's method will not handle a two-sided surface, or slit, so the spoiler is given a large circular-arc 
fillet on its back face, where it doesn't affect the airfoil characteristics that determine thp flow. 
Also, it will be recalled that in Smith's method Kutta conditions are satisfied by matching tangential 
velocities at the two control points on either side of the flow detachment point. 

Accordingly, the discrete source is tentatively located on the surface between spoiler tip and air- 
foil trailing edge, and a solution is found using the undetermined circulation and discrete source 
strength to satisfy the Kutta condition and specified C     at the spoiler tip.    The trailing edge flow Is 

pb 
then examined to see if the Kutta condition is satisfied there.    If it isn't, the discrete source is 
moved to a new location, and the process Is repeated.    This    iterative   process continues until the 
trailing-edge Kutta condition is satisfied. 

In applying the 2-source method to the same airfoil, it would not be easy to make use of the aLO 
criterion of §3, but it was observed with the analytical method that the 2-source results approached the 
1-source results monotonically as the second source approached the airfoil trailing edge, when its 
strength vanished.    Therefore, since the 1-source method seems to give generally good results except for 
the trailing-edge pressure discontinuity, the numerical 2-source method arbitrarily locates the second 
source close to the trailing edge, so that the resulting loading is close to the 1-source loading, but 
with the correct C     at the trailing edge achieved by using the undetermined strength of the second 

source. 

Next, the application of the 2-source method to an airfoil with spoiler and slotted flap is con- 
sidered.    For this configuration the spoiler is on the main foil, and the 1-source model Is unsatisfac- 
tory because the pressure discontinuity at the main foil trailing edge has a large influence on the flap 
pressure distribution.    The method proceeds as before, with the addition of another unknown, the flap cir- 
culation, and another condition to determine It, the Kutta condition at the flap trailing edge. 

In this method, the guidelines given in Reference 11 for choosing the number of distributed source 
elements and grading their size are generally satisfactory.    It was found necessary to reduce element 
size on the underside of the airfoil in the region opposite the discrete sources on the upper surface. 
For the single-element airfoil 110 elements were found to give good accuracy, while for the airfoil with 
slotted flap 100 elements on the main foil and 80 on the flap proved satisfactory.    Computing time on an 
I.B.M. 360/67 computer for either 1-source or 2-source models was about 1 minute for the single-element 
airfoil and about 4 minutes for the airfoil with slotted flap.    In each case the time included 6 itera- 
tions of the first source position, as described above.    Complete details of the method are given in 
Brown's doctoral thesis12. 

4.2   Results of theory 

For single-element airfoils with normal spoilers, the numerical method of §4.1 gives nearly identi- 
cal results to those of the analytical method of §3.2, except that the numerical method does not give a 
close approach to the stagnation point in a concave corner.    This is not in fact undesirable, since the 
real flow has a separation bubble there. 

Some experiments on the airfoil used for the transient measurements of §2.4 were carried out 
recently to obtain pressure distributions with the spoiler inclined at different fixed angles, so that 
further comparisons could be made with predictions of the numerical theory, but the calculations had not 
been completed at the time of writing.    No experimental data is available to test the accuracy of the 
slotted-flap theory, but the predicted effect of the spoiler in reducing the lift is shown in Figure 6 by 
a comparison of the Cp-distribution with spoiler retracted and erect.    The figure shows the application 
of the 2-source method to an NACA 23012 airfoil at a = 8° with slotted flap deflected to angle n ■ 20°, 
and with a spoiler of h/c = .10 at b/c = .60 both retracted and erect at 6 = 90°.    The large lift reduc- 
tion on the main foil caused by the spoiler is evident, as is the smaller increase in lift on the flap. 
(Such an increase Is also observed in experiments, although no experiments on this profile were carried 
out in the present investigation.) 
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FIGURE 6.    PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS FOR AIRFOIL WITH SLOTTED FLAP AND SPOILER RETRACTED AND ERECT. 

5. DISCUSSION 

The three theories described in the preceding sections have been shown to give good estimates of 
loadings on two-dimensional airfoils with spoilers.   The only empirical data needed for their use, in 
addition to the specification of the airfoil and spoiler geometry, is the value of base pressure coeffi- 
cient C-   for each configuration.   At least this much empirical information is needed for any useful 

pb 
potential flow theory with flow separation. 

The linearized theory gives accurate predictions of steady-state lift for general single-element 
airfoils with spoilers.   The prediction of transient lift is also seen to be quite good, so that the 
assumption of free-stream pressure in the cavity does not appear to have introduced much error.   Although 
this has not yet been done, the linearized theory could easily be extended to give steady-state and trans- 
ient pitching moment. 

The analytical and numerical thick-airfoil theories give accurate predictions of pressure distribu- 
tion on general single-element airfoils with normal spoilers.   Th»re is every reason to expect that the 
numerical theory will also give accurate results for single-element airfoils with inclined spoilers, and 
for multi-element airfoils with normal or Inclined spoilers.    For single-element airfoils, the 1-source 
theory may be adequate, but the 2-source theory is needed for multi-element airfoils. 

In the above theories, the flows are all two-dimensional and the spoilers are impervious, whereas 
actual spoilers are of finite span and are usually vented at the base.   Current research in the continuing 
program at the University of British Columbia deals with the experimentally observed effects of spoiler 
base venting and finite span.   Results of these studies will clarify the role of the two-dimensional 
theories, but it is hoped that the theories will already be useful to designers. 
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THE EFFECT OF VORTEX GENERATORS ON THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF A BOUNDARY LAYER 

Sergio De Ponte, Arturo Baron 
Politecnico di Milano - Istituto di ingegneria aerospaziale 

SUMMARY 

Although vortex generators are widely applied on wings and tailpianes, to prevent boundary layer separation, 
we are not able to predict the aerodynamic characteristics of an airfoil in the presence of vortex generators with the 
Aid of recent computer techniques. 

Vortices ate introducing mixing and additional turbulence into the boundary layer and we must take into 
account both effects. 

For the understanding of these effects, we carried on an experimental program in order to investigate the 
turbulent structure of the vortex. Our most significant result is that the vorticity profiles are very similar to those 
characterizing the viscous case, although the vortex was turbulent.  From this result and other theoretical and 
ixperimental observations, we build up a model of vortex-boundary layer interaction.  This model is the basis of 
many conclusions about the application of vortex generators as a means of boundary layer control. 

We try also to outline the remaining open questions to arrive at a reliable method of calculation. 

Notation 

r vortex radius OJ angular velocity 
t time V kinematic viscosity 
V mainstream velocity V eddy viscosity 
x distance along the vortex axis r circulation 
z vorticity 

I.    INTRODUCTION 

The application of vortex generators as means of boundary layer control is not new in the aeronautical 
technique. 

We may distinguish two main applications:   one in the low speed range and the other in the transonic regime, 
to prevent shock induced separation. A lot of research was carried on in this second application and it is very well 
summarized by Pearcey'.  But we are now interested in high lift conditions.  The application of forced mixing to a 
boundary layer was investigated and described by many Authors.  The paper of Schubauer and Spangenberg2 gives 
an idea of obtainable results and a good list of references.   In the low speed regime, the most important applications 
of vortex generators are those which try to improve the effectiveness of control surfaces. We will see later that 
vortex generators fit very well to this application. 

The problem of designing a reliable aircraft for low speed flight is not only the one of obtaining very high lift 
coefficients, but also sufficient control moments.  We must notice that, as we decrease the flight speed, we cannot 
decrease in the same ratio the winds and the atmospheric turbulence.  Again, we cannot restrict the planning of 
future V/STOL airports to wide, obstacle free areas. We may therefore expect larger turbulence than on present 
airports.  This shows that the control problems are very important for a V/STOL aircraft:  even more important 
ihan in a conventional one. 

Of course, a VTOL aircraft has some powered system of producing control momer^s, and sometimes also a 
STOL aircraft has similar systems.  They may be as effective as desired, depending on the power we give to them. 
Compared to them, vortex generators are not very effective, but they are simple and safe in the case of an engine 
failure. 

-- ' imm ■■ 

With the use of vortex generators, we may avoid boundary layer separation, but for this purpose we shall first 
know where separation will take place.  And for being able to take the maximum advantage from their presence, by 
a proper aircraft design, we must be able to calculate the influence of vortices on a boundary layer.  We are going to 
present the first results of a research carried on for this aim. 
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2.     VISCOUS AND TURBULENT VORTICES 

Let us consider a straight line vortex after its formation. At the initial time it is a singular line in the field of 
motion, but it grows with time. Vorticity is spread in space by viscous stresses. An incompressible solution of the 
Navier Stokes equations, axisymmetric by assumption, is given by the following equation. 

r 
Hirvt 

UM/ (1) 

In it   z   is the vorticity,   f   the vortex strength or circulation, v the kinematic viscosity and   r   the radius.   This is 
a viscous vortex, because of the simplifications introduced in integrating the tquations of motion.   But we know 
f.om observations that also turbuient vortices exist.   A turbulent vortex is of :en a quite complicated phenomenon. 
It consists in a non turbulent core, which moves almost alike a solid body and is surrounded by fluid in turbulent 
motion.   Its exact mathematical description is not easy and we will later simplify this model 

But we are not even in the presence of an infinite, one dimensional vortex. We are in the presence of a vortex 
sheet originating from the trailing edge of a thin wing. The first assumption is that we consider only the tip vortex, 
made by the rolling up of this sheet. 

Wherever the vortex is surrounded by potential tlow. its strength   P   remains constant, although its angular 
momentum may change.   Vorticity is spread in the direction normal to the axis, while a vortex element is trans- 
ported in the mainstream direction.   The second assumption is that the diffusion in the ncrmal direction is not 
affected by the transport motion.  This is true when the vortex growth in the normal direction is not large.   Looking 
either to the orders of magnitude of tip vortices or to the experimental results, this condition is very well verified. 
Both assumptions allow us to use the results obtained for the one-dimensional vortex of Equation (1) to the case 
of a trailing vortex. 

THE INTERACTION MODEL 

vorttx 

Let us suppose that the tip of the vortex generator comes out of the boundary layer.  There is a first part of 
the vortex which does not merge into the boundary layer and is surrounded 
by potential flow. To this part we can apply the former considerations. 
This is true if the vortices of the row do not interact among themselves. 
When an interaction (with the boundary layer or with another vortex) 
takes place, the circulation is reduced. This means that also the effective- 
ness in mixing is reduced. This first part, which we call the non-interacting 
part, is the most useful for the boundary layer control. 

„-' b.L- 
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Fig. 1     Interaction 

Knowing the size of the generator, its angle of attack and the boundary layer properties upstream the row, we 
are able to calculate the circulation. We may assume a horseshoe vortex. For calculating the correct induced angle 
of attack, we may subtract the displacement thickness from the generator height. 

Where the circulation is constant, and knowing its initial value, we may calculate the path of the vortex center- 
line and the induced velocity elsewhere.  This is true until the starting of an interaction.   We may also notice that 
an interaction among vortices is a waste of circulation, so that the first design criterion is to obtain that the vortices 
interact first with the inner, strongly retarded part of the boundary layer. 

In order to know where interaction takes place, we have studied the vortex growth.   Before describing such a 
study, two more important things have to be emphasized.   The first is the injection of turbulence into the boundary 
layer.  This is favourable, although the amount of turbulent energy introduced is not very large.   Wv. must consider 
that the initial vortex energy is equal to the energy dissipated by the induced drag.   Part of this energy is then 
dissipated into heat by viscosity during the vortex growth. 

The second, unfavourable effect is the injection into the outer part of the boundary layer of the vortex core, 
which has low transport energy. 

If we cannot avoid separation, another favourable effect of vortices is the ventilation of the separated wake, 
with a certain recovery of lift. 

4      EXPERIMENTS ON VORTICES 

Angular velocity was measured in the vortices by means of a small windmill.   (Two windmills of different 
diameter, 11 and 7 mm, were used to check it the results were the same, to avoid instrument size effects.) 
Measurements were taken in the non interacting part of the vortex, but being careful not to approach too much 
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the generator, in order to have vortex diameters large   nough, compared to the windmill size.  A row of counter- 
rotating generators (48 mm height) was fixed either tt a flat plate3 or to a flapped body sketched in the figure. 
Both flat plate and body were placed in our wind tunnel and tested at a wind velocity of about 30 m/s. 

c Although bursting of vortices was never observed in the non- 
interacting part, it does not mean that bursting does not occur. 

Fig.2    Flapped body 
Minimum, average and maximum of about 30 (from 20 to 60 

according to the test) angular velocity measurements for each point 
is plotted in the figure in dimensionless form (Fig.3).   Data are 

plotted in dimensionless form by dividing angular velocity by its maximum, setting the axis in the center of the 
points as mean vortex radius, and dividing radii by one half of this radius.  This procedure was repeated for the 
minimum, average and maximum curve, for each measuring station.   After Finding the vortex axis, the probe was 
displaced in the radial direction parallel to the surface.   In two cases it was displaced in the direction normal to the 
surface, for checking if the vortex was axisymmetrical. obtaining a positive answer.   At the right side cf Figure 3 
we notice a rather constant vorticity, not tending to zero.   It is possible to explain the presence of this vorticity by 
two reasons.  One is the scooping of the boundary layer, the second is the effect of the remaining vortex sheet, not 
rolled up to build the tip vortex.  This result can give us an idea of the accuracy of the approximation of a single 
horseshoe vortex. 

The solid line plotted in the figure is the solution of viscous vortex, given by Equation (I).   A viscous vortex 
is a constant viscosity phenomenon;  the comparison leads to the result that we may consider also constant the 
eddy viscosity in our turbulent vortices.   (It was not a viscous vortex, which should have a diameter thousand times 
less.) Of course, eddy viscosity must be zero in the non turbulent core.   But the rate of strain tends to zero as we 
approach the axis and an error in evaluating the strain-stress relationship does not affect very much the results. 

■\vr;.v:- •••••••• 

Fig.3    Angular velocity versus radius 

In the experiments on the flat plate, where the transport velocity is constant, the maximum of angular velocity, 
wm   along the vortex axis fits rather well a law of the type: 

wm   = 
const 

x - Xo 
(2) 

and   x — x0   is a coordinate along the axis, starting from a "virtual origin" of the vortex, which lies very close to the 
generator.  This distance is affected by the magnitude of the separation bubble which is formed by the sharp leading 
edge of the generator.   This bubble is ventilated by the tip vortex.   We did not investigate carefully this effect, 
because, in the order of our approximation, it is possible to assume without large errors that this ongin is the 
generator leading edge (it is really a bit upstream).   Detailed experiments will give accurate results, but everything 
depends upon the generator thickness. 

Let us consider Equation (1).   If we consider a constant transport velocity, the distance  x  alc-.g the axis is 
function of the time, and we may easily introduce   x  in Equation (I). 
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and, for r = 0 we get: 

x 

V 

rv 
8X7tf 

(3) 

(4) 

which is similar to Equation (2) and means that the eddy viscosity is rather constant also along the vortex.  This 
last assumption is less accurate than the one of constant eddy viscosity across the vortex, and the error may be 
some 15%, but gives a great simplification:   the vortex growth depends only upon one constant, the ratio  TJ/V . 
If this ratio is a constant of the vortex, it must be a function only of the vortex Reynolds number  Rv 

Rv = - 

and the eddy viscosity   TJ   is a function only of the vortex strength   F . 

We have not yet investigated this relationship in detail:   it remains still an open question. 

5.     STRETCHING OF VORTICES 

Let us study a typical application of vortex generators to a control surfac;.  Generators are placed somewhere 
upstream the hingeline.   As we deflect the control surface, we have a velocity peak near the hingeline.  During the 
tests, we noticed that, as we deflect the flap, the angular velocity on the axis was increasing with flap deflection, 
at a given station downstream the hingeline.   This means that the diffusion of vorticity either decreases or increases 
less than the mainstream velocity.   This means also that the length of the non-interacting part of the vortex is 
increased as we increase the pf'k by control surface deflection.   This effect explains the large number of successful 
applications of vortex generators to control surfaces and some failure in other applications. 

But we shall consider also that, if we place the generators in the velocity peak, instead of placing them upstream, 
we get a vortex strength increasing with deflection.  (This strength is proportional to the mainstream velocity at the 
generator station.) 

We need to be very careful in the choice of the generator station; 
only of the boundary layer properties is then required. 

the knowledge of potential flow and not 

6.    BURSTING OF VORTICES 

Tht inner part of the vortex has dissipated part of its kinetic energy into heat.     On the other hand, the 
pressure along the axis is increasing with vortex diameter:   it is increasing with distance along the axis.  Pressure 
tries to push upstream the air around the vortex axis.   If the shearing stresses are not large enough, we may have 
a reversed flow inside the vortex, like in a boundary layer separation. 

Of course, adverse pressure gradients are unfavourable and may cause vortex bursting.  But another reason for 
bursting is that the vortex may suck air from a separated region, because of its low pressure.   In this case, the vortex 
core is large and has very low transport energy:   the danger of bursting is great. 

For this reason, we must avoid high angles of attack, \,hich may produce a large leading edge separation bubble 
on the generator.   This angle does not depend only upon the geometrical value, but also upon the sideslip, which 
may be very large on a swept wing in high lift conditions. 

Although this is verv important, in our earlier velocity profile measurements4 we observed that, on a flat plate, 
with vortex generators of low aspect ratio (close to 1) and high angle of attack (45°), the defect of velocity near 
the axis did not exceed 10%, but a strong pressure gradient will probably change this observation. 

In some tests we could not measure the angular velocity in the interacting part of the vortex, because it was 
too small; extrapolating parameters from the interaction free part, we should have angular velocities at least ten 
times larger than the minimum measurable.  We feel that, in the interacting part, bursting of vortices was occurring, 
even on a flat plate.   If occurring, bursting could be produced either by interaction or by the probe itself.   In any 
case, bursting has to be investigated, but such an investigation requires a very accurate technique and very good 
instrumentation (laser anemometer?).  This is not in the philosophy of this preliminary research. 

 m 
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7.    CALCULATIONS OF THE EFFECTS ON A BOUNDARY LAYER 

As well known, there exist a large number of available calculation methods for a turbulent boundary layer.  We 
will now suggest only some ideas and will not try to apply our assumptions and results to any one of existing 
methods. 

Vortices are introducing three-dimensional effects:   the first question which arises is the possibility of treating 
only average quantities.  Visualizations on separating stream5 has shown that the separation line is wavy, but the 
amplitude of the wave is not large.  If we want to predict separation, we may assume that it is possible to treat 
only average quantities. 

The effect of forced mixing, emphasized by Schubauer and Spangenberg2 recalls us the idea of an entrainement 
method. A way to relate the increased entrainement rate to the vortex properties, is to calculate the waviness of 
the edge of the boundary layer, as increased entraining area.  This is possible knowing vortex location and strength. 

Another approach, more complex but probably suitable for the interacting part, is the modification of the 
velocity profile, adding a new law to the law of the wall and the law of ihe wake.   It will probably require a skin 
friction investigation. 

8.    CONCLUSIONS 

Up to now we have discussed the various assumptions for simplifying the calculations of the vortex dvelop- 
ment and of its induced velocity.   Further, quantitative experiments are required.  We need to investigate the 
relationship between vortex Reynolds number and eddy viscosity. 

Our interaction model confirms the essential importance of spacing, pointed out by Pearcey1; the observations 
on the vortex stretching explain why vortex generators are an effective means of boundary layer control in the 
presence of velocity peaks, as near hingelines. 
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JET LIFT PROBLEMS OF V/STOL AIRCRAFT 

by 

J. Barche+) 

Vereinigte Fl jgtechnische Wertce-Fokker GmbH 
2800 Bremrn 1, Hünefeldjtraße 1-5, Germany 

SUMMARY 

Jet lift interference is of paramount importance for the design of jet-tupported V/STOL aircraft. The paper summa- 
rizes basic flow problems which are assumed to be valid for all different types of said category of aircraft. 

1.     INTRODUCTION 

The development of V/STOL military aircraft has been an attractive goal for many aircraft companies all over the 
'.rorld, and especially in Europe. 

Most of the aircraft are designed as jet-supported vehicles, i.e. that 

e light-weight lift engines in addition to one or more 
cruise engines as well as 

e cruise engines with a swivelling nozzle system or 
e any combination of both types of engines 

have been installed either in the airframe or in wing pods. 

Due to the lack of natural stability and controlability in hovering and transition flight the engines have to be used 
for aircraft stabilization too. This !• usually done by 

e compressor bleed air or 
e thrust modulation systems or 
e a combination of both. 

During the last ten years many types of jet-lifted aircraft have been designed, and some of them manufactured and 
the flight performance successfully tested. 

One example of an early designed and successfully tested aircraft was the 

EWRVJ 101 C, 

the first VTOL-fighter type aircraft in supersonic range, shown in fig. 1. The VJ 101 C was equipped with three sets of 
two lift engines. One set was fitted behind the cockpit and used as lift engine only. The two other sets are installed in 
swivelling wing tip pods, thus acting as lift and cruise engines. The VTOL stability and control were achieved by thrust 
modulation of all the engines. 

Another example of jet supported aircraft, the 

Dornier Do 31, 

was the first VTOL transport aircraft. The Do 31, shown in fig. 2, was equipped witn tip-mounted pods of lift engines, 
and two lift/cruise engines with the well-known swivelling nozzle system. VTOL stability and control were achieved by 
thrust modulation and bleed air. 

The most popular V/STOL aircraft, the 

HSA  Harrier 

is shown in fig. 3. That aircraft - the only one in military service up to now - is equipped with one lift/cruise engine of 
the swivellinr nozzle type [l] . In V/STOL modes the aircraft is stabilised and controlled by bleed air. 

The newest and most modern V/STOL aircraft, the 

VFW-F  VAK 191 B 

is shown in fig. 4. The aircraft, - originally designed for CAS and RECCE missions - uses two lift engines and one lift/ 
cruise engine of the swivelling nozzle type installed in the fuselage [2,3,4] . The lift engines are installed In the front 
and rear part of the fuselage. They are symmetric with respect tc the center of gravity, whilst the main engine was located 
directly in the center of gravity. Thus thrust increases of each type of engine can be used without shifting the 'enter of 
thrust. In V/STOL modes aircraft is stabilised and controlled by a bleed air system in all three axes, together with thrust 
modulation in pitch. 

+) Dr.-lng^ 

Chief, Flight Phy.ics 
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In ipite of their different design minions and different lay-outs all of these exemplary aircraft have some common 
basic problems which are directly connected with the installation of engines for lifting the aircraft at small or zero for- 
ward speed. 

The paper is concentrated on basic 

Jet Lift Problems, 

and mainly based on the experience with the VAK 191 B which seems to be valid for V/STOL aircraft in general. 

2.    BASIC PROBLEMS IN V/STOL MODES 

If it is assumed that all V/STOL aircraft designers have to soive the same basic problems for their different projects, 
it is certainly useful to summarize these problems und their physical background. 

This con be done best by following a typical take-off- or landing-procedure of an arbitrary V/STOL aircraft as 
sketched in fig. 5. 

2.1 Engine Storting 

The take-off-procedure obviously starts with ENGINE INGNITION, system and control check (fig. 5 a). This is 
done with engines on idle, and if possible with backward deflected jets in order to avoid or reduce the problems of 

e GROUND EROSION   and 
e RECIRCULATION 

Hereby GROUND EROSION is understood to be the destructive effect of jets. The magnitude of the erosion depends on 
jet exit temperature, dynamic head and duration of impact as well as the properties of the ground. 

In addition to deflecting the jets backwards ground erosion is also minimized by using specially prepared small sites 
or at least by using propulsive systems with smaller energy density, such as ejector driven thrust augmentation. 

RECIRCULATION is a generolized expresssion for the jet-induced temperature distribution around the aircraft, 
usually split up in so-called 

e farfitld effects, 
- caused by heating of the ambient air, 
- resulting in thrust losses, 
- depending on time, wind strength and direction 

and 
e near field or fountain effects, 

- caused by an upward self-deflection of two jets at minimum on the ground, 
- therefore resulting in local jet fountains, which 
- may heat up parts of the airframe, and 
- may even produce an engine surge, if parts of the fountains are sucked in into the intakes. 

The fountain effects are broadly discussed in the following chapters. 

2.2 VTO and Hovering 

After having cleared tho oircaft for take-off the engines are to be set at full power and the jets are deflected in 
vertical or near vertical position, if a TRUE VERTICAL TAKE-OFF and HOVERING are required (fig. 5 b). In those few 
seconds time the already defined 

e GROUND EROSION   and 
e RECIRCULATION PROBLEMS 

are highly magnified. In addition new problems occur, namely 

e NOISE    and 
e GROUND SUCTION. 

NOiSE problems ore familiar to all aircraft designers. But additionally at small ground clearances a feed-back be- 
tween sound waves reflected from the ground and anular vortices on the jet boundary may be set in, thus magnifying the 
noise level [5] . 

Nevertheless the problems of GROUND SUCTION are for military aircraft of major importance. This is because of 
the fact that a rather small loss in predicted lift-off potential t. equivalent to a considerable decrease in range. 

As it is wellknown now - see e.g.   [6] - the problems of GROUND SUCTION are the combination of two effects, 
i.e. the 

e suck-down of a jet due to turbulent mixing, 
- as a free jet or 
- as a wall jet, and 
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• th« fountain effect of two jets at minimum 
- which are closely connected with the near field recirculation problems. 

Both effects are fetched in fig. 6. 

The sucking effect of jets, especially of wall jets always result in effective lift loss, because the entrainment of air 
into a jet reduces the pressure especially at the lower side of a wing or fuselage. Even if the pressure change remains 
rather small the wetted surface is large enough to give a negative lift force at the order of a few percent of installed 
thrust. This is again shown in the left diagram of fig.7a for an aircraft B, which has 'our nozzles very close to each 
other. Hence, the flow field resembles a single jet and therefore purely suck-down forces act on the oirframe. Thus, as 
a simple 

e design rule 
- the distance between nozzles and wing should be as large as possible, 
- the distance between nozzles and ground should also be as large as possible, and 
- the jet decay which Is responsible for the entrainment of air should be as low as 

possible with respect to engine exhaust flow and nozzle design. 

However, modern V/STOL aircraft usually have mare than one engine or one engine with multiple nozzles. If for such a 
system the jets meet the ground independently, each free jet developes its own wall jet. As shown by the jet footprint in 
fig. 6 and 8, the individual wall jets are separated from each other by so-called stagnation lines. Along these liner a 
strong outflow or inflow exist, and in the local symmetry plane parts of the wall jets deflect each other upwards. Basical- 
ly this is an unstable process. However, the upward flow Is self-stabilized by a vortex similar to the well-known intake 
vortex. 

Due to that upward fountain flow the jet momentum is partly regained, giving an additional lift force. This Is shown 
in the left diatom of flg.7a for an aircraft A, having six well-spaced nozzles and therefore a rather strong fountain 
flow between the nozzles in addition to suck-down flow outside. 

Hence the above mentioned design rule can be completed and stated as follows: 

- the distance between the nozzles should be as large as necessary to 
obtain individual wall jets, and to avoid a jet cluster. 

These positive effects are, however, associated with Increased problems In the near field recirculation, leading to 
the thumb rule, 

e the larger the fountain lift is to be achieved, the more attention has to be 
paid in recirculation. 

But fortunately the fountain flow Is a rather compact flow and may be located and guided to uncritical parts of the air- 
craft, thus allowing the designer for most aircraft to Ignore the above rule.-)-) 

2.3 Rolling VTO and STO 

In order to avoid recirculation problems and/or to use the overload potential of the aircraft a ROLLING VTO or 
STO technique is often recommended (fig. 5 c). The predictic, of take-off performances has to take into account, how- 
ever, that the effect of forward speed in ground proximity may complicate that procedure [7j . This is mainly an In- 
fluence on 

- free jets as well as on wall jets, 
- on rudder effect.'vness, and 
- on lift and cruise engines intakes 
- together with crosswlnd effects. 

It can easily be understood that effects of strong cross wind may dictate the performance of the stabilisition system, 
since the natural stability Is to be neglected at »nail forward speeds, and engine intakes can produce remarkable rolling 
and yawing moments. 

But In addition to the above mentioned near and far field recirculation a third type of recirculation, called 

e VORTEX RECIRCULATION 

may limit the take-off performance. 

That type of recirculation is caused by rolling up the wall jet field In a stable vortex sheet under front or crosswlnd 
conditions, as shown In fig. 9. The vortex sheet may be sucked in into the intakes, even If the aircraft has just left the 
ground. 

Thus the theoretical Improvements of RTO or STO techniques may be limited by typical jet problems, which are not 
to be considered on a classical aircraft. 

+) On the VAK 191 B the rear landing gear doors are used as guide vane*. 
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2.4 Transition 

After a true, rolling or short take-off the pilot opens the so-called 

TRANSITION PHASE, 

defined as that period in which the wing lift is not yet sufficiently developed, and the aircraft needs jet lift support 
(fig. 5d). 

During transition the increasing forward speed acts on the jets. This leads to 

e an air entrainment, which is distorted by 
e jet displacement/wake effects and 
e jet bending, 

interfering again with the airframe. 

The reaction of the jets on the airframe in transition flight may be split into wing-body and tail-body interfer- 
ence. 

The 

e WING/BODY-JET INTRFERENCE 
is mainly an effect of 
- air entrainment and 
- jet displacement/wake producing a 
- jet-induced down wash field, and 
- local dynamic pressure changes. 

If the distance between wing and nozzles is large enough the main interference of the jets consists of an additional 

e down wash field, which is equivalent to a 
- jet-induced negative wing camber, which is 
- proportional to the free stream/jet-exit velocity ratio. 

Thus the jet-induced lift loss increases with forward speed and may lead to losses in the order of 30 to 40 percent 
of installed thrust for downward deflected jets at transition end speed. 

On the other hand the 

e TAIL/BODY-JET INTERFERENCE 
is mainly an effect of 
- jet displacement/wake and 
- jet bending due to forward speed, producing again a 
- jet-induced downwash, and 
- dynamic pressure loss. 

Tail-body effects are mainly stability and trim effects, leading to 

- reduced stability or even pitch-up, and 
- large positive trim angles, not occuring for conventional aircraft. 

The entrainment, displacement and wake effects are of course combined, and hard to separate.   This complicates 
the theoretical approach as well as the experimental work with small scale models and cold jet simulation. Nevertheless 
it seems that the wing effects are proportional to the freestream/jet-exit velocity ratio, and the tail effects proportional 
to the dynamic pressure rotio. 

An example of lift loss in transition for fixed angle of attack and jet exit conditions is sketched in the center dia- 
gram of fig. 7 b. Here the aircraft A with six nozzles is compared with an aircraft B with four well-spaced nozzles. For 
the same total thrust the aircraft A shows slightly reduced lift losses in transition. This is a consequence of the thrust 
splitting which confirms the above mentioned design rule, that 

- the distance between nozzles and wing should be as large as possible. 

Nevertheless for both aircraft the lift Ion at the end of the transition would be of the order of X to 60 percent of 
the total thrust if the jet exit conditions remain unchanged. But as wing lift increases with speed the jet lift needed for 
constant level flight decreases. Lift engine thrust may therefore be reduced, and swivelling nozzles turned to cruise 
conditions. 

Due to Interference effect*, however, which increase with flight speed and decrease with smaller nozzle deflection 
angles the total jet-Induced lift loss reaches it« maximum at about the middle of the transition period. This is sketched 
In the left dlagran of fig. 10, where - for a swivelling nozzle engine - a normal force break-down is plotted against 
flight speed: At zero forward speed the total weight has to be completely jet-balanced. As already mentioned, this needi 
even out of ground effects a thrust/weight ratio somewhat above unity to compensate the suction losses. As speed in- 
creases the difference between actual jet lift from exit momentum components and effective jet lift Including the jet in- 
terference Increases as long as the unfavourable speed effects dominate over the favourable effects of reduced nozzle 
deflection angles. 
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This feature it much more important for 

PITCH CONTROL and STABILITY 

than for lift/thrust/we!ght balance. As sketched on the right hand side of fig. 10 a fixed positive tail setting produces a 
nose-down moment increasing with speed. The jet interference effects, however, induce 

- strong nose-up moments and 
- reduce the aircraft stability. 

As the nozzle angle is fixed from the lift/thrust/weight balance the speed-dependent trim change - shown by the 
dot' »d line in fig. 10 - is more or less automatically given. This means, that a maximum jet-induced trim change around 
the middle of the transition period must be expected. Because of the fact that the trim change can only partly be compen- 
sated by aerodynamic controls the complete compensation must be achieved by the bleed air or thrust modulation system. 
Hence the normal transition procedure can define the maximum control power of the longitudinal stabilization andcontrol 
system. 

Jet interaction problems are evidently not restricted to longitudinal motion only. In fact both cross wind or side slip 
and moderate rolling manoeuvres are normal during transition. Thus jet effects on 

have to b» 

LATERAL/DIRECTIONAL CONTROL and STABILITY 

.eluded in an analysis. 

A typical example of jet-induced rolling and yawing moments of aircraft A are shown on the right hand side of 
fig. 7 c. The diagram is valid for fixed thrust, nozzle position, angle of attack and yaw. As it can be seen from the plot 

e the rolling moment increases with forward speed, 
- i.e. the aircraft is destabilised in roll, and 
- must be artificially controlled since 
- the ailerons are hardly effective at that speed. 

But as it can also be seen, 

e the weather-cock stability is considerably improved, 
- i.e. the aircraft tends to reduce side slip and 
- to reduce the unfavourable jet-induced rolling moments. 

Nevertheless the amount of required control power in roll may be defined by side slip effects during transition 
[SJ   , and it may be further assumed that some accidents of VTO aircraft are due to insufficient bleed air control. 

Thus the transition performance of a V/STOL aircraft can be severely limited in longitudinal as well as in lateral/ 
directional motion by limited power to control and stabilize the aircraft. 

To complete the design rules it may be stated, therefore, that 

e the tail setting angle should be increased to rather large positive values, 
e the tail plane should be positioned as far away from the jets as possible 

for stall characteristics mainly, 
e the artifical pitch and roll control capacity should be suffiently large to 

avoid severe restrictions in the transition corridor. 

2.5 Wing-borne fligt.t 

If the aircraft has accelerated to wing-borne flight speed, the transition phase has ended (fig. 5e). The swivelling 
nozzles are in cruise position, and the lift engines - if they exist - are to be shut down. Lift engines intake and exit 
doors have still to be open for a while, however, in order to ventilate the engines. After the ventilation the doors are 
closed, and the aircraft has its cruise configuration. 

For rearward transition lift engines - if they exist - have to be started again in wing-borne flight. Lift engine start- 
ing is usually done either by 

e a pret^re drop across the engine, 
• by bleed air assistance or 
e by combination of both. 

The simplest means is an engine starting owing to the pressure drop between intake and exit only. To restart the en- 
gines a pressure drop must be obtained such as to accelerate the engines to between 7 and 15 percent of the maximum rpm. 

Hence the intake pressure recovery - at speeds at which the intake flow is partly separated -, the exit pressure and the 
aircraft's angle of attack and side slip have to be carefully adapted. 

After lift engine ignition the pilot starts the rearward transition. 
are similar ro those of the already discussed forward transition. 

The problems associated with the rearward transition 
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3.    OPEN PROBLEMS ON JET INTERACTIONS 

Succwfully developed V/STOL aircraft prove that the flow phenomena associated with jet interactions are well un- 
derstood in principle. Up to nc mere are still some gaps of knowledge, however, which are filled mainly by large ex- 
perimental work either in moael or flight tests. Hence, for the next generation of V/STOL aircraft improved methods are 
required. 

3.1 Jet problems in cross flow 

One of the still existing key problems in V/STOL aircraft design consists of a proper description of the 

FLOW FIELD PAST JETS IN A CROSS FLOW, 

dealing with the already mentioned problems of    - see e.g. fig. 11 - 

e air entrainment, 
e jet displacement and wake, 
e jet bending as well as 
e interference of multiple jets and 
e nozzle design. 

This Is of course a laborious task, since the basic questions of turbulent mixing even In stationary jet flow are not yet 
completely solved. Thus the main work still to be done will certainly be based on highly sophisticated experimental work. 
This work should enable to improve he former prediction approaches established In the pioneer days of V/STOL design, 
and from which some are summarized "n the reference list [9,10,11,12,13,14,15,7] . 

Future methods will be most probably based on potential-theoretical dummys of the real jet flow. Such models - If 
properly established - would allow better use of thewellknown surface singularity methods for rather complex transition 
flight problems as well as In simplified form of the prediction of basic problems In an early stage of aircraft design. 

Hence each contribution to the said flow phenomena giving a better understanding or prediction method as - e.g. - 
SNEL's paper  [16] on flow field calculation or DFVLR reports on recent years jet flow tests  [17]   , soon to be published, 
should be welcomed. 

3.2 Jet problems In hovering 

Jet problems in hovering or at small forward speeds seem to bs less difficult to solve, since the effect of the free- 
stream velocity vanishes or may be neglected. But near the ground the influence of 

e wall jets and especially the 
e fountain flow 

complicates the prediction again. Hence most work have been and will further be done experimentally. Theoretical studies 
are mostly limited to single jets or to clustered jets acting as single jets, see e.g.   [12J   . 

Experimental work on recirculation, however, has led to a better understanding of fountain flow phenomena [18] , 
A theoretical paper on prediction methods of such a flow, describing 

e the footprint pattern for almost arbitrary nozzle positions, 
e the fountain momentum, its 
e relative position and direction 

Is to be published won   [19]   , Thus a theoretical model of a more complex jet flow can be developed. 

The calculation of the wing-body pressures, forces and moments can again be done using th* pane' methods. The 
ground effect will be simulated by the method of imaging the wing-body, free jet and wall-jet. 

The calculation can be simplified, however, using the fact that - see e.g. fig. 12 - 

e the pressures on the upper side of a wing are almost unaffected from the jet 
flow, excepting small perturbations on the leading and trailing edge. 

Neglecting the perburbations, from that boundary condition the vortex distribution, cancelling the jet-induced nor- 
mal velocity components Is automatically given. Hence the solution of an inte^rzl equation can be avoided and only the 
knowledge of the tangential jet-induced velocities is needed.-*-) 

+) The boundary condition is also valid in cruise flight for engines mounted above or below the wing, and jet exis nearly 
parallel to freestream direction. 
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3.3 R«clrculotlon 

Ai ditcuttad dbove reelrculotlon problems ore usually divided into 

• farfletd effect», 
• nearfield or fountain effects, and 
• vortex recirculatlon in RTO or STO. 

The most important and complicated problems are given by the nearfield recirculatlon, owing to the difficult predic- 
tion of the fountain location, direction and strength. As mentioned above, however, the prediction of fountain flow Is 
beeing studied Intensively. 

As recirculatlon is associated with temperature effects the temperature field from each jet exit up to the ground, and 
from the ground via fountain flow to critical parts of the alrframe must be known. This temperature field Is usually meas- 
ured in model tests, and one of the most delicate question Is the scaling procedure from model to full scale. During the 
recent years the similarity rules even for complex recirculatlon flow have been successfully studied  [l8]   . Checks 
during flight tests confirm the validity of the procedure for the mean temperature levels on engine intakes as well as on 
the ground or on the aircraft wheels. 

As a iet flow field is highly unsteady, calculations or tests based on the assumption of steady flow may not give the 
correct answer to special problems. Recirculatlon on engine intakes is one of those problems not to be solved with steady 
methods as far as engine surge problems are to be analysed. In order to describe the random flow behaviour an applica- 
tion of the well-established statistical methods seems to be useful. This needs, however, a better understanding of the 
admissible engine distortion parameters, and a close collaboration between alrframe and engine designer. 

3.4 New jet lift generators 

The problems discussed so far are mainly based on jet-lift production with 

e lift engines ond/or lift/cruise engines. 

Other concepts as 

e fan-in-wing and/or fuselage 
e tilted rotors or 
e tilted wings and rotors 

have also been studied and partly flight-tested. 

In addition each aircraft designer has most probably studied the concept of 

e thrust augmenting ejectors, 

mainly to avoid the problems of ground erosion and recirculatlon. 

The concept was abandoned, because of 

e disappointing low thrust augmentation connected with 
e mechanical and structural complications. 

During the last years the Aerospace Research Laboratories at Wright-Patterson AFB developed the concept of 

e hypermixing nozzles, 

which will be presented in the paper of Brown and Murphy  [20]   . This concept allows an increase In mixing efficiency due 
to the generation of "free" mixing vortices together with a reduction in mixing length. Hence a new jet lift generator of 
practical dimensions and augmentation ratios between 1.5 and 2 can be designed. 

The practical application, however, the mechanical and structural problems, the problems of jet interference In 
transition are considered to be still somewhat open, until the results of flight tests of an experimental aircraft are known. 

4.    CONCLUSION 

Successfully tested V/STOL aircraft have demonstrated, that the basic flow phenomena on jet lift generation are well 
understood. In addition knowledge about the still open gaps has been gained. As long as the V/STOL technique Is regarded 
to be of military or civil interest as long a concentrated research has to be done to fill these gaps. Some of the problems 
which are assumed to be of major interest far the V/STOL designer have been discussed.+) 

+) In order to illustrate the development of V/STOL aircraft a ten minutes film on the VAK 191 B has been prepared. 
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SIDESLIP IN VTOL-TRANSITION FUGHT 
A CRITICAL FLIGHT CONDITION AND ITS PREDICTION IN SIMPLE WIND TUNNEL TESTS 

B.Ewald 
Chief of Experimental Aerodynamics 

Vereinigte Flugtechnische Werke-Fokker GmbH 
2800 Bremen 1, Hünefeldstrasse 1   5 

Germany 

SUMMARY 

During transition flight a VTOL-aircraft is partly supported by aerodynamic lift and partly by the thrust of 
the engines, which is vectored near vertically upwards. In sideslip heavy rolling moments may be created by the 
interference of the jets with the general flow field. 

During flight tests of the VAK 191 B VTOL-Fighter large sideslip angles were observed in the transition flight 
region and resulting rolling moments were investigated up to the boundaries of the aircraft control power in roll. 

These flight test results are compared with early low speed wind tunnel results. 

A special wind tunnel technique was developed for these tests. Through a three chamber tube compressed air 
was fed to nozzles representing the lift engines and the lift-cruise engine of the VAK 191 B.  The hull of the model 
was connected to this nozzle-sting arrangement by a six component strain gage balance. 

So in this balance only the aerodynamic forces affecting the model hull were measured, 
tunnel tests with and without engine flow the jet interaction was found. 

As a result of wind 

In the paper the flight test results and the wind tunnel results are compared for a critical sideslip condition. 
It is shown, that a prediction of critical flight conditions by a low cost wind tunnel technique is possible. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During transition flight a VTOL-aircraft is partly supported by the wing lift and partly by the thrust of the 
engines, which is vectored more or less vertically upwards.   In this condition the jets interfere with the flow Held 
due to forward speed of the aircraft and induce additional downwash and sidewash effects.   In sideslip thus heavy 
rolling moments may be created which ? e normally not controllable with ailerons alone.   So this critical flight 
condition needs careful treatment during wind tunnel tests of VTOL aircraft. 

The evaluation of jet effects of VTOL aircraft in the transition flight mode by wind tunnel tests has not yet 
become a standard wind tunnel technique.   A wide variety of experimental procedures has been used with more or 
less success and most of these techniques are complicated and expensive. 

2. VAK 191 B DEVELOPMENT AT VFW-FOKKER 

The development of the VTOL Close Air Support Fighter VAK 191 B caused the search for a suitable method 
to get such wind tunnel results at VFW-Fokker.   A relatively cheap test arrangement was found and it should be 
very instructive to compare the wind tunnel tests with flight test results. 

The VAK 191 B is a true VTOL aircraft with a small highly loaded shoulder wing and a mixed propulsion 
system.  A lift-cruise fan-engine (Rolls-Royce RB 193) with swiveling nozzles is installed in the fuselage near the 
center of gravity.  Two lift engines (Rolls-Royce RB 162) are installed nearly vertical in the fuselage in front of 
and behind the lift-cruise engine.  More details on this aircraft may be found in Reference S and in Bardie's paper 
given at this meeting. A three-view drawing is given in Figure 1. 

Figure 2 shows the airplane in transition flight with gear down and lift engine doors open.  Position of the 
lift-cruise engine nozzles is nearly horizontal. 

MM  ^—- ■     -    ■ „J 
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3.     YAW IN TRANSITION, FLIGHT TEST RESULTS 

On one of the first transition flights a sideslip condition was reached, that clearly demonstrated the boundaries 
of the flight region. Figure 3 shows a part of the original "Quick Look" telemetry record of this flight (operation 
number 2067). The speed varies between 75 and 100 knots, the angle of attack between S and 15 degrees. 

The aircraft yaws at first for a short time to the right and then to the left with ya ving angles between 5 and 
IS degrees. 

According to the fifth diagram in this figure the aircraft banks to the lee side.  The pilot tried to maintain a 
horizontal bank attitude and the fourth diagram on Figure 3 shows the answer of the aircraft attitude control 
system. 

During the first part of the right yaw condition (Seconds 1758 to 1776) the reaction control system was able 
to maintain a nearly horizontal bank attitude with about 70% of the maximum available roll control thrust. 

During the time period 1778-1792 in spite of the slightly reduced yaw angle several seconds of maximum roll 
control thrust were necessary to maintain the bank attitude.   It is clearly indicated that these critical rolling moments 
are caused by the increased speed of the airplane.  A reduction of speed and angle of yaw stopped this dangerous 
condition. 

The Figures 4 and 5 show the important flight test results of this period after calibration and omission of noise. 
According to the VAK 191 B VTOL flight control system aileron deflection and reaction control thrust are working 
in parallel. 

It should be noted that the roll acceleration sensor was faulty during this test and the roll acceleration was 
evaluated by twofold differentiation of bank angle, which is not very accurate. 

Figure 6 show? the average engine conditions during the test period.  The reaction control roll thrust is gener- 
ated by downward nozzles inboard of the wing tip pods, which are fed by engine bleed air.   So the maximum 
available control thrust depends on the engine conditions. 

The main forces resp. moments about the roll axis are: 

Aerodynamic Moment.  This includes all aerodynamic forces acting on the aircraft hull due to the 
external flow field. 

Rolling moments due to the lift engines inlet flow, acting at the intake contour and adjacent fuselage 
surface. 

Moments of inertia due to roll accelerations. 

Rolling moment due to Bleed Control Thrust. 

(See also Figure 7.) 

From the flight test data (Figures 4 and S) the aerodynamic rolling moment was evaluated, its time history is 
shown in Figure 8.  It indicates a heavy negative rolling moment during the whole period with exception of two 
seconds at 1782, where a rather small yaw angle coincides with full opposite aileron deflection. 

In order to give an impression of the magnitude of the different rolling moment contributions, for some points 
a rolling moment breakup is given in Figure 9. The maximum available reaction control rolling moment is set equal 
to 100 in this figure. 

4.     WIND TUNNEL TESTS 

The wind tunnel model, which was used to study these jet effects several years before the flight tests, is shown 
in Figure 10. It is mounted in the open test section of the DFVLR Low Speed Tunnel at Porz-Wahn (3,28 x 2,33 mJ 

test section size).  The model scale is 1:10. 

Figure 11 shows the design principle of this model.   A three channel support stins was mounted in the wind 
tunnel test section by a wire suspension.  Compressed air was fed through this sting to the engine nozzles, which 
were mounted at the front end of the sting.   The upper channel led the air to the lift cruise engine nozzles, while 
the two lower channels feed the lift engine nozzles. 

The complete hull of the model is put around this sting-nozzle arrangement without touching it. The hull is 
connected to the sting via a six component strain gauge balance. The gaps between hull and nozzles are sealed by 
a very thin rubber foil. 
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In this arrangement the strain gauge balance measures the aerodynamic forces acting on the model hull while 
the sting directly carries the thrust load of the jets.  So it is possible to study the influence of the jets on the 
external flow around the model without interaction of the jet momentum force. 

Figures 12 and 13 show the mode! in the wind tunnel test section, 
obtained by injection of water into the air supply tube. 

Visualisation of the lift engine jets is 

Due to the wind tunnel equipment and the simple model design the use of full size jet temperatures was not 
possible. In fact all tests were done simply with cold compressed air. So some thoughts on the correct scaling of 
the nozzle exit velocities resp. the nozzle pressure ratios were necessary. 

Theoretical considerations and preliminary wind tunnel tests with extensive variation of tunnel speed and jet 
speed showed that the ratio of jet momentum and free stream momentum is the most important scaling parameter 
for the influence of the jet on the external flow Held.   This momentum ratio was defined as 

*  = PE 

\V~A 
where  E  indicates the nozzle exit flow and  «>  the free stream.   In the case of supercritical nozzle pressure ratio 
a pressure term must be added to the exit momentum. 

A typical test result of this model is shown in Figure 14. The rolling moment coefficient is plotted against the 
angle of yaw for different momentum ratios.  The momentum ratios refer to the cold nozzle of the lift-cruise engine; 
the other nozzles are adjusted analogous to normal relative engine conditions in flight. 

The highest momentum ratio of 433 refers to a flight speed of 38 knots, the lowest value (15) to about 190 
knots 

The rolling moment due to sideslip increases rapidly with increasing jet momentum up to a momentum ratio 
of 57,7, i.e. down to a flight speed of about 110 k^ots.  With momentum ratios beyond this value the rolling 
moment coefficient again decreases.  This clearly indicates a critical flight region in the vicinity of 100 knots and 
slightly below.   At higher speeds the aileron is strong enough to control the effects and at much lower speeds the 
rolling moment is easily controlled by the reaction control system. 

This model and the associated test technique proved highly successful. About 10 test programs with a total of 
about 1500 wiiJ tunnel hours were performed. The results of this wind tunnel programme were used as a basis for 
the development of the aircraft automatic attitude control system and for pilot training in the VAK 191 B-Simulator. 

5. COMPARISON FLIGHT TEST - WIND TUNNEL TEST 

From the wind tunnel test results the aerodynamic rolling moment coefficient was extracted for the flight and 
engine conditions occurring during the discussed period of Flight Test Operation 2067. In Figure 15 the aerodynamic 
rolling moment is plotted against time; the wind tunnel test results are represented by the crosses and the continuous 
line. The circles indicate the results evaluated from the flight test, which were already shown in Figure 8. 

Flight test 'ind wind tunnel results compare very pleasantly over the greater part of the observed period but a 
few flight tes* points are very far away from the wind tunnel results.   A glance at the bank angle time history shows 
that these .uoments coincide with large bank angle accelerations.   Under juch conditions minor errors in the syn- 
chronisation or inaccuracies in the evaluation of roll acceleration (twofoUI differentiation of bank angle) can produce 
very large errors in the evaluation of the aerodynamic rolling moment.  So one should better forget these parts of 
the time history and believe in the wind tunnel results. 

With the combined results of wind tunnel tests and flight tests a simulation programme was run on the com- 
puter to fix flight boundaries for yaw angle in transition flight.  These boundaries are plotted in Figure 16.   It was 
assumed that 50% of the available reaction control thrust are allowable for compensation of the roll moment.   So 
a sufficient margin of control thrust is available for manoeuvres. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The evaluation of the transition flight corridor during the VAK 191 B flight tests demonstrated the restriction 
of this flight corridor by yaw induced rolling moments, which were predicted of a similar magnitude by early wind 
tunnel tests.  The technique used for this extensive wind tunnel programme proved very successful and not too 
expensive.  The results are in good conformity with the flight test results. 
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The sensitivity of jet supported VTOL aircraft against yaw angles during their transition flight may lead to the 
use of a " Vdal pusher" analogous to the stall avoiding stick pusher in conventional aircraft. 
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Jet Induced  Downwash Wind Tunnel Model 

DFVLR  Low Speed Tunnel (2.3 x 3.3 m2) Figure 10 
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Model in the DFVLR - Porz-Wahn  Tunnel 
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A METHOD FDR THE CALCULATION OP THE FLOH FIELD INDUCED BY A JET EXHAOSTINO FERFEKDICUURLT 

INTO A CROSS FLOW 

by 

H. Sa«l 

National Aarospac« Laboratory NLR 

Anthonjr Foldcarwag 2, Aaatardam 1017. Natharla&da 

SUMMART 

A daacription la given of a mathod for tha oaloulatioa of tha potaniial flow fiold arlalng froa 
the interaction of a turbulent jet with an uaifora free atream. The method ia applied to tha eaaa of a 
jet parpamdioularljr into a croaa flow. 

Tha baaia of the method ia a «emi-empirical model for tha jet development. Tha modal aaaumaa tha 
jet to entrain free atream maaa together with ita free atream momentum. The deoajr of axial Telocity in 
the jet ia uaad aa empirical input. Tha geometry of the jet aurfaco and jet entrainmant follow from 
tha modal. 

The velocity potential outaida the jet ia repreaented in terma of a diatribution of oonatant 
atrength aourca panela on the jet aurfaee. A aet of quadratic equationa, deacribing maaa and 
momentum tranafer from the ei.arior flow to the jet, conaiatent with equationa uaad for the jet model, 
yielda the normal velocity diatribution and the aourca atrengtha of tha aurfaee panela.  Preaaure 
diatributiona on a flat plate from which the jet ezhauata are calculated. 

LIST OF SYMBOL 

fl jet croaa aectional area a 
a(«) Fourier coefficient of   un s 
ftM,RX,OY,W influence coefficienta J-t'i »p panel area * 

5i _ Fourier coefficient of   U« u 
a« ,3* diacretisad Fourier coefficienta 
t vortex entrainnent conatant Uj 
On) circumference of jet croaa aection tu 
c diatance along croaa-aectlonal Um 

circumference CL 
c Jirc/CU) a 
Co drag coefficient 2 
Cf preaaure coefficient «•^.UT  u. 
D drag force x.Y.» 
4. diameter of jet orifice OL 

entrainment function & 
EH entrainment coefficient from ref.2 P 
*.«y.Si unit vectors in x,y,E directiona 
T,   rx form factora related to velocity <s 

diatribution * 
^Is.cO linearising factor of   5   on   5 (t> 
M jet momentum flux y 
D unit vector normal to S 

£ atatic preaaure 
jet maaa flux 

Indices 
ft      " 

CO maaa flux through panel ■e 

o 
AQ maaa flux through panel atrip 

Vl/Vm 
jet aurfaee 
curvilinear orth. eo-ordinatea, $ 
along jet axia 
S  component if velocity in jet 

region 
jet exhaust velocity 
max.  of 11 in croaa aection 
croaa flow velocity 
ClU-iuVu-.        ^ 
velocity vector outaida o 
14- OUCj. 
n,i,y and s components of U 
carteaian co-ordlnataa 

angle between 3 and t  axea 
diatance betweea field point and 
point on S 
source denaity 
velocity potential 
^-lUx 
angle with nag. z direction on 
plate 

refera to end of potential core 

refer« to imO 

refera to TJo.= 0 

1. DITRODÜCTICW 

Interaction effects between turbulent jets and free streams may contribute significantly to tha 
pressure diatributiona on aircraft structures from which the jets are blown. The objective of the present 
paper is the construction of a method for Ihe calculation of the flow fields arising from jet to free 
atream interaction. 

The jet properties, i.e. the jet trajectory, growth of the cross sectional area and the entrainment, 
are calculated from a aemi-empirical jet model, outlined in section 2. Th* flow mitaida the let boundary 
ia assumed to be potential flow, linked to the turbulent jet flow by the normal velocity distribution on 
the jet boundary. The velocity potential la eipreased in terms of a distribution of conatant atrength 
aource panels on the jet surface. A set of quadratic equations for the normal velocity diatribution ia 
derived, deacribing mass and momentum tranafer from the exterior flow to the jet. The equationa are 
conaiatent with those uaed in the jet model. TOie normal velocity distribution ia written aa a aet of 
tnuicated Fourier series, discretized with respect to the surface panels. The equationa are solved for 
the Fourier coefficients of the normal velocity distribution, and the aource atrengtha of the aurfaee 
panela follow from a system of linear algebraic expressions. 

The method will be derived for the caae of a round turbulent jet, exhausting perpendicularly from 
a plate into a uniform cross flow. This particular configuration waa chosen for the reason that it has 
been uaad in nearly all of the published experimental work on the aubject. The measured jet development, 
aa wall aa measured pressure distributions on the flat plate from which the jet exhausts, have been publiahad 
in numeroua papers and may be compared with theoretical results. The flow 'ield resembles that occuring 
in tha transition flight of V/STOL configurations with lift jets, blowing from the wings. 

— - — - MI^M tmm ■■Mi *J 
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2. THE JET MODEL 

2.1. Phy«ic»l description of a J«t in a crosa flow 

Consider a jet exhausting with uniform velocity   1|;    from a circular orifice with diameter ct( 
into a uniform cross flow of velocity  'Us*   , perpendicular to    Uj   . The jet orifice is    coplanar 
with an infinitely large plate in the x,y plane. The co-ordinate systems and the geometry of the 
configuration are defined in figure 1. 

Imediately downstream of the orifice, a turbulent mixing region develops at the jet circumference. 
This region spreads inward and outward,  and at some distance fron the orifice, the entire jet cross 
section becomes part of the turbulent mixing region. At distances from the orifice smaller than where 
turbulent eddies of oppoaite sides meet, a part of the cross section has not yet experienced turbulent 
mixing. The more or less cone shaped region composed by these parts is usually called the potential core 
region. The velocity here equals the jet efflux velocity   Uj   , if the jet to cross flow velocity ratio 
Rsll^/U»!" not too small. Let length along the jet axis be measured by   S   , and the length of the 
potential core region be denoted by  s«   . The jet flow region with    s>sfc   will be called the fully 
developed region. The maximum velocity Vim   in the cross sections in this region decreases with 
increasing  s  . 

The jet, exhausting perpendicularly to the cross flow,  is deflected in cross flow direction. This 
means that the cross flow exerts a force on the jet, or in other words, that momentum is transferred 
from the cross flow to the jet. The cross flow also deforms the cross sectional shape of the jet into 
a kidney like shape, as indicated in figure 1.  In the downstream ends of this shape,  a contra rotating 
vortex pair developa, visualized with smoke by Hacket and Killer (ref.l). The vortex pair enhances the 
entrainment, by turning back a part of the cross flow passing by the sides of the jet, to be entrained 
at the downstream side of the jet. 

Keffer and Baines (ref.2) observed that the deformation of the cross section is completed at the 
end of the potential core, the shape being preserved in the fully developed region of the jet flow. They 
introduced a natural system of co-ordinate axes in the cross section, defined as follows. The Q   -axis 
is the locus of points of maximum velocity along lines of constant y   in the cross sectional plane. The 

fl axis is also defined in the crosa sectional plane, such that   5  , fe and r^  form a curvilinear 
orthogonal syeteui of axes. 

Let 11 be the   s   -component of velocity in the jet flow region, and   ÜMI*)   its maximum in a        >. 
cross seoticn at  $   . Measurements of Keffer and Baines (ref.2) show   that the value of(U-lle^AMnrti») 
on the ^  axis is a function of   %/<§i/a only,  independent of sCT-Sal and U  .   'Sji/i.     is the value of 
^ where   {Vi.-'U*)({\Lir\Xm)<sq,xia.\B l/z,  and the differences    IX-ll««     are algebraic differences. 

Figure 2 shows the measured velocity distribution, taken from ref.2. The distribution co-incides with 
the velocity distribution in a jet exhausting into a stapiant medium. 

2.2. Main assumptions 

The meaaured velocity similarity along the  ^? -axis 

1X.-U. 

is generalised to 

    ={(1-) 

u-u» _ rf! , x- ) 
for all R, 5?5R 

i.e. it is assumed that velocity similarity also exist with respect to the r^ -axis. If the cross 
sectional shape is preserved for     S>Sa    ,     (0 can be transformed into 

U-UM 

(1) 

^1k) iu-u»   "^TR'/R^ (2) 

if  A   is the croBa-seotional area. The function f«  may still depend en A   , since the cross sectional 
shape depends on ft   . In fact, the shape remains circular for   ß s oo 

The mass flux Q and ths momentum flux M through the jet cross sections can be expressed in 
terms of R  and    Um-'U»       «■ follows 

with 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

•riuMai 
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Tha valu» of the form factors  T, and Fa ar» independent of S   for    S>Sa    .  It will now be assumed that 
thoM values do not depend on B   either,  and consequently may be computed from free  jet data. 

In the potential core region,  the expreesions (3) and (4) may still be used, but  T,   and "Fj    must 
change with  s   « fron their initial value of 1   (uniform outflow) to their respective values at the end 
of the potential core. Let the constant values of T-,   and  ^   in the fully developed region be denoted 
hy   *ic snd  f^ .  In the potential core a relation Fj» PCf,) must exist,  satisfying    Tj » j    for    F, a 1 
and   T1«Tle   for*%<«15 . Prom (2),  (5) and (6)  it follows that also must be satisfied    Fi ■> T, :j,T!

1
x 

Ha will prescribe for S < 5a 

which satisfies all conditions if 1 ^ o< i 1 .in ref.3 t'ae numerical values of 
wsra calculated, uaing Tollmien's (ref.4) velocity profile, to Ve  . 

?ic = 0.196 , \c 0.093 

(7) 

and  ^i,. 

so that 1.46 

Assumptions are also necessary with regard to the mechanism which deflects the  jet axis.  Let the 
jet axis be defined to be everywhere parallel to the direction of the  jet momentum flux.  The deflection 
of this flux is assumed to be due to both entrainment of free stream mass with ite associated free 
stream momentum (in x-direction) and the action of a drag force perpendicular to the jet axis.  This is 
tha most general formulation of the deflection mechanisms used by other authors.   It is argued in ref.3 
that the dragforce is associated with a wake region behind the jet,  resulting from flow separation. 
Separation will, however, be much less severe than in the case of flow past a solid obstacle, due to the 
sink action of entrainment and the action of the contra-rotating vortex pair. 

In the following chapter, equations will be derived for the jet properties using the general 
formulation for the deflection mechanism. Under the assumption that the influence of the drag force is 

restricted to a region of the  jet with length of the order of the potential  core  length (where 
separation may he significant),  it will be shown that the drag force term in the equations may be 
nsflected for larger values of  U 

2.3. The jet equations 

The basic relations governing the  jet flow are the equations of conservation of mass and momentum. 
Since the complete equations describing turbulent flow cannot be solved in detail,  use will be made of the 
integrated form of the equations,  the integrals extending over the jet cross sections.  The equation of 
conservation of mass express the fact that the  jet surface is not a streamtube.   In fact,  this equation 
may be regarded as a definition of entrainment,   stating that the rate of increase in mass flux equals 
the local entrainment. Using (3) one obtains 

dS els'- 
if 

u IU-IU 
-JUT 

The integrated momentum flux changes due to momentun entrainment and the action of the drag 
force D.  With the jet angle $   as defined in figure 1, we have 

a$ 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

: 

j-(M cose) = - Dsu.e (n) 

D is expressed in the conventional way in terms of a drag coefficient Co and the cross flow component 
liaacose normal to the jet. /«  is taken as a measure for the width of the jet 

O.C^ üi cos- effi (12) 

For N in  (10) and (11) the expression from  (4)  can be aubstituted.  The equations can be written in non- 
dimensional form. A and Q are divided by their respective initial values    Be    and   Qe=UtPic ,    S     is 
divided hy   dc      . Relation (8)  is used both in its differential form as in integrated form.  One 
arrives at the following set of equations , 

S_ cose (.Fj U2 + iT, U -.- i )  ^ R ^    fcg {&  cos'e Su^.» d Cs/de) 
He ifif (13) 

a_  s^eC^uVaF.CU i)=  ^  (F.Ü + 1 ) 
Re e 

R 

^   J      \fTf   » ft« 

(14) 

(15) 

L mm^mmmm a 
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l-\(*<**') (16) 

The relative aagptitude of the   c0 term* will now be analysed for the potential core region. For 
equation (13) one should compare the change in c-aomentum relative to its initial value, or ^Hrw^^^/*1 
In ref.3 an asymptotic solution for large R is constructed for the potential flow region. It is shown 
that   sue.  = 0(i/R) , S./dt = O(i) , P«/Re "Of^ and Öi/Öe-CK^ 

For equation (14) the mapiitude of the   Cp term has to be compared to the magnitude of the 
entrainment term.  One obtains, using (l6) 

(18) 

The more detailed asymptotic analysis in ref.3 shows that the Qp term has its most important influence 
on Oa ,  where Cp appears in the   OO/R1)     term.  For     Ha/Re       ,  Q*/Qe.   and   Sv/d«   ,   Co 
appears first in the 0(VR*)    term. Beyond the potential core it was assumed that C0  loses it significance. 
For those reasons Co has been neglected in this study. Comparison of calculated and measured jet 
properties will show that this yields good results for R larger than about 6.  WithcDs o  f equations (13) 
and (14)  reduce to algebraic equatione. 

2.4.  Qnpirical input 

Counting the number of unknowns and the number of available equations reveals that both in 
the potential core region as in the fully developed region,  the set of equations is not complete. 
In the potential core region, Fi  ,  f^  , R/he, 6?/(Peand © are unknown functions of S   ,while Ct«-R-1 
is known.  Equations for thia    region are  (7),   (13),   (14) and (16).   In the fully developed region 
ft/Wc i Q/Ot-t B and'U are to be determined as functions of S , from equations (13),   (14) and  (l6) 
withFfsF^   and Fj.F,   .  Oily at   S>5R ,  where ^-F^ ^»Fi^ andCt«R-l, equations  (13),   (14) 
and (16)  form a closed set of three equations for (lR/Oe   , O^/Q^ and  ©a. However,  the value of 
Sn/^e   ie another unknown. 

The missing equation is basically an expression for the entrainment £ as a function of   s/d^ 
If   &.$/di)   is known for all     tfde      the equations can be solved in both regions,  using (15)  as an 
extra equation. The length of the potential core can also be calculated,  by equating   QLs*,/d^)/Q^ 
from integration of (15) with   Qt/CjJe from (13),   (14) ana  (16). 

For the potential core region an expression for   Eis/dg)    will be derived using physical 
arguments.  It is assumed that the entrainment  in this region can be written as the entrainment    £0 
in the  potential core region of a free jet   (R = 00 )  plus a contribution of the contra-rotating vortex 
pair.  This last contribution will be shown to behave like l/R . Mathematically,  the resulting formula 
can be  interpreted as the first two terms of an expansion of E for large R. The R » TO contribution is 
assumed to be a function of integer powers of the   i/d^   only,  and to satisfy    the following 
requirements.   1)   f:e    increases with increasing    s/d^     1   ii)        Eo(o) • 0.126 (see ref.^), 
1x1)       EoCVd^      .0.32  (see ref.6}  and iv) f^E^s/^dCs/iO^ ^IS. - 1. 

since for R_»oo        Q«./Q« « ^ic/?»,. follows from (13),  (14)  and  (16).   In"ref.3 it is shown that 
EoC s/dc*) iB uniquely determined  hy   these  requirements  if only  two powers of    S^Jg 

The resulting expression reads  1 
are used. 

EoCs/«0= 0.118 4- 10-» L 1.1^6 b/dj1* ©.^Ci/«^] (19) 

The vortex contribution to the entrainment  is assumed to be proportional to the vorticity in 
s-direction produced by the cross flow interaction with the jet. The vorticity produced per unit 
of length equals the component in the cross sectional plane of the velocity difference between jet and 
cross flow.   Let   (dQfds ),/ be the vorticity contribution to the entrainment,   then 

S'V 
- constant . da j VLggCose 

or (<?« (20) 

since cosO -x   1  ln the potential core region.  The entrainment formula for the potential core region 
then reads 

i^*^M> 
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Talcing tha conatant of proportionality C in (21) «qtukl to 1.273, oalculatad valuaa of im/de      mutch 
wall with oaaeuramanta, aa ia danonatratad in flgura 3, 

For tha fully davalopad raglon tha foragolng argumanta do not apply. Tha functional bahaviour of 
tha antralwant cannot ba daacrlbad with any dagraa of cartalnty In thla raglon. Many diffarant 
antrainmant flmctiona hava bean poatulatad by diffarant authora, but none have been directly coaparad with 
■aaaurad naaa fluxaa. Uaually, aona paranatara in tha antralnnant funotiona are datemined by Matching 
calculated and maaaurad jet trajectorlea. Thla la baaically not oarrftat, due to a diffarant definition 
of calculated and meaaured trajeotorlea. 

If entrainaent ia to be uaed in the calculation of tha induced flow field, aa la tha caae in thla 
atudy, it aeeoa preferable to uae different empirical Input. The (aeaaured) decay of axial velocity 
along the jet azia will be uaed hare. There are aufflolant velocity decay data available la the 
literature to make thla feaaibla. For 8 valuaa not covered by aeaaurananta, decay curvea can be 
conatructed by interpolation. . or nunerlcal reaaona, an analytical fit to tha neaauraaenta la uaed of 
the form 

Um-U, 
lb» m Rs/a.) 

s^s« (22) 

2.5. Solution of the jet equationa 

Equationa (7),  (13),  (14),  (l6) and (22) are to be aolved for the potential core region. 
Integration of (22) yielda   Q/(jfe    > 

for     s/d,   ^ Sa/dÄ 

(23) 

The potential core length can be calculated next.  (13),   (14)  (with   Cp ■ 0) and (16) are aolved at 
S-4m   (Ua-lii jT,.?^ ^.T^)    for   R./ft.^e.And    Q,/Qe 

yielding for Q^/Qe. 

0» Ra-?B* ' CR-OaF»e+aCR-OTic-H 
Combination of (23) for Sa5Raiid (24) givea a relation for  S.  , which ia aolved nunarioally. For 
S( SH , the trajectory angle   Q    followa after dividing (14) through by (13)  i 

while the jet apraad aa meaaured by  ^/Re    followa numerically from 

(25) 

, which reaulta from combination of (7), (13), (l6)aad (25). 
For the fully developed region, equationa (13), (14), (16) and (22) have to be aolved, with 

CpaO   ,   F, - - ic > ra One obtaina 

(27) 

(28) 

arctan ["K (^ - * 
Gft )] (29) 

■■■■M a. 
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wtiil« u  - CR-0 UM-1U   = (R-OflsA 
fii/d.) 

i» known fro« (22). The entrainment follow« fron it» definition (15) after differentiation of (27) 

The jet trajectory finally follows by numerical integration (Simpson's rule) 

(30) 

of cU^/d«) =   cos© 

with     eCi/d«")   from (25) and (23) for      S^S, 

2.6. Comparison with measurements 

,  from (29),   (27) and (22) for     S> SR. 

(31) 

In figure 3, calculated values of        Sa/de are compared with measured values,  for a wide 
range of R values. Agreement is satisfactory.  Figure 5 compares calculated and measured jet 
trajectories for some values of R, These trajectories cannot be comparwd straightforwardly,   since 
they are given by different definitions. The calculated trajectory is defined as the locus of 
momentum centroids in the subsequent cross sections,  while the measured trajectory is the  locus of 
points of maximum velocity in the cross sections.  Those points do not coincide due to the deformation 
of the cross section. If the shape of the cross sections and the velocity distribution are known, 
the distance between the two trajectories can be calculated. To estimate this distance, the cross 
sectional shape given in figure 4 has been used.  It  is an ellipse in an elliptical coordinate 
system,  resembling the shape of the high speed region of the jet, measured by Endo and Nakamura 
(ref.7).  An axes ratio of 3.5 has been chosen,  such that the ratio of circumferential length and the 
square root of the cross sectional area equals 4.6,  a value measured by Platten and leffer (ref.8). 
A Tollmien velocity distribution has been assumed for both the Ä and    he   n  axis.  The resulting 
expression for the distance between the two axes is (see ref.3) 

Xc 3 ^E   [ U** 8* U + sa        1 
(32) 

This formula is used to correct the calculated trajectoiy; the corrected trajectory is also given in 
figure 5. Although (32)  is only a crude estimate,  the corrected trajectories compare very well with the 
measured ones,especially for higher values of R. 

In figure 6 calculated and measured jet spread are compared. The measured values are taken from 
refs.2 and 7,  where ^^/^ values are given.  Calculated values of     N/fVB«'        for     fc^SR       should 

tional to      fe/j/d^       ) the measured values have been multiplied by a constant to match be proporti 

'R/fi«    at    SK . Agreement is satisfactory. 
Keffer and Baines (ref.2) give measured values of an   entrainment coefficient, which will be 

denoted here by   E«     , defined as 

d«    C?/R - Uoo    Sfc     v/fl"1 

where   SK     equals the ratio of the  circumference of the cross section and    VP .  To determine Q and A 
from measurements, the velocity profiles were cut off in rel.2 where  (. U - U i»") / (11m-11,,) =0.-1 
Using   S*»A.fc   , as reported by Flatten and Keffer (ref.B)  , E C s/tO can be expressed  in terms of EJ 
by "■ 

E(s/d€), -3- ^S~ =   ^^l £/£* - 4-1 E 
n/n« 1 

In figure 7,  calculated values of    ECs/d»)   for R - 6 and 8 are compared to values following from the 
above foimula with   Pk from ref.2 for R - 6 and 8.    Q/Qa   and  ft/fle      have been taken from the 
calculations.  The agreement in form of calculated and measured entrainment curves is satisfactory 
although an appreciable difference in  level exists.  This can probably be attributed to the cut of the 
measured velocity profile, as mentioned above. 

valueB
Aof0rt/AreC! ^eCk ^ Üf lf "T 0f the ma88 fl0W Can be obtained h* «ompwing calculated 

TlTLl n$^*        <>   ^l       TalUe8 fr0m Kanl0tani •nd G^er (ref.,9).  Kamorani and Greber use the 
same cut o* condition for the velocity profile as Keffer and Baines. Assuming a Tollmien velocity profile 
it can be shown that if (U-^VCU*-U«,)    is cut off at its 0., value, the" ma« S «UtToM)        ' 
should,  in the fully developed region, be replaced by ">iaxion VIDJ 

+  0.5 
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where      Ti    • O.183,  and R/fl«   is the cross sectional  area based on Tollmien's distribution,  cut off 
at        [Mi- UiO/Cliwr 1JUJ " CO.In figure 8, mass flow values calculated from this formula are 
compared to the measured values of ref.19,  for R = 6 and 6.   In contrast to figure 7, the calculated 
entrainment values now appear to be lower than the measured values of Kamotani and Greber. The 
flattening of the calculated mass flux curve for R * 6  at higher values of   s/decan be due to errors 
in the velocity decay curve used in the jet model,  which was extrapolated from the measurements of 
ref.2. 

3.  THE POTENTIAL FLO« FIELD INDUCED BY THE JET 

3.1.  General viewpoints concerning the modeling of the potential flow field 

The flow arising from jet to free stream interactions is assumed to consist  of two parts,  viz.  the 
turbulent  jet flow region analysed in the preceeding section,  and a potential flow field surrounding 
the jet.  This potential flow field extends to infinity,  where it satisfies undisturbed free stream 
conditions.  Let the velocity potential pertaining to this field be  $ ,  and the disturbance potential 
(P_  ö-ILn-A. CP  satisfies the  Laplace equation 

1 (33) 

i 

V^ip ■ 

00 and t<»-»0      if     1*1 , 1^1 , ^  - 
cp    is then uniquely determined (except for an additive constant) by a given distribution of its 

normal derivative     d(f/dn       on a surface surrounding the turbulent jet flow region.  This approach 
is more general than using line distributions of singular solutions of (33) aiong the jet axis in an 
attempt to modal physically discemable effects of the  jet  (entrainment, blockage, vortex pair)   as is 
done by many authors (e.g. refs.9 through 11). 

.'he problems arising using the general approach are the choice of the surface S on which to 
prescribe  3ip/3n and the specification of  öipAän.   .   In this stud' use will be made of the jet 
boundary surface,  following from section 2.  It will be shown that equations (13)  and (14)  for the  jet 
deflection, and the entrainment relations  (21)  and  (30) yield information concerning   d<p/3|ri. 
on this surfpce. 

Some remarks should be made about the assumption that the flow everywhere outside the  jet 
region is potential flow. This excludes the existence of a wake region downstream of the  jet,  which 
would result from flow separation. There is experimental evidence of flow separation on the plate, 
at the edge of the jet, where the plate boundary layer separates due to an adverse pressure gradient. 
The ensuing wake region is not modeled. There is no conclusive evidence that separation occurs at 
some distance from the plate.  In fact,  flow measurements by Mehmel  (ref.12)  suggest that the flow 
does not separate.  It is indeed concievable that entrainment and the action of the jet vortex pair 
are sufficient to prevent separation. 

3.2. Formulation of the equation for the normal velocity on S 

Let position on the jet boundary S be described by coordinates s and c , such that c 
measures linear distance along the circumference of a jet cross section at distance s along the 
jet axis.  Let the length of the circumference be given by 

Cis) ■a. hdc at constant s (34) 

A normalized coordinate C will be defined by 

C'=2TTC/CCS)   ,      ^dc'sair (35) 

Let     aCS^") be the linearizing factor of the s coordinate on S,  such that   j^C*,C')dS 
measures linear distance along lines of constant C.   For the entrainment of mass one then obtains the 
following relation 

X   CWM   rlirr   u.cs.cO encode' 1 - ±. 43— ,,,. 

where   Un    is the normal velocity component on S, directed into the potential flow region. The 
transfer of momentum in x and z directions must obey the following relations t 

h ^ i |f[- ^ ^ - Iff-' "-'-'li^'M = o 
_    1 dM. 60 (37) 

U.Qtt dCs/d,)        Qe d(s/cO 

dM: 
UoQa dC5/d4) 

Ui 

- a 

(38) 

MM^teMttMM ■MM 
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Tor th« rl^kt hMid sldaa of (37) «nd (38), UM hM be«n made of (13) «nd (14). Th» •ntralmMBi, 
«pp««rlng In th« right hand •id«* of (36) and (37) la knowi fro* th« j«t modal. Ilia valua of tha praaaora 
p la ralatad to th« local Talocltlaa ij Bernoullli'a law i 

p  =  constant -(«V2, ♦• Uy ♦ Um* )/X (39) 

cty fan       through lha noraal valoclty u«, on S la dlractly ralatad to 

4- ^Sii.c') *   "iCSiCO .„„cc.) (40) 

Proa potantlal flow thaoiy It la known that   Us , Uy   and U« on S ar« llnaar functional« of th« 
diatribution of   9«pA>n      on S. Hanoa aquationa (36),  (37) «nd (38) forn thra« aquation« (for «vaiy 
Talu« of «) for UnCS^C1) 

Lat th« lin«    c' so     be th« lnt«r««otlan of S with tha plan«    V Bo       , facing tha ore«« flow. 
It la aridant that both J«t gaoMtzy and tha     Un    diatrlbution are mramatrio with regard to    C% MO 
and       e'air   for «v«iy croaa section. Tha quantity       Un(s,c')aC «.'■')       "V th«n be written a« a 
Fourier ooain« aeriea in o* 

tejC*} a(s,c') m eC«"> -f i B,C^)oo«fjc,) (41) 

a(«) followa iMadiately fron (36) 

A.   cKS? (42) 

(43) 

while (37) «ad (38) fox« a qratea of two «quationa for the remaining Fourier ooaffldanta   %ji%) 
It will be aaauaed that instead of (41) a truncated Fourier aeriea may bo u«ad for a 

sufficiently accurate description of the normal velocity diatrlbution i 

a»(S.c') ttfacpa a«)-» B^Cs^cotcU Bjft") coSOC' 
1U      T 

Thia expression gives the most important featurea of the distribution» tha ooa fc') term differentiates 
between upstream and downatream parts of the    circumferences, while the OOB(2C') icrm differentiate« 
between uj^ and downatream parta and the «id«« of th« circumference. Another argument for uaing (43) 
1« that th« higher haxmonica have less influence on the induced flow field, since their effect« 
d«or«a«« more rapidly with distance. Finally, the uae of higher harmonics would neoeesitate the uae 
of smaller aurface panels in tha approximate aolution of the problem, deacribed in aection 3.3. 
Dalag (43), equationa (37) and (38) form two equationa for     &,(*}     and    Ba^S) . 

3.3. Diacretlsetion of the equations 

The Neumann problem to be solved for the potential flow field reads 

Vtp »O 

IT fCs,c') 

outaide S 

at infinity 

on S 

(44) 

The solution of (44) may be 
. According to r«f.13 

where    f (S.c')     has to be obtained from (37),  (38),   (40) and (43). 
expressed a« the integral over a diatrlbution of aimple sources on S 

Arr)i   C ^ 
if tfg denote« the velocity potential in a field point P, St5)the local density of th' source 
diatrlbution in point  IT on S and A the distance between P and1?. The presence of the plate is 
accounted for by uaing a mirror image with respect to z - 0 of the jet surface. Application of tha 
boundary condition on 3 gives an integral equation for    0 C S ) 1 

(45) 

(UOs^cO-fen.^^aS (46) 

For known      f(S.C)    , an approximate solution of (46) can be constructed by the method of influence 
ooefficianta or panel method, originally formulated by Heaa and Smith (ref.14). The method approximates 
the surface by a finite number of small quadrilateral panels, on each of which the source density <9j 
(the index denote« the panel number) is taken to be constaat. Boundary conditions are imposed in one 
point on each panel,the collocation point. The probleia ia then reduced to the determination of th« 
unknown«    GS,-      . Equation (46) can be written a« 

AP.      denote« the j     panel, f.        the value of   atf/fari 
1*1 fin , £f and ga be unit vectors in xty and 

(MV K=^ (47) 

where th 

coefficienta     fty. fr/j-  and    R2^      be defined b;' 

in the i      collocation point. 
z direction reepectivaly,  and let influence 

(48) 

 UÄ. 
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It Is elw fro« thi» (UfiniUoB th»t th« inflttwio« oo«ffici«rt« giv« tl» ▼•Igcity oo^ontnt« In th« 1 
collocation point,  induced \ij a aouro« distribution of strsngth on« on th« ya panel. The total induoad 
velocity   tti     in the 1^ collocation point reads i 

M B •' 
C^ . e, T J»XHJ «^ 4 ey ^.RV^ <si 4 «» 51 « ^ «j (49) 

th 

The influence coefficient    ftl^ for the noxmal velocity can he written as 

'dAP; (50) 
4TT 

The valnea of the elements of   ftNu     can be calculated by   evaluating the defining Integrals 
nvnerically, and (47) hecrcn*s a set of linear equations for © j 

He will proceed with the determination of the boundaiy conditions    f <     . First the Fourier 
series (43) will be discretlsed with respect to the surface panels. The jet surface is panelled strip- 
wise. Lower and upper boundaries of the ith panel strip lis in cross-sectional planes at s - S£ 
and s - s       respectively. Each panel in the strips replaces a part of 3 bounded in lateral direction 
by lines öt constant o«. Only half of the jet   (<Y>O)      IS paneled , the other half is taken into 
account by aymetiy conditions. Consider the mass flux..    S(3(^,0    through a surface element bounded 
by s.  and s4.4l o«,, and c',.,, to be replaced by the j      panel of the ith ring. One has 

•1+1' 

4 a TT J« a 
^c^ V (52) 

+   so. ac'^, ^ -su. ig1 p*l B^Oisids 
an -fc, 

The normal velocity in the collocation point of the relevant panel will be taken as a mass flux 
conserving average  i 

The firrt Integral in the right hand side of (3^) is known from (42). In fact i 

vhe integrals involving'    BiCS')    and     Ba^S)     are unknown. Let the non-dimensional quantities 
84(1) and       TSaCO      , pertaining to the 1^ ring be defined by 

11) 

^io) /^B^cc^ois 

Using (34) and (53)« (52) can be written as 1 

RjCi) = 

Cs-)CCs")ds 

(53) 

(54) 

(55) 

He. ö^ö r ftffej 
l IT 

^ 

-^»CV R/O   H      S^lC,;. -SUr.!«^ f^Ql 

He. 
the definition of a, T! and of j, i following: from (36) 
collocation point of the jth panel of the 1*" strip we 

(56) 

For the value of     äp/'ön 
have, according to (40) 

. f in *.he 

11  ^^i'^3 ^•,^^->V^)SsTi^i)-n<CiöU5i(^Kc^y4"Ba«)d(i(i\57) 
*—ee *^Vo ^W^o 

The values of ä, C snd 3 can be determined from the known jet geometry and entrainment. 
Bquation8(37)  and (38) will now be approximated by a system of quadratic algebraic ^uations 

for the quantities     fcC^     and    T^CH-)        , making use of (51) and (57). It will be convenient ts 
return to the subscript notation of (31). The subscript k then indicates the k*11 panel, which is identical 
to the j»h panel of the 1™ strip if    fca (i-OJ-v V , where J is the number of panels per strip. 

-fc*   is then a different notation for h (j,i). 
• Since the'elements of the f^   vector in  the right hand side of (51) are linear combinations U 

1.(1) and 5.(0 according to (37), the elements of th«   eS;      vector must also be linear combination« 
in 5^1) ana 52(i). In fact, one can write ' 

<S; - 
I — 

(56) 

where I equals tl total numbers of strips used to approximate the surface. Prom (51) and (37) it 
are the solutions of the following sets of linear equations follows that the vectors m., m  and m.. 
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i-1 
flN^mi « a^ -0,4 

r flM^T^jft)  = (W) 

1h« coluim ▼•oton la th« right hand aid«« of th« last two •qurtioaa of (39) h*v« nm-Mro watrloa 
mly for tha «laaant« oorratponding to tha kth paaol atrip, tha Inducad »alocity coaponanta la 
x, j and a diraotion In tha collocation polnta follow fro« (49) aftar aubatltutloa of «>.  fro« (58) > 
To obtain tha total valoolty, M,m      ahould ha addad to tha x ooapoaaat of u. Tha raaul'lng 
azpraaalona raad 

tu 

with 

1 j-i      *    •   1       ■• i«i      '    • 

N 

X) (4) »  2.^X^1 ^j] (K/        and almilar axpraaalona 
1 *-       * 

►   (60) 

for    "/-i J ate. 

Equatioaa (37) and 
Tha C Intagration 
i typical intagral 

(36) »re intagratad with raapact to 
la divided in intervala between C . 

a,  between 
and c* .  .. 

0+1 • 

«nd th 

correap' 

J     J  -uh(s,c')a1,(s.cO<j(5.c0clc,oL 

a.      for tha 1     pAnel atrip, 
oüing to tha aurfaoe paaela 

ci 
la than approximated by   -Un(M)U)i( j.i) RPf jtO • Difficultiea are encountered with raapaot 
to tha aurfaoe integral* Involving the preaaure p. Applying (37) and (38) or their diacretieed for* 
to a typical panel atrip (aee figure 9) In a virtual field of oonatant preaaure,  one flnda that both 
x and > componenta of tha jet momentum change due to preaaure oontrlbutlona. In reality, preaaur* 
foroaa on tha upper and lower croaa aactloaa bounding tha atrip will balance thla change, but In tha 
jet model thla cannot be accounted for. Thua the oonatant In (39) fill unduly enter Into equationa 
(37) and (38). Thla problem la overooae ualng a modified jet aurfaoe for the preaaure foroaa. Thla 
modified aurfaoe la cylindrical, with axla along the tangent to the jet axia at   Stv « \ (S4 ■♦• S^^.,") 
Croaa aectional ahape and area of the cylinder equal the ahape and are of the jet croaa aection at    $atf 
The modified panel atrip la bounded by planea perpendlcal to the cylinder axle at a. and a.  .. Lateral 
panel boundarlea are liaaa of oonatant c1, at the aaaa o* valuaa aa uaed in tha original pull 
network. Thua the collocation pointa of corraaponding original and modified paaela are very cloae. Tha 
total preaaure force on tha panel atrip acta perpendicularly to the direction of the jet axla at    S4V.  , 
and thaeonatant in (39) can be omitted. 
Let     HPCJ,*')   denote the area of the modified panel,        n/i-O the normal unit vector on the 
panel and     V)     the angle between the jet axia at     sav   and the t-axla. Tha dlacretiaed forma of (37) 
and (36) then read t>r the ith atrip 

^ L  «Ui.      IAI.     d^    J j-'1 ÖGT^ de*      P a   J 

(61) 

where fy  la tha component of ft in the plane parallel to y • 0. With u,, known from (36) and U« , Uy 
and Uj from (60), tha equations (61) for i > 1, . . ,1 form a aet of 21 quadratic algebraic 
equationa for tha 21 unknowna Bi(i)  and  Bj^Ci)  • When these quaatltlea are aolved from (61), Sj 
can be calculated from (36) for all panels, and the Induced flow field can be calculated from tha 
diaoretltad form of (45). 
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3.4. Solution of the «quatiotiB for the Fourier coefficienta 

Let the vector C. with j - 1, . . , 21 be defined by 

V S^p ,   C^^B^p ,],!....,! 
The eystem of equmtione (61) will oe denoted by 

,(i> 

(62) 

(63) 

Due to the non linearity of the aye'em, a real solution does not neceasarijy ezikt.For this reason,  a 
procedure was used to find a generalized (least squares) solution; Let 

(64) ^- t1   F'C9 
The generalized solution is defined as the real vector    C;      that minimises the functional P.    TfCj) 
will not necessarily equal zero. The.vector   C^   is determined with an iterative procedure. Let 

'     •>- vth iterate, the k+1      -■•i11 v- -■'• -•■    fv  ■i.* be the Ic1 will be of the form 

Ci^-M    =    Cj,fc    +    ^ I«   AJ 
(63) 

where  ^ : is a seeuroh or direction vector, and   X^   determines the steplength along     At    . 
At   C:  the derivatives of P with reepeut to the   C.      equal zero, i.e. ' 

is the Newton Raphson correction vector for the iterative solution of (65) 

(65) 

Ihe search vector 

= - ^ Cc^ ) 2£i   Ai 

The scalar    \.   is taken such that ^(^,1 + ^ ^j   ^          is minimized for    X=   A^ 
fact that the expressions      TTCCJ") are quadratic in C.,  the value of   \.   can be computed straight- 
forwardly,  In fact, using (65) and (66) one can write      3 

(66) 

Due to the 

T{CiA +XAP =T:CCj.O + (iA-X,,)Te-1^   + 

with 

At 

"»•F, ^r NT «(« 
a^^^^^u^^ = q (0 

(67) 

Xfc,dF/dA =0 hence 

ad-XO?^^ +tXa
fl[fl,n,I|j. ä,1+AA* Ilft^]1 

(68) 

from which    A.   is solved in the computer program using an exact method.  If (68) has one real root,  F( X ) 
has a minimum for that root.  If there are three real roots    X^Aj 4 Aj        ,  F( X ) has minima at    X4 
and  X|   ,  and the   X   with the lowest value of P(X )  is diesen  .   In ref.15 it is shown that if P( 2;   )  ■ 0, 
the search vector     Aj      from (66)  approaches the Newton Raphson correction vector     7*:        for tne 
iterative solution of (63),for C. approaching      Cj     ,  In the numerical procedure, efficient use has 
been made of the quadratic character of F. (C.)  for the updating of all required coeffloients and 
function values after each iteration. ^ 

A remaining problem is that minimization of (64) will not yield a unique solution in general.  For 
instance,  (63) may have several real solutions, which will all be minima of P.  If (63) has no real 
solutions there ctill may be several "lowest " minima of (64).  Moreover,  the solution procedure 
described above leads to a local minimum, but unless F • 0 at the obtained "solution"     C.    ,  one does 
not know whether the local minimum is an absolute minimum,  if not all minima of (64)  are evaluated.   In 
such a situation one would like to formulate constraints on the values of the      C       components, to 
limit the space in which physically interpretable solutions can be expected. Such constraints van indeed 
be formulated by requiring inflow across the entire jet boundary S, i.e.     UnCs.C1)   i  o ^^ 
for all s and C. Using (43)i  (55)  and (62), this requiremsnt imposes the following condition on C- 

1+  C. 0040'+ Cr+- cosac1 >o 

for   04 c ^ ir  and  j= i,... , r 

This Inequality can be rewrltt 

12,14, V8tr^ "» CIM       f or i ^ cr+-, 4 1 
^   1(1,14 w t, ^ ^a ^ i 

(70) 

Thus    C^-       and   Cr^- mus-t be inside the contour defined by  (70) to ensure inflow through all panels 

--■   -■- ■- 
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For the oalculationa,  the reaults of which are diBcusaad in aection 3.5i  (70) waa uaed tj^halp eatabliah 
a "beat" aolution   Ci   in th«> following vay. From an initial estimate C .      a local minimum at CL waa 
obtained. If    Ci       'id not cooplj with (70) for every j,  a new eatimat«'    waa formed by multiplying the 
relevant oomponenta with a acalar so that they juat fall inaide the region defined by (70). Thia proceaa 
waa repeated until the aolution   t.    of the new initial eatimate equals that of the preceeding one. 
The aolutiona    '£'.     obtained in thia manner eatiafied (70) for the panel atripa close to the plate, but 
not for a number'of panel strips far away. This is probably due to the fact that the jet surface is 
truncated and beyond the last panel strip,  the jet ia not represented in any waj. This should be 
acceptable for the calculation of the pressure distribution on the plate. 

An alternative way of defining a "best" solution is by rigidly imposing (70),  i.e. by finding 
the minimum of F in the region of C    space defined by (70). Judging from the performed calculations, 
this would probably result in a minimum on the border of the constraints. The choice of the "best" 
solution in the prasont calculation is based on the idea that satisfying the momentum equations in the 
best possible way ia more important than satisfying the inflow requirements.  It is felt however that 
this problem should be studied more thoroughly to arrive at a more satisfying choice of a   best 
solution. 

3.3. Discussion of calculated results and comparison with measurements 

Plate pressure distributions have been calculated for three values of the jet to free stream 
velocity ratio, viz. R . 6, 7 and 8. In all cases the jet surface was defined by the jet model and 
using the cross sectional shape of figure 4. The surface was approximated by 17 panel strips, each 
containing 10 panels for half of the jet surface    ( O 4 C 4  tO •  The longitudinal dimensions of 
panel strips are small close to the plate, increasing with distance away from the plate, according to 
the dimensions chosen in ref.16. 

The static pressure coefficient c  , defined by 

I 
1 

can be calculated in the entire potential flow field. In figure 10,  calculated values of c    for 
R • 6, 7 and 8,  along rays on the plate at angles 'V = 0°,  30 ,   ...,  I80   to the negative p 

T-direction, are compared with measured c   values for R - 3 and 6,  from refs.   17 and 18 respectively. It is 
evident that the calculated negative c    vSluea are much larger in magnitude than the corresponding 
measured values. This discrepancy can ''partly be attributed to the behaviour of the boundary layer on 
the plate.  In reference 16,  the influence of the momentum thickness of the boundary layer on the 
c   distribution is shown. The negative c   values increase with decreasing 
mSmentum thickness, especially close to the jet orifice. We can conclude that the differences between 
calculations and measurements have the expected character. However,  the magnitude of the differences 
in c   values far from the jet orifice are larger than should be expected. 

p There is a qualitative agreement between measured and calculated c   values in the sense that 
changes with R occur in the same direction for ^  • 0 ,   30 ,   ...,   120 .  Thia is especially evident for 
14/ « 0° and 30 , where c    varies strongly with R. At\y   = 60 , 90    and 120   measurements show little 

variation of c   with R,  and this is also obtained from calculations.  On the ray V > 180 , there is no 
resenblence avail between measured and calculated c   behaviour.  This is accounted to the wake like 
flow behind the jet close to the plate,  resulting     p from plate boundary layer separation. This cannot 
be modeled   in a potential flow calculation. Or the ray iy  • 130 , measured and calculated c   values 
are of comparable magnitude. ^ 

Calculated and measured pressures are compared in a different way in figure 11, where isobars for 
R ■ 6 (compared to measured isobars for R • 3,  since measurements for R • 6 seem to be lacking) and 
R • 8 are shown. The calculated isobars are shown for 0  4 ^   4. 130 , since the potential flow 
pressure distribution in the wake has no reeemblence to what actually happens on the plate. It is 
clear from figure 9 that the calculated regions of negative pressure are much larger than the 
corresponding measured regions.There is only qualative agreement in the sense that the shapes of the 
isobars with lobes extending in downstream direction, are fairly well represented, as are the 
decreasing size and increasing downward shift of the isobars with decreasing R. 

4. CQNCUUSIGNS 

A model for the development of a jet in a cross flow and the Induced potential flow field has 
been presented. The mrlel is self consistent to the respect that momentum transfer assumptions used in 
the jet model are alsj enforced for the boundary conditions of the induced flow field, yielding a set 
of equations for th» normal velocity distribution on the jet surface. The velocity potential of the 
Induced flow field is calculated using a panel method. 

The results of the jet model compare well with measurements.  Only qualitative agreement could be 
established between calculated and measured pressure distributions on the flat plate from which the 
jet exhausts. The quantitative differences can in part be ascribed to the interaction of the plate 
boundary layer ifith the exhausting jet. 
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DESIGN AND TEST OF EJECTOR 
THRUST AUGMENTATION CONFIGURATIONS 

Dr  S  L Brown 
Mr R D Murphy 

Prototype Division 
Air  Force Flight  Dynamics Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson AFR,  Ohio 45433 USA 

SUMMARY 

Until recently the application of ejector thrust augmentation (ETA) to VTOL aircraft design has not 
been practical due to the relatively low augmentation ratios and large volume required for installation. 
With the development of the hypermixing primary injection nozzle by the USAF Aerospace Research Labora- 
tories, an ETA system has emerged which improved the mixing efficiency and performance over past ejector 
designs. These encouraging results have prompted the USAF Flight Dynamics Laboratory to investigate the 
feasibility of  incorporating ETA into  an operational  VTOL aircraft. 

Preliminary design studies  have been directed  towards subsonic  and  supersonic  VTOL close air support 
fighters.     In addition to demonstrating  the  feasibility of  the  ETA VTOL aircraft,   the  studies have  served 
to delineate special  problems  in  the  areas  of engine cycle  characteristics,   internal  aerodynamics  and 
external   aerodynamics. 

Two  2-D wind tunnel  tests have been  conducted  to address  the external  aerodynamic problem areas.     The 
wind  tunnel models  incorporate  a  trailing edge  ETA system with geometry  consistent with  current VTOL 
design schemes.    One  test  investigates  the vertical   flight mode and  the other  the  transition  flight mode. 
The  tests   results served  to better define  the  local wing/ejector  flow phenomena,  build  confidence  in ejec- 
tor design and  In general  validate previously  developed design philosophy  and methodology. 

NOMENCLATURE 

Ao 

Al 

Primary nozile exit  area   (effective) 

Secondary  flow area 

Throat  area 

Diffuser exit   area 

Nozzle discharge  coefficient  ■ effective area 
actual   area 

T 
Primary blowing coefficient "    J 

"A 

Thrust 

Velocity 

/Vj2 dA3 

V A3 
Mixing parameter 

3Ref 

Aft  diffuser   flap  angle 

Forward  diffuser   flap   angle 
(VTOL model) 

1.0 

^L 

iCL 

a 

\ 
DAK 

ETA 

1AR 

L/q  sRef  =■   Lift   coefficient 

(C, )r -   (C, )r L'Cj>0       v   L Cj  =  0 

Gross blowing coefficient « 

1 SRef 

Ejector ram drag 

X3/A2 Diffuser exit area ratio 

EJecto  ihrust Augmentation 

" A /AQ ■ Inlet area ratio 

L  "  Diffuser length (distance from A2 to Ai) 

PR =  Total pressure ratio (Ppienum/Painb) 

Pvef 

Distance between  nozzle  centerlines 

Reference  Area 

Diffuser   flap   angle   (Transition model) 

=     1/2   («j, + AA)   ■  Mean  diffuser angle 

•    »ozzle  efficiency 
(VJ)   Actual 

(VJ)   Isen 

Augmentation   ratio 

subscripts 

(     )3 "  Conditions   at   the  diffuser exit 

(     )     -   Free  stream  conditions 

C     ) Isen  "   ^en^opic 

(     ) . -  Primary  ai r 

INTRODUCTION 

Thrust   augmentation  has  been  an   appealing,   but   elusive,   concept   for many  years.     The   results of  a 
one-dlmenslonal   flow analysis  as  suggested   by  Von   Karman,   are  enough   to encourage   any  designer of  V/STOL 
aircraft.     Unfortunately,  when  engineers   tried   to  apply  the  concept,   the   results  were  disappointing.     The 
failure   to   realize  the potential   could   be   charged   to   incomplete mixing  between   the  primary   air and  seicn- 
dary  air.      Efficiencies  of   these  systems  were  on   the  order of  25?.     There was  obviously   room   for   improve- 
ment,   provided  the  basic   flow phenomenon   could  be  understood   and   improved. 

The  Aerospace  Research  Laboratories   (ARL)   at  Wright-Patterson AFB undertook   a  program of  basic 
research  on  thrust  augmentat lor.     The   results   have   been  significant   and   are  well   documented   in  the open 
literature   (Ref   1-3).     The  main  contribution  has  been   the development   of   the   hypermixing  nozzle, which 
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Inproved  the mixing efficiency by an order of magnitude.    With the hypemlxing primary  Injection nozzle, 
an ejector thrust augmentation (ETA)  system has emerged yielding higher augmentation ratios with shorter 
ejector mixing length, thus smaller required volumes.    It is now possible to design augmentors of prac- 
tical dimensions that have an augmentation ratio of 2.    These results have prompted a new look at VTOL 
airplanes with thrust augmentation. 

Preliminary design studies incorporating the A8L hypermlxlng ejector system have been directed to 
subsonic VTOL close air support fighters.    The studies have demonstrated the feasibility of an ETA system 
and  the capability of ETA to compete with other VTOL systems  in terms of performance  and cost.    The combi- 
nation of the ETA system with a turbojet or turbofan engine is attractive because the ejector effectively 
increases the bypass ratio, providing Increased total gross thrust available for application during the 
VTÖL and STÖL mode.     The complete synthesis of  the  engine-ejector system wich an airirmnc can be fuiliiet 
utilized to provide favorable aerodynamic effects. 

To study the aerodynamic/augmentor interaction, two wind tunnel tests were conducted. A VTOL model 
was tested to determine lift-off and low speed transition, while a transition model was tested to deter- 
mine the characteristics of the upper end of the transition envelope. 

2.0 WIND TUNNEL MODEL   (VTOL) 

The VTOL model was designed to assess the lift off and low speed transition phases of flight.    The 
model was configured to emphasize these areas, which included verifying some new design concepts as well 
as  identifying problem areas.    The testing was conducted in the 7 x 10 low speed tunnel at NASA Ames. 

The wind tunnel model was a two-dimensional, constant chord design with the augmentor assembly 
extending aft from the 34Z chord line.    The major components are identified In Figure 1, and the instal- 
led model is shown in Figure 2.    The span was  30 in.,  the chord with the flaps up,  clean configuration 
was 44.5 in., and the maximum thickness was 10Z.    There were ten hypermlxlng nozzles spaced on 3 in, 
centers.    The large end plates provided a quasi-2D test arrangement. 

A fundamental parameter for augmentors is the ratio of secondary area to primary area, denoted by 
IAR.    The secondary area is that area open to the entrained air at the plane of injection of the primary 
nozzle».     For the VTOL model, the geometric measurement is IAR ■ 21.SS.    The ten primary nozzles account- 
ed for 83.3Z of the Internal air,  the diffuser wall BLC accounted for 16.73; internal air. while the end 
wall blowing was variable, with blowing adjusted  to insure attached flow. 

The hypervixing nozzles were positioned with the thrust vector 90* to the wing chord plane to maxi- 
mize VTO thrust. Primary high pressure air was supplied to the nozzles and BLC slots from the plenum in 
the forward wing. 

The diffuser was formed by the  forward and aft  flap doors, which could be moved through the range 
4S*< S < 90* and l< DAR < 2.1.    These positions allowed simulation of VTOL and transition operation. 

2.1 Nozzle Calibration 

A hypermlxlng nozzle is basically a convergent nozzle with a rectangular exit.     The exit is designed 
to create streaowise vorticity to enhance the mixing in the diffuser.    For manufacturing simplicity, the 
nozzles were two-dimensional,  resembling a constant chord wing, with the exit at  the trailing edge.    The 
exit was configured to a typical hypermlxlng design.    The external shape of the nozzle conforms to the 
thickness distribution of a NACA 64 series airfoil.    The 2-D design was selected to simplify manufactur- 
ing and to provide a passage for air  from the plenum in the forward wing to the aft manifold.    This 
arrangement supplied air to the BLC slots on the aft manifold without the requirement of a separate plen- 
um supply. 

The new nozzle design required a calibration test to demonstrate adequate efficiency.    Efficiencies 
were determined as a function of plenum pressure  ratio.    The results are shown in Figure  3, and they 
indicate an Increasing efficiency with PR.    The effective area also shows an increase with PR. 

2.2 Static Performance 

The parameter governing VTOL performance is the static augmentation, defined by 

ented 
Tprimary 

The value of Tg,ig and ♦ must be sufficiently large to insure lift-off with an adequate margin for accel- 
eration and control.    Of the several parameters  that affect static augmentation,  this test examined 
pressure ratio, exit/throat area,  diffuser length/nozzle spacing,  and mean diffuser angle. 

The pressure iitlo of an ETA system is an important parameter because it  Impacts augmentor perfor- 
mance,   internal Vi.-^e,  and engine  selection.     Figure 4 shows the variation of $ with PR for several DAR. 
The open symbols indicate the performance of the basic configuration, which had some surface roughness at 
the flap hinge, while the solid symbols  indicate  Improved performance after careful  smoothing of the flap 
hinge.    The measurements indicated that the maximum augmentation occurs at a moderate PR range of 1.5 to 
1.7 with $ decreasing significantly at higher PR.     This trend is unfavorable,  since PR > 2 is desirable 
to minimize  Internal volume.     The  solid symbols   indicate the  Importance of BLC in maintaining high values 
of ♦. 

Sufficient diffuser  length  is  necessary  for  the  flow to mix and diffuse,  but design constraints may 
limit   the  actual  length allowed.     Previous work   (Ref 4)  has  shown  that  a governing parameter la L/S. 
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Measurements ware made with L/S - 3 and L/S - 10.  The differences In diffuser performance are most 
clearly seen In Figure 3, which shows a comparison of exit velocity profiles. 

fV-i    d A, 
The diffuser  flow can be quantified with  the parameter 8,defined In Ref 4 as ß " « 2 

Vj    A3 

The  spanwlse velocity distribution was assumed constant,  so  that 8  was evaluated only  for the chordwlse 
variation in V,.     The L/S - 3 configuration had a maximum value of 8  - 1.121, while  the L/S - 10 configu- 
ration had an improvement to B  - 1.072.     The  ideal case  is B ■ 1, while previous work  Indicates 8   ■ 1.03 
is a practical lower limit.    These numbers suggest that  further Improvement  is possible. 

One dloeaslonal  flow theory (Rcf 6)  Indicates a dependence of augaer.tation. on DAR.     Fig f> shows that 
the model performance at  PR = 1.3 reflects  this dependence but at  a lower level of  augmentation than pre- 
dicted.     The theoretical prediction  is based on the methodology of Ref 11, which assumes viscous losses 
based on ARL data.    This data shows  the  impact of the  losses indicated by  the 8  parameter. 

Although  the nozzles were  fixed at  90°,   the diffuser  flaps could be rotated  so  that  the mean dif- 
fuser angle *   < 90°.    This configuration would simulate  the  low speed phase of transition.     The  results 
are  shown  in Figure  7  for the L/S * 5 case only.     The  first observation to be made  is  that $ varies 
linearly  from J" = 90° to J - 30°.     The second observation  is that  DAR is still a significant parameter. 
About  any  given mean angle,  it  is possible  to vary DAR, which implies diffusion while  turning.     The set 
of  3 solid points applies  to a configuration with 6.  varied to change DAR.     A relative maximum occurred 
with  DAR =  1,2,  while  DAR ■  2.0  resulted   in  minimal  performance.     These  two  observations  would  suggest 
that  diffusion and augmentation  is possible without  the primary flow vector aligned with 5. 

2.3 Forward Speed Performance 

The   lifting characteristics at   forward  speed are of  prime  Importance  for the  transition maneuver 
and  STOL operation.     The configuration was  tested with short doors,  giving an L/S  =  5  and  hence  less than 
maximum  augmentation.     This  compromise was  necessary  because of  tunnel wall   restriction.     The  test 
results   are  shown  as  a function of   the  primary  blowing  coefficient.     Most   of  the   testing was  conducted at 
V  =  60  kts   (q  «  12  psf)  with  a  few  selected  points  ac  higher  speeds. 

Figure 8  shows  typical  lifting characteristics  for various values of  the blowing coefficient.    There 
is no evidence of stall,  even at  the high angles of attack  that may be required  for  transition.     An  impor- 
tant   feature  of  an  augmentor wing   in  transition  is   the  superclrculation  caused  by   the  jet  sheet   at   the 
trailing  edge.     Superclrculation  creates  a  ^C^.     This  parameter  is  plotted   in  Figure  9   for  various  flap 
settings.     There   is  additional  circulation  on   the  ETA wing  since  iCi   is  greater  than   the  vectored  compo- 
nent  of  C,   for  all   cases;  however,   the  augmentor wing did  not  perform at   the   level  predicted  by  potential 
theory   for  Jet   flaps   (Ref  8).     These  results   indicate   improvement  should  be made   in   the  diffuser  flap 
design   for   transition.     It   is  possible   that   .iC.   might  exceed  the  theoretical  level,   since  C, may  be  aug- 
mented.     However,   the  value  of   ;   at   forward   speed was  not  determined,  so  a  true   theoretical   upper  limit 
was  not  established.     Figure   10  shows  a  typical   streamline pattern,   and  illustrates   the  complexity  of  the 
flow.     Because  the  stagnation point   is   inside   the  inlet,   the  flow  is  required   to  negotiate  severe  pressure 
gradients   to   turn  approximately  240°.      i'his  problem  illustrates  the  compromise   required  between  designing 
for VTOL and STOL.     The VTOL model had an  Inlet  optimized  for the static,   lift-off  case.     To have an ETA 
wing  that  will  operate  effectively   from  lift-off  through   transition,   the  aft   inlet   and   flap may  require  a 
redesign,   and  possibly  seme  BLC  to   insure  adequate performance  for  transition. 

3.0 WIND  TUNNEL MODEL   (TRANSITION) 

The   transition model  was  designed   to  assess   the  ejector wing  characteristics  during  the   final 
stages of  the  transition mode and conversion  to conventional flight.    Three  flight modes were  investi- 
gated;   cruise,   flaps  down   (ejector  power  off)   and   full  power  lift.     The wing was   tested   from static 
conditions  to   165  EPS,  through  the  angle  of  attack  range of  -10°  to +32°  and with  a variation  in ejector 
primary  pressure  ratio  from  1.0  to  2.25.     The  test  was  conduited   in  the  Lockheed-Georgia  low  speed wind 
tunnel  and served  to determine:     (a)  the performance of the ejector at static and  forward speed conditions; 
and   (b)   the aerodynamic characteristics  of  the wing-ejector combination. 

i.l Model Configuration 

The transition model was a large two-dimensional wing with a span of 76.5 inches, a chord of 60 
inches and a thickness to chord ratio (t/c) of 15^.  The airfoil section was a 747a to 40X0 and 0015-34 

tu the trailicig edge with 2.23% camber.  It was mounted between two circular metric end plates of 6.5 ft 
diameter.  These end plates had four tangential blowing slots which provide two-dimensional results. 

The ejector bay was full span with a 5 in width (Figure 11).  The centerline of the ejector bay was 
inclined 60° to the wing chord plane.  There were 30 hypermlxing nozzles spaced on 2.5 inch centers. 
Nozzles at the ends of the ejector bay are placed with their centers 2 inches from the end plates.  The 

straight walled, constant area mixing section extended 2.1 Inches below the hypermlxing nozzle exit plane. 
Primary airflow was introduced irto the ejector through the hypermlxing nozzles and tuo boundary layer 
control (BLC) slot nozzles running the full span of the wing. One slot nozzle was at the top of the for- 
ward side of the inlet and the other was located at the bottom of the aft side of the mixing section. 
The nominal inlet area ratio was 18.5 with 77X of the flow going to the hypermlxing nozzles and 232 to 
the BLC slots (H'i   Inlet and iyi  diffuser). 

The model had three flow syst -ms which were fed from both sides of the model.  These flow systems 
fed the hypermlxing nozzles, the inlet BLC and the diffuser BLC Independently.  All feed ducts were 
designed su-h that the duct Mach number never exceeded 0.25. 

The flap system was composed of an aft flap, which was similar to a conventional simple flap, and a 
forward flap which was hinged at the ejector bay exit.  The forward flap when closed covered the ejector 
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and when deflected, formed the ejector diffuser wall. The reference flap setting of the system was 
based only on the aft flap angle for all diffuser exit area ratios. For variation of DAR, the diffuser 
door was modulated.  For this test, the variation of DAR was 1.4 to 2.0. A leading edge slat positioned 
at 60* to the wing chord was also tested. 

To complete the two-dimensional aspects of the test, the wing and end plates were mounted between 
two large non-metric wall sections built Inside the tunnel.  Figures 1? and 13 show the model mounted 
between these false walls. The walls completely span the tunnel from floor to ceiling and were 28 feet 
long.  The model support struts, ducting and instrumentation were all located Inside these walls so that 
no airloads were transmitted to the balanca. 

3.2 Nozzle Calibration 

The hypermlxing nozzles used in this  test were  the same as  those used by ARL in past ejector 
research   (references 1-3).    The exit  areas were  increased  slightly to produce  the  inlet  area ratio of 
18.5.     The hypermlxing nozzle and  the  calibration  facility  are  shown in Figures  14  and  15.     The hypermlx- 
ing nozzle  calibration plot is shown in Figure  16.     The velocity efficiency  (o)   is  shown  to vary  from 
.93 to   .95.     This velocity coefficient compares  reasonably well  to past hypermlxing designs.     The 
discharge coefficient  is  .905. 

The  effective ex-11  area of the  inlet  and diffuser BLC slots was 1.45 sq  in  and   3.00  sq  in  respec- 
tively.     These areas  yielded a total effective  exit  area of  19.57 sq in which produced  an  inlet  area 
ratio of  18.65. 

3.3 Static Performance 

The measure of  performance  for the static  tests was  the gross augmentation ratio.     The  augmentation 
levels   for this  transition model were obtained by  integrating pressures  from 14 pressure  rakes mounted at 
the  ejector exit  and dividing by  the product  of measured  mass   flow and  isentroplc velocity. 

FORCE   (RAKE  DATA) 
tGross 

"MEASURED x VJ ISENTR0P1C 

Seven  of  these  rakes were suspended  from the   flap while  the  remainder were mounted  from the door  as  shown 
In Figure  13. 

Figure  17  shows  the gross  augmentation   for a pressure  ratio of 1.87,   flap  settings  of  20°  and   30° 
and various diffuser exit  area ratios.     The  predicted augmentation is also shown  in  this   figure.     The 
5-7% difference  in  augmentation is attributed  to  the  flow non-unifonnity.    Predicted  augmentations are 
oased on  B  »  1.03;     the B  values  for  this ejector  configuration are 1.28  for the  20°   flaps  and  1.055  for 
the  30°   flap,  as  shown  In Figures  19  and  20, 

The variation  of  augmentation at  a constant diffuser exit  area ratio with pressure  ratio is depicted 
In  Figure  18.     The  trend of increasing augmentation  ratio with pressurp ratio does agree with  the pre- 
dicted  trend;  however,   it  is contrary  to  that  observed with  the VT01 model. 

3.4 Forward  Speed Performance 

The  performance of  the augmentor wing with  forward  velocity  Is considered  from  two  aspects;   ejector 
performance  alone  and  total wing characteristics.     Both of  these areas  are critical when evaluating  the 
transition  characteristics. 

Since  the ejector ants as both a thrust  and  lift  augmentor,  it  is  important  to understand  the ejec- 
tor  geometries  required  to optimize both of  these parameter?.     Consider  the  following: 

'GROSS 

EJECTOR 
RAM 
DRAG 

DR = mgV. 

'GROSS 
(100X RECOVERY) 

t   NET -  NET AUGMENTATION - t   GROSS  - 
m        x 
MEASURED JISENTR0PIC 

'GROSS 

9 sRef 

Consider first the requirement to optimize lift (i.e., gross augmentation). Figure 21 shows the varia- 
tion of gross augmentation with diffuser exit area ratio and forward velocity at an angle of attack of 1* 
and a flap angle of 30*. A cross-plot of figure 21 showing the relationship of (maximum gross augmenta- 
tion) and gross augmentation at DAR - 1.9 for various velocities is shown In figure 22.  Also, shown in 
this figur- is the same relationsnlp for an angle of attack of 10° to 21°. A suonary plot of gross aug- 
mentation at a velocity of 100 and 150 FPS is shown In figure 23. In all cases, It is clear that a con- 
stant diffuser exit area ratio of 1.9 yields essentially the optimum value of gross augmentation. 

Consider now the optimization of forward thrust or net augmentation. Figure 24 shows the variation 
of net augmentation for 30* flaps at various velocities and diffuser exit area ratios.  Figures 25 and 
26 again show that a diffuser exit area ratio of 1.9 is very close to the condition for maximum net 
augmentation. 

mmtm 
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These  results show  that  for this ejector configuration and a flap setting of  30°  there will be  very 
little compromise between achieving optimum horizontal thrust   (I.e., net augmentation)  and  lift  (I.e., 
gross augmentation) while holding a constant diffuser exit  area ratio.    This capability would eliminate 
the requirement of a complicated mechanical programming ol   DAR as  the aircraft goes  through  transition 
geometry and attitude changes. 

To show the total wing characteristics,  the  lift,  force  and moment polars are shown In Figures  27, 
28 and 29  for a constant diffuser exit  area ratio  of  1.8.     The blowing coefficient   (Cu)   Is equal  to  the 
gross  thrust   (rake data)  divided by q S.     It  should be noted  that  the Cu's show on  the polars are at 
o ■ I* and vary slightly with a.    The nominal Jet  deflection  angle Is also slightly different  from  the 
flap deflection angle. 

A.O CONCLUSIONS 

The  results of  these  tests can be summarized  as  follows: 

1. It is feasible to design a wing vlt.b a high performance trailing edge ETA system for a VIOL 
aircraft. The air supply, nozzles, and ditruser can be contained within the mold lines of a conven- 
tional airfoil section. 

2. Static augmentation on the order of  that  achieved by ARL is possible  in an aircraft  configura- 
tion if sufficient BLC is provided.    Growth of  the boundary   layer due to surface  roughness  decreases 
augmentation significantly. 

3. For the transition  flap setting of  30° both  the optimum thr'ist  (i.e., net  augmentation)  and  lift 
(I.e.,  gross augmentation)  can be achieved at  a constant diffuser exit  area  ratio.     This  affords  the poten- 
tial of developing a system which does not  require modulation  of  the ejector configuration  to achieve 
maximum performance. 

4. In both  tests,  performance decreased  from the predicted  levels with an  increase   in  forward 
velocity.     This was due to having a fixed  inlet optimised  ti^r static  conditions.     A design  compromise 
to obtain  an  inlet  that  is satisfactory  for V„>o may  result   in a loss of static  performance. 
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GROUND EFFECT ON AIRFOILS WITH FLAPS OR JET FLAPS 

by 

K. Gersten, R. Lohr, E. Beese 

Ruhr-Universität Bochum, Germany 

SUMMARY 

The  two-dimensional  incompressible  flow past  airfoils with  flaps  or  jet  flaps  near 
ground is  investigated.   The  inviscid  flow is  calculated by potential  theory methods.   It 
is  shown,  that the nonlinear effects due to larger angles of attack  and flap angles 
become increasingly important  for airfoils approaching the ground.   In  the study these 
nonlinear effects are  therefore emphasized.  For the airfoils with jet  flaps wind tunnel 
measurements  including ground  simulation have been  carried out.   The   theoretical  results 
are  compared with  the  experiments  and with  linear  theory. 

RESUME 

Des recherches ont ete effectuees sur 1'ecoulement bidimensionnel d'un fluide incompres- 
sible autour de profils d'ailes ä volet ou a jet au voisinage du sol. L'ecoulement non 
vlsqueux est calcule par 1'application de methodes deduites de la theorie potentielle. 
On demontre que les effets nonlineaires resultant d'angles d'incidence et de volets 
eleves gagnent en importance pour des alles s'approchant du sol. En consequence, cette 
recherche s'Interesse plus particulierement ä ces effets nonlineaires. Des mesures en 
soufflerie, sur des profils d'ailes a jet, inclaant les effets de sol, ont ete efftctuees. 
On compare les resultats theoriques aux resultats experimentaux et ä ceux de la theorie 
lineaire. 

NOTATION 

b 
c 
c 

F(x) 

fn 
G(X) 

h 
J 
L 
M 

,Fn(x) 

.Gn(x) 

N 
Nr 

wing span 
wing chord 
jet momentum coefficient, 
c = 2J/0U2cb 

lift coefficient, 
c. = 2L/oU2cb 
L 0° 

moment coefficient. 

-M 2H/pUic'b 

rudder moment coefficient, 
cR = 2MR/pU^c

2b 

functions in Eq.(13) 

coefficients in Eq.(13) 

functions in Eq.(14) 

coefficients in Eq.(14) 

ground distance 
jet momentum 
lift 
pitching moment, cf.Figs.4, 
5 and 9 
rudder moment, cf. Fig.4 

number of vortices 
number of vortices located 
on the flap 

0« 
ü 

v 

X 

X 

y 

y 

Y' Yn 
^n 
y-jü) 

r 
Y 
Y„ 

free-stream velocity 

induced velocity component 
in x-direction 
induced velocity component in y- 
direction 
coordinate in airfoil chord 
direction 
nondimensional horizontal coordi- 
nate, x = x/c cos u, cf. Figs.1 
and 7 
coordinate perpendicular to air- 
foil chord 
nondimensional vertical coordinate 
cf. Figs.1 and 7 
functions in Eq.(IS) 
coefficients in Eq.(15) 

location of the jet, cf. Fig.7 

angle of attack 
vortex strength 
vortex distribution 
vortex distribution on the airfoil 

/ortex distribution on the jet 

flap angle, cf. Fig.1 
jet angle, cf. Fig.7 

ratio of flap chord to airfoil 
chord 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

To calculate forces and moments on wings inviscid theory is usually boing applied. Very 
often the further assumption is made that the angle cf attack is small. This assumption 
leads to a strongly simplified vortex model used in potential theory to calculate the 
flow past wings. For wings with flaps usually the corresponding assumption of small flap 
angles is being made. 

When wings near ground are considered the assumption of small angles of attack and small 
flap angles is not as good as for wings far from ground. This has the following reason. 
If the assumption of small angles of attack and flap angles is used the vortex sheet 
which represents the wing is usually located in a plane parallel to the ground. For 
larger angles this simplified vortex model is not any more sufficient and the vortices 
have to be located at the wing itself and on the flap. Due to this more complicated 
vortex model in which the vortices are not located in one plane nonlinear effects will 
result. It can be easily understood, that the exact location of the vortices becomes more 
important when the wing is approaching the ground. 

The purpose of this investigation is to study the nonlinear effects due to large angles 
of attack and large flap aii'-jleb fur airfoils with flaps oi jet-flaps near ground. To 
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simplify the problem only two-dimensional flows around airfoils are considered. Thick- 
ness and camber of the airfoils are assumed to be zero. Two different problems are in- 
vestigated: 

1. The flat plate with flaps. In this case the following geometrical parameters are 
studied: The flap chord ratio X, defined as the ratio of the flap chord to the 
main chord, the angle of attack a, the flap angle n, and the relative ground 
distance h/c. 

2. The flat plate with jet flap at the trailing edge. In this case the following para- 
meters are considered: The jet angle ru» the angle of attack a, the jet momentum 
coefficient c and the relative ground-1 distance h/c. 

The two problems are considered separately because in both cases different methods of 
potential theory are being used to calculate forces and moments on the airfoils. The 
aim is, to find out what the nonlinear effects due to large angles of attack and flap 
angles will be, if the airfoil approaches the ground. 

2. AIRFOILS WITH FLAPS NEAR GROUND 

2.1. The vortex lattice model 

The forces and moments on the airfoils with flaps near ground have been calculated by 
using the vortex lattice method. This method is quite commonly used for calculating 
the three-dimensional flow past wings of finite span, [l] - [5], or more complicated 
three-dimensional wing - body combinations, [6]. In this method the airfoil is re- 
presented by a number of discret single vortices which are properly distributed along 
the chord of the wing (see Fig. 1) . This proper distribution of the vortices is chosen 
on the basis of the so-called Pistolesi theorem. After this theorem the whole chord 
is broken into N subintervals and in the one-quarter-points of the intervals single 
vortices are located. The three-quarter-points of all subintervals are then used as 
sensing points in which the kinematic flow condition has to be satisfied. In other 
words, in these sensing points the flow velocity induced by all vortices combined 
with the free-stream velocity U^ has to be parallel to the airfoil or flap surface. 

It is well known that for this particular choice of vortex and sensing points the 
coefficients for lift and pitching moment of a flat plate at angle of attack is 
given correctly by this vortex lattice model independently of the number of vortices N. 
In Fig. 2 it is shown that for increasing number of vertices the exact solution for 
the flat plate vortex distribution is well approached. In the same figure another 
vortex distribution is shown for a flat plate near ground. This case, which corresponds 

to an angle of attack of 90 and ground distance equal to zero, can be solved analy- 
tically. Comparison between vortex lattice method and exact analytical solution is 
quite satisfactory. The lift coefficients given in the table of the figure show the 
tendency towards the exact values for increasing number of vortices. 

2.2. The vortex lattice method for airfoils with flaps 

For airfoils with flaps the question arises how to choose the location of the vortex 
points and sensing points. In this study the flap and the rest of the airfoil have 
been considered as two different systems to which the usual vortex lattice method 
is applied separately. In other words the flap is broken into N, = 0,5 N equal sub- 

intervals and for each of them the Pistolesi theorem is applied. In the same way the 
rest of the airfoil is broken into N - N, = 0,5 N equal subintervals and the Pistolesi 
tneorem is applied again. N is always an even number. In order to check this particular 
choice of vortex points and sensing points the vortex distribution of an airfoil with 
flaps but without ground has been calculated by the •."?,-*-"v. lattice method and compared 
with the analytical solution found by conformal mapping, [7], [8], see Fig. 3. Although 
there is a systematic deviation from the exact solution even for a very large number 
of vortices, the total lift is determined very accurately as can be seen from the 
table in the figure. 
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used. The coefficients for the 
have been calculated for different 
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2.3. Ground effect for airfoils with flaps 

By using the nomenclature given in Fig. 1 for an airfoil with a flap the following 
system of N linear equations for N vortices can be derived: 
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» - tan a, 
V*  u 

at sensing points 
t - 1, ... M - N« 

(1) 

U + u 
tan(o + n) at sensing points 

l-N-Np+l, ...  U 
(2) 

The location of the sensing points are given by 

^u;(i   t 
1-1, 

N - N 
N - N, 

(1 - X - el)tan a 

(3) 

I, - i - A + jj- u - } - N * v sssiaial 

^ " - (^ - 1 + A) tan(a + n) 
i=N-NF+1,...N (4) 

Here ü and v are the components In x- and y-dlrectlon, respectively, of the 
velocity Induced by all vortices r (1 ■ 1, ... N). 

The location of the vortex points are given by 

1 ~X     (1-|) 1  N - N 

y. ■ (1 - X - x.) tan a 

1 = 1, N - Nt (5) 

4 - 1 - ^ ^ (i - J - N + NP, ssflniai 

f. • - (5^ - 1 + X ) tan (a + n) 
1=N-NF+1, ...N (6) 

From the N values 1*^(1 <= 1, 2, 3, .. N) the coefficients for lift, moment and rudder- 

moment are given by the following formulae: 

^"p^cE-rüI j, r^u^^ü,), 

:
M "p-fe," Vu^ /, ri((u-+ «i^i^ v ^i^i' h] 

(7) 

(8) 

2M
R 

pU'c'b —h1    l rilui(xi)(xi " 1 + M + v (x ) y c u»  1=N-Nf  
l 

(9) 

where ü. Is the horizontal, and v. the vertical component of the velocity at the 

location of the vortex r^ Induced by all vortices except r.. 

In Fig. 5 typical results of a series of calculations for airfoils with flaps near 
ground are shown. It can easily be seen that the curves become more nonlinear when 
the airfoil is approaching the ground. In other words, for airfoils near ground linear 
theory is restricted to very small flap angles and nonlinear theory has to be applied 
when larger flap angles are being used. In general one can conclude from these results 
that for flap angles smaller than about n = 15 lift and pitching moment coefficients 
increase for decreasing the ground distance. This tendency at least is also predicted 

by linear theory. For flap angles larger than n = 15 the tendency is reversed, i.e. 
the coefficients for lift and pitching moments decrease when the airfoil is approaching 
the ground. 

Fig. 6 shows as a typl-al example for the Influence of the angle of attack on the lift 
coefficient icr an airfoil with flap near ground. The nonlinearity due to larger angles 
of attack is not very much pronounced so that linear approximation might be sufficient 
for most practical cases. The strong depence of lift curve slope 3cL/9a on flap angle 

and ground distance is again demonstrated by this figure. The decrease of c, due to 
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ground approximity Is a typical nonlinear effect and cannot be described by linear 
theory. 

3. AIRFOILS WITH JET FLAPS NEAR GROUND 

3.1. Nonlinear jet flap theory 

The inviscid two-dimensional flow past a flat plate with a jet flap at the trailing 
edge is being considered. The entrainment due to the jet is neglected. The jet is 
assumed to be very thin so that it can be represented by a vortex sheet. The form of 
the jet is not known a priori and has to be found by the calculation procedure. The 
jet flap near ground is therefore represented by a vortex model shown in Fig. 7. The 
flat plate is represented by distribution of vortices with the intensity YC and the 

jet is represented by a curved vortex sheet with the intensity Y^. The ground is 

simulated by the "mirror" technique. In the linear theory both vortex distributions 
would be located on a straight line parallel to the ground. In the vortex configura- 
tion shown in this figure and used in this investigation nonlinear effects come into 
the analysis due to large angles of attack a and large jet angles n . . There are 

three unknown functions: the vortex distribution Y (X) on the airfoil, the vortex 

distribution Y^(x) on the jet and the jet location y.(x). There are three conditions 

available for calculating these three functions. 1. The kinematic flow condition at 
the airfoil. 2. The kl.iematic flow condition on the jet, where the resulting flow 
velocity has to be parallel to the jet. 3. The condition which relates the strength 
of the vortex distribution on the jet with the jet curvature. This condition results 
from the equilibrium of centrifugal force and pressure difference within the curved 
jet. The three conditions are given in the following equations: 

v  . u  , 
r + g- tan a 

^- - y' ^ = y- 
U   yj U    y] 

tan a (10) 

(ID 

c «1 
u 

YH(X) 
-J-JJ-- 2(1 + g-) (1 + y!'r cos a (12) 

Here u and v are the components of the velocity induced by all vortices of the vortex 
model and are usually given by lengthy integrals some of which are singular. Details 
of these integrals can be found in Reference [9]. These three equations are a system 

of coupled nonlinear singular integral equations. Typical vortex distribution Y (x) 

and y.(x) are shown in Fig. 8 for the two cases n• ^ 0, a 0 and a + 0, nj-0- 

For the unknown functions 

have been assumed: 

Y„(x) and Y■(x) and y^(x) the following series of functions c        D        J 

Y0(X)       _     N 
-~—  = F(ln(x)) + I     f  Fn(x) U _.  n n « n=0 

(13) 

Yj(x) 
,.  = G(ln(x)) + I     g^ G (x) 
u« n=0  n  n 

(14) 

iyro Y(ln(x)) + 
N 
E 

n=0 
Yn(x, (15) 

These series have been chosen in analogy to an equivalent system of series used by 
Spence [10] in his linear jet flap theory. By using this series the system of coupled 
integral equations is reduced to a system of algebraic equations for the unknown coeffi- 
cients f , g and y in the equations. The resulting system is a system of nonlinear 

algebraic equations. This has been solved by an iteration process starting with results 
found by linear theory. The system was solved by a method of Gauss-Banachiewicz using 
the electronic computer Telefunken TR 440 of the computer-center of the Ruhr-University 
Bochum. The coefficients of the forces and moments can be found by an integration of 
the vortex distribution. 
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3.2. Results of the theory and comparison with experiments 

In the following a few typical results of the method described will be shown. In Fig. 9 
the lift curves c.(a) (upper side) and the pitching moment cu(a) (lower side) are given 

for two cases. On the left side the jet angle is n- = 0 , on the right hand side the jet 

angle is ri-i ■ 28,6 . There are curves shown for different ground distances h/c and a 

comparison between the general nonlinear theory and the linear theory is made. In all 
cases one important result can be found: Linear theory shows an increase of the force 
coefficients for an airfoil approaching the ground. The nonlinear theory, however, leads 
to the opposite tendency for larger angles of attack. In other words, for a larger than 

about 10 the coefficients of lift and moment are decreasing for an airfoil approaching 
to the ground. Another important result, found from these calculations is the fact, that 
the range in which linear theory can be applied is strongly reduced to very small angles 
of attack for an airfoil closer to the ground. This again shows the importance of non- 
linear effects for airfoils close to the ground. 

In Fig. 10 theoretical results are compared with experiments which have been carried out 
in the wind tunnel of the Institute of Fluid Mechanics of the Technical University in 
Braunschweig. For zero jet angle (n^ = 0 ) linear as well as nonlinear theory agree very 

well with experiments for the airfoils without ground and near ground. This is different 
for higher jet angles. For n. = 30 and ir.ore pronounced for ").  =  60 there is a large 

difference between the results of linear and nonlinear theory. It can be easily seen 
that nonlinear theory gives much better agreement with experiments than linear theory. 

CONCLUSION 

1. The vortex lattice method can be applied to airfoils with flaps near ground. Nonlinear 
effects due to large angles of attack and large flap angles can be easily included. 

2. A theory for airfoils with jet flaps near ground has been developed which leads to 
a nonlinear dependence of the lift and moment coefficients on angle of attack and jet 
angle. 

3. Nonlinear effects due to large angles of attack as well as large angles of flaps or 
jet flaps become essential for airfoils close to the ground. 

4. The forces Increase due to ground for small angles of attack and, in contrast to 
linear theory, decrease for large angles of attack. For airfoils with zero angle 
of attack the forces Increase due to ground for small flap angles or jet angles and 
decrease due to ground for large flap angles. 

5. Comparison with experimental results show very good agreement for jet flap airfoils. 
Linear theory is valid only for small angles of attack and small jet angles and the 
regime in which it is applicable is reduced to smaller angles for airfoils approaching 
the ground. 
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Fig.   1     Nomenclature 
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Fig. 2 Vortex distribution for a flat plate with and without ground. 

Comparison of vortex lattice method with exact analytical 

solutions. 
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0 02 0.4 0.6 0.8 x t 1.0 

Fig.   3    Vortex distribution  for a flat plate with flap. 
Comparison of vortex  lattice method with exact 
analytical   solution after Keune  [7],   [8] 
X  =  0,5;   a   =   7°;   n   =   30° 
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Fig.   6    Lift coefficient as function 
of angle of attack a,   flap 
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distance h/c. 
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b) 

Flg.   7    Nomenclature  for an airfoil with jot flap near ground. 
a) Vortex model 
b) Kinematic  flow condition 

b) 

Fig.   8    Vortex distribution  for an airfoil with je*:  flap. 
a) n.  + 0  ,  a - 0 
b) ru  =  0  ,   a f 0 
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0'    12'   24* a 36* 0* 12*   24' a 36* 

Fig. 9 Coefficients of lift and moment as functions of angle of attack a 
and relative ground distance h/c, jet momentum coeflx ;ient c  - 0,5. 

Comparison of linear and nonlinear theory. 

Left:  n. Right: r\.  = 28,6 
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SUMMARY 

The  hover  and   low  speed rotor  wake-&irframe-ground   aerodynamic   interference 
characteristics of the XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft,   now under  construction  in 
a   joint U.S.  Army-NASA program,  have  been measured  in wind  tunnel  tests of a  scale 
model  and applied  to real  time  flight simulation. 

The   principal findings  of the   tests are:     (1)    A static  instability in  roll 
occurs during hover  in ground effect.    The  instability vanishes at airspeeds  greater 
than  20 knots  and  at height-diameter  ratios greater  than  1,5.     (2)     In forward  flight, 
rolled-up rotor wake vortices  lie   just above  the  horizontal  stabilizer  and produce  the 
effect of a   net  upwash  on   it.     (3)     When  the   aircraft  sideslips,   it  reduces   the  upwash 
effect at the horizontal  stabilizer  and causes  nose-up pitching with  yaw.     (i+)    Inter- 
ference between  the rotors  wakes  and   the vertical  fins reduces directional stability, 
and  makes  the  aircraft  directionally  unstable   for  sideslip angles   less  than k degrees 
at   speeds   less   than  40 knots. 

Semi-free   flight   scale  model   tests  jnd  real   time   flight simulation evaluated 
the  effect  of  aerodynamic   interference  on handling qualities.     These   showed a  signifi- 
cant   influence   in  hover  and   at   low  speeds,  with   the   influence  more   pronounced   in 
ground effect   than  out  of   it.     At  airspeeds  above   60  knots,   interference does   not 
have   a significant  effect   on handling  characteristics.      In   hover  and   low speed  flight, 
the   XV-15's   stability  augmentation  system minimizes   the   influence  of  aerodynamic 
interference  and makes  the  handling characteristics  satisfactory. 

LIST   OF SYMBOLS 

- Lift  curve   slope   of  horizontal slat-ilizer 

- Fuselage   angle   of   attack 

- Horizontal  stabilizer  angle   of  'ittack 

aH 

H 

CmH 

SH 

C"v 
£H 

h/D 

lH 

H 

V« 

^/3ß 

- Contribution of horizontal stabilizer to aircraft  pitching moment 
coefficient 

- Variation   in aircraft  pitching moment coefficient with  incidence of 
horizontal stabilizer 

- Contribution of  vertical  fins  to aircraft yawing moment coefficient 

- Downwash  angle   at  horizontal  stabilizer 

- Heignt of  rotor   plane above  ground divided by rotor diameter 

- Horizontal  stabilizer  incidence angle 

- Nacelle   incidence  angle   (90° means  rotor shaft  is   vertical,   0° means 
rotor  shaft   is  horizontal). 

- Dynamic  pressure   ratio  at  horizontal  stabilizer 

Dynamic  pressure  ratio at vertical fins 

- Horizontal stabilizer volume 

- Velocity Jlong flight path 

- Sidewash   factor  at  fins 
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SUBSCRIPTS 

W -     Contribution  of wing-body 

R -     Contribution  of  rotor wake 

T -     Total   (contribution  of   rotor wake   plus wing-body) 

I.      INTRODUCTION 

For more than twenty years the tilt rotor 
way to obtain a VTOL aircraft having the hover a 
the helicopter and the high-speed cruise charact 
The XV-3, an early effort to demonstrate the fea 
was successfully flown in both the helicopter an 
that it was easy to convert from one flight mode 
verified the principles of the concept, it revea 
airplane mode of flight. These problems, which 
proceed,■'•^ were light damping of the aircraft f 
rotor blades in maneuvers, and aeroelastic insta 
dynamic system. Industry and government agencie 
to understand these problems and have found prac 
mitting  development   of   the   concept   to proceed."« 
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ce pt   has   appeared   to   be   a   promising 
ow  speed   flight  characteristics   of, 
tics   of   the   fixed wing  aircratt.   • 
lily   of   the   tilt  rotor   concept, 
rplane   modes   of  flight   and  showed 
the   other.3'u    While   the   XV-3 
several   technical  problems   in   the 
to   be   solved   before  development  could 
t   modes,   excessive   flapping  of   the 
ty   of   the   rotor-nacelle-wing 
ve   over   the   past   ten  years  come 
1   design  solutions,   thus   per- 

The   XV-15  Tilt   Rotor  Research Aircraft,    (Figure   1),   is   the   next   step   in   the 
development   of   the  Tilt   Rotor  VTOL concept.     Under  development   in  a   joint   U.S. 
Army/NASA  program,   the   XV-15 will   perform  proof-of-concept   flight  research  and 
generate   technical  data   for   the  design  ot   tilt   rotor  aircraft   for  military  and 
civil  application.     Two   XV-15's   are   being   built   by   Bell   Helicopter  Company,   the 
prime  contractor.     Rollout   of   the   first   aircraft   is   i,chedulcd   for  September   1975, 
with  first   flight   in   July   1976.     Some  of   the  characteristics   of   the  aircraft   are 
given   in  Table   I. 
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representation 
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helicopter fli 
of   the   stabili 

the XV-l'i flight readiness program is real-time, pi 
ion which is investigating handling qualities, furni 
t   layout   and   the   automatic   flight   control,   systems,   a 
normal   and  emergency   procedures.     The   simulation's 

sentation   of  aerodynamic   interference   between   the   ro 
the   ground   because   the  XV-3   flight   test   program  enco 
ems   in   hover  and   low  speed   flight   that  were   attribut 
se   included   a   tendency  to  dart   laterally  when  hoveri 
tick  position   reversal  at   low   forward   speeds,   and   an 
ion   at   speeds   below   25  knots.     At   speeds   below   35   kn 
ong-period  directional oscillation   that   induced   nose 
ch   large   amplitude.3    These   characteristics   appear   t 
concept   because   of   the  combination   of   laterally  dis 
wing   and   empennage.)     It  was  essential   to   include   a 
of   these   aerodynamic   interference   characteristics   { 

lation   to  allow   the   handling  qualities   in   hover   and 
ght   to   be   evaluated   and   to  make   the   simulation   usefu 
ty  and   control  augmentation  system. 
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This   oaper  discusses   tests   of  a  one-fifth  scale   model   which  measured   rotor 
wake,   airframe,   ground   interference.    The   tests  were   conducted   under  NASA contract 
and   monitored   hy   the   U.S.   Army  AMRDL/NASA  Tilt  Rotor   Project  Office  at   NASA-Ames. 
Complete   results   of   'he   IIHI»   are   available   in   Reference   9. 

2.     ItSI   APPARATUS  AND   PROCEIHUKS 

The   approach  was   somewhat   novel   in   that   a  dynamically  scaled,   powered,   flutter 
model  was   used.     Because   the   model  was   Froude   scaled   it  could   fly   in  semi-free   flight 
to  establish   trim   tlight   parameters  and  demonstrate   handling   characteristics.     The 
dynamica1ly-sraled   node 1   also   furnished   data   on   rotor   loads   and   airframe   vibration. 

2.i    Model   and   Instrumentation 

The  model   is   a   one-fifth   scale  model  of   the   Bell   Helicopter  Company  Model 
and   is   aerodynamica1ly   and   dynamically  similar   to   it.      (The   XV-15  and  Model   300 
designs  differ   primarily   in   powerplant  and   landing gear   installations;   therefore 
the  results   of   the  model   tests   are  directly  applicable   to   the   XV-15.)    The   modei 
had  been   used   earlier   to   investigate   the   coupled   rotor-nacelle-wing  aeroelastic 
stability and   flight mode  stability in airplane  mode.'-0 

In construction   the  m.iel   is  typical  of   flutter  models   in   that  the  mass 
and  stiffness  distribution  of   the  major  structural  components   including  rotors 
are   scaled   to   preserve   natural   " -equency  ratios   and   the   mass   ratio   (Lock  number). 
Fairings   of   fiberglass,   balsa,   and  aluminum  provide   the   correct   aerodynamic 
contour.     The   rotors   are   interconnected   and   powered   by   two   3.4  horsepower   Task 
motors.     They  are   controlled   by  a   servo   feedback  system   that   gives   proportional 

300, 
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control of   the  rotor  collective  and  cyclic  pitch   (including  differential collect'»e 
for  roll control  and differential  cyclic  for  yaw control).     The  elevator and  ailc-ons 
are   controlled  by   "beep"   type   controls  and   the   incidence   of   the   flaps   and empennage 
is  ground  adjustable. 

One   blade   on   the  right-hand  rotor  is  strain  gaged   for  bending  moments  and 
torsion.     The  right-hand  mast   is  strain gaged  for   torque,   and   potentiometers  measure 
rotor  control   positions.     The wing,   fuselage  and empennage   are  strain  gaged   to measure 
bending  and   torsion,   and   there   are   acce lerometers   on   the   nacelles,   at   the  pilot's 
station and   aircraft  e.g.,   and  on   the  vertical   fins.     The   position  of   the model with 
respect  to  its  mount   is  measured   in   terms  of   pitch,   roll,   yaw,   and  vertical  trans- 
lation.     The  empennage   is   mounted   to   the   fuselage   through   a   two-component  strain 
gage   balance  which  measures  empennage   lift  and  rollinc moment. 

2.2     Description   of   Tests 

bility, wing downloa 
nvestigated controll 
d outdoors, with the 
n Figure 2. For the 
the model restrained 
he measurement of ro 
oad was determined f 
ollective pitch sett 

thr wing aerodynami 
was measured at vari 
ground effect  on  per 

Hover  controllability   tests  were   conducted  with   the   lower  end   of   the   vertical 
rod  unrestrained,   thus  allowing   ';he  model   to  translate   laterally and   longitudinally 
as  well  as   vertically  and  with   the   model   free   to   pitch,   roll,   and  yaw.      Three  model 
operators   "piloted"   the  model,  with  one  operator controlling each  axis. 

Wind   tunnel   tests   measured   control  positions,   aircraft   attitude,   and   power 
required   in   trimmed   forward,   rearward   and  sideward   flight.     Controllability was 
investigated   in   semi-freeflight   tests.      These   tests   took  place   in   the   ITV  low-speed 
wind   tunnel,  which  has  a  V/STOL  test  section   15  feet  by  20   feet   in  cross section. 
For   the  XV-15  scale   model   the   tunnel   has  a  maximum  speed   equivalent   to   100 knots, 
full-scale.     A moving  belt   ground   plane  was   used   for   KIE   tests.      The   model was 
mounted  on  a   vertical   rod   mount,   as   shown   in   Figure   3,   and  was   free   co   translate 
vertically  and   to   pitch,   roll,   and  yaw.     Model   operators   used   the   remote   proportional 
control  system   to   fly   the   model. 

Control  position,   aircraft  attitude,   and  power   required   for  a  range  of  flight 
conditions  were   obtained   by  flying   the model  to  the  desired  condition.     Data were 
taken  at  several   h/D ratios   and   for   four  nacelle   incidence   angles   00",   75°,   60"   and 
30°).     Figures  U,   5,   and   6  show examples  of   the   trim data  obtained  from tho semi- 
free flight   test . 

Stick   position  and   power  required   for  helicopter  mode   level   flight are   shown 

Hover   tests  measured   static   roll  sta 
of   ground effect on  rotor   performance   and   i 
rccirculation   th c   hover   tests  were   conducte 
vertical  rod   by a  sliding  gimbal  as  shown  1 
rod was  fixed   In the  vertical   position and 
Roll   static   stab illty was   determined   from  t 
to  hold  a  given roll  angle.     The wing downl 
net   lift of   the aircraft  at  a  given  blade  c 
settings of   the flaps  and   ailerons  and with 
(as   shown  in  Fig ure  2).     Rotor   performance 
ratios   (h/D)   to establish   the   Influence  of 
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in   Figure   U.     The   stick  gradient   is   shallow   for   (TIE   flight   up  to  an  airspeed  of 
60   knots  and   there   is   a   stick  reversal   indicated   for   ICE   flight.     Figure  5  show 
the   variation  of   stick  position  and   power with   pitch  attitude   (representing cli 
and  descent  conditions).     The  stick  position  gradient with  angle   of  attack was 
stable  over   the   range  of  airspeeds   tested.     Figure   6  shows   the   variation  in  trim 
stick position with  sideslip angle.     Note   that   it   takes   forward  stick  to trim  pit 
with  either  direction  of  sideslip. 

In order   to   i<5nlflte   tho   nerodynamic   Interference   between  tht  rotor wakes  and 
the   alrframe,   the  model was  mounted  on a sting with  a  six-component,   internal,   strain 
gage   balance   located   close   to   the   model  center  of   gravity.      Trim   parameters  estab- 
lished during   the   semi-freeflight   test were  use'   to obtain  a   trimmed  condition on  the 
sting.     Pitch,   yaw,   and   control   position sweeps were  made   about   the   trim point. 
Sweeps were,  repeated   for   the   model with   the   rotors,   the  wing  aerodynamic  fairings, 
the  empennage  and  combinations   of   these  components   removed   to   isolate  aerodynamic 
interference  effects.     Figure   7   is  an  example  of   the  data   from  the   force and moment 
test. 

A  tufted  grid was   set  up behind  the  empennage,   as  shown   in   Figure  8,   to 
display  the   flow   in  the   vicinity  of   the empennage.     Smoke  was  also   Injected upstream 
of   the model   for   flow  visualization. 

3.     DISCUSS ION OF RESULTS 

3.1     Hover 

Static  roll  stability   in  hover was examined  at rotor  height/diameter  (h/D) 
ratios  from  0.5   (wheels  on ground)   to  1.0.     Figure   9 shows   that  an  instability 
exists  above   an  h/D  =   0.5U.     The   roll   instability was   found   to  be   linear with   roll 
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angle  over  the   t6 degree  roll  range   tested.     Interpolation  of   the  data   indicates 
that   the maxiraum  instability  occurs  at h/D - 0.85.     Previous   tests^tü have  shown 
that   the  instability vanishes  at height/diameter ratios  of   1.5  and above.     Serai- 
freeflight wind  tunnel  tests  showeü  that  the  roll  instability  vanishes  at air- 
speeds   above approximately   20 knots. 

When the model was   tested with   the wing fairings  removed,   there  was  almost 
no roll  instability.     Although   tno  mechanism causing  the  roll   insteMlity was not 
established,   it  appears   that  cross   flow  induced  by the  rotor downwash  causes a 
reduction  in pressure  on  the   underside  of  the   low wing.     The  strength  ot   th" cross 
flow varies with h/D,   causing  the roll  stability  to vary. 

The  full-scale   control   input  required  for  trimming  the  measured   instability 
was   found  to be   0.051   inches   of   lateral  stick per degree  of   roll  at  an equivalent 
full-scale gross weight  of   8,250 pounds.     The   lateral  control  requirement  is 
expected  to  increase  linearly with   the   rotor downwash dynamic  pressure.     Thus at 
the  maximum VTOL gross weight  of  the  XV-15  (15,000 pounds)   the maximum  lateral control 
requirement is   predicted   to  be   0.093   inch of stick per degree   of  roll.     For a  ten- 
degree wing drop  in  ground  effect,   the   lateral  stick for  trim would  be   0.93  inch. 
Maximum  lateral  stick  travel  available   is   tk.8   inches. 
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Figure   10 shows  that   the download diminishes  and  becomes  an  upload when  the 
roto'-and-wing  system approaches   the  ground.     This  effect   is   due  to  a   positive 
pressure developed  under   the wing much  as  the  base  pressure   is  developed  on a 
peripneral  jet air cushion  vehicle. 

The  flap setting   to minimize wing download was   investigated  at  h/D = 1.0.     As 
shown   in Figure   12,   flaps/aileron  settings of  U5°/250,   eo0/^0  and  750/U5° each 
increased the   net  thrust  over   the   baseline  case   (0o/0°)  by  six  percent.     A setting 
of  75°/75°  increased  the   net   thrust   ever  the  baseline   by  only  1+.7   percent.    While 
Reynolds number effects  make   the  download data  questionable,   the   trend  suggests 
that  the optimum setting may  be   in  the  range  of  1+5 degrees.     Additional data  is 
needed  to establish   the   flap/aileron  setting  for minimum download. 

The   influence  of  ground  proximity on rotor  performance was  evaluated by 
testing the  model with  the  wing  panels  on and  off at  h/D ratios  rantring  from 0.5 
to   1.0.     The  measured   increas«?   in  rotor  thrust due   to ground effect   is  shown  in 
Figure   13.     At  constant   power,   thrust     increased  nearly  20  percent  as   the rotor 
descended  from a height  of  one  diameter  to 0.5 diameter   (wheels  on  ground).     The 
presence or  absence  of  the  wing  panels did  not make  a significant difference  (see 
Figure   13).     At h/D =0.5   the  power  required   to hover was  reduced  from  that 
required at h/D =   1.0 by   12   percent  at a high  gross  weight  and  20 percent at  low 
gross weight. 

3.2     Forward   Flight 

Aerodynamic   interference   in  forward  flight was   investigated  by  the observa- 
tion  of  flow   in  the  vicinity  of   the wing and  empennage  and   the measurement of  the 
effect of  Interference   on   the  empennage. 

Smoke   injected  upstream 
wing aerodynamic   interference 
that   the wing download   in hove 
shown  in Figure   1U,   the wing  b 
whereas  linearized wake   theory 
wake   at  that   low an  airspeed, 
as   20 knots   the  rotor   induced 
rotor wake was  completely  off 
induced velocity of   the  rotor 
at   low airspeeds. 

of   the   left-hand  rotor  showed   the  nature  of rotor- 
Tests  of a  l/10-scale  model  had  previously shown 

r changes  to an upload   in  forward  flight.   ^    As 
gins   to contribute   lift  at  an  airspeed  of  35 knots, 
would  predict  the wing  to  be   immersed    in  the  rotor 
Observation of  the   flow  showed  that  at  speeds  as   low 

a  strong upwash  at  the wing   leading  edge  and   that  the 
the wing at soeeds  over   30 knots.     The  nonuniformed 
appears  responsible   for   the wake moving off  the wing 
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stabilizer.    At  these  speeds,   the wake  from each rotor has  the  appearance  of the 
wake  of a highly  loaded  low-aspect-ratio wing.    The effect  is   to  produce  upload 
on  the  horizontal stabilizer,   probably due more  to vortex-induced   lift  than to an 
actual upwash. 

The   tufted grid was  not  used at  airspeeds higher  than  ^0  knots.     Smoke 
patterns  at higher speeds  showed   that  the  rolled-up vortices move  downward and 
outward as airspeed  increased.     A net upwash over  the  span of  the horizontal 
stabilizer was  visible  at  airspeeds  between  60  and  100 knots. 

When  the  model  was  yawed,   the  vortex cores   shift   laterally with  respect to 
L'ue   fuselage  centerline.     As will  be  shown   later,   this  has   two  effects:     (1)   it 
reduces  the strength of  the rotor-wake-induced lift on the horizontal stabilizer, 
reducing  the upload and causing  nose-up pitching,   and   (2)  for yaw angles  between 
0 and   12  degrees,   it  reduces  directional stability,   apparently  due   to   the 
vortices  moving  laterally with  respect   to   the  fins.     At  yaw  angles  greater 
than   12  degrees,   the  rotor wakes  were   found  to  increase   the   effectiveness   of 
the  fins  and  thereby  increase   the directional stability of  the  aircraft. 

The   interference  between   the  rotor wakes  and  the empennage was  extracted 
from  the   test data  using  the   assumption   that  the  aerodynamic   interference   is 
superimposed on the  aerodynamic characteristics of  the  basic  airframe.     The 
downwash at the  horizontal  stabilizer   is  assumed  to be  caused  by  the wing and 
the   rotors,  with  each acting separately,   and with  the  total  downwash  being  the 
sum of  the  respective downwashes.     (It  is  recognized  that representing the effect 
of  the rotor wake on the horizontal stabilizer  in  terms  of a  net  upwash  or down- 
wash  is  a gross simplification,   but  this approach makes  the  problem tractable for 
application  to real  time  simulation.     To represent  the  actual  flow field   in the 
vicinity of the empennage 'lith a rigorous math model  is not presently feasible. 
Additional data on pressure  distributions,   local  flow velocities,  etc.  would be 
required  to develop a  more  rigorous  model.) 

The  mathematical manipulations   used   to extract   interference  effects   from  the 
test data were  as  follows:   For  example  knowing,   that 

and 

m.T        m~   ., m~,   • T     CC H Tail on Tail  off 

"iH  "   \CmiH  = W  '  CmiH  =  0')/ 

■aH  "H \ % 

"i,    H  VH 

(I) 

(2) 

hence. 

H       V raiH F "W 
(3) 

giving. 

«W 
= a    - a,,     = a„ -   G     /C F H F m./   m. iH 

(U) 

The  horizontal  stabilizer   lift  curve  slope was  estimated   by  the   method given   in 
Reference   14,   and   the  dynamic   pressure   ratio was  calculated   from 

\ 'm.u^H^H iH 
(5) 

The downwash  and  dynamic   pressure   ratio due   to  the  rotor's wakes  was determined 
by  using Equations   (I)   through   (5)   to determine   first   the   total   (wing   +  rotor) downwash 
and  dynamic  pressure   ratio,€Hj     and  ''H^.     The cownwash  and  dynamic  pressure ratio due 
to  the  rotors were   than  determined   from 

\ 
(6) 

and 

- n. -  1 
"w 

(7) 

Figure   16 compares   the  effective  net downwash  angle   and  dynamic   pressure   ratio 
at  the  horizontal stebilizer with those due  to the wing/nacelle/fuselage   (rotors  off). 
The  effect of  the rotors   is   to  produce  a  net upwash  and an  increase   in dynamic pressure 
ratio.     The  contribution due   to   the  rotors   is  shown   in  Figure   17   in   terms  of downwash 
velocity  (VH     = V« H,. tan e„   )  and  dynamic   pressure  ratio 1H   . 

HR R 
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Sideslip was   found   to  reduce   the  magnitude  of  the upwash  at   the  horizontal_ 
stabilizer,  as shown  in  Figure   18.     The  downwash  velocity was  determined  by assuming 
the   total dynamic  pressure  ratio  to be  constant   (equal  to  its  value  at  zero sideslip). 
The  reduction  in  upwash  velocity causes  nose-up  pitching  when   the   aircraft  is 
sideslipped. 

The  effect of   the  rotor wake  on directional stability was determined by  taking 
the  ratio between  the  rotors-on  and  rotors-off  yawing moment  coefficients.     Knowing 

-   C 
"V        "Tail  on 

and defining 

Tail OLC 

C      Rotors On 
nV 

K0 = V Rotors Off 

(8) 

(9) 

Kn  is   then effectively   the  ratio  of  the  product  of  the  fin  efficiency factor and 
the   fin  sidewash  factor: 

Ka = 

T'VT(l-8a/8/3)  Rotors  On 

0  'V^~  (1-9(7/3/3)   Rotors   Off 

The measured  variation  of   Kg with  sideslip angle   and  airspeed   is  shown  in 
Figure   19.     Note  that  at   low  airspeeds   the  aircraft   is  directionally  unstable for 
sideslip angles  between  tk degrees. 

Data such as  shown   in  Figures   16  through   19 were also  obtained  Cor nacelle 
incidence angles  of  75°,   60°,   and   30".     There was  a  significant  reduction  in aero- 
dynamic   interference   as   the  nacelles were   tilted  forward.     For example,   as  shown  in 
Figure   20,   the downwash  and dynamic   pressure ratio at   the  horizontal  stabilizer 
induced  by the  rotor wakes   is  very similar  at  75°  and   90°   nacelle   incidence, while 
at  60*  and   30°   there   is  substantially   less   interference. 

k.     EVALUATION OF THE  EFFECT  OF AERODYNAMIC   INTERFERENCE ON  HANDLING  QUALITIES 

The effect  of  rotor-wake-airfratne-ground  aerodynamic   interference  on the XV-15's 
handling qualities was  evaluated  by  observing model  flying  characteristics during the 
semi-freeflight  tests  and  from pilot comments during real  time, pilot  in  the  loop, 
flight simulation. 
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manageable.     Above   35  knots,   the 

bove   50 knots   the  model would main- 
was  also  flown   in  sideward  and 

th cases,   roll  control was difficult 
fairly easy   (even   in  rearward  flight). 
,   including  autorotation,   than   in 
o" controllability  at  nacelle   Incidence 

.o control about all axes.     In 
hover  and  at   low speed were  similar   to 

ussed   in  Section  2). 

'♦.2     Real Time  Flight  Simulation 

Real  time  pilot   in  the   loop simulation was  conducted  on   the  NASA-Ames  Flight 
Simulator  for Advanced Aircraft   (FSAA)lj   in December   1973.     The math model  included 
the  static  instability   In  roll   in hover,   the effect  of   IGE  operation  on rotor  per- 
formance,   the wing download  variation with airspeed,   and   the  effect  of   the rotor's 
wakes  on  the horizontal stabilizer and   fin.^" 
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Although  the effects  of  the   interference were  not evaluated  directly,   their 
influence was  noted during   the  evaluation.     Observed effects   included:      (I)     Increased 
workload   to  control roll when  operating   IGE.      'his effect  of   the  static   instability  in 
roll was most apparent when  taking off  or   landing.     (2)    Stick position reversal, 
directional   instability,   and  pitch  coupling with sideslip during   transition  from hover  to 
forward  flight.     (3)     Nr • 2 down  pitching when   increasing collective   pitch  at  speeds 
between  20 and  60 knots.     All of   these characteristics were  similar   to  those  observed 
in   the   scale model serai-freeflight   tests. 

The XV-I 
that increases 
included operat 
SCAS off, the a 
apparent and in 
The pitch coapl 
had to be caref 
are not as appa 
axis  failed,   th 

5 has  a dual,   three   axis  stability and control augmentation  system (SCAS) 
the  aircraft's  damping and  provides control quickening.     Evaluation 
ion with  the  SOAS  off,   and with  one  channel  per  axis   failed.     With  the 
dverse effect  of   interference  on handling characteristics was  very 

the   20 to  50 knot  speed  range made  the  simulator difficult  to fly. 
ing with  sideslip was   the  most disturbing characteristic  and  tne  pilot 
ul  to coordinate   turns.     With   the SCAS on,   the effects  of   interference 
rent and  the  simulator was  easy  to fly.     Even with   one  channel  per 
e SCAS  provides   acceptable  handling characteristics. 

5.     CONCLUDING  REMARKS 

The  use of a Froude  scaled   flutter model  proved  to be a  practical means  of 
measuring rotor wake-airframe-ground  aerodynamic  interference.     The  capability   to 
establish   trimmed  flight  conditions   and  to  demonstrate handling characteristics 
with  semi-freeflight  te-t"   provides  data  not  obtainable with a more  conventional 
force   and moment model. 

The   fact  that handling  characteristics  observed during re il   time,   pilot-in- 
the-loop,flight  simulation were  similar  to   those observed   in semi-freeflight   tests 
of   the  model   gives  credence   to   the  mathematical representation  of   the  measured  aero- 
dynamic   interference.     Further  confidence   is   provided  by  the  similarity  between 
SCAS  off  hover and   low speed  handling characteristics  on  the  simulator and   those 
observed   in   the XV-3  flight   tests   (the  XV-3  did  not have  a  SCAS). 

This   program has   increased  confidence   that   the XV-15's  stability and 
control augmentation system will  minimize   the adverse effects  of  aerodynamic 
interference  and  provide   satisfactory hover  and  low speed  handling  character- 
istics . 
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TABLE  I     XV -15 CHARACTERISTICS 

Wbights 

( 

lb 
lb 
lb 

8,1+00 
13,000 
15,000 

Weight   Brpty 
Design GW 
Maximum VTOL GV 

Powerpiant   (2) 

Model Avco LTClK-i+K Manufacturer & 

Max Continuous  Power 
Contingency Power 

(2 min) 

Lycoming 
SHP 
SHP 

1,250 
1,760 

Rotor  (2) 

ft 
ND 

25 
.089 

Diameter 
Solidity 

Tip Speed 
Helicopter  Mode 
Airplane Mode 

ft/sec 
ft/sec 

7k0 
600 

WinR 

Span 
Area 
MAC 

ft 
sq   ft 
ft 

32.17 
181 

5.225 

Empennage   ("H" Ta il) 

Area 
Tail  Are 

sq  ft 
a    sq  ft 

50.?5 
50.5 

Horizontal  Tail 
Total   Vertical 

Design  Limit Airs peeds 

kts   (EAS) 
lets   (EAS) 
kts   (EAS) 

156 
189 
300 

Helicopter 
Conversion 
Airplane 

Figure 1. XV-15 Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft. 
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Figure   3.  Semi-free  Flight  Wind  Tunnel   Test. 

Figure   2.   Hover  Test  (Wing Aerodynamic 
Fairing Removed). 
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Figure  k.   Level Flight Trim  Parameters, 
Semi-free  Flight Test. 
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Figure   8.   Sting Mount Test With  Internal 
Six Component,   Strain Gage 
Balance . 
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Figure   9.  Static Roll  Instability   in Hover. 
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U.  S. AIR FORCE V/STOL AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMIC PREDICTION METHODS 

Henry W. Woolard 
Flight Control Division, Control Criteria Branch (FGC) 

U.  S. Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory 
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio 45433, USA 

SUMMARY 

Three U.  S. Air Force sponsored programs dealing with the development of analytical method»  for the 
prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics of V/STOL aircraft are reviewed in part.    Two of  the pro- 
grams are concerned with the aerodynamics of STOL aircraft exclusively, with emphasis on high-lift systems 
utilizing internally-blown flaps, under-the-wlng externally-blown flaps, and mechanical flaps combined 
with thrust vectoring.    A third program Is concerned with the power-induced aerodynamics of lift-Jet, 
lift-fan, and vectored-thrust V/STOL aircraft operating in the hover and transition flight regimes.    In 
this paper principal emphasis is placed upon describing selected methods that employ rational analytical 
modeling of the real aerodynamics in conjunction with empirical modifications as required.    Little 
attention is given to pure empirical methods.     Some comparisons with experiment are given, but the main 
emphasis is on the description of methodology. 

NOTATION 

A 

C£,   CL 

c«.    ,  CT «■sp*    ''sp 

-£• CL 

Co   ,   CT 

«V Cy 

aspect ratio or cross-sectional area 

section and flnite-«ring Jet-fJapped wing-lift coefficients respectively.     Includes  the cir- 
culation and reaction lift contributions of  the "captured" fraction (see Fig.  2)  of  the 
blowing Jet that produces superclrculatlon. 

section and finite-wing lift coefficients respectively due to the "spilled" fraction (see 
Fig.   2) of the blowing jet. 

total section and finite-wing Jet-blown wing lift coefficients respectively c^ = c^ + c^ 

CL " CL + «V 

Scj/Bo and iC^/Sa respectively. 

section and finite-wing blowing-momentum coefficients respectively. 

sp 

KTT»    ^IT 

sw. s^ 

q 

5,  a 

al 

«£ 

(  )c 

(  ) 

(  ) 

sp 

ZL 

( h,  (  )o 

(  )' 

(  )* 

ixv» (axy)z 

[(c)icl),T/(c£a)0]t.heo and  [(CLa)Tr/(CL(:vJ0]t.heo respectively, where the subscript "theo" 

denotes idealized theoretical values. 

projected wing areas respectively for flaps retracted and extended. 

dynamic pressure,  pU2/2. 

two- and three-dimensional angles of attack respectively. 

Induced angle of attack. 

flap deflection angle. 

denotes the captured fraction of the engine Jet exhaust Impinging on the flap system (see 
Fig.   2). 

denotes the stall state. 

spilled fraction of the engine exhaust Jet impinging on the flap system (see Fig.   2). 

denotes the c^ ■ CL ■ 0 state,  not c^ ■ CL " 0 (see definitions  for cj,  CL,  C£, and CL). 

denotes power-on and power-off states respectively. 

denotes a coefficient  (except as applied to c'  and S') based on the extended chord  length, 
c', or the projected wing area,  S^,  resulting from the Fowler action of a flap, e.g., 
a'  - (Sw/S^)a, b'  - (c/c')b, etc. 

denotes a hypothetical flapped wing for which the flow over the flap segments is always 
attached, but for which leading-edge separation may occur. 

denotes respectively a change in y due to x and a change in y due to x at  the state condi- 
tion z, where x, y, and z may be any variable or parameter. 

empirical correction  (Convair)   to  the Induced-drag aerodynamic  efficiency  factor,   e 
(See page 22-5 and Fig.   5). TT 
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1.     INTRODUCTION 

During the past several years,   the U.S.  Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory has sponsored a number 
of programs concerned with the development of analytical methods for the prediction of the aerodynamic 
characteristics of  STOL and V/STOL aircraft.    This paper reviews some of the methods  evolving from three 
of  these programs.     Two of the programs are concerned with the aerodynamics of STOL type aircraft exclu- 
sively, with emphasis on high-lift systems utilizing internally-blown flaps, under-the-wing externally- 
blown flaps, and mechanical flaps combined with thrust vectoring.    One of the two STOL programs, known as 
the STOL Tactical Aircraft Investigation (STAI),   is a broad-based effort dealing with many facets of STOL 
Tactical Aircraft Technology of which the aerodynamic predlction1 methodology is only a part.    The back- 
ground and scope of  this program is outlined by Osborn and Oates    in the fourth paper of this Symposium. 
The Tactical Aircraft Investigation program Involved separate efforts by the Convalr Division of General 
Dynamics, the Los Angeles Aircraft Division of Rockwell International Corporation, and  the Boeing Company. 
The other STOL program was performed by the Douglas Aircraft Company of the McDonnell Douglas Corporation. 
A third program,  conducted by the Aircraft Division of the Northrop Corporation, is concerned with the 
power Induced aerodynamics of  lift-Jet,  lift-fan, and vectored-thrust V/STOL aircraft operating in the 
hover and transition flight regimes. 

As originally conceived by the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory,  the aerodynamic prediction 
methods developed under the STOL Tactical Aircraft  Investigation were to be of the handbook preliminary 
design and evaluation type;  that is,  relatively simple in form, easy to apply, and conforming generally 
to the spirit of  the U.S. Air Force Stability and Control DATCOM2 and the British Royal Aeronautical 
Society Aerodynamics Data Sheets-*.    Whenever possible,  the methods developed were to be based upon 
fundamental flow principles with appropriate empirical modification as opposed to a total reliance upon 
empiricism.    To aid In the establishment of some of the empirical constants,  as well as to provide an 
aerodynamic data base for the other facets of the investigation, extensive wind-tunnel tests    were con- 
ducted as a part of the program.    In contrast to the STOL Tactical Aircraft Investigation,  the Douglas 
program deals primarily with relatively complicated prediction methods and secondarily with simple 
handbook-type methods.    The Douglas program did not Include an experimental investigation, but some 
comparisons of the methods with the wind-tunnel data of the STOL Tactical Aircraft  Investigation are made. 
The Northrop program utilizes methodrlogies that vary from moderate complexity to the simpler handbook 
type.     In their program, Northrop conducted wind-tunnel tests on transverse Jets and on a vectored-thrust 
fighter-aircraft configuration. 

Due to space limitations,  it is  impossible to review the subject methods and their validation in any 
great depth.    Principal emphasis is placed,  therefore,  upon describing selected methods that employ 
rational analytical modeling of the real aerodynamics in conjunction with empirical modifications as 
required.    Little attention is given to pure empirical methods.    Some comparisons with experiment are 
given, but the principal emphasis is on methodology.    Further details regarding the methods may be found 
in the cited references. 

2.     STOL TACTICAL AIRCRAFT INVESTIGATION PROGRAM 

4 5 6 This section reviews the aerodynamic prediction methods  '  '    developed by the three contractors 
participating in the STOL Tactical Aircraft Investigation.    The high-lift systems considered are wings 
with Internally-blown flaps (IBF), wings with under-the-wing externally-blown flaps  (EBF), and wings 
with mechanical flaps and engine-nacelle installations having a thrust vectoring capability (MF/VT).    These 
systems are Illustrated in Fig.   1. Note that  the internally-blown flap system consists of two sub- 
divisions:     (1) a pure Jet-flap system;  and (2)  a Jet-augmented flap system.    The pure Jet-flap system 
involves blowing at  the extreme trailing edge whereas the Jet-augmented flap system Involves a blowing 
from a location upstream el  the trailing edge,  usually near the flap leading edge.    High-lift systems 
utilizing ejector flaps (augmentor wing)  or upper-surface blowing ai J not treated in this investigation. 
Each contractor was respontlble for specific high-lift systems.    Convalr studied internally-blown flaps, 
externally-blown flaps, anu mechanical flaps with thrust vectoring; Rockwell studied externally-blown 
flaps; while Boeing Investigated mechanical flaps with thrust vectoring.    The Boeing Company was respon- 
sible also for a low level experimental effort on internally-blown flaps.    Although there was no Air 
Force requirement for Boeing to develop IBF analytical prediction methods, nevertheless an analysis was 
performed and is reported upon In Ref.   7. 

The approach employed by all the contractors  is to develop methods for the power-on effects incre- 
mental to the power-off aerodynamics.     For the power-off base, Convalr utilizes the methods of DATCOM 
with some modifications of its own for multi-slotted flaps,  Rockwell International utilizes DATCOM, while 
Boeing uses its own methods In combination with those of DATCOM. 

This review is concerned with the methods for predicting the Incremental power effects.    Considera- 
tion Is not given directly to the power-off aerodynamics,  although the subject is indirectly alluded to. 

Prediction of the Incremental power effects for Internally- and externally-blown flap systems is 
accomplished by relating the actual systems to the two- and three-dimensional potential-flow aerodynamics 
of pure Jet-flapped wings by means of  flow-model analogies and appropriate correction factors. 

2.1    Potential Flow Theories for Jet-Flapped Wings 

In ehe Convalr and Rockwell methodologies,   the incremental power effect on wings with internally- or 
externally-blown flaps is based upon heuristic and/or empirical modifications to two- and three-dimensional 
potential-flow theories for pure Jet-Clapped wings.    For two-dimensional flows, both contractors use the 
well-known thin-airfoil Jet-flap wing-section theory of Spence"»'.    Although there are a number of alterna- 
tive methods available for the two-dimensional case,  they appear to offer little advantage over the Spence 
method.     The methods available for three-dimensional Jet-flap wing flows fall  into the two categories of 
either a lifting-surface theory or a lifting-line theory.    Generally,  the lifting-surface theories were 
considered to be too complicated for the handbook  type methods to be developed in the STOL Tactical 
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Aircraft Investigation.    Co.-;"aJ'-, however, did employ the DaslO lifting-surface theory to establish some 
universal parameters for one of their approximate procedures.    Basically, the requirement  in this program 
is for relatively simple analytical expressions.    A lifting-line analysis of a "Jet-flapped elliptic 
wing" satisfies  this need. 

A Jet-flapped elliptic wing, or alternately a blown elliptic wing, is defined herein as a wing 
having an elliptic planform, an elliptic span loading,  and an elliptic spanwise distribution of blowing 
momentum.    Analogoi<3 to an unblown elliptic wing,  the blown elliptic wing has the properties that the 
section lift coefficient,  cj,, section blowing momentum coefficient,  cu, and the downwash angle are 
constant distributed spanwise.    Additionally,  the section and total lift coefficients,  c^ 
equal and the section and total blowing momentum coefficients,  c(. and C^, are equal. 

and Ci , are 

Lifting-line theories for Jet-flapped elliptic wings have been developed principally by Maskell and 
Spcnce^, Hartunlan^, Kerney^ , and Tokuda^ .     In general,  these theories yield the result that the 
power-on to power-off lift-curve slope ratio, K,,,  is a function of the Spence8 two-dimensional lift- 
curve slope ratio, k,,,  the three-dimensional momentum coefficient,  C^, and the wing aspect ratio. A; 
that is, K,, « f(kw,  Cu, A).    The specific form of the function f depends upon which of  the aforementioned 
theoretical methods is employed.    All of  the theoretical methods,  except Kerney's, yield lift-curve slopes 
that are almost idem leal.    Kerney's method yields slope values that are approximately 5% higher than the 
other methods. 

On the basis of favorable comparison with experiment, Convair utilizes Kerney's theoretical results, 
while Rockwell employs the well-known results of Maskell and Spence. 

2.2    Convair Methodology 
4 

For the three powered-llft systems,  Convair    develops methodologies for the wing-lift curve, 
including the maximum lift coefficient,  the Induced drag,  thrust recovery,  flap pitching-moment incre- 
ments, downwash,  and the lateral-directional stability derivatives. 

(1) 

Convair assumes that  the power-on total lift curve is given by 

Ct,  -  (SWKcyzL^  sin(a-azLtn) + C^    sin(a+ 6sp) ] 

There are four basic assumptions associated with the foregoing equation.    These are: 

1. The lift curve is represented by a sine curve. 

2. The zero-lift power-on Jet-flap lift-curve slope is essentially Independent  of  the spanwise 
details of the blowing. 

3. The incremental lift coefficient due to blowing with flaps deflected is dependent upon the 
spanwise distribution of blowing. 

4. The spilled portion (subscript sp in Eq.   1)  of  the Jet momentum,  that  is,  the portion not 
captured by the  tralling-edge flap system,  is treated as a vectored thrust term. 

The second assumption suggests that for internally- and externally-blown flaps,  the zero-lift power- 
on Jet-flap lift-curve slope can be predicted by means of blown elliptic-wing theory.    This leads to 

(CL^ZL.n  "  (c[a)ZL.O K (2) 

where  the power-off  lift-curve slope Is predicted by  the best available methodology taking  Into  account 
wing geometry  and viscous  effects. 

The  Incremental lift  coefficient  referred  to  in  the  third assumption determines  the power-on angle 
of  zero  lift  in  Eq.   1,     For  the purpose of  estimating  this  Increment,  Convair generated a  series  of 
partial-span lift  factors  for  internally-blown flapped wings using  the Das1    jet-flapped wing  lifting- 
surface  theory.     These  factors were  found  to correspond  so closely  to  those for mechanical  flaps1^' 
that  is was considered adequate to use  the mechanical  flap  factors  for both purposes. 

The  lift-curve slope ratio, K„,   in Eq  (2)   is  to be  taken from Jet-flapped  elliptic-wing theory 
(Kerney's1-' In  this  case)   and  involves  the section blowing-momentum coefficient cv, which  is  the  same as 
the total coefficient,  Cu,   for the blown elliptic wing.     In applying blown elllptlc-wing  theory   to the 
prediction of  the  lift-curve slope  for actual  systems,  consideration must be given to  the determination 
of the proi^r blowing momentum coefficient  to be used  in  the theoretical relations.     For  this  purpose, 
it is convenient  to define a circulation-effective blowing momentum coefficient  and an apparent  blowing 
momentum coefficient.     The  circulation-effective blowing momentum coefficient,  CM   ,   Is  the momentum 
coefficient based on that   fraction of  the Jet momentum flux that   increases the wing circulation by means 
of a Jet-flap effect,  that  is,  by means of a relatively  strong  trailing Jet sheet.    This definition is a  con- 
venient artifice for delineating a momentum coefficient  that may be used In the theoretical blown elliptic 
wing relations.     It  should  not be construed  from this  terminology  that  the remaining  fraction of  the Jet 
does not  induce  circulation on the wing by means of  such  effects as entralnment, blockage,  and  vortlclty. 
A vectored  Jet  near a wing,  but not  impinging upon  it,   for example.   Induces wing circulation by  the 
aforementioned means.    The apparent blowing momentum coefficient   is  the momentum coefficient  at   the 
nozzle exit of   the blowing device:    for an Intornally-blown flap,   the  slot exit;   for an externally-blown 
flap,  the engine-exhaust  plane.    For a Jet-au6.nen'ed  flap,   the circulation effective momentum coefficient   is 
of a smaller magnitude  than  the apparent momentum coefficient due  to surface  friction  (scrubbing)   losses 
experienced by  the blown stream in flowing  from the exit  slot downstream along the  flap surface  to the  trail- 
ing egge.     For an externally-blown flap,   there  is also a scrubbing loss.     In addition,  only  that  portion 
of  the  jet 
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exhaust   intercepted  (captured)  by  the  flap   (see Fig.   2)   contributes to the circulation effective momentum 
coefficient.     The spilled portion of  the engine Jet  exhaust  contributes a jet reaction  force primarily 
and an  interference  force secondarily.    One of  the deficiencies of  the Convalr method  Is  that  It does not 
account   for  the Interference force of  the  spilled  fraction of  the Jet which becomes  the vectored jet   in a 
MF/VT system. 

Finally,  considers'.ion must be given to  the  traillng-edge Jet-deflection angle.     For     a jet-aug- 
mentedflap.   It  reasonably may be assumed that  the Jet  stream  leaves  the trailing edge tangent  to the 
affected  surface.     For an externally-blown flap,   it may be assumed also that  the captured  portion of  the 
Jet  exhaust  stream leaves  the trailing edge parallel  to  the affected surface.    The determination of  the 
flow direction for  the  spilled portion is  somewhat more difficult;  as an approximation,  Convalr assumes 
a flow direction parallel to the engine exit-nozzle axis. 

It  is of  Interest  to note at  this point  that  Rockwell handles  the effective momentum coefficient  and 
tralllng-edge Jet-deflection angle  In a different manner.     The Rockwell method will be discussed subse- 
quently. 

Estimation of the three-dimensional circulation-effective blowing-momentum coefficient,  C^  , and the 
spilled momentum coefficient,  Cj,     ,   Is made on the basis of  a highly simplified  flow concept  involving 
the geometric considerations Illustrated in Fig.   2.    The respective momentum coefficients are given by 

ei,'    ^(AcMj), C,', Wsp "WXTE 
r' Sc (3),     (4) 

where the  areas are defined in the  figure.     The area ratio  (Ac/Ai)   Is unity  for  Internally-blown flaps, 
zero for  mechanical-flap vectored-thrust  systems,   and ranges  from zero to unity for externally-blown 
flaps.    The parameter,  Cj,™ ,  is  the momentum coefficient at  the extended traillng-edge location ahown In 
Figure  2  and  Includes  scrubbing  losses for which Convalr gives a methodology.     For  Internally- and 
externally-blown systems,  the section circulation-effective momentum coefficient,  c'j   ,  employed depends 
upon the  property being calculated  In accordance with assumptions  (2) and   (3)  from Eq   (1).     For  the cal- 
culation of  the lift-curve slope,   cj,    is  taken equal   to c^   , where Cp    " Cy    for both blowing systems. 

For the  calculation of  the partial-span effects,   the  section circulation-effective momentum coefficients 
are given by 

(s;/spc;e (IBF),     (c;c)n - (s;/spn (C;C/N) (EBF) (5),     (6) 

where N is the total number of engines, each assumed to b> producing the same thrust, n Is the n 
and Sj is defined In Fig. 2. 

th engine. 

For a  finite-span wing,  Convalr has developed  a  theoretical  relation  for the maximum lift coefficient 
increment  due  to blown  traillng-edge flaps.     The  relation derived  Is based  on the assumption  that  the 
blown and  unblown wings  are geometrically and aerodynamlcally  elliptic  fa  the sense described  earlier. 
It  is also  assumed  that  stall occurs on the upper  surface near  the leadini', edge or  at or behind  the knee 
of  a  leading-edge device when present and  at  a value of  a stall parameter,   (CpX   '   )s,   that   is  Independent 
of  the application of  power.    In  the stall  parameter,  Cp  Is  the  pressure coefficient,   x the distance  from 
the  leading  edge es  a  fraction of  the chord,  and s denotes the  stalled state.    A similar criterion for 
the stall  of   two-dimensional jet-flapped wings has been previously employed by Foster^ and  Moorhouse^"»     . 
In  the  calculation of   the stall parameter,   Foster,  Moorhouse,  and Convalr all employ Spence's'  relation 
for  the  pressure distribution on a Jet-augmented  flapped wing  section.    The Convalr analysis,  however, 
accounts  for  the finite wing by replacing a by  the wing-section angle of attack  (a-u^). 

On  the  aforementioned bases,  Convalr obtains  the  following relation for  the maximum lift coefficient 
Increment 

■^Lma.  ^   WXWca., +  (3M)(2.)(.iF  - 4^,^ (7) 

where a geometric Interpretation of the terms in the equation appears In Fig. 3.  For very high aspect 
ratio wings, the second term In Eq. (7) vanishes and Eq. (7) reduces to the following result having the 
same form as obtained by Moorhouse^" 

A,Cn (3M)(A,c,)5 
9,11 

(8) 

where the  tilde denotes  the  two-dimensional  angle of  attack and   the subscript s denotes  the  stalled 
state.     A  geometric  interpretation of  the  terms  In  Eq.   (8)  appears  In Fig.   3.     Equation  (7)   Is  the basic 
relation used  in deriving  the maximum lift  coefficient   relation.     However,  since  the power-on stall  angle 
is  unknown  and  the  lift methodology of Eq   (1)   Is  nonlinear,   Eq   (7)  needs  further manipulation and  Inter- 
pretation  to predict  the maximum lift.     Equation  (7)   has been displayed  in  lieu of  the more  complicated 
maximum  lift  relation because of  Its  simpler  geometric  Interpretation on the  lift-curve plots   (Fig.   3). 

It   is  very  Important  to note  that the  lift   increments  In  Eqs.   (7)  and   (8)   are  to be added  to a 
hypothetical  power-off wing for which the  flow Is assumed  to always remain attached on  the  flap segments, 
a condition denoted by  the asterisks on Fig.   3.     This situation  is designated by  Convalr^ as   full 
boundary-iayer  control   (BLC),  meaning for  the  tralllng-edge  flaps,  or as  the  "BLC  effect."     Separation 
on this  hypothetical wing  therefore must occur  near   the  leading  edge which  Is  in accordance with  the 
assumption of  the theoretical analysis.    Traillng-edge blowing does, of course,   promote  flow  attachment 
on the  flap  segments,   as  assumed.     Convalr has developed a method  for determining  the  lift  curve, 
including  the maximum  lift,  for  the hypothetical  power-off wing with  full boundary-layer  control.     This 
methodology  Involves   the determination of   the  incremental maximum lift coefficient  due  to  flap deflection. 

|| I HMM——■——■<. 
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established on the basis of the stall parameter analysis previously described.    In the analysis, the 
theoretical flap effectiveness  (corresponding to no separated flow over the flap elements)  Is employed 
In conjunction with the experimental maximum lift coefficient for an unflapped wing section.    Ult5nit'<lyl 
then,  the experimental basis for the Convalr power-on maximum lift methodology Is the power-off stall of 
the unflapped wing.    This differs from Hoorhouse's^"»^ analysis which Is referenced to  the flapped wing 
power-off stall. 

The thrust-recovery factor and the Induced-drag coefficient are two power-affected quantities 
required for the prediction of the drag coefficient.    Convalr's methodology for the thrust-recovery 
factor Is principally empirical and will not be discussed.    The Induced-drag coefficient  Is given by 
C^/iAe^, where en Is a power-on aerodynamic efficiency factor.    The aerodynamic efficiency factor Is 
determined from considerations of conservation of global momentum and assumptions regarding the affected 
mass flows and their vectored change In direction.    For the wing, the affected mass flow Is that 
enclosed by a circle with a diameter equal to the wing span;  for the Jet exhaust, the affected mass 
flows are the captured and spilled flows.    Conservation of momentum and the definition of  Induced drag 
yields 

CL -  (7iA/2)ca) + Cu ij CDl -  (M/4)E2 + (Cp/2)  fj (9),   (10) 

where t^ Is the downwash angle at  Infinity and 6j   Is an effective Jet-turnJng angle given by 

äj  - (Ac/Aj)et<, + (Agp/Aj)  (6T+a) (11) 

where  '•y Is the Inclination of the engine Jet exhaust axis relative to the wing reference line.    For 
IBF systems,  Eqs  (9)  and  (10)  reduce to the well-known relations given by Maskell and Spence    .    The 
downwash angle e    Is given by the Maskell and Spence relation,  corrected for the power-off  efficiency 
factor e0,  and using  lift and momentum coefficients  given respectively by CL - CL - CL       and Cp  . 

Sufficient  relations are now available to determine the power-on efficiency factor e,, which Is given In 
Ref.  4.    Sample comparisons of theoretically predicted lift curves and power-on aerodynamic efficiency 
factors are shown in Figs.  4 and 5 respectively.    The agreement between analysis and experiment shown 
for the lift curves should not be considered as typical.    Reference 4 presents a large number of compari- 
sons for all three high-lift systems and for a variety of parametric combinations of wing sweepback, 
aspect ratio, and flap systems.    Some of  these yield better agreement than shown in Fig.  A,  others worse. 

From an examlratlon of all the comparisons given In Ref.  A,  the following may be concluded.    For all 
the high-lift systems,  the analytic and experimental drag polars, Cp(CL), generally agree reasonably well 
for values of Cv below 2.0.    For values of C^ between 2.0 and 4.0, the agreement  is somewhat random.    For 
the IBF and EBF systems,  the predicted lift curves,  (^(a), agree reasonably well with experiment.    For 
MF/VT systems,  the lift curve agreement is poorer, with the characteristic that the predicted slopes are 
less than the experimental ones.    This may be due  to neglect of the Interference effect of the spilled 
fraction of the Jet exhaust in the methodology. 

For  IBF systems,  Convalr deternines the incremental pitching-moment coefficient due to power ..or 
blown multiple-element flaps through the use of Spence's derivatives for Jet-augmented flaps, but abandons 
the usual  linear superposition principle for a very unusual psuedo-superposltion scheme.    The two- 
dimensional values are then modified for three dimensions by factors involving the flap-span ratio,  ratio 
of the flap-affected area to total wing area, and  the squared cosine of the sweep-back angle.    The 
rationale for  the methodology is not entirely clear,  but In a large number of comparisons with experi- 
mental data from Ref.  19, the average of the absolute percentage error was found to be 3Z. 

For the pitching-moment methodology for EBF systems, a heuristic model is employed  in which the 
flap elements are replaced by downward facing semi-circular cylindrical scoops.    The lift  on the scoops 
is estimated by means of an analogy to ring airfoils.     The scoop  list  is then used to estimate the 
pitching moment due to the flaps.    In a large number of comparisons with experimental data from Ref.   19, 
the average of  the absolute percentage error was found  to be 11%. 

The Convalr downwash methodology assumes that  the distances involved are reasonably far downstream 
from the wing,  say, of  the order of the horizontal  tail location.    The method determines a basic downwash 
angle to which empirically determined increments in downwash are added.    The empirical Increments account 
for the effects of sweepback, aspect ratio,  and type of high lift system employed.    The basic downwash 
distribution Is determined by assuming that the longitudinal distribution Is equivalent  to that along 
the longitudinal axis of a single horseshoe vortex having a span equal to the span of a pair of rolled-up 
vortices, and the vertical distribution corresponds  to that along the vertical axis in the Trefftz plane 
of an elliptically-loaded lifting line with the Trefftz plane origin translated vertically to the 
empirically determined  location of  the wing wake. 

The incremental  lateral-directlonal-stablllty derivatives due to power are handled by a method 
analogous to Ref.   2. 

2.3    Rockwell  International Methodology 

Rockwell's    studies are devoted exclusively to the externally-blown flap system.    Rockwell develops 
methods for  the lift  curve,  including the maximum lift  coefficient,  the induced drag,  thrust  recovery, 
downwash,  asymmetric engine operation, and  the static longitudinal and lateral-directlonal-stability 
derivatives. 

Rockwell employs the Maskell and Spence      aspect-ratio correction factor, F, where CL    " c^ F(A, Cy), 
and  the specific  form nf the function F is given by Masked I and Spence.    In determining a momentum 
coefficient and Jet-deflection angle for use in the blown-elliptic wing relations, Rockwell does not 
divide  the exhaust Jet  into distinct  captured and spilled regions, as done by Convalr, but   Instead 
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employs an overall effective Jet-deflection angle and overall effective moraencum coefficient, both of 
which are determined empirically.    The effective momentum coefficient Is given by nC   , where n  Is a 
turning-efficiency factor accounting for_the Jet-turning losses.    Both the turning-efficiency factor, n, 
and the effective Jet-deflection angle, T, are determined from static tests and assumed to be applicable 
at forward speed.    From correlations with the Rockwell wind-tunnel tests,  the Jet-turning efficiency was 
found to be a linear function of the Jet-turning angle, with the slope determined by the type of flap 
system and the wing sweepback angle.    Rockwell uses the captured-Jet fiction concept to establish a 
correlation for the effective Jet-deflection angle and finds that  two generalized curves of the turning- 
angle ratio,   T/5tf, as a function of the Impingement parameter, Zf/Rf, (see Fig.  2) adequately establish 
the Jet-deflection angles for the double and triple-slotted flap systems tested by Rockwell.     In the 
turning-angle ratio,  5tf  is the deflection angle of the tralllng-edge flap segment.     In estimating Rf, 
Rockwell assumes a 12.5 degree expansion angle Instead of the 6 degree angle shown in Fig.  2.     Curves of 
the turning-angle ratio are presented by Osborn and Oates^  (see their Fig.  12). 

In the Rockwell methodology,  the Incremental  lift  coefficient due to power for an externally-blown 
flap system is given by 

/iffCL -  (l+t/c)F(A.nc")   [X(3cll/36f)slnT + v(3ce/3a)c«] (12) 

where F(A,nc")  is the Maskell and Spence aspect ratio correction,  t/c Is the thickness ratio of  the mean 
aerodynamic chord of  the flapped portion of the wing,  the partial derivatives are from Spence's"  two- 
dimensional  jet-augmented  flap theory, and A and v are partial-span correction factors employed by 
Williams,  Butler, and Wood20.    The momentum coefficient,  cV,  is given by cjj ■ (S^/S")^, where S" is 
defined in Fig.   6.    The partial-span factors are given by X ■ S'VSy and v -    (S'V^,  nc"), and the partial 
derivatives are functions of the momentum coefficient,  nc".    Equation (12) directly accounts for  the 
aspect ratio and partial-span effects, but only Indirectly accounts for sweepback effects through the 
Jet-turning efficiency,  n. 

Correlations of the incremental lift coefficient due to power at zero angle of attack (A^CL) m() and 
the power-on finite-wing lift-curve slope (^C^/ia)    appear in Figs.   7 and 8 respectively.    These quanti- 
ties are given  respectively by the first and  second terms on the right-hand side of Eq.   (12).     Most of the 
test points shown are for an aspect ratio of 7, a quarter-chord sweep angle of 24 degrees, and full-span 
leading and tralllng-edge flaps.    There are several test points for zero sweepback and a number of points 
for moderate deviations from the aforementioned values of aspect ratio, sweep, and flap span. 

Rockwell develops a methodology for the Incremental maximum lift coefficient due to power based on 
a three-dimensional modification to the two-dimensional relation given by Eq.   (8).    The rationale  for the 
method is not entirely clear.    In any case, Rockwell presents a simpler alternate relation which  is com- 
pletely empirical and compares more favorably with experiment. 

Rockwell develops a methodology for the wing Incremental pitching moment due to power on the  following 
basis.    The Jet-reaction vector is assumed to pass through the trailing edge of the flap and to be located 
spanwise at  the average location of the engines.    The spanwise location of the circulation lift  is assumed 
to be located at  the power-off mean aerodynamic chord.    The power-on chordwise center-of-pressure loca- 
tions due  to  circulation  lift  at zero angle of attack and  circulation lift at  angle of attack are assumed 
to be equal to the power-off values.    Since the two-dimensional power-on center-of-pressure locations are 
easily calculated  theoretically, It Is not clear why this capability was not  Included  in the methodology. 
A comparison of   the calculated Incremental pitching moment with experiment  Is  shown In  Fig.  9. 

Rockwell's  test  data  for  the power-on Induced drag coefficient   failed to agree with  the induced drag 
coefficient  calculated by the Maskell and  Spencell  relation.     Rather good agreement was obtained,   however, 
by using the power-off  Induced drag relation based on the power-on circulation lift. 

2.4    Boeing Methodology 

In  the STOL Tactical Aircraft  Investigation,  Boeing was responsible for aerodynamic  prediction 
methods for hlgh-llft systems employing mechanical flaps in combination with vectored  thrust.    Since 
Boeing's methods  for  the power-induced  interference are completely empirical,  they are not discussed. 
It  is worth  noting,  however,   that on the basis of  the  studies made,  Boeing found  that  the eqrlvalent  Jet- 
velocity ratio  (q^/q,  t)  '   , which Is proportional to Cj~l'*,  provided a useful similarity parameter for 

the power-induced  incremental lift, moment, and drag coefficients.    For the range of Jet-thrust coeffici- 
ents  investigated   (0 £ C, <   2.0),  It was  found   that   the aforementioned aerodynamic coefficients were 
directly proportional  to Cj^'2.    This property served  to  reduce  the number of  parametric design curves 
required. 

The  Boeing methodology  is  Incorporated  In a digital-computer program written In Fortran  IV  languagr 
for use on CDC 6000/7000 series computers.    A users'  manual and program listing  is given  in Ref,   6. 

Although  there was no Air  Force requirement  for  Boeing  to develop  IBF analytical  prediction methods, 
Davenport'  nevertheless conducted a Jet-flapped wing  lifting-line analysis which  is concerned principally 
with  the influence of  non-planar  trailing vortices on  the wing aerodynamics.     In the Davenport analytic 
model,   the wing  is  represented by a finite number of horseshoe vortices distributed spanwise and originating 
from local quarter chord  positions. For each horseshoe vortex,   the  trailing vortex  system Is divided 
into two  Inclined  longitudinal  segments as shown In Fig.   10.     On the basis of this model,  Davenport 
develops a computer  program for calculating the wing aerodynamic characteristics.     In limited comparisons 
with other experiments and other theories,  Davenport's method appears  to predict  the drag polar,  CQ(C^), 
better  than other methods at  high momentum coefficients and Jet angles.    The method does  not,  however, 
predict  the pitching-raomentum coefficient as well as does  the Lopez-Shen2' method. 
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3.    THE DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY PROGRAM 

Douglas was responsible for developing new methodologies and adapting or modifying existing methodo- 
logies to the prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics for each of the three high-lift  systems 
employing Internally-blown flaps, externally-blown flaps, and mechanical flaps combined with thrust 
vectoring.    These methodologies were to be Incorporated Into a comprehensive digital computer program. 
Sophisticated analytical techniques were to be employed as opposed to essentially handbook-type methods. 

The nucleus of  the Douglas methods for Internally-blown and  externally-blown flap systems  Is a 
linearized theoretical lifting-surface type let-flapped wing analysis which Douglas Identifies as the 
Elementary Vortex Distribution  (EVD)  method"^.     This method  is  Implemented by means of a  relatively 
large size digital computer program.    For wings of zero thickness,  the method is capable of handling 
arbltiary wing planforms with arbitrary spanwlse distribution of twist,  flap chord, jet-blowing momentum 
and Jet-deflection angle.    Within the framework of a  linearized model,  the EVD method represents one of 
the most general and most exact solutions available for Jet-flapped finite-span wings.    As such,  the 
method  not only serves as a useful analysis and design tool,  but  provides also a convenient  basis of 
comparison for other approximate methods of analysis. 

Initial development  of  the EVD method was  sponsored by thp nouglas Aircraft Company and  the U.   S. 
Office of Naval  Research.     The Air Force sponsored  Improvements  to  the original digital computer program 
and extensions of  the methodology to the determination of rotary derivatives,   flow-field details,  wing- 
body aerodynamics,   horizontal tail aerodynamics,  and ground  effects^,'A^j, 

Conceptually,   the EVD method is directly applicable to  IBF  systems.     In application, however,   small 
empirical corrections are applied to account  for such  Items as airfoil  thickness and boundary-layer dis- 
placement effects on  the lift-curve slope,  flap effectiveness,  and other factors. 

The  EVD method   is,  of  course,  not directly applicable to  externally-blown flap systems and  an analogy 
is developed  for  this application. 

For vectored-thrust  Interference    effects on MF/VT  systems,  Douglas employs, with some minor modifi- 
cations,   the Northrop^" methodology,  which is to be described  subsequently. 

The mathematical modeling for the Douglas Jet-flapped wing methodology is  illustrated  in Fig.   11, 
where it  is seen that  the vortlclty vCx.y) over the wing and Jet sheet is represented by elementary 
horseshoe vortices  (e.g., abed) distributed over these regions.    The governing equation is the classical 
linearized  lifting-surface downwash integral equation for distributed elementary horseshoe vortices, 
subject  to the boundary conditions on  the wing and Jet  sheet  and appropriate enforcement of  the Kutta 
condition.    The usual approach in solving lifting-surface boundary value problems is to employ a finite 
element method  in which the total vortex sheet  is replaced by a large but finite number of small rectangu- 
lar elements over which  the bound vortlclty distribution may be  taken as discrete and of unknown magnitude 
or as distributed with the distribution characterized by a single unknown parameter indicative of the 
gross vortex strength;  and the boundary conditions are satisfied at discrete points on each element 
Instead of continuously.     In this formulation,  the Integral equation and boundary conditions are converted 
into a set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations for the unknown vortex strengths.    For unblown wings, 
a variety of  finite-element  schemes have been employed.     In the vortex-lattice method,  for  example,  the 
bound vortlclty distribution is represented by a discrete vortex.    Another approach Is to represent the 
bound vortlclty by a stepwlse distribution wherein the vortlclty is constant over each element.     Both of 
these schemes possess the disadvantage that the vortex-Induced downwash is singular in certain regions, 
thereby requiring careful selection of the control point location for satisfying the boundary condition. 
If, however,  the bound vortlclty distribution Is taken to consist of plecewlse distributions of  linear 
and appropriate special continuous forms as shown In Fig.   lie,  the Induced downwash is everywhere finite 
and closely satisfies the boundaty condition at all points on the vortex surfaces rather than at a dis- 
crete number of points only.    Additionally,  in this scheme,  the control point does not have to be care- 
fully selected in some particular way.    Because of these Important properties,  the plecewlse distributed 
vortlclty scheme has been applied by Douglas to the three-dimensional Jet-flapped wing problem. 

In the Douglas methodology, the plecewlse vortlclty distribution is taken to be the sum of the over- 
lapping special elementary vortex distributions (EVDs) shown In Figs, lid, e, and f. These special EVDs 
are: (1) a triangular distribution identified as a regular EVD; (2) a leading-edge EVD which Is the 
classical leading-edge Inverse square-root vortlclty variation minus a linear variation; (3) a distribu- 
tion for a discontinuity in slope, i.e., a hinge EVD, which is a logarithmic vortlclty variation minus a 
linear variation; and (4) an asymptotic Evl) which properly accounts for the decay in vortlclty along the 
Jet sheet  far downstream and additionally satisfies the Kutta condition at  infinity. 

Some comparisons of  the  lift and spanwlse  load distributions calculated by the EV 
se obtained by  the  theoretical methods of Maskell and Spence^ and Das      for Jet-f 

EVD method with 
those obtained by  the  theoretical methods of Maskell and  Spence11  and Daslu for Jet-flapped wings and 
with some experimental results of Das for Jet-flapped wings are made in Refs.  22 and 23.    These compari- 
sons generally are  inconclusive regarding the accuracy of  the  EVD method  for Jet-flapped wings  since 
neither of  the theoretical methods to which the comparisons are being made is exact and the experimental 
results are of uncertain accuracy. 

With the EVD Jet-flapped wing method as a nucleus, Douglas developed a comprehensive computer program 
identified by  the code name STAMP for STOL Transport Aerodynamic Methods Program.    The STAMP program is 
intended  to aid  in  the preliminary design and  analysis of  STOL  transport aircraft employing  Internally- 
blown Jet  flaps,   externally-blown Jet  flaps,  and mechanical  flap systems combined with vectored  thrust. 
It  is written  in the Fortran IV language and can be readily adapted  for use on many large computer  systems. 
Versions are currently in operation on the CDC  6000 series and  the  IBM 370 series computers. 

The  STAMP computer program package is a collection of computer  programs,  each of which  is  designed  to 
analyze a particular aircraft component,  plus  interference methods to account  for the  Influence of one 
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component on another.    Although intended for the analysis of complete aircraft configurations,  the pro- 
gram has been structured so  that  components can be «aalyzed  separately or  in any desired  combination. 
Within the  limitations of each  theoretical method,   the program calculates aerodynamic and  stability and 
control data for arbitrary jet wings  (internally blown and  externally blown),  for vectored jets,  and  for 
arbitrary fuselage and empennage arrangements.    These data  can be calculated both  in free air and   In 
proximity to the ground. 

The bases  for  some of  the methods incorporated  in the  STA^IP computer program will now be described. 

The methodology  for ground  effects is a linear one employing an  image wing to achieve  the ground- 
plane simulation.     Caution is required in applying the ground-effects solution at small wing heights 
since ground  impingement of the Jet and/or other nonlinear  flow phenomena which  invalidate the  small 
perturbation assumption of linear theory may be present.     Some guidelines regarding the limitations of 
the ground effects method may be gained from the comparisons  between theory and experiment   shown  In 
Fig.  12.     The experimental data shown is from wind  tunnel  tests?** on a  semlspan rectangular wing model 
with full span Jet-augmented  flaps deflected to  55 degrees.     It  is seen here that the discrepancy between 
theory and experiment  Is a function of the relative ground  height and  the momentum coefficient;   as  the 
momentum coefficient  is  lowered,  the ground height at which reasonable agreement  is obtained  is  lowered, 
with the reverse effect occurring as the momentum coefficient is Increased. 

The methodology  for predicting jet-flapped wing yawing and rolling moments due to sideslip  employs 
the vortex system associated with  the asymmetric arrangement  shown in Fig.  13.    The yawing moment   is made 
up of contributions  from asymmetric distributions of  the chordwise loading,  leading-edge suction,  and  the 
horizontal component  of  the Jet  reaction.    Without  dihedral,   the wing rolling moment  is due  to  the  flow 
asymmetry Illustrated.    A cos 3 correction is also applied to obtain the effective blowing-momentum 
coefficient.    The effect  of dihedral  is accounted  for by an equivalent wing twist and an appropriate 
correct.'oi to the Jet-deflection angle.    No comparisons wlrh experiment  have been made for  these  lateral- 
directional derivatives. 

The method for estimating the rotary derivatives of Jet-flapped wings is based on the assumptions 
of quasi-steady motion  for the wing and the Jet-deflection angle at  the wing trailing edge and neglect 
of the Jet-sheet  rotary motion aft of the trailing edge.    Although this latter assumption is subject to 
question.  Its validity cannot be presently resolved since there is no appropriate jet-flap experimental 
data with which to compare. 

In the Douglas  flow-field method,  for the Jet-flapped wing under consideration,  the vorticity distri- 
butions on the wing and Jet sheet  and the jet-sheet  shape are  first determined by the EVD method.     For  the 
purpose of determining the flow field, the elementary vortex distributions are replaced by discrete horse- 
shoe vortices,  with  the jet-sheet vortices located  on the displaced sheet as calculated by the EVD method. 
In order to account for  the trailing vortices behind the unblown portions of the wing a highly simplified 
scheme is adopted.     In this scheme the trailing vortex sheet at each spanwise segment is assumed to be 
planar and to extend  to Infinity downstream inclined at an angle midway between the freestream direction 
and a tangent to the camber line at the trailing edge.      Although there is no theoretical basis  for this 
scheme, comparisons of the simplified wake shape calculated by this method to those predicted by more 
exact roll-up methods verify that  the approximation is reasonable.    It is apparent that the foregoing 
analytical model should not be applied to points closer to  the wing or jet-sheet than about one local 
element length. 

Comparisons of  the downwash angle as calculated by theory with the experiments      conducted on the 
same wing model as employed in Fig.  12 are shown in Fig.  14.     It is seen in the figure that generally good 
agreement is obtained except in those regions near the Jet  sheet.    Additional comparisons also show com- 
parable agreement. 

Douglas develops methods for determining the aerodynamics of the horizontal tall and the fuselage in 
the Jet-wing flow field,  neglecting Interference of the tail and body upon the wing and Jet sheet.    The 
horizontal-tail Interference is treated by considering the Jet-wing flow to be an equivalent   Induced 
camber.    The fusel&,- ■ Interference is handled by considering the fuselage to be a slender body in a non- 
uniform flow.     The  biender-body assumption greatly simpliries  the analysis and allows the  treatment  of 
non-axisymmetric bociles.    The analysis is limited to bodies without vortex shedding and therefore for 
which there is no lift but only a moment due to the jet-wing Interference. 

4.    THE NORTHROP AIRCRAFT DIVISION PROGRAM 

The purpose of this program was to develop engineering analytic methods for predicting the aerodyna- 
mic and stability and control characteristics of high-disk loaded V/STOL aircraft of the lift jet,  lift 
fan, and vectored thrust types in the hover and transition flight regimes.    The methods developed were to 
be applicable to aircraft configurations having a conventional wing,  fuselage, and empennage.    High angles 
of attack were to be considered.     In general,  the methodology was to represent a compromise between 
handbook methods and methods utilizing complicated computer programs.    The results of the program are 
documented in Refs.   26 and 27. 

In the development of  the theoretical methods of this  study,   it  is assumed that  the Incremental 
power-induced aerodynamics can be determined  Independently of  the unpowered aerodynamics and  the resulting 
effects added together to obtain the total aerodynamics.     It  is assumed also that the aerodynamics of the 
aircraft components can be treated  individually and added  together to obtain total aircraft aerodynamics. 

The basic  flow problems that have been solved  for use as building blocks  in the methodology of  this 
program are:   (1)  the  flow field for single and multiple Jets exhausting from a flat plate transversely 
to a free stream;   (2)   the Interference aerodynamics of a Jet  exhausting transversely from a wing or body; 
(3)  forces and moments on an air Intake transverse to the  free stream;   (4)   nonlinear wing and body aero- 
dynamics for higli angle of attack. 

mmmm 
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Since the aerodynamics of transverse jets is an important element of the problem, a significant 
portion of the Investigation is concerned with this flow case. 

The final prediction methods obtained are based upon theoretical and theoretical-empirical methods. 
The empirical information required for the basic transverse-jet  flow behavior is obtained from wind-tunnel 
tests on a circular flat plate model with transversely exhausting jets.    The results of these tests are 
documented in Ref.  27.    For the purpose of validating the final methods as applied to an aircraft, wind- 
tunnel tests were conducted on a complete aircraft model. 

The flow model for the transverse jet flow-field  theory Is shown In Fig.  15.    It this model, 
entralnment Into the Jet due to viscous mixing Is taken into account.    The jet internal flow is treated 
in a global sense;  that is,  the velocity and other properties within the jet are taken to be uniform over 
a cross section.    In formulating the equations of motion, the forces applied to the jet are assumed to 
consist of tangential and normal components due to viscous entralnment, and a normal component due to an 
equivalent solid-body section drag.     In order to make the problem determinant, knowledge regarding the 
entralnment rate and  the section drag coefficient is required.    A relation of logical fo.-m, containing 
three emp c'-al parameters,  is assumed for the entralnment rate.    One of the parameters Is determined by 
the condition that the theory agree with knovn. results for a jet exhausting into quiescent air.    The 
rem-lning two parameters are selected to give good correlation of the theoretical jet centerlines and 
surface pressures with the experimental data taken in this program.     In order to determine the equivalent 
solid-body section drag coefficient,  information regarding the Jet cross-sectional shape Is required.     In 
this regard,  it is observed experimentally that In the initial Jet expansion region, called the developing 
region, the Jet progressively deforms from an initial circular cross section into a kidney-shaped one such 
as shown on the figure.    Once the kidney shape is attained,  the Jet cross sections remain relatively 
similar in shape as the jet develops downstream.    The region of similar cross sections is called the 
developed region.    It has been determined experimentally that  the boundary between the developing and 
developed region occurs at a normal distance from the wall approximately equal to three tenths of the 
product  of  the  initial jet diameter and  the ratio of  the jet  efflux velocity to the free-stream velocity. 

Since it is rather difficult to treat the exact jet cross sectional shape, a simplified shape of 
elliptical form is assumed.    Observations show that,  for a kidney-shaped cross section, the best fitting 
ellipse is one having a minor to major axis ratio of 1/4.    Experimental data further indicate that,  in 
the developing region,   the minor to major axis ratio decreases linearly with distance from the jet orifice. 
With this Information on the jet cross section at hand, it is possible to determine tue jet local section 
drag coefficient from known data on section drag coefficients for circular and elliptical cylinders. 

The system of governing equations is now determinant, 
recourse to a digital computer solution Is required. 

Since the system is nonlinear, however. 

Having solved the governing equations, the variations of the entralnment and the cross sectional 
shape nlong the jet  centerline are known.    The Induced  flow field due to  the Jet  Is then determined by 
representing the entralnment by an appropriate sink distribution and the cross sectional shape by an 
appropriate doublet distribution along the jet centerline. 

A comparison of  theoretically predicted Jet centerline trajectories with experiment Is shown in 
Fig.  16 for initial jet angles from 60 to 120 degrees.    As may be seen,  the agreement is rither good. 

A representative example of the agreement between theory and experiment for surface pressure distri- 
butions is shown in Fig.  17.    As may be seen, the agreement at  lateral positions is generally good. 
Directly ahead and directly behind the agreement is poorer,  although for some tests the agreement forward 
of the Jet  is better  than shown here.     In general,  the poorest  agreement  is obtained  in the wake region 
behind the jet.     This   is  to be expected,  since  there  is no provision in the  theory to properly handle 
this region. 

The single-jet mathematical model  is utilized  to develop an analytical model  for the flow fields  of 
double and triple exhausting jets.       In this extension,  the multiple-jet   configuration Is  treated  as an 
arrangement of discrete jets,  each having Its own singularity distribution.     The Interference of  the 
singularities  upon each other  is not  taken Into account;   Instead,   the upstream Jets are assumed  to develop 
Independently of  the downstream ones and the downstream Jets  are assumed  to exhaust  Into a stream of 
reduced velocity resulting from the blockage of  the upstream Jets. 

Once the trajectories of   the multiple jets have become merged,   the merged jet  is considered  to be  a 
single one and  is analyzed by  single-jet  theory with  the initial  condition associated with the merging 
appropriately taken  into account.     Some empirical relations are  required  for  the aforementioned model. 
These have been determined  from Ref.   27  for an arbitrary arrangement  of  double jets and  for  tandemly 
aligned arrangements of  triple jets. 

Conformal mapping  techniques are used to analyze  the  Interference effects of Jets on bodies and wings 
for regions not  too  close  to  the jet  Its.If.    The velocities  Induced on the bodies by  the Jet are  first" 
determined using the  jec  cross-flow theory.    The problem is   then  treated  in a slender-body sense.   I.e., 
the flow about body sections normal  to the long axis  is  troated   in a  two-dimensional sense and  the 
boundary-value problem associated with the Interference velocities  is  solved by mapping the body cross 
section or "o  the circle plane.     A modification  is  then made  for  the three-dimensional effect. 

The nonlinear body  aerodynamic analysis is similar  to that used  successfully  for high angle of 
attack missile aerodynamics.     The  linear effects are Recounted   for by classical  slender-body  theory with 
the nonlinear behavior accounted  for  through the use of a viscous cross-flow drag coefficient. 

The nonlinear wing aerodynamics  is analyzed by a double  lifting-line  theory with the boundary  condi- 
tion satisfied at  the  three-quarters chord position.     The chordwise positions of  the  lifting  lines  are 
determined  in a manner such that  the theoretical section pitching moments ."'■e  in agreement with 
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experimental values.    The circulation strengths of the lifting lines are then determined to give the required 
section normal force  throughout a large angle of attack range. 

surface 
Several handbook-type methods are devised for quickly estimating the/Interference effects of a single 

jet.    These methods assume that the Interference aerodynamics for a given flow situation is approximately 
equivalent  to that  for a  single Jet  exhausting from a flat  plate.     In Vol.   I of Ref.  26,  universal non- 
dimensional curves are presented for rapid estimation of the Interference lift and moment based on the 
aforementioned assumption. 

The methodologies developed In the Northrop Program are  incorporated  into a comprehensive computer 
program which allows selectira of options for calculating:     (1)   the flow field  for one or more jets 
exhausting from a flat  surface  transversely to a free stream;   (2)   Interference aerodynamics for a Jet  in 
a wing or body;   (3)  nonlinear wing or body aerodynamics;   (4)  a conformal mapping routine;   (5) wing aerody- 
namics by a lifting-surface theory.     The last option Is a previous capability and was not developed under 
the present program.     The computer program is written in Fortran IV language for a CDC 6600 computer 
system.    A users'  manual and program listings are given in Vol.   Ill of  Ref.   26. 

Wind-tunnel  tests were conducted on a twin-engine  (wing mounted)  hypothetical fighter aircraft    con- 
figuration model with a  fuselage lift  fan and a 90 degree  thrust vectoring capability for the two propul- 
sion engines.     In addition,   the deflected propulsion engine exhausts could be positioned at several 
longitudinal locations.     The model  and  tests are described  in Vol.   II of Ref.   26.    The purpose of the 
test program was to acquire aircraft configured data for use In validating and Improving the analytical 
prediction techniques.     In addition to providing for obtaining six component forces and moments in the 
tests,  the model was  equipped also with extensive surface-pressure  Instrumentation. 

The experimental data taken and the correlations made on the configuration model are too extensive 
for presentation here.     Detailed information is available,  however,  in Vol.  II of Ref.  26.    Regarding 
the total Induced lift,  reasonable agreement between theory and experiment generally is obtained.    For 
the detailed pressure distributions,  good agreement is obtained  for wing regions outboard of the nacelles, 
but not for the Inboard regions.    Theoretical pressure distributions for regions behind the jet lift on 
the body failed to agree favorably with experiment.    It is concluded that some judgment must be exercised 
in applying the methods developed to actual aircraft configurations.    Guidelines for doing so are avail- 
able in Vol.  II of Ref.   26. 

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

It is believed that  there is a need for both handbook- and complicated computer-program-type methods 
In V/STOL aerodynamic prediction methodology.    In particular,  there is a need for handbook methods based 
upon fundamental flow principles with appropriate empirical modification as opposed to total reliance 
upon empiricism,  since the former has more growth potential than the latter.    Examination of the hand- 
book-tyi>e methods developed under the STOL Tactical Aircraft  Investigation reveals a tendency to seek 
early recourse to empiricism; a notable exception is in the lift and Induced drag methodology developed 
by Convalr.    For those STAI methods having a substantial empirical base,  judgment should be exercised  in 
applying the methods to aircraft of significantly different configuration.    Despite the foregoing 
comments,  the STOL Tactical Aircraft  Investigation Design Compendlums^»^»" contain considerable informa- 
tion useful to the preliminary designer. 

Regarding powered-liit methodologies of the handbook type requiring further Improvement or develop- 
ment, there is a need for rational methods for predicting the Interference effects of vectored jets, and 
the pitching moment,  the lateral-directional stability derivatives,  the rotary derivatives, and ground 
effects for all the subject powered-llft systems. 

The methods derived under the Douglas program generally represent a high state of technological 
development.     Consequently,   their application requires considerable indoctrination on the part of  the 
user.    The Douglas investigation has served to delineate some of the difficulties involved in the predic- 
tion of ground effects and emphasizes the need for further development In this area.    Validation of the 
Douglas method for the rotary derivatives awaits the availability of appropriate experimental data. 

The outstanding achievement of  the Northrop program Is the transverse Jet flow-field prediction 
methodology.    This methodology^" has benn available for over two years and has been received favorably 
by the U.  S. Aerospace Industry.    An area requiring improvement  is the prediction of the wall pressures 
immediately downstream of  the Jet. 
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PREDICTION OP AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE EFFECTS WITH 
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by 
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SUMMARY 

The paper gives a guide-line to the project engineer for a rough estimation of 
the jet Induced  lift losses of VTOL aircraft configurations with jet-lift and fan-lift 
engines hovering In and out of ground effect.  The nature and magnitude of the aerodynamic 
jet Interference effects Is  found empirically by dimensional analysis of the flow field 
and by measurements. Jet Induced lift losses and pitching moments with  forward speeds 
are shortly discussed on the basis of wind tunnel measurements. 

The discussions and Illustrations are based mainly on the theoretical and experi- 
mental work done by Dornler In the field of VTOL aerodynamics. 

NOTATIONS 

c 

CP 
d 

de 

j 

AL 

wing chord 

pressure coefficient   (p-p»)/jpaW^ 

diameter of jet exit 

equivalent diameter of all jet exits 
of the aircraft 

angular mean diameter 

J ^jum-d/zide 
jet thrust 

height of jet exit above ground 

height of fuselage above ground 

Impact pressure decay parameter 

Lift Increment 

static pressure 

plenum total pressure 

p^ ambient static pressure 

q. Impact pressure at jet exit 

q maximum jet Impact pressure at x 

r radial coordinate 

5 planform area of the aircraft 

S. jet exit area 

vm free stream velocity 

w. jet velocity at exit 

X distance normal to jet exit,  In 
Paragraph 3 chordwlse direction 

X. point of maximum rate of Impact 
pressure decay 

6 angular coordinate 

p. density at jet exit 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most Important data of a new aircraft project, especially a VTOL air- 
craft. Is the Installed thrust. After deduction of the losses remains the net thrust which 
fixes the performances and the control of a VTOL aircraft. For this the project engineer 
must know in the early stage of the definition of the project the jet Induced lift losses 
In and out of ground effect and with forward speeds. 

Due to the complicated flew conditions it is not possible by now to determine 
the jet induced forces and moments of any VTOL aircraft theoretically. Workable calcu- 
lation methoda exist only for simple cases, as e.g. for the plate with centrally located 
jet with and without ground effect; the same is valid for approaches to solve this problem 
with forward speeds. There is a great number of measurements of most different aircraft 
configurations and of simplified principle models also. 

* The studies have been sponsored by the Ministry of Defense of the Federal Republic 
of Germany. 
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With a view to future VTOL aircraft the following pages try to Indicate the most 
Important parameters and to offer the project engineer criteria for the estimation of the 
jet interference effects. The basis for these criteria Is the experience Dornler gained 
on developplng and testing the VTOL jet transport aircraft Do 31 and on developping it 
further to the Do 131, on wind tunnel testing the VTOL light aircraft Do LSK with lift/ 
cruise fans and by evaluating the literature. 

2. POWER EFFECTS IN HOVER OUT OF GROUND EFFECT 

A number of experimental, empirical, and theoretical investigations have been 
devoted to the problem of determining the forces exerted on a stationary body from which 
a jet exhausts. Particular attention has been paid to thrust losses of lifting jet con- 
figurations, both in and out of ground effect. The most pertinent results to date are 
contained in an empirical relation for lift loss out of ground effect 

-?-&,■'>■&) 
-0,64 

(1) 

with 
t/»[V(Pt-p,) 

Kj  -V j^TT- 
/3(x/d)] max 

«u 1 Jmo. 
Pt -p« —*^L-Jmo« 

-Xj—. V— 
x/d 

from References [1] and [2], In Eq. (l) the first term means the ratio of the alrframe 
planform area to the jet exit area, and the second term means the parameter of the jet 
impact pressure decay. The third term takes into account the well known change of jet 
Impact pressure decay with the pressure ratio. From model tests with fighter configu- 
rations with centrally located jets and jet e«lt velocity near the speed of the sound, 
Ref. [1] found for the expression (pt/p«.)"

0'6* • C ■ 0,009. Obviously the factor C de- 
pends on the location of the jet within the planform of the aircraft. A centrally lo- 
cated jet will induce higher lift losses than a perlpherlcally located one. For example, 
from model tests with the VTOL transporter Do 31 the podded lift engines installed at 
the wing tips induced a lift loss of 2,2 % compared with 3,6 % of the cruise/lift en- 
gine installed below the inner wing. 

Postulating that the factor C is a universal constant the influence of jet lo- 
cation within the planform will be taken into account by the following considerations. 
If p is the local pressure on the lower surface of the wing or fuselage the downward 
directed force is AL/F - J(p-p»)dS/S.p.w? 

or 

AL . 1 f f   1 J cp dS/Sj (2) 

with cp as the local pressure coefficient. It Is new assumed that cp is inversely pro- 
portional to the radial distance from the jet axis: cp ^ l/(r/d). From this expression 
and with Eq. (2) thelift loss comes out as -AL/F ^ /l/(r/d)dS/S. 

or 

-AL 
i3 

j 

')"< e)-d/2]de (3) 

with dS - rdrde. The Integral of Eq. (3) signifies the angular mean diameter 

5 - i J  [r(8)-d/21de of the planform area without the jet area. Hence follows the lift 
loss' » 

•AL 
F 

D 
d 

(4) 
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In the special case of a circular plate of outer diameter D with centrally located jet 
the angular mean diameter is D ■ D, and the lift loss cones out as 1L/F ~ (S/S.)1'2. 
This last formula results in the same relation between the lift loss and the area ra- 
tio as Eq. (1) and thus confirms that the assumption for Cn leading to Eq. (2) is va- 
lid. By replacing the square root of the area ratio from Eq. (1) by the diameter ra- 
tio of Eq. (4) and with the parameter K, of the jet impact pressure decay we obtain 
the new formula for the lift loss     ■' 

-AL _ D   „  . fPt\ 
-0,64 

(5) 

As postulated in Eq. (5) the factor C is constant for any planform. A simple 
example will shew the difference in lift loss between Eqs. (1) and (5). The circle with 
radius R and the quarter circle v tth radius 2R have the same area S ■ itR2 but the an- 
gular mean diameter of the circle is D = 2 itR and that of the quarter circle is 0 > 
- itR. Using Eq. (1) the same lift loss would be obtained for both cases, whereas with 
Eq. (S) the lift loss of the circle is twice that of the quarter circle, which seems 
reasonable. 

The two different methods, i.e. Eq. (1) and Eq. (5), for calculating the lift 
loss will now be proved by comparing them with the results of wind tunnel tests with a 
model of the Do 31. Two configurations will be investigated: separately blowing lift 
jets and separately blowing lift/cruise jets. Since the jet exit velocity is near the 
speed of the sound we take from Ref. [1] that C • (pt/po.)"

0'6* - 0,009. In the case of 
a multiple nozzle one can choose three different flow models concerning the impact pres- 
sure decay on the jet axis: 

flow analytical 
model lift loss -AL/F Kj -AL/F 

i 0 0.009 ^ Kj 0.2125 0.02 

I © O-MSl^Kj 0425 0.04 

m O 0.009 ^Ij-    K, 0.2125 0.04 

i 

c 

i 
i 
i 

0.009  -^    Kj 0 2125 0017 

i m fl i i 0.009 -&    K, 0425 0.034 

JSL tt| 

fl 
i 
i 

0009   -f     Kj 0.2125 0.034 

Do 31: area ratio ■§■ • i 2S, diameter ratio ? »16.6 

Model I: The four single nozzles are 
represented by one nozzle with equivalent 
diameter and the pressure decay of a nor- 
mal jet. 

Model II: The four single nozzles are 
represented by a fourfold mixing nozzle 
with equivalent diameter and a pressure 
decay of a mixing nozzle. 

Model III: Each of the nozzles will be 
treated separately with a pressure decay 
of a normal jet. 

The impact pressure decay parameter for a 
normal jet is Kj - 0,2125 whereas the jets 
of four nozzles arranged at the edge of a 
quarter have the value Kj » 0,425 accor- 
ding to measurements of Ref. [2]. Fig. 1 
summarizes the principle of the calcula- 
tion with the three flow models combined 
with the two analytical methods of Eq. (1) 
and Eq. (5) for the lift/cruise engine 
configuration of the Do 31. The resui.*-s 
of the calculations for separately blo- 
wing lift engines and lift/cruise engi- 
nes are shown In Table 1. 

Fig. I    Alternative analytical and flow models for the 
calculation of the lift losses due to the lift/cruise 

engines of the Do 31 

■ ..■. .-,.-.-....■.J-^. ■MMMMMÜM« 
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Table 1 
Lift loss   -AL/F of the Do 31 
hovering out of ground effect 

Dn 31 
engine 
config. 

analytical 
model 

flow model 
test 

I n n 
rr lift/cruise 

engine 
Eq. ( 1 ) 0.02 0.04 0.04 

0.036 

t8 Eq. 1 5 ) 0.017 0.034 0.034 

lift 
engines 

Eq. ( 1 ) 0.02 0.04 0.04 
0.022 t  ^ Eq. ( 5 ) 0.012 0.024 0.024 

    i 

Because, in this special case, the factor Kj for the mixing nozzle Is twice that of the 
normal jet the lift loss Is the same for flow model II and III and half the value for 
model I. In case of lift/cruise engines there Is a good agreement between tests and 
theory according to Eq.(l) as well as Eq. (5) if flow model II or III is used. In ccse 
of the peripherlcally located lift engines, only Eq. (5) agrees with the tests. This 
confirms the validity of the considerations which led to Eq. (5). It Is obvious that 
lift losses of flow model I are too lew since the pressure decay of the equivalent 
single jet is quite different from the real value in our case. For calculating lift 
losses for VTOL aircraft with multiple jets it Is recommended to use Eq. (5) and to 
calculate the impact pressure decay of the jet with a mixing nozzle according to flow 
model II or with separate treatment of each nozzle according to flow model III, depen- 
ding on which of the two is available. 

3. GROUND EFFECT IN HOVERING 

During hovering near the ground the aircraft is subject to additional induced 
forces. A single jet which is vertically or obliquely directed to the ground, after de- 
flection, flows radially parallel to the ground like a wall jet. Like the free jet the 
wall jet entrains with the ambient air. If a pair of jets or jet rows are directed to 
the ground there exists a strong up flow between them. For a given VTOL configuration 
hovering near the ground both effects, entrainment and upflow, will exist and influence 
each other. The following tries to Interpret and elaborate the existing empirical rela- 
tions. The flow field of a VTOL aircraft hovering near ground may be split into four 
basic types shown in Fig. 2. 

C0NFI0URATION CAUSE 
UFT-LOSS 

»riltAMllHC1 

■CAftwomoai 
OF» LIFT CHMME WITHIN OHOUNOEFFECT 

E0UATI0N       kUAUMTNE CURVE 

WJCT 

WITH FIAT 

PLATE 

MM OF JETS 

WITH FLAT 

PLATE 

0 J± 1 
r/t 

1 •■ [Ä" 

FLAT PLATE 

KTWEEN 

mm OF now 
OFJCTS 

1 

iM/«r 
JL. 
f 

1 
M/* 

FLAT PLATE 

KTWEEN 

PAIR OF JETS "IM 
i i i 

Fig.2    Basic types of ground effect 

3.1 Round Jet Centrally Located  in a Flat Plate 

There are well known empirical relations for the velocity decay of a free jet 
and a wall jet. Any characteristic velocity within the free jet and the wall jet is in- 
versely proportional to the distance from the jet exit and the radial distance r from 
the stagnation point respectively 

üMnaiHü 
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(6) TWj 

The velocity Induced by the walljet at a height H above the ground Is Inversely propor- 
tional to the height 

w'  r 
■ i  "X» — 

w   H (7) 

7^ 

JW* 

w 
>»»$»>*}>}}**»»»)>, 

Equations   (6)   and  (7)  show a relation between the jet exit conditions and the flow con- 
dition at any point above the ground 

wl -x,       1 
Wj 573 (8) 

If It Is assumed that the suction forces on the lower side of the plate are proportio- 
nal to the second power of the Induced velocity the lift loss comes out as: 

*w- 'ds (H/d) » 

(S-Sj) 
(9) 

Eg. (9) Is nearly the sane as Ref. [3] found In his empirical investigations for the 
lift loss: 

[(S/S )   -11 

—^75 J   (10' 

H/« 

Fig. 3 shows a comparison of Eq. (10) with measure- 
ments of Ref. (4J and [5], Further simplification 
of Eq. (9) leads to -AL/F -v (D-d/H)2 which is nearly 
the same equation as Ref. [4] obtains from his em- 
pirical investigations for the lift loss 

F ~  - 0,012 D-d\
2'3 (¥) (ID 

Eq. (11) shows that the lift loss depends only on 
the net area surrounding the jet and on the ground 
distance. As will be seen below, this is only valid 
for the round jet. 
If the jet exit is not centrally located within the 
planform of the aircraft It is suggested to use 
Eq. (11) by replacing the equivalent jjlanform dia- 
meter 0 by the mean angular diameter D as defined 
in Paragraph 2. This procedure has not been pro- 
ved by measurements but seems physically reaso- 
nable. 

Fig.3    Lift-loss near ground, comparison 
of theory and test, entrainment 

effect dominant 

3.2 Row of Jets in the Middle of a Place 

Fig. (3) shows test results with a narrow rectangular jet exit. The curve is 
more flat than for the round jet. The reason is that the entrainment of a quasi 
two-dimensional jet is slower than for a round one. Compared with the inverse linear 
relation of Eqs. (6) und (7) the velocity decay in the two-dimensional case is pro- 
portional to the square root of the distances. 

j^^ttmmm .- . ..-.-■;- ■  - --■■ ■ 
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The dimensional analysis then results In the lift loss: 

-AL 
F 

S/S 
(12) 

Since for the axisymmetric case Eq. (9) corresponds to Eq. (10) one may derive fr^ai 
Eq. (12) the following relation for the lift loss for the two-dimensional case: 

-AL (s/s//2-ii2'3 

(H/d)1/2 
(13) 

In this case the lift loss depends on the three parameters; plate area, jet exit area, 
and ground distance. This means, that C is not a universal constant but depends on the 
ratio of these parameters. This relation must be found by experiment. 

3.3 Flat Plate between a Pair of Rows of Jets 

In the plane of symmetry of a pair of rows of jets directed vertical to the 
ground there is a strong upflow which hits the body located between the jets. The lift 
force produced in this way depends strongly on the planform of the body between the 
jets. As an example Fig. 4 shows the lift induced by the two rows of lift engine jets 
of the VTOL aircraft Do 31 and Do 131 over the ground distance. 

' i 

Do 131 
Fig.4    Jet-induced lift 
near ground, measure- 
ments, upflow-effect 

dominant 

H/d 

The differences between the two curves primarily result from the different shapes and 
the arrangement of the fuselages and undercarriage doors. This example shows, on the 
other hand, that it is not difficult to influence the jet interference in a reasonable 
manner by means of flaps or strakes at the sides of the fuselage. 

The momentum of the upflowing jet and consequently the force on the lower side 
of the fuselage is proportional to the square of the velocity in the upflow. As a 
rough approximation the velocity slews down in the two-dimensional case Inversely with 
the square root of the ground distance. Then the momentum of the upflow which hits the 
body is proportional to 

AL 1 
573 f (s/s^ (14) 

Fig.   4 shows that the relation of Eq. 
distance on the  induced force. 

(14)   gives a clue of the influence of the ground 

-■   — ----- 
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3.4 Flat Plate between a Pair of Jeta 

Since In this case the character of the flow field Is a mixture between the 
first case and the third case It Is more difficult to give an Idea of the magnitude 
of the Interference effects. The upflow between the jets causes lift gain, whereas 
outside this area the entrairunent of the jets produces lift loss. 

H/d. 

F 

0.05 

0.10 

Fig,5    Lift-loss near ground, 
measurements entrainment effect 

dominant on Do 131 and 
Do LSK, entrainment- and 

upflow-effect on Do 31 

-v \ with Lift/ 
Cruise Jets 

As an example. Fig. 5 shows the induced lift loss of different VTOL aircraft models 
tested by Dornler. In the case of the Do LSK and Do 131 the entrainment effect domi- 
nates, whereas in the case of the Do 31 with the fourfold lift/cruise engine jet the 
upflow and entrainment effects have nearly the same magnitude of opposite sign. 

4. FORWARD SPEED INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 

In addition to the entrainment effect in hovering flight, at forward speeds 
the lifting jet efflux imposes a blockage effect on the external airflow along the 
airframe surface. On the ither hand, the jet when leaving the nozzle exit is deflec- 
ted downstream, and its transverse cross section rapidly distorts from a round to a 
horseshoe shape. These characteristics modify the main stream flow field about the 
airframe, promoting suction and pressure regions. 

In the static case, as shown in the second chapter, the mainly influencing pa- 
rameters for jet interference are the square root of the area ratio and the jet decay 
parameter. In addition thereto, the most Important parameters with forward speeds are 
the chordwise location of the jet exit within the wing planform and the ratio of free 
stream velocity to jet exit velocity. In Fig. 6 the jet-induced lift and pitching mo- 
ment Is plotted against the chordwise location of the jet with the velocity ratio as 
parameter. The plots result from measurement of Ref. [6] with a rectangular wing of 
aspect ratio 5 and a jet blowing vertically downwards in the plane of symmetry. The 
ratio of wing planform area to jet exit area is 145. If the nozzle blows downwards in 
the front half of the wing chord the induced lift loss and pitching moment Increases 
with forward speed resulting from suction regions to the rear and the side of jet exit. 
It is clear that the induced pitching moment changes the sign when the nozzle crosses 
the reference quarter chord point. If the nozzle is shifted aft from mid-chord to the 
trailing edge the lift loss decreases more and more with increasing free stream velo- 
city. For the highest free stream velocity the jet induces positive lift and a pitch- 
down moment. These effects stem from the well known jet flap effect, i.e. a jet which 
blows downwards from the trailing edge of a wing, like a real flap, produces lift and 
a pitch-down moment. 

In spite of the limited character of the results it seems that the most impor- 
tant parameters were shown. As in the hovering case of Paragraphs 2 and 3 it is assumed 
that the aerodynamic forces induced by the jet decrease proportional to the radial di- 
stance from the jet exit and it is suggested, according to the considerations of Para- 
graphs 2 and 3, to use the following relation for estimating the jet interference ef- 
fects for other configurations: 

AL 
F- m D/d 

Fig. 6   (D/d) 
U5) 

Fig.6 
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with the diameter ratio of the configuration of Fig. 6 D/d «9,2 and 6,9 for the jet 
exit location Xj/c «0,5 and 0 or 1 respectively. Prom static tests we know the Influ- 
ence of the jet decay parameter on the jet entralnment. We do not know the Influence 
of the jet decay parameter with forward speeds on the jet deflection, on the blockage 
effect, and on the jet flap effect. Further experimental research work is necessary. 

0.2 

AM 
FC 

01 

-0.1 

/ ! 

1   ':■ WJ    0.71 \ 

0.77/ 
~^i2 \— 

L ^ 

\ v t 
1 

x/c -0.5 0.5 X/C 

Fig.6    Influence of chordwise position of jet exit and of velocity ratio on lift loss and 
pitching moment change of a wing i 

ir— Do LSK 

The last Fig. 7 shows a compilation of 
the measured lift losses from Ref. [7] 
and from Dornier of most different VTOL 
aircraft configurations plotted against 
the velocity ratio. The curves confirm 
qualitatively tae tlove statements. The 
centrally located jets in lifting sur- 
faces produce heavy lift losses, whereas 
the jet blowing from the trailing edge 
like on the Do LSK produces positive 
lift due to the jet flap effect. Un- 
fortunately there was not enough time 
to prove Eq. (15) by the measurements 
of Fig. 7 quantitatively. 

1   I 

03 0.4 
V./Wj 

Fig.7    Jet-induced lift with forward speed for 
different VTOL configurations 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The paper gives a help to the designer to estimate the jet Interference ef- 
fects on VTOL configurations. Hovering out of ground the lift loss can be calculated 
within a scatter of one percent. Within ground effect, by analysing the jet flow field, 
It Is possible do decide whether there Is lift gain or lift loss. In the case of lift 
loss It Is possible to reduce It by simple means. With forward speeds the lift- and 
pitching moment-change is suggested to estimate with the help of a simple, empirically 
derived formula. The parameters are the velocity ratio, the diameter ratio and the 
chordwise position of the jet exit. 
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A sxvmr or THB URIKC CHA&ACTRUSTICS or son 
JBT LIFT V/STOL COHFIGORAnONS 

♦P.C. KNOTT and TJ.J. HAROIKAVES 
Military Airoraft Divlaion, Brltlah Alroraft Corporation 

smmutT 

Ona of tha laportant faotora in the dasign of Jat lift alroraft ooneoma tha clmagaa to tha wing 
lift that ooour aa a raault of tha intoraotion bataaan tha lifting Jat afflux and tha fraa atraaa* 
Thaaa Intoraotiva affaota oan ba largo, depending on tha configuration. 

It la tha objaot of thla p^>ar to praaant a aaall aalaotlon of tha ■ore intaraating raaulta and to 
rarlaw the atteapta that ha*a bean oada to daralop aaplrioal atthoda of prediction. 

The data correlation attampta diaouased inoluda tha uaa of Bradbury*a aiallarity lava, a ourra 
fitting axarolaa ualng data fro« tat ■.a on a finite wing with Jat alaa and poaition aa rariablaa, and a 
■athod which approaciaataa tha lift to thrust coefficient raXationahip linearly.   It la intended to 
apply this latter aathod to tha atudy of configuration affaota on aultl-Jat arrangaaenta in particular. 

Whan oonaidarlng tha choice of eonfiguration, tha location of tha lift Jata la ona cf tha aoat 
fundaaantal pa:*aaatara and teat raaulta are presented to show sow of the lift trends.   Finally aoaa 
raaulta fron taata conducted In ground effect in both horer and forward apaed are discussed. 

In oonelualon it la apparent that although a broad undaratandlng of tha subject has bean aohiarad, 
little real prograaa has been oada towarda quantifying tha effect of variables for design purposes. 

samxu 
L'un dea plua iaportants facteura reneontri an ooura da la creation d'un avion a auatentation 

■otoriaio, conceme lea variationa auxquallea eat ou jet la portanca alaira düea aux interaetiona antra 
1*afflux du plan da auatentation et de 1*Scoulesient non perturbe.    Cea effete d'interaction pauTent 
dtre laportanta en fonetion de la configuration. 

Ce trait* a pour but de presenter un petit noobre de reaultata intereasanta et d'un aoomalre dea 
eaaala effectuaa afin de developper lea mtthodea enpiriquea de la prediction. 

Lea eaaaia diacutSa ici pour la correlation dea renaeignnnenta coaprennent lea lola da ainilarlta 
de Bradbury, lea adaptation« i une courba en aervant dea informationa obtenuea auite aux eaaaia effectuCa 
aur une alle finite, lea dinenaiona et la poaition du räaetaur fitant variables, at d'una nfTthoda antralnant 
1'approximation linSaira du coefficient de rapport de la portanca 1 la pouaaee.    On anviaage I'application 
da cette demiere nSthode, en partlculler, aux £tudea dea effete de configurationa aur lea diapoaitiona 
multi-rSaetaura. 

Pour la configuration, la poaition dea reacteura eat l'un dea parametrea lea plua laportanta, at 
I'on a fait la prfiaentatlon dea rlaultata dea eaaaia dana le but da montrer quelquea tendaneea de 
portanca.    Enfin, I'on discute de quelquea reaultata dea eaaaia effectuaa au aujet de l'effet de aol aur 
la vitaaae en vol atationnaire at en vol vers 1'avant. 

6n oonelualon, 11 eat evident quo nalgre une large connaiseance du aujet, aucun progree concrete 
n'ont ete fait« aur la quantification dea effeta da variablea pour lea projeta d'etudes. 
NOTATION 

b 
CL 

-I* 
CLj 
CO 
Ca 
C Hi 

D 
dj 
e 
h 
L 

4 
L. I- 

gaoaatrio Jat nosila area 
wing span 
alrframe lift coefficient (excludes 
direct Jet thrust) 
power off C, 

- Jet Induced CL (« CL - C^) 

root ohord 
suction coefficient 
gross Jat momentuo ooaffldant 

diaantar of circle whoaa area is wing 
area S if2* 
angular mean diaaatar ■ — /      r d6 
Jet nossla diameter Jo 
base of natural logarithm 
nodal height above ground 
airfraaa lift 

- Jet Induced lift 
Jet Induced lift in hover 

Jet induced lift in hover away from 
ground effect 

Hi - Jet Mach manber 
Mo - free at ream Itach number 
PJ - Jet statio pressure 
Po - freaatream atatic pressure 
r - radial distance from Jet centre 
5 - gross wing area 
TJ - gross momentum thru«t 
7J - Jet velocity 
7o - freeatream velocity 
Xi - distance of Jet centre from leading edge 
a - angle of attack 
yj - ratio of apaeific heats of Jat flow 
yo - ratio of specific heats of freeatream flow 
A - increment of 
S_ - flap deflection 

5„ - nossle deflection 

Pj - Jet density 
po - freeatream density 
6 - angular diaplacement 

* Principal Engineer, Wind Tunnel Department 
* Senior Engineer,       Wind Tunnel Department 
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1.      INTRODUCTION 

One of the oonsidn-atlons in the design and operation of jet lift aircraft eoncerns the way la 
whloh the efflux from the lifting Jets interacts with the airfras» lifting surfaces ani the freestreaa 
to alter the farces and. aooents oa the aircraft.   These Jet interaction effects are by no means 
tririal, and need to be taken xnto account when estimating the performance of the aircraft In VTOL, 
transition and STOL flight. 

The N.A.T.O. countries have been Interested in Jet lift aircraft for the last 20 years at least 
and nmny companies and research establishments have concerned themselrss with the design, research and 
derelopaent of such aircraft during this period.   B.A.C., amongst others, studied the N.A.T.O. 
specifications N.B.M.R.3 and k (Military V/STOL strike and transport aircraft) in the late IJSO's and 
early 1960*6.   Much of the effort was directed to snail scale wind tunnel tests in whloh the direct 
Jet and airfrane forces were separately measured.   These experiments highlighted the Jet lift inter- 
action effects, showed the trends and order of magnitude and set the stage for the construction of a 
larger facility (fig. 1) and the start of a prograime of research. 

FIG. 1 

British Aircraft Corporation M 

5 5m Low Speed Wind Tunne 

Like many establishments the early research started with the investigation of the pressure field 
on an Infinite surface from which the Jet emerges '2'*'^.    Recently this type of inTestlgation has been 
repeated and extended^»" and it is extracts from this work that form the starting point for this review. 

Most of the material reviewed In this paper has been taken from low speed wind tunnel tests on 
complete aircraft models with lifting Jets, with the model located sufficiently far away from the 
floor and walls to be out of ground effect and not significantly constrained by the walls.   The purpose 
of reviewing some of this work is partly to promote discussion on -these characteristics and partly 
to examine the possibilities for correlation of the data.    The correlation motive stems from the 
requirement to produce relatively simple expressions which can be used in computer aided parametric 
studies associated with the preliminary design process. 

»**«r assessing the infinite wall data, results from a simple finite wing with single lifting Jet 
are 8Xi»„..jd before the characteristics of practical wln^body/multl-Jet arrangements are preaented. 
Some results which show the effect of ground proximity both in hover (VTOL) and at forward speed 
(STOL) are included for the sake of completeness. 

Considering the time scale over which this work has been carried out, one cannot help the feeling 
that real progress in understanding and the development of analytical methods has been depressingly 
slow.    It should be  noted however that a considerable amount of tiie effort that has been applied, has 
been, and still Is being directed tcwards test technique development, e.g. engine simulation.    It is 
also worth noting that the characteristics are non-linear which, combined with a multiplicity of 
configuration a«l jet parameters, has made analysis very difficult.    Understanding has been influenced, 
sometimes wrongly, by the method of presentation adopted.    This point is discussed in the following 
text.    In this context it should be noted that a linear assumption is implicit in the definition of 
the Jet lift interaction term Lj when applied to finite wings, and this may also be a possible source 
of misunderstanding when examining the effect of variables. 

2.      SOME SIMPLE CONnCURATIONS 

2.1    The infinite wall correlation 

A study by Thompson^ includes a correlation by the similarity law developed by Bradbury°. 

mmm 
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This correlation «hows that the path of th« Jet, defined as the trajectory of the maximum total pressure 
at any section, Is a function of the effective Telocity ratio 

(Vo/?J)e ■ (poVoVpJVJ1)' - Uo/Ui only.   Purthermore, the integration of 
the pressure field, Cs, to any firen radius, r, is shown to collapse well as a function of the effective 
velocity ratio and the area of integration.    It is this feature that is pleasantly surprising aid of 
possible practical interest. 

Thonpson also tested non-cirsular Jets and showed that the same form of correlation could be 
substantiated but that the constants change significantly for different shaped Jets.    It seems likely 
that the correlation could also be influenced by the Jet structure e.g. velocity profile and centre- 
line decay rate.   One may expect to sse increased scatter due to these effects when other sources of 
data are included.    Data scatter is also likely to result from a degree of unsteady behaviour in the 
region behind the Jet.   The correlation is therefore not as good (fig. 2) when data from three other 
different sources »2»* is compared.    In the presentation of figure 2 the range of the parametsrs is 
limited to that of particular Interest i.e. the lower values of r/dj and Vo/VJ. 

2.2   Comparison with results from a simple finite winic model 

A simple 60° delta wing model with a single lifting Jet was tested under U.K. Government 
researoh contract by B.A.C. in 1967.    The tests performed covered two wing to Jet area ratios, S/AJ, 
and three ohordwise locations of the Jets xd/Co.   These results are presented on figure k, and have 
been reduced to the infinite wall correlation form on ?igure 3.    On figure 3 the expressions have 
been changed into the finite wing equivalents:- 

Cs(VoAj)e s 2 Li/TJ and r/dj = 4 (S/AJ)» 

The original correlation curve for round Jets from Thompson is again reproduced for oomparlson. 

In relating the infinite plane wall to the finite wing a linearised assumption is made, in that Lj 
Is an incremental force defined as the difference between the alrframe lift with power on to that with 
pnrer off.    This can only be considered an approximation to the infinite wall equivalent, which has 
tero lift, power off, because of the non-linear terms arising from the thickness and camber interaction 
with the jet induced effects. 

nie finite wing to infinite wall comparison is disappointing in that it does not even show good 
correlation with area ratio for the central Jet positions (2 and 4) which one might have expected. 
The infinite wall correlation cannot cater for any edge effects of course.    This is shown in particular 
by position 3, the rear Jet case. 

This comparison suggests that the infinite wall similarity approach should be abandoned in favour 
of an empirical analysis which combine» both area ratio and ohordwise location.    Such an approach has 
been recently made and is discussed in the following section.   The characteristics of these finite 
wing results and their implications to aircraft design are also discussed in the following section. 
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2.3   Jet ohordwise location effects 

Referring still to the delta wing model results^, an empirical expression has bean derived by 
trial and error to fit this data, (Figure 4).   In the Interest of simplicity, a good fit to the 
smaller Jet data has been sacrificed since the larger Jet case is of more practical interest.   Even so 
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the fit to th« rear Jet position case ia not particularly good but the restating expression is relatively 
■iaple and doea aerlt aoae further discussion. 

The expression las-   Li/TJ . Ll0/TJ - (1 - e"50^0^ )(K Mo/lCJ + K (Mo/kj)*) 

where Lj0 is the tero forward speed, or hover value, not derived in this expression» 

The exponential term gives the correct shape to the rjurva at the inportant low speed end.   K   and 
K   are functions of area ratio and Jet location and for this case are:- 1 

a 

Kx . 0.30 (S/Ajm/D)1 %t * -6.4 (*J/Co)••7• (S/AJ)0-'4 (S/b)1 

Pointa of interest are that an (S/AJ)* term arises as in the infinite wall correlation;    and that it was 
impossible to derive an expression anything like the oharacterlstlcs without introducing a weak area 
ratio dependence with the position effect in K .    This latter point is one that demonstrates the non- 
linear relationships between the variables.      * 

nils form of expression might be applicable to other configurations with K   and K   re-caioulated, 
and, given a good set of suitable data, it might be possible to extend the expression lo another variable, 
but it looks as though the beat that one can hope for is a aeries of such expressions each covering a 
limited range of variables. 

This expression ia presented in graphical form on figure 5 to show the area ratio and chordwise 
location trends that one might expec'i from practical configurations.    Some of the intareating faaturea 
are the arresting of the lift loas that occurs as the Jet is mcred rearward on the lifting surface, aa 
Mo/MJ increases;   and to a lesser extent as the ratio of the wing area 3 to total Jet area AJ reduces. 
These Jet position trends are conflraed on practical eonfigurations aa will be shown In subsequent 
seotions. 
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It ahouXd b« noted, «ad thla la furthar dlaouasad in tha 
nazt aaetion, that thla partloular fon of pratantatlon 
l.a. Li/Tj T Uo/Ui can bo alalaadli« at tha highar apaad 
and at tha plot ainoo although Li/TJ oan ba maNrloaUjr 
largo poaltlya or nogatira tha ohaagaa in total wing 
lift, CLT. aro only anall, and at these highar apaoda 
the total airfraae lift ia influenced incraaaiogly aora 
by the power off oharaotariatioa I.e. aoall otaangea in 
ineidenea will ewaop quite large raluaa of Li/TJ. 

3.    NDLTI-JIT WING/BODT CONnGOSATTONS 

3.1   Praaantation cf raaulta 

Proa the earlieat daya at B.A.C. teat» were 
carried out with the direct thruat TJ anl airfraue 
foroea aeparately neasurod.    Since the 'power off1 data 
point was always measured, but in general did not fan 
an essential part of the InTaatigation, axeapt as a 
datun condition, it beoao» practice to subtract thla 
'power off* value from the 'power on' data.    The resulting 
Jet interaction Increment e.g. Lj, was than non- 
diaenalonali**d by the direct Jet thruat (gross thruat). 
In order to include the horer condition, tha interaction 
term was plotted against the reciprocal of tha thruat 
coefficient, I/Cjij, which givaa a forward apaed squared 
scale,   Thla presentation la particularly useful when 
considering the initial part of tranaition froa a VTO. 
Alao, tha use of the thruat coefficient rather than the 
Mach no. ratio ia more convenient for project design 
work ainoe the gross thrust ia uaually readily obtainable 
fro« engine brochures.    In the study of the more baalc 
situations, auch as discussed in aeotlon 2 of this pqpar 
(Vo/Vj)e or Mach no. ratio No/MJ has been used as tha 
base paraaster.   The relationship can be expressed aa:- 

l/C^j - ? yo/yJ.pc/oJ.S/AJ.dfoAj)* =i s/AJ.(^lo/^(J)• 

In these presentations the horer and low speed lift ia 
emphaalsed i.e. the regime where the vehicle is largely 
Jet thrust supported and subsequently to be termed the 
'low spaed regiae'.   At the 'high speed' end of the 
powered lift flight regiae, where wing lift progreaaiTaly 
takaa orar, tha lift loas presented as a proportion of 
thruat nay ba misleading and the lift term ia better 
preaantad as a lift coefficient.    In recent years 
attention haa been foouased not only on VTO and tranaition 
but alao on the uae of vectored thrust and/or lift 
angina a for very abort take-off and land performance. 
(riven this emphasis, the hover condition la no longer 
of auch interest and attention ia focussod on the wing 
lifting capability from typical lift off speeds to fully 
wing borne flight. 

The model ahown on figure 6 ia one of a number 
recently tested in the study of V/STOL ooabat aircraft 
using vectored propulsion and/or lift engines.    This 
configuration la an example of the, so called, 'lift ♦ 
lift/cruise'  concept      The results from one teat run 
on this model are shown plotted in a form auitabla for 
vary STOL assessment.    The total wing/body lift 
coefficient C^ ia plotted againat the thruat coefficient 
CfiJ«    Hie origin ia now the power-off lift (aero C„j 
value) and the acale la one of decreasing forward spaed. 

Thla particular azaapla ia at a height above that which Is influenced by the ground (out of ground 
affect) and at soro incidence but with wing flapa down to produce Increased 'power off lift.    The 
reaulta for a nuabar of test runs ware plotted in thla way, covering height, incidence and thrust vector 
angle variablea anl it waa noticed that it was possible to obtain a good approximation to the data by 
two atraight lines aa ahown in fig. 6.    The lift could thus be expresaed aa:- 

and 
below C    ', termed the  'high speed' region Ct = CI.A * \ %i' 

Cj, « CL- + K   C    ' + K    (C««"0»/)»      *bove C    ' and termed the 'low speed' regl 

Transforming to L/TJ terms :- 

ii     CL " CLA 

and 

TJ 

*! 

MJ 
s K in the 'high apaed' region, i.e. constant lift loss, 

~ £ = K + (K -K ) -ff*- in the low speed region. 
C*|J ■ i    •   C^ 

Whan l/Cuj * ^ !•*• Mo = ^i   ^JQ/TJ s K •    K   is thus the tero forward speed hover lift loss which 
therefore re-aaaerts itaelf aa a featurJ of {he presentation. 

«MMMMMa 
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VECTORED    CRUISE   ♦   LIFT   ENGINE   MODEL 
FIG    6 

-o i 

Fig« 7 »hem» th« hj/lj form and the definition of K   and K .   Referring again to Fig» 6, there doe» 
not appear in general to 'be a Tery eharp change in slopeSrf the'Ci, T Cuj graph« at Cjjj = Cßt', euch 
that there could be eaid to exist a critical throat coefficient, but the concept of CjH* nay well be 

BMJ' and K   to the configuration Tariables. useful as the basis of a data correlation method which relates 
Li</Tj ■ K   and CLA could be predicted from other sources. 

Figure 7 shows the same run data plotted in interference terms as Lj/TJ and Ctj against VCuj» with 
the data fitted by the sao» equation of fig. 6,   Inspecting the 'high spaed' end in terms of Li/Tj it 
appears that the linear fit giving a constant Tslue of Lj/Tj is not particularly good.    In general, 
from the inspection of a wider range of data, it is eleai- that Lj/'TJ is not constant above C^j'. 
However inspection in terms of C^j, which is more meaningful, reveals that this is not an unreasonable 
approximation.   The Lj/TJ presentation magnifies what is really only a relatively small variation in Cj,.. 

The significance of lift loss for this case is shown in the pretentation of the lower part of fig. 7 
where the total lift is plotted with and without the Jet interaction term.    Note the non-tero origin 
of this graph.   The 1/C|ij scale is also mu-ked in full scale speed in knots assuming an approximately 
sonic Jet afflux velocity and a rsl&tivaiy high wing loading (500 kg/ma or 100 lb/ft').    It is interesting 
to note that without lift losses, the total lift equals the thrust at about 90 kts whereas with the lift 
loss this does not occur until about 160 kts.    In the application of such data to performance studies 
such as S.T.O. capability, one needs to look at tunnel results covering all relevant variables such as 
height above ground, aircraft attitude. Jet vector angle, wing configuration and the influence of local 
geometry such as nossle toe angle, nossle exit shape, fuselage strakes, external stores etc.   A 
discussion on the effect of all these variables is beyond the scope of this paper but some of the major 
effects of Jet locations are discussed in subsequent sections. 

In further considering the value of the linear C^ v Cj,j fit as a correlation basis, it is necessary 

VECTORED    CRUISE   t  LIFT   ENCIME    MODEL 

CONFIGURATION    A5   FIGURE 6 

FIG.7. 
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to teat th« quality of fit againit • rang« of othor configuration*.    Figur« 8 la an «xaapl« of OM 
othar configuration, a N.A.S.A« inraatlgatlon of a nodal of th« Saatral {Harrier prototyp«)8.   Thia 
«xaapl« ha« b««n ohe««n baoau«« th« testa eor«r J«t T«otor angla* fro« 0° to 90° (propnlaion to 
horor) and aoaa of th« testing waa oarriad out at highar ralocity ratios, up to Mo/NJ ■ 1*0, appropriat« 
to crula« rather than transition flight. 

Figur« 8 above a plot of C^ T C^J for th« condition:-   out of ground effect, a « 0°, (^ ■ 0°, tell 
on, far a rang« of aoul« angle«, 8K, of 0°, 65° and 95°.   The full range of C^. la shown on the win 
plot and th« high «peed end of the rang« la ahovn to a larger scale on the inset plot.   A linear fit 
has b«en iapoaad to all th« rariahl«« of thia presentation i.e. Cx, T Cpj in both the 'high spved* and 
'low «peed1 reginea, the variation of Cj, with t^, and the variation of Cjij' with 8^.    It appeara that 
th« linaar fit« are quite reaaonabla. 

Tteae results also reveal a nuaber of other intervating features:-   firstly it is notioed that there 
la a loaa of lift at In ■ 0, i.e. in the propulsive mode, relative to the power off condition.   Th« 
B.A.C. aodel of figure 13 alao has these characteristics, which appear to be typical of arrangeaents 
which hav« nosslas close up under the wing.    Th« loss of lift arisea from the accelerated flew on the 
lower surface of the wing near the wing root, which in turn is thought to be associated with J«t entraln- 
aent and blockage effects.   This loss of lift occurs at all speeds. 

Th« slop«« of th« 'low speed» lines, K , give the hover lift loss values.   From Fig. 8 th«b« ar« 
8.9$» 4.2$ and 4*5$ *t »s = 95°, 65° and 0<>*r«8p«etiv«ly.    The value at 95° is the only one of signifi- 
cance and «««a« to be quite typical.   It la Interesting to note that the % » 0 caa« gives the highest 
value, but this does not seem to have any practical significance. 

Looking at the inset graph the 'high speed' losses can be inspected in greater detail.   Since 
the experlaental data has been carried out up to Mo/MJ =1.0 there is a good cover of data in this 
regia«*   A «hallow curve would be a better fit but a straight line is quite good after only a very 
sail change to the 'power off value.    Quite apart fron the data correlation consideration, thia 'high 
speed' reglae data is of practical Interest In the context of thrust vectoring for manoeuvre at high 
subsonic apeeda.    In the application of thia data to the high speed condition it  should be noted that 
the teat« w«r« performed in a low speed tunnel, such that at Mo/MJ a 1.0, Mo and Mj were of the order of 
0.3, henre no compressibility effects are included.    In the application of the data in both high and 
low speed regiaes it must be remembered that area ratio S/AJ IS an important parameter in determining 
the magnitude of the losses (see figure 5).   This model has a value of 16.7 which seeaa very low.   The 
data may not, for example, be too representative of operational Harrier. 

Sine« there are lift losses at % * 0° relative to the power off condition, it could b« argued that 
in th« context of lift available for manoeuvre by thrust vectoring the datum should be the power on 
Sty & 0° condition, not the 'power off' condition.   Clearly lift losses cannot be ignored in either ■Mie 
low or high speed applications. 

LIFT LOSSES      IN      TRANSITION        AND CRUISE     f I i&HJT 

NASA      KESTREL     MODEL   OF   REFERENCE    6 

M6    8 

—    ■    
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Raturning •gain to Jot for« and aft location effects, the results shown on figure 9 hare 
been taken from part at the study of the aerodynamics of tha 'lift plus lift/oruiae1 concept.    This 
figure looks at pairs of Jet nossles and illustrates well the idea that the 'further aft the better', 
from the lift interaction point of view.    It has to be remembered of course that there are mary 
other considerations and also that this is constant incidence data, i.e. does not consider the lift 
capability from changing wing camber and incidence.    In this study the forward lift Jets are in tandem 
and these give lower lift losses away from ground effect than the slde-by-side case.    The rear pairs 
(vectored cruise nossles) are placed side by side in the belief that as the Jet locatiou moves rearward 
the interaction will eventually become favourable and that when this occurs the effect will be amplified 
by a lateral spread of the Jets.    Figure 10 shows this latter point rather better.    The top curve is 
for a rear pair only and sons small amount of lift augmentation does occur above Mo/MJ = 0.1.    This 
is rather better than the example of Fig. 9, due to the fuselage side, rather than fuselage base, 

L IFT      E fHilN t 
FIG. 11 2 0 vo 4 0 
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location et th« J«t».    Putting both lift and llft/oruls« pair« onto the aircraft, aa on« haa to, to 
trla, tha ralatlra aarlts of various ooablnatlona can be seen.    Jtt afflux angle and ground affect 
can ohanga tha lift losses considerably and a vary much broader rlea would have to ba taken in choosing 
a layout than ia conveyed by this one exaople, but It does aha* that there is sooe scope for optimisation. 
Tha bottom curve of this figure has been taken from tests on a B.A.C. model with four vectoring nossles 
in tha style of tha Pegasus/Harrier but not similar In any detailed respect. 

Tha following figures (11, 12) are taken from V/STOL tunnel tests on models built aa part of a 
Jet lift transport study carried out in the 1960-1966 period.    They have been selected because they 
show some Interesting Jet location effects in addition to the fore and aft location considerations 
already discussed.    The first of these. Pig. 11,  shows the difference between locating tha lift Jets 
along tha swept leading edge compared with a tandem layout, on a low aspect ratio swept wing transport. 
The Increased lift loss in the former case is quite significant.   Again this data is for the out at 
ground affect condition, with lift Jets normal to the freestream (configuration typical of the start 
of transition from VTO).   This data is presented here in the C^ v C^t form to test again the dual 
linear approximation idea.   Pig. 11 also shows results from another model in this low aspect ratio 
transport study family, whsre it is clear that the dual linear fit approxiiMtion would be poor.    On 
this model it was possible to move the lift engine pods spanwise and the result of so doing is quite 
appreciable, such that with the pods near the wing tip the losses are approaching insignificant 
proportions.   Pinally, Pig. 12 is drawn from a mare conventional high aspect ratio transport configuration, 
and the lift losses out of ground effect are almost negligible.    These latter results are shown as a 
function of height above ground as well as thrust coefficient.    At 1; spans above ground the modal is 
clearly outside the f-rounl influence. 

1 

i j 
HIGH     ASPtCT     RATIO    TRANSPORT    STUDY 

FIG  ]i 

3.3    Ground effect in hove;.- and at forward epeed 

Remaining with Pig. 12, ground effect is seen to be favourable in this case, but it is inter- 
esting to note how rapidly the effects will fall off with the Initial rise away from undercarriage 
height.    Ground effects are not always favourable but they always fall off rapidly with the initial 
Increase In height. 

Pig* 13 shows some ground effect results for the four vector noizle configuration of Pig. 10. 
In hover (Mo/MJ = 0) the lift losses are larger in ground effect than away from ground but aa tha 
forward speed increases the trend Is the other way.    Cross plotting against Mo/MJ at h/b ■ 1 «5 
(out of ground effect) and h/\> = 0.3 (in ground effect) a larger lift loss at low spaeds and a similar 
dependency on forward speed is evident.    These characteristics are found to be quite coimnon ami 4,. 
the fuselage mounted engine arrangements, but quite different from the pod type of Pig.  12.    In general 
ground effects at forward speed are the most difficult to understand and have also been the cause of 
many re-appraisals of ground simulation technique, following unrepeatable or Inconsistent trends in test 
data.    There is however soms hope that knowing or being able to predict the sero forward speed ground 
effect. It will be possible to correlate the forward speed effects. 

nie saro forward speed condition appropriate to VTOL could be described as two separate 
studies, vis:-   the 'out of ground', and the ground effects.    Away from ground the lift Interaction is 
negative without exception but usually small, of the order of 5>.   In ground effect the interaction 
oan ba relatively large negative or positive depending on configuration.    This is wall Illustrated by 
Pig. 14 taken from a hover study on a proposed 8 lift Jet VTOL combat aircraft.    These trends are 
to-day quite well known if not fully understood, yet in 1961 when they were obtained they were suffic- 
iently novel and interesting to provide some of the Impetus for further study.    Recently attempts have 
been made to produce an empirical relationship which will approach the trends of such date.    The method 
Is based on the single Jet correlation of Wyatt^ which gives increasing lift loss with reducing height 
and predlcta only thoae oases with closely spaced Jets which approach the single Jet condition.   An 
additional term to aooaant for the lift augmentation effeot of multiple Jets which have some surface 
area between them ia required.   This term is analog one to a partial peripheral Jet condition I.e. a 
weak ground cushion;    but still requires much further study.    The complete exprassion proposed would 
take tha for.:-   tj^J . Lj^J ♦ (*lAi)meK ^ * (*.l/*J)AÜWBmTI(m 

where \>x^Si Is the out of ground value. 
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A and B ara «Taluatad Iqr Wyatt', S haa baan ahoaan 
s 2 and C ia daflnad aa the product of a nnabar 
of taraa eollaotlraly eallad tha 'Augaantation 
Vunotion1*   All thata taraa ara funotlona of tha 
apaoing of tha Jata or tha araa or parlaatar 
anooapaaaad by thaa. 

Devalopaant along theaa llnaa haa not ao far 
ravaalad a worthwhil« fonulation.   The raaaona 
for thla night be partly explained if tha 
augmentation effect la not entirely a euahion 
formed by the outward turning of the jata, aa in 
tha Air Cuahion Vehicle caaa, but alao ooapriaaa 
praaaurea from the iarard turning part of tha Jata 
being deflected upaarla fro« the ground and impac- 
ting on the lower surface. 

In ground effect in particular tha ebaraetari- 
atiea «re Tory sentitire to local geometry in the 
region of the noiile ezlta.   An example of thia ia 
ah own in Figure 15 which deplete »one tero forward 
apaad results fron another model in the low aaptct 
ratio transport study.    This model had 12 lift 
engines represented by compressed air e>etor units 
giving both Jet and intake flow.    In this example 
it ia the effect of Jet flows at saro cross flow 
that are being studied.   Vertical strokes war« 
added either aide of the two rows of exit nestles 
on the lower fuselage running the full length of 
the noisle row.    It was hoped that theaa would 
improre the ground cushion effect in horer and 
possibly alao at low forward spaed.    Two atrake 
depths were uaed, half and full Jet diameter.    The 
effect ia not entirely what waa expected.    A larger 
ground effect cuahion is a niered but there ia an 
unexpected and serious increase in the lift lose 
out of ground.    This waa not understood and led 
to sons fundamental experiments being carried out 
to determine whether or not the improreaent of 
ground effect characteristics waa necessarily 
associated with a deterioration in tha out of 
ground effect losses.   The second part of Fig. 15 
ahotra that it is not necessarily the oaae, and 

EFFLCT    OF    JLT    N0Z7L E__> f A C INC. 
ON     HOVER    LIFT 

8 LIFT    ENG INE   CO M B NT     A/C.   MO DEL 
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lodjoat«« that «xtandlng tha »trato» wall bayond tha Jat could ba the «ay to laprora the altuition. 

Thaaa raaulta alao ahoa another feature of tha out of ground effect horer lift lose which aerita 
attention.   It la often aaauaed that the lift lose Is linear with tha thruet I.e. Lj^TJ a eonatant. 
Thla la ahovn hera not to ba quite true, and a small reduction in proportional lift loss occurs as 
the thrust is increased.   This bahariour is in some way associated with the ohaqging properties of 
tha Jet and hanoa its entrainaent characteristic.    A «ore detailed disousslon of this feature oan 
ba found in reference    10. 

4.      CONCLUSIONS 

A glimpse at the lifting characterlsties of Jet lift aircraft has been given, sufficient to 
indicate the many Tariablas inrolTed which have some bearing on the behaviour and choice of 
configuration. 

Sinoe there la nuoh soopa for loss of lift and rery little for gain or augmentation, tha 
merits of jet lift when compared with alternative methods which hare greater augmentation potential are 
nc'  obvious but it seems that volume, weight and simplicity are points which may favour a Jat lift 
aolution. 

Accepting that direct lift solutions will continue to ba studied for certain specifl cations it 
is important that, having learned something about the Jet and wing interactive effects, the task of 
quantifying tha knowledge should be pursued so that it oan ba used to improve the design of future 
aircraft.    If the data oan be expressed in a relatively simple form, yet give a reasonably broad 
coverage, it will become another important package in the overall aircraft synthesis process, used 
in tha optimisation and performance prediction of future projects. 

This paper haa attempted to show that a modest start to this task has been made.    Progress has 
been slow because of the complexity of the problem whioh results from the non-linear relationships 
between the many variables involved.   Also it must be remembered that much of the effort that has 
been devoted to the subject over the last decade has been channelled into wind tunnel technique 
development at a complex and specialised nature.    This technique work still oecupies a large proportion 
of Wind Tunnel effort and it has increasing application to propulsion studies on conventional aircraft 
in the context of engine external flow simulation. 

-/ 
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REQUIREMENT FOR SIMULATION IN V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT PROGRAMS 

Hervey C. Quigley and Curt A. Holzhauser 
Ames Research Center, NASA 

Moffett Field, California 94035 

SUMMARY 

Because piloted simulation has proven to be effective in establishing needed criteria throughout most of the stages of research 
aircraft development, simulation has become an integral part of NASA research-aircraft programs. The general stages of program 
development are; conceptual design studies, preliminary design, detailed design, manufacturing and ground test, preflight planning, and 
research flight test. 

Two current V/STOL programs in which simulation is playing an essential role are (1) the development and flight research of the 
Augmented Jet-Flap STOL Research Aircraft and (2) design studies of advanced VTOL research aircraft. For VTOL aircraft, periods of 
simulation were scheduled during the conceptu.il design phase only; for STOL aircraft, periods were scheduled throughout the program. 
The simulation studies proved significant in helping establish criteria for the aircraft design and in facilitating the study of problems 
associated with new flight profiles, new methods of control, and s ■ :cial emergency conditions. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The aviation Industry has long recognized the essential role that simulation plays in the development of aircraft, from conceptual 
design studies to the training of operational pilots. Many aspects of aircraft simulation were covered in a general discussion at the 
1970 AGARO Symposium on Simulation (ref. 1). 

Although NASA has used a flight simulator in aircraft research for many years, only recently did simulation become an integral 
part of NASA research-aircraft programs. This paper discusses the role of simulation in two current V/STOL programs: (1) the 
development and flight research of the Augmented Jet-Flap STOL-Research Aircraft and (2) design studies of advanced VTOL-research 
aircraft. Included is a discussion of the simulators that were used, the timing of simulation in the programs, the development of the 
mathematical models, and the significant results obtained. 

The many definitions of aircraft simulation require that we specify our use of the term in this paper. By "simulation," w? mean 
the computer simulation of .he response and operational characteristics of an aircraft, with the computer under the control of a pilot 
who uses aircraft-type controls in a flight simulator. 

The unavailability of design criteria and operational experience in V/STOL-research aircraft requires the use of a flight simulator in 
most phases of V/STOL research and development programs. Simulation has: (1) provided design criteria, (2) greatly reduced the risk in 
flight testing, (3) enabled project pilots to participate in establishing the required criteria and defining the scope of flight-test missions 
at earlier stages of the program than would otherwise have been possible, (4) greatly reduced the time-to-completion of the project, and 
(5) significantly reduced overall program costs. 

2. SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS 

2.1 Purpose of simulation 

Table 1 lists the program phases and simulation purposes of each phase. This type of development plan assumes, of course, that 
there is an adequate data base to initiate the program. 

Table 1. Purpose of Simulation 

Program phase Purpose 

Conceptual design studies Determine feasibility of concept for normal and 
emergency operation 

Establish requirements 
Define possible configurations 

Preliminary design Define basic configuration 
Establish design criteria 
Conduct trade studies to minimize cost and 

complexity 

Detail design Optimize subsystem 
Study failure modes 
Obtain pilots preliminary evaluation 

Preflight planning Obtain pilots evaluation of: 
(1) Complete design 
(2) Possible failure conditions 

Establish emergency procedures 
A^iit in planning initial flight-test program 

Research flight tests Assist in flight-test planning 
Supplement flight-test results 
Define modifications to improve research 

capabilities 
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2.2 Simulator 

At Ames Research Center, we have several excellent motion-flight simulators for use in V/STOL research-aircraft programs, 
figure 1 shows the r'ight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA), which was used for most of the simulations discussed in this paper. 

The FSAA is an advanced 6-degreeof freedom motion simu- 
lator with a large transport-aircraft cockpit. In particular, the 
large rotational and translational displacements, ±15.2 m (50 ft) 
for lateral motion, provided realistic motion cues. The cockpit 
flight deck can be equipped with instruments and control levers 
to match the aircraft to be simulated. Realistic pilot flight- 
control forces and gearing are generated by the control force- 
feel analog-computer system. A color television display provides 
the pilot with a 3-D scale-mrJcl !;riüscape. The landscape 
model includes an airport vuth a conventional runway and a 
457.2-m (1500ft) STOL nnway. An aircraft-engine noise 
generator can be used to give proper aural cues. 

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the FSAA simulation 
system. The central computing unit of the simulation system is 
a large-capacity digital computer that processes the programmed 
mathematical model of the airplane. In response to control 
commands from the cockpit and to simulated atmospheric dis- 
turbances, this central computing unit calculates the instanta- 
neous aircraft state and communicates this information to the 
motion and visual drive units. Analog computers perform the 
interfacing between the signal conditioning functions on the 
incoming control signals and the signals sent by the digital unit 
to the cockpit instrumentation and motion and visual drive 
systems. The control-feel loader computer is a separate analog 
system that interfaces with the central digital computer to pro 
vide control-force tailoring to a range of flight conditions. A 
more detailed description and a discussion of the use of the 
FSAA is presented in references 2 and 3, respectively. 

Fig. 1  Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA). 
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2.3 Mathematical model 

The mathematical model defines the specific aircraft for the 
simulation. Therefore, the mathematical model will be changing 
constantly throughout the development stages. The simulation 
mathematical model requirements for V/STOL research aircraft 
are similar to those presented in reference 4. Table 2 indicates the 
requirements for the mathematical model in each stage of the 
NASA V/STOL research-aircraft programs. In all cases, the FSAA 
simulation has been preceded by considerable mathematical analy- 
sis of the aircraft response and stability characteristics, and, in 
most cases, some simpler simulator studies were also performed, 
either fixed base or with limited motion. The mathematical 
analysis that is required to define in detail the propulsion, aero- 
dynamic, and control characteristics of the aircraft for simulation 
permits an initial estimate of the < ircraft response and stability to 
determine if there may be a need for various aircraft modifica- 
tions, such as stabilization systems, failure compensation systems, 

and control modifications. In addition, these computations provided a valuable independent check of the simulation, since they were 
from a completely separate computer program. The mathematical model continues to grow in detail, complexity, and accuracy as the 
aircraft program grows. With each increasingly complex stage of aircraft development, the mathematical modeling and presimulation 
analyses are used to bracket variables and filter out unneeded simulation tests. The simulation, in turn, supplies information needed for 
the ongoing testing and analysis. 

Table 2. Mathematical Model Requirements 

DRIVE'    _   t—'  
RACK   ^^°*  MOTION SYSTEM DRIVES 

. MOTION SYSTEM 
OPERATOR 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram at FSAA simulation system. 

Program Phase Requirements 

Conceptual design studies Estimation of aerodynamics based on theoretical 
estimates and preliminary wind-tunnel data 

Simplified control concepts 
Estimation of proposed engine characteristics 

Preliminary design Best predicted aerodynamic data 
-     Preliminary control-system characteristics 

Estimation of engine characteristics 

Detail design -     Best prediction of all basic systems 
Preliminary subsystems characteristics 

Preflight planning All systems updated to best prediction 

Research flight tests Basic aircraft model corrected to correlate with 
flight measured data 

Best prediction of research equipment 

--... .. ...,.-■ ... 
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3. SIMULATION OF THE AUGMENTED JET-FLAP STOL-RESEARCH AIRCRAF- 

3.1 Objectives 

The Augmented Jet-Flap STOLResearch Aircraft, which first flew in May 1972, is a modified deHavilland C-8A, Buffalo (fig. 3). 
The objectives of the research aircraft program are to: (1) determine in-flight aerodynamic performance, stability, and control, as well 
as the handling qualities of a jet-STOL aircraft that incorporates 
an augmented jet-flap propulsive-lift concept; (2) contribute to the 
development of criteria for the design and operation of jet-STOL 
transport aircraft; and (3) provide a jet-STOL transport aircraft for 
STOL systems research and development. The development of the 
augmented jet-flap concept and the modification of the Buffalo is 
a cooperative research program with the Canadian Government 
(refs. 5and6). 

3.2 Aircraft modifications 

Figure 4 shows some of the dimensions and characteristics of 
the modified aircraft in a three-view drawing. The major modifica- 
tions and additions comprise the following: wingspan was reduced 
to increase the wing loading to 2.39 kN/m2 (50 psf); an aug- 
mented jet-flap system was installed along with drooped boundary 
layer control ailerons; repositioned and redesigned spoilers were 
installed in front of the drooped ailerons; a body boundary-layer 
control system and fixed full-span leading-edge slats were added; 
the T 64 engines were replaced by Rolls Royce Spey (MK801SF) 
split-flow iurbofan engines; an air distribution duct system was 
added to supply fan air to the augmented jet flaps; also provided 
was a lateral-directional stability augmentation system and an 
extended nose boom for air-data sensors. The lateral control 
system was entirely new and consisted of ailerons, spoilers, and 
augmentor choke. The rudder and elevator control surfaces are 
basic Buffalo. Figure 5 is a diagram of the ducting system which 
supplies the engine fan air to the dual augmented flap nozzles and 
boundary-layer control ailerons. Reference 7 includes a discussion 
of the development and performance of the modified Spey engine 
for the aircraft. Further description of the aircraft, engine, and 
systems is included in references 8 and 9. 

3.3 Simulation periods 

Figure 6 shows the time schedule for the development and 
flight research of the aircraft and the periods of simulation. These 
periods correspond to the simulation periods shown in Table 1. 
The timing of the simulations during the development cycle were 
somewhat constrained by the availability of simulation facilities 
and manpower. It would have been desirable, for example, to have 
had the conceptual design simulation performed a few months 
earlier to provide more time for analysis and formal reporting of 
the results before the requests for proposal for the aircraft modifi- 
cation were issued to prospective contractors. However, pre- 
liminary results were available to prospective contractors. Also, 
because of delays in completing the ground tests and in simulator 
availability, the preflight planning simulation preceded the first 
flight by a greater time spread than desired. The pilots did not 
consider the spread to be intolerable, however. 

Simulation efforts in preparation for the flight experiments 
started many months bafore the flight tests of these experiments 
were scheduled to begin. The dashed line on Fig. 6 implies several 
studies are being conducted concurrently on different simulators. 
Early efforts are required because of the need to identify the 
requirements for research equipment; in some cases, the simu- 
lation is a research task in itself, with reports being issued that are 
independent of the direct application to the aircraft. The dis- 
cussion of simulation as part of research projects is an interesting 
subject, but is beyond the scope of this paper. 

The FSAA (fig. 1) was used for all phases of simulation, 
except the conceptual design phase. For this phase, the Ames 
Limited-Motion Transport Simulator with 3" freedom of motion 
was used. The simulator system (fig. 2) was about the same for 
both simulators, the only significant difference being the motion 
system. The cockpit was configured like the aircraft, with the 
overhead throttle and vectorable thrust lever as shown in Fig. 7. 
The cockpit instrumentation was quite standard with the addition 
of an angle-of-attack and sideslip indicator and a vectorable thrust 
nozzle-position indicator. 

[--   .                '**           -      * ■ ■ .    s- .   ■,.,.,..' .^^smgay^^^g. 

Fig. 3 Photograph of Augmented Jet-STOL Research Aircraft. 
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Fig. A Three-view drawing of Augmented Jet-STOL Research 
Aircraft. 
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Fig. 5 Engine fan air-distribution system. 
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3.4 Mathematical model development phases 

The mathematical model for the aircraft was started during 
the conceptual design studies, and a simplified model of the air- 
craft was used for this phase of the simulation. Aerodynamic 
characteristics of the model were based on the results of a large- 
scale model test in the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel, using a 
wing that was similar to the Buffalo wing, but with an augmented 
jet flap (refs. 10 and 11). In the initial mathematical model, the 
aerodynamics were simplified and equations written for the lift, 
drag, and pitching moments characteristics. This representation of 
the aerodynamic characteristics was quite satisfactory, but was not 
accurate for large perturbations from the nominal conditions; for 
example, maximum lift was not programmed. The static and 
rotary derivatives were calculated, using available wind-tunnel data 
and theory; many of these derivatives were also programmed as 
functions of angle-of attack, momentum coefficients, and flap 
angles. 

In the subsequent preliminary design phase, the mathematical 
model was updated to be more representative of the proposed 
aircraft. At this period in the development of the aircraft, initial 
estimates of weight, moment of inertia, and control-system con- 
figuration, etc., had been identified. The model was expanded to 
include details of the control system, engine characteristics, and 
revised aerodynamics characteristics. Since there were significant 
differences between the wind-tunnel model and the proposed air- 
craft wing, the wind-tunnel aerodynamic data had to be corrected 
to account for the differences in the flap-chord/wing-chord ratio 
and aspect ratio. Using basic wind-tunnel data, the lift, drag, and 
pitching moments, as functions of angles-of-attack, were predicted 
for five flap deflections and eight values of momentum coef- 
ficients. The ground effect was also programmed, based on the 

large-scale wind-tunnel data. The other characteristics of the aircraft in the model were changed to conform to the preliminary design 
configuration. This simulation mathematical model had several unique features: the engine characteristics had to be separated into 
vectored hot ihrust (primary flow), inlet mass flow (ram drag and Inlet moments), and cold thrust (augmentor and aileron blowing, see 
fig. 5). The cold thrust was converted to a jet-momentum coefficient and distributed along the span of the wing according to the 
independent, dual airducting system. The wing aerodynamics were also separated into spanwise segments in order to calculate rolling 
and yawing moments that were due to asymmetric blowing. Lateral control characteristics were described as a function of jet- 
momentum coefficient as well as surface deflection. All control surfaces were described separately so that each could be studied 
separately snd system malfunctions, including hydraulic power supply failures, could be simulated. Reference 12 presents the basic 
mathematical model that was used in the preliminary and detail designs, and reference 13 presents the method of programming that 
model on the digital computer for both design phases. Of course, more detail and updating was added during the detail design and 
preflight planning phases. 

Fig. 7 Cockpit of FSAA with Augmented Jet-Flap Research- 
Aircraft controls and instruments. 
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Fig. 8 Comparison of representative aerodynamic characteristics 
used in updating mathematical model. 

Following the initial flight tests, the mathematical model 
aerodynamics were again changed to match the flight-determined 
data for the simulation period during the initial STOL flight tests. 
The changes in lift, drag, and pitching moment for the three 
changes to date in the aerodynamic characteristics are illustrated 
for one value of moment coefficient in Fig. 8. Because of the 
limitation on flight testing at higher values of angle-of-attack, the 
angle of-iittack values above 16° showi on the lower curve are still 
the predicted values. The lower pitching-moment curve Is also a 
revised estimate. Other changes are being made to the model as 
additional analyses of the flight-test data is completed. 

The following paragraphs discuss the objectives, items 
studied, and some of the significant results obtained in each 
simulation phase. 

3.5 Conceptual design phase 

During the conceptual design simulation, the main objective was to use the simulator to determine if the modified Spey engine and 
the Buffalo aircraft could be successfully combined to perform the jet STOL research-aircraft mission. Table 3 lists the items studied 
and the results obtained from the simulation during this phase as they applied to the development of the aircraft. Several types of 
controls were tried on the simulator for the control of the vectored hot thrust. Levers positioned overhead next to the throttles were 
chosen (fig. 7), because the pilot found that the best method for flight path control on the landing approach was to keep the throttles 
fixed and use the vectored thrust for flight-path control. The pilot would, therefore, use the throttle and vector-thrust controls 
interchangeably with his right hand. For aborted approaches, the throttles and nozzle levers are both advanced forward (thrust 
vector-angle aft). The simulation showed that a technique for transition from cruise to a steep approach angle by using vectored thrust, 
throttle, and flap deflection, and from STOL takeoff to climb, would not be difficult. 

The control characteristics were found to be satisfactory, but the stability was marginal about all three axes. It was found that 
lateral-direction stability augmentation would be highly desirable and an automatic speed control would greatly improve the pilot ratings. 

—MM^Mi 
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Table 3. Conceptual Design Studies Phase: Simulator Results 

Item Studied Results 

Vectored thrust conrol 1. Position overhead adjacent to throttle 
2. Position command 
3. Forward motion for aft thrust 

Stability and control 1. Stability low about all axis 
2. Stability augmentation required 
3. Airspeed control desirable 

STOL operational characteristics 1. Takeoff conventional with high rotation rates 
2. Approach flight path control with vector thrust and 

fixed throttle 
3. Flare capability low 

Engine failure 1. Takeoff performance marginal 
2. Cross-over ducting required to control failure on 

approach 
3. High lift loss with failure on approach requires special 

procedures.  

The engine-out performance characteristics were found to the acceptable on the landing approach, but a special technique for recovery 
due to lift loss with engine failure would have to be determined. The control required for recovery from an engine failure on approach 
was very high unless cross ducting was incorporated into the aircraft to reduce the rolling moments due to not only asymmetric jet-flap 
lift but, also, the vector hot thrust which Is at about 90° to the flight path on a steep approach. The engine-out takeoff perfoimance 
was marginal. The conclusions reached during the conceptual design studies were as follows: (1) the technical risk of building the 
research aircraft was low, (2) the aircraft could perform a variety of jet-STOL research missions, and (3) development of the aircraft 
should proceed. 

3.6 Preliminary design phase 

Some of the significant item studies and results obtained during the preliminary design simulation are listed in Table 4. This 
simulation was conducted jointly by the contractors and NASA to allow for rapid assimilation of the results into the design effort. The 

Items Studied 

Table 4. Preliminary Design Phase: Simulator Results 

Results 

Lateral control system Criteria established for: 
Control power 
Sensitivity 
Wheel force 

-    Surface rate; 
Aileron droop 

Longitudinal control 1. Buffalo control moment adequate 
2. Revised control forces required 

Stability Augmentation required to improve: 
Roll damping 
Spiral stability 

- Turn coordination 
- Dutch-roll damping 

STOL operationa' characteristics 1. Nominal takeoff flap deflection of 30° confirmed 
2. Nominal landing flap deflection of 65° confirmed 
3. Initial takeoff and landing procedures determined 
4. High pilot workload 

Engine failure 1. Takeoff 
Large change in climb angle 
Recovery procedures standard 

2. Landing approach 
Lift loss requires rapid pilot response to mini- 

mize altitude loss 
- Flap change required for go-around 
- Cross-duct satisfactorily minimizes control 

requirements 

Augmented flap duct failure 1. Worse failure requires maximum lateral control 
2. Affected engine must be shut down to recover 
3     Pilot indication required to identify failure 
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objectives of this simulation were to help define the basic aircraft configuration, to determine design criteria, and to continue the study 
of operational characteristics. Since the lateral control system was the only completely new flight-control system being designed, much 
attention was given this subject. As a result of the criteria established on the simulator, the aileron droop could be defined, control 
wheel gearing determined, and the fuel system revised to reduce the roll moment of inertia and increase available roll-control power at 
landing gross weights. The basic Buffalo elevator control system was found to be acceptable if the control forces were reduced. 

Operational characteristics were studied to confirm the nominal 
takeoff- and landing-approach flap deflections of 30° and 65°, 
respectively. The engine-out characteristics were studied in detail 
during this simulation. The three conditions that are associated 
with an engine failure in a propulsive-lift aircraft are loss of lift, 
loss of thrust, and asymmetrical lateral and directional control. 
The simulation determined that the asymmetric control was not a 
problem with the cross-ducting arrangement shown in Fig. 5. But, 
the reduction in fan air to the augmented flap system gave a loss in 
lift. Figure 9 shows the variation of flight-path angle with airspeed 
for the nominal two-engine takeoff and landing approach condi- 
tions and for single-engine performance with emergency power on 
the remaining engine. In takeoff (flaps 30°), the lift loss was found 
to be insignificant, but the engine-out climb angle was reduced 
from 14° to 1.8°. A 1.5° climh was considered minimum with one 
engine. In the landing approach, the lift loss was quite significant, 
resulting in a loss of altitude below the approach path and an 
increase in airspeed. To minimize the altitude loss, a special tech- 
nique was required. After recovery, the pilot could elect either to 
continue the approach at a slightly higher airspeed or perform a 
go-around. A go-around at most-gross weights required a reduction 
in flap deflection to achieve a positive rate of climb. 

FLAPS 30° 
45,000 lb 
(2a 412 kg) 

60      70      80 
AIRSPEED, knots 

Fig. 9 Variation of flight-path angle with airspeed for takeoff 
and landing configurations. Stability augmentation system criteria was also determined 

for the aircraft, along with criteria for structural and hydraulic 
system designs. Because some simulated augmented duct failures could result in aircraft motions that were difficult to control, the 
requirement for conservative duct design was established. 

3.7 Detail design phase 

The simulation during the detail design phase (Table 5) was essentially a continuation of the previous simulation. Specific 
attention was given to the augmentor-flap duct failures. The preliminary design simulation had established the requirement for an 
increased safety margin for the ducts; the detail design phase examined methods for providing indications of duct failure to the pilot so 
that he could establish a procedure for recovery. There could be very large rolling moments associated with some duct bursts. It was 
found that, if the pilot were warned which duct had failed, he could shut that engine down and satisfactorily control the airplane with a 
duct burst. A similar indication was studied for engine-out, but was found not to be required. 

Table 5. Detail Design Phase: Simulator Results 

Items Studied Results 

Lateral control system 1. Nonlinearities in control system not acceptable 
2. Redesign required to make linear 

Stability augmentation system 1. Determined optimum gains 
2. Determined authority 
3. Hardover failures controllable 
4. Gain changes required with flap deflection 

Augmented flap duct failure 1. Duct failure indication light and pressure gauges for 
each duct required by pilot 

2. With indication, duct failures controllable by shutting 
down affected engine 

Engine failure 1. No indication required 
2. Procedures can be developed for control 

General Design considered satisfactory 

The final configuration of the lateral and directional Stability Augmentation System (SAS) is shown in Fig. 10. The lateral SAS 
includes roll-rate feedback to lateral control to improve the roll damping that results from the large Increase in roll moment of-inertia 
and reduced span. Also, yaw-rate feedback was required to stabilize the spiral mode, and lateral control feed forward was included to 
quicken the lateral control near zero wheel deflection. In the directional axis, roll angle and yaw rate were fed back to rudder deflection 
to improve Dutch-roll damping and roll-rate feedback for turn coordination. Satisfactory handling qualities were obtained by changing 
the gain with flap deflection and by adding an airspeed switch to disconnect both systems at 100 knots. Reference 14 contains a further 
discussion of the preliminary and detail design simulation phases. 
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3.8 Preflight planning phaw 

The items studied and results obtained during the preflight 
planning simulation are listed in Table 6. The main objectives 

of this simulator effort were to Ha*ermine operational and emer- 
gency procedures to be used in trie early flights of the aircraft, to 
give pilots the experience on the simulator of "flying" under these 
conditions, and to identify the limits to be used in the flight-test 
program. Since the first flights would not be in the STOL mode, 
specific attention was given to the more conventional mode of 
flight, as well as to the STOL mode. During this simulation period, 
all four of the project pilots plus the contractor pilots "flew" 
under conditions that covered the complete flight operational 
envelope of the airplane and the following emergency conditions: 

• Takeoff and landing engine failures 
• Hardover stability augmentation failures 
• Vectored thrust nozzle failures 
• Augmentor-flap duct failures 
• Hydraulic system failures 
• Aborted takeoffs and landing 
• Minimum speed with a failed engine 

FLAPS > 40' 

ROLL RATE 

FLAPS< 40 

YAW RATE 

ROLL NODE AUGMENTATION 

BIVALENT 
»NELL COMMAND 

SPIRAL STADILITT AUGMENTATION 

) 

FLAPS >40' 

ROLL RATE   jJ~" 
0.60 

TURN COORDINATION 

'MOJO 
FLAPS <40;l^- 

FLAPS>401 

ROLL ANGLE   |r 

J    il FLAPS < 40* 

O.IO 

STEADY-STATE TURN 
COORDINATION    .' 

YAiRATE 
FILTER 
2.5 S ^ 0.40 

(2.5S+I)(.25S+I) 
fl-TY 

AIRSPEED 
>IOOI<nofs 

i EQUIVALENT 
' RUDDER COMMAND 1 

TYPE DAMPING 

Since the ground-effect data used in the mathematical model 
was of doubtful accuracy, the simulation program also included a 
range of lift loss with height above the ground. With the highest 
estimate for lift loss with height, the pilots found that the flare in 
STOL approaches resulted in poor flares with high sink-rate at 
touchdown, while the low values were marginally satisfactory. The 
simulation, therefore, studies a flight-test procedure for progres- 
sively increasing the STOL approach angle from -3° up to the 
desired -7.5° during the initial STOL landings to avoid any high sink-rate landings. All the pilots who participated in this final 
simulation before the airplane flew concluded that the airplane was operationally airworthy as simulated. 

Fig. 10 Later;-1 and directional stability augmentation system. 

Table 6. Preflight Planning Phase: Simulation Results 

Items Studied Results 

Conventional takeoff and landing 1. Conventional takeoff and landings to be used on first 
flights 

2. Takeoff flap deflection 25° 
3. Landing flap deflection 30° 
4. Engine out performance and control satisfactory 

STOL operational characteristics Procedures established for 
Takeoff 

- Transition 
- Approach 
- Landing 
- Engine out on takeoff 

Engine out on approach 
Duct failure 

- Stability augmentation failure 
- Hydraulic system failure 
- Aborted takeoff 
- Aborted landing 
Flares difficult with lift loss in ground effect 

General Aircraft ready to start flight tests 

3.9 Research flight tests 

It was quite gratifying to those on the ground at the first flight of the airciaft on May 1, 1972, at Seattle, Washington, to hear The 
Boeing Company test pilot state that the airplane flew in a more conventional flight mode, "just like the simulation." Subsequent 
flights demonstrated that, in most respects, this is also true in the STOL mode. 

The lift characteristics determined in flight were somewhat lower than predicted, as shown by the lower curve of Fig. 8. These data 
are only for a jet momentum coefficient (Cj) of 0.6 and 65° flap deflection. The agreement between flight and predicted lift 
characteristics was better as Cj was reduced. The effect of this difference is tha'. a 2° to 3° higher angle of attack is required for a given 
airspeed. It is not known at this time whether the difference Is dte to performance of the augmented jet flap or the prediction methods 
for extrapolating the wind-tunnel data to the Buffalo wing. The flare and the longitudinal control are the two areas in which there are 
significant differences in flight characteristics compared to simulation. The flare characteristics were different because there was an 
inherent problem in providing p lots the proper cues and because the simulation mathematical model for ground effect was not correct. 
The lift loss with height above the ground was too large, the reduction in drag too low, and the pitching moment too high. Because the 
simulation had covered a range of lift losses in ground effects, the only real surprise to the pilots was the tendency to float when full 
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flares were attempted; this effect was due to reduced drag in ground effect. References 15 and 16 present some preliminary results on 
the initial flight tests. 

The longitudinal control was found to be only marginally satisfactory in flight at nominal STOL and conventional flight modes 
and was unacceptable at very low airspeed and high angles of attack, because of the adverse dynamic force characteristics and the 
reduced elevator deflection (15" out of a possible 25°) available with low column forces. It was recognized in the early simulation 
phases that the force characteristics of the elevator control system was only marginally satisfactory, but the magnitude of the problem 
was not fully realized, because the mechanical characteristics of control system were not completely simulated in the mathematical 
model. The dynamic force characteristics could not be accurately modeled because of the limitations of the equipment. The large 
increase in control force at high elevator-deflection angles was not known to exist on the Buffalo until after initial taxi tests had started 
on the aircraft. The longitudinal control system has now been modified to a fully powered system to eliminate any restriction in flight 
from that source. It is now possible to accurately model the longitudinal control system on the simulator. 

The simulation during the Documentation and Pilot Assessment Phase is primarily to indoctrinate additional pilots who will be 
flying the airplane to assess its STOL operational characteristics during the latter part of this flight-test period. The simulator test plan is 
similar to the preflight planning phase, modified by the experience and pilot opinion obtained during the flight tests. The project pilots 
will also participate in this simulation to train the new pilots and to study revised flare techniques with the model aerodynamics and 
ground-effect update that will be more representative of the aircraft. All pilots that are to fly the aircraft will be trained in STOL 
operational and emergency procedures on the simulator. Such simulator experience reduces the flight time that is required to train a 
new pilot. On a research aircraft with a design service life of only 500 hours, the saving of only a few flight hours is significant. 

Simulation is continuing to be used extensively in the flight research programs that are planned for the aircraft. These programs 
include the research and development of avionics systems for terminal area navigation and automatic and manual guidance systems, as 
well as STOL aircraft certification and the study of STOL-aircraft handling qualities. 

4. SIMULATION OF CANDIDATE V/STOL RESEARCH AIRCRAFT 

4.1  Objective 

■] 

STOL 

CTOL r -3' 

V/STOL V I -10» 

~-C -25   1 

3000      1 1000 

The use of simulation in the development of a STOL research aircraft is discussed in the previous section. This section discusses the 
use of simulation in evolving conceptual jet, V/STOL aircraft designs into potentially viable candidate research aircraft. An objective 

pursued in this phase is to evolve designs of aircraft that are cap- 
able of very-steep-gradient climbing and descending flight through- 
out the hover-to-conversion, low-speed flight regime. An advanced 
V/STOL steep-curved decelerating profile which is used as a goal is 
compared in Fig. 11 with typical CTOL and STOL approach 
paths. The V/STOL approach path Is for a descent rate of 10 m/s 
(2000 ft/min) while decelerating at 0.15 g. The capability of mak- 
ing simultaneous decelerating descents along a steep-curved 
landing-approach path to a vertical landing under either VFR or 
IFR weather conditions offers advantages in terms of reducing 
noise footprints, terrain clearance, real-estate requirements, and 
block time. 

2000 

looo a 
500 

10.000 8000        6000        4000 
DISTANCE   TO  STOP,   ft 

2000 

3000 2000 
DISTANCE   TO STOR 

1000 
m 

Fig. 11 Typical landing approach profiles for V/STOL, STOL, 
and CTOL aircraft. 

The extent to which such approaches can be utilized opera- 
tionally has not been established. Consequently, a prerequisite to a 
viable V/STOL research aircraft is the capability of conducting a 
near-terminal  research-flight investigation along such advanced 
approach profiles. It has been found that these requirements have 
been most difficult to achieve, and that significant design trade- 

offs are Involved In obtaining the large low-speed envelope with good handling under IFR conditions with safety during and after a 
propulsion- or stabilization-system failure. Simulations for the conceptual design studies of potential V/STOL aircraft and their control 
systems were more extensive than for the STOL research aircraft, because the V/STOL mathematical model was more complicated by 
the Integration of the propulsion system with the control and stabilization system and by the requirement of satisfactory performance 
and handling over a larger envelope. This has led to a greater dependence on experienced research pilots for providing detailed 
assessments of the aircraft characteristics in the early design stages. 

Fig. 12 An example of a candidate V/STOL research transport 
design. 

4.2 Integrated propulsion/control system 

Figure 12 shows one of the candidate designs that has been 
studied. The design features an integrated propulsion/control 
system that utilizes six gas generators which drive six tip-turbine- 
driven adjacent fans (generally known as remote fans). Four of the 
remote lift fans, two in the forward fuselage and one in each 
wing-tip pod, are used only in the vertical and low-speed flight 
mode; the two aft lift-cruise fans are used in all flight modes. The 
engines in the wing tips are interconnected, and opposite forward 
and aft engines in the fuselage are interconnected; e.g., the left- 
forward engine is connected to the right-rear engine. The advan- 
tage of interconnecting is two-fold. One, no significant moments 
are produced by a gas-generator failure; and two, it permits modul- 
ation of fan thrust over a wider range to satisfy attitude- and 
translation-control requirements. This integrated propulsion/ 
control system capitalized on the very short duration (fractions of 
a second up to a few seconds) transient characteristics of the 
propulsion system. The potential of this integidted system may be 
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seen in Fig. 13 by the significant reduction in gas-generator power 
required over a noninterconnected system (one gas generator 
driving one fan). Details of this aircraft design and propulsion/ 
control system, which was developed by McDonnell Aircraft 
Company, can be found in reference 17. While this novel 
propulsion/control system showed large potential in meeting the 
objectives during the initial conceptual studies, it was necessary to 
verify whether the design guidelines in Table 7 could be satisfied. 
Of primary concern were the control response, control power, and 
effect of failures. Before a simulation could be performed, it was 
necessary to develop an acceptable data base for the propulsion/ 
control system. Consequently, a full-scale investigation was 
initiated with two gas generators, ducting, and valves to determine 
steady-state and transient behavior of the propulsion/control 
system. Reference 18 contains a discussion of the full-scale tests. 

RELATIVE 
GAS GENERATOR 

POWER REQUIRED 

I.I 1.2 1.3 
TRANSIENT  FAN THRUST  RATIO FOR CCJNTROL 

Fig. 13 Design impact of interconnected and noninterconnected 
engines on gas-generator size. 

Table 7. Design Guidelines for V/STOL Research Transport Low-Speed Control Systsms 

1.     Control power.   Example control moment/inertia design values for normal operation are 0.75, 
0.40 and 0.30 rad/sec2 for the roll, pitch, and yaw axes, respectively. 

2. Control response.   Example first-order control moment time constants for normal operation 
are 0.2 and 0.3 sec for attitude and height control, respectively. 

3. Generation of pure attitude control about a given axis without coupling with other axes and 
without coupling with height control. 

4. A system integrated with the propulsion system as required to minimize weight and cost pen- 
alties of the combined propulsion and control systems. 

5. Control moment force generators, if other than the main propulsive lifting units, that are not 
the predominant contribution to perceived noise level. 

6. A system that maintains symmetric forces and moments about the aircraft during and after 
failure of the critical gas generator (or remotely powered fan). 

7. System simplicity, particularly to minimize maintenance. 

The initial simulation was performed on the Ames 6-Degree- 
of-Freedom Simulator, which has proven to be a particularly good 
tool for hovering evaluations because considerable motion is avail- 
able and real-world cues can be used (ref. 19). The lateral control 
characteristics and pilot ratings for hovering the candidate design 
with the Stability Augmentation System (SAS) ON, for conditions 
of no wind, and wind with turbulence are compared in Fig. 14 
with a previously reported simulation of an ideal configuration 
(ref. 19) and from flight evaluation of a VTOL transport, the 
DO-31 (ref. 20). For no wind, and normal SAS ON operation, the 
candidate design was rated satisfactory, as would have been 
expected from other test data. However, crosswinds and turbu ent 
conditions degraded handling characteristics considerably. The 
degradation was not apparent in flight with the DO-31 aircraft 
which had a similar gross weight, control power, and frequency. 
The DO-31 aircraft had satisfactory handling qualities during 
hovering flight in light-to-moderate turbulence and winds up to 
20 knots, which would indicate that the simulation results are 
somewhat pessimistic. The simulation showed that the new inte- 
grated propulsion/control system was generally satisfactory for 
hovering under normal operating conditions (i.e., no failures), but 
some improvements should be made. 

SIMULATION. WITHOUT WIND, 
PILOT RATING  2 1/2 
PILOT RATING 3 1/2 

00-31,  FLIGHT  IN   TURBULENCE 
PR • SATISFACTORY 

SIMULATION OF V/STOL  DESIGN, FIG. 12 
PR= 2-3 WITHOUT WIND AND   TURBULENCE 
PR= 3-5 WITH  WIND AND  TURBULENCE 

0 12 3 4 
FREQUENCY OF ROLL ATTITUDE SYSTEM, rod/Sec 

Fig. 14 Evaluation of integrated propulsion/control system; 
hovering flight, with and without wind, SAS ON. 

4.3. Stability Augmentation System (SAS) 

A question that impacts the design of the candidate integrated propulsion/control system is whether the design should provide 
adequate response with SAS failure or whether the SAS system should be redundant with complexity as required to achieve a 
fail-operational system. Figure 15 is an example of an evaluation of the V/STOL design of Fig. 12. Pilot ratings are shown for a hovering 
flight task with the SAS OFF and no wind for four different propulsion/control system capabilities; SAS ON is shown for comparison. 
The desired pilot rating for an emergency is 6.5 or better. With the SAS OFF the basic aircraft is unsafe in hovering flight (pilot rating 
of 10). Transient fan-thrust modulation could be increased, but that design approach is poor, as illustrated by the very small improve- 
ment obtained when the basic control power level was increased by a factor of 1.4. Reducing the value of the control-moment time 
constant by half improved ratings somewhat, but not enough. The results of the evaluation suggest that serious consideration should be 
given to a SAS fail-operational design approach for the candidate research aircraft. 
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Fig. 15 Pilot ratings from simulation of V/STOL transport 
design of Fig. 12; hovering 'light, no wind. 
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4.4 Thrust management system 

The previous considerations were for hovering only. The 
propulsion/control system must also operate satisfactorily over a 
broad speed and thrust range and be integrated for precise flight- 
path control so that a pilot can fly demanding VTOL profiles such 
as shown in Fig. 11. The system demands are indicated by the 
computed parameters in Fig. 16 for a descent rate of 4 m/sec 
(800 fpm) and 0.15 g deceleration. Good attitude control and 
stabilization must be achieved for an effective thrust-vector range 
of 20° to over 100° while the thrust-weight ratio is increased from 
0.2 to over 1.0. After initial piloted simulation investigations, 
there was little confidence that the candidate V/STOL research- 
aircraft configuration would in fact be able to operate over such 
advanced approach paths. The pilot workload levels were high and 
normally likes to keep constant; i.e., airspeed, angle of attack, and 
another parameter must be controlled, the angle of the thrust vector, 
of time, and the pilot has very little time to sort things out. 

40 30 20 10 0 
TIME TO TOUCHDOWN, SCC 

Fig. 16 Variation of controlling parameters for landing 
approach at a rate-of-descent of 4 m/sec (800 fpm), 
0.15-g deceleration, and level fuselage. 

his tracking performance poor because the parameters that a pilot 
thrust, must be varied in the final phases of landing. In addition. 
As shown in Fig. 16, these parameters change rapidly as a function 

SIMULATION OF 
DESIGN OF  FIG. 12 

00-3: FLIGHT 
INVESTIGATION 

DESIGN GOAL 

4.5 Subsequent progress 

Successive simulations were performed to sort out different forms of thrust-vector controls and to find the extent and form of 
automation needed to satisfactorily perform complex flight paths. The progress that has been made is indicated in Fig. 17, where a 

high-performance approach "flown" with acceptable pilot work- 
load on the FSAA simulator is compared with that achieved 
during NASA flight tests of the 00-31 aircraft and with the goal. 
The landing approach profiles are presented in terms of the 
relationship between height above the landing site to horizontal 
distance to touchdown. 

The simulation results presented in Fig. 17 illustrate that 
considerable progress has been made toward realization of the 
design goals. With the capability of the 00-31 aircraft as a ref- 
erence, improvements achieved to date have been due to a compre- 
hensive piloted simulation program which attacked simultaneously 
the interrelated areas of propulsion/control system, stability 
augmentation system, thrust-management system pilot displays, 
automation, and aircraft characteristics. Each of these items 
impacted the design of the aircraft. To further refine this con- 
ceptual design study, additional wind-tunnel and control-system 
testing and periods of simulation are planned. 
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Fig. 17 Comparison of landing approaches flown with design 
goal in terms of distance to touchdown. 

5. CONCLUDING  REMARKS 

Flight simulation has become an integral part of NASA V/STOL research aircraft development programs. The main objective of a 
research aircraft is to provide an aircraft for flight research into new concepts and missions. This implies that design criteria and 
operational experience and procedures are not available for orderly development and initial flight testing of a new type of aircraft. 
Simulation provides a means for obtaining some of the required information in a manner in which research pilots can contribute 
significantly. The requirements for simulation in such programs have been illustrated in two research aircraft programs: (l)the 
Augmented Jet-Flap Research Aircraft for which the initial development is complete and flight research has started, and (2) an 
advanced V/STOL research aircraft for which designs are being developed. In both of these programs, periods of simulation were 
scheduled during the conceptual design phase and, in case of the STOL aircraft, pp'iods were scheduled throughout the program. The 
simulation studies were significant in establishing design criteria and furthering the study of problems associated with new flight 
profiles, new methods of control, and special emergency conditions for the aircraft. 
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A UTHUTDRE SURVCT OH IRTS IN atOSSnX)W 

by 

E.C.P. Random and P.M. Wood 

Kln/eston Polytechnic, 
Kingston-upon-Thames, 

Surrey, England. 

SUMMARY 

The salient features of a literature survey on the interference effects of jets in cross flow are 
outlined.    Fron the large number of reports on this subject a systematic catalogue has been devised 
and a critical survey compiled, which aims to provide the designer and research worker with a guide to 
available literature and to future research needs. 

The catalogue lists reports reviewed and contains a tabulation of data In terms of the Independent 
variables, dependent variables and test techniques. 

The critical review analyses the experimental work to investigate the effect on aerodynamic forces and 
moments of (a) the fluid and geometrical properties of the jet and cross flow, e.g., jet velocity profile, 
nozzle cross section shape,  (b) the geometrical arrangement of the aerodynamic elements,  e.g., multiple 
jet spacing relative to airframe, nozzle to ground height.    The conclusions indicate those parameters 
which have significant effects but have not been the subject of systematic investigations.    Recommendations 
are made for further research effort. 

IWWODUCTIQN 

The flow field created by a jet or jets interacting with the fluid surrounding the jet efflux has received 
considerable attention from both designers attempting to optimise configurations of jet lift aircraft and 
research workers seeking a clearer understanding of this type of flow phenomena.    There are many reports 
which are generally available.   There are also a significant number thai up to now have not been widely 
published, which describe work carried out by aero-space companies in the United Kingdom. 

In order to assess the current situation the more recent reports, available in English, have been catalogued 
and reviewed.    The terms of reference of this exercise restrict the survey to the cases when subsonic or 
sonic Jets discharge at oblique angles to a cross flow having Mach Numbers ranging from M - 0.6 to zero. 

PWDYISTON OF A CATAIOOCE 

A catalogue has been devised in order to assist the designer in his search for relevant information.    Only 
basic data is presented but this will nevertheless greatly assist in the location of reports likely to be 
useful.    In order to present the data in as concise an order as possible, three basic categories have been 
selected! 

(l)       Independent variables. 

(11)       Measured data. 

(ill)       Test techniques. 

Also Included in the tabulation are the ranges of variation of these parameters.    A typical example of the 
information included is given in Table 1. 

This type of table, therefore, indicates the quantity of data available in each topic, and also where this 
data may be readily obtained.   It is also valuable in that it highlights areas which require further 
investigation.    Naturally it cannot reveal all the detail contained in a report nor does it provide an 
assessment of the quality of data.    In order to obtain some guide to this latter aspect the writing of a 
critical review was undertaken. 

CRITICAL REVIEW 

nils has been confined to the general field defined below, together with the associated main areas of 
Interesti 

The effect upon aerodynamic Interference forces and moments of changes in 

(a)       the fluid properties and the particular geometric (spatial velocity) flow 
characteristics of the Jet and cross flow, 

and (b)       the geometry of the aerodynamic element Influenced by the nozzle system. 

Other related but less major areas are included such ast 

Relngestlon of exhaust gases into engine Intakes. 
Surface erosion due to Impinging jets. 
Wind tunnel test limits. 

nie review is sub-divided in such a manner that attention is given to each parameter in turn (Table 2). 
This enables as full .in appreciation as possible to be given to the individual pieces of tabulated data. 
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Since no theories are currently available for viscous fluids, the review does not contain an assessment 
of the various inviscld theories for predicting pressure distributions over surfaces.    Wakes cannot be 
created In inviscld fluid flows, and since the wake region is of considerable importance in Jet 
interference studies, the inclusion of theories which preclude this would onl/ be misleading. 

Presented now, in an abbreviated form, are some of the more significant results of this review« 

1.1.      JET FLUID PROPERTIES 

1.1.1 Velocity Profilf 

Almost all the fundamental experimental work has been carried out using nozzles 
producing a jet with a "flat" axial velocity profile at nozzlo exit.    Often the 
actual velocity deviates from the mean In a form defined as "profile roughness", 
which may range from - 0.5?? (Ref. 1) to * 10^ (Ref.  2).   It is significant that 
no comparative studies have yet been undertaken to establish the importance of 
this. 

The effect of gross change in velocity profile has not been investigated although 
it is suspected that this could be a significant variable.    Gentry and Margason 
(Ref.  3) have studies the effect of a variation in nozzle lenjth on induced forces 
and have shown that there is a change in interference lift loss.    It is suspected 
that this change in lift loss can be attributed to the alteration in velocity 
profile caused by the Increase in nozzle length.    It is surprising but valuable 
to note that such a significant parameter has largely been ignored, and it is 
clear that some further work is essential. 

The effect of cross flow is Interesting.    Fig. 1 (after Brown, Ref. 4) shows the 
constant velocity contours before and after the imposition of cross flow.    In 
still air the axi-synmetric, undeflected jet has the same nondnslly flat,  axial 
velocity profile along any diameter. 

When subjected to cross flow, the maximum velocity occurs at two stations either 
side of the diameter, which is in the plane of synmetry of the deflected Jet. 
The largest velocity on this particular diameter occurs on the cross flow downstream 
side. 

1.1.2 .let Trajectories 

These have proved of interest since the very beginning of V/5T0L research since 
they may be used in the calculation of a pressure field.    There are at least 
five ways of defining the Jet patht 

1. the line of maximum stagnation pressure, 
2. the line of maximum dynamic pressure, 
3. the line of maximum velocity, 
4. the line of maximum stagnation temperature, 
5. the line of vortex centres. 

Since none of these give precisely the same trajectory, it is therefore necessary 
to exercise great care when comparing data from different sources. 

It is generally assumed that under the same conditions of cross flow, the 
trajectories of circular jets are unaffected by the geometry of the surface 
from which they emerge, but a latisfactory correlation has not been achieved 
as yet.    Harding (Ref. 5) presents some evidenc«' which Indicates that under 
certain conditions surface geometry may influeroe the path taken by the jet. 

The trajectory is also affected by the shape of the initial cross section, which 
is worthy of further investigation, and most of the available data only applies 
to mdsymmetric jets. 

1.1.3 .let Kntralnment 

The rate of entrainnent into a  jet is important,  particularly in the region close 
to the jet exit,  because it affects the local flow velocities over adjacent surfaces, 
and hence the local static pressures.    IHrect measurements are possible only in 
certain cases, and when used (refs. 6, 7,  A) a good correlation of data was obtained. 
This information is only of limited use since no information is given concerning 
the properties of the jet. 

An alternative assessment which enables entrainment rates to he compared is given 
by the decay of dynamic head. 

Inside the potential core no entrainment occurs.    Thus a study of the length of 
this core indicates the rate of entrainment.    The effect of variation in this is 
demonstrated in Fig. 2. after Ousterhout (Ref. 9),  which shows that with a shorter 
potential core indicating higher entrainment rates the Induced pressure field is 
generally more extensive. 

In the absence of cross flow,  Bradbury (Ref.  11) has shown that the presence 
of '••■»hs   in the nozzle reduces the length of the potential core, and also changes 
the jet decay characteristic. 
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When cross flow is present, there is evidence that at a relocitj ratio of about 
5, the behaviour of the flow field changes. This is indicated by an alteration 
in the Jet decay characteristic. Keffer and Baines (Ref. 10) show that this occurs 
at a Telocity ratio of 4. Brown (Ref. 4) shows that the shape of the decay curre 
changes significantly at a velocity ratio of 5« 

Clearly there is a need to establish if separate indentlflable flow regimes exist, 
and to detemine the influencing parameters. 

1.1.4  Teisperature Effects 

Although experimental work with Jets at elevated temperature has been carried out, 
it has so far not been possible to satisfactorily isolate this parameter from 
other effects. Scatter of results reported by Koldeman (Ref. 12) is thought to 
be due to different Jet and cross flow conditions, but a proportion of this 
information was for velocity ratios of no interest to V/STOL designers. 

1.2   CROSS FLOW PROPERTDSS 

1.2.1  Velodtv Profile 

With one exception all the work reported concerned cross flows with nominally flat 
profiles. Ref. 4 deals with the effects df both a positively and negatively sheared 
cross flow, and comparisons are made with the uniform flow case. The effects on 
induced pressure fields are significant but the basis of comparison may lead to 
difficulties. It is probably safe to assume that out of ground effect, sheared 
flows are unlikely to be encountered, but in ground effect the chances are very 
much greater. It is suggested that this would provide a useful area for further 
work. 

1.2.2  Surface Boundary Xavers 

Thompson (Ref. 13) demonstrates that surface boundary layers may not be a major factor 
influencing Induced forces. In a study of the pressure field due to an axisymetilc 
Jet discharging into a uniform cross flow it is shown that whilst boundary layer 
thickness changes the distribution of pressure, the effect on overall forces is thought 
to be minimal. i 

1J. NDZZI£ GEOMETRT 

1.3.1     Wossle Shane 

There is evidence which suggests that the circular nozzle is preferable for V/STOL 
application.    The trajectory of a narrow Jet edge on to the cross flow is unstable 
and can oscillate laterally to the cross flow direction under certain cor itions 
causing the Induced pressure field to change in a sympathetically cyclic fashion. 
The same Jets when presenting a broad face to the cross flow create a larger blockage 
to the flow.    The wake width is larger due to the flow "separatdon" at the edge of 
the Jet and the resulting interference pressure field is more extensive (Refs. 13, 14)« 

Apart from Ref. 15 the experimental work is mainly concerned with aircraft models. 
From work carried out by the British Aircraft Corporation and Hawker Siddeley Aviation 
Ltd. it is clear that the arrangement of Jets is important and in general Jets which 
are more evenly distributed give better characteristics than those grouped into clusters. 
Ref. 16, for example, discusses hovering in ground effect.   Under ground effect conditions 
multiple nossles can produce Jet fountains, which may give rise to the relngestlan of 
hot gases into engine intakes, or impingement of hot gases on to aircraft components. 

2.1.      OEOMETRT OF THE AERODTNAHIC EIBClff 

Introduction 

The existence of surfaces near to the noszle exit or the jet trajectory undoubtedly 
has an effect on induced forces and moments.    This is due to the influence which these 
surfaces have on local velocities (both in speed and direction) and as a general rule 
the effects will be more significant the closer the surface is to the Jet. 

2.1.1 Plat Surface 

The only geometrical variable in the case of the finite surface is the shape of the 
leading edge, which varies from a sharpened edge to a rounded nose section. Since 
this is likely to affect only the development of surface boundary layer which has little 
influence (see 1.2.2), provided the nossle is set close to the leading edge. 

2.1.2 Body of Revolution 

Ousterhout (Ref. 9) compares pressure coefficients and pitching moments generated by a 
jet emerging from a cylinder with its axis parallel to the main stream with those on a 
flat plate produced under identical flow conditions.    All the data is obtained at 
velocity ratios less than 4, which is below the critical value reported by Brown (Ref. 4) 
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and Keffer and Bnines (Ref.10). 

?.?..3     Win".* 

Recent work (Ref. 18) has sujgested that there are tvo «attems of flow behaviour 
created by a jet emerging from a 'Hnj.    At velocity ratios less than 6 the 
interference surface pressure field is different fron that induced on a flat plate 
by identical cross flow conditions.    At velocity ratios ^reatf»r than 6,  considerahle 
similarity exists between the two pressure fields when compared at the same velocity 
ratio. 

Rirther evidence for t.l\is c'oanje of behaviour Is presentpd in Fi.js, 6, 7j  ^ and 11. 
of the paper by Knott and Harjreaves which is presented at this Symposium (Ref.  ?.?.). 

TTie factors affecting this apparent transition in flow pattern are not known with 
certainty,  hut it is possible that there may be some connection with the results 
reported by Keffer and Baines (Ref.lo) and Brown (Ref.4) concerning jet trajectories 
(see 1.1.2). 

2.1.4      Aircraft 

Because of the large number of variables and because results may be applicable to 
only one specific model, it is unsound to draw general  conclusions. 

Aircraft types nay be cl'ssifled broadly as: 

Fuselage mounted jets. 
Wing mounted jets. 
Podded jets. 

Four operating regimes may be recognised: 

No cross flow   -   out of ground effect. 
VHth cross flow   -   out of ground effect. 
No cross flow in ground effect. 
'Ath cross flow in ground effect. 

A considerable amount of data is available, of which Refs.  3» 16, 19, 20 and 21 are 
but a small  selection, but there appears to be a scarcity of generalised information 
for aircraft in ground effect with cross flow. 

TORTHER WORK 

The most significant feature arising from this exercise is the need to establish if there is more than one 
type of flow pattern, and which parameters are important.    Four independent sources suggest that there may be 
at least two flow regimes,  and it is clear that some careful experimental work is reriuired. 

To support this work, it appears necessary to ascertain the significant factors affecting jet behaviour 
both without and with a cross flow.    A carefully designed experimental programme is rerjnired which will 
separate out such parameters as velocity profile,  profile "roughness",  turbulence,  jet Reynolds number, 
boundary layer thickness,  jet temperature,  jet pressure ratio, and geometrical design of the noxr.lo 
and plenum chamber,  so that jet decay characteristics may he accurately defined. 
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ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION 

Mr J.P.Hartzuiker, Chairman:   We have set up a panel here which will cover most of the topics we discussed during 
the meeting. They will set the scene for a further discussion, and it is hoped that there will be a large contribution 
from the audience.  I have asked the panel to cover approximately half the time which we have available, and the 
rest of the time could be used for a discussion from the floor.   The outcome of this Round Table Discussion will 
be added in printed form to the proceedings of this symposium. 

I would like now to introduce the panel; if that is still necessary.   I have on my left Mr Hickey. who is Assistant 
Branch Chief of the Large Scale Aerodynamics Branch at NASA     Ames.   You know Mr Hickey, of course, from the 
excellent introductory review he gave, and the subjects of his comments will be the necessary research to improve 
operating economics and technology of the VSTOL system.   On my right-hand side we have Mr Eggleston who is the 
Advanced Project Manager of CeHavilland, Canada.  You have all been there for his introductory paper on powered 
high lift systems, and in view of the quality of that paper, I am sure we all look forward to hearing the further 
comments he might have on the subject.  Then again, going left. I would like to introduce Professor Blom. who is 
Chief of Aerodynamics of Fokker VFW in Amsterdam and who is also a lecturer at the Aerodynamics Department 
where we are guests today.   He is prepared to give his point of view on mechanical high-lift systems.  In view of 
the connections of Professor Blom with the F27 and F28 aircraft, I think his comments will be very welcome.   Going 
to my right we have, as you know, the third contributor of an introductory review, Dr Barche. Head of the Flight 
Physics Department of VFW Fokker in Bremen.   As you have heard the clear summary of the problems of jet lifts. 
I think you will be eager to know his further comments on what should be done on that subject. On my far left, we 
have Professor Gersten from Ruhr University in Bochum, who presented a lecture this morning.  He will give his 
comments on sessions 4 and 5 of this symposium, i.e.. Ground Effects and Aerodynamic Prediction Methods and 
Simulation Requirements.   Finally. I would like to introduce to you another man whom we have also seen this 
week, M. Perrier, who is Chief of Theoretical Dynamics of AMDBA. which is in short Dassault-Breuget   V., Perrier 
is eager to give his comments on the application of computational methods to the subject of VSTOL aerodynamics. 
1 would now like to invite Mr Hickey to give his first comments. 

Mr Hickey:  Thank you Mr Hartzuiker.  We have had an interesting two or three days of discussion on V/STOL aero- 
dynamics.  My task now is to try to relate this to airplane economics.  Before I start. I would like to point out that 
economics are made up of at least two parts, one being indirect operating costs and the other being direct operating 
costs.   Indirect costs are a function of what it takes to run an airline exclusive of the airplane; the cost of the airprrt, 
baggage systems, navigational aids, etc.   Whereas, the direct operating cost is more a function of the airplane, and that 
is what I will discuss; that is, how V/STOI aerodynamics impact on direct operating cost.  Mr Ljungstrom in Paper 
No. 13 made this point,  hi the broadest sense of the word, when we talk about V/STOL aerodynamics and improving 
aerodynamics, we are talking about reducing direct operating costs.  Even if we consider handling qualities or develop- 
ment of control systems, they all feed back into the airplane efficiency in doing its mission.   I have several slides to 
help illustrate the discussion.   Figure 1 shows direct operating cost vs. field length for a number of different STOL 
concepts.   Let us look first at the aircraft equipped with mechanical flaps.  You will notice the knee of the curve at 
about a 4000 ft field length.  At a 3000 ft field length we find that they have about the same direct operating costs 
as the propulsive lift concepts.  We have heard some very interesting and excellent work on mechanical flaps during 
this meeting. M. Perrier, for example, showed prediction methods and also showed data with a maximum lift of 41/2. 
The maximum lift for the data that you see here is more of the order of S'/i   Of course, the excellent work that 
Dr Jacob presented was very interesting as well as that of Mr Ljungström.  However, we can't necessarily relate 
maximum lift to direct operating costs     other factors may be important.  For example, the thrust-to-weight ratio 
may be defined by the engine-out climb rate during take-off.  If so, it is necessary to optimize lift-drag ratio at low 
angles of attack and low flap deflections rather than for CLmax   .  The powered lift aircraft results shown on the 
chart have a knee at about 3000 ft, and all of the three concepts studied have about equal direct operating costs. 
To make STOL more attractive for short haul we should minimize direct operating costs by lowering the overall 
level and removing the knee from the curve, if possible.  Let us now examine the important factors in direct operating 
cost.  Figure 2 lists these factors.  The direct operating cost is the cost per hour of operating the airplane divided 
by the velocity of the airplane.  The velocity is, of course, the distance divided by the cruise time plus manoeuvre 
time.  An increase in cruise velocity or reduction in manoeuvre time will improve direct operating cost.  A factor that 
enters into the cost per hour is the fuel used, and the equation for distance per pound of fuel is on the bottom of the 
chart.  High air speed, low specific fuel consumption, good cruise lift-to-drag ratio and low aircraft weight reduces fuel 
requirements. The aircraft weight also enters into the cost term.   Figure 3 shows a weight breakdown of a typical 
STOL airplane. We see that the structure amounts to about 44'^. the propulsion system about 15%, the fixed equip- 
ment 12%. fuel 14% and payload 15%.   The only items that can be altered with aerodynamics are the propulsion 
system and the fuel required.  Fixed equipment is a constant weight, payload is a instant weight, and structure is 
a constant percent of gross weight.   Using these factors, the sensitivity of direct operating cost to improvements in 
aerodynamics has been derived.   Figure 4 lists these sensitivities.   A 10^? increase in   C]_miX   results in a weight change 
of about 3%.   This arises from the assumption that an improved    CLmax    means a lower take-off speed, 
and there is less engine thrust required to accelerate the aircraft.    The thrust required is another sensitivity 
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factor, and this assumes that with a more efficient propulsive lift system, engine thrust and weight can be reduced 
by 10%. This saving reduces aircraft weight by about 3%.  The other factors evaluated were specific fuel consumption, 
cruise L/D, and cruise speed, which reduced aircraft weight by 2.8% each.  If we take these as cumulative gains, 
weight is reduced about 15%.  To the first order, direct operating cost and aircraft weight are dependent and a similar 
reduction in direct operating cost would be expected.  It would be very difficult to make 10% improvements in all 
of these factors, thus the gain that can be realized is probably much less than 1 S%.   Based on this conclusion, more 
significant gains must be realised before the goal of lowering direct operating cost and removing the knee of the curve 
in the first slide can be realized.  In the first paper the advantage of increasing augmentation ratio from 1.3 to 2 on 
an augmented jet flap aircraft was discussed.  This improvement would reduce direct operating costs approximately 
15% and would remove the knee from the direct operating cost curve.   However, this low leverage, from aerodynamics 
means rather large improvements are required.   The workers in V/STOL aerodynamics are encouraged to maintain 
their research efforts and look for significant improvements. 

DOC'S FOR SEVERAL STOL AIRCRAFT 

2.4 r 
O AW 
D EBF 
O OTW 
^ MF 

FIELD LENGTH, 1000ft 

Figure 1 

Chairman:   Are there any comments or questions from the floor for Mr Hickey? 

Dr Rogers:   I wondered if Mr Hickey would really comment on and give his own views as to why we need V/STOL 
transport systems anyway.  That seems to be a more fundamental question.  Certainly. 1 think it is questionable 
whether 2000 ft runways are ever going to be required or indeed will ever be economic.  Whilst one can certainly 
achieve these technically, is it likely that the DOC will be acceptable to airlines in the difficult days ahead, and in 
addition, is it true that in concentrating on DOC one is doing the wisest thing, because ultimately what matters is 
the cost of the total system.   I am not sure that the simple answer isn't going to be conventional aircraft with some 
STOL capability whe i U is needed.   That is deliberately controversial, but I would be grateful for your comments. 

Mr Hickey:   I think, at least in the States, we feel that the short-haul transportation system needs to be improved. 
This can be done certainly, using existing airports, new runways on large airports, and airplanes of 4000 ft field length. 
That is well established and can be done right now.  It is my view however, that with the current environmental 
awareness of the public, they are going to object and continue to object to airplanes near them and over them, and 
that shorter field lengths will help to minimize these objections. These objections will be less because when a new 
airport is required, it will be a shorter field length.  Even if you have a 4000 ft runway, a 2000 ft field length air- 
craft will have its advantages, because take-offs can be offset to submit the community to less noise because more of 
the noise is contained on the airport.   For landing, again you can offset and land in the last 2000 ft and minimize 
noise that way.   Furthermore, a 2000 ft airplane lands slower, has a higher descent angle and will have less noise.   So 
1 think V/STOL aircraft systems will come.   1 have no idea when that will be. 

Dr Rogers:   1 think I dispute that.   Obviously, this is not the time for technical figures, but 1 am not sure that it is 
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FACTORS IN V/STOL ECONOMICS 
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true that as you decrease the runway length the noise area decreases also. 1 suspect, and have seen figures which have 
suggested, that the noise footprint is in fact independent of the actual take-off runway because of increased engine 
power. 

Mr Hickey:   The point I was trying to make was that if you had a 4000 ft field you would still use a 2000 ft airplane 
on that and bias take-off and landing operations, because then some of the noise would be on the airport instead of 
the surrounding area. 

Dr Rogers:   I wonder if I could provoke a European view on this because certainly, I have read and 1 accept your 
government reports on this.   Is it still true that anybody in Europe is interested in 2000 ft? 

Mr Hickey:   Perhaps you are representing Europe.   There were still other parts to the original question.   You 
mentioned that direct operating cost is only a part of the system.   I realize that, and I tried to take care of it in the 
first part of my discussion.   It may be thai the indirect operating costs are a more important part of the system and 
could bias results either more in the direction of short field length or in the other direction.   In terms of the airplane. 
I think that direct operating cost is a reasonable thing to discuss. 

Prof. Kuchemami:   I would like to ask a few more general questions which occurred to me listening to all the papers. 
Therefore, it it not addressed only to Mr Mickey but perhaps also to the other panel members.   What struck me was 
that we have looked at powered lift systems, but one could say that they were all rather peculiar in trying to match 
up two partners which really do not go well together, namely, an isolated engine nacelle and a wing.   It is always 
most awkward, and many of the schemes seem to be illmatched and require either an awful lot of engineering or 
produce very awkward lousy Hows.   So, why this preference for just these few schemes''  One thing that I am not at 
all clear about, having listened to all this, is, which of these practical powered lift schemes can do things which go 
beyond what one could, for instance, do with boundary layer control?  Have they really gone beyond this boundary? 
I don't think that I, personally, got a clear answer to that.   Ho these schemes just produce what one would, perhaps, 
get in an attached flow or in an ideal inviscid flow, or do they go beyond that and are they genuinely powered lift? 
If they get us near the ideal flow, then one could do the same, presumably, with various schemes of boundary layer 
control.  We did not really hear much about how these schemes compare.   A similar question is that many of the 
schemes involve variable geometry in a very essential way, for instance, by increasing the wing area.    Again I wasn't 
quite clear how much of the benefits that have been claimed are just due to this variable geometry, or. are there any 
benefits from achieving better aerodynamics and having more efficient flows?   Again, that boundary was not very 
clear to me.   Is it, perhaps, that we have concentrated rather on just the lift side of the problem?    Very few people 
have talked aboiit lift-to-drag ratios and what it all costs.   That surprised me a little.   Isn't that important any more? 
Why was there su little comment on this particular aspect?   ! was pleased that at least one speaker said that he could 
still see a future for mechanical flaps.  What we ought to try to do at this Round Table Discussion is to sec more 
clearly what we should do in future.   Is there a future for powered lift systems, and if so, in what direction should 
we go? 

Mr Hickey:   I am not sur   that I understand all of your questions.   The first one,   »rhaps, was do these STOL systems 
really produce more lift than potential flow.   I think ihat the answer is yes, they I do not think there is really 
any question about that, when you have an efficient propulsive lift system.  Wiieth i  /ou need propulsive lift systems 
oi not, may be another question, but they have that i ipability.   As far as bettci aerodynamics are concerned, I was 
als' disturbed as I mentioned climb-out lift-to-drag latio is likely to define engine size in a STOL airplane.   I am also 
concerned about auise aerodynamics. 

M. Pcrrier:   What I want to comment on is that we have done work on mechanical flaps exactly as in the conventional 
manner.   Th i means that extreme extension of the chord is not the origin of the maximum   (\   we have obtained. 
We have the same extended chord as on a Boeing 727.   The problem is only the work on the viscous flow around the 
wing section.   We liave begun by a study to see what is the siiape of the wing section in order to have the separation 
as far as possible.   After that, we have put an iteration in order to have a better compromise between the different 
slots at different positions.  It is a very long job, but I am sure that we have not obtained the maximum that we can 
obtain.   I know that if,  for example, we are reducing the sweep angle with the effect of a reduced speed in cruise, 
we will have a greater  Cj   for the same sweep angle, for example, as a Boeing Dellavilland augmentor jet wing.  We 
will have a greater CL .   What I hope is that by improving the knowledge of the viscous flow, essentially the know- 
ledge of the turbulent viscous flow, of the mixing of turbulent mixed flow, we can go further in the future.   I hope so. 

Mr Eggieston:   I would like to provide a partial answer to Dr Küchemann's earlier question and also the other one. 
The origins of civil STOL go back to around 1968, 1 would suggest, when the major airports in the U.S. suffered 
from severe congestion.   You could spend half an hour circuiting New York in an airplane waiting to let down and a 
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lot of time was lost and a lot of fuel burned going around in circles.  About that time DeHavillands got interested in 
civil STOL, and particularly, downtown STOL.  Shortly after that there was a recession in the U.S., the economy 
slowed down, airlines introduced the wide body jets and congestion temporarily vanished. 

Recent statistics we have seen on operations at 8 major hub airports in the U.S. indicate that congestion is 
coming back again.  However, there are limits as to what you can do in terms of aircraft spacing for wake avoidance 
considerations which govern how quickly you can put airplanes into existing runways... so we see civil STOL still 
as something that could come. As congestion returns, it may be worse than you have seen it before, maybe 10 years 
from now.   It may also be predominantly a U.S. problem for perhaps the rates of growth in Europe are not going to 
be as rapid as the U.S. and in your time scale maybe VTOL will be the preferred solution.   You may be able to 
leapfrog a generation of airplanes.  But we would view VTOL as being so far down the pipeline, that it isn't likely to 
be available in time to provide relief from congestion in the U.S. and I think that we reasonably believe that civil 
jet STOL will find its place in North America even if it doesn't in Europe. 

Chairman:   Thank you, Mr Eggleston.  We might come back to these more general questions later on, but I would 
prefer to give the word now again to Mr Eggleston, who has made a prepared comment on powered high lift systems. 

Mr Eggleston:   First of all, Mr Hartzuiker. I would like to ttv .'  the FDP for this opportunit.  tu oe invohed in the 
Round Table Discussion reviewing the subject of the powere I li t papers that were presented at this meeting. 
Secondly, I would like to congratulate the authors of the papers for the very good material which they have presented, 
although it is still apparent that a lot remains to be done on all the high hit systnn   which were discussed    I will 
review each of the high litt systems in turn, trving not to let personal  il.is influence me am' hoping I do not misb out 
any author's name en route 

Ali; mentor-Wing developments v. ere reviewed in two L s  p ; ^rs by Hickey and Quig'ey. and the ejector powered 
Aladdin project was reviewed by M. Sagner of France.   This work showed the advantages of the lobe-type prim !r> 
nozzles in terms of increasing augmentation and reduced noise levels and these aspei-- will be of particular importance 
in future, when we ar   looking at large civil STOL airplanes. The scope of the NASA   .'search is so broad that it does 
not leave me with nvmj opening   for suggesting where future research should be done.   I will confine mysel'   there- 
fore, to remarks on the type of ^ MI I durations which seem to be being adopted, particularly in the propulsion are.v 

Current U.S. studies are directed towards ultra quiet civil S POL aircraft, and to achieve low noise levels they 
have been directed toward bleed propulsion engines whn 'i have 80% of the thrust going into the wing and 20'"? 
residual thrust coming from the core.   This leads to great problems in integrating the large duct system inside the 
wing, and there are penalties in cruise fuel consumption because of the very low bypass ratio of the powerplants.   If 
blowing ilirust levels were reduced to say 40% of total, using the three stream engines which 1 discussed in my own 
talk, this would reduce the installation f.'-oblem and would allow higher bypass ratio engines to be used and so improve 
the cruise fuel consumption.  These are very important points to think of in future because of the rapidly increasing 
eost of fuel.   Anoilier advantage of the three stream type of engine is that maybe it can be developed from existing 
engines, whereas, in the case of the 80/20 engine, it would almost certainly have to be a special purpose engine which 
would only have the one application.   It would make it very difficult for the one project to carry the entire cost of 
such an engine.  We saw several films of the Buffalo/Spey Research Aircraft, and I think that these demonstrated that 
technically, at least, the Augmentor-Wing is furthest advanced of the powered lift systems, and a high degree of con- 
fidence can be placed in its performance. 

Externally Blown Flaps received the greatest attention at this meeting, and I think our understanding of the 
relative contributions of jet flap effect, boundary layer control effect and thrust deflection contributions was greatly 
improved by the presentation of Ashill and Foster.   Surprisingly, this work suggested, at least at the thrust coefficient 
that they tested, that the jet flap component was small, which calls into question the basic assumptions of several of 
the semi-empirical methods of performance prediction which were presented at the meeting.   The very detailed flow 
surveys that were presented by Wickens of NAE, Canada, showed the extremely complex nature of a flow caused by 
EBF interaction.   It suggests that purely analytical methods of predicting EBF performance are going to he a long way 
away and as a result, it seems likely that wind tunnels will provide the prime source of data for new EBF configura- 
tions.   For anything outside the range of current experience, it will be necessary to test models and unfortunately the 
cost of models is inordinately high    I find this all the time, particularly when you have internal blowing systems and 
I wonder if the quasi 2-D technique which we have used at DeHavilland and which NAE have used in their experi- 
ments, could not provide a very low cost way of looking at more advanced configurations.   It might be of interest to 
do some work on Externally Blown Flaps which use thrust vectoring for we tend to think of the nozzles as always 
being pointed in one direction, and at best it is only going to be in the right direction at one condition.   The EBF's 
suffer from flap impingement at take-off as a source of thrust loss, noise and u source of flap loads.   Our own studies 
of the take-off performance of EBF's indicate that if the jets were tilted down for take-off you might see some 
improvement in those three areas so this could be an area where future research is warranted. 

The Internally Blown Flap remains of interest and ONERA in France and DeHavilland. Canada, described recent 
work on two-dimensional models, and DeHavilland Canada, also described some three-dimensional work.   The lift 
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performance of the Internally Blown Flap is equivalent to the most sophisticated of the mechanical flap systems that 
was shown at this symposium, and it does this without much complexity in terms of mechanical or pneumatic 
devices.   The IBF has a very low bleed requirement which I think should be remembered when we are considering 
the rapidly increasing cost of fuels.   Future research on the IBF could consider blown muiti-slotted flaps as a means 
of further reducing bleed level requirements and also, perhaps eliminating entirely the need tor special purpose bleed 
engines.   Further work on vectored thrust Internally Blown Flaps seem warranted, as it is a way to increase the lift 
available and allow us to go to higher wing loadings and so improve our cruise lift-drag ratios. 

The mechanical flap vectored thrust was discussed in papers by Osbornc :ind also by Dellavilland. Canada. 
Future work on this concept should look at improved flap designs and also develop low loss lightweight thrust deflec- 
tors suitable for use in the limited range of deflection aneles appropriate tu high bypass ratio encines, which were only 
of the order 70°. 

No papers were piesented at this meeting on upper surface blowing, and I wwuld suggest that simple modifications 
to the externally blown flap models which were used in tin N'M  tesU :iiid the RAT. tests could provide very useful 
comparative data on the externally blown flap and the upper surface blown Hup.   It would !>e a very simple investiga- 
tion, and 1 think it would be very worthwhile. 

The extension of model data on maximum lift coefficients to full-scale Reynolds numbers poses many problems. 
The paper by Moorehouse suggested for full-span jet Haps without leading edge slats that perhaps Stratford's criteria 
wo'ild be adequate.   The situation for aircraft with part-span jet flaps n meel ;       I flaps :ind unblown .   uli g edge 
sits is much more complex and research on developing methods of Q mas   \     '.   tion fruin mo.'.-l data would appear 
a very worthwhile area for documentation. 

Finally. I am impressed at the Wide range of useful researcl, which is going on throughout the NAT  • en mtries. 
I guess it is a measure of the maturity of the currenl work on powcicd lift aircraft that now. instead of people just 
talkinf 'bout obtaining a very high Q mav  . and that my C\_m:iX is better than your  C'L,,,^ ■ we find now that even 
pi'- ,10 odynamicists are talking about practical things like engine-failed climb gradients and   CL,,,^   with an engine 
' i.l i with the aircraft trimmed longitudinally and laterally.   ! think this transition is tremendous, and I hope that it 
is a positive indication that operational jet STOL airplanes are very nearly with us. 

Chairman:   Thank you Mr F.ggleston.    I think you have given a very comprehensive and clear picture of how you 
think i» should be.   Are there any comments or questions from the floor? 

Mr Moorehouse:   Just a brief comment on Mr Fgglestons last point about three-engined maximum lift.   I think in a 
gross sense that the maximum lift appears to be just a function of the total Oi , so if you lose 259? of that in general, 
you are losing 25% of the increment due to the power. 

Mr Eggleston:    Well, this may be a debatable point.   I have an intuitive feeling that it will depend very much on the 
type of high lift system.   I think, for instance, that if you had a twin engined over-the-wing blowing airplane, and it 
lost an engine on one side that it should be much worse off say, than a four engine HBF airplane with the engines 
spread out more. 

Mr Moorehouse:   I will rephrase what I said.   I think we have found that when we have looked at the   CLn,ax   of a 
four-engined configuration, with three or four engines operating,  CLmilx  is a function of total power coefficient 
rather than a straight factor.   It may be a reflection on the accuracy of the data.   I agree that a twin-engined con- 
figuration is different. 

Chairman:   Are there any more comments? 
on mechanical high lift systems. 

If not, I would like to call on Professor Blom to give his point of view 

Prof, Blom:   Mr Chairman, you have asked me to comment on mechanical high-lift systems.   Under that heading we 
had 5 papers in this symposium, among which three were devoted to aerodynamics of high-lift devices.   One was 
devoted to the prediction of airfoil characteristics with spoilers and one was on the physical interpretation of the 
effect of small size vortex generators.  When we recall these papers, perhaps it would be interesting to have a short 
summary of their contents.  Jacob and Steinbach of Germany presented their method for prediction of lift from 
multi-element airfoil systems in which the effect of the boundary layer displacement on the circulation and pressure 
distribution is included, and in which, on the basis of criteria for real separation on the most aft located element, a 
model is developed for numerical calculation of lift and maximum lift with rear separation present.   The method is. 
in its present form, restricted to a two-dimensional geometry, non-interacting boundary layers as shed from the multi- 
elements of the airfoil system, and shapes without slot cavities leading to other forms of separation than the rear 
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separation.  Within these restrictions, the calculation method may yield useful lift and pressure distribution data. 
Ljungström from Sweden presented his results of elaborate experiments in the wind tunnel on multi-element airfoils 
desgined for high lift.  The information was presented against the background of requirements related to transport 
type of aircraft and is compared to results of calculated lift and pressure distribution using the methods of Stevens 
and Goradia of Lockheed.   Extensive geometrical variation of double and triple slotted mechanical flaps, in most 
cases in combination with slats as leading edge devices, are explored in two-dimensional testing to achieve optimum 
high lift.  To gain insight in the effect of interaction of wakes from upstream elements with the boundary layer of 
a more aft located element the wake characteristics have been artificially influenced in the experiment by applying 
suction to the upper surfaces.   On the basis of the expciience gained, some general conclusions are drawn on favor- 
able arrangements of the airfoil elements and Mot gaps.   Perrier and Lavenant from France gave us their views un how 
they would extend their method for calculation of the pressure distribution of lifting wing bodv combinations to 
incorporate the effects of boundary layer.  Wind lunncl results obtained on an aircraft model witli full span, deep 
chord, high lift devices indicale the potential of mechanical high lift devices for STOL applications.   This model was 
shaped according to criteria obtained with the developed calculation method. 

For further discussion, and in view of the limited time available, further comments ;ire restricted here on my side 
to the subject of the development of mechanical high-lift devices.   From the papers presenud in ilus symposium on 
V/STOL aerodynamics, it is clear that the emphasis in d.   ■loping mechanic il high-lift devices was on achieving higher 
nia\ lift to avoid, en at least postpone, the need to adopt mechanically, and otherwise more elaborate systems, using 
some form of powered lift.   However, the economy of transportation .is expressed in the Direct Operating Costs of 
the flying vehicle, to a  arge extent depends on the total amount of expensive machinery needed in the aircraft, 
including the propulsion    .its.   The best solution for a particular transport task obviously requires analyses of all cost 
elements unolved.   However, in particular for the less ambitious airfield performance requirements     where the 
mechanical high lift devices seem to have their place     low thrust levels in relation to aircraft weight still are an 
important asset to low cost.  Consequently, to achieve this, the high-lift devices have to be designed for high lift-to- 
drag ratios in take-off and balked landing flight conditions, combined with a relatively high maximum lift capability. 
It may be remembered that Lockheed, in designing the four engined C5A transport aircraft, went to great pains in 
achieving high lift-to-drag ratios at high maximum lift for the take-off condition. 

In relation to a considerable experimental effort over the past years spent in Holland on this subject, it can be 
stated, that optimizing a high lift system for the more complicated criteria based on a weighted balance between 
lift-to-drag on one side, and maximum lift on the other side, leads to high lift devices which may considerably differ 
from the shapes generated in the process of optimizing for maximum lift only.   A good point for further consideration, 
therefore, seems to be the prospective which can be seen in the methods of numerical calculation in the field of drag 
reduction of high lift systems.   This is a point for further discussion perhaps. 

In relation to drag aspects of high lift systems, one further observation seems to be relevant here.   In many cases 
the aircraft designer accepts cavities in slots of the multi-element high lift system in the interest of low drag in the 
condition that all feathers of the wing are retracted to restore the original airfoil shape.   In these cavities a trapped 
vortex may be generated, which often, under conditions of strict two-dimensional flow  «how surprisingly small drag 
effect in comparison with conditions with the vortex removed, using a faired contour surface.   In the three-dimensional 
wing, however, the momentum exchange between the external flow and the trapped vortex may contain a span-wise 
component, or in other cases, a span-wise flow in the trapped vortex leading to a considerable increase in drag.   Like- 
wise, drag measurements with a momentum rake behind one profile section in quasi-two-dimensional wind tunnel 
arrangements may lead to largely erroneous results because of span-wise transport of boundary layer and wake 
material that takes place, mostly unobserved and njt necessarily due to the presence of a trapped vortex.  There are 
two aspects to this.  Two-dimensional test results on drag of high lift devices should be watched with a healthy 
amount of suspicion and the conversion of two-dimensional data to a three-dimensional wing oiten produces some 
unwanted surprises when the actual wing is tested.  These effects should be given further consideration in future 
research. 

Chairman:   Thank you Professor Blom. for your suggestions. 

Mr Ljungström:   First, I would like to agree very much with Professor Blom about his comments on the drag problem. 
I think also that the drag may be the most important problem right now for mechanical high lift devices.   I would 
like to add that in the work that has been presented in my paper here that all the experiments were also carried out 
with rake drag measurements, so we have an extensive amoun' of data on the two-dimensional drag taken from wake 
integrations.   We have compared these drag measurements with the corresponding three-dimensional tests at the same 
Reynolds number    We can see that the optimization trends for drag are. of course, very different from two-dimen- 
sional to three-dimensional tests.   That, of course, is due to the large amount of induced drag, or vortex drag, in the 
three-dimensional case.   This really made it very hard to see what use you can have of the two-dimensional drag trends 
for optimization purposes.   To study this a bit more closely, we are now performing some half-model tests, where we 
are carrying out wake surveys of the complete half-model span. 

   L 
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Chairman:   Any more questions or comments on this point?  Dr Barche. 

Dr Barche:   I missed u paper on high-lift problems of typical n insonic profiles.  We found that on wings with typical 
transonic profiles, because of their increased thickness ,ii the leading edge and reduced sweep, high   CLmaxs  could be 
achieved with very simple mechanical flaps.  On the other hand, the lift-drag ratio for take-off flap settings seems to 
be worse than with classical airfoils.  So. I would think that on that new profile te.hnique we should have some 
comments. 

Chairman: 
here. 

i iiank you Dr Barche.  Transonic profiles are not directly V/STOL. but there might be some comments 

M. ferrier:   It * ems to me. not as a point of view of .1 fluid mechanical engineer, but us a point of view of ;i manu- 
facturer, that a transonic STOL aircraft will not have very simple mechanical flaps, but variable-geometry mechanical 
flaps, becasue we know quite well that it is already necessary for CTOL when you seek the best compromise between 
low speed inJ high speed.   I insist that, in fact, the problem of profile drag s not very important at very high   C'L 

because if you make the product of   —   by  (Ci )2   you see that it is a veiy important figure.   For example, for 
JTA 

the typical aircraft, if you assume that you have a 0.05 k and a value of CL   of 4. that means that you have some- 
thing like 0.8 in   C^   due to vortex drag and you cannot avoid that drag.   Ii is due to the span of the wing:  you 
have generated a certain lift in a certain span, and it costs a certain price.   That is. 0.8 in  C|)   .   It is not at all the 
same in the cruise or CTOL conditions; at  C'L   less than 1 or I'i. you have exactly the same problem as usual 
actually, with a profile drag which is not negligible compared with the induced drag. 

Prof. Blom:   It all depends on the ambition you have in creating short take-off and landing conditions.   If we are 
discussing an aircraft which is capable of day to day operations from 4000 ft, rather than 2000 ft. it is my personal 
experience that every small decrement in drag contribution, either viscous or due to the vortex drag, pays, and creates 
a better airplane which can fly with less power.   To quote a number, the latest version of the Dutch Fokker F28 twin- 
engined airplane can perform the low-speed single-engine take-off climb with a lift to drag ratio of approximately 10 
in a take-off configuration corresponding with a max. lift coefficient of 2.8.  This L/D of 10 is not achieved by 
considering the viscous drag on the flap insignificant.   It is very important to have the utmost from that flap in this 
respect. 

Mr Back:   In talking about the drag we have got to be clear whether we are talking about take-off or landing. We are 
looking for high   CLnux s  to get steep approaches, and one of the problems on the steep approach may be of getting 
adequate drag in order to keep an engine's response characteristics satisfactory.  We are. however, very concerned 
about obtaining low drag during the take-off phase.   I think that in the discussions during this week very little has 
been said about the flap angles for take-off and the associated performance. 

Mr Eggleston:   There was a slide in my paper which I didn't present on the screen, which did show some engine 
failed climb gradients for typical 2000 ft STOL airplanes.   They will run to very high values, even with the EBF 
configuration which suffers from flap impingement and by the time you have put enough thrust in to go through a 
35 ft screen in 2000 ft. you have a substantial climb gradient available.   It may be in the order of 13° or more, 
all engines operating, and even with engine failed it will be of the order of 6°. When you are talking a new airplane. 
I do not think you should also get involved in frozen thinking about the powerplant side.  Some of the parameters 
in the powerplant can be changed relatively simply for the expensive bits of an engine are usually the hp compressors, 
the combusters and the hot end. while fans can be changed without too much difficulty, particularly if you have gear 
boxes in between the fan and its turbine. With STOL aircraft, if there are problems in having to go to low aspect 
ratio configurations to get landing gradients that are satisfactory, you can always get back, at least to some degree, to 
an acceptable climb situation by playing around with the bypass ratio of the engine.  All is not lost if you have to 
tailor the configuration specifically to a landing requirement. 

Chairman:   I think the time permits us to have one more comment from Mr Ljungström. 

Mr Ljungstrom:   I have one short comment about the drag.   From our tests, it turned out that the kind of config- 
urations you get when you optimize for CLmax   is for rather small interactions between the different wake layers. 
This also means that we get the most efficient flow.   If we look at the drag results, we can see that these turn out 
to have rather low drag values, too. at lower  C'L .   The difference might be that the gaps are just somewhat smaller, 
if we optimize for minimum drag at a certain  C'L . which should be something like 0.65  C'Lmav .   We have tried to 
do that too. and it turns out that the gaps should be somewhat smaller.   Then the compromise should be a gap 
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somewhere between the two.  This is of course true only for gap optimization for a given set of flap angles which is 
the only case for which drag measurements give any conclusive trends. 

_ 

Prof. Blom:  Perhaps there is a need to say more about the differences we have found in optimization of high lift 
devices for combined L/D and maximum lift criteria in comparison with results for maximum lift only. 

We ibund two substantial differences on slat position, the best slat angle with the drag criterium included came 
out much smaller and also the slat-gap had to be small. The gap of the slat then being much narrower than the one 
found by Ljungström in his experiments. 

Nevertheless, for take-off configurations of the F28 aircraft the increment in CL mM 

the slat is 1.2, based on a lg-stall and as measured in flight. 
due to the extension of 

Dr Barche:   If we discuss jet lift, we have to ask for what application     civil or military application?   Here, in this 
meeting, I got the general impression that there will be no near future application of jet-lifted civil airplanes, the 
main reason being the cost effectiveness, which is lower than for conventional aircraft of equivalent payload and range. 
Other reasons     we didn't discuss here    are the engine situation, the reliability of civil jet-lifted aircraft, the engine 
failure situation and the noise.  What we discussed here was that the improved STOL systems are working against jet- 
lifted civil aircraft. 

I also got the impression that on the military side, the situation is somewhat different.  It might be because the 
Harrier is already introduced, and in the U.S. discussions are going on the sea control ships.  But I feel that military 
jet-lifted aircraft also have to be more cost effective; they have to be less complicated; they should have better 
maintenance capability and furthermore improvtd reliability seems to be needed. 

To summarize what was produced here dunng the meeting, I feel that three different aspects on jet-lifted air- 
craft have been considered : 

(1) How to improve our knowledge of the complex jet-lift interactions: 

(2) What about critical flight conditions and their predictions? 

(3) What about new jet-lift generators avoiding the typical jet problems we have to live with using lift or lift 
cruise engines? 

I think these three different aspect; treated here, give a good picture of what has to be done, is being done or 
has been done recently. 

I also felt that the progress reported here was not so impressive as it was previously.   Indeed, jet-lifted aircraft 
are flying already and on the other hand the general situation seems not to promote civil or even military aircraft as 
was expected some years ago.   I feel that if there is a political or economical saturation we are still far from a 
saturation of our knowledge.   I think we can all agree that there are a lot of gaps in our knowledge to be filled. 

But there is a simple question: "Is it really worthwhile to fill those gaps?" My answer is "Yes", because pro- 
blems which are treated on jet-lifted aircraft are closely connected with modern non-jet lifted aircraft. To illustrate 
this, the use of high-by-pass engines with large diameters installed close to wings, fuselages or tails, gives us interaction 
problems similar to those we have to study on jet-lifted aircraft: problems of jet-wing/body interactions are quite 
independent, whether the jet is more or less vertical or parallel to the free stream.  I strongly believe that general 
jet-research should be continued, but not restricted to steady flows only.  More and more, in interaction problems, the 
random character of jet flows has to be studied. 

Chairman:   Thank you Dr Barche.  One of the main points I got out of this is the question of what is the near 
future of jet-lift aircraft as we see it at the moment.   Any comments on that? That is apparently a very difficult 
question.   Are there any more comments on what Dr Barche has said?  If not, then I would like to pass the word to 
Professor Gersten who will give some comments on Sessions 4 and 5 of this meeting. 

Prof. Gersten:   Mr Chairman, I would like to split up my comment into two parts: one on ground effect and one 
on prediction methods.  Ground effect has again to be split up into mechanical and powered lift systems on one side 
and the jet lift systems on the other side.  From what I have learned here at the meeting on ground effect for mech- 
anical and powered lift systems, there obviously exist cases where the ground effect is positive and other cases where 
the ground effect is negative.   It became quite clear at the meeting, that these effects due to ground can be predicted 
quite well by potential theory (method of images).  If a method is available which can predict the forces at high 
angles of attack or high jet angles, far from ground, then this method can be extended easily to predict also these 
forces near ground. 
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There are of course problems left which have just been touched during the meeting, and I would like to draw 
attention to one particular aspect mentioned by Mr Hickey, i.e., the dynamic aspect, as he called it. or I would say 
the unsteady aspect of the ground effect.  It may be possible that the height above ground changes so rapidly 
during take off or landing that unsteady aerodynamic effects have to be taken into account.  Therefore, there is a 
need for more research work on unsteady lifting surface theory near ground. 

Much more difficult is the situation for the ground effect of jet-lift systems.  We heard from several lectures. 
Dr Barche and others, that there are two effects close to the ground, i.e.. the suck-down and the fountain flow 
effect, the first one due to entrainment, the second one due to multiple jet arrangement.  As far as I can see, we are 
very far from any kind of reasonable modelling of the flow field.  This field is a combination of viscous flow regimes 
in the jets or at the boundaries of the jets. These viscous flow regimes have to be matched with the outer flow which 
might be a potential flow.  There is still much work to be done to develop a reasonable and simple model which 
describes the essential features of such a system.   Here, I think, theoreticians as well as experimentalists should come 
together in the future and work together on these problems. 

This brings me to the other subject which 1 wanted to comment on. i.e. the prediction methods.   1 would like to 
talk only about the more sophisticated prediction methods, not about handbook-type prediction methods.   In the 
more sophisticaUJ prediction methods one has to know quite a bit about the physics of the flow field.   As we have 
seen at the meeting, the flow fields are not simple and not easy to understand. 

To answer one of Dr Kiichemann's questions about the pecularities of the flow fields, this is perhaps just a 
matter of getting acquainted with this kind of flow field.   Perhaps we feel that these fields, which are very compiicated 
and mixtures of viscous and inviscid flow domains, are peculiar because they cannot be handled easily by classical 
methods like potential flow theory, lifting surface theory etc.   It will be a matter of time, whi'e we work on these 
more complicated fields, before we feel that they are completely normal and have no peculiarities in them. 

As far as prediction methods are concerned, I found particularly the paper by Dr Perrier from Dassault-Breguet 
very impressive, and also the Douglas "EVD" method which was mentioned by Mr Woolard. Obviously, these two 
papers give a fairly good picture about the state of the art of the more sophisticated prediction methods. 

1 got the impression from these two papers, as well as from others, that we may come eventually to an end with 
those prediction methods which are more or less of the classical type, that means, prediction methods which use the 
simple concept of classical boundary layer theory.  They start with a potential theory, calculate the boundary layer 
afterwards, perhaps calculate the displacement of the boundary layer, feed this displacement effect back into the 
potential flow theory, and then by an iteration process, might end up with a picture of the whole flow field. 
Obviously, there are limits for this kind of method and one good example of these limitations was given in the paper 
by Mr Ljungström, where it was shown that wakes of slats for example are not necessarily developing in a near wall 
region, but nevertheless have an important effect on the pressure distribution of the airfoil which in a classical predic- 
tion method should be determined by potential flow theory.   We are now facing the situation that obviously the 
simple concept of outer inviscid flow and near wall boundary layer 'low is not working, or has to he modified and 
extended, to take into account situations where the "outer flow" does not have constant total pressure because of 
wakes or slats or other disturbances ipstream. 

Therefore, I feel that in the future prediction methods have to be developed by two groups of people who come 
together from two sides: from potential flow theory and from boundary layer theory.  If these two groups could be 
combined and if the whole concept of outer flow boundary layer interaction is reconsidered for change or modification 
[hen, perhaps, we can end up with the method which at least for the two-dimensional case would give a much better 
picture and could lead to an optimization of the two-dimensional flow past multi-element airfoils. 

Of course, there are the problems of three-dimensionality, and they are much more complicated.   At least we 
should try to take as much as we can of the physics into the more sophisticated prediction methods.  When we then 
try to put the most important features of the flow field into the mathematical models, we may come to a better 
description of these quite complicated flow fields. 

Chairman:   Thank you Professor Gersten.  It might be appropriate here to go directly to M. Perrier and ask for his 
point of view of the application of computer methods. 

M. Perrier;   Before my comment on this, I would like to show very quickly three figures.  Frame 5 is what the 
computational method is not.  You see it is a conventional correlation type presentation of high lift devices.  The 
point that you see at the curve in the upper part of the slide corresponds to flight results of aircraft of Dassault- 
P.reguet and you see that efficiency is very poor, of the order of 0.3 to 0.4.   That is just the sort of thing that you 
can learn with that sort of computation.  In Frame 6 I have given you the reason why you are obliged to make cal 
culations.   It is an example of optimization of the position of a slot.   You can see a certain number of iterations, and 
we have indicated good and bad positions. The direction of the arrow is for a better ('i    < for example, or a 
better Cp   .  What you can see is that when you have to cope with 5 slots, not at all independent of each other, 
and on each slot you have to take 20 positions for optimization, it is impossible to do that experimentally.   To 
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return to what Prof. Gersten has said, and to prove that all the problems of computation are not simple problems, 
figure 7 shows you some fundamental problems of viscous layers with separated regions (in white) and viscous layers 
with no separation but a turbulent regime (in blue). What you can see in these slides is that it is very difficult to 
avoid computation in the future for increasing the flap efficiency   There are three levels of computations; the first 
one is the correlation type, and it seems to me that it is outside the scope of my optimization. The second one is 
a typical job for people in industry, i.e.. how to build a very huge program in order to take into account all the 
different parts of the flow field.  The third one is how to include in the program good bricks in the same way as we 
do a wall.  For that, it is necessary to choose a very good breakdown of the theoretical and physical model, and 
after that, to improve step-by-step the validity of the total program by improving each brick of the program.   If I 
mention some hisruv-y. I can say that on the Mirage 3V vertical aircraft we have done very limited calculations in 
order to have the spanwise lift distribution for prediction of ihe one-engine-out condition, which is a very annoying 
problem, and we Jktover »hut we have much work to do in that direction.  On the last project, we have done all 
the preliminary »oiii by computing the flow fields, and it seems to me that it will be the case in the future for all 
the projects o  V/STOL.  V.'hat I would like to comment on regarding what has been said by different people in this 
discussion is that people have made a great improvement in bricks, but greater improvements are necessary.   For 
example, some Italian people have only determined what vortex generator complete field model to study.   In the 
same way there is the problem of interaction between the jet lift and the external flow for a VTOL.  It is a compli 
cated problem, and it is the beginning of computational methods.  After that we have to make a schematization and 
go a long time in order to obtain the pressure. 

Chairman:  Thank you M. Perrier. 
Gersten and M. Perrier have said. 

I would ask the audience if there are any remarks or comments on what Professor 

Dr Spee:  I agree in general with Professor Gersten's remarks, but he is still talking about calculating boundary layers. 
The pressure gradient is assumed to be negligible in the direction normal to the boundary layer.  Now if you look at 
high lift systems with a number of airfoil elements with wakes that are coming off the elements and going over the 
following elements, you are facing the problem where you will have viscous interaction but also large pressure gradients 
normal to the wakes.  My feeling is that the only proper way to solve this problem in a two-dimensional flow is by 
calculating the whole flow field.  The three-dimensional problem is probably far too complicated to describe theoreti- 
cally. I know that M. Perrier has been working and is working on finite element methods and finite difference methods 
and we are doing similar things at NLR. and I have the feeling that finally you have to use such a method to come to 
an optimization of multi-element wings in two-dimensional flow.  Of course then you are still far from an optimization 
of the three-dimensional case.   I feel a little bit pessimistic here since I heard people say that it is an impossible task to 
get an optimization out of the experimental work in the wind tunnel only, since there are so many parameters involved. 
You also cannot get the final result from calculations.  As Professor Blom pointed out. the three-dimensional effects 
can be very important.  So we are still far from where we would like to be.   Anyway one of the things we have to 
start now is trying to develop workable methods for field calculations for th" two-dimensional case. 

Mr Gark:  Is it too early to ask this question?  Does the Panel have any opinion as to the strength or relative intensity 
of the trailing vortices behind V/STOL aircraft in comparison with those observed behind similar commercial aircraft? 
In other words, will it be more serious for a small aircraft flying behind them or will the vortices be more broken up? 
You have the wing vortices and. in addition, you have these lifting vortices giving turbulent flows. 

Mr Eggleston:  The basic relation giving the approximate strengths of the bound and trailing vorticity is 

r = ^ic 

from this we see that to a first approximation the strength of the vorticity is proportional to the velocity, lift 
coefficient and chord and depends on their interchange.  If the rate at which lift coefficient increased could be 
maintained at the rate which velocity reduced, then the vortex strength of a STOL aircraft would be similar to con- 
ventional aircraft. 

Chairman:  Do you believe that? 
from Mr Mavriplis. 

I think we are about at the end of this symposium.  There is one more question 

Mr Mavriplis:  This isn't a question really, it is more of a comment.  I would like to come back to mechanical high- 
lift systems and to what Prof. Blom said.  I couldn't agree more that there is a requirement for achieving high 
^Lmu   an(* at ^e same time high lift-to-drag ratios.  Until now we have spoken about optimizations of given airfoil 
shapes, by using slats and multi-slotted flaps. There is another approach to it, and we have not spoken about it at 
all in this meeting, i.e., to deal with new shapes, to try to produce new airfoils which provide high lift-to-drag ratios 
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at the same time as high Ci^nux   figures and to try to actually reduce the number of elements in take-off configu- 
rations to achieve simple mechanical nigh lift devices. There is great need for design methods of this kind. 

Chairman: Thank you for your comments.  Is there anybody who has a very pressing comment to make before 
we close this Round Table Discussion? If not, I think that is the end of it. 

I would like to start out by thanking all the contributors to this discussion.  Firstly, the speakers from tiiis side 
of the table; then 1 would like to thank the people from the audience who contributed to the discussion.  It might 
be that from this discussion we have a better idea of where we should go in the future as far as V/STOL aerodynamics 
is concerned.  I hope we will profit from this. 

As Chairman of the Programme Committee, 1 have then to close this symposium, and 1 would like to thank all 
those who made it a fruitful one.  Firstly, I would like to thank the authors and the contributors to the discussion; 
I hope that their efforts have been rewarded by the fresh exchange of ideas. As for the Fluid Dynamics Panel, we 
must thank those who invited us here, the Netherlands National Delegates of AGARD, Professor Gerlach and Mr Marx. 
It was a pleasure to have this symposuim here in the Netherlands. Of course, at the same time, we are very grateful 
that the Aeronautical Department of this University made it possible to meet here in this splendid building   For this 
our thanks go to the Dean of the Department, Professor van Ingen, not forgetting his staff who performed such 
excellent organizational and supporting work; I mention particularly the projection which was perfectly done. We 
record our thanks also the Netherlands Coordinator of AGARD and the Panel Executive, together with their staffs, 
for their excellent work in preparing this meeting and in guiding us through these last three days. Of course one of 
the main problems we still have in Europe and in NATO is the difference in languages; the interpreters have done an 
excellent job which has contributed to the success of this meeting. Three days ago the Chairman of the Fluid 
Dynamics Panel opened this meeting, and perhaps he will want to say something at this point. 

Prof. Kuchemann:  Ladies and Gentlemen, there is just one more job to be done and that is for me, on behalf of you 
all, to thank Mr Hartzuiker.  He did all the hard work in preparing the meeting, and he has been extremely successful. 
It really matters whether the meeting is well prepared or not, and we have seen that it was. Before closing this 
symposium, I would like to thank Mr Hartzuiker for all the work he did for us. 
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